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Preface

Quantum chemistry plays a crucial role in many areas of chemistry, physics and
biology. There is significant research ongoing in this area of science. International
conferences in quantum chemistry are frequently organized in many countries. This
book came about as a consequence of the International Symposium “Frontiers of
Quantum Chemistry” on November 11, 2015 at Kwansei Gakuin University in
Japan.

This book consists of twenty chapters. It presents the frontiers of current research
in quantum chemistry in various areas of theory. The chapter topics include:
development of correlated single particle theories; density-functional theory; rela-
tivistic time-dependent density-functional theory; quantum many-body methods;
response theory; SACCI methodology; electron communications theory; vibrational
linear and nonlinear optical properties theory; and molecular dynamics. Other
chapter topics include: applications in kinetics; description of molecular properties
and chemical reactions; nonlinear optical properties in ultraviolet spectroscopy;
circular dichroism; nuclear quantum effect and H/D isotope effect in
hydrogen-bonded systems; properties of periodic materials subjected to external
electric and magnetic fields; photoisomerization reactions; chemical enhancement
of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy; NIR spectroscopy; and spectroscopy of
hydrogen-bonded systems.

The first fourteen chapters, representing the first part of the book, present newly
developed methods which might play important roles in future spectroscopic
studies. The presented methods elucidate state-of-the-art modern quantum chem-
istry. It should be pointed out that these chapters revolve around different
approaches. Concepts based on the post-Hartree-Fock methods are presented as
well as those based on density functional theory. Several chapters are concerned
with vibrational linear and nonlinear optical properties which represent modern
spectroscopic analysis. Some of the chapters go beyond currently used methods,
such as electron communications theory. The second part of the book is devoted to
discussions about the applications of current methods. These six chapters cover the
most significant and important applications across several fields of science. The
application of molecular dynamics simulations for large systems looks very
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promising. Determination of isotope effects, as well as reaction mechanism studies,
are also essential applications, especially in computational enzymology and biol-
ogy. These chapters represent a complete source of quantum chemistry knowledge.

We hope readers of this book will learn a great deal about the current state of
quantum chemistry and its applications and importance in basic and applied
science.

We would like to thank Dr. Shinichi Koizumi and Ms. Taeko Sato of Springer
Japan for their continuous efforts toward publishing this book.

Kraków, Poland Marek J. Wójcik
Kyoto, Japan Hiroshi Nakatsuji
Santa Barbara, USA Bernard Kirtman
Sanda, Japan Yukihiro Ozaki
March 2017
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Chapter 1
Rigorous and Empirical Approaches
to Correlated Single-Particle Theories

Johannes T. Margraf and Rodney J. Bartlett

Abstract In this contribution, we will discuss how electron correlation is described
in different types of single-particle approaches, namely those based on many-body
theory, density functional theory, and semiempirical approximations. Our goal is to
provide some insight into how the term “correlation” is used in different commu-
nities and what the physical and computational advantages and drawbacks of the
different approaches are. This interdisciplinary perspective will illuminate how
researchers with different backgrounds think about electron correlation in
single-particle methods. In this context, the main focus lies on MO-like theories
such as KS-DFT and semiempirical methods, since these are the most common
“general-purpose” approaches in quantum chemistry, which allow predicting
ground state and excited state energies and properties.

Keywords Electron correlation ⋅ Wavefunction theory ⋅ Density functional
theory ⋅ Semiempirical molecular orbital theory ⋅ Correlated orbital theory

1.1 Introduction

The electrostatic interactions between nuclei and electrons determine the structure
and properties of molecules and solids. Electronic structure theory is, therefore, a
critical part of modern research in chemistry and materials science. For systems of
chemical interest, theoreticians are faced with the many-electron problem, and
usually have to resort to approximations to numerically describe the highly complex
electron–electron interactions. One of the most popular classes of these approxi-
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mations is formed by effective single-particle theories (see Fig. 1.1 for a schematic
overview of single-particle methods in quantum chemistry) [1].

In single-particle theories, the interaction of N electrons is mathematically
described via N one-electron equations. This dramatically reduces the computa-
tional complexity of the problem, but also introduces an approximation, namely that
each electron interacts with the average field of all other electrons, via an effective
Hamiltonian heff. For this reason, such approaches are known as mean field theories
and have long been familiar to chemists due to Hartree-Fock (HF) theory (see
Fig. 1.1) [1–4]. The HF wavefunction is the variationally optimal representation of
the electronic structure within the mean field approximation [5].

The HF one-particle equations have the following form:

h ið Þ+ ∑
j
Jj ið Þ−Kj ið Þ
� � !

φi ið Þ= εiφi ið Þ, ð1:1Þ

where h ið Þ is the one-electron “core” Hamiltonian, φi ið Þ is the ith molecular orbital,
εi is the orbital eigenvalue, and Jj ið Þ and Kj ið Þ are the Coulomb and exchange
operators,

Fig. 1.1 Relationship between different single-particle methods in quantum chemistry. The
prototypical effective single-particle theories are HF (equation in the top left) and KS-DFT (top
right). Other single-particle methods augment (e.g., via correlated self-energy expressions),
combine (hybrid DFT), or approximate (semiempirical methods) these approaches

2 J.T. Margraf and R.J. Bartlett



Jj ið Þ−Kj ið Þ=
Z

φj ið Þ* 1−Pij
� �

φj ið Þdj. ð1:2Þ

By only considering the interaction of each electron with the average field of all
other electrons, the “correlated motions” between the movements of individual
electron pairs are neglected. This electron correlation effect only amounts to a small
percentage (typically ca. 1%) of the total energy. Unfortunately, it often translates to
very large errors for the energy differences critical to chemistry. In order to make
quantitative predictions (e.g., to determine which possible product of a reaction is
more stable or to accurately describe spectroscopy), we must, therefore, take
electron correlation into account.

The most commonly accepted quantification of electron correlation is attributed
to Löwdin, though the concept was also mentioned even earlier by Wigner [6, 7].
Löwdin defined the correlation energy as the difference between the full CI and
restricted HF (RHF) energies in a given basis [8, 9]:

EC =EFCI −EHF . ð1:3Þ

In this context, electron correlation is mainly understood as the instantaneous
electrostatic repulsion between individual electrons, which is missing from the
mean-field description in RHF. In modern usage, electron correlation is typically
measured as the difference between the nonrelativistic “right” answer and any
single determinant approximation including unrestricted HF (UHF), although in
Löwdin’s days UHF would be considered correlated since different spin–orbitals
are allowed different spatial extent.

There is also a broader, statistical definition of electron correlation. In this sense,
electrons are correlated if there is a difference between the ordinary and conditional
probability density of finding an electron at a given point in space [10]. This
includes the instantaneous repulsion effect described above (Coulomb correlation),
as well as the fact that electrons obey Fermi statistics, i.e., that the wavefunction
changes its sign when indices are permuted (Fermi correlation). In both cases, the
physical consequence of correlation is that it becomes less likely to find two
electrons close to each other. This depletion of probability density around an
electron is often referred to as a “hole” (e.g., the “Fermi hole”) [11, 12].

It is important to note that HF does describe Fermi correlation through the
exchange operator, so the term electron correlation is typically used as in Löwdin’s
definition, i.e., as Coulomb correlation. Up to this point, there is a clear separation
between exchange and correlation. Exchange is treated exactly via the HF refer-
ence, and the remaining goal is to approximate the correlation energy and wave-
function as accurately as possible. As we shall see, the case is more complicated in
DFT, where typically both exchange and correlation are approximated via
density-dependent functionals. In particular, in DFT, one speaks of a
“many-electron self-interaction,” which has to mean in rigorous wavefunction
theory, the higher-order couplings between the exchange operator and the Coulomb
operator as would occur in MBPT and coupled cluster theory.

1 Rigorous and Empirical Approaches to Correlated Single … 3



The correlation energy from Eq. 1.3 is missing from HF due to the mean field
approximation, which comes from representing the wavefunction as a single Slater
determinant [1]:

ΨHF =1 ̸
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
N!

p
det χ1, χ2, . . . , χNð Þ. ð1:4Þ

Correlation can be introduced in a formally simple way by approximating the
wavefunction as a linear combination of Slater determinants (or symmetry-adapted
configuration state functions) as is done in configuration interaction and
multi-configurational SCF methods [13]:

ΨCI = ∑
i
ciΦi. ð1:5Þ

Unfortunately, using the full set of possible excited configurations (i.e., full CI)
is computationally intractable for all but the smallest systems. Truncating the
number of determinants to a certain degree of excitations (e.g., all singles and
doubles, CISD) leads to a method that introduces correlation in finite systems but
violates size extensivity, a critical failing [14, 15].

These problems can be overcome to a prominent extent by using coupled cluster
(CC) theory, where the wavefunction has the correct exponential form [15–17]:

ΨCC = eTΦ0, ð1:6Þ

where Φ0 is the mean-field single determinant.
CC can also be considered as an infinite-order many-body perturbation theory

(MBPT):

eTΦ0 =Φ0 + ∑
∞

k=1
R0Vð ÞkLΦ0 ð1:7Þ

where

R0 = E0 −H0ð Þ− 1Q, ð1:8Þ

Q=1− 0j ⟩⟨0j, ð1:9Þ

and

V =H −H0. ð1:10Þ

CC and MBPT allow the accurate calculation of the correlation energy and have
been extended to predict the vibrational, optical, and electronic properties of
molecules. These “post-HF” many-body methods are the state of the art in most
modern applications of quantum chemistry.

As Mulliken famously noted, the high sophistication of these methods has the
consequence that many concepts that are dear to the heart of chemists and physicists
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“vanish into thin air” [18]. Molecular orbitals (MOs) are one such endangered
species, but an extremely useful one. For instance, the spatial extent of a molecular
orbital, its eigenvalue, and the energy gap to other orbitals can be used to under-
stand chemical reactions and ionization processes in molecules. Indeed, scanning
tunneling microscopy and photoemission tomography experiments show that
observable electronic states have many of the characteristics typically associated
with MOs (nodal structure, energetic ordering, etc.) [19, 20]. Similarly, in con-
densed matter physics, the band structure is an essential concept for understanding
the electronic and optical properties of materials. In this context, correlated
single-particle methods are very appealing because they promise to combine the
quantitative accuracy of wavefunction theory with the conceptual advantages of
molecular orbital theory.

In the following, we will discuss how electron correlation is described in dif-
ferent types of single-particle approaches, namely those based on many-body the-
ory, density functional theory, and semiempirical approximations. Our goal is to
provide some insight into how the term “correlation” is used in different commu-
nities and what the physical and computational advantages and drawbacks of the
different approaches are. This interdisciplinary perspective will illuminate how
researchers with different backgrounds think about electron correlation in
single-particle methods. In this context, the main focus lies on MO-like theories
such as KS-DFT and semiempirical methods, since these are the most common
“general-purpose” approaches in quantum chemistry, which allow predicting
ground state and excited state energies and properties. We will begin with rigorous
many-body approaches, however, to define the framework used to build future
simplified and semiempirical methods.

1.2 Correlation in Single-Particle Many-Body Theories

The formally exact way of formulating a correlated single-particle method begins
with the Dyson equation, which can be written (in an “inverse” form) as [21–23]:

h ̂ ið Þ+ ∑
j
Jj ið Þ−Kj ið Þ
� �

+Σ i,ωð Þ
 !

φi ið Þ=ωiφi ið Þ, ð1:11Þ

where Σ i,ωð Þ is the frequency-dependent self-energy and ωi is the ith pole of the
Green’s function.

Written in this way, Eq. 1.11 resembles the Schrödinger equation and illustrates
how HF theory can be understood as an approximation to Dyson theory (or Dyson
theory as a generalized HF theory) [21].

A common feature of all Green’s function and propagator methods (such as the
GW approximation, the outer-valence Green’s function, or electron propagator
theory) is the frequency-dependent self-energy operator. The concept of self-energy

1 Rigorous and Empirical Approaches to Correlated Single … 5



is essential for describing correlation in a single-particle framework. The idea is that
the presence of a particle instantaneously polarizes its environment. Instead of
treating correlation within or between pairs or groups of particles (as in WFT), there
is a mutual interaction between each particle and the surrounding field. This con-
ceptual difference to WFT allows retaining a single-particle description while still
describing correlation. This approach is exact in the limit of an exact self-energy
operator, just like WFT is exact in the full CI limit. In practice, calculating the
self-energy has similar computational demands as calculating the correlation energy
in WFT and similar perturbational approximations are made.

The eigenvalues of Eq. 1.11 correspond to ionization potentials and electron
affinities. As a consequence, propagator methods are mainly used to calculate
energy differences and transition probabilities of photoelectron spectra and related
processes [23, 24]. They are also increasingly relevant in the context of molecular
electronics, where electron affinities and ionization potentials define the driving
forces for the fundamental processes in device operation.

The analogy between Dyson theory and HF is reflected in Koopmans’ theorem,
as HF orbital energies can be understood as approximations to the poles of the
Dyson equation. However, the frequency dependence of the self-energy leads to an
important distinction to HF: the set of Dyson amplitudes,

φi x1ð Þ=
Z

ΦN − 1*
i x2, . . . , xnð ÞΦN x1, . . . , xnð Þdx2 . . . dxN , ð1:12Þ

which would be a single orbital φi x1ð Þ in a single determinant approximation, now
consists of as many amplitudes as could occur in a full CI calculation. Thus, this set
is overdetermined (and non-orthogonal), meaning that there are vastly more ion-
ization amplitudes than electrons. On one hand this is advantageous, because it
allows describing complicated electronic situations, such as shake-up ionizations.
On the other hand, it means that Dyson theory in a correlated form is not an
MO-like theory that is the objective of this contribution.

In an effective one-particle theory, one wants the eigenvalues of the occupied
orbitals to correspond to principal IPs, meaning those that measure the energy
required to remove a single electron from any orbital in a molecule with no other
orbital transitions. Furthermore, whereas one can evaluate the one-particle density
matrix and the total energy from the Greens’ function, the contour integrals invoked
to do so are subject to all the poles of the Greens’ function, i.e., the same number as
the Dyson amplitudes. This feature is drastically changed once the electron prop-
agator is replaced by its coupled cluster form [25, 26]. This is the essence of a
correlated orbital theory (COT) which is both MO-like and rigorously includes
electron correlation [27]. The transition from the Greens’ function to CC theory also
provides the total energy and density matrices in the far more immediate and
tractable form familiar to all CC work [28].

As we have discussed, the treatment of correlation in WFT is equivalent to the
exact frequency-dependent self-energy expression in the limit of full CI. It is,
therefore, possible to define frequency-independent self-energy operators based on
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CC theory. This leads to a kind of “quantitative” MO theory whose eigenvalues
must be the exact principal IPs and EAs in the basis and correlation limit,

h ̂ ið Þ+ ∑
j
Jj ið Þ−Kj ið Þ
� �

+ΣCC ið Þ
 !

φi ið Þ= εiφi ið Þ. ð1:13Þ

The above COT follows from manipulations of the IP/EA-EOM-CC equations
[22],

H̄Rkð Þc =ωkRk ð1:14Þ

and

LkH̄ = Lkωk, ð1:15Þ

where H̄ indicates a projection of the operator, e− THeT , onto some set of determi-
nants. When those determinants correspond to one hole (1h), 2h1p, 3h2p, etc., the
eigenvalues are the principal ionization potentials; while for 1p, 2p1h, 3p2h, etc., the
eigenvalues are electron affinities. ΣCC follows because of the manipulations that
allow these many-electron expressions to be reduced to an effective one-particle and
frequency-independent form. It can always be written in terms of the CC ground
state amplitudes, T , and the EOM-CC amplitudes, R,L. By extending the equations
to double ionization or double attachment and beyond, one can provide
frequency-independent equations for any other sector of Fock space and its appro-
priate self-energy operator. So there is no restriction to the above except choosing to
focus on the 1h and 1p sectors to define a correlated orbital theory.

1.3 Correlation in Kohn-Sham Density Functional Theory

Density functional theory (DFT) was not originally conceived as a single-particle
method, since it describes electronic structure in terms of the electron density ρ r ⃗ð Þ
and not via individual electrons [29]. This idea is extremely appealing, because it
reduces the dimensionality of the electronic structure problem from 3 * N variables
(three spatial coordinates per electron) to the three variables necessary to describe
the spatial distribution of the electron density. In practice, however, orbital-free
DFT methods suffer from a poor description of the kinetic energy of inhomoge-
neous electron distributions, which is particularly critical for covalently bonded
systems [30, 31]. Since according to the virial theorem,

2⟨T⟩= − ⟨V⟩ ð1:16Þ

for an atom, substantial errors in the kinetic energy propagate to the total energy
and cannot be tolerated in electronic structure calculations.

1 Rigorous and Empirical Approaches to Correlated Single … 7



The great popularity of DFT in quantum chemistry is due to the method of Kohn
and Sham (KS-DFT), which sacrifices a purely density-based description in favor of
a MO-like framework [32]. This allows a more accurate evaluation of the kinetic
energy, while exchange and correlation energies are determined via an unknown
density-dependent functional Exc ρ½ �.

The KS-DFT approach leads to a set of familiar single-particle equations:

h ̂ ið Þ+ ∑
j
Jj ið Þ+Vxc ið Þ

 !
φi ið Þ= εiφi ið Þ, ð1:17Þ

where Vxc is the exchange-correlation potential:

Vxc =
δExc ρ½ �
δρ

. ð1:18Þ

Like Dyson theory or WFT, DFT is often considered to be formally exact,
although this is not true, since there is no general mechanism to describe
two-particle quantities like S2. Furthermore, all results suffer from the significant
caveat that the exact form of the exchange-correlation functional is in general
unknown (and probably unknowable) [33]. There are many approximate func-
tionals, both derived from theoretical arguments and empirical fitting (or some
superposition of these approaches) [34–36].

Since the beginnings of KS-DFT, there has been much debate about the meaning
of KS orbitals [36–44]. As mentioned above, DFT was originally devised as an
orbital-free method. In this tradition, model systems like the homogeneous electron
gas have played an important role in defining exact conditions for the design of
density functional approximations [45].

Many researchers subscribe to the view that KS orbitals are a physically
meaningless construct that is merely convenient for calculating the electronic
kinetic energy and ensuring the N-representability of the density [34, 46]. At the
same time, KS band structures are commonly employed to study the electronic
properties of solids, implicitly acknowledging that KS eigenfunctions possess some
significance (although the band theory approximations are poor). Furthermore, it
can be shown that for the exact functional the eigenvalue of the highest occupied
KS-MO is equal to the negative principal IP of the system:

εHOMO = − IP. ð1:19Þ

The topic of this chapter is the inclusion of correlation in a single-particle
picture, so we will not discuss correlation from an “orbital-free” standpoint. This
has been extensively done elsewhere [11, 35, 47–51]. Instead, we want to look at
the KS equations in light of the previous section. Vxc is usually further separated
into the exchange and correlation potentials Vx and Vc. When comparing Eq. 1.17
with the single-particle equations of Dyson theory or COT (Eqs. 1.11 and 1.13),
one is tempted to see Vx as a (local) approximation to the HF exchange
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operator K and Vc as a (local, frequency independent) approximation to the
self-energy Σ ωð Þ [38].

The analogy between Vx and K should not be taken too literally, however.
Handy in particular has promoted the view that DFT exchange functionals also
describe left-right correlation effects, while the correlation functional exclusively
describes dynamic correlation [52–54]. Similarly, many have argued that exchange
and correlation should not be handled separately in DFT [55]. Empirically, this idea
is reflected by the generally poor performance of functionals that combine 100% HF
exchange with DFT correlation (e.g., HFLYP vs. BLYP). In that sense, a more
fitting analogy is that [43]

Vxc ≈K +Σ. ð1:20Þ

Independent of whether exchange and correlation are considered separately or
not, this implies that all KS orbital eigenvalues should be equal to negative vertical
IPs. A formal proof of this is given by Bartlett’s IP theorem, in the context of
adiabatic TD-DFT [56]. If TD-DFT is formally exact for single excitations, then it
must be able to correctly describe ionizations as excitations into continuum orbitals.
It can be shown that in this case the excitation energy reduces to the energy
difference between the occupied KS orbital eigenvalue and the continuum orbital
eigenvalue (which is zero). It follows that the occupied KS eigenvalue must be the
negative vertical IP.

Gritsenko, Baerends, and coworkers have developed a similar “Koopmans’
theorem of DFT” independently [39, 41, 57, 58]. Their work draws from the
analysis of KS potentials obtained from reverse engineering accurate electron
densities, which represent good approximations to the exact KS potential for that
particular system. They find the “exact” KS eigenvalues for valence IPs to be
accurate to within 0.1 eV. A related approximate Vxc, based on the statistical
averaging of orbital potentials (SAOP), shows mean absolute deviations of 0.4 eV
for valence IPs [41].

Knowing what the eigenvalues should be, it is disheartening that the eigenvalues
of conventional DFT functionals like BLYP and PBE are typically several eV in
error, even though they can provide quite accurate total energies and ΔKS-DFT IPs.
In other words, accurate exchange-correlation functionals do not automatically lead
to accurate potentials [59, 60]. This follows from the obvious consequence that a
typical KS-DFT functional will be correct to second order in ρ (because it is
variational), while the potential, being its derivative (Eq. 1.18), is only correct to
first order up to a constant. In many cases, DFT functionals provide significantly
improved answers when used non-self-consistently with more accurate HF densities
(particularly when self-interaction problems are pathological) [59–62]. Obviously,
HF densities are not perfect either, because they completely neglect correlation and
tend to be too diffuse. But thanks to the approximate validity of Koopman’s the-
orem, the HF potential tends to be significantly better than one iteratively generated
by a typical (local) density functional approximation.
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From this point of view, it appears that the search for improved density func-
tional approximations should actually be the search for improved KS potentials,
i.e., ones that comply with the IP theorem. A good place to start is ab initio DFT,
which is the closest DFT analogue to the many-body methods discussed in the
previous section [56, 63–66]. Here, the optimized effective potential method
(OEP) is used to generate local exchange and correlation functionals based on the
corresponding orbital-dependent ab initio expressions [64, 67]. Perhaps unsur-
prisingly, the OEP exact exchange (EXX) potential provides eigenvalues that are
fairly good predictions of IPs as eigenvalues, comparable with HF. When a cor-
relation potential based on MBPT(2) (semicanonical second-order OEP, OEP2-sc)
is added, the accuracy of the eigenvalues is further improved. For core ionizations,
it proves beneficial to use a 50:50 combination of local OEP EXX and nonlocal HF
exchange. Using this approach, all KS eigenvalues correspond to negative IPs to
within 1 eV [68]. Furthermore, such OEP functionals are self-interaction free.

The calculation of the orbital-dependent exchange and correlation potentials in
OEP is computationally demanding. In this sense, the OEPmethods lack the appeal of
pure or hybrid DFT approaches like PBE or B3LYP. As a consequence, considerable
effort has been put into developing conventional DFT methods that can provide an
accurate eigenvalue spectrum. A major improvement in this context was brought
about by the introduction of range-separated hybrid (RSH) exchange functionals.
Here, the r − 1

12 operator is split into a short- and long-range component [69–71]:

1
r12

=
1− erf μr12ð Þ

r12
+

erf μr12ð Þ
r12

. ð1:21Þ

This allows using the asymptotically correct HF exchange integrals at long
range, while still benefiting from the description of static correlation effects from
the exchange functional at short range. RSH functionals like CAM-B3LYP,
ωB97-XD, and LC-BOP are especially useful for describing charge-transfer states
with TD-DFT [69–72]. They also display improved orbital energies compared to
their non-range-separated counterparts, although they are still far from the accuracy
of OEP-based functionals.

A commonly used remedy for this is the use of “tuned” RSH functionals
[73–76]. Here, the range-separation parameter μ is self-consistently adjusted so that
the HOMO eigenvalue is equal to the ΔSCF ionization potential (which is generally
a good approximation to the experimental one for finite systems, but not possible
for solids). This technique is useful when one is interested in excitation energies or
band structures, but it cannot be applied to general thermochemistry, since each
molecule effectively uses a different functional in this approach.

Bartlett and coworkers have developed several density functional approxima-
tions that aim to fulfill the IP theorem for all orbitals, and are therefore ‘consistent’.
The CAM-QTP functionals are reparameterizations of CAM-B3LYP. CAM-QTP00
was solely parameterized to reproduce all orbital energies of water as vertical IPs
[77]. It was shown that this parameterization leads to generally accurate eigenvalues
and unprecedented accuracy for core-excitation energies [78]. In CAM-QTP01, the
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focus was concentrated on the valence orbitals, in order to improve valence exci-
tation energies and general thermochemistry [79].

In a similar vein, the B2IP-PLYP functional is an IP-optimized double-hybrid
(DH) functional [80]. Here, the intrinsic inconsistency between potential and func-
tional in DHs was investigated using the OEP method. It was shown that the con-
sistent potential to Grimme’s B2-PLYP [81] can display similar eigenvalues as the
semicanonical OEP2-sc method. By using an IP-optimized potential, the consistent
DH potential is emulated without the increased computational cost of an OEP2-sc
calculation. This approach leads to an improved performance of B2IP-PLYP for a
wide range of thermochemical benchmarks, compared to B2-PLYP.

All of these attempts of IP optimization have in common that they focus on the
exchange potential, while the correlation potential in conventional KS-DFT appears
to have a lesser influence on the orbital eigenvalues. This is in stark contrast to what is
observed in many-body theory (and OEP2-sc), where correlation corrections to
Koopmans’ IPs can be sizeable and even change the order of orbitals [82]. This
underscores the fact that in conventional DFAs, the exchange potential and func-
tionals clearly also contribute to the correlation energy as defined in Eq. 1.3.
Replacing DFT exchange with HF exchange, therefore, means losing some long-
range correlation effects. This may explain why RSHs like CAM-B3LYP are gen-
erally not more accurate than their parent functionals in thermochemical benchmarks.
In particular, RSHs are significantly more sensitive to multireference cases. This
could possibly be avoided by including some other form of long-range correlation.

In this section, we have seen that KS-DFT can be understood as a correlated
single-particle method with an exchange-correlation potential Vxc that approximates
HF exchange and the self-energy. From this point of view, it is evident that Vxc

should be chosen such that the eigenvalues correspond to vertical IPs, as they do in
the many-body approaches discussed above. This is the case for accurate potentials
derived from exact densities or from first principles via the OEP approach. To a
degree, acceptable eigenvalues can be achieved with conventional functionals by
modifying the exchange potential, in particular by using range separation to admix
large fractions of HF exchange at long range. Since DFT exchange potentials are also
responsible for correlation, this unfortunately leads to some loss of accuracy in terms
of thermochemistry. It, therefore, appears that a better solution would be to also
obtain accurate correlation potentials in KS-DFT. These potentials should improve
the quality of KS eigenvalues beyond what is possible by modifying the exchange
potentials and will hopefully allow avoiding the unsatisfactory trade-off between
obtaining good eigenvalues and accurate thermochemistry that is often observed.

1.4 Correlation in Semiempirical Methods

Semiempirical MO theory (SEMO) uses simple quantum mechanical expressions
that contain adjustable parameters, the idea being that all the physics necessary to
qualitatively describe the problem can be included in a simple model. Any
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neglected effects are approximately treated by adjusting the parameters to reproduce
suitable reference data.

The earliest quantum chemical approach of this type is probably Erich Hückel’s
theory of π-electrons from 1931 [83]. This theory was instrumental in under-
standing the properties of unsaturated and aromatic compounds and was later
extended by Mulliken, Parr, and Coulson [84, 85]. By the 1950s, the model of
Pariser and Parr (independently also developed by Pople, hence the acronym PPP)
could be applied to the accurate prediction of absorption band energies and
intensities [86, 87]. Roald Hoffmann’s “extended Hückel theory” from 1963 further
included σ-electrons and allowed studying isomerization energies in saturated
hydrocarbons and orbital symmetries in a wide variety of chemical reactions [88].
All these early methods were developed to allow the interpretation of experiments,
and often directly used experimental data (such as atomic ionization potentials) as
parameters.

In parallel, rigorous ab initio MO theory (i.e., HF) was developed by Roothaan,
Slater, Löwdin, and others [1, 5, 8, 89]. In this context, Pople proposed several
simplified SCF procedures, by analyzing which types of two-electron integrals
could be neglected in minimal basis HF without destroying rotational invariance.
This led to the theories with complete neglect of differential overlap (CNDO),
intermediate neglect of differential overlap (INDO), and neglect of diatomic dif-
ferential overlap (NDDO) [90–92]. Apart from the neglect of certain integrals, these
methods also include further approximations, namely that the orbitals are assumed
to be orthonormal (i.e., no Löwdin orthogonalization is performed in the secular
equations), and that core electrons are not included in the MO treatment. Due to the
harsh approximations made, these SCF procedures were basically useless in an
ab initio framework. By introducing semiempirical expressions for the remaining
integrals, the errors could be strongly reduced, however. In this manner, close to
minimal basis HF results could be recovered at a fraction of the cost.

The hierarchy of methods proposed by Pople still lies at the foundation of
modern SEMO. However, it quickly became obvious that minimal basis set HF
calculations are not accurate enough for predictive quantum chemistry. This goal
can only be rigorously achieved by methods that are converged with respect to the
correlation and basis set limits. However, the computational efficiency and para-
metric flexibility of the SEMO equation remained highly appealing. This led several
researchers to explore how accuracies that go beyond the parent minimal basis HF
theory could be achieved in a semiempirical framework. This new trend in
semiempirical theory was pursued, e.g., by Del Bene and Jaffé [93, 94], Dewar and
Zerner [95–98].

Zerner adapted the INDO approach to spectroscopy, with the goal of repro-
ducing experimental excitation energies from CIS calculations. This INDO/S
method was much in the spirit of the earlier PPP method, with the benefit of
including σ and lone-pair electrons. It was thus able to account for inductive effects
and n-π*-type excitations. For many years, this method (distributed in the ZINDO
program) was among the only methods available for accurately calculating exci-
tation energies and oscillator strengths in large (bio)molecules, and is still used in
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applications where computational efficiency is critical (e.g., for very large systems
or excited state dynamics).

In order to predict ground state properties of molecules, Dewar proposed a
different modification of INDO (MINDO) [99]. The target properties in the
parameterization of this method were experimental heats of formation, geometries,
dipole moments, and ionization potentials. MINDO/3 (the original MOPAC
method) was very attractive for chemical applications at the time, since it offered
comparable accuracy to the available ab initio methods (small basis HF) at a
fraction of the cost [100]. Subsequently, Dewar and Thiel moved to the more
elaborate NDDO approximation, which formed the basis of his successful MNDO
method [95, 100, 101]. The MNDO framework has since been further developed
and improved by various researchers, resulting in a wide array of methods like
AM1 (Dewar et al.) [95], PMx (Stewart) [102–106], MNDO/d (Thiel and Voityuk)
[107, 108], OMx (Thiel et al.) [109–113], AM1* (Clark et al.) [114–121], PDDG
(Jorgensen et al.) [122], PMO (Truhlar et al.) [123–125], and RM1 (Simas et al.)
[126]. Concurrently, similar “general-purpose” methods were developed within the
INDO framework, initially by Karl Jug and later by Bredow et al. (MSINDO) [127–
129].

Methods like INDO/S and MNDO need to include a wide range of effects to
reproduce experimental data. As alluded to above, the most prominent issues relate
to the minimal basis set and missing electron correlation, but experimental data
further contains thermal, relativistic, non-Born-Oppenheimer and zero-point energy
(ZPE) effects. This cluttering of physically distinct phenomena into the parame-
terization was necessary in the 1970s, but it can be avoided in modern methods by
using high-quality ab initio reference data. It was, e.g., shown that NDDO-based
“transfer Hamiltonians” can achieve coupled cluster accuracy for specific systems
[130–134]. In this case, electron correlation and finite basis set errors are treated
implicitly.

Simply speaking, dynamical correlation makes it less likely to find two electrons
close to each other. This is often illustrated with simple examples, using the model
of helium-like two-electron system [135]. If one electron is close to the core, the
other electron will likely be more distant from it (radial correlation). Similarly, if
one electron is on one side of the nucleus, the other electron will more likely be on
the opposite side (angular correlation). The HF mean-field description is, therefore,
too repulsive. The difficulty with describing this effect in an ab initio method is that
the exact wavefunction has a cusp at zero interelectronic distance, while approxi-
mate wavefunctions are analytically differentiable. To accurately model the cusp,
either a large basis set with high angular momentum functions must be used, or the
interelectronic distance must explicitly be included in the Hamiltonian (see below)
[10, 28, 135–137].

How is this effect incorporated into SEMO methods? All one-center integrals in
MNDO-like methods are fixed parameters. They were originally fit to atomic
experimental ionization energies by Oleari et al., and partially or fully reparame-
terized in MNDO and subsequent methods [96, 138]. We recently reported new
values for these integrals, based on accurate EOM-CCSD(T) calculations [139].
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Oleari’s and our integrals are smaller than they would be in an ab initio HF
framework. In this way, the over-repulsion of HF is corrected in an average way,
leading to accurate results for atomic IPs and EAs.

In the case of molecules, additional two-electron, two-center integrals need to be
computed in the NDDO approximation. It would clearly be inconsistent to use the
ab initio integrals here, since the two-center integrals should converge to the
one-center ones in the zero-distance limit. In MNDO and subsequent methods,
the repulsion integrals are computed via a classical multipole approximation, which
is accurate at long distances. The integrals are then scaled to achieve the correct
one-center limit (Klopman-Ohno scaling) [140, 141]. The two-center integrals are
thus smaller than their ab initio counterparts in the short range, but equivalent in the
long-range limit. In fact, some modern implementations have abandoned the
MNDO multipole approximation in favor of directly using scaled ab initio integrals
with Gaussian basis sets [112, 113].

Integral scaling can by no means describe electron correlation fully. For
instance, long-range dynamic correlation effects like dispersion (often attributed to
simultaneous excitations/charge fluctuations on different molecules) cannot be
included in this average manner [142]. There have been some attempts to combine
the implicit treatment of SEMO with explicit WFT correlation expressions. The
potential danger of this approach is that there can be double counting of correlation
contributions by the implicit and explicit expressions.

Danovich combined the outer-valence Green’s function (OVGF) method with
semiempirical Hamiltonians. This allowed the accurate prediction of ionization
potentials in systems of unprecedented size [143–145]. To avoid double counting
effects, Thiel reparameterized MNDO using second-order Brillouin-Wigner per-
turbation theory with Epstein-Nesbet denominators (MNDO/c) [146]. Overall, this
treatment brought little advantage compared to regular MNDO for ground state
properties, although it proved beneficial for transition states [147]. Unfortunately,
the description of dispersion in SEMO remains poor even at the full CI level, due to
the limitations of the minimal basis set. In particular, it is not diffuse enough to
meaningfully describe the wavefunction between two molecules and contains no
high angular momentum functions.

As in DFT, there has been some success with dispersion corrections (e.g.,
Grimme’s D3 method), which use atomic polarizabilities to determine averaged
isotropic dispersion coefficients [148]. The dispersion correction can then be
evaluated via an atom pairwise potential:

ED3 = ∑
AB

∑
n=6, 8

CAB
n

rnAB
f rABð Þ. ð1:22Þ

Such corrections clearly fit the general spirit of semiempirical approaches.
Indeed, methods like AM1 already included additional Gaussian potentials to this
end. Unfortunately, this can lead to unexpected problems, as methods like AM1 and
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PM3 tend to be far too attractive at very short ranges for some functional groups (a
problem that is then made worse by the also attractive dispersion correction) [149].

As a side note, it should be mentioned that non-covalent interactions are gen-
erally rather poorly described by semiempirical methods, not just due to missing
long-range correlation. Purely electrostatic interactions like hydrogen or halogen
bonds are also typically underestimated. Partially, this is because electrostatics are
usually not strongly valued in the parameterization procedure. Additionally, there
are limits to what is possible within a minimal basis set, as the polarization of
hydrogen atoms can play an important role in this type of interaction [150, 151].
A common fix for these problems is the use of additional atom pairwise corrections,
e.g., for hydrogen and halogen bonds [149, 152–154]. Unlike for the dispersion
corrections, there is no physical motivation for these corrections, however. It should
in principle be possible to achieve fairly accurate electrostatics at the SEMO-SCF
level. Indeed, the OMx methods appear to be quite promising in this context [111].

For cases where static correlation is critical (i.e., when several determinants have
significant weights in the CI expansion), it is necessary to go beyond HF-like
calculations. This can, for example, be achieved via UNO-CAS or MR-CI treat-
ments [110, 155, 156]. Static correlation is also significant when describing excited
states, in particular (open-shell) singlets [110, 156]. As mentioned above, correlated
semiempirical calculations may suffer from double counting of dynamic correlation.
This is, however, not critical, due to the small active spaces typically used in the CI
calculations.

1.5 Basis Set Aspect of a COT

Clearly, in a viable semiempirical theory one has to address both correlation and
basis set effects simultaneously, and much of the latter occurs due to the
above-mentioned “cusp” effect. In the previous sections, the issue of correlation in
effective one-electron theories was addressed. One can also offer a basis set com-
plement. In explicitly correlated CC theory, one inserts the detailed effects of
r12j j− 1 into the wavefunction, today, normally in a Slater germinal form, called
F12; the CC wavefunction is then written as

ΨF12−CC = eT
B
eTΦ0, ð1:23Þ

where eT
B
accounts for the basis correction. The two-electron amplitudes TB

2 consist
of occupied orbital indices, t ij, klð Þ, unlike those in the usual T2 that involve t ij, abð Þ
with a and b being virtual orbitals. The t ij, klð Þ amplitudes are fixed solely by the
known, rigorous cusp conditions [157]. The two operators commute TB,T½ �=0.
This enables building a new cusp-corrected Hamiltonian, Hcusp, that is a component
of the usual correlated Hamiltonian of CC theory,
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H ̄= e− Te− TB
HeT

B
eT = e− THcuspeT . ð1:24Þ

Further, Hcusp will be universal, in the sense that the cusp conditions pertain to
any molecule. The effect of Hcusp will be to modify the one, two, three,… electron
integrals that occur in the second-quantized form of H ̄ to account for short-range
correlation. Because this feature occurs at the Hamiltonian level, all properties
including analytical gradients should be available from differentiation of the
Hamiltonian, a property that so far has resisted treatment in F12-CC implementa-
tions. Going through the same steps that led to Eq. 1.13, one now has a basis set
corrected COT template for future semiempirical and KS-DFT approximations.

Please note that the main effect of using explicitly correlated wavefunctions is
that it reduces the need for high angular momentum basis function to describe the
interelectronic cusp. This type of effect can reasonably be expected to be included
in a semiempirical fashion (i.e., within an effective Hamiltonian). The basis set still
needs to be flexible enough to adequately describe the electron density, however.
This should not be expected from a minimal basis set, particularly when no
polarization functions are used. An accurate semiempirical implementation of COT
will, therefore, likely require a moderately sized basis set of at least
split-valence + polarization quality.

1.6 Conclusions

This chapter presents an overview on how electron correlation effects can be
incorporated into single-particle theories. We have seen that many-body self-energy
expressions allow modifying the HF-like equations to obtain “correlated orbitals,”
both in a frequency-dependent (Dyson) and independent (COT) fashion.

In KS-DFT, the exchange-correlation potential Vxc can be seen as a local,
frequency-independent approximation to the self-energy Σ. In this context, it can be
shown that KS orbital eigenvalues should correspond to vertical ionization poten-
tials, as they do in Dyson theory and COT. The concepts of exchange and corre-
lation are, however, not as clearly separated in DFT as in WFT, so the direct
analogy between Vxc and Σ should not be taken too literally.

In SEMO, scaling the semiempirical two-electron integrals implicitly treats some
dynamic short-range correlation effects. Further correlation effects like static or
long-range correlation (dispersion) are missing from this description. They can,
however, be included by post-HF treatments or empirical corrections. Since these
effects are (to a large extent) distinct, double counting of implicitly and explicitly
included correlation is typically not a large problem. Ideally, this problem is
avoided by including all corrections and post-HF treatments during the
parameterization.

The viewpoint presented in this chapter is that both KS-DFT and SEMO can be
understood as approximations to the exact correlated single-particle methods
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represented by Dyson theory and correlated orbital theory. In this sense, the
exchange-correlation potential (in DFT) and the semiempirical integral approxi-
mations (in SEMO) can be understood as approximate self-energy expressions.
How well the orbital eigenvalues of these approximate methods correspond to
vertical ionization potentials is an important yardstick for how good the approxi-
mation is [158].
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Chapter 2
Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy
with the SAC-CI Methodology:
A ChiraSac Study

Tomoo Miyahara and Hiroshi Nakatsuji

Abstract Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy reflects sensitively the various
chemistries involved in chiral molecules and molecular systems. The CD spectra
are very sensitive to the conformational changes of molecules: the rotation around
the single bond including a chiral atom. It is also sensitive to the changes in the
stacking interactions in the chiral DNA and RNA. Since these changes are
low-energy processes, we expect that the CD spectra include a lot of information of
the chiral molecular systems. On the other hand, the SAC-CI method is a highly
reliable excited-state theory and gives very reliable theoretical CD spectra.
Therefore, by comparing the experimental CD spectra with the theoretical SAC-CI
spectra calculated for various chemical situations, one can study various chemistries
such as the nature of the weak interactions involved in chiral molecular systems and
biology. Based on these facts, we are developing a new molecular technology
called ChiraSac, a term combining chirality and SAC-CI, to study chiral molecular
systems and the chemistry involved thereof. We utilize highly reliable SAC-CI
method together with many useful quantum chemical methods involved in Gaussian
suite of programs. In this chapter, we review our ChiraSac studies carried out to
clarify the chemistries of some chiral molecules and molecular systems: large
dependences of the CD spectra on the conformations of several chiral molecules in
solutions and the effects of the stacking interactions of the nuclear-acid bases in
DNA and RNA on the shapes of their CD spectra. The results of our several studies
show that the ChiraSac is a useful tool for studying the detailed chemistry involved
in chiral molecular and biological systems.
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2.1 Introduction

The symmetry adapted cluster (SAC)/SAC—configuration interaction (SAC-CI)
[1–6] method proposed by Nakatsuji and Hirao in 1978 is one of the most reliable
excited-state theories. Figure 2.1 explains the subjects of the SAC/SAC-CI program
available in Gaussian program. SAC is an accurate coupled-cluster theory for
ground state, and SAC-CI is the theory for the excited, ionized, and
electron-attached states produced from the ground state calculated by the SAC
theory. The energy gradient method that calculates the forces acting on the nuclei of
molecules facilitates the studies of the molecular equilibrium geometries and
dynamics among various electronic states [7–13]. The SAC/SAC-CI code was
released in 2003 through Gaussian suite of programs [14] and has been applied to
various chemistry and physics involving various electronic sates, ground and
excited states from singlet to septet spin multiplicities as shown in Fig. 2.1 [15–20].

In this review,we focus on the application of the SAC/SAC-CI theory and program
to the chiral world of chemistry and biology. Chirality is caused by an asymmetric
carbon atom that is bondedwith four different atoms or groups as shown in Fig. 2.2. In
the chiral molecule of Fig. 2.2, since all bonds are single bond and then their rotations
around the bond are low-energy processes, the groups (R1 toR4) can rotate easily by an
external stimulus. Namely, even a weak interaction causes a different conformation.
As such weak interaction, solute-solvent interaction, hydrogen-bonding interaction
and/or stacking interaction in biological system, etc., are very interesting subject.

The circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy [21, 22] is one of the most powerful
techniques to study chemistry caused by the chirality. Furthermore, the CD spectra
are very sensitive to the conformational changes of the chiral molecules [23–35].
Therefore, the CD spectra are used not only for distinguishing the absolute chiral
geometries of amino acids, sugars, etc., but also for understanding the nature of the

Proposed in 1978 & Now working in Gaussian09

Subject: Chemistry and Physics involving all of these states

Accurate coupled-cluster theory for ground 
and excited states

SAC singlet closed-shell (ground state)

singlet excited states
triplet ground & excited states
ionized states (doublet ground & excited states)
electron-attached states doublet ground & excited states
quartet to septet ground & excited states

Energy Gradient (Force acting on nuclei)

SAC-CI

SAC/SAC-CI code on Gaussian

Various-state geometry,  spectroscopy & dynamics

Fig. 2.1 Overview of the SAC-CI program in Gaussian
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interactions that leads to the observed structures and conformations of the chiral
molecules in solution or proteins. Though the UV spectra change only slightly by
the change in conformations and/or weak interactions, the CD spectra sometimes
change drastically with such changes. Therefore, from the CD spectra, we can
obtain much information concerning the nature of weak interactions that are
involved in the observed structures and conformations.

Recently, we have applied the SAC/SAC-CI method to the analysis of the CD
spectra of various molecules and systems [36–44]. It was confirmed that the CD
spectra are very sensitive to the rotations around the single bond of the chiral atom
[40–42] and to the weak interactions involved in the chiral DNA and RNA helical
structures [40, 43, 44]. Thus, through the CD spectra, we can study the natures of the
weak interactions involved in these subjects. However, for such studies, we need a
highly reliable theory like the SAC-CI theory to analyze the information involved in
the CD spectra. We have confirmed that the SAC-CI method can provide reliable
theoretical CD spectra of molecules and molecular systems [36–44]. Based on this
fact, we are developing a theoretical methodology, ChiraSac [41–44], to study
chemistry involved in chiral molecular systems. Figure 2.3 is an overview of the
ChiraSac project. There, we use the SAC-CI method as a central reliable method-
ology, as well as other useful methods included in the Gaussian suite of program [14]
to study the nature of chemistry provided by the CD spectral information on the
structure, conformation, interaction with protein environment, solvent effect, etc.

In this review, we introduce some recent studies of the CD spectroscopy with the
SAC-CI method. The computational details are described in the reference of each
study. First, we discuss the gauge-origin independent method required for the CD
spectral calculations [38]. Second, we discuss the conformational dependence of the
CD spectra on the rotation around the single bonds involving the chiral atom: the
molecule we deal with here is α-hydroxyphenylacetic acid (HPAA) [41] and
deoxyguanosine [40]. Third, we discuss the CD spectral change with the substituent

all bonds are single

rotation = low energy process

even a weak interaction
causes a different conformation

from CD spectra,
we can study conformation

&
nature of weak interactions

chiral molecule

CD spectra are very sensitive to
the conformational change

of a chiral molecule

C

R3
R2

R4

R1

Fig. 2.2 Chiral molecule, conformation and weak interactions
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change for the uridine derivatives [42]. Finally, we discuss the weak interactions
involved in the CD spectra of the double-helical DNA and RNA [40, 43, 44].

2.2 Rotatory Strength

The intensity of the CD spectra is calculated as the rotatory strength (R0a). It is the
imaginary part of the scalar product of the electric and magnetic transition moments
between the ground state (Ψ0) and the excited state (Ψa) [45]

R0a = Im ⟨Ψ0jμ ̂ Ψaj ⟩⟨Ψajm̂ Ψ0j ⟩f g ð2:1Þ

where μ ̂ is an electric dipole moment operator and m̂ is a magnetic dipole moment
operator. This formula is called the length-gauge expression. The electric transition
dipole moment is gauge-origin independent if the ground and excited-state wave
functions are orthogonal to each other. On the other hand, the magnetic transition
dipole moment is gauge-origin dependent. Using the Hypervirial theorem [46]
given by

⟨aj∇ 0j ⟩= Ea −E0ð Þ⟨ajμ̂ 0j ⟩, ð2:2Þ

Equation (2.1) can be readily transformed to

R0a = Im
⟨Ψ0j∇ Ψaj ⟩⟨Ψajm̂ Ψ0j ⟩

Ea −E0

� �
. ð2:3Þ

Combination of 
Theory and Experiment

Hartree-Fock
DFT
MP2

TD-DFT
PCM

QM/MM
etc.

SAC-CI
+

Solvent
Effect

Protein
Environment

Biological
Information

Chemical
Information

Structural
Information

Circular
Dichroism

(CD)
Spectra

Gaussian

Fig. 2.3 Overview of a
ChiraSac project. (Reprinted
from Ref. [42] with
permission from The Journal
of Physical Chemistry A 2014,
118, 2931–2941. Copyright
2014 American Chemical
Society.)
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called a velocity form [47], in which the gauge-origin dependent terms cancel each
other. Therefore, Eq. (2.3) is gauge-origin independent.

2.3 Gauge-Origin Dependency

The gauge-origin dependency of the rotatory strength was studied for
R-methyloxirane calculated by both length and velocity forms (Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3))
[38]. As shown in Table 2.1, when the gauge-origin is at the center of gravity
(Z = 0.0 Å calculation), the difference between the length and velocity forms is
very small. However, when the gauge-origin is 100.0 Å away from the center of
gravity (Z = 100.0 Å calculation), the results of the velocity form are much dif-
ferent from those of the length form. For the 1, 3, and 71A excited states, the sign as
well as the intensity is different between the two forms for the Z = 100.0 Å cal-
culation. However, for the velocity form, the results of the Z = 100.0 Å calculation
are completely the same as those of the Z = 0.0 Å calculation. Therefore, in this
review, we will give the results of only the velocity form, because the results of the
length form are gauge-origin dependent.

2.4 Dependence of the CD Spectra on the Conformation
of HPAA

As described above, the CD spectra of chiral molecules are sensitive to their
conformational changes. Since the conformational change is usually a low-energy
process, it is difficult to determine its conformation from only the experimental CD

Table 2.1 Gauge-origin dependency of the rotational strength of R-methyloxirane calculated by
the length and velocity forms. (Ref. [38])

State EE
(eV)

Osc
(au)

Rot.(Z = 0.0 Å) Rot.(Z = 100.0 Å) Expt.a

Length
(10−40

cgs)

Velocity
(10−40

cgs)

Length
(10−40

cgs)

Velocity
(10−40

cgs)

EE
(eV)

RS
(10−40

cgs)

11A 7.02 0.0087 −10.2528 −10.9735 3.8350 −10.9735 7.08 −12.5
21A 7.42 0.0100 −0.8958 −1.0157 −2.3484 −1.0157
31A 7.48 0.0158 5.3549 5.2376 −32.0254 5.2376
41A 7.67 0.0112 1.8980 2.1076 18.0443 2.1076 7.70 +5.9
51A 7.85 0.0043 6.6438 7.7420 0.8239 7.7420
61A 8.39 0.0047 −0.8264 −1.8091 2.7451 −1.8091
71A 8.44 0.0293 −9.9709 −8.9756 56.5058 −8.9756 8.35 −4.1
81A 8.52 0.0020 −4.6979 −4.9544 −23.3448 −4.9544
91A 8.64 0.0060 1.2102 1.3491 3.6837 1.3491
aRef. [48]
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spectrum. However, when we have a reliable theory, we can calculate the CD
spectra against the conformational change and we can say the conformation of the
molecule from the CD spectra alone by comparing the theoretical CD spectrum
with the experimental one. Of course, we can also calculate the stable conformation
from the energetic point of view. In this section, we show the conformational
dependence of the CD spectra of α-hydroxyphenylacetic acid (HPAA) on the
rotations around the single bonds that are low-energy processes [41].

In HPAA, carboxyl (COOH), hydroxyl (OH), and phenyl (C6H5) groups are
bound to the chiral carbon atom (marked with * in Fig. 2.4) by single bonds. We
calculated the potential energy curves for each rotation as a function of the dihedral
angles, Δ1, Δ2, or Δ3 taking the optimized angles as 0 degree and the results are
shown in Fig. 2.4. At low temperature, only the phenyl rotation is important.
However, since the energy barriers are small, the hydroxyl and carboxyl groups can
also rotate at high temperature.

Figures 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 show the SAC-CI CD spectra of HPAA at several
conformational angles of the phenyl, COOH, and OH rotations, compared with the
experimental CD spectrum (black line) observed at 27 °C [49]. For the CD spectra
of HPAA, the lowest excited state is the excitation of HOMO to LUMO (π-π*) of
the phenyl group corresponding to the peak at 260 nm and the second excited state
is the excitation of the non-bonding orbital to the π* orbital of the COOH group
corresponding to the peak at 220 nm.

φ1

0

6
4

10
8

2

0 180

φ3 = ‒ 34.4º + Δ3φ1 = ‒129.3º + Δ1 φ2 =125.9º + Δ2

kcal/mol

Δ1(º) Δ2(º) Δ3(º)

(a) COOH rotation (b) OH rotation (c) Phenyl rotation

φ2

φ3

0 90 270 0 90 180180 360 90 270 360

Fig. 2.4 Potential energy curves for the a COOH, b OH, and c phenyl rotations of
α-hydroxyphenylacetic acid, as a function of the dihedral angle change (Δ1, Δ2, Δ3) from the
fully optimized dihedral angles φ1 = −129.3, φ2 = 125.9, and φ3 = −34.4º. The definition of
each dihedral angle is shown by the red lines in each structural formula. (Reprinted from Ref. [41]
with permission from The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2013, 117, 14065–74. Copyright 2013
American Chemical Society.)
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Fig. 2.5 SAC-CI CD spectra (red lines) of α-hydroxyphenylacetic acid at several conformational
angles of the phenyl rotation, compared with the experimental CD spectrum (black line [49])
(Reprinted from Ref. [41] with permission from The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2013, 117,
14065–74. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.)
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Fig. 2.6 SAC-CI CD spectra (red lines) of α-hydroxyphenylacetic acid at several conformational
angles of the carboxyl (COOH) rotation, compared with the experimental CD spectrum (black line
[49]) (Reprinted from Ref. [41] with permission from The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2013,
117, 14065–74. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.)
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For the Phenyl rotation (Fig. 2.5), the first band (phenyl π-π*) largely depends
on the phenyl rotation because of the π-π* excitation of the phenyl group. However,
the second band is positive for all conformations because of the n-π* excitation of
the COOH group.

For the COOH rotation (Fig. 2.6), the first band is negative except for Δ1 = 30º.
However, the sign and intensity of the second band (n-π* of COOH) largely change
by the COOH rotation due to the n-π* excitation of the COOH group.

For the OH rotation (Fig. 2.7), the SAC-CI CD spectra are similar to each other
among all conformations, because the excitation of the OH group is not included in
the 200–300 nm region.

Finally, we calculated the Boltzmann averaged SAC-CI CD spectra of HPAA at
several different temperatures shown in Fig. 2.8, considering that the energy bar-
riers around the single bond rotations are relatively low. The SAC-CI CD spectrum
at 27 °C (purple line) is similar to the SAC-CI CD spectrum of the most stable
conformer (Figs. 2.5a, 2.6a and 2.7a). But, as the temperature increases, the
intensity decreases in all regions due to the contribution of the unstable conformers.
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Fig. 2.7 SAC-CI CD spectra (red lines) of α-hydroxyphenylacetic acid at several conformational
angles of the hydroxyl (OH) rotation, compared with the experimental CD spectrum (black line
[49]) (Reprinted from Ref. [41] with permission from The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2013,
117, 14065–74. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.)
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2.5 Substituent Effect of Uridine Derivatives

Next, we study the CD spectra of uridine and NH2-uridine shown in Fig. 2.9.
NH2-uridine has an NH2 group at the C5’ position of the ribose. The intensity of
the experimental CD spectrum is strong for uridine but weak for NH2-uridine [50,
51]. The Boltzmann averaged SAC-CI CD spectra of uridine and NH2-uridine are
compared with the experimental spectra [50] in Fig. 2.9. The SAC-CI CD spectra
successfully reproduced the difference between uridine and NH2-uridine.
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Fig. 2.9 Experimental CD spectra (black lines) of uridine and NH2-uridine compared with the
SAC-CI CD Boltzmann average spectra (green lines) (Reprinted from Ref. [42] with permission
from The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2014, 118, 2931–2941. Copyright 2014 American
Chemical Society.)
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permission from The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2013, 117, 14065–74. Copyright 2013
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The rotatory strength (R0a) of the CD spectra is expressed using the angle θ
between the electric transition dipole moment (ETDM, μ) and the magnetic tran-
sition dipole moment (MTDM, m) as

R0a = Im μ ⃗0aj j m⃗0aj j cos θ½ � ð2:4Þ

In the most stable anti-conformation, the dihedral angle between uracil and
ribose was calculated to be 173.9º for uridine and 176.7º for NH2-uridine. Although
the dihedral angle difference is very small, the intensity of the CD spectra is
different between uridine and NH2-uridine. The first excited state corresponding to
the peak at 267 nm is the n-π* excitation of uracil. However, this state also includes
the π-π* excitation of uracil. The ETDM depends on the ratio of the mixing of the
π-π* excitation. Since the mixing of the π-π* excitation with the n-π* excitation of
uracil is large for uridine but small for NH2-uridine, the ETDM is larger for uridine
(0.067) than for NH2-Uridine (0.016). This is the main reason that the intensity of
the first peak is weaker for NH2-uridine than for uridine.

For the second excited state of the π-π* excitation that corresponds to the peak at
235 nm, the angle θ of NH2-uridine is closer to 90° than that of uridine as shown in
Fig. 2.10. Therefore, from Eq. (2.4), the intensity of NH2-uridine is weaker than
that of uridine for the second peak of the CD spectra.

The experimental CD spectra of the uridine derivatives studied here are mainly
of the intramolecular excitation nature within the nucleic-acid bases. Therefore, the

11A state
n-π*

Uridine NH2-uridine

XY plane

XZ plane

21A state
π-π*

XY plane

XZ plane

Fig. 2.10 Direction of ETDM (red arrows) and MTDM (blue arrows) of the 1 and 21A excited
states of the anti-conformers of uridine and NH2-uridine. The unit of arrows of the 21A states is
2.5 times larger than that of the 11A states. Uracil is on the XY plane (Reprinted from Ref. [42]
with permission from The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2014, 118, 2931–2941. Copyright
2014 American Chemical Society.)
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excited states of NH2-uridine are almost the same as those of uridine. However, the
change of OH to NH2 leads to the difference of the dihedral angle of the optimized
geometry, which weakens the intensity of the CD spectra. The differences are due to
the magnitude of the ETDM for the first peak and due to the angle θ for the second
peak.

2.6 Conformational Dependence of the CD Spectra
of Deoxyguanosine

Deoxyguanosine (dG) is an important nucleic-acid base that composes DNA. The
single bond between guanine and deoxyribose in dG can rotate almost freely: the
energy barrier for the rotation is very low. Nevertheless, the CD spectrum is very
sensitive to this rotational angle. In this section, we study the conformational
dependence of the UV and CD spectra of dG. The SAC-CI spectra are given in red
lines, and the experimental spectra measured in water solution are shown in black
lines.

First, we studied the potential curve for the rotation around this single bond.
Figure 2.11 shows the calculated potential curve for the rotation around this single
bond by using the DFT method with B3LYP/6-31G(d,p). Other geometrical
parameters were optimized at each rotational angle φ. The anti-dG was calculated to
be more stable than the syn-dG by 0.47 kcal/mol, a very small difference. Since the
energy barriers between the syn- and anti-dG are only 3–6 kcal/mol, the dG can
rotate easily between the syn- and anti-conformations.
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Fig. 2.11 Potential energy curve of the ground state of dG determined as dihedral angle φ is
varied in increments of 20º. Other geometrical parameters were optimized at each φ (Reprinted
from Ref. [40] with permission from The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2013, 117, 42–55.
Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.)
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We first examined the UV spectra of the syn- and anti-conformers. Figure 2.12
shows the SAC-CI UV spectra (red line) of both anti- and syn-dG compared with
the experimental (black) UV spectrum of dG. The SAC-CI UV spectra of both anti-
and syn-dG are similar to the experimental UV spectrum. Therefore, it is difficult to
determine whether the experimental UV spectrum of dG is due to the anti or the syn
conformation.

Next, we calculated the CD spectra during the rotation around the syn- and
anti-conformers. Figure 2.13 shows the SAC-CI CD spectra of dG at several
dihedral angles φ between deoxyribose and guanine. For the experimental CD
spectrum of dG (black line), the first band at 276 nm is very weak, the second band
at 250 nm is strong negative, and the third band at 214 nm is strong positive. The
experimental CD spectrum is in good agreement with the SAC-CI CD spectra of the
anti-dG (φ = 310.3°) and the dG with φ = 330° (red lines of Fig. 2.13p and q).
The Boltzmann averaged SAC-CI CD spectrum shown by the green line in
Fig. 2.13s is also close to the experimental spectrum. However, the other SAC-CI
CD spectra shown by red lines are different from the black experimental CD
spectrum. Therefore, we concluded that the dG exists as an anti-conformation in
water solution based on the comparisons with the experimental and SAC-CI CD
spectra. Note that the same conclusion is also drawn from the theoretical potential
energy curve of Fig. 2.11, if we can neglect the solute–solvent interactions.

Thus, the CD spectra largely depend on the rotation around the single bond
though it is a very low-energy process. We can determine the conformation of the
molecule in solution by comparing the SAC-CI CD spectra with the experimental
CD spectrum.
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Fig. 2.12 SAC-CI UV spectra of a anti- and b syn-dG (red), compared with the experimentally
determined UV spectrum of dG (black [52]) (Reprinted from Ref. [40] with permission from The
Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2013, 117, 42–55. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.)
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Fig. 2.13 CD spectra of dG at several conformation angles φ. The experimental CD spectrum
[52] (black line) of dG is compared with the SAC–CI CD spectra (red lines) of a φ = 10°,
b φ = 30º, c φ = 50º, d φ = 70º, e φ = 90º, f φ = 110º, g φ = 129.5º (syn), h φ = 150°,
i φ = 170º, j φ = 190º, k φ = 210º, l φ = 230º, m φ = 250º, n φ = 270º, o φ = 290º,
p φ = 310.3º (anti), q φ = 330º and r φ = 350º. The Boltzmann averaged SAC–CI CD spectrum
(green line, (s)) of all conformers is also shown (Reprinted from Ref. [40] with permission from
The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2013, 117, 42–55. Copyright 2013 American Chemical
Society.)
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2.7 Double-Helical Structure of DNA and the Nature
of Weak Interactions Involved

A well-known B-DNA has a right-handed double-helical structure, while Z-DNA
has a left-handed double-helical structure. When DNA has a special sequence, the
transition from B- to Z-DNA or from Z- to B-DNA is induced by the changes in salt
concentration or temperature [53–58]. The left-handed Z-DNA is preferred at low
temperature or at high salt concentration, but the right-handed B-DNA is preferred
at the reverse conditions [53–58]. The CD spectrum of Z-DNA is much different
from that of B-DNA, while the UV spectra between B- and Z-DNA are similar [54–
58]. The main difference lies in the sign at around 295 nm of the CD spectra. It is
positive for B-DNA but negative for Z-DNA. Therefore, the CD spectroscopy can
be used to identify the helical structure of DNA or RNA in solution. However, only
a few theoretical studies have investigated why the sign of the CD spectrum of
DNA changes by the type of its helical structure. We studied the SAC-CI CD
spectra of DNA to elucidate the origin of the negative peak at around 295 nm of the
CD spectrum of Z-DNA [40].

We considered three factors to be important that affect the CD spectra of DNA.
They are the conformation of monomer, the hydrogen-bonding interactions, and the
stacking interactions between the nucleic-acid bases. Figure 2.14 shows the com-
putational models taken from the X-ray crystallographic structures of the B- and
Z-DNA, in which deoxyguanosine (dG) and deoxycytidine (dC) are arranged
alternately. Their existence ratio is unity. We calculated the monomer, dimer, and
tetramer models. The effect of the conformation of dG and dC was verified by the
monomer model. The hydrogen-bonding and stacking interactions were verified by
the dimer and tetramer models. The dimer models include either the hydrogen-
bonding or stacking interactions, but the tetramer models include both the
hydrogen-bonding and stacking interactions.

2.7.1 Monomer Model

The dC has the anti-conformation in both B- and Z-DNA. However, the dG has the
anti-conformation in B-DNA but syn conformation in Z-DNA. We compare the
SAC-CI CD spectra of the anti- and syn-dG shown in Fig. 2.13 with the experi-
mental CD spectra of B- and Z-DNA shown in Fig. 2.15 that was reported by
Tran-Dinh et al. [54]. There, we notice that, in the second band region (near
250 nm), the SAC-CI CD spectra of anti- and syn-dG are similar to the experi-
mental CD spectra of B- and Z-DNA, respectively.

Based on this observation, we considered the monomer model in which we
examine whether the CD spectra of B- and Z-DNA could be understood from the
CD spectra of monomers taking the geometries found in the B- and Z-DNA.
Therefore, we calculated the SAC-CI CD spectra of the dG and dC monomers using
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their geometries in the X-ray crystallographic structures of the B- and Z-DNA and
the results were summarized in Fig. 2.15. In this figure, the composite CD spectra
are the sums of the SAC-CI CD spectra of dG and dC in Z-DNA and B-DNA.

Very roughly speaking, for B-DNA, the composite SAC-CI CD spectrum shown
in a magenta color is similar to the experimental CD spectrum shown in a black
color. However, for Z-DNA, the SAC-CI composite spectrum in a magenta color
does not explain a large negative peak near 290 nm of the experimental spectrum
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Fig. 2.14 Computational models. a Hydrogen-bonding (Z-Hbond) and stacking (Z-Stack) models
taken from the X-ray crystallography structure (1DCG) of Z-DNA. b Hydrogen-bonding
(B-Hbond) and stacking (B-Stack) models taken from the X-ray crystallography structure (9BNA)
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2013, 117, 42–55. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.)
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shown in a black color. Therefore, we must say that the monomer model alone is
insufficient to explain the difference in the experimental CD spectra between B- and
Z-DNA. More refined models are necessary, and we explain them below.

2.7.2 Dimer Model

We now calculate the SAC-CI CD spectra with the dimer models that include either
the hydrogen-bonding interaction or the stacking interaction between dG and dC as
shown in Fig. 2.14a and b, respectively. Most importantly, the monomer model
could not account for the negative peak at 295 nm. Figure 2.16 shows the SAC-CI
CD spectra obtained with the dimer models, compared with the experimental CD
spectra of B- and Z-DNA. In the experimental CD spectrum given with the black
line, the first peak is negative at 296 nm and the second peak is positive at 275 nm
for Z-DNA, while the first peak is positive at 280 nm and the second peak is
negative at 255 nm for B-DNA. On the other hand, among the four SAC-CI CD
spectra, the sign at 295 nm is negative with only the Z-Stack model. Since the dG
strongly stacks with the dC in only the Z-Stack model as shown in Fig. 2.14a, the
stacking interaction between dG and dC can account for the strong negative peak at
295 nm of the CD spectra in Z-DNA. This CD peak is due to the 11A excited state
from the HOMO to the LUMO in dC. The stacking interaction with dG changes the
sign of the rotatory strength of the 11A excited state from the positive of the
monomer model to the negative of the Z-stack model. However, since the stacking
interaction of B-DNA is weaker than that of Z-DNA as shown in Fig. 2.14b, such
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change in the sign does not occur near 295 nm so that the negative peak does not
appear at around 295 nm for the B-Stack model. Therefore, we can conclude that
the negative peak at 295 nm is originated from the stacking interaction between the
nucleic-acid bases.

In the hydrogen-bonding models (Z-Hbond and B-Hbond), the excitation energy
of the first excited state was calculated to be at a higher energy region than those of
the monomer models and the stacking dimer models. However, the rotatory strength
is positive for both hydrogen-bonding models. Therefore, we concluded that the
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hydrogen-bonding interaction affects the excitation energies of the lowest excited
states but are not the origin of the negative peak at around 295 nm of the CD
spectra.

2.7.3 Tetramer Model

Finally, we calculated the SAC-CI CD spectra with the tetramer models that include
both of the hydrogen-bonding and stacking interactions. Figure 2.17 shows the
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SAC-CI UV and CD spectra of the tetramer models compared with the experi-
mental UV and CD spectra of the B- and Z-DNA. The SAC-CI UV spectrum of the
Z-Tetra model reproduced the main and shoulder peaks of the experimental UV
spectrum of Z-DNA. However, for the B-Tetra model, the shoulder peak is slightly
different from the experiment, because the angle between the two bases in the
hydrogen-bonding base pair is larger for the B-Tetra model than that of the Z-Tetra
model [44].

The SAC-CI CD spectrum of the B-Tetra model was in good agreement with the
experimental CD spectrum of B-DNA for the sign as well as the intensity. The
SAC-CI CD spectrum of the Z-Tetra model also reproduced the general features of
the experimental CD spectrum of Z-DNA.

The lowest excited state of the Z-Tetra model is the electron-transfer (ET) ex-
cited state from dG to dC through the stacking conformation, but for the B-Tetra
model it is the intramolecular excitation within dC. Thus, the ET excited state is the
origin of the strong negative peak at 295 nm of Z-DNA. We concluded that the
hydrogen-bonding interaction changes the excitation energy of the lowest excited
state and that the stacking interaction is the origin of the negative peak at 295 nm of
the CD spectra.

2.8 CD Spectra Is an Indicator of the Stacking Interaction
in Double-Helical DNA

As noted in the above section, the negative peak at 295 nm is caused by the
stacking interaction between the two base pairs of dG and dC. To verify the
relationship between the stacking interaction and the intensity of the peak at
295 nm of the CD spectra of DNA, we calculated the SAC-CI CD spectra for the
different distances using the tetramer model of Z-DNA as shown in Fig. 2.18.

Figure 2.19 shows the SAC-CI CD spectra for the different distance R between
the two base pairs using the tetramer models of Z-DNA. The experimental CD
spectra of the Z- and B-DNA are shown with the solid and dotted black lines,
respectively. The negative peak at 295 nm has the strongest intensity for ΔR =
0.0 Å (X-ray crystallographic structure). The intensity of the negative peak at
295 nm becomes weaker and weaker as the distance between the two base pairs
(ΔR) increases. Note that the intensity at 295 nm is weaker for ΔR = −0.2 Å than
for ΔR = ±0.0 Å.

In addition, as the distance ΔR increases, the SAC-CI CD spectra come close to
the experimental CD spectrum of B-DNA (dotted black line) from that of the
Z-DNA (solid black line). Although the conformations of dG and dC are much
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different from the structure of B-DNA, the SAC-CI CD spectrum of the ΔR = +2.0
Å model is in good agreement with the experimental CD spectrum of B-DNA due
to the weak stacking interaction.

The negative peak at 295 nm is caused by the electron-transfer (ET) excited state
from dG to dC through the stacking interaction at around ΔR = ±0.0 Å, but when
the distance between dG and dC increases, the excitations at around 295 nm
become intra dG and dC excitations for around ΔR = +2.0 Å. The ET excited state
is calculated to be at higher energy region for ΔR = +2.0 Å. Since the two base
pairs strongly stack for Z-DNA but weakly stack for B-DNA, the negative peak at
295 nm becomes the indicator of the stacking interaction between the two base
pairs.
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Fig. 2.18 a X-ray crystallography structure of Z-DNA (PDB ID: 1DCG). b Arrangement of
cytosine (C) and guanine (G). c Geometry of tetramer model. R represents the distance between the
two base pairs. R is 3.525 Å from the X-ray crystallography structure. d Geometry of two GC (dG
and dC) pairs. Three atoms indicated by “Ball” are arranged on the XY plane (Reprinted from Ref.
[43] with permission from The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2015, 119, 8269–8278. Copyright
2013 American Chemical Society.)
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2.9 Similarities and Differences Between Double-Helical
DNA and RNA

RNA (ribonucleic acid) can also form both the right- and left-handed double-helical
structures. The transition between the right-handed A-RNA and the left-handed
Z-RNA can be induced by the changes by salt concentration or temperature [59–
61]. These phenomena are quite similar to those of DNA. However, the feature of
the CD spectra of RNA is quite different from that of DNA. For the CD spectra of
the right-handed A-RNA, the first band at 295 nm has a negative sign and the
second band has a positive sign [59–61], which is similar to the feature of the
left-handed Z-DNA. On the other hand, the features of the CD spectra of the
left-handed Z-RNA are similar to those of the right-handed B-DNA. In addition, the
right-handed A-RNA is preferred at low temperature [59–61], similarly to the
left-handed Z-DNA. Namely, the features of the CD spectra of RNA are opposite to
those of DNA.

We calculated the SAC-CI CD spectra of DNA and RNA to clarify the rela-
tionship between the helical structures and their CD spectra, and to elucidate the
similarities and differences between DNA and RNA. The geometries were taken
from the X-ray crystallographic structures and shown in Fig. 2.20. These structures
are composed of 12 nucleic-acid bases and have the same sequence in which dG
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Fig. 2.19 SAC-CI CD spectra (colored lines) for the different distance R between the two base
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permission from The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2015, 119, 8269–8278. Copyright 2013
American Chemical Society.)
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and dC for DNA and guanosine (G) and cytidine (C) for RNA are arranged
alternately. We calculated the CD spectra of two tetramer models for each DNA and
RNA, because each DNA or RNA includes two kinds of the stacking interactions as
seen from Fig. 2.20.

We show in Fig. 2.21 the SAC-CI CD spectra of the tetramer models of Z-DNA,
B-DNA, Z-RNA and A-RNA, compared with their experimental CD spectra
measured in water solution [58, 61]. The SAC-CI CD spectra seemed to be not in
good agreement with the experimental CD spectra at first glance. However, the
SAC-CI CD spectra of the zDNA-L1 and aRNA-R1 models were in good corre-
spondence with the experimental CD spectra of Z-DNA and A-RNA, respectively.
The negative peak at 295 nm corresponds to the lowest two excited states that are
the electron transfer (ET) excitations from guanine to cytosine through the stacking
interaction. But the SAC-CI CD spectra of the zDNA-L2 and aRNA-R2 models
were opposite to those of the zDNA-L1 and aRNA-R1 models. Even though we
used the tetramer models taken from the same helical structures, the negative peak
did not appear at 295 nm in the CD spectra due to the weak stacking interaction
(Fig. 2.20a, d). Namely, the negative peak observed at 295 nm is due to the ET
excitation from guanine to cytosine through the strong stacking interaction in both
DNA and RNA: The peak at 295 nm can be considered to be the indicator of the
strong stacking interaction for the double-helical structures of DNA as well as
RNA.
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aRNA-R1 and aRNA-R2) taken from the X-ray crystallographic structures of a Z-DNA (1DCG),
b B-DNA (9BNA), c Z-RNA (1T4X) and d A-RNA (3JXQ). “G” and “C” represent guanine and
cytosine, respectively (Reprinted from Ref. [44] with permission from The Journal of Physical
Chemistry A 2016, 120, 9008–9018. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.)
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2.10 Conclusion

The ChiraSac method is a useful tool for analyzing and clarifying the chemical
information included in the CD spectra of chiral molecules and molecular systems.
The CD spectra depend strongly on the conformational changes due to the rotations
around the single bonds. Since this rotation is a low-energy process, it may reflect
the natures of the low-energy molecular interactions with solvents and with the
molecular environments. With HPAA (α-hydroxyphenylacetic acid) and dG
(Deoxyguanosine), we have shown that the calculations of the CD spectra with a
reliable theory like SAC-CI are useful to clarify the rotational conformation of a
molecule in solution, which may be different from the stable conformation in a gas
phase. Since the calculated CD spectrum is the result of the cancellations of many
different peaks of positive and negative intensities, the theory must be reliable
enough in both peak positions and intensities (rotatory strengths). Generally
speaking, the TD-DFT calculations are not reliable enough in the qualities of these
quantities, and therefore, detailed analyzes and understanding are difficult with the
TD-DFT calculations. The present overview of the results of the SAC-CI calcu-
lations of the CD spectra of molecules and molecular systems supports the relia-
bility of the SAC-CI theory. The ChiraSac method is a theoretical methodology of
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Fig. 2.21 SAC-CI CD spectra (red lines) of the eight tetramer models compared with the
experimental CD spectra (black lines) [58, 61]. All excited states of SAC-CI calculations have
been shifted to the lower sides by the values of 0.5 eV for DNA and 0.7 eV for RNA, respectively.
Blue-colored squares represent the first band region of the CD spectra of each DNA or RNA. The
negative peaks at 295 nm are shown by green arrows (Reprinted from Ref. [44] with permission
from The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2016, 120, 9008–9018. Copyright 2016 American
Chemical Society.)
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investigating the chemistry and physics of chiral molecules and molecular systems
using the Gaussian suite of programs involving the SAC-CI method and other many
useful methods. Actually, in the studies of DNA and RNA, for example, we used
many features of the SAC-CI and DFT methods in systematized ways involved in
Gaussian. The ChiraSac studies could elucidate the information of the low-energy
processes and the nature of the weak interactions involved in the observed CD
spectra by using a highly reliable excited-state theory, the SAC-CI method, together
with the many efficient methodologies involved in Gaussian. With the ChiraSac
method, one can study many different subjects related to chirality, such as the
conformations of chiral molecules in solutions or proteins, the low-energy pro-
cesses such as the rotations around the single bonds of chiral atoms and the natures
of the weak interactions such as the hydrogen-bonding and stacking interactions,
van der Waals forces, solvent effects, etc. Therefore, the ChiraSac method will
become a useful molecular technology for the material and drug designs.
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Chapter 3
Frontiers of Coupled Cluster Chiroptical
Response Theory

T. Daniel Crawford

Abstract We review the current state and future prospects of coupled cluster

response theory for modeling chiroptical properties in both gas-phase and solvated

systems. We first provide an overview of ground-state coupled cluster theory and

the analytic derivative approach to computing time-independent properties, and then

extend this to time-dependent perturbations. Through the well-established “quasi-

energy” approach, we demonstrate the connection between the analytic derivative

and response approaches, emphasizing the usefulness of the latter for frequency-

dependent chiroptical properties. In addition, we review successes of response the-

ory in the prediction of gas-phase specific rotations and electronic circular dichroism

spectra for small molecules and the physical requirements of a robust computational

model of such properties. We also discuss the many challenges of extending this

reliability to solvated systems through several key examples for which theory and

experiment diverge significantly.

Keywords Coupled cluster theory ⋅ Response theory ⋅ Chiroptical properties

3.1 Introduction

The dissymmetry of chiral molecules is the source of both their reactive uniqueness

and the spectroscopic means of distinguishing their mirror images. In absorption,

emission, refraction, and scattering, circularly polarized light induces opposite-sign

responses between enantiomeric pairs of stereoisomers, responses that can be used to

determine the absolute configuration of non-racemic samples of such compounds [1–

5]. However, in order for such spectroscopic data to be of practical value, a reference

must be available to tie the measured response to its chiral progenitor. Theoretical

simulations of such spectra are thus central to this effort, but in order to be useful,

quantum chemical response theory must be reliable, robust, accurate, and efficient

[2–4, 6–41].
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A bedrock principle of molecular quantum mechanics intended to develop such

reliability was established by Pople [42] in the early 1970s: the theoretical model
chemistry. Given a form for the approximate electronic wave function, as well as the

number of electrons, the spin multiplicity, and the coordinates and types nuclei in

the system of interest, one can compute numerous molecular properties: structures,

thermodynamic constants, potential energy surfaces and associated rate constants,

spectroscopic responses, and more. Central to Pople’s idea is the systematic and

generic nature of a theoretical model chemistry, such that it should be applicable to

any chemical system. In the decades since its introduction, this concept has motivated

the development of a multitude of quantum chemical methods that are generally

applicable to nearly any molecular species, though their accuracy and computational

costs vary significantly.

A second pillar of modern molecular quantum mechanics is the concept of a con-

vergent ab initio model [43]. These methods are built primarily upon wave function

theories and are characterized as being formally exact, free of experimental or empir-

ical parameters, and systematically improvable toward the limit of the solution to

the Schrödinger equation. Convergence is essential to the development of reliable

quantum chemical methods—indeed, it is vital to the ultimate practical applica-

bility of Pople’s theoretical model chemistry—and has led to one of the most sig-

nificant accomplishments of modern quantum chemistry: its quantitative accuracy.

Among such methods, coupled cluster theory [44–46] stands at the forefront of high-

accuracy approaches, and in numerous examples reported in the literature, coupled

cluster data have preceded, confirmed, and even overturned experimental determina-

tions of properties [47] such as geometrical structure, vibrational and UV/Vis spec-

tra, thermochemistry, NMR chemical shifts, nuclear spin-spin coupling constants

[48–51]. This level of robustness is also why coupled cluster theory has been one of

the major focal points for the development of practical response methods over the

last 20 years.

In spite of its success, numerous challenges remain for coupled cluster response

theory in the drive toward more complex chemical systems. Perhaps foremost among

these is the high-degree polynomial scaling of coupled cluster methods [O(N6) and

worse] that plagues conventional formulations. This scaling precludes the routine

application of coupled cluster response theory to molecular systems containing more

than around a dozen heavy atoms, thus limiting its usefulness for many chemical

problems, such as those involving e.g. molecular materials and other extended sys-

tems. A second, but closely related problem is that of solvation. While computational

cost prevents the explicit inclusion of large numbers of (dynamic) solvent mole-

cules in coupled cluster response calculations, implicit solvent models often fail to

describe the detailed solute–solvent interactions that can dramatically impact even

qualitatively correct descriptions of chiroptical response, for example.

In this chapter, we provide an overview of modern coupled cluster response the-

ory [52–63], its applications, and future directions. The next section includes a con-

cise presentation of the fundamental equations of both the ground-state theory and

its time-dependent formulation, as well as aspects of production-level implementa-

tions. Section 3.3 focuses on recent extensions and applications of coupled cluster

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-981-10-5651-2_3
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response theory, including both gas-phase and solvent-including calculations, and

the final section offers one view of future developments. While we do not intend to

provide an exhaustive summary of the coupled cluster response literature, we hope

that the perspective offered here will provide newcomers to the field a starting point

for further investigation.

3.2 Theoretical Underpinnings of Coupled Cluster
Response Theory

In this section, we will briefly review the fundamental equations of coupled cluster

theory and its time-/frequency-dependent formulations. We will present only the key

relations and results; more complete derivations can be found in several excellent

review articles and references therein [44, 47, 64, 65].

3.2.1 Time-Independent Coupled Cluster Theory

Coupled cluster theory approximates the many-electron wave function using an

exponential expansion of Slater determinants—anti-symmetrized products of one-

electron molecular orbitals, typically obtained from a Hartree–Fock or similar mean-

field calculation. With this wave function Ansatz, the Schrödinger equation is

conveniently expressed as [64]

e− ̂T
̂H(0)e ̂T |0⟩ = ̄H(0)|0⟩ = ECC|0⟩, (3.1)

where ̂H(0)
is the (time-independent) molecular Hamiltonian, |0⟩ denotes the

Hartree–Fock reference wave function, and ̂T is a second quantized “excitation”

operator whose action on |0⟩ yields linear combinations of determinants in which

one or more occupied orbitals have been replaced by the same number of unoccu-

pied (or virtual) orbitals. The non-Hermitian, similarity-transformed Hamiltonian,

̄H(0)
, is a central quantity in modern formulations of coupled cluster theory, in part

because it may be expressed as a finite commutator expansion,

̄H(0) = ̂H(0) +
[
̂H(0)

,

̂T
]
+ 1

2
[[
̂H(0)

,

̂T
]
,

̂T
]
+⋯ , (3.2)

which truncates exactly at the quartic terms in ̂T due to the two-electron nature of

the electronic Hamiltonian.

Coupled cluster theory is formally exact in that inclusion of all possible excita-

tions, and the use of a complete (infinite dimension) orbital space yields the exact

solution to the electronic Schrödinger equation. In practical applications, however,
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a finite orbital space is employed, and ̂T is truncated to some manageable number

of terms. For example, the coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) model [66]

results from the choice of ̂T ≈ ̂T1 + ̂T2, which produces all singly and doubly excited

determinants from |0⟩. Thus, we see that the coupled cluster wave function is sys-

tematically improvable in that incorporation of higher levels of excitation (CCSDT,

CCSDTQ, etc.) and extension of the orbital space lead to better approximations to

the exact wave function. These characteristics—formally exact and systematically

improvable—as well as its lack of empirical parameters thus classify coupled clus-

ter theory as a convergent ab initio method.

A useful starting point for the formulation of molecular properties is the coupled

cluster energy Lagrangian [49, 67]

LCC = ECC = ⟨0|
(
1 + ̂Λ

)
̄H(0)|0⟩, (3.3)

where the Lagrangian multipliers needed for a constrained optimization of the func-

tional are contained within ̂Λ—a “de-excitation” operator analogous to its ̂T coun-

terpart. The wave function amplitudes within ̂T and the multipliers within ̂Λ are

obtained from the stationary conditions [68]

𝜕LCC

𝜕
̂Λ
𝜙

= ⟨𝜙| ̄H(0)|0⟩ = 0 (3.4)

and
𝜕LCC

𝜕

̂T
𝜙

= ⟨0|(1 + ̂Λ)
[
̄H(0)

, 𝜏

𝜙

]
|0⟩ = 0, (3.5)

where |𝜙⟩ represents the set of excited determinants generated by ̂T from |0⟩ through

the excitation operator 𝜏
𝜙

. The non-Hermitian nature of the similarity-transformed

Hamiltonian implies that the right- and left-hand coupled cluster wave functions are

not simple adjoints of one another as would be the case in, for example, configuration

interaction theory. The form of the coupled cluster Lagrangian functional suggests

that while the right-hand coupled cluster wave function is

|𝜓CC⟩ = e ̂T |0⟩, (3.6)

its left-hand counterpart is

⟨𝜓CC| = ⟨0|
(
1 + ̂Λ

)
e− ̂T

. (3.7)

Another advantage of the Lagrangian formulation is that it provides a connection

between many molecular properties and analytic derivatives of the energy through a

generalization of the Hellmann–Feynman theorem, viz.
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𝜕LCC
𝜕x

= ⟨0|
(
1 + ̂Λ

)
e− ̂T 𝜕 ̂H(0)

𝜕x
e ̂T |0⟩ = ⟨0|

(
1 + ̂Λ

)
̄H(0)
x |0⟩, (3.8)

where x represents a general perturbation, and the subscript on the last term indicates

differentiation with respect to x. (We also note that the second quantization formal-

ism implicit in this equation implies that any dependence of the underlying orbitals

on the external perturbation is contained within the derivative(s) of the Hamiltonian

itself.) For example, the molecular dipole moment can be determined from the first

derivative of the coupled cluster energy with respect to an external static electric

field, whereas the gradient along the potential energy hypersurface requires deriva-

tives with respect to nuclear coordinates.

In accord with the Wigner 2n + 1 rule, higher-order properties require derivatives

of the right- and left-hand coupled cluster wave functions, e.g.,

𝜕LCC
𝜕x𝜕y

= ⟨0|
(
1 + ̂Λ

)
̄H(0)
xy |0⟩ + ⟨0|

(
1 + ̂Λ

) [
̄H(0)
x ,

̂Ty
]
|0⟩ + ⟨0| ̂Λy

̄H(0)
x |0⟩. (3.9)

Properties such as quadratic force constants (leading to harmonic vibrational fre-

quencies) are obtained if x and y are nuclear coordinates, whereas static dipole polar-

izabilities correspond to second derivatives with respect to external static electric

fields. This expression may be written in a symmetric form by taking advantage of

the corresponding 2n + 2 rule for the Lagrange multipliers to obtain

𝜕LCC
𝜕x𝜕y

= P+(x, y)⟨0|
(
1 + ̂Λ

) (1
2
̄H(0)
xy +

[
̄H(0)
x ,

̂Ty
]
+ 1

2
[[
̄H(0)

,

̂Tx
]
,

̂Ty
])

|0⟩,
(3.10)

where the operator P+ is a symmetrizer with respect to perturbations x and y. Each

of these forms offers certain computational or programming advantages [69]. The

symmetric form, for example, requires only algorithms to obtain the derivatives of

the ̂T amplitudes, whereas the asymmetric form also requires effort to program the

equations needed to determine the derivatives of ̂Λ. On the other hand, the asym-

metric version offers significantly reduced persistent storage possibilities in the case

where the number of perturbations in each class, x and y, is significantly different,

such as for NMR shieldings, which require second derivatives with respect to the

nuclear magnetic moments (three perturbations for each nucleus) and the external

magnetic field (only three perturbations total).

3.2.2 Time-Dependent Coupled Cluster Response Theory

Next, we consider the case in which the molecular Hamiltonian is perturbed by a

time-dependent potential, as this is necessary for the desired description of chirop-

tical properties. We choose a periodic potential of the form [47, 60],
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̂H(1)(t) =
∑

k
Vk𝜀k(𝜔k)e−i𝜔kt

, (3.11)

where periodicity is obtained by requiring all 𝜔k to a multiple of a common fun-

damental frequency, 𝜔 = 2𝜋∕𝜏, and Hermiticity is obtained in part by requiring

the summation to run over both positive and negative values of k and pairing

opposite-sign components. In this case, we must adopt a form of the time-dependent

Schrödinger equation,

i 𝜕
𝜕t
eiF(T)e ̂T(t) =

(
̂H(0) + ̂H(1)(t)

)
eiF(t)e ̂T(t)|0⟩, (3.12)

in which the coupled cluster right- and left-hand exponential wave functions are

expressed in the phase-isolated form developed by Langhoff et al. [70],

|𝜓CC(t)⟩ = eiF(t)e ̂T(t)|0⟩ (3.13)

and

⟨𝜓CC(t)| = ⟨0|
(
1 + ̂Λ(t)

)
e− ̂T(t)e−iF(t), (3.14)

where F(t) is a real-valued function. Explicit time differentiation of the complex

phase factor leads to a time-dependent Lagrangian analogous to Eq. 3.3,

L (t) ≡ Re⟨0|
(
1 + ̂Λ

) (
̄H(0) + ̄H(1) − ie− ̂T 𝜕

𝜕t
e ̂T
)

|0⟩, (3.15)

whereL (t) is the time derivative of the phase factor referred to as the “quasi-energy”

Lagrangian functional [59, 60, 71, 72], and we have retained only the real part of

the functional in order to eliminate pure imaginary contributions from the interme-

diately normalized wave function [47]. (In addition, we have suppressed the explicit

time dependence of the quantities on the right-hand side for notational efficiency.)

This Lagrangian is subject to stationary conditions similar to those of the time-

independent case in Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5,

𝜕L (t)
𝜕
̂Λ
𝜙

= Re
[

⟨𝜙| ̄H − i𝜕
̂T

𝜕t
|0⟩

]

= 0, (3.16)

and

𝜕L (t)
𝜕

̂T
𝜙

= Re
[

⟨0|(1 + ̂Λ)
[
̄H, 𝜏

𝜙

]
|0⟩ + i⟨0|𝜕

̂Λ
𝜕t

|𝜙⟩

]

= 0. (3.17)

The Lagrangian and its stationary conditions may be expanded in orders of the poten-

tial, e.g.,

L (t) = L (0) +L (1)(t) +L (2) +⋯ , (3.18)
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where the zeroth-order contribution is simply the time-independent expression in

Eq. 3.3 and periodicity of the potential in Eq. 3.11 carries over to the perturbed wave

function amplitudes and multipliers. We may take advantage of this by introduc-

ing the time average of the Lagrangian over the common period of the perturbation

components,

{L (t)}
𝜏

= 1
𝜏
∫

𝜏

0
L (t)dt. (3.19)

The stationary conditions above still apply to the time-averaged Lagrangian, leading

to a generalized Hellmann–Feynman relation

𝜕 {L (t)}
𝜏

𝜕𝜀k(𝜔k)
= Re

{

⟨0|
(
1 + ̂Λ

)
𝜕

̄H
𝜕𝜀k(𝜔k)

|0⟩
}

𝜏

= Re
{
⟨0|

(
1 + ̂Λ

)
̄H
𝜀k(𝜔k)|0⟩

}

𝜏

,

(3.20)

directly analogous to Eq. 3.8. When the perturbation expansion of Eq. 3.18 is inserted

for the time-averaged Lagrangian above, the desired response functions appear as

corresponding derivatives. Thus, again in analogy to the time-independent deriva-

tives expressed above, e.g., for the linear response function,

⟨⟨Vk;Vl⟩⟩𝜔l
=

𝜕

{
L (2)(t)

}

𝜏

𝜕𝜀k(−𝜔l)𝜀l(𝜔l)
= Re

{
⟨0|

(
1 + ̂Λ

) [
̄Vk,

̂Xl(𝜔l)
]
+ ̂Yl(𝜔l) ̄Vl|0⟩

}

𝜏

,

(3.21)

we can see a clear comparison to the corresponding terms in Eq. 3.9. (The term cor-

responding to the second derivative of the Hamiltonian does not appear in this case,

because the Hamiltonian depends only linearly on the external field.) If Vk and Vl are

taken to be electric dipole operators, then the above equation yields the frequency-

dependent dipole-polarizability, and, in the static-field limit gives results identical to

that of either Eq. 3.9 or Eq. 3.10 (provided the orbital response is neglected). Other

combinations of operators yield additional response functions, including those asso-

ciated with chiroptical properties, such as the mixed electric dipole/magnetic dipole

polarizability (the Rosenfeld tensor that yields optical rotations and circular dichro-

ism spectra) and the electric dipole/electric quadrupole polarizability (necessary for

Raman optical activity spectra, for example). In addition, transition strengths are

associated with the residues of the linear response function, i.e.,

⟨0| ̂Vk|n⟩⟨n| ̂Vl|0⟩ = lim
𝜔→𝜔n0

(𝜔 − 𝜔n0)⟨⟨Vk;Vl⟩⟩𝜔. (3.22)

To obtain oscillator strengths, Vk and Vl are chosen to be the electric dipole opera-

tor, while for circular dichroism rotatory strengths, the electric dipole and magnetic

dipole operators are used.

A subtle, but important point for the computation of molecular chiroptical proper-

ties is that of origin invariance, i.e., if the length representation of the electric dipole

operator is used in the calculation of the linear response function, then the com-

puted property will depend on the arbitrary choice of coordinate origin used in the
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calculation. [1, 5, 73–75] This can be overcome in the case of optical rotation or rota-

tory strengths by using instead the velocity representation, which is connected to the

length representation via its commutator with the Hamiltonian (in a complete basis

set). While this approach is now standard for circular dichroism spectra, for optical

rotations the velocity representation of the linear response function does not decay to

zero at long wavelengths and is thus unphysical. To overcome this behavior approx-

imately, the zero-frequency response function is subtracted from its finite-frequency

counterpart (referred to as the “modified velocity gauge”) in most practical coupled

cluster response calculations [73, 75]. Note that this technique is unnecessary in

methods such as DFT, where the use of gauge-including atomic orbitals corrects the

origin variation automatically for the dipole-length formulation.

3.3 Applications of Coupled Cluster Chiroptical Response
Theory

One of the earliest applications of coupled cluster response theory to chiroptical

properties was the optical rotation of the 𝜎-helicene known as (P)-(+)-[4]triangulane

[14], a rigid tri-spiro compound comprised of four fused cyclopropane rings.

Although ostensibly an alkane, de Meijere and co-workers [76] measured its sur-

prisingly large specific rotations in CHCl3 following their successful synthesis of

the structure in enantiomerically pure form in 1999. At the sodium D-line (589 nm),

the compound exhibited a rotation of 192.6 deg dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

, and, as the wave-

length was shortened to 365 nm, the rotation increased dramatically to 648 deg dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

, in spite of the absence of a long-wavelength chromophore. Although time-

dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) calculations yielded the correct sign

of these rotations, they were found to overestimate the experimentally measured val-

ues by roughly 15%. Later studies revealed that this error was due to the tendency

of the B3LYP functional both to underestimate electronic excitation energies and

to overestimate rotatory strengths [12]. On the other hand, coupled cluster response

calculations at the CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory yielded excellent compar-

ison with experiment, with errors less than 2% across the entire dispersion curve.

However, this success is far from complete: The theoretical models did not account

for factors such as solvent and vibrational effects that were found to be significant

in numerous other compounds, and a more appropriate comparison between theory

and experiment is offered by gas-phase measurements.

3.3.1 Comparison to Gas-Phase Optical Activity Data

While a number of gas-phase electronic circular dichroism spectra have been

reported, to date the only such specific rotation data available have been obtained
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Fig. 3.1 a Theoretical and

experimental gas-phase

optical rotatory dispersion

spectra and b theoretical

circular dichroism spectra of

(S)-(-)-2-chloropropionitrile.

Experimental data taken

from Ref. [78] and

theoretical data from

Ref. [21]

using ultrasensitive cavity ring-down polarimetry (CRDP) techniques developed by

Vaccaro and co-workers [77, 78]. In a number of studies [4, 12, 15, 21, 22, 79–

84], CCSD-level specific rotations coupled with diffuse basis sets compare closely

to nearly every published vapor-phase CRDP measurements at both long and short

wavelengths, such as those of (S)-2-chloropropionitrile, shown in Fig. 3.1. B3LYP,

on the other hand, gives rotations too large by approximately a factor of two, again

due to its tendency both to underestimate the key excitation energies and to overesti-

mate the corresponding rotational strengths, as made clear by the simulated circular

dichroism spectra in Fig. 3.1b. Similarly, good agreement has been found for numer-

ous other compounds, including rigid molecules such a (1R,5R)-𝛼-pinene, (1R,5R)-

𝛽-pinene, and (1R,2S,5R)-cis-pinane [15].
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The importance of vibrational effects on chiroptical properties has also been

examined for comparison to gas-phase measurements [11, 12, 22, 82, 83, 85–

93]. For molecules such as (1R,2S,5R)-cis-pinane, (1R,5R)-𝛼-pinene, (1R,5R)-𝛽-

pinene, (S)-limonene, and others, excellent comparison is found between CRDP data

and CC-level specific rotations with zero-point vibrational corrections derived from

B3LYP calculations, though the use of high levels of electron correlation was found

to be even more significant than such corrections. (S)-methyoxirane is a particu-

larly thorny case, and the cumulative result of several studies is that one requires

not only high levels of correlation (up to CC3, which includes triple excitations, has

been utilized), but also the effects of anharmonicity on the methyl torsional motion

[88], before quantitative agreement between theory and experiment is obtained. The

only outlier in such analyses is (1S,4R)-fenchone, a large ketone for which theory

and experiment differ significantly (456 deg dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

at the CCSD level ver-

sus 180 deg dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

at 355 nm). Vibrational corrections do not overcome the

discrepancy in this case, and the fundamental reasons for the disagreement remain

hidden.

Conformationally flexible molecules offer another level of challenge as one must

consider all energetically relevant configurations thereof [94, 95]. While this is a

relatively straightforward task for many spectroscopic properties, such as UV/Vis or

infrared absorption spectra, CD and optical rotations are dramatically sensitive to the

choice of conformer. The recent study of the chiral compound (R)-carvone [96] pro-

vides an excellent example of this problem: It exhibits six low-lying conformations,

with the propylene group equatorial or axial relative to the hexene ring, each of which

with three stable rotamers of the propylene around its C−C bond connecting it to said

ring. While the equatorial structures are lower in energy, according to G3-level cal-

culations, the axial structures still contribute roughly 20% to the overall Boltzmann

distribution and thus cannot be excluded. (We note that simpler B3LYP/6—311G**

calculations significantly underestimate these populations at less than 5% total, lead-

ing to serious caveats about the methods used to determine such contributions). How-

ever, whereas experimental sodium D-line measurements of the specific rotation of

(R)-carvone in multiple (polar and nonpolar) solvents yield negative values of ca.

−50 deg dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

, both DFT and CC2 calculations give positive rotations of

ca. 57 deg dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

and 12 deg dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

, respectively. This problem

can be overcome, however, by including temperature-dependent vibrational correc-

tions for each conformer. Using a Taylor expansion in normal coordinates, one may

determine the contribution of each mode to the total specific rotation, with some

modes exhibiting corrections larger than the equilibrium rotation itself. Neverthe-

less, once such corrections (typically computed at a lower level of theory) are taken

into account, both DFT and CCSD methods give specific rotations that are semiquan-

titatively correct at −23 and −30 deg dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

, respectively, and quantitative

accuracy at the CC2 level in conjunction with mixed aTZ/aDZ basis sets at −49 deg

dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

.

This commonly used Boltzmann average is based on the assumptions of localiz-

ability of vibrational wave functions with each conformational potential well

(infinitely high energetic walls separate the conformers), invariance of the optical
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rotation as a function of vibrational quantum number, and identical vibrational con-

tributions to the partition functions of each conformer. While these assumptions are

reasonable for most chemical systems, small barriers, in particular, between con-

formations may corrupt the Boltzmann average. A recent study of (R)-3-chloro-1-

butene [93] explicitly examined these assumptions using an analytic torsional poten-

tial function for the coordinate separating the three relevant conformers. This poten-

tial was based on energy points obtained from an intrinsic reaction coordinate calcu-

lation connecting transition states to minima, followed by a fit based on a Fourier

series. The resulting one-dimensional function was used in a numerical solution

of the vibrational Schrödinger equation. The conclusion of the study was that the

two approaches—the simple method involving separate conformers and the rigorous

Boltzmann average over explicit vibrational wave functions spanning the entire range

of dihedral motion—compared reasonably well over a range of temperatures, though

reduction of the barrier between conformers to ca. 500 cm
−1

or less revealed larger

discrepancies.

3.3.2 Condensed-Phase Optical Activity

While we may safely conclude that the fundamental physical requirements of a reli-

able model of electronic optical activity of chiral molecules in the gas phase have

been established, the same is not yet true for chiral molecules in the liquid phase,

where solvent perturbations are known to impact both the magnitude and the sign

of rotational strengths and specific rotation [97, 98]. Although theoretical predic-

tion and simulation of many molecular properties in the presence of solvent has a

long and distinguished history [99–102], chiroptical properties offer a much greater

challenge, as can be seen from three specific examples.

3.3.2.1 (S)-Methyloxirane

Kumata et al. demonstrated [98] more than 40 years ago that the specific rotation

of methyloxirane is strongly dependent upon the choice of solvent used for the

measurement. Figure 3.2 depicts experimental optical rotatory dispersion curves for

(S)-methyloxirane in several common solvents, with water and benzene producing

opposite-sign rotations at long wavelengths as well as qualitatively different shapes

to the non-resonant response curves.

In 2002, Mennucci and co-workers [103] combined DFT calculations of spe-

cific rotations of methyloxirane with the implicit polarizable continuum model

(PCM) [99, 102]. While this approach has yielded much fruit for a variety of

spectroscopic properties, it was unable to reproduce the sodium D-line ordering

of the solvents examined by Kumata and co-workers [98] and by Vaccaro and co-

workers, [78] errors which they attributed to non-electrostatic effects. Pecul et al.

[104] reported analogous DFT-based PCM studies of electronic circular dichroism
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Fig. 3.2 Experimental

optical rotatory dispersion

spectra of (S)-methyloxirane.

The choice of solvent has a

dramatic impact on the sign

and shape of the dispersion

curve, making it an ideal test

case for microsolvation,

QM/MM, and implicit

solvation studies.

Experimental data for water

provided by P.H. Vaccaro

(private communication); all

other data from Ref. [78]

in 2005 for methyloxirane and others. They found that the reliability of their pre-

dictions depended not only on the shortcomings of available exchange-correlation

functionals, but also on the type of transition in question, with Rydberg-type exci-

tations indicated as especially problematic, perhaps due to specific solute–solvent

interactions.

Kongsted et al. [86, 90] published extensive CC analyses for the optical rota-

tion of (S)-methyloxirane under solvated conditions, simulated using a continuum

dielectric medium surrounding a spherical solute cavity [86]. Despite the inclu-

sion of very high levels of electron correlation (including estimates of connected

triple excitations [105, 106]), this approach failed to reproduce experimental trends,

yielding specific rotations at 355 nm with the wrong sign as compared to measure-

ments in cyclohexane. More recently, Kongsted and Ruud [92] carried out a DFT-

PCM/B3LYP analysis of methyloxirane specific rotations that included both solvent

and zero-point vibrational effects. They found reasonable agreement in solvent shifts

for cyclohexane, but not for acetonitrile and water, which they again attributed to

specific molecular interactions not described by continuum-based models.

Dynamic effects were considered by Beratan and co-workers [107, 108], who

carried out groundbreaking combined continuum and molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations of methyloxirane in clusters of water [107] and of benzene [108], obtain-

ing DFT specific rotations as averages over snapshots taken along the MD trajecto-

ries. While they obtained qualitative agreement with experiment in both cases and

found that the chiroptical response of the solute molecule dominates in water, but the

solvent cavity contributes at least as much to the optical rotation in benzene. More

recently, Barone and co-workers [109] reported large-scale DFT-based MD simu-

lations of methyloxirane in water that reproduced the shape of the corresponding

curve in Fig. 3.2. However, given that DFT has been shown to fail—providing only
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fortuitous agreement with gas-phase experimental data in the case of methyloxirane

[12, 86, 88, 92]—the general applicability of these approaches remains in doubt.

3.3.2.2 (1S,4S)-Norbornenone

A second key example of the significance of solvent is that of norbornenone, a cage-

like ketone that exhibits a particularly large specific rotation [110] at the sodium

D-line of ca. 1000 deg dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

, due in part to strong exciton coupling involv-

ing its alkene and carbonyl moieties [110, 111]. Ruud and co-workers reported

B3LYP specific rotations of −1216 deg dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

, in good agreement with

the value of −1236 deg dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

measured in chloroform [112], but origin-

independent CCSD calculations yielded a value half that of experiment at −560

deg dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

. Over the next several years, careful examinations of potential

sources of the discrepancy between theory and experiment were carried out, includ-

ing basis-set effects [84], zero-point vibrations effects [113], and electron correlation

[113], but none of these were substantial enough to account for the large difference

between theory and experiment.

An important step forward was made with the first vapor-phase measurement of

the specific rotation of norbornenone [113]. These measurements as well as corre-

sponding computations revealed that the source of the discrepancy between theory

and experiment is the liquid environment. However, while the gas- and condensed-

phase specific rotations of norbornenone differ considerably (by ca. 200 deg dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

at 589 nm), the particular choice of solvent has a relatively small effects,

with rotations in acetonitrile versus hexane differing by only 30 deg dm
−1

(g/mL)
−1

.

Thus, while there is only a small solvent effect, there is a surprisingly large solvation
effect in this system. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that polar solvents tend

to yield rotations that are closer to the gas-phase values than nonpolar solvents, a
direct contradiction of conventional chemical wisdom.

3.3.2.3 (P)-Dimethylallene

Dimethylallene, a rigid structure that displays axial chirality, behaves somewhat sim-

ilarly to norbornenone, exhibiting a remarkable difference between vapor- and liquid-

phase specific rotations. However, in contrast to norbornenone, vapor-phase CRDP

measurements yielded rotations a factor of two larger than those in the liquid-phase,

though again with only small variations with the choice of solvent. In 2008, Wiberg

et al. [81] reported an effort to understand these findings, combining experimental

and theoretical analyses. Coupled cluster computations agreed well with vapor-phase

data (Fig. 3.3), and Wiberg and co-workers speculated that torsional deformation of

the solute in a condensed medium could lead to a shift in the specific rotation. How-

ever, Monte Carlo simulations of the neat liquid yielded no evidence of such a struc-

tural change. Once again, existing theoretical models were not capable of assessing

the direct impact of the medium on the chiroptical response of the solute, and thus,
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Fig. 3.3 Experimental and

theoretical optical rotatory

dispersion spectra of

(P)-(+)-2,3-pentadiene

(dimethylallene). The

specific rotation in the neat

liquid (and numerous polar

and nonpolar solvents) is

roughly half that of the vapor

phase, and the latter is

reproduced faithfully by

coupled cluster theory. All

data taken from Ref. [81]

no final conclusions were possible as to the detailed reason(s) for the divergence

between the vapor- and condensed-phase results.

Several questions arise from the above observations. First, what is the fundamen-

tal reason for the large difference between vapor- and liquid-phase specific rota-

tions of compounds such as norbornenone and dimethylallene and why do such

differences not occur for other compounds such as methylthiirane, [4]triangulane,

𝛼-pinene, or 3-chloro-1-butene? Second, considering that implicit solvation models

fail to reproduce the key experimental findings about methyloxirane, norbornenone,

and dimethylallene, and that detailed intermolecular interactions can have a dramatic

effect on molecular chiroptical response, to what extent must explicit solvation tech-

niques in conjunction with coupled cluster linear response methods be used to obtain

“the right answer for the right reason.” Can one limit such calculations to the cyb-

otactic region alone? Can the remaining bulk solvation effects be treated reliably

using implicit approaches? Finally, how can such calculations be implemented with

the ideal balance between accuracy and computational cost, thus serving as a viable

tool for the determination of absolute stereochemical configurations.

In an effort to at least partly answer these questions, a recent collaboration

between the Virginia Tech and Amsterdam groups [114] focused on a description

of solvent effects that combined coupled cluster and density functional methods

via the frozen-density embedding (FDE) approach. In this “wave-function-in-DFT”

embedding model [115], the electron density of the solute interacting explicitly with

a cluster of solvent molecules was computed using a DFT and the resulting sol-

vent component of the density was transformed to a one-electron potential via a

functional derivative. This potential was then added to the Hamiltonian for a subse-

quent coupled cluster linear response computation. This work employed a new inter-

face between the PSI4 [116] and Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) [117, 118]

packages in which the FDE potential was represented on a numerical grid and then
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Fig. 3.4 Coupled cluster

optical rotation (top) and

circular dichroism spectra

(bottom) of

(P)-dimethylallene in

vacuum or interacting with

two water molecules, the

latter computed both with

explicit water molecules and

via FDE potentials. Data

taken from Ref. [114]

transformed to a (Gaussian) basis set used for a CC computation of chiroptical spec-

tra.

Unfortunately, the FDE potential does not accurately mimic the optical response

of the solvated molecule. As shown in Fig. 3.4, a pair of water molecules inter-

acting with (P)-dimethylallene results in a qualitative shift in the ORD curve and

the ECD spectrum of the solute, including a change in sign of the specific rotation.

Furthermore, low-lying Rydberg states appearing in the ECD spectrum are signifi-

cantly delocalized onto the solvent molecules, increasing their contribution to both

the ECD and ORD response, but these shifts are not reproduced by the FDE poten-

tial. This observation, which holds for numerous water configurations, as well as
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for solvents such as chloroform and other solutes such as methyloxirane and norbor-

nenone, reveals that the chiroptical response is highly non-local in character. Neuge-

bauer [119] has also employed FDEs in a “DFT-in-DFT” study of the optical rota-

tion tensor of the benzaldehyde dimer and demonstrated that the failure of the FDE

is a lack of response by the solvent to the external perturbation. Neugebauer clearly

showed that allowing such a response essentially overcomes the error as compared

to an explicit solvent calculation, though the most computationally effective way to

treat this response in a “wave-function-in-DFT” FDE approach remains elusive.

3.4 Conclusions and Prospectus

The development and application of coupled cluster response theory for the treat-

ment of chiroptical properties has advanced considerably in the last two decades.

For properties such as specific rotation and electronic circular dichroism spectra,

comparison to available gas-phase experimental measurements is excellent in nearly

all cases—the fenchone molecule discussed earlier standing as a significant outlier.

While some systems are straightforward, others require considerable computational

effort in terms of basis-set completeness, high levels of electron correlation, inclu-

sion of zero-point and temperature-dependent vibrational effects (including anhar-

monicity), and conformational averaging for a physically realistic model.

Comparison to liquid-phase measurements would be highly desirable, as the vast

majority of experimental data are obtained in solution. However, the incorpora-

tion of solvation effects can dramatically increase the complexity and thus cost of

the response calculation. While much effort has been expended in this area in both

explicit and implicit solvent models, serious obstacles remain, as the discussion of

methyloxirane, norbornenone, and dimethylallene demonstrates. Clearly, a reliable

model must include some accounting for molecule-specific interactions, such that the

“chiral imprint” [108] of the solute onto the solvent is correctly described. The obvi-

ous way to accomplish this goal is to include at least some solvent molecules explic-

itly in the linear response computation, though this also exacerbates the cost of the

calculation considerably: How many solvent molecules must be included and how

long should a dynamical average be carried out? If the number of required solvent

species is high, then the polynomial scaling of coupled cluster theory will rapidly

outstrip the available computing resources, but even if the number is low, a dynamic

configurational search will still be essential for a reliable and robust model. Much

progress has been made, but many questions remain and more work is to be done.
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Chapter 4
Response Theory and Molecular Properties

Shane M. Parker and Filipp Furche

Abstract The calculation of molecular properties, both static and dynamic, is a cen-

tral goal of theoretical chemical physics. Within response theory, time-dependent

properties are obtained as functional derivatives of the quantum mechanical action

functional. We review how linear and nonlinear response properties may be derived

from the action functional using exact electronic states, as well as within time-

dependent density functional theory. Particular emphasis is given to recently dis-

covered spurious poles in approximate nonlinear response functions.

Keywords Response theory ⋅ Nonlinear properties ⋅ Quantum action ⋅ Time-

dependent density functional theory ⋅ Electron correlation

4.1 Introduction

Nonadiabatic molecular dynamics (NAMD) coupled with time-dependent density

functional theory (TDDFT) has emerged as a powerful tool to elucidate mechanisms

of photochemical reactions such as the photoinduced ring-opening of provitamin

D [1], or the photodissociation of gas-phase acetaldehyde [2]. Each time step of a

NAMD simulation requires excited-state energies and gradients as well as nona-

diabatic couplings between each pair of electronic states, all of which are com-

puted using response theory. Within response theory, transition properties between

the ground state and an excited state (e.g., first-order derivative couplings) are

obtained from the linear response function while transition properties between two

excited states (state-to-state) are obtained from the quadratic response function. In

recent years, however, several groups confirmed independently that the state-to-state

derivative coupling between states n and m diverges unphysically when the energy
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difference between states n and m matches any other excitation energy of the sys-

tem [3–5]. These unphysical divergences are a consequence of the deficient pole

structure of the approximate quadratic response function, which was first pointed

out by Dalgaard in the context of time-dependent Hartree–Fock (TDHF) [6]. Fur-

thermore, we recently showed that these unphysical divergences are not limited to

TDHF or TDDFT but are found in any response method based on a nonlinear refer-

ence, including coupled cluster (CC) and multi-configurational self-consistent field

(MCSCF) response theory [7]. Similar inconsistent poles have been shown to yield

unphysical one-photon resonances in the TDDFT cubic response function [8]. These

results call into question the validity of approximate response theory beyond linear

response. The aim of this review is to provide further context for this recent devel-

opment by analyzing the differences between exact and approximate response func-

tions. We focus on TDDFT due to its popularity but emphasize that the observed

divergences are not just a “TDDFT problem” but rather result from an unphysical

time dependence of most effective Hamiltonians used in electronic structure theory.

The most general and widely used framework for defining time-dependent

response- and excited-state properties is based on the quantum action functional [9],

S [𝛷] = ⟨⟨𝛷|Ĥ(t) − i ∂

∂t
|𝛷⟩⟩. (4.1)

Atomic (Hartree) units are used throughout this chapter; 𝛷 is a normalizable time-

dependent wavefunction defined on an extended Hilbert space H ⊕L 2
[0,T], where

H is the time-independent N-electron Hilbert space, and L 2
[0,T] is the Hilbert space

of square-integrable functions on [0,T] [10]. Vectors in H are denoted by single

brackets (| ⟩) and use the usual inner product, while vectors in the extended Hilbert

space are denoted by double brackets (| ⟩⟩) with inner product

⟨⟨u|v⟩⟩ ≡ 1
T ∫

T

0
dt⟨u(t)|v(t)⟩ . (4.2)

The formalism applies to general time-dependent potentials [11], but we limit our-

selves to time-periodic potentials here, where T is chosen to be the maximum period.

In this case, it is convenient to work instead in a “Floquet picture” and introduce the

action Lagrangian,

A [𝛷, ε] = ⟨⟨𝛷|Ĥ(t) − i ∂

∂t
|𝛷⟩⟩ − ε(⟨⟨𝛷|𝛷⟩⟩ − 1), (4.3)

where 𝛷 is a “Floquet picture” wavefunction that is strictly periodic with period

T , and ε is the quasi-energy, a Lagrange multiplier that enforces normalization. By

construction, the action Lagrangian reduces to the quasi-energy at the stationary

point (stat),

A [𝛷, ε]|
stat

= ε , (4.4)
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while 𝛷 reduces to the physical Floquet wavefunction, 𝛷|
stat

= 𝛹 . Furthermore,

if the Hamiltonian is stationary, Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0, and the reference state is an eigen-

state of Ĥ0, then the quasi-energy recovers the eigenenergy of the reference state,

A (0)[𝛷, ε]|
stat

= En.

By the time-dependent Hellmann–Feynman theorem, time-dependent properties

of the reference state 𝛹 are obtained as derivatives of the action Lagrangian with

respect to a general external one-particle potential v(t, x, x′) at the stationary point.

Thus, the n-th-order polarization propagator

𝛱
(n)(t1, x1, x′1,… , tn, xn, x′n) =

δnA

δv(t1, x1, x′1)… δv(tn, xn, x′n)

|
|
|
|
|stat

(4.5)

determines all time-dependent n-th-order one-particle properties of the system. For

example, the time-dependent one-particle density matrix ρ(t, x, x′) equals

𝛱
(1)(t, x, x′) and gives rise to time-dependent dipole moments, (current) densities,

etc. The linear response function equals 𝛱
(2)(t1, x1, x′1, t2, x2, x

′
2) and gives rise to

time-dependent linear polarizabilities, transition moments, excitation energies etc.

If the reference state is stationary, 𝛱
(2)

only depends on t1 − t2, and we will in the

following consider its Fourier transform to frequency space, 𝛱
(2)(ω, x1, x′1, x2, x

′
2).

Computing properties as action derivatives only requires access to the action

as a functional of the external potential, whereas computing accurate properties

from expectation values requires variational wavefunctions. Most modern electronic

structure methods aim to avoid explicit representations of variational wavefunctions

in favor of more compact representations of electronic degrees of freedom, such

as cluster amplitudes in CC theory or Kohn–Sham orbitals in DFT. If the response

functions have the correct pole structure, excited-state properties are accessible from

the ground-state linear- and higher-order response functions [12]. Moreover, these

properties satisfy sum rules, implying consistency between dispersive and absorp-

tive properties such as dipole polarizabilities and transition dipole moments. While

the real-time action formalism has been criticized because it does not automatically

imply causality of the time-dependent response [13, 14], this appears to be less a fun-

damental flaw of the theory but rather a consequence of how the initial conditions

are imposed on the solutions.

A crucial conceptual and computational advantage of computing properties via

action derivatives is that all of the sophisticated machinery for deriving and imple-

menting efficient analytical derivative methods for time-independent perturbation

theory carries over to action derivatives in a straightforward manner. For example,

commonly employed simplifications such as the 2n+ 1 rule for variational parame-

ters (the n-th-order variational parameters suffice to determine the energy to order

2n+ 1) are readily applied to action derivatives [15, 16]. Furthermore, the method

of Lagrange multipliers can be used for nonvariational methods in which case the

2n+ 2 rule for Lagrange multipliers (the n-th-order Lagrange multipliers suffice to

determine the energy to order 2n+ 2) readily apply [16]. In the present formalism,

the quasi-energy follows the 2n+ 2 rule.
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Several other approaches are similar to the action Lagrangian approach. The first

fully consistent divergence-free discussion of computing time-dependent properties

from perturbation theory was Langhoff, Epstein, and Karplus [17]. Rice and Handy

[18, 19] formulated response properties using what they referred to as pseudoen-

ergy derivatives, while Sasagane et al. [20] formulated response properties in terms

of a quasi-energy. The action functional used in this chapter is the time integral of

the pseudoenergy of Rice and Handy or the quasi-energy of Sasagane et al.. This is

directly comparable to time-averaged quasi-energy as discussed by Christiansen et al.

[21], which is the integral of the quasi-energy divided by the total time. Pawłowski,

Olsen, and Jørgensen introduced the quasi-energy Lagrangian in terms of an eigen-

value problem and an extended Hilbert space [22]. The response functions derived

in the present chapter are equivalent to the time-averaged quasi-energy.

4.2 Response Functions from the Action

In this section, the general framework for deriving response functions is presented

before explicit derivations for specific methods are given in Sects. 4.3 and 4.4. First,

the time-dependent Hamiltonian is partitioned into

Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 + v̂(t) (4.6)

where Ĥ0 is the field-free time-independent Hamiltonian and v̂(t) is the explicitly

time-dependent external operator. The external operator is chosen to be a single-

particle operator parametrized using a time-dependent nonlocal potential as

v̂(t) =
∫

dxdx′v(t, x, x′)ρ̂(x, x′) , (4.7)

where ρ̂(x, x′) is the one-particle density matrix operator. The potential is expanded

in a Fourier basis as

v(t, x, x′) =
∑

±α

vα(x, x′)e−iωαt, (4.8)

where
∑

±α indicates a sum-over positive and negative indices, and ω−α = −ωα.

Since the Hamiltonian is self-adjoint on H at all times, v−α(x, x′) = v∗
α
(x′, x).

The electronic wavefunction is described by a set of nonvariational parameters, ξ,

and variational parameters, 𝐱(t). The nonvariational parameters include, for exam-

ple, nuclear geometry or static external electric fields and are assumed to be time-

independent. The variational parameters, on the other hand, compactly represent the

time-evolving electronic wavefunction. Although any stationary state is a suitable

stationary reference state, we choose the ground state as reference such that
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δA (0)

δ𝐱
|
|
|
|stat

=
δE0
δ𝐱

= 0 . (4.9)

The frequency-dependent n-th-order polarization propagator is determined from

the action as

𝛱
(n)(ωα,… , x1, x′1,… , xn, x′n) =

δnA

δvα(x1, x′1)… δvγ(xn, x′n)

|
|
|
|
|stat

≡ A (α…γ)
, (4.10)

where we have introduced superscript notation for functional derivatives followed

by evaluation at vanishing external field,

f (αβ…)
≡ f (αβ…)(x1, x′1, x2, x

′
2,…) ≡

δnf
δvα(x1, x′1)δvβ(x2, x′2)…

|
|
|
|
|stat,v=0

, (4.11)

and we suppress the functional arguments for brevity. A consequence of choosing

the zeroth-order wavefunction to be stationary is that 𝛱
(n)

contains n − 1 unique

frequencies. The first three derivatives of the action are

A (α) = δA
δvα(x, x′)

+ δA
δ𝐱

𝐱(α),

A (αβ) = δA
δ𝐱

𝐱(αβ) +P (αβ) δ2A
δvα(x, x′)δ𝐱

𝐱(β) + δ2A

δ𝐱2
𝐱(α)𝐱(β),

A (αβγ) = δA
δ𝐱

𝐱(αβγ) +P (αβγ) 1
2

[
δ2A

δvα(x, x′)δ𝐱
𝐱(βγ) + δ2A

δ𝐱2
𝐱(α)𝐱(βγ)

]

+ δ3A

δ𝐱3
𝐱(α)𝐱(β)𝐱(γ),

(4.12)

where it has been assumed that the action is linear in the external potential. In the pre-

vious equations, P (αβ…)
symmetrizes the expression to its right with respect to the

labels α, β, and so on. Extrapolating the above sequence, one sees that for p > n∕2,

the p-th-order variational parameter, 𝐱(α…p)
, appears linearly in the n-th-order action

and is multiplied by a polynomial of lower-order parameters. The polynomial of

lower-order parameters provides the condition that the order n − p parameters must

satisfy. Consequently, at the stationary point, the polynomial, and thus the contri-

bution from the order p parameter, vanishes. This result is also known as Wigner’s

2n + 1 rule. For example, consider the term

𝐱(αβ)
(

δ2A
δvγ(x, x′)δ𝐱

+ δ2A

δ𝐱2
𝐱(γ)

)

(4.13)

that appears in A (αβγ)
above. The polynomial in parentheses is the condition that

determines the first-order variational parameters, 𝐱(γ), such that at the stationary

point, the whole term vanishes.
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4.3 Exact Response Functions

In this section, we use the results of the previous section to derive the response of an

exact electronic state via the action formalism. We assume that absent the external

potential, the electronic wavefunction is proportional to the ground eigenstate of the

field-free Hamiltonian, Ĥ0, i.e.,

|𝛹⟩⟩|v=0 ≡ |𝛹 (0)⟩⟩ = |0⟩ (4.14)

where |n⟩ labels some eigenstate of Ĥ0 with eigenvalue En. The action Lagrangian

naturally produces response functions free from secular divergences [17]. In the

exact case, the set of variational parameters includes both the wavefunction and its

adjoint, i.e., 𝐱 = {|𝛹⟩⟩, ⟨⟨𝛹 |}.

4.3.1 Static Properties

Static (zeroth-order) properties are obtained from the first-order variation of the

action with respect to external field evaluated at vanishing external field. Ignor-

ing first-order variational parameters due to the 2n+ 1 rule, the first-order action

is straightforward,

A (α) = ε(α) = ⟨⟨𝛹 (0)|ρ̂(x, x′)e−iωαt|𝛹 (0)⟩⟩ . (4.15)

Since the time integral is nonzero only when ωα = 0,

𝛱
(1)(x, x′) = ρ00(x, x′) , (4.16)

where ρnm(x, x′) = ⟨n|ρ̂(x, x′)|m⟩ is the one-electron transition density matrix.

4.3.2 First-Order Properties

First-order properties result from the second-order variation of the action with

respect to external field evaluated at vanishing external field, in analogy with the

static properties of the previous subsection. Neglecting terms involving the second-

order wavefunction or quasi-energy (as previously) leads to

A (αβ) = ⟨⟨𝛹 (α)|Ĥ0 − E0 − i ∂

∂t
|𝛹 (β)⟩⟩ + ⟨⟨𝛹 (β)|Ĥ0 − E0 − i ∂

∂t
|𝛹 (α)⟩⟩

+ ⟨⟨𝛹 (α)|ρ̄(x2, x′2)e
−iωβ t|𝛹 (0)⟩⟩ + ⟨⟨𝛹 (0)|ρ̄(x2, x′2)e

−iωβ t|𝛹 (α)⟩⟩

+ ⟨⟨𝛹 (β)|ρ̄(x1, x′1)e
−iωαt|𝛹 (0)⟩⟩ + ⟨⟨𝛹 (0)|ρ̄(x1, x′1)e

−iωαt|𝛹 (β)⟩⟩ ,

(4.17)
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where ρ̄(x, x′) = ρ̂(x, x′) − ρ00(x, x′) is the one-particle density matrix fluctuation

operator. Enforcing the stationarity of the previous equation with respect to the first-

order wavefunctions gives rise to the linear response equations

A (αβ)

δ⟨⟨𝛹 (β)|
= (Ĥ0 − E0 − i ∂

∂t
)|𝛹 (α)⟩⟩ + ρ̄(x1, x′1)e

−iωαt|𝛹 (0)⟩⟩ = 0 (4.18)

A (αβ)

δ⟨⟨𝛹 (α)|
= (Ĥ0 − E0 − i ∂

∂t
)|𝛹 (β)⟩⟩ + ρ̄(x2, x′2)e

−iωβ t|𝛹 (0)⟩⟩ = 0 . (4.19)

Moving the second term across the equality and moving the time-dependent phase

factor to the left-hand side yields

eiωαt(Ĥ0 − E0 − i ∂

∂t
)|𝛹 (α)⟩⟩ = −ρ̄(x1, x′1)|0⟩ . (4.20)

The time-independence of the right-hand side implies that |𝛹 (α)⟩⟩ = e−iωαt|�̃� (α)⟩with

|�̃� (α)⟩ time-independent. Thus, the first-order wavefunction is

|𝛹 (α)⟩⟩ = −(Ĥ0 − E0 − ωα)−1ρ̄(x1, x′1)|0⟩e
−iωαt . (4.21)

Stationarizing with respect to |𝛹 (α)⟩⟩ and |𝛹 (β)⟩⟩ and using the fact that the time

derivative is an anti-Hermitian operator on the extended Hilbert space show that

⟨⟨𝛹 (α)| = |𝛹 (−α)⟩⟩† = −e−iωαt⟨0|ρ̄(x1, x′1)(Ĥ0 − E0 + ωα)−1 . (4.22)

At the stationary point, by virtue of Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19), the linear response

function further simplifies to

A (αβ) = P (αβ)⟨⟨𝛹 (0)|ρ̄(x2, x′2)e
−iωβ t|𝛹 (α)⟩⟩ . (4.23)

Finally, this yields

𝛱
(2)(ω, x1, x′1, x2, x

′
2) = −

[

⟨0|ρ̄(x2, x′2)(Ĥ0 − E0 − ω)−1ρ̄(x1, x′1)|0⟩

+ ⟨0|ρ̄(x1, x′1)(Ĥ0 − E0 + ω)−1ρ̄(x2, x′2)|0⟩
]

.

(4.24)

Inserting the spectral representation of the inverse operator, (Ĥ0 − z)−1 =
∑

n
|n⟩⟨n|
En−z

,

we arrive at the usual sum-over-states expression for the polarization propagator

𝛱
(2)(ω, x1, x′1, x2, x

′
2) = −

∑

n≠0

[
ρ0n(x2, x′2)ρ

n0(x1, x′1)
𝛺0n − ω

+
ρ0n(x1, x′1)ρ

n0(x2, x′2)
𝛺0n + ω

]

. (4.25)
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4.3.3 Second-Order Properties

In this section, we derive second-order response properties and discuss extensions

beyond second order. According to the 2n+ 1 rule for the variational parameters, no

terms higher than first order are required, leading to

A (αβγ) = P (αβγ)⟨⟨𝛹 (α)|ρ̄(x2, x′2)e
−iωβ t|𝛹 (γ)⟩⟩ . (4.26)

The third-order polarization propagator is obtained by combining this with Eqs. (4.21)

and (4.22) and integrating over time,

𝛱
(3)(ωα,ωβ , x1, x′1, x2, x

′
2, x3, x

′
3) =

P (αβγ)⟨0|ρ̄(x1, x′1)(Ĥ0 − E0 + ωα)−1ρ̄(x2, x′2)(Ĥ0 − E0 − ωγ)−1ρ̄(x3, x′3)|0⟩ ,
(4.27)

which has the sum-over-states representation [23]

𝛱
(3)(ωα,ωβ , x1, x′1, x2, x

′
2, x3, x

′
3) =

∑

n≠0
m≠0

[
ρ0n(x1, x′1)ρ̄

nm(x2, x′2)ρ
m0(x3, x′3)

(𝛺0n − ωα)(𝛺0m + ωγ)
+

ρ0n(x1, x′1)ρ̄
nm(x3, x′3)ρ

m0(x2, x′2)
(𝛺0n + ωα)(𝛺0m − ωβ)

+
ρ0n(x2, x′2)ρ̄

nm(x1, x′1)ρ
m0(x3, x′3)

(𝛺0n + ωβ)(𝛺0m − ωγ)
+

ρ0n(x2, x′2)ρ̄
nm(x3, x′3)ρ

m0(x1, x′1)
(𝛺0n + ωβ)(𝛺0m − ωα)

+
ρ0n(x3, x′3)ρ̄

nm(x1, x′1)ρ
m0(x2, x′2)

(𝛺0n + ωγ)(𝛺0m − ωβ)
+

ρ0n(x3, x′3)ρ̄
nm(x2, x′2)ρ

m0(x1, x′1)
(𝛺0n + ωγ)(𝛺0m − ωα)

]

,

(4.28)

where ρ̄nm(x, x′) = ρnm(x, x′) − δnmρ00(x, x′) and ωα + ωβ + ωγ = 0.

4.4 TDHF and TDDFT Response Functions

In TDDFT, the action of an interacting N-electron state is obtained by stationarizing

the functional [24]

A [ϕ, ε] = 1
T ∫

T

0
dt
∑

j

[

∫

dx
(
1
2
|∇ϕj(t, x)|2 − iϕ∗

j (t, x)
∂ϕj(t, x)

∂t

)

+
∫

dxdx′ϕ∗
j (t, x)v(t, x, x

′)ϕj(t, x′) −
∑

k
εjk

(

∫

dxϕ∗
j (t, x)ϕk(t, x) − δjk

)]

+A HXC[ρ]

(4.29)

with respect to the time-dependent density ρ(t, x) = ρ(t, x, x) =
∑

j |ϕi(t, x)|2 repre-

sented by the N noninteracting orthonormal time-dependent Kohn–Sham (TDKS)

orbitals ϕj. If the external potential is local, i.e., v(t, x, x′) = δ(x − x′)v(t, x), then the
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stationary point of A equals the action of the physical system by the Runge–Gross

theorem [24], and δA ∕δv(t, x)|
stat

= ρ(t, x) implies that ρ(t, x) is the physical time-

dependent density. Bearing this in mind, we will consider the general nonlocal case

for formal and algorithmic reasons in the following. The Hartree, exchange, and cor-

relation action A HXC[ρ] is also a functional of the initial state, which will always be

the static ground state in the following.

Enforcing the stationarity of A with respect to the one-particle orbital, ϕj(t, x),
shows that the TDKS orbitals evolve in time according to

δA [ϕ, ε]
δϕ∗

j (t, x)
= 1

2
∇2ϕj(t, x) +

∫

dx′vs(t, x, x′)ϕj(t, x′) − i
∂ϕj(t, x)

∂t
−
∑

k
εjkϕk(t, x) = 0 , (4.30)

where vs(t, x, x′) = v(t, x, x′) + vHXC(t, x, x′) and the time-dependent HXC potential

is

vHXC[ρ](t, x, x′) = δA HXC[ρ]
δρ(t, x, x′)

|
|
|
|
|ref

, (4.31)

where |
ref

indicates that the derivative must be evaluated at the ground-state reference

density. At the stationary point, the action Lagrangian evaluates to

A [ϕ, ε]|
stat

=
∑

j

(
εjj − vHXC

jj [ρ]
)
+A HXC[ρ] , (4.32)

where vHXC

jj [ρ] is a matrix element of the HXC potential. With no external field, this

simplifies to the ground-state energy,

A (0)[ϕ, ε]||
|stat

=
∑

j

(
εKS

jj − vHXC

jj [ρ]
)
+ EHXC[ρ] =

∑

j
hjj + EHXC[ρ] , (4.33)

where hpq = ∫ dxdx′ϕp(x)
(

1
2
∇2 + v0(x, x′)

)
ϕq(x′) is a matrix element of the one-

electron core Hamiltonian.

Within the widely used adiabatic approximation (AA) of TDDFT [25], the HXC

action A HXC
is approximated by the time-integrated static HXC energy functional

evaluated instantaneously at ρ(t),

A HXC, AA[ρ] = 1
T ∫

T

0
dtEHXC[ρ(t)]. (4.34)

In practice, EHXC
is further approximated by semi-local density functionals. Exact

exchange is particularly important for time-dependent properties and widely used

in applications. In hybrid TDDFT, the total action is usually made stationary with

respect to the TDKS orbitals or density matrix instead of the density, analogous to the

generalized Kohn–Sham (KS) method allowing for nonlocal exchange–correlation

(XC) potentials in static DFT [26].
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Just as in the previous section, we choose our initial state to be the ground state

of the interacting system such that absent the external field, there is no response and

the Lagrangian evaluates to the ground-state energy. For convenience, we express

the TDKS orbitals in terms of the field-free (static) KS orbitals, i.e., orbitals that

satisfy

1
2
∇2φp(x) +

∫

dx′vs(x, x′)φp(x′) =
(
ĥ + v̂HXC

)
φp(x) = εKS

p φp(x) , (4.35)

with ĥ being the sum of the kinetic energy and external potential terms and εKS

p being

the Kohn–Sham eigenvalue. The time dependence of the TDKS orbitals is prescribed

through a time-dependent unitary transformation 𝐔(t) = eκ(t)
in which the unitary

generator, κ(t), is anti-Hermitian and only the occupied-virtual and virtual-occupied

blocks are nonzero, i.e., κpq(t) = −κ∗
qp(t) and κij(t) = κab(t) = 0. In the previous defi-

nitions and for the rest of this chapter, ijkl stand for occupied orbitals; abcd for virtual

orbitals; and pqrs for general orbitals. Thus, the TDKS orbitals are expanded as

ϕj(t, x) = φj(x) +
∑

a
φa(x)κja(t) +

1
2
∑

ak
φk(x)κja(t)κak(t) +⋯ (4.36)

ϕa(t, x) = φa(x) +
∑

j
φj(x)κaj(t) +

1
2
∑

jb
φb(x)κaj(t)κjb(t) +⋯ . (4.37)

4.4.1 Static Properties

The first derivative of the action, neglecting wavefunctions first order or higher, is

A (α) = ε(α) = 1
T ∫

T

0
dt
∫

dxdx′
∑

j
φ∗
j (x)δ(x − x1)δ(x′ − x′1)φj(x′)e−iωαt

= 1
T ∫

T

0
dt
∫

∑

j
φ∗
j (x1)φj(x′1)e

−iωαt = 1
T ∫

T

0
dtρ00(x1, x′1)e

−iωαt ,

(4.38)

such that

𝛱
(1)(x, x′) = ρ00(x, x′) . (4.39)

While the static Kohn–Sham density matrix ρ00(x, x′) differs from the interacting

one, its diagonal ρ00(x, x) equals the physical ground-state density.
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4.4.2 First-Order Properties

Following the same procedure as for exact eigenstates, we first differentiate the action

with respect to the external potential twice, ignoring terms that depend on ϕ(αβ)
.

Suppressing function arguments for orbitals, the differentiated action is

A (αβ) =
∫

T

0
dt
∫

dx
∑

j

[
ϕ∗(α)
j

(
ĥ − εKS

j − i ∂

∂t

)
ϕ(β)
j + ϕ∗(β)

j

(
ĥ − εKS

j − i ∂

∂t

)
ϕ(α)
j

+ ϕ∗(α)
j ρ̄(x2, x′2)ϕje−iωβ t + ϕ∗

j ρ̄(x2, x
′
2)ϕ

(α)
j e−iωβ t

+ ϕ∗(β)
j ρ̄(x1, x′1)ϕje−iωαt + ϕ∗

j ρ̄(x1, x
′
1)ϕ

(β)
j e−iωαt

]

+A HXC(αβ)[ρ] .
(4.40)

Derivatives of the HXC action are expressed using the chain rule of the functional

derivative,

A HXC(αβ)[ρ] =
∫

dζvHXC[ρ](τ , y, y′)ρ(αβ)(τ , y, y′)

+
∫

dζ1dζ2f HXC[ρ](τ1 − τ2, y1, y′1, y2, y
′
2)ρ

(α)(τ1, y1, y′1)ρ
(β)(τ2, y2, y′2) ,

(4.41)

where dζn = dτndyndy′n and we have defined the exchange-correlation kernel

fHXC[ρ](t1 − t2, x1, x′1, x2, x
′
2) ≡

δ2A HXC[ρ]
δρ(t1, x1, x′1)δρ(t2, x2, x

′
2)

|
|
|
|
|ref

. (4.42)

If the system is initially in the ground state, the frequency-dependent TDKS polar-

ization propagator obtained from enforcing stationarity with respect to κ(α)(t) and

κ(β)(t) in Eq. (4.15) has a simple supermatrix form,

𝜫
(2)
TDDFT

(ω) = −
[(

𝐀 𝐁
𝐁 𝐀

)

− ω

(
𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 −𝟏

)]−1

. (4.43)

The orbital rotation Hessians [27]

(A + B)iajb = (εKS

a − εKS

i )δijδab + 2fHXC+
iajb (ω)

(A − B)iajb = (εKS

a − εKS

i )δijδab + 2fHXC−
iajb (ω)

(4.44)

are the second derivatives of A with respect to the TDKS density matrix and contain

the bare orbital energy differences εKS

a − εKS

i plus corrections for Hartree, exchange,

and correlation (XC) effects represented by the nondiagonal kernels fHXC±
. Within

the adiabatic approximation, the HXC kernels are frequency-independent and reduce

to their static (ω = 0) counterparts,
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fHXC+
iajb (ω) ≈ (ia|jb) − 1

2
cx
[
(ib|ja) + (ij|ab)

]
+ fXC+

iajb

fHXC−
iajb (ω) ≈ 1

2
cx
[
(ib|ja) − (ij|ab)

]
+ fXC−

iajb ,

(4.45)

with (pq|rs) a matrix element of the two-electron Coulomb integral and

fXC±(x1, x′1, x2, x
′
2) =

δ2EXC[ρ]
δρ±(x1, x′1)δρ±(x2, x

′
2)

|
|
|
|
|ref

, (4.46)

where ρ± stand for the real and imaginary parts of the TDKS density matrix [28]. The

coefficient cx interpolates between the proper Kohn–Sham limit (cx = 0) and TDHF

(cx = 1 and no correlation). The dimension of 𝐀 and 𝐁 is thus Nph × Nph, where Nph
denotes the dimension of the particle-hole space (number of occupied times number

of virtual orbitals).

First-order properties are computed as

𝛱
(2)(ω, x1, x′1, x2, x

′
2) =

(
𝐏(β)

𝐐(β)

)T (𝐗(α)

𝐘(α)

)

, (4.47)

where

P(α)
ia = φa(x1)φi(x′1) , Q(α)

ia = φi(x1)φa(x′1) , (4.48)

and (
𝐗(α)

𝐘(α)

)

= 𝜫
(2)
TDDFT

(ω)
(
𝐏(α)

𝐐(α)

)

. (4.49)

𝜫
(2)
TDDFT

has poles at the physical excitation energies 𝛺n, which are obtained from

the symplectic eigenvalue problem [27, 29–31]

[(
𝐀 𝐁
𝐁 𝐀

)

−𝛺n

(
𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 −𝟏

)](
𝐗n
𝐘n

)

= 𝟎, 𝐗T
n𝐗m − 𝐘T

n𝐘m = δnm. (4.50)

The eigenvectors 𝐗n,𝐘n yield physical transition densities between the ground state

and an excited state.

4.4.3 Second-Order Properties

Second-order properties within TDDFT result from the third derivative of the action,

A (αβγ) =
∫

T

0
dt
∫

dxdx′
∑

j
P (αβγ)ϕ∗(α)

j ρ̄(x3, x′3)e
−iωγ tϕ(β)

j +A HXC(αβγ)[ρ] .

(4.51)
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The first term in the previous equation resembles the result in the exact case and

gives rise to the “unrelaxed” contribution,

A (αβρ)
unrel

= P (αβρ)
∫

T

0
dt
∫

dxdx′
∑

j
ϕ∗(α)
j ρ̄(x3, x′3)e

−iωρtϕ(β)
j . (4.52)

The third derivative of the HXC action is

A HXC(αβγ) =

∫

dζ1dζ2dζ3gHXC[ρ](τ1 − τ2, τ2 − τ3, y1, y′1, y2, y
′
2, y3, y

′
3)

× ρ(α)(τ1, y1, y′1)ρ
(β)(τ2, y2, y′2)ρ

(γ)(τ3, y3, y′3)

+
∫

dζ1dζ2f HXC[ρ](τ1 − τ2, y1, y′1, y2, y
′
2)
P (αβγ)

2
ρ(α)(τ1, y1, y′1)ρ

(βγ)(τ2, y2, y′2)

+
∫

dζvHXC[ρ](τ , y, y′)ρ(αβγ)(τ , y, y′) ,

(4.53)

where we have defined the HXC hyperkernel,

gHXC[ρ](t1 − t2, t2 − t3, x1, x′1, x2, x
′
2, x3, x

′
3) =

δ3A HXC[ρ]
δρ(t1, x1, x′1)δρ(t2, x2, x

′
2)δρ(t3, x3, x

′
3)

|
|
|
|
|ref

. (4.54)

Note that the HXC action derivative contains a term that depends on the product of

three first-order density matrices, while no such terms appear in the exact case. In

the basis of static Kohn–Sham orbitals, the response function becomes

𝛱
(3)(ωα,ωβ) =

[

tr(𝐊(αβ)𝐯(γ)) +
(
𝐏(γ)

𝐐(γ)

)T

𝛱
(2)
TDDFT

(ωα + ωβ)
(
𝐏(αβ)

𝐐(αβ)

)]

, (4.55)

where 𝐊(αβ)
is the unrelaxed second-order density matrix,

K(αβ)
ij = −

∑

a
P (αβ)X(α)

ja Y (β)
ia ,

K(αβ)
ab =

∑

i
P (αβ)X(α)

ia Y (β)
ib ,

K(αβ)
ia = K(αβ)

ai = 0 ,

(4.56)

𝐯(γ) is the matrix representation of the perturbation,

v(α)pq = φp(x1)φq(x′1) , (4.57)

and the second-order RHS is
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(P + Q)(αβ)
ia = − 1

2
∑

j
P (αβ)

[

(X + Y)(β)ja U+(α)
ji − (X − Y)(β)ja U−(α)

ji

]

+ 1
2
∑

b
P (αβ)

[

(X + Y)(β)ib U+(α)
ab − (X − Y)(β)ib U−(α)

ab

]

+ H+
ai[𝐊

(αβ)] + 2gHXC+
ai [ρ(α), ρ(β)] ,

(P − Q)(αβ)
ia = − 1

2
∑

j
P (αβ)

[

(X − Y)(β)ja U+(α)
ji − (X + Y)(β)ja U−(α)

ji

]

+ 1
2
∑

b
P (αβ)

[

(X − Y)(β)ib U+(α)
ab − (X + Y)(β)ib U−(α)

ab

]

− H−
ia[𝐊

(αβ)] + 2gHXC−
ai [ρ(α), ρ(β)] ,

(4.58)

where

U±(α)
pq = H±

pq[(X ± Y)(α)] + v(α)qp ± v(α)pq ,

H±
pq[𝐌

(α)] =
∑

rs
fHXC±
pq,rs (ωα)M(α)

rs ,
(4.59)

and

gHXC±
pq [𝐌(α)

,𝐌(β)] =
∑

rsr′s′
gHXC±
pq,rs,r′s′ [ρ](ωα,ωβ)M(α)

rs M(β)
r′s′ . (4.60)

gHXC±
is the double Fourier transform of the hyperkernel with ± referring to the real

(+) or imaginary (−) parts of the density matrix. Within the adiabatic approxima-

tion, the HXC hyperkernel reduces to the third functional derivative of the exchange-

correlation energy,

gXC±[ρ](x1, x′1, x2, x
′
2, x3, x

′
3) ≈

δ3EXC[ρ]
δρ±(x1, x′1)δρ(x2, x

′
2)δρ(x3, x

′
3)

|
|
|
|
|ref

. (4.61)

4.4.4 State-to-state Transition Properties

The transition density matrix between two excited states n and m is a central quan-

tity for excited-to-excited-state nonadiabatic couplings [3–5] and radiative transition

probabilities between excited states. For the exact electronic ground state, the tran-

sition density matrix is obtained from a double residue of the quadratic response

function,

lim
ωα→𝛺m
ωβ→−𝛺n

{
(ωα −𝛺m)(ωβ +𝛺n)𝛱 (3)(ωα,ωβ , x1, x′1, x2, x

′
2, x3, x

′
3)
}
=

ρ0n(x1, x′1)ρnm(x2, x
′
2)ρm0(x3, x

′
3) .

(4.62)
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Conventional response theory assumes that the quadratic response function obtained

from an approximate action has the same pole structure as the exact one. For exam-

ple, applying this argument to the TDDFT quadratic response function within the

AA yields [31]

ρnm =
(

𝐊nm
occ

𝐗nm

(𝐘nm)T 𝐊nm
virt

)

. (4.63)

In the last equation, the supervectors are interpreted as matrices. The unrelaxed tran-

sition density 𝐊 is

Knm
ij = −

∑

a
Xm
jaX

n
ia + Yn

jaY
m
ia , Knm

ab =
∑

i
Xm
iaX

n
ib + Yn

iaY
m
ib . (4.64)

The orbital-relaxation contributions 𝐗nm
,𝐘nm

, are obtained from the second-order

response equation (
𝐗nm

𝐘nm

)

= 𝜫
(2)
TDDFT

(𝛺nm)
(
𝐏nm

𝐐nm

)

. (4.65)

The right-hand-side 𝐏nm,𝐐nm contains third derivatives of A with respect to the

TDKS density matrix [31] and is frequency-independent within the AA,

(P + Q)nmia = − 1
2
∑

j

[

(X + Y)mjaH
+
ji [(𝐗 + 𝐘)n] + (X − Y)mjaH

−
ji [(𝐗 − 𝐘)n] + (n ↔ m)

]

+ 1
2
∑

b

[

(X + Y)mibH
+
ab[(𝐗 + 𝐘)n] + (X − Y)mibH

−
ab[(𝐗 − 𝐘)n] + (n ↔ m)

]

+ H+
ai[𝐊

nm] + 2gXC+
ai (−𝛺n, 𝛺m)[(𝐗 + 𝐘)n, (𝐗 + 𝐘)m] ,

(P − Q)nmia = 1
2
∑

j

[

(X − Y)mjaH
+
ji [(𝐗 + 𝐘)n] + (X + Y)mjaH

−
ji [(𝐗 − 𝐘)n] − (n ↔ m)

]

− 1
2
∑

b

[

(X − Y)mibH
+
ab[(𝐗 + 𝐘)n] + (X + Y)mibH

−
ab[(𝐗 − 𝐘)n] − (n ↔ m)

]

− H−
ia[𝐊

nm] + 2gXC−
ai (−𝛺n, 𝛺m)[(𝐗 − 𝐘)n, (𝐗 − 𝐘)m] ,

(4.66)

where (n ↔ m) is shorthand for the previous terms of the enclosing parentheses

with n and m interchanged. Eqs. (4.58) and (4.66) generalize our previous results

[31] to current dependent and hybrid TDDFT and correct the erroneous omission of

H+
ai[𝐊

(αβ)] and H+
ai[𝐊

nm].
However, within the adiabatic approximation, the linear polarization propagator

in Eq. (4.65) becomes singular if the excitation energy difference 𝛺nm = 𝛺0m −𝛺0n
approaches any ground-state excitation energy, resulting in an unphysical divergence

in the orbital-relaxation contribution to the transition moment [3–5, 8]. Similarly,

the orbital-relaxation contribution in the cubic response function within adiabatic

TDDFT, Eq. (4.55) contains products of three poles, which do not occur in the exact

case, Eq. (4.28).
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4.4.5 One-Electron Systems

Since Hartree–Fock is exact for one-electron systems, the exact transition moment

between excited states should be recovered. That is, the state-to-state transition

moments between TDHF excited states should contain no poles. In this subsection,

we show this explicitly by showing that the right-hand side of Eq. (4.65) vanishes

for one-electron systems.

First, the eigenvalue problem for one-electron systems is simplified by noting that

the off-diagonal block of the response operator, 𝐁, vanishes. Within TDHF, the ele-

ments of 𝐁 evaluate to Bia,jb = (ia|jb) − (ja|ib). However, there is only one occupied

orbital in a one-electron system, i.e., only terms likeBia,ib = 0 appear and thus𝐁 = 0.

As a consequence, 𝐘n = 0 and the symplectic eigenvalue problem simplifies into the

configuration interaction singles (CIS) eigenvalue problem,

𝐀𝐗n = 𝛺n𝐗n, 𝐗T
n𝐗m = δnm. (4.67)

Unrelaxed transition densities likewise simplify to

Knm
ii = −δnm, Knm

ab = Xm
iaX

n
ib . (4.68)

Next, we split the right-hand sides into an “occupied”-like contribution,

(P ± Q)nm-occ

ia = ∓ 1
2
∑

j

[
Xm
jaH

+
ji [𝐗

n] + Xm
jaH

−
ji [𝐗

n] ± (n ↔ m)
]

± H+
ai[𝐊

nm
occ

] ,
(4.69)

and a “virtual”-like contribution,

(P ± Q)nm-virt

ia = ± 1
2
∑

b

[
Xm
ibH

+
ab[𝐗

n] + Xm
ibH

−
ab[𝐗

n] ± (n ↔ m)
]

± H+
ai[𝐊

nm
virt

] .
(4.70)

Each term in the “occupied” contribution disappears individually because H±
ii,ip =

H±
ip,ii = 0. Turning to the “virtual” contribution, we expand the linear transformations

in the brackets and remove the sum-over occupied orbitals (since there is only one),

∑

b

[

Xm
ibH

+
ab[𝐗

n] + Xm
ibH

−
ab[𝐗

n] ± Xn
ibH

+
ab[𝐗

m] + Xn
ibH

−
ab[𝐗

m]
]

=
∑

bc

[
Xm
ibX

n
ic

(
H+

ab,ic + H−
ab,ic

)
± Xn

ibX
m
ic

(
H+

ab,ic + H−
ab,ic

)]

=
∑

bc

[
Knm
bc

(
H+

ab,ic + H−
ab,ic ± H+

ac,ib ± H−
ac,ib

)]

= − 2H±
ia[𝐊

nm
virt

] . (4.71)
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Hence, the sum in brackets cancels the transformed unrelaxed density. Therefore,

the right-hand side of Eq. (4.65) vanishes and there are no poles in state-to-state

transition properties of one-electron systems.

4.5 Conclusions and Outlook

Conventional approximate response theories such as TDHF, adiabatic TDDFT, CC

and MCSCF response theory are plagued by a qualitatively incorrect pole structure

of quadratic and higher-order response functions. This deficiency results, e.g., in spu-

rious poles in state-to-state transition moments, and incorrect frequency dependence

of two-photon absorption cross sections.

The physical origin of this striking failure is the instantaneous time dependence

of the effective Hamiltonian through the reference state. Consider, for example, adi-

abatic TDDFT: If the frequency of an external perturbation ω equals an excitation

energy 𝛺0n of the ground state, the first-order time-dependent density diverges as

1∕(ω −𝛺0n), in agreement with the exact time-dependent response, Eq. (4.25). How-

ever, this causes the n-th-order effective Hamiltonian to diverge as 1∕(ω −𝛺0n)n
through the instantaneous density dependence of the HXC potential. These diver-

gences are not present in the exact many-electron Hamiltonian, and they cause the

unphysical pole structure beyond linear response. These spurious divergences occur

independent of whether the time or frequency domain is used and in situations where

the ground state is qualitatively well described by a single determinant.

The notion of an effective potential that adjusts instantaneously to changes in the

electron density appears to be unphysical for systems with more than one electron.

This suggests that our current understanding of electron correlation effects in time-

dependent systems is, at best, incomplete. Reliable theoretical predictions of nonlin-

ear response properties at finite frequencies will require time-dependent electronic

structure methods free of spurious divergences.
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Chapter 5
Response Properties of Periodic Materials
Subjected to External Electric and Magnetic
Fields

Bernard Kirtman, Lorenzo Maschio, Michel Rérat
and Michael Springborg

Abstract The ab initio treatment of external field response in crystalline solids

poses particular challenges, since the operator representing the external field must be

reformulated so to be consistent with periodic boundary conditions. In this chapter,

we review our recent work to formulate implementable working equations for polar-

izability and hyperpolarizabilities in solids, in the framework of a local (gaussian)

basis set. This includes the combination of electric field response with geometrical

distorsion, i.e. infrared and Raman intensities, as well as piezoelectricity. In addition,

we outline a pathway for including magnetic fields in a consistent way, and speculate

on future possible developments.
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5.1 Introduction

The polarization of molecular electrons in an external electric field and the mag-

netization due to orbital motion in a magnetic field give rise to a large variety of

physical properties that are of high interest in science and engineering. Apart from

the usual spectroscopic observables, electric and magnetic fields can significantly

affect chemical, mechanical and structural properties as well. For ordinary molecules

the required quantum theoretical treatment and ab initio computational methods to

determine these quantities are at a relatively advanced stage of development. The

situation is different, however, for materials that are modeled as being infinite and

periodic in 1, 2 or 3 dimensions. That is primarily because the interaction term in

the Hamiltonian appropriate for ordinary molecules, is either non-periodic [6] or is

periodic only for certain values of the (magnetic) field [7]. Although this difficulty

was initially considered over 50 years ago, not until much more recently have suitable

solutions been developed (see Refs. [2, 4, 10, 29, 30, 40, 54, 55, 58, 63]).

Despite the fact that there are unique aspects for infinite periodic systems, our

general approach has been to exploit the methods that have been successfully devel-

oped in molecular quantum chemistry as much as possible. Consistent with that per-

spective, the implementation of computational methods has been carried out within

the CRYSTAL code [9, 12, 14], which utilizes Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs). This

code has the advantage that electron exchange interactions are treated accurately and

straightforwardly. It also takes maximum advantage of symmetry, and can run in par-

allel with a large number of cores (easily up to 4096) for large systems using a basis

set containing more than 10
5

functions. There are, of course, other periodic codes—

mostly based on plane waves—that also treat some of the properties considered in

this chapter.

Even though substantial progress has been made, the treatment of infinite periodic

systems is far less advanced than what has been achieved for ordinary molecules.

Thus, we shall indicate in our presentation some of the next steps that are on the

drawing board and some that may be envisioned in the longer term. Our emphasis

will be on the theoretical development although initial applications are included in

the references cited.

In the next section (Sect. 5.2) we specify the translationally invariant one-electron

operators that describe the interaction of static or dynamic electric and magnetic

fields with periodic systems. Moreover, the important properties of these operators,

with regard to their action on periodic orbitals, are discussed. This includes their her-

mitian character as well as the effect on the orbital phases which, surprisingly can

be related to changes in the electric polarization of the material when boundary sur-

faces are introduced. The Hartree-Fock and Kohn-Sham (HF/KS) perturbation the-

ory treatments of linear and nonlinear optical properties are presented in Sects. 5.3

and 5.4. This approach provides a model pathway for ultimately including magnetic

properties and properties determined by the simultaneous action of electric and mag-

netic fields in the future. Electronic spectra are also treated in Sect. 5.4 through the

frequency-dependent linear polarizability.
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The next set of properties to be considered, in Sect. 5.5, concerns the effect of

geometrical distortions on the electronic polarization or vice versa. This category

includes, for instance, infra-red and Raman intensities, which are determined by

internal unit cell deformations. Another example is the direct and converse piezo-

electricity associated with (external) strain.

Finally, there is a concluding section that summarizes the current and near term

developments that have been discussed in this chapter. We also speculate there about

some of the advances, both theoretical and computational, that the longer term future

may bring.

Let us briefly introduce the notation, adopted in the following:

∙ Greek indices 𝜇, 𝜈,… will label AO basis functions in the unit cell.

∙ Direct space lattice vectors will be indicated as 𝐠,𝐡,𝐧. . .

∙ Latin letters i, j, . . .will indicate occupied molecular or crystalline orbitals; a, b,

. . .will indicate virtual orbitals; other latin letters like p, q, r, s, . . .will indicate a

general orbital (either occupied or virtual).

∙ k-vectors of the Brillouin Zone (BZ) sampling in reciprocal space will be indicated

as 𝐤
∙ A general cartesian direction (x, y, z) will be expressed by lower case letters t, u,

v, . . .

∙ Matrices denoted as S(𝐠),F(𝐠),D(𝐠),… represent direct space quantities, while

reciprocal space quantities are denoted as S(𝐤),F(𝐤),D(𝐤),….

∙ Direct space and reciprocal space quantities are connected through standard

Fourier and back-Fourier transforms, F and F respectively:

S(𝐤) = F
[
S(𝐠)

]

S(𝐠) = F [ S(𝐤) ]

Atomic units will be also used all along the text, so that we set the absolute value

of the electronic charge and its mass, |e| and m, as well as 4𝜋𝜀0, and ℏ all equal to 1.

5.2 Translationally Invariant One-Electron Operators
for External Fields

5.2.1 Basics

In order to appreciate the challenges connected with the theoretical treatment of an

infinite, periodic system exposed to electromagnetic fields, it may be useful to start

with static fields (thus avoiding time dependence) for a large, finite system (thus

avoiding periodic boundary conditions) that is assumed to be neutral (thus avoid-

ing complications due to origin dependence of the dipole moment) and focus on the
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exact solutions to the Hartree-Fock or Kohn-Sham equations (thus avoiding compli-

cations due to a finite basis set). In that case, the complete non-relativistic electronic

Hamilton operator is hermitian and equal to

Ĥe =
Ne∑

𝜈=1
ĥn(𝐫𝜈) +

1
2

Ne∑

𝜈1≠𝜈2=1
ĥ2(𝐫𝜈1 , 𝐫𝜈2 ) +

Ne∑

𝜈=1
ĥC+xc(𝐫𝜈)

+
Ne∑

𝜈=1
ĥel(𝐫𝜈) +

Ne∑

𝜈=1
ĥk+m(𝐫𝜈), (5.1)

where ĥn(𝐫𝜈) is the potential due to the nuclei, ĥ2(𝐫𝜈1 , 𝐫𝜈2 ) describes the electron-

electron interactions, ĥC+xc(𝐫𝜈) is the Coulomb and exchange-correlation potential,

and Ne is the number of electrons. Within the Hartree-Fock approximation, ĥC+xc
is set equal to 0, whereas ĥ2 = 0 when using a pure Kohn-Sham density-functional

approach. Various hybrid approaches may also be written in the form of Eq. (5.1) by

combining the 2nd and 3rd term on the rhs appropriately.

However, our focus here is on the last two terms. In the next-to-last term we use

the scalar potential to take the presence of the electrostatic field into account. Then,

assuming that the field E is position independent

ĥel(𝐫) = E ⋅ 𝐫. (5.2)

Any dependence of this term on the origin is compensated by a similar depen-

dence in the equivalent nuclear term (not shown). Finally, the operator for the kinetic

energy plus magnetic terms is

ĥk+m(𝐫) =
1
2

[
−𝚤∇ + 1

2c
B × (𝐫 − 𝐑G)

]2
. (5.3)

where B is the uniform external magnetic field determined by the vector potential

with a gauge origin at 𝐑G. 𝐑G is unphysical and, in the ideal case that the electronic

orbitals are determined exactly, the results will not depend on its choice.

It is well-known that when approximating the exact Ne-electron wavefunction

through a single Slater determinant 𝛹 , the requirement that the expectation value

⟨𝛹 |Ĥe|𝛹⟩ is minimal under the constraint that the orbitals are orthonormal,

⟨𝜓j1 |𝜓j2⟩ = 𝛿j1,j2 , can be cast into a single-particle Hartree-Fock or Kohn-Sham

equations

ĥ𝜓j(𝐫) =
∑

j′
𝜆j,j′𝜓j′ (𝐫). (5.4)

The Fock or Kohn-Sham operator ĥ is hermitian and the Lagrange multipliers 𝜆

may be chosen so that 𝜆j,j′ = 𝜀j𝛿j,j′ (the canonical choice). Then, a unitary transforma-

tion amongst the occupied orbitals will leave the calculated value of any observable

unchanged. The reason we mention these well-known facts will become clear below.
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For the infinite, periodic system in the absence of any electrostatic or magneto-

static field, the orbitals may be written as Bloch functions,

𝜓j(𝐤, 𝐫) = e𝚤𝐤⋅𝐫uj(𝐤, 𝐫) (5.5)

with uj(𝐤, 𝐫) being lattice-periodic. Moreover, the electronic Hamilton operator for

the energy per repeated unit will be identical to that of Eq. (5.1) divided by the

number of units Nu and evaluated in the limit Nu → ∞. The number of electrons

Ne = Nu ⋅ ne with ne equal to the number of electrons per repeated unit.

In this case, 𝐤 is a good quantum number, and one may calculate the orbitals for

each 𝐤 separately. Again, a unitary transformation (e.g., for each 𝐤 separately) will

leave observables unchanged.

However, the interaction with an electrostatic field as represented by Eq. (5.2)

destroys translational invariance. Instead, one may use [4, 8, 23, 30, 32, 44–46]

E ⋅ 𝐫 → E ⋅ 𝚤e𝚤𝐤⋅𝐫∇ke−𝚤𝐤⋅𝐫 ≡ ĥel(𝐤, 𝐫), (5.6)

a suggestion that goes back to the work of Blount more than 50 years ago [6]. It is eas-

ily verified that ĥel(𝐤, 𝐫) in Eq. (5.6) preserves translational symmetry. Blount’s oper-

ator acts on 𝐤. Thus, a 𝐤-dependent unitary transformation of the occupied orbitals,

may lead to a change in the energy. Actually, even the very simple unitary transfor-

mation whereby the individual occupied are modified by 𝐤 dependent phase factors

can lead to such an effect. In fact, by making a ‘pathological’ choice of the phase

factors it is possible to change the energy due to the electrostatic field essentially

arbitrarily, which implies that there is no lowest energy and that the variational prin-

ciple will fail. The solution to this dilemma is that the phase factors or, in general, the

unitary transformation cannot be chosen randomly. Different choices correspond to

modeling large, finite samples of the same material but with different shapes and/or

surface charges [59, 60].

A second complication is that ĥel(𝐤, 𝐫) is hermitian only for functions whose over-

lap is 𝐤 independent, i.e., functions {fn} obeying ∇k⟨fp|fq⟩ = 𝟎. This is the case for

(orthonormal) electronic orbitals but not in the general case. Moreover, for static

magnetic fields the corresponding condition, as shown later, is much more difficult

to satisfy. Thus, we proceed here with a more general solution, which is to make the

replacement

ĥel(𝐤, 𝐫) →
1
2

[
ĥel(𝐤, 𝐫) + ĥ†el(𝐤, 𝐫)

]
. (5.7)

If one derives the Fock or Kohn-Sham equations in the usual manner [see below

Eq. (5.3)], then this substitution turns out to yield exactly the same 𝐤-dependent

single-particle operator that was given in Eq. (5.6). Nonetheless, for the reasons men-

tioned above, one must still subsequently specify some criterion for how to choose

the orbital phase factors in order to find a unique solution of even the canonical form

of the single-particle equation,
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ĥ(𝐤)𝜓j(𝐤, 𝐫) = 𝜀j(𝐤)𝜓(𝐤, 𝐫) (5.8)

The story is different, however, when a magnetostatic field is included. In that

event it may be suggested to make a substitution like that of Eq. (5.6) in the expres-

sion of Eq. (5.3). Actually, the magnetic field term in Eq. (5.3) is derived from the

vector potential 𝐀 = 𝐀0e𝚤𝐪⋅(r−RG) where the wave vector 𝐪 for a constant field goes to

zero and the magnetic field is given by B = ∇ × 𝐀. The substitution of Eq. (5.6) can,

then, be viewed as replacing E ⋅ 𝐫 by E ⋅ �̂�(𝐤) = E ⋅ 𝚤e𝚤𝐤⋅𝐫∇ke−𝚤𝐤⋅𝐫 = E ⋅ (𝐫 + 𝚤∇k)
[52].

Thus, one might consider replacing the linear magnetic field term in the kinetic-

energy operator
1
2

(
�̂� + 1

c
𝐀
)2

operator by an expression that involves the angular

momentum operator B ⋅ L̂ = 1
c
B ⋅ (−𝚤�̂�(𝐤) × ∇). However, the resulting operator

is hermitian only for special circumstances, i.e., for functions {fn} for which ∇k ⋅
⟨fp|p̂|fq⟩ = 0 that in most instances are irrelevant.

Hermiticity can be restored following an approach similar to that of Eq. (5.7);

in this case there are two different possibilities for the single-particle operator that

come readily to mind:

1
2m

[
−𝚤∇ + 1

2c
B × (𝐫 − 𝐑G)

]2

→
1
2m

(
−𝚤∇ + 1

2c
B × 𝚤e𝚤𝐤⋅(𝐫−𝐑G)∇ke−𝚤𝐤⋅(𝐫−𝐑G)

)†

⋅
(
−𝚤∇ + 1

2c
B × 𝚤e𝚤𝐤⋅(𝐫−𝐑G)∇ke−𝚤𝐤⋅(𝐫−𝐑G)

)
(5.9)

or

1
2m

[
𝚤∇ − 1

2c
B × (𝐫 − 𝐑G)

]2

→
1
4m

[(
−𝚤∇ + 1

2c
B × 𝚤e𝚤𝐤⋅(𝐫−𝐑G)∇ke−𝚤𝐤⋅(𝐫−𝐑G)

)†]2

+ 1
4m

[
−𝚤∇ + 1

2c
B × 𝚤e𝚤𝐤⋅(𝐫−𝐑G)∇ke−𝚤𝐤⋅(𝐫−𝐑G)

]2

≡
1
2
[
ĥkm,1(𝐤, 𝐫) + ĥkm,2(𝐤, 𝐫)

]
. (5.10)

It can be shown [60] that the two expressions lead to the same expectation value

for the energy due to the magnetic field. Both operators in Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10) act,

again, on the 𝐤-dependence of the orbitals. In this case it can be demonstrated that

the effect of 𝐤-dependent orbital phase factors and/or 𝐤-dependent unitary transfor-

mations among the occupied orbitals is mathematically equivalent to introducing a

different magnetic field gauge origin for different orbitals. Since the gauge origins

are unphysical, however, they cannot alter the magnetic energy, at least in the case

that the single-particle orbitals are calculated exactly.
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Again, we may derive single-particle equations by requiring that the total energy

is at a minimum together with the condition that the orbitals are orthonormal. It

turns out that the Fock or Kohn-Sham operator then involves either ĥkm,1(𝐤, 𝐫) or

ĥkm,2(𝐤, 𝐫), but not both, so that it is, in general, non-hermitian. However, one can

show that it is hermitian for the exact eigenfunctions.

5.2.2 LCAO-CO Formulation

The next step is to formulate the Fock or Kohn-Sham equation within the LCAO-CO

approximation. In the following we will focus on the electric field perturbation, not

the least because the magnetic field case has yet to be developed. As seen above,

in either case our approach relies on a formulation of the electronic operator for

interaction with the field which, in the Bloch basis, is diagonal with respect to the

reciprocal space 𝐤 vector. Provided the system has a non-zero bandgap, this operator

may be written for the electric field operator as [see Eq. (5.6)]:

E ⋅ �̂�(𝐤) = E ⋅ 𝚤e𝚤𝐤⋅𝐫∇ke−𝚤𝐤⋅𝐫 =
∑

t=x,y,z
Et �̂�t(𝐤) . (5.11)

The evaluation of �̂� requires a derivative with respect to 𝐤. Algorithms capable of

dealing with this derivative have been implemented in plane wave codes [2, 15, 16,

22] although the role of crystal orbital phase factors is often ignored, as discussed

in this chapter and in Refs. [4, 35]. A rather different approach, appropriate for an

atomic orbital (AO) basis, is employed herein.

The effect of the electric field interaction term in (5.11) can be treated by finite

field methods or by perturbation theory. Here we focus on the latter approach.

The first-order perturbation energy, which is equal to the mean value of 𝛺k deter-

mines the dipole moment. This property is ill-defined in infinite periodic systems.

For instance, the polymer . . .ABAB. . . is equivalent to . . .BABA. . . and, in that case,

the dipole moment could be either positive or negative. Mathematically, the ambigu-

ity is associated with the phases of the Bloch orbitals [4, 29]. Physically, the possible

values can be related to surface charges and/or shape of the large finite system that

is being modeled [59, 61], even though the corresponding infinite periodic system

does not have any surfaces. For the special case of 1D periodic systems, the dipole

moment is limited to values that differ from each other by an integer multiple of

the cell parameter [4, 31] Although there is an ambiguity in the value of the dipole

moment, that is not the case for derivatives of the dipole moment with respect to the

field(s), i.e. for (hyper)polarizabilities. This has previously been demonstrated for

1D periodic systems [4] and we will see in the next section that it can be generalized

for 3D systems as well. We shall need the effect of the operator �̂�(𝐤) on an arbi-

trary field-dependent crystal orbital (CO) expanded in an atomic orbital (AO) basis
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∣ 𝜙i⟩ =
∑

𝜈
∣ 𝜈⟩C

𝜈,i. Projecting on the left hand side with the AO basis function ⟨𝜇 ∣
yields the mixed AO/CO relation [45]

∑

𝜈

⟨𝜇 ∣ �̂�t(𝐤) ∣ 𝜈⟩C
𝜈,i(𝐤)

=
∑

𝜈

[
(Zt)𝜇𝜈(𝐤) + 𝚤S(kt)

𝜇𝜈
(𝐤) + 𝚤S

𝜇𝜈
(𝐤) 𝜕

𝜕kt

]
C
𝜈,i(𝐤)

(5.12)

Here Zt(𝐤) is the AO matrix that represents the component of the electronic position

coordinate along t and S(kt)(𝐤) is the derivative of the AO overlap matrix, S, with

respect to the wave vector kt. This last relation is valid at any arbitrary field and

geometry.

5.3 Coupled Perturbed Hartree-Fock (CPHF) and
Kohn-Sham (CPKS) Static (Hyper)polarizabilities

In the previous section we have developed the proper form of the electric field inter-

action term to be included in the Hamiltonian for a periodic system. The wavefunc-

tion and electric dipole properties can then be obtained, for example, through a peri-

odic coupled-pertubed Hartree-Fock (CPHF) or Kohn-Sham (CPKS) approach. Such

a CPHF/CPKS treatment has been developed [18] and implemented [19, 20], by

some of the present authors, in the CRYSTAL program, that uses a local Gaussian

basis set [11, 13]. In this section we will further develop the formalism, present

operative equations as they have been implemented, and focus on the role of the ∇k
operator in the electric field terms.

5.3.1 CPHF Treatment

We write the reciprocal space eigenvectors of the Fock matrix as a function of electric

field using a Taylor series in the field components:

C(𝐤) = C(0)(𝐤) +
∑

t=x,y,z
Et C(Et)(𝐤) +

∑

t,u=x,y,z
Et Eu C(Et ,Eu)(𝐤) +⋯ (5.13)

Then the perturbed first-order k-space density matrix D(𝐤) may be obtained as:

D(Et)(𝐤) = C(Et)(𝐤) nC(0)†(𝐤) + C(0)(𝐤) nC(Et) †(𝐤) (5.14)
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where n is the diagonal occupancy matrix and we will, henceforth, assume closed

shells so that the diagonal elements equal 0 or 2. Similarly, the second-order expres-

sion for D(Et ,Eu)(𝐤) is given by:

D(Et ,Eu)(𝐤) = C(Et ,Eu)(𝐤) nC(0)†(𝐤) + C(Eu)(𝐤) nC(Et) †(𝐤)
+C(Et)(𝐤) nC(Eu) †(𝐤) + C(0)(𝐤) nC(Et ,Eu) †(𝐤) (5.15)

It is common to express the perturbed coefficient vectors as a linear combination of

the unperturbed vectors, i.e.

𝜕

𝜕Et
C(𝐤) = C(Et)(𝐤) = C(0)(𝐤)U(Et)(𝐤) (5.16)

𝜕
2

𝜕Et𝜕Eu
C(𝐤) = C(Et ,Eu)(𝐤) = C(0)(𝐤)U(Et ,Eu)(𝐤) (5.17)

where theU matrices are calculated self-consistently by solving the first- and second-

order non-canonical CPHF(KS) equations [18, 25]:

U(Et)
ij (𝐤) = 0 (5.18)

U(Et)
ab (𝐤) = 0 (5.19)

U(Et)
ia (𝐤) =

G(Et)
ia (𝐤)

𝜀
(0)
a (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
i (𝐤)

(5.20)

U(Et ,Eu)
ij (𝐤) = −1∕2Pt,u

∑

a
U(Et)∗

ai (𝐤) U(Eu)
aj (𝐤) (5.21)

U(Et ,Eu)
ab (𝐤) = −1∕2Pt,u

∑

i
U(Et)∗

ia (𝐤) U(Eu)
ib (𝐤) (5.22)

U(Et ,Eu)
ia (𝐤) =

{
Pt,u

(
∑

j
G(Et)

ij (𝐤) U(Eu)
ja (𝐤) −

∑

b
U(Et)

ib (𝐤)G(Eu)
ba (𝐤) + 𝚤

𝜕U(Et)
ia (𝐤)
𝜕ku

)

+G(Et ,Eu)
ia (𝐤)

}[
𝜀
(0)
a (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
i (𝐤)

]−1
(5.23)

Here Pt,u represents a sum over the permutation of Et and Eu; also although not

explicitly indicated, the unperturbed orbital energies 𝜀
(0)
i and 𝜀

(0)
a depend on 𝐤 (for

a 0D system 𝐤 = 𝟎). The matrix element G(Et)
ia (𝐤), for example, is obtained from the

partial derivatives of the AO Fock matrix with respect to the field, that is subse-

quently transformed to the CO basis with i an occupied and a an unoccupied orbital

(
∑

𝜇𝜈
C(0)∗
𝜇i (𝐤) 𝜕F𝜇𝜈

(𝐤)
𝜕Et

C(0)
𝜈a (𝐤)). This matrix element contains the bielectronic integrals

multiplied by the first-order perturbed density matrix D(Et)(𝐤) and thereby depends

upon U(Et)(𝐤). It also contains the explicit first-order electric field term of the Hamil-

tonian [see definition in Eq. (5.12)] which, in the CO basis, is:
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𝛺t(𝐤) = C(0)†(𝐤)
(
Zt(𝐤) + 𝚤S(kt)(𝐤) + 𝚤

[
S(𝐤)C(0)(𝐤)Qt(𝐤)C(0)†(𝐤) S(𝐤)

])
C(0)(𝐤)

= C(0)†(𝐤)
(
Zt(𝐤) + 𝚤S(kt)(𝐤)

)
C(0)(𝐤) + 𝚤Qt(𝐤) (5.24)

The CO matrix Qt(𝐤) is due to the partial derivative with respect to 𝐤t in �̂� acting

on the unperturbed coefficient matrix. It is defined through the relation:

𝜕

𝜕kt
C(0)(𝐤) = C(0)(𝐤)Qt(𝐤) . (5.25)

and may be calculated as (for i ≠ j):

Qkt
ij (𝐤) =

Gkt
ij (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
j (𝐤)Sktij (𝐤)

𝜀
(0)
j (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
i (𝐤)

(5.26)

where Gkt
ij (𝐤) and Sktij (𝐤) are the derivatives of the Fock and overlap matrices trans-

formed to the CO basis, i.e.
∑

𝜇𝜈
C(0)∗(𝐤)
𝜇i

𝜕F
𝜇𝜈
(𝐤)

𝜕kt
C(0)
𝜈j (𝐤) and

∑
𝜇𝜈
C(0)∗
𝜇i (𝐤) 𝜕S𝜇𝜈 (𝐤)

𝜕kt
C(0)
𝜈j (𝐤),

respectively. The diagonal elements of Qkt (𝐤) are determined by the normalization

condition which leads to −1
2
Sktii (𝐤) for the real part. However, there is also an unde-

termined imaginary part (which reflects an arbitrary phase factor for each CO coef-

ficient vector) [4, 26, 31]. This imaginary contributionn leads to the indeterminacy

in the dipole moment described earlier. It does not, however, affect the polarizability

and hyperpolarizabilities as we will see later.

By applying the perturbation theory discussed above to the periodic Hartree-Fock

(see later for Kohn-Sham) equations, where the Hamiltonian contains the electric

field perturbation term characterized by 𝛺t, as defined in Eq. (5.24), one obtains the

following expressions for the static dipolar electric field properties of closed-shell

systems:

1. Dipole Moment

𝜇t = −𝜕ETOT

𝜕Et
= 2

nk
ℜ

BZ∑

𝐤
Tr

[
𝛺t(𝐤) n

]
(5.27)

where n is the diagonal electronic occupation matrix.

Note that the imaginary diagonal elements of theQmatrix contribute to the dipole

moment [cf. Eq. (5.24)]. For real finite systems this contribution will cancel when

ignoring structural responses [61].

2. Polarizability

𝛼tu = −𝜕
2ETOT

𝜕Et𝜕Eu
= 2

nk
ℜ

{

Pt,u

BZ∑

𝐤
Tr

[
𝛺t(𝐤)U(Eu)(𝐤) n

]
}

(5.28)
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The diagonal blocks of U vanish. Therefore, only the off-diagonal blocks of 𝛺,

and thereby Q, contribute to the polarizability. Thus, there is no indeterminacy

in 𝛼.

3. First hyperpolarizability

𝛽tuv = − 𝜕
3ETOT

𝜕Et𝜕Eu𝜕Ev
= 2

nk
ℜ

{

Pt,u,v

BZ∑

𝐤
Tr

[
n U(Et)†(𝐤)

(
G(Eu)(𝐤)U(Ev)(𝐤)

−U(Ev)(𝐤)G(Eu)(𝐤) + 𝚤
𝜕U(Ev)(𝐤)

𝜕ku

)]}

(5.29)

Now diagonal terms of Q do appear in G(Eu), and also in
𝜕U(Ev )

𝜕𝐤u
even though the

diagonal blocks of U(Ev) itself vanish. The signs are opposite and then 𝛽, like 𝛼, is

completely determined. The 3D expression for
𝜕U(Ev )

𝜕𝐤u
and the cancellation of the

diagonal terms of Q is exactly analogous to the 1D treatment presented elsewhere

(see Refs. [4, 30]).

4. Second hyperpolarizability

𝛾tuvw = − 𝜕
4ETOT

𝜕Et𝜕Eu𝜕Ev𝜕Ew
=

1
nk
ℜ

BZ∑

𝐤
Pt,u,v,wTr

[
n U(Et) †(𝐤)

(
G(Eu)(𝐤)U(Ev;Ew)(𝐤) − U(Ev;Ew)(𝐤)G(Eu)(𝐤)

+ 1
2
W (Eu;Ev)U(Ew)(𝐤) − 1

2
U(Ew)(𝐤)𝜀(Eu;Ev)(𝐤)

)
+ 𝚤 n U(Ev;Ew) †(𝐤)𝜕U

(Et)(𝐤)
𝜕ku

]

(5.30)

In the previous equation, W (Eu;Ev) represents the second derivative of C(0)†BC(0)

with respect to the field along Eu and Ev where B is the sum of the Coulomb and

exchange potentials in the Bloch atomic orbitals basis set.

Under the same conditions as above, it can be shown that 𝛾 does not depend on

the imaginary diagonal elements of the Q matrix.

5.3.2 Extension to CPKS

As usual the exchange-correlation (XC) terms require special attention. In that regard

we utilize the numerical approach of Pople and co-workers [50]. Thus, the electron

density 𝜌(ri) and its derivative 𝜌
t(ri) with respect to the field Et are expressed at each

point ri of a grid as follows:
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𝜌(ri) =
∑

𝜇,𝜈

∑

g
Dg(0)

𝜇𝜈
𝜒
0
𝜇
(ri)𝜒g

𝜈
(ri) (5.31)

𝜌
t(ri) =

∑

𝜇,𝜈

∑

g
Dg(Et)

𝜇𝜈
𝜒
0
𝜇
(ri)𝜒g

𝜈
(ri) (5.32)

which leads to the gradients:

∇𝜌(ri) =
∑

𝜇,𝜈

∑

g
Dg(0)

𝜇𝜈
∇(𝜒0

𝜇
(r)𝜒g

𝜈
(r))ri (5.33)

∇𝜌t(ri) =
∑

𝜇,𝜈

∑

g
Dg(Et)

𝜇𝜈
∇(𝜒0

𝜇
(r)𝜒g

𝜈
(r))ri (5.34)

Dg(0)
𝜇𝜈

and Dg(Et)
𝜇𝜈

are the zeroth- and first-order perturbed density matrix elements

between 𝜇 and 𝜈 atomic orbitals belonging to the origin and g cells, respectively, in

the direct space.

If f XC denotes an exchange-correlation, then the XC part of the Fock-matrix is

FXC
DFT =

∑

i
wi

[
𝜕f XC

𝜕𝜌
𝜒
0
𝜇
𝜒
g
𝜈
+ 2

𝜕f XC

𝜕|∇𝜌|2
∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇(𝜒0

𝜇
𝜒
g
𝜈
)
]

ri

(5.35)

with the geometrical weights wi determined according to an atomic partition, which

is field-independent. Since the atomic orbitals are also field-independent the field

derivatives of FXC
DFT , which are needed to obtain the first-order perturbed orbitals, as

described in the previous sub-section, are given by:

FXC(Et)
DFT =

∑

i
wi

{[
𝜕
2f XC

𝜕𝜌2
𝜌
t + 2

𝜕
2f XC

𝜕𝜌𝜕 ∣ ∇𝜌 ∣2
∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌t

]
𝜒
0
𝜇
𝜒
g
𝜈

+2
[

𝜕
2f XC

𝜕𝜌𝜕 ∣ ∇𝜌 ∣2
𝜌
t + 2

𝜕
2f XC

(𝜕 ∣ ∇𝜌 ∣2)2
∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌t

]
∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇(𝜒0

𝜇
𝜒
g
𝜈
)

+2
𝜕f XC

𝜕 ∣ ∇𝜌 ∣2
∇𝜌t ⋅ ∇(𝜒0

𝜇
𝜒
g
𝜈
)
}

ri

(5.36)

where the field derivatives are taken from Eqs. (5.31) to (5.34). In the expression

Eq. (5.35), we have assumed that the exchange-correlation depends only on 𝜌 and

|∇𝜌|2, but it can be easily generalized to include more complicated functionals. In

addition, there is a direct contribution to the static 𝛽, for example, due to the third

derivative of f XC with respect to the fields [42]:
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𝛽
DFT
tuv =

∑

i
wiPt,u,v

[
𝜕
3f XC

𝜕𝜌3
𝜌
t
𝜌
u
𝜌
v + 2

𝜕
3f XC

𝜕𝜌2𝜕 ∣ ∇𝜌 ∣2
(
𝜌
t
𝜌
u∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌v

)

+ 4
𝜕
3f XC

𝜕𝜌𝜕(∣ ∇𝜌 ∣2)2
(
𝜌
t∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌u∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌v

)

+ 8
𝜕
3f XC

𝜕(∣ ∇𝜌 ∣2)3
∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌t∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌u∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌v + 2

𝜕
2f XC

𝜕𝜌𝜕 ∣ ∇𝜌 ∣2
(
𝜌
t∇𝜌u ⋅ ∇𝜌v

)

+ 4
𝜕
2f XC

(𝜕(∣ ∇𝜌 ∣2)2
(
∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌t∇𝜌u ⋅ ∇𝜌v

)]

𝐫𝐢
(5.37)

A similar, but considerably more complicated, expression using also the second

derivatives 𝜌
tu(ri) and ∇𝜌tu(ri) with respect to Et and Eu can be written for the sec-

ond hyperpolarizability (see Ref. [41]). This expression contains functional fourth

derivatives of f XC with respect to 𝜌 and/or its gradient. Fortunately, these derivatives

can be obtained automatically (see Ref. [41]).

5.4 Linear and Nonlinear Optical Properties

5.4.1 Dynamic Linear Polarizabilities and Optical Spectra

If the field is frequency (𝜔)-dependent, time-dependent perturbation theory leads to

the two following U matrices (see Refs. [28, 56] for the molecular or 𝐤 = 𝟎 case, and

Refs. [3, 17] for periodic systems):

U(Et[±𝜔])
ia (𝐤) = lim

𝜂→0+

G(Et[±𝜔])
ia (𝐤)

𝜀
(0)
a (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
i (𝐤) ± 𝜔 + 𝚤𝜂

= −U(Et[∓𝜔])∗
ai (𝐤) (5.38)

where G(Et[±𝜔])
ia (𝐤) is defined in Sect. 5.3.1 except that now the electric field in Fock

matrix element is 𝜔-frequency dependent. 𝜂 is a physical damping factor giving the

width of the peak due to the inverse lifetime of the excited states (supposed to be

the same in the UV-visible range of energy) It is not easy to evaluate the lifetime.

Usually the energy resolution of the experimental equipment—typically 𝜂 ≃ 0.1eV

in UV-visible measurements—is used.

Solution of Eq. (5.38) for the U(Et[±𝜔])(𝐤) matrices can be obtained by fixing the

value of 𝜔 and, then, solving iteratively. Near resonances (𝜔 ≃ 𝜀
(0)
a − 𝜀

(0)
i ), conver-

gence can be difficult to obtain; in that case a convergence accelerator such as direct

inversion in the iterative subspace (DIIS) becomes necessary (see Refs. [21, 51]).

Then an optical absorption spectrum can, in principle, be simulated through a scan

of 𝜔 values in the desired UV-visible frequency range with the relative peak intensity

at a given frequency being obtained from the imaginary part of the optical (high-

frequency) dielectric matrix 𝜀
∞

for a non-zero value of the damping factor 𝜂. At low
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frequency (𝜔 < 1 eV or 𝜆 > 1000 nm), the vibrational contribution to the polariz-

ability can become large depending upon the magnitude of the Born charges. This

contribution will not be considered in the following. Thus, we will assume that the

vibrational transition frequencies are negligible compared to 𝜔. The wavelength 𝜆,

on the other hand, is assumed to be much larger than the dimensions of the unit cell.

If we replace the static U in Eq. (5.28) with its frequency-dependent counterpart

from Eq. (5.38), then (after including a simple multiplicative factor to convert from

polarizability to dielectric matrix) we find that the imaginary part of 𝜀
∞
tu is:

ℑ(𝜀∞tu [𝜔]) = ℑ
(4𝜋
V

𝛼t[−𝜔]u[+𝜔]

)

= 8𝜋
V

1
nk
ℑ{Pt[−𝜔],u[+𝜔]

BZ∑

𝐤

occ∑

i

virt∑

a
𝛺t,ia(𝐤)U

(Eu[+𝜔])
ai (𝐤)} (5.39)

where 𝛼 and V are the unit cell polarizability and volume, respectively. Note that the

dielectric matrix elements are purely real if 𝜂 = 0.

In order to exhibit the pole structure of the dielectric matrix we reformulate

Eq. (5.38) as:

U(Et[±𝜔])
ia (𝐤) =

lim
𝜂→0+

𝛺t,ia(𝐤) +
∑

𝐤′
∑

j
∑

b

(
U(Et[±𝜔])

jb (𝐤′)Bia,jb(𝐤,𝐤′) + U(Et[∓𝜔]) ∗
jb (𝐤′)Bia,bj(𝐤,𝐤′)

)

𝜀
(0)
a (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
i (𝐤) ± 𝜔 + 𝚤𝜂

(5.40)

where Bia,jb(𝐤,𝐤′) and Bia,bj(𝐤,𝐤′) are defined as follows:

Bia,jb(𝐤,𝐤′) =
[
2⟨i𝐤b𝐤′ |a𝐤j𝐤′⟩ − ⟨i𝐤b𝐤′ |j𝐤′a𝐤⟩

]
(5.41)

Bia,bj(𝐤,𝐤′) =
[
2⟨i𝐤j𝐤′ |a𝐤b𝐤′⟩ − ⟨i𝐤j𝐤′ |b𝐤′a𝐤⟩

]
(5.42)

The notation ⟨ij|ab⟩ is used for the bielectronic integral ⟨i(1)j(2)| 1
r12
|a(1)b(2)⟩.

Even if the explicit calculation of such quantities poses practical challenges related

to the convergence of the Coulomb Fourier series, we introduce them here since

they are useful from a formal point of view to elucidate connections with the TDHF

formalism.

We may, then, solve for the converged self-consistent U(𝐤) by re-writing

Eq. (5.40):
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U(Et[±𝜔])
ia (𝐤)

= lim
𝜂→0+

{
𝛺t,ia(𝐤) + U(Et[±𝜔])

ia (𝐤)Bia,ia(𝐤,𝐤) + U(Et[∓𝜔]) ∗
ia (𝐤)Bia,ai(𝐤,𝐤)

𝜀
(0)
a (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
i (𝐤) ± 𝜔 + 𝚤𝜂

+

∑
(𝐤′,j,b)≠(𝐤,i,a)

(
U(Et[±𝜔])

jb (𝐤′)Bia,jb(𝐤,𝐤′) + U(Et[∓𝜔]) ∗
jb (𝐤′)Bia,bj(𝐤,𝐤′)

)

𝜀
(0)
a (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
i (𝐤) ± 𝜔 + 𝚤𝜂

⎫
⎪
⎬
⎪
⎭
(5.43)

which yields after some manipulation
1
:

U(Et[±𝜔])
ia (𝐤) = lim

𝜂→0+

{
𝛺t,ia(𝐤) + U(Et[∓𝜔]) ∗

ia (𝐤)Bia,ai(𝐤,𝐤)

𝜀
(0)
a (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
i (𝐤) − Bia,ia(𝐤,𝐤) ± 𝜔 + 𝚤𝜂

+

∑
(𝐤′,j,b)≠(𝐤,i,a)

(
U(Et[±𝜔])

jb (𝐤′)Bia,jb(𝐤,𝐤′) + U(Et[∓𝜔]) ∗
jb (𝐤′)Bia,bj(𝐤,𝐤′)

)

𝜀
(0)
a (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
i (𝐤) − Bia,ia(𝐤,𝐤) ± 𝜔 + 𝚤𝜂

⎫
⎪
⎬
⎪
⎭
(5.44)

The dielectric matrix elements become infinite when U(Et[±𝜔])
ia (𝐤) is infinite, i.e. at

each i → a resonance. According to the expression of the denominator in Eq. (5.44),

the pole is shifted by the real Bia,ia(𝐤,𝐤) value with respect to the transition energy

𝜀
(0)
a (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
i (𝐤) between unrelaxed crystalline orbitals, as in SOS, for each 𝐤-point.

This is the exciton effect for the monoexcitation i𝐤 → a𝐤, assuming there is no “over-

tone” due to other j𝐤′ → b𝐤′ resonances.

For computational purposes it is more convenient to obtain the transition fre-

quencies directly using the standard TDHF format; in principle, the results are

the same in either case. For this purpose we may start, again, with Eq. (5.40) but

this time set 𝜂 to zero and the perturbation 𝛺t,ia(𝐤) = 0. Note that the position of

the poles is unaltered by the perturbation term. After multiplying both sides of

Eq. (5.44) by the denominator (𝜀(0)a (𝐤) − 𝜀
(0)
i (𝐤) − Bia,ia(𝐤,𝐤) ± 𝜔) and some math-

ematical manipulations, as well as use of the relation U(Et[±𝜔])
ia (𝐤) = −U(Et[∓𝜔]) ∗

ai (𝐤)
(and Bai,jb(𝐤,𝐤′) = B∗

ia,bj(𝐤,𝐤
′)), we obtain the following pair of equations:

(𝜀(0)i (𝐤) − 𝜀
(0)
a (𝐤) + Bia,ia(𝐤,𝐤) − 𝜔)U(Et[+𝜔])

ia (𝐤) − Bia,ai(𝐤,𝐤)U
(Et[+𝜔])
ai (𝐤)

+
∑

(𝐤′,j,b)≠(𝐤,i,a)

(
Bia,jb(𝐤,𝐤′)U

(Et[+𝜔])
jb (𝐤′) − Bia,bj(𝐤,𝐤′)U

(Et[+𝜔])
bj (𝐤′)

)
= 0

(5.45)

1
In going from Eqs. (5.43) to (5.44), we use x = a+bx

c
⇒ x(1 − b∕c) = a

c
which leads to x = a

c−b
.
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and

(𝜀(0)i (𝐤) − 𝜀
(0)
a (𝐤) + Bai,ai(𝐤,𝐤) + 𝜔)U(Et[+𝜔]) ∗

ai (𝐤) − B∗
ai,ia(𝐤,𝐤)U

(Et[+𝜔])∗
ia (𝐤)

+
∑

(𝐤′,j,b)≠(𝐤,i,a)

(
B∗
ai,bj(𝐤,𝐤

′)U(Et[+𝜔]) ∗
bj (𝐤′) − B∗

ai,jb(𝐤,𝐤
′)U(Et[+𝜔]) ∗

jb (𝐤′)
)
= 0

(5.46)

A pair of equations is obtained for each jb,𝐤′ transition giving rise to the well-

known non-hermitian TDHF system of 2 × Nocc × Nvirt × N𝐤 equations for the eigen-

vectors (X,Y) = (U(Et[𝜔])
ia,𝐤 ,U(Et[𝜔])

ai,𝐤 ) (see also Refs. [24, 27]):

(
A B
B∗ A∗

)(
X
Y

)
= 𝜔

(
1 0

0 − 1

)(
X
Y

)
(5.47)

where

A =

(
𝜀
(0)
i (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
a (𝐤) + Bia,ia(𝐤,𝐤) Bia,jb(𝐤,𝐤′)

Bia,jb(𝐤,𝐤′) 𝜀
(0)
j (𝐤′) − 𝜀

(0)
b (𝐤′) + Bjb,jb(𝐤′,𝐤′)

)

(5.48)

and

B =
(

−Bia,ai(𝐤,𝐤) − Bia,bj(𝐤,𝐤′)
−Bia,bj(𝐤,𝐤′) − Bjb,bj(𝐤′,𝐤′)

)
(5.49)

The matrices in Eq. (5.47) have the dimension 2 × Nocc × Nvirt × N𝐤 on a side with

Nocc,Nvirt andN𝐤 being, respectively, the number of occupied and virtual orbitals and

the number of 𝐤 points of the reciprocal space. Finally, the oscillator strengths are

obtained from the eigenvectors and their transition moments.

Both methods of simulating the UV-visible absorption spectrum that were

described here lead to the same results (poles and oscillator strengths) but via two

different approaches: either by diagonalization of the unperturbed hamiltonian in the

i𝐤 → a𝐤 basis set or by plotting the imaginary part of the linear response to a dynamic

field.

5.4.2 Dynamic First Hyperpolarizabilities

In order to derive our 2n + 1-rule working formula for the Hartree-Fock dynamic

first hyperpolarizabilities of a 3D periodic system given by Eq. (5.50) below, we start

with the expression for the static limit due to Ferrero et al. [see Eq. (58) in Ref. [18]].

This expression has exactly the same form as that shown below except, of course,

that all frequencies are set equal to zero. The 3D static result was obtained, in fact,

by generalizing the 1D periodic frequency-dependent treatment of Kirtman et al.

[30] which, in turn, was based on the time-dependent Hartree-Fock formulation for
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molecules developed by Karna and Dupuis [28] (KD). Thus, we use KD to introduce

the 3D frequency-dependence.

KD considered just four special cases (see Table VII in Ref. [28]), including static,

and their treatment pertains only to the first two terms in square brackets below.

Nonetheless, it is straightforward to generalize their formulation as we have done.

Finally, the use of the operator Pt[−𝜔
𝜎
]u[+𝜔1]v[+𝜔2] which permutes the pairs (t[−𝜔

𝜎
]),

(u[+𝜔1]), and (v[+𝜔2]) has been introduced by Orr and Ward [43], and used by

Bishop and Kirtman in Ref. [5].

From the approach just described the general expression for the first hyperpo-

larizability of closed-shell periodic systems in the presence of frequency-dependent

fields may be written as (see Ref. [53]):

𝛽tuv(−𝜔𝜎
;𝜔1, 𝜔2) = − 𝜕

3ETOT

𝜕Et[−𝜔
𝜎
]𝜕Eu[𝜔1]𝜕Ev[𝜔2]

= 2
nk
ℜ

{

Pt[−𝜔
𝜎
],u[+𝜔1],v[+𝜔2]

BZ∑

𝐤
Tr

[
n U(Et[−𝜔𝜎 ])†(𝐤)

(
G(Eu[+𝜔1]

)(𝐤)U(Ev[+𝜔2]
)(𝐤)

−U(Ev[+𝜔2]
)(𝐤)G(Eu[+𝜔1]

)(𝐤) + 𝚤
𝜕U(Ev[+𝜔2]

)(𝐤)
𝜕ku

)]}

(5.50)

where 𝜔
𝜎
= 𝜔1 + 𝜔2. The last term of Eq. 5.50 appears only for infinite periodic

systems. A working expression is:

𝜕U
(Ev[+𝜔2]

)
ia (𝐤)
𝜕ku

=

𝜕

𝜕ku
G

(Ev[+𝜔2]
)

ia (𝐤)

𝜀
(0)
a (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
i (𝐤) + 𝜔2

−
G

(Ev[+𝜔2]
)

ia (𝐤) 𝜕

𝜕ku

(
𝜀
(0)
a (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
i (𝐤)

)

(
𝜀
(0)
a (𝐤) − 𝜀

(0)
i (𝐤) + 𝜔2

)2

(5.51)

in which the development of
𝜕

𝜕ku
G

(Ev[+𝜔2]
)

ia (𝐤), the second derivative of the Fock matrix

elements Fia(𝐤) with respect to the field and 𝐤, can be found in Ref. [30]:

𝜕G
(Ev[+𝜔2]

)
ia (𝐤)
𝜕ku

=
all∑

p

(
Qu

pi(𝐤)
)∗

G
(Ev[+𝜔2]

)
pa (𝐤) +

all∑

p
G

(Ev[+𝜔2]
)

ip (𝐤)Qu
pa(𝐤)

+
∑

𝜇,𝜈

C(0)∗
𝜇i (𝐤)

𝜕F
(Ev[+𝜔2]

)
𝜇𝜈

(𝐤)
𝜕ku

C(0)
𝜈a (𝐤) (5.52)
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The evaluation of the last term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.52) is straightforward except

for the term
𝜕Qv

pq

𝜕ku
contained in it. This term, however, does not depend on the 𝜔2

frequency, and can be thus computed as in the static case [4, 18]. As regards the

calculation of
𝜕𝜀

(0)
i

𝜕ku
it is equal to:

∑
𝜇,𝜈

C(0)∗
𝜇i (𝐤)

(
𝜕F(0)

𝜇𝜈

𝜕ku
− 𝜀

(0)
i

𝜕S
𝜇𝜈

𝜕ku

)
C(0)
𝜈i (𝐤). As in the

case of the static first hyperpolarizability there is an additional XC contribution in

DFT to the corresponding dynamic property. Within the adiabatic approximation the

generalization to frequency-dependent fields is [37]:

𝛽
DFT
tuv (−𝜔

𝜎
;𝜔1, 𝜔2) =

∑

i
wiPt[−𝜔

𝜎
],u[+𝜔1],v[+𝜔2]

[
𝜕
3f XC

𝜕𝜌3
𝜌
t
(−𝜔

𝜎
)𝜌

u
(+𝜔1)

𝜌
v
(+𝜔2)

+ 2
𝜕
3f XC

𝜕𝜌2𝜕 ∣ ∇𝜌 ∣2
(
𝜌
t
(−𝜔

𝜎
)𝜌

u
(+𝜔1)

∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌v(+𝜔2)

)

+ 4
𝜕
3f XC

𝜕𝜌𝜕(∣ ∇𝜌 ∣2)2
(
𝜌
t
(−𝜔

𝜎
)∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌

u
(+𝜔1)

∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌v(+𝜔2)

)

+ 8
𝜕
3f XC

𝜕(∣ ∇𝜌 ∣2)3
∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌t(−𝜔

𝜎
)∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌

u
(+𝜔1)

∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌v(+𝜔2)

+ 2
𝜕
2f XC

𝜕𝜌𝜕 ∣ ∇𝜌 ∣2
(
𝜌
t
(−𝜔

𝜎
)∇𝜌

u
(+𝜔1)

⋅ ∇𝜌v(+𝜔2)

)

+ 4
𝜕
2f XC

(𝜕(∣ ∇𝜌 ∣2)2
(
∇𝜌 ⋅ ∇𝜌t(−𝜔

𝜎
)∇𝜌

u
(+𝜔1)

⋅ ∇𝜌v(+𝜔2)

)]

𝐫𝐢
(5.53)

in which the frequency-dependent density and density gradient are:

𝜌
t
(±𝜔)(ri) =

∑

𝜇,𝜈

∑

g
D(Et[±𝜔])

𝜇𝜈
(𝐠)𝜒0

𝜇
(ri)𝜒g

𝜈
(ri) (5.54)

and

∇𝜌t(±𝜔)(ri) =
∑

𝜇,𝜈

∑

g
D(Et[±𝜔])

𝜇𝜈
(𝐠) ∇(𝜒0

𝜇
(r)𝜒g

𝜈
(r))ri (5.55)

In principle, exactly the same approach as applied here to obtain the dynamic

first hyperpolarizability can be employed for the dynamic second hyperpolarizabil-

ity. That is a project, however, which remains to be done. When completed it will

provide access to properties such two-photon absorption, field-induced second har-

monic generation and the optical Kerr effect among others.
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5.5 Effects of Geometric Distortions on Cell Dipole
and Polarizability

In this section, we will discuss how the coupled-perturbed methods presented in

previous sections can be combined with analytical gradients—with respect to either

atomic positions or cell shape—to yield mixed derivatives. Some of the most inter-

esting experimentally observable quantities arising from such treatment are:

Infrared Intensities (Born charges) ⟸ 𝜕

𝜕Et

𝜕ETOT

𝜕RA
v

|||||E=0,R0

(5.56)

Raman Intensities ⟸ 𝜕
2

𝜕Et𝜕Eu

𝜕ETOT

𝜕RA
v

|||||E=0,R0

(5.57)

Piezoelectric tensor ⟸ 𝜕

𝜕Et

𝜕ETOT

𝜕a
𝛼v

||||E=0,a0
(5.58)

Photoelastic Tensor ⟸ 𝜕
2

𝜕EtEu

𝜕ETOT

𝜕a
𝛼v

||||E=0,a0
(5.59)

Here, as in previous sections, t, u, v are cartesian directions, RA
v represents a dis-

placement of atom A along cartesian direction v, and R0 represents the equilibrium

(optimized) geometry of the atoms within the unit cell. Analogously, a
𝛼v are Carte-

sian components of the three (in the 3D case) lattice vectors a
𝛼
, 𝛼 = 1, 2, 3 and a0

represents the equilibrium (optimized) set of lattice parameters.

When such mixed derivatives are considered, the 2n + 1 rule breaks down. In the

case of Raman intensities, for example, third-order energy derivatives are needed and

second-order wavefunction derivatives are required. But there is a choice. One may

determine either mixed second derivatives or second-order electric field derivatives.

The latter is preferred since the calculations scale more favorably with respect to the

size of the unit cell due to the smaller number of perturbation equations to be solved.

Details of the derivation of optimal and computable expressions for Eqs. (5.56)–

(5.58) above can be found in Refs. [1, 34–36], while work for analytical implemen-

tation of photoelasticity is in progress.

Unlike the pure electric field case treated in previous sections, we now have to

consider gradients of mono- and bi-electronic integrals over atomic orbitals, since

now they depend on the perturbation. However, the time-consuming calculation of

derivatives of orbital coefficients with respect to nuclear displacements is avoided by

taking advantage of the eigenvalue-weighted density matrix. Finally, derivatives with

respect to the wave-vector are carried out analytically, so that the entire treatment is

analytical. In the following, we briefly review the operative equations, underlining

their key aspects in connection with the discussion in previous sections.
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5.5.1 Infrared and Raman Intensities

The mixed second derivatives of the total energy with respect to the atomic dis-

placements and the electric field (along b), which determine the infrared transition

intensities, are conveniently formulated in direct space as:

𝜕

𝜕Et

𝜕ETOT

𝜕RA
v

|||||E=0,R0

= Tr

(
1
2

(
H(RA

v )(𝐠)+𝔉(RA
v )(𝐠)

)(0)
D(Et)(𝐠)

+ 1
2

[
𝛺

(RA
v )

t (𝐠) +
(
𝔉(RA

v )(𝐠)
)(Et)

]
D(0)(𝐠) − S(RA

v )(𝐠)D(Et)
W (𝐠)

)

R0

−ZA𝛿tv , (5.60)

These derivatives are evaluated at zero field and equilibrium geometry. In

Eq. (5.60) ZA is the nuclear charge of atom A and H(𝐠) is the core Hamiltonian.

The notation 𝔉(RA
v ) signifies that the derivative of the Fock matrix F(𝐠) is taken with

respect to atomic displacements while holding the density matrix constant. Note that

the definition of the “eigenvalue-weighted density matrix” DW (𝐠) given by

DW (𝐠) =
BZ∑

𝐤
C(𝐤)𝜀(𝐤)C†(𝐤)e𝚤𝐤⋅𝐠 (5.61)

allows the computation of its perturbed form D(Et)
W (𝐠) as:

D(Et)
W (𝐠) =

BZ∑

𝐤

(
C(Et)(𝐤)𝜀(𝐤)C†(𝐤) + C(𝐤)𝜀(Et)(𝐤)C†(𝐤) + C(𝐤)𝜀(𝐤)C(Et) †(𝐤)

)
e𝚤𝐤⋅𝐠

(5.62)

As widely discussed in previous sections, the Q(𝐤) matrix [Eq. (5.26)] contains

undetermined imaginary diagonal elements that could, in principle, pose problems

in solving Eq. 5.60. However, the derivative of these matrix elements with respect to

the atomic displacements of interest vanishes because the derivatives are taken with

the unit cell parameters held fixed. Thus, the dependence on the crystal boundaries

vanishes and the physical quantity is correctly obtained.

The Raman intensities involve one further derivative with respect to the electric

field and we obtain the following expression for the Raman tensor in Cartesian coor-

dinates [36]:
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𝜕
2

𝜕Et𝜕Eu

𝜕ETOT

𝜕RA
v

|||||E=0,R0

=Tr

{
1
2

(
H(RA

v )(𝐠) +𝔉(RA
v )(𝐠)

)(0)
D(Et ,Eu)(𝐠)

+ 1
2
Pt,u

[(
𝛺

(RA
v )

t (𝐠) +
(
𝔉(RA

v )(𝐠)
)(Et)

)
D(Eu)(𝐠)

]

+ 1
2

[
Pt,u 𝛺

(RA
v ,Eu)

t +
(
𝔉(RA

v )(𝐠)
)(Et ,Eu)

]
D(0)(𝐠)

−S(RA
v )(𝐠)D(Et ,Eu)

W (𝐠)
}

R0

(5.63)

In Eq. (5.65) all quantities have been defined in connection to Eq. (5.60).

D(Et ,Eu)
W (𝐠), in particular, is obtained by differentiating Eq. (5.62) with respect to a

second field Eu). The notation

(
𝔉(RA

v )(𝐠)
)(Et)

signifies that perturbation in the Fock

matrix with respect to atomic displacements is taken at constant density, but pertur-

bation with respect to the electric field affects the density. As in the case of infrared

intensities, it can be shown [36] that the diagonal elements of Q(𝐤) vanish when

the above expression is evaluated. This must be true since these elements do not

contribute to the polarizability.

We remark that in Eqs. (5.60) and (5.63)—as well as in (5.71) below—all ingredi-

ents are obtained either by a coupled-perturbed self-consistent procedure or through

analytical gradients of the AO integrals. Although not immediately obvious, no

mixed derivatives of any matrix appear and there are no derivatives of the

density matrix (or eigenvalue-weighted density matrix) with respect to atomic

displacements.

5.5.2 The Piezoelectric Tensor

The “proper” direct piezoelectric response of a crystal is represented by a third-rank

tensor that is the sum of an electronic and a nuclear term, 𝐞 = 𝐞ele + 𝐞nuc
[1]. The

electronic term measures the variation of the current density J with strain when no

nuclear relaxation is allowed (clamped-nuclei condition, clamp) [64]:

eele

tuv =
𝜕Jt
𝜕𝜀uv

||||clamp
=

∑

𝛼

𝜕Jt
𝜕a

𝛼u
a
𝛼v

|||||clamp
. (5.64)

Here 𝜺 is the symmetric second-rank pure strain tensor and the a
𝛼v are Cartesian

components of the three lattice vectors a
𝛼
, 𝛼 = 1, 2, 3. The nuclear relaxation con-

tribution can be expressed as [57]:

enuc

tuv = 1
V
∑

s

𝜕
2ETOT

𝜕Et𝜕us

dus
d𝜀uv

, (5.65)
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where V = a1⋅(a2×a3) is the cell volume and the us are 3N − 3 fractional coordi-

nates (N being the number of atoms per cell) obtained from the 3N atomic fractional

coordinates by orthogonalization to the three translations along x̂, ŷ and ẑ.
The dus∕d𝜀jk derivatives can be obtained in either of two ways: (i) optimization of

the internal geometry at strained configurations or (ii) from the full Hessian matrix

𝐇 of energy second derivatives with respect to both fractional atomic displacements

and lattice deformations (with a truncation to quadratic terms in the Taylor’s expan-

sion of the energy) [65]. We have found that (ii) is preferable [1]. In that procedure

the following relation is utilized:

dus
d𝜀jk

= −
3N−3∑

s′=1
Hjk,s′ × (H−1)s′s , (5.66)

in which

Hjk,s′ =
(

𝜕
2E

𝜕𝜀jk𝜕us′

)
, (5.67)

and (H−1)s′s is an element of the inverse of the atomic Hessian:

Hs′s =
(

𝜕
2E

𝜕us′𝜕us

)
. (5.68)

We can now write the electronic contribution to the “proper” piezoelectric tensor

in terms of the polarization 𝐏 as [64]:

eele

tuv =
𝜕Jt
𝜕𝜀uv

||||clamp
=

𝜕Pt

𝜕𝜀uv

||||clamp
+ Pt𝛿uv − Pv𝛿tu , (5.69)

with the first term on the right-hand-side being the electronic contribution to the

“improper” piezoelectric tensor. By expressing the polarization in terms of a total

energy derivative, and by exploiting the second equality in Eq. (5.64), one gets:

𝜕Jt
𝜕𝜀uv

||||clamp
= 1

V
∑

𝛼

a
𝛼v
𝜕
2ETOT

𝜕Et𝜕a𝛼u

|||||clamp
− Pv𝛿tu . (5.70)

The analogue of Eq. (5.60), where the nuclear displacements are replaced by cell

deformations, can be cast (for equilibrium lattice parameters a0) as:
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𝜕

𝜕Et

𝜕ETOT

𝜕a
𝛼v

||||E=0,a0
= Tr

([
H(a

𝛼v)(𝐠) +𝔉(a
𝛼v)(𝐠)

]
D(Et)(𝐠)

+ 1
2

[
𝛺

(a
𝛼v)

t (𝐠) +
(
𝔉(a

𝛼v)(𝐠)
)(Et)

]
D(0)(𝐠) − S(a𝛼v)(𝐠)D(Et)

W (𝐠)
)

a0

−
∑

A
ZA fA,𝛼𝛿tv + e𝛿tvN𝛼

,

(5.71)

where D(Et)
W (𝐠) is defined in Eq. (5.62). fA,𝛼 is the fractional coordinate of atom A

along lattice vector 𝛼, that is RA
t =

∑
𝛼
fA,𝛼a𝛼t, e is the magnitude of the electron

charge andN
𝛼

is an arbitrary integer, arising from the imaginary diagonal elements of

Q(𝐤). While the latter term appears for the improper piezoelectricity [30], it vanishes

for the “proper” one since it is exactly cancelled by the −Pv𝛿tu term in Eq. (5.70).

5.5.3 Extension to DFT

The extension of the above expressions for the infrared, Raman and piezoelectric

tensors to DFT is done along the same lines as for the polarizability and hyper-

polarizability discussed in Sect. 5.3.2. We report here, as a representative case, the

expression for the closed-shell Born charges (infrared) tensor:

𝜕EXC (RA
v )

R

𝜕Et

||||||E=0,R0

=
∑

i
wi

{[
𝜕
2f XC

𝜕𝜌2
𝜕𝜌

𝜕Et
+

𝜕
2f XC

𝜕𝜌 𝜕|∇𝜌|2
𝜕|∇𝜌|2

𝜕Et

]
𝜌
(RA

v )

+ 2
[

𝜕
2f XC

𝜕(|∇𝜌|2)2
𝜕|∇𝜌|2

𝜕Et
∇𝜌 +

𝜕
2f XC

𝜕𝜌 𝜕|∇𝜌|2
𝜕𝜌

𝜕Et
∇𝜌 +

𝜕f XC

𝜕|∇𝜌|2
𝜕∇𝜌
𝜕Et

]
⋅ ∇𝜌(RA

v )

+
𝜕f XC

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝜌
(RA

v )

𝜕Et
+ 2

𝜕f XC

𝜕|∇𝜌|2
∇𝜌 ⋅ 𝜕∇𝜌

(RA
v )

𝜕Et

}

𝐫i

+
∑

i

𝜕wi

𝜕RA
v

{
𝜕f XC

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝜌

𝜕Et
+

𝜕f XC

𝜕|∇𝜌|2
𝜕|∇𝜌|2

𝜕Et

}

𝐫i
(5.72)

There are two key differences due to replacing an electric field derivative by a

derivative with respect to an atomic displacement. One is that the AO derivatives in

the expression for the density no longer vanish. The other is that the dependence of

the weights on the atomic position must be taken into account as in the last term of

Eq. (5.72).
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5.5.4 Converse Piezoelectric Effect

Piezoelectricity is a coupling between electrical and mechanical responses of a sys-

tem. Whereas the piezoelectric effect describes the generation of polarization due

to mechanical strain or stress, the converse piezoelectric effect describes the genera-

tion of strain or stress due to an applied electric field or voltage. Thus, in both cases

structural as well as electronic responses are at the center of attention.

When structural responses to an electric field are accounted for some subtleties

occur. The responses in the bulk of any large, finite sample (modeled as being infinite

and periodic) may contain a finite contribution from the boundaries of the sample

irrespective of its size as long as the sample is so large that the thermodynamic limit

has been reached. Therefore, different piezoelectric property values may be obtained

for samples of the same material that differ only in shape and/or surface charges. In

addition, as a secondary effect, differences in the piezoelectric structural response,

may also lead to differences in other properties.

Mathematically, when the system is described as being infinite and periodic, the

information on the effects due to the shape and/or surface charges are contained in

(𝐤 and band dependent) crystal orbital phase factors. Thus, even if the effects are

due to the boundaries of the sample, they can, in principle, be calculated as a bulk

property in the sense that the effects are contained in the information for the infinite,

periodic system.

It is easy to verify that the crystal orbital phase factors show up in the imaginary

part of the diagonal elements of the Q matrices. As long as it can be assumed that

the applied electric field does not change the lattice vectors, the imaginary parts of

the diagonal elements of the Q matrices can be ignored. This is the case for high

frequency fields. However, for the converse piezoelectric effect the applied electric

field has an essentially vanishing frequency and the changes in the lattice vectors due

to the applied field are the quantities of interest.

If aij is the j-th component of the i-th lattice vector and Fk is the kth component

of the vector describing the field (see further below), a converse piezoelectric tensor

may be defined as

𝜂ijk =
𝜕aij
𝜕Fk

|||||Fk=0
. (5.73)

When 𝐅 = E , it can be shown [39] that one may write

𝜂ijk = 𝜂ijk,0 + ñijk𝜂ijk,1, (5.74)

where 𝜂ijk,0 is a reference value and different values of ñijk correspond to modeling

samples of different shapes and/or surface charges. For chemical/physical reasons,

ñijk cannot vary more than roughly −2 ≤ ñijk ≤ +2.

At this time we do not know the precise relation between the parameters ñijk and

the shape/surface charge of a given sample, which implies that when calculating

the converse piezoelectric tensor, deviations between theory and experiment may
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be due either to theoretical and experimental inaccuracies or to differences in the

shape/surface charges. A relevant question, therefore, is whether 𝜂ijk,1∕𝜂ijk,0 is so

small that 𝜂ijk,1 can be ignored. Exploratory calculations on some perovskite crys-

tals [39] have shown that 𝜂ijk,1∕𝜂ijk,0 is typically about 1/10, but larger (and smaller)

values can be obtained.

A special case is that of quasi-one-dimensional systems (chains). For the compo-

nents parallel to the chain direction (defined as z), ñzzz can take only integral values.

Moreover, if 𝐅 is taken to be the potential drop over one unit cell (i.e., Fz = Ezazz),
then 𝜂zzz becomes independent of ñzzz.

5.6 Summary and Prospects

Our overall goal has been to put property calculations for infinite periodic sys-

tems on the same footing as the corresponding calculations for ordinary mole-

cules. The CRYSTAL computer program is well-suited for this task since it utilizes

Gaussian-type basis functions and takes maximum advantage of symmetry. Consid-

erable progress has been made in adapting the treatment of molecules to account

for the change in boundary conditions and subsequently implementing the appropri-

ate methodology in CRYSTAL. This is particularly so for electric field properties

as well as mixed properties involving a combination of electric fields and geomet-

ric displacements. For the former, we have adopted the coupled perturbed Hartree-

Fock and Kohn-Sham (CPHF/CPKS) approaches to treat linear polarizabilities and

nonlinear optical properties. Although the most important second-order nonlinear

optical properties, including second harmonic generation and the dc-Pockels effect,

are now available the treatment of arbitrary frequencies and third-order properties

remains to be accomplished in the near term. We have now also implemented the

determination of optical spectra through the frequency-dependent linear polarizabil-

ity. As far as the mixed derivatives are concerned, infrared and Raman spectra have

been completed as well as the piezoelectric effect. Immediate next steps in this cat-

egory include the hyper-Raman effect and photoelasticity.

Our treatment of the orbital electronic response to a magnetic field is still in its

early stages. A new translationally invariant form for the interaction Hamiltonian,

which allows for a simultaneous electric field so as to treat chiral properties, has been

presented. However, the CPHF/CPKS perturbation treatment remains to be formu-

lated and implemented.

The P (Parallel) and MPP (Massive Parallel Processing) versions of the code for

the electric field properties is at an advanced stage. Right now it is possible to com-

pute frequencies and IR intensities of systems up to about 1000 atoms in the unit

cell; Raman intensities, first and second hyperpolarizabilities will become feasible

for systems of this size in the near future.

Vibrational contributions to nonlinear optical properties can also be evaluated, but

only in the static or high frequency limit and only in the lowest order of approxima-

tion (known as the finite field nuclear relaxation (FF-NR) treatment). FF-NR requires
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a geometry optimization in the presence of a finite field. At present the finite field

can be applied only in a non-periodic, direction for 1D or 2D systems. This limits

the tensor components that can be considered. Removal of these several restrictions

can be envisioned, but certainly that will be a longer term effort.

Another longer-term perspective is the development of optical properties calcu-

lations for solids at the post-Hartree-Fock level. This could be done in connection

with the local-correlation CRYSCOR code, [47–49] which presently features a very

efficient implementation of the local MP2 approach for periodic systems. This imple-

mentation makes use of advanced techniques such as density fitting [38] and orbital-

specific virtuals [62], as well as efficient parallel implementation [33]. The extension

to local coupled-cluster is also envisaged in the future.

The treatment of properties associated with the orbital electronic response to a

magnetic field is still in its infancy. An appropriate Hamiltonian for the response to

a homogeneous static field was presented in Sect. 5.3. There already exist methods

for the computation of magnetic shielding and magnetic susceptibilities, but this

Hamiltonian opens the possibility for a new approach to these properties. Further

down the line, in combination with electric fields, we should be able to obtain various

optical rotatory properties, such as circular dichroism and Faraday rotation. At the

moment, however, it remains to develop the CPHF/CPKS formulation along with

the response to frequency-dependent magnetic fields.
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Chapter 6
Quantum Chemical Methods
for Predicting and Interpreting
Second-Order Nonlinear Optical
Properties: From Small to Extended
π-Conjugated Molecules

Benoît Champagne, Pierre Beaujean, Marc de Wergifosse,
Marcelo Hidalgo Cardenuto, Vincent Liégeois and Frédéric Castet

Abstract This chapter addresses the methodological and computational aspects
related to the prediction of molecular second-order nonlinear optical properties, i.e.,
the first hyperpolarizability (β), by using quantum chemistry methods. Both small
(reference) molecules and extended push-pull π-conjugated systems are considered,
highlighting contrasted effects about (i) the choice of a reliable basis set together
with the convergence of β values as a function of the basis set size, (ii) the
amplitude of electron correlation contributions and its estimate using wave function
and density functional theory methods, (iii) the description of solvent effects using
implicit and explicit solvation models, (iv) frequency dispersion effects in
off-resonance conditions, and (v) numerical accuracy issues. When possible,
comparisons with experiment are made. All in all, these results demonstrate that the
calculations of β remain a challenge and that many issues need to be carefully
addressed, pointing out difficulties toward elaborating black-box and computa-
tionally cheap protocols. Still, several strategies can be designed in order to achieve
a targeted accuracy, either for reference molecules displaying small β responses or
for molecules presenting large β values and a potential in optoelectronics and
photonics.
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6.1 Introduction

The molecular properties known as the (electric dipole) polarizability (α), first (β)
and second (γ) hyperpolarizabilities, are defined by a phenomenological equation
describing the change in the electric dipole moment that results from the application
of external electric fields:

Δμζ = ∑
x, y, z

η
αζηð−ωσ;ω1ÞFη ω1ð Þ+ 1

2!
∑
x, y, z

η, χ
βζηχð−ωσ ;ω1,ω2ÞFη ω1ð ÞFχ ω2ð Þ

+
1
3!

∑
x, y, z

η, χ, ξ
γζηχξ −ωσ;ω1,ω2,ω3ð ÞFη ω1ð ÞFχ ω2ð ÞFξ ω3ð Þ+ . . .

ð6:1Þ

where Fη ω1ð Þ is the amplitude of the field oscillating at pulsation ω1 and applied in
the η direction and ωσ = ∑i ωi. For more than a century in the case of the polar-
izability and half of that period for the higher-order responses, these properties have
been the topic of intense activities among theoretical chemists and physicists. On
the one hand, efforts have been devoted to the very accurate evaluation of these
properties for atoms (i.e., α and γ because β is zero by symmetry) and small
molecules with the aim of providing reference values for experiments, which
usually rely on relative rather than on absolute measurements [1, 2]. This has
stimulated extensive methods developments to account for electron correlation
effects, frequency dispersion, vibrational contributions, as well as solvent effects.
Small systems are also ideal to assess the reliability of new quantum chemistry
methods because of reduced needs in computational resources. On the other hand,
owing to their potential for achieving large nonlinear optical (NLO) responses,
organic and mixed organic–inorganic chromophores were also the object of a large
number of theoretical investigations, which allowed establishing structure–property
relationships [3, 4]. These theoretical guidelines allowed designing molecular
systems for applications in photonics and sensing devices, as well as for
bio-imaging [5, 6].

This chapter discusses the use of quantum chemistry methods to calculate and
interpret the NLO responses from small molecules to extended push-pull
π-conjugated systems. This topic being very broad, the focus is restrained to the
first hyperpolarizability rather than to both the first and second hyperpolarizabilities,
and to the electronic response, leaving the pure vibrational and zero-point vibra-
tional average counterparts for another contribution. Then, such quantum chemistry
applications are illustrated in domains recently tackled by the authors. In particular,
the discussion focuses on quantities that can be extracted from experimental
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measurements, namely the hyper-Rayleigh scattering (HRS) hyperpolarizability,
βHRS, and the associated depolarization ratios (DR), or the electric field-induced
second harmonic generation (EFISHG) response, β//. The expressions of the HRS
responses involve ensemble averages over the molecular orientations:

βHRS − 2ω;ω,ωð Þ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
⟨β2ZZZ⟩+ ⟨β2ZXX⟩

� �q
ð6:2Þ

DR=
⟨β2ZZZ⟩

⟨β2ZXX⟩
ð6:3Þ

in which X and Z are axes of the laboratory frame. The expressions of ⟨β2ZZZ⟩ and
⟨β2ZXX⟩ in terms of Cartesian molecular tensor components can be found in Ref. [7].
The EFISHG response corresponds to the projection of the vector part of β on the
dipole moment vector:

β ̸ ̸ − 2ω;ω,ωð Þ= 1
5
∑
i

μi
jμ ⃗j∑j

ðβijj + βjij + βjjiÞ=
3
5
∑
i

μiβi
jμ⃗j ð6:4Þ

6.2 Small Molecules in Gas Phase

A first element for accurately predicting the responses of small molecules is the
selection of a sufficiently flexible atomic basis set, generally containing many
polarization and diffuse functions. Diffuse functions are needed because a sub-
stantial part of the response originates from the outer and most diffuse part of the
electron density. The need for polarization functions can easily be understood by
noticing that the successive first-, second-, … order responses of a spherical
(s) atomic orbital to an external field can be described by p-like, d-like, … func-
tions. So, some authors have privileged adding selected diffuse and/or diffuse
polarization functions to basis sets employed for geometry optimizations and
thermodynamics [8–10]. Others have designed property-oriented basis sets [11, 12]
or have used basis sets constructed by adding even-tempered sets of diffuse func-
tions to the correlation consistent basis sets of Dunning and co-workers [13],
showing that with multiple-augmented sets the electrical properties of small
molecules converge smoothly [14]. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.1 for the main static
β tensor components of the water molecule, calculated at the Hartree–Fock level.
Alternatives to these atomic basis set approaches consist in employing a fully
numerical approach [15, 16].

Then, electron correlation should be included at a sufficiently high level of
approximation to achieve quantitative accuracy. Several levels of approximation
and techniques are available. The easiest technique consists in calculating β from
finite differentiation of the field-dependent energy of the molecule. This is the finite
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field (FF) method [17] that simply requires adding the electric dipole interaction
term, − μ ⃗̂ ⋅E ⃗, to the Hamiltonian. Still, the field amplitudes have to be carefully
chosen within a stability window to avoid two drawbacks: (i) Too small field
amplitudes create a loss of accuracy on the energy values, which gets amplified
during the successive numerical derivatives, and (ii) too large field amplitudes
introduce high-order contaminations in the derivatives before leading to diver-
gences as a result of the change of the ground state electron configuration [18].
Nevertheless, once the stability window is defined, the high-order contaminations
can be systematically and recursively removed by using Richardson extrapolation
or polynomial fitting. These aspects have been recently reviewed [19, 20]. The FF
approach has been employed to calculate the static HRS response, βHRS, of five
reference molecules, CCl4, CHCl3, CH2Cl2, CCl3CN, and CH3CN [14]. Results
sketched in Fig. 6.2 show that electron correlation effects might be quite different as
a function of the chemical nature. Considering the CCSD(T) results as the refer-
ence, general—but not systematic—trends are observed. First, the HF values
generally underestimate the CCSD(T) results, up to 50% in the case of CH3CN. An
improvement is achieved by using the second-order Møller–Plesset (MP2) pertur-
bation theory method so that the MP2 values underestimate or overestimate the
CCSD(T) values by up to 20–25%. Finally, missing the perturbative triples, the
βHRS responses are underestimated by up to 15% for CCl4 and CCl3CN, whereas the
difference with respect to CCSD(T) is much smaller for compounds with fewer
chlorine atoms (less than 1% and 6% for CH3CN and CH2Cl2, respectively).

Alternatively, β can be calculated by employing response function approaches
[21, 22], which are equivalent to evaluate analytically the responses of the dipole
moment to external fields oscillating at finite frequencies. At the HF level, this
approach gives rise to the time-dependent HF (TDHF) method [23]. Within the
density functional theory (DFT) formalism, it gives the time-dependent DFT
(TDDFT) scheme [24]. A hierarchy of coupled-cluster (CC) models has also been
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Fig. 6.1 Evolution of the amplitude of the two dominant components of the static β tensor of the
water molecule calculated at the coupled-perturbed HF level by using the cc-pVXZ, aug-cc-pVXZ,
and d-aug-cc-pVXZ basis set suites
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elaborated: CCS=CIS, CC2, CCSD, and CC3, which allows controlling the con-
vergence of the responses as a function of the level of treatment of electron cor-
relation [22]. Figure 6.2 illustrates the convergence of the EFISHG response, β//, of
water as a function of the basis set and of the level of electron correlation. Like in
Fig. 6.1, the convergence with basis set size is smooth, though it is faster at the HF
and CCS level than when using higher-order methods. Then, for a given basis set,
the ordering of the β// amplitudes according to the method is:

HF < CCS < CC3≈CCSD < CC2 ð6:5Þ

Again, the contribution from the triples, as estimated from the difference
between the CCSD and CC3 results, is small. On the other hand, the CC2 method
overestimates β// by as much as 50%, whereas the β// amplitude is strongly
underestimated at the HF (40%) and CCS (20%) levels of approximation. For the
CC levels, the β// amplitude ordering follows the relative values of the lowest
excitation energies, dominating the β response [25] (in the case of the 1A1 state, the
vertical excitation energies calculated with the d-aug-cc-pVTZ basis set amount to
10.79 eV (HF), 10.81 eV (CCS), 9.82 eV (CC3), 9.81 eV (CCSD), and 9.59 eV
(CC2)).

Still, frequency-dependent hyperpolarizabilities evaluated at high-order electron
correlation levels are not always available, so that various approximate schemes
have been proposed. They combine static correlated values with static and dynamic
responses evaluated at lower levels of approximation. A multiplicative or per-
centage approximation (MA) has been proposed by Sekino and Bartlett [26], and an
additive approximation (AA) by Rice and Handy [27]:
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MAβCCSDHRS ðωÞ= βCCSDHRS ð0Þ× βHF ̸DFT
HRS ðωÞ
βHF ̸DFT
HRS ð0Þ ð6:6Þ

AAβCCSDHRS ðωÞ= βCCSDHRS ð0Þ+ βHF ̸DFT
HRS ðωÞ− βHF ̸DFT

HRS ð0Þ� � ð6:7Þ

Besides their widespread use, these approximations have been assessed in a
limited number of studies [28 and references therein]. In the case of CCl4, both MA
and AA based on HF frequency dispersions underestimate βHRS (λ = 632 nm) by
about 20%, whereas for CH2Cl2, the underestimation is smaller with MA (8%) than
AA (12%). More drastically, the effect of the frequency dispersion of CCl4 is
qualitatively wrong when adopting the HF method, since it suggests a decrease of
βHRS with the photon energy (Fig. 6.3), whereas CCSD calculations predict an
increase of its amplitude. A much less frequently used alternative consists in
describing frequency dispersion at the TDDFT level. So, LC-BLYP and B3LYP
behave better than HF for the CCl4 molecule with an increase of βHRS with the
frequency, though slightly slower than with CCSD. Similarly, for CH2Cl2,
LC-BLYP (B3LYP) closely reproduces the CCSD frequency dispersion with small
overestimations (underestimations). M06 (data not shown) and BLYP frequency
dispersions are also close to the CCSD reference for CH2Cl2, whereas for CCl4,
M06 overestimates it substantially. These differences of frequency dispersion can be
related to the relative values of the excitation energies (smaller with B3LYP than
with CCSD), as well as of the transition dipoles, and excitation-induced dipole
moment variations.

Comparisons of the CC3/d-aug-cc-pVQZ β// values of H2O (−19.28 and −21.77
a.u. at 1064 and 694.3 nm, respectively) with experimental values (−19.2 ± 0.9
[29] and −22/0 ± 0.9 a.u. [30]) substantiate the predictability of the method and
confirm the small amplitude of the vibrational contributions (note that the pure
vibrational and zero-point vibrational average contributions might also be
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non-negligible while canceling each other). In the case of CCl4, Shelton [31]
reported an experimental βHRS (at 1064 nm) value of 12.8 ± 1.1 a.u. in comparison
with a theoretical estimate of 14.3 a.u. The latter value was obtained by adding to
the electronic dynamic CCSD value (14.9 a.u.) [28], the ZPVA (−1.1 a.u.), and
pure vibrational (0.5 a.u.) contributions of [32].

Though small systems such as H2O, CCl4, and CH2Cl2 allow using computa-
tionally demanding techniques and therefore tackling the convergence of the
molecular properties as a function of electron correlation level, it is worth assessing
the reliability of more approximate schemes in view of applying these to larger
systems. In particular, there is an interest to assess the performance of density
functional theory (DFT) with conventional as well as with most recent
exchange-correlation functionals in comparison with the Hartree–Fock method and
to MP2. Following Ref. [33], different levels of approximation have been assessed
in comparison with FF CCSD(T) calculations (Fig. 6.4). Systematic trends are
observed: (i) BLYP overestimates βHRS by as much as 100% for CCl4; (ii) this
overestimation decreases when adding 20% of HF exchange (B3LYP) but not for
CH2Cl2 and CCl4 with M06 (28% HF exchange) so that with these three functionals
the accuracy is lower than with HF, which underestimates βHRS by 15–30%;
(iii) then, further increasing the percentage of HF exchange (BHandHLYP (50%)
and M06-2X (56%)) leads to improvements; and (iv) finally, range-separated
hybrids perform also better, but the improvement is not systematic (CAM-B3LYP
reproduces closely the response of H2O, but the error on CCl4 is as large as 40%,
whereas with LC-BLYP, βHRS of H2O is underestimated by 25% and the responses
of the two other compounds are close to CCSD(T)). On the other hand, Karamanis
et al. [34] have shown that for doped Si clusters, hybrid GGA with 20–25% HF
exchange performs better than hybrid GGAs with larger percentage of HF exchange
or than long-range corrected hybrids. So, without considering push-pull
π-conjugated systems for which the XC requirements are also function of their
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size and charge-transfer character [35–39], the reliability of DFT depends strongly
on the XC functional and there is no easy clue to select a priori an accurate XC
functional. Still, the best functionals are global or range-separated hybrids and
include substantial amounts of HF exchange.

When using DFT approaches, an additional parameter to control is the density of
the integration grid. The Gaussian09 grids are called Fine, UltraFine, and
SuperFine, and they differ by the number of radial shells (75, 99, and 150,
respectively) and of angular points per shell (302, 590, and 974). In a recent
investigation [33], it was found that for TDDFT calculations of small reference
molecules, the βHRS differences could attain up to 1 a.u. (up to 5%) between the
UltraFine and SuperFine grids when employing meta-GGA XC functionals,
whereas this difference is only of ∼0.02 a.u. when using GGA or hybrid XC
functionals. In fact, the situation is even more complex when considering that β
tensor components can be evaluated from the FF approach as the first-, second-, and
third-order derivatives. Let us consider the βzxx component:

βzxx = −
∂
3E

∂Ez∂E2
x

� �
0
=

∂
2μz
∂E2

x

� �
0
=

∂αzx
∂Ex

� �
0

ð6:8Þ

For variational wave functions, these three quantities are expected to be identical
and also identical to the fully analytical TDDFT/CPKS value. We have performed
such FF calculations for βzxx of H2O. A selection of Romberg’s tables is provided in
Table 6.1. In these calculations, the threshold on the energy has been lowered to
10−11 a.u. As discussed in the previous works [19, 20], each table presents the same
structure. In particular, for n = 0, by going from k = 0 to k = 6, the β values vary
randomly until a given k value where β starts increasing monotonically. At smaller
k’s, these variations originate from the lack of precision on the field-dependent
properties (α, μ, or E). At larger k’s, the monotonic behavior results from the
higher-order contaminations, which can then be iteratively and systematically
removed using Romberg’s quadrature. This allows locating stability domains for β
and therefore converged β values. Considering β as the first-order derivative of α, a
converged value of 3.37 a.u. is obtained using a Fine grid. An UltraFine grid
(as well as a SuperFine grid, results not shown) gives a value of 3.36 a.u.
Analyzing the variations of βzxx as a function of the order of Romberg’s iteration (n)
and of the field amplitude (k) tells that the numerical accuracy on βzxx is of the order
of 0.01 a.u., consistently with an accuracy of 10−4 a.u. on the field-dependent
polarizabilities. This value of 10−4 is obtained by taking the product between the
accuracy on βzxx and the field amplitude for k = 4, which corresponds to the smallest
field amplitude associated with the converged value. A similar accuracy is achieved
by considering the second-order derivative of μ with non-negligible differences in
the Romberg’s tables when going from the UltraFine to the SuperFine grid
and large differences between the Fine and UltraFine grids. This highlights a
reduction of accuracy on the dipole moment values. Moreover, these data are con-
sistent with an accuracy of about 10−6 a.u. on the field-dependent dipole moments.
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Table 6.1 Romberg’s table for the evaluation of βzxx of H2O as a function of the order of the
derivative and the quality of the integration grid. The LC-BLYP XC functional was employed
together with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. n represents the number of Romberg’s iterations, where
higher-order contaminations are removed. k determines the field amplitude, E = E0 2k with
E0 = 0.0004 a.u. Best/converged values are indicated by an arrow

n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 n = 6

First-order derivative of α, grid = Fine

k = 0 3.37314 3.37341 3.37376 3.37387 3.37390 3.37391 3.37391
k = 1 3.37234 3.36812 3.36688 3.36655 3.36647 3.36645
k = 2 3.38499 3.38674 3.38730 3.38744 3.38747
k = 3 3.37975 3.37835 3.37863 3.37871
k = 4 3.38393 3.37414 3.37394 → 3.37
k = 5 3.41329 3.37707
k = 6 3.52197
First-order derivative of α, grid = UltraFine

k = 0 3.36461 3.36776 3.36869 3.36893 3.36899 3.36901 3.36901
k = 1 3.35517 3.35382 3.35355 3.35348 3.35346 3.35346
k = 2 3.35922 3.35792 3.35777 3.35774 3.35773
k = 3 3.36313 3.36009 3.35993 3.35989
k = 4 3.37223 3.36257 3.36252 → 3.36
k = 5 3.40122 3.36331
k = 6 3.51496
Second-order derivative of μ, grid = Fine

k = 0 4.25000 4.47188 4.52941 4.54396 4.54761 4.54853 4.54875
k = 1 3.58437 3.60885 3.61255 3.61331 3.61349 3.61354
k = 2 3.51094 3.55339 3.56461 3.56745 3.56816
k = 3 3.38359 3.38504 3.38557 3.38570
k = 4 3.37925 3.37708 3.37771 → 3.38
k = 5 3.38577 3.36750
k = 6 11.49397
Second-order derivative of μ, grid = UltraFine

k = 0 3.58750 3.63437 3.64684 3.65002 3.65082 3.65102 3.65107
k = 1 3.44688 3.44740 3.44630 3.44595 3.44585 3.44583
k=2 3.44531 3.46387 3.46843 3.46956 3.46985
k=3 3.38965 3.39538 3.39714 3.39758
k=4 3.37246 3.36898 3.36928 → 3.37
k=5 3.38290 3.36445
k=6 3.43824

(continued)
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Table 6.1 (continued)

n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 n = 6

Second-order derivative of μ, grid = SuperFine

k = 0 3.62500 3.63854 3.63778 3.63731 3.63718 3.63714 3.63713
k=1 3.58437 3.65000 3.66720 3.67156 3.67265 3.67292
k=2 3.38750 3.39193 3.39301 3.39328 3.39334
k=3 3.37422 3.37567 3.37631 3.37647
k=4 3.36987 3.36603 3.36626 → 3.37
k=5 3.38141 3.36261
k=6 3.43781
Third-order derivative of E, grid = Fine

k = 0 3.34710 3.34181 3.34038 3.34001 3.33992 3.33990 3.33989
k = 1 3.36296 3.36329 3.36343 3.36347 3.36348 3.36348
k = 2 3.36197 3.36121 3.36120 3.36119 3.36119
k = 3 3.36424 3.36146 3.36147 3.36147 → 3.361
k = 4 3.37256 3.36142 3.36135
k = 5 3.40599 3.36251
k = 6 3.53643
Third-order derivative of E, grid = UltraFine

k = 0 3.35632 3.35569 3.35560 3.35559 3.35558 3.35558 3.35558
k = 1 3.35820 3.35693 3.35664 3.35657 3.35655 3.35655
k = 2 3.36201 3.36129 3.36128 3.36128 3.36128
k = 3 3.36417 3.36135 3.36135 3.36135 → 3.361
k = 4 3.37262 3.36146 3.36139
k = 5 3.40608 3.36259
k = 6 3.53655

Finally, the best accuracy is achieved by considering the third-order derivative of the
energy, leading to a value of 3.361 a.u. (if not 3.3613 a.u.). Using an UltraFine
grid provides slightly more accurate results than the Fine grid, whereas there is
almost no difference with the SuperFine grid. Further calculations were per-
formed with a (very tight) threshold of 10−13 a.u. on the energy, which is not going to
work for any compound and the whole set of field amplitudes, and they did not lead
to improvements. So, to get highly accurate results, a Fine grid can be used but in
combination with third-order energy derivatives, whereas the UltraFine grid is
recommended together with first-(second-)order derivatives of α (μ) because the
number of significant digits on the energy is larger than on μ and on the CPKS α.

6.3 Small Molecules in Solution

Implicit solvation models like the polarizable continuum model (PCM) [40] are
usually employed to account for the effects of solvation on the first hyperpolariz-
ability. These models describe the solvent as a structureless polarizable continuum
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characterized by, among other parameters, its macroscopic dielectric permittivity,
which depends on the frequency of the applied field. For CCl4, the dielectric constant
or relative permittivity amounts to 2.23 (ε0) and 2.13 (ε∞) in the zero (static) and
infinite frequency limit, respectively. On the other hand, for CH2Cl2, the difference is
much larger with ε0 = 8.93 and ε∞ = 2.03, owing to the orientation contribution
related to the dipolar character of dichloromethane. This impacts directly the β
responses, which are enhanced by the self-consistent reaction field. So, at the
HF/d-aug-cc-pVTZ level, the βHRS,LIQ/βHRS,GAS ratio of CCl4 amounts to 1.43 and
1.39 for infinite and 1064 nm wavelengths, respectively, whereas for the dipolar
CH2Cl2, it goes from 2.39 to 1.78 [14]. Then, accounting for electron correlation
effects is not straightforward if the calculations are performed with the FF method,
i.e., at zero frequency. Indeed, for dipolar solvents, the static dielectric constant is
larger than the dynamic ones, which will lead to overestimations of the solvent
effects and of the β amplitudes. A practical issue would be to use an effective static
dielectric constant that only accounts for polarization contributions, neglecting the
orientational contributions of the solvent. Another approach consists in correcting
these static responses by including frequency dispersion with Eqs. 6.6 and 6.7:

MAβCCSD,PCMHRS ðωÞ= βCCSD,PCMHRS ð0Þ× βHF ̸DFT ,PCM
HRS ðωÞ
βHF ̸DFT ,PCM
HRS ð0Þ ð6:9Þ

AAβCCSD,PCMHRS ðωÞ= βCCSD,PCMHRS ð0Þ+ βHF ̸DFT ,PCM
HRS ðωÞ− βHF ̸DFT ,PCM

HRS ð0Þ� � ð6:10Þ

In this case, all the properties (the high-level static response as well as the static
and dynamic TDHF or TDDFT responses) are performed using implicit solvation
models. Consequently, two static β calculations are performed and their overesti-
mations cancel each other, though incompletely. On the other hand, combining
frequency dispersion as obtained from the two-state approximation [41] with
high-level static PCM results will not be appropriate, besides in cases where an
effective static dielectric constant is used.

Table 6.2 presents HRS quantities calculated for five reference molecules at the
CCSD(T) level in combination with the MA scheme: βHRS, the depolarization ratio
(DR), which is determined by the shape of the NLOphore, the dipolar (|βJ=1|) and
octupolar (|βJ=3|) components, and their ratio, the nonlinear anisotropy parameter,
ρ = |βJ=3|/|βJ=1|. They are compared to the experimental values [14]. For all com-
pounds, the octupolar character is overestimated although the experimental ordering
of the DR (and ρ) is reproduced. Additional calculations not reported here show that
this hierarchy of DR is already reproduced at the HF level, but the underestimation
of the DR values is more severe than at the CCSD(T) level. Then, considering that
the standard deviations on the experimental values is typically of 10%, most of the
calculated βHRS values match the experimental ones, in particular for CHCl3 and
CCl3-CN, but also for CH2Cl2 and CH3-CN, with errors smaller than 25%. On the
other hand, for CCl4, the underestimation is substantial and attains 50%. A large
part of this underestimation originates from the HF frequency dispersion that is
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combined with CCSD(T) static responses [14] and, when describing frequency
dispersion at the CCSD level as discussed in Sect. 2, the error is reduced by a factor
of 2 [28]. These successive studies demonstrate that there is an interest in per-
forming high-level calculations with explicit solvent molecules as well as in
reassessing the amplitude of the vibrational contributions, the pure vibrational
contribution that is usually negligible for the second harmonic generation and the
zero-point vibrational average. In particular, the non-polar but highly polarizable
CCl4 molecule appears to be a challenging case.

Still, for CCl4, these comparisons between experiment and theory assumed that
each molecule behaves like an independent light scatterer, giving rise to the
so-called incoherent HRS signal, which is purely octupolar. Nevertheless, Kaatz
and Shelton [42] have shown that the experimental HRS signal contains both a
coherent (βcoh) and an incoherent (βincoh) part, with βcoh/βincoh ∼ 2/3. This coherent
response originates from the interactions between the CCl4 molecules and attributes
to liquid CCl4 both dipolar (|βJ=1|) and octupolar (|βJ=3|) HRS responses. The
description of the dual contribution to βHRS of liquid CCl4 has been challenged by
sequential QMMM calculations. The method consists first in performing Monte
Carlo simulations to generate uncorrelated snapshots representing the liquid
structure [43, 44] and then in calculating at the QM level the first hyperpolariz-
ability for a selection of these snapshots [45]. In these QM calculations, the solvent
(surrounding molecules) is described either exclusively by point charges or by
considering explicitly a few neighboring CCl4 molecules, embedded in point
charges of the remaining solvent molecules. It has been observed that considering
explicitly a few neighboring CCl4 molecules embedded in point charges enables
monitoring the emergence of the dipolar contribution to βHRS,LIQ, characterized by
an increase of DR and a decrease of ρ. So, combining the Hartree–Fock method and
the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set for feasibility purpose, with two interacting CCl4
molecules, DR attains 2.34 ± 0.66 (ρ = 2.11) while when considering five inter-
acting molecules DR = 2.78 ± 0.92 (ρ = 1.81) [46]. Figure 6.5 illustrates the
convergence of βHRS as a function of the number of snapshots in the case of five
interacting molecules embedded in point charges. Note that the amplitude of βHRS
per CCl4 molecule is little impacted when accounting for these specific inter-
molecular interactions. These calculations have confirmed to a large extent the
experimental data and have substantiated that the dipolar contribution originates
from intermolecular interactions between the CCl4 molecules. Nevertheless, it
remains challenging to perform high-level ab initio calculations on such CCl4
clusters, which expectedly will modify the description of the intermolecular inter-
actions and their impact on βHRS, because calculating the first hyperpolarizability of
CCl4 requires using an extended basis set with diffuse functions.
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6.4 Extended p-Conjugated Dyes

Basis set effects on the first hyperpolarizability of a π-conjugated dye were assessed
in the case of an oxazine derivative (Scheme 6.1), which can switch between a
closed and an open form upon triggering with light irradiation, as well as with pH
and redox potential variations [47]. The calculations were performed at the TDHF
level (λ = 1064 nm) on the closed form, which presents a rather small βHRS
response, and on the zwitterionic open form, whose βHRS is enhanced due to
push-pull electron delocalization effects. Solvent effects were accounted for by
using the IEFPCM scheme [40]. Table 6.3 reports the βHRS values of the two forms,
their contrasts, βHRS(open)/βHRS(closed), and the corresponding depolarization
ratios. In the case of the closed form, starting from the 6-31G(d) basis set, adding
p polarization functions on the H atoms has a negligible impact on βHRS. On the
other hand, adding a set of sp diffuse functions leads to an increase of βHRS by 20%
while the addition of a second set of diffuse functions does not change significantly
the βHRS values. Note that starting from the Dunning cc-pVDZ basis set, βHRS is 6%
smaller than with the 6-31G(d) basis while going to cc-pVTZ, cc-pVQZ, and
cc-pV5Z leads to increases of 1%, 8%, and 13% with respect to 6-31G(d),
respectively. However, these basis sets contain much more contracted GTOs than
6-31G(d). The 6-31G (and, to a lower extent, 6-311G) βHRS value is also larger than
the 6-31G(d) one, indicating that the inclusion of polarization and diffuse functions
has counteracting effects. Finally, the values obtained with the aug-cc-pVDZ and
aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets are in close agreement with those of the Pople basis set
series, provided at least one set of diffuse functions is included.

The basis set effects are even smaller in the case of the oxazine open form.
Indeed, going from 6-31G(d) to 6-31+G(d), βHRS increases only by 12% while from
6-31G(d) to 6-31G βHRS increases by 3%. Then, the differences with respect to
6-31G(d) amounts to –2%, 1%, 4%, and 6% for cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, cc-pVQZ, and

Fig. 6.5 Statistical
convergence of βHRS per CCl4
molecule calculated at the
HF/aug-cc-pVQZ level as a
function of the number of
configurations (snapshots).
Each calculation was
performed for a cluster of five
molecules of CCl4 solvated by
point charge embedding. The
horizontal line gives the
averaged value and the
uncertainty corresponds to the
statistical error
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cc-pV5Z, respectively. Similarly, the aug-cc-pVDZ βHRS value is only 2% smaller
than the 6-31+G(d) value. Finally, the calculations performed with the
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, which, among those employed here, should be considered
as the most flexible basis set for calculating the first hyperpolarizability, give βHRS
values slightly smaller than those obtained with the aug-cc-pVDZ (–1%), 6-31+G
(d) (–4%), 6-31++G(d) (–4%), 6-311+G(d) (–4%), and 6-311++G(d) (–4%) basis
sets.

(a) (b)

Scheme 6.1 Closed (left) and open (right) forms of an oxazine derivative. Switching from the
closed to open form can be triggered by light irradiation to form a zwitterion or by decreasing the
pH to get the corresponding protonated cationic species [47]

Table 6.3 Effect of the basis set on the HRS first hyperpolarizability (βHRS) and its depolarization
ratio (in parentheses) of the closed (a) and open (b) forms of an oxazine derivative as well as on
the βHRS contrast ratio, βHRS(open)/βHRS(closed). The calculations were performed at the TDHF
level with a wavelength of 1064 nm, while solvent (acetonitrile) effects were included using the
IEFPCM scheme. The numbers in parentheses in the first column correspond to the number of
contracted GTOs

βHRS(closed) βHRS(open) βHRS(open)/βHRS(closed)
6-31G (305) 841 (4.00) 3939 (5.94) 4.75
6-311G (445) 816 (3.89) 4019 (5.92) 4.92
6-31G(d) (479) 748 (4.11) 3824 (5.81) 5.12
6-31G(d,p) (539) 749 (4.11) 3830 (5.80) 5.11
6-311G(d) (590) 742 (4.00) 3903 (5.80) 5.26
6-31+G(d) (590) 895 (3.93) 4299 (5.92) 4.80
6-31++G(d) (615) 891 (3.90) 4290 (5.92) 4.81
6-311+G(d) (699) 914 (3.94) 4292 (5.95) 4.70
6-311+G(d,p) (759) 915 (3.93) 4298 (5.94) 4.70
6-311++G(d) (717) 910 (3.92) 4286 (5.95) 4.71
cc-pVDZ (510) 701 (3.96) 3748 (5.78) 5.34
cc-pVTZ (1154) 755 (3.94) 3880 (5.85) 5.14
cc-pVQZ (2199) 809 (3.97) 3984 (5.90) 4.92
cc-pV5Z (3743) 849 (4.00) 4057 (5.92) 4.77
aug-cc-pVDZ (848) 902 (4.00) 4194 (5.96) 4.65
aug-cc-pVTZ (1798) 897 (4.01) 4135 (5.95) 4.61
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The combined effect of basis set extension on the first hyperpolarizability of the
closed and open form results therefore in a slight decrease of the βHRS(open)/
βHRS(closed) contrast ratio, from 5.12 with 6-31G(d) to 4.71, 4.65, and 4.61 with
the 6-311++G(d), aug-cc-pVDZ, and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets, respectively. Again,
the 6-31G value is very close to the result obtained with the largest basis set. The
effect of the basis set size on the depolarization ratio of both forms is also very
weak, demonstrating that the dipolar versus octupolar contributions to βHRS are
already estimated within ±3% with the 6-31G(d) basis set. Still, increasing the basis
set size decreases DR of the closed form (i.e., leads to a relative increase of the
octupolar contribution), whereas for the open form, it leads to an increase of DR, or
of the dipolar contribution to βHRS.

Consequently, in agreement with other studies [36], the requirements on the
basis set are much less stringent for estimating βHRS and DR of a π-conjugated
push-pull molecule than for a small molecule.

Electron correlation effects have then been analyzed in the case of p-nitroaniline,
using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. Static β values have been obtained using the FF
approach (Table 6.4). The same B3LYP/6-311G(d) geometry was used for all β
calculations. Using the CCSD(T) results as references, the HF methodology
strongly underestimates both βHRS and β// but most of the error is recovered by
including electron correlation at the second order (MP2). Then, higher-order cor-
rections have detrimental or canceling contributions to β. Note that the inclusion of
the triples (MP4 vs. MP4SDQ and CCSD vs. CCSD(T)) amounts to a correction of

Table 6.4 HRS and EFISHG first hyperpolarizabilities (βHRS and β//) (in a.u.) and HRS
depolarization ratios (DR) of p-nitroaniline as determined at different levels of approximation with
the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. All values have been obtained using the FF approach and are compared
to the reference results obtained at the Ref = CCSD(T) level

βHRS (DR) βHRS(X)/βHRS(Ref) β// β//(X)/β//(Ref)
HF 397.8 (3.23) 0.586 479.4 0.516
MP2 668.4 (4.36) 0.985 919.0 0.989
MP3 579.8 (4.03) 0.855 774.3 0.883
MP4D 621.4 (4.18) 0.916 841.2 0.905
MP4DQ 551.1 (4.01) 0.812 734.0 0.790
MP4SDQ 577.9 (4.09) 0.852 776.3 0.835
MP4 648.7 (4.28) 0.956 886.2 0.953
CCSD 607.6 (4.14) 0.896 819.6 0.882
CCSD(T) 678.4 (4.31) 1.000 929.4 1.000
BLYP 749.2 (4.03) 1.104 1001.7 1.078
B3LYP 686.9 (4.00) 1.012 915.8 0.985
BHandHLYP 567.4 (3.83) 0.836 742.8 0.799
M06 622.7 (3.89) 0.918 820.4 0.883
M06-2X 551.3 (3.87) 0.813 724.8 0.780
CAM-B3LYP 598.7 (3.95) 0.883 793.6 0.854

LC-BLYP 527.6 (3.90) 0.778 695.7 0.749
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about 10%. The variations of DR are smaller but follow the same trends as those of
βHRS, demonstrating that the inclusion of electron correlation mostly increases the
dipolar component of βHRS.

Using DFT and conventional XC functionals, the results get more contrasted.
BLYP overestimates the β values (but not DR) by about 10%. Then, adding larger
and larger amounts of HF exchange in the functional lead to a reduction of βHRS and
β// so that the agreement is excellent between B3LYP (20% HF exchange) and
CCSD(T), whereas the BHandHLYP (50% HF exchange) values are underesti-
mated. Similar effects are observed between M06 (27% HF exchange) and M06-2X
(54% HF exchange), where for the later the underestimations attain 20%, similar to
what is found for BHandHLYP. The use of range-separated hybrids follows also the
same trend with the smallest values obtained with the LC-BLYP functional (un-
derestimations of 22 and 25%) and then CAM-B3LYP (underestimations of 12 and
15%). Indeed, at long range (r → ∞) LC-BLYP includes 100% of HF exchange,
whereas CAM-B3LYP only 65%.

These results need however to be completed by those on other push-pull
π-conjugated systems, with π-conjugated segments of different lengths and D/A
groups of different strengths. In the case of α,ω-nitro, dimethylamino-polyenes
containing 4 and 6 CH=CH units, the β(HF)/β(MP2) ratio amounts to 0.411 and
0.419, respectively [28]. Though these ratios have been obtained for the dominant
longitudinal β tensor component with the 6-31+G(d) basis set, they can be compared
with the β// ratio of 0.521 obtained here for p-nitroaniline. Similarly, the corre-
sponding values for the α,ω-nitro, dimethylamino-polyynes with 4 and 6 C≡C units
amount to 0.582 and 0.616, demonstrating that the β(HF)/β(MP2) ratio can vary by
about 20% for π-conjugated segments commonly found in push-pull π-conjugated
compounds. So, it is often recognized that the MP2/HF ratio for the static β values is
close to 2 with a standard deviation of about 20%. Moreover, for those push-pull
π-conjugated polyenes and polyynes containing 4 units, the β(MP2)/β(CCSD(T))
ratio amounts to 1.045 and 0.997 respectively, in comparison with a value of 0.989
for β// of p-nitroaniline, respectively. So, as substantiated by additional related
investigations [48, 49], for these compounds the MP2 approach is often a good
compromise between accuracy and computational needs, but it requires using
approximate schemes, like Eqs. 6.9–6.10, to describe frequency dispersion [20].
Still, benchmark results (CC3, CCSD, CCSD(T) together with a decent atomic basis
set) on push-pull π-conjugated systemswith 20–50 C atomswould be of high interest.

Again, for systems different from (and usually larger than) p-nitroaniline, the
selection of a reliable XC functional for evaluating β and its modifications upon
chemical changes is a subtle issue, which was already addressed in depth in many
studies [35–39, 48, 50]. For medium-size compounds, the range-separated
LC-BLYP hybrid functional has been shown to be reliable when characterizing
the changes of β upon enlarging the π-conjugated linker from 4 to 6 CH=CH (or
C≡C) units or upon changing the polyyne linker into a polyene segment [36]. On
the other hand, the BLYP, B3LYP, and BHandHLYP functionals—as well as
functionals with similar characteristics—generally perform quantitatively better,
but the above chemical/size trends are poorly described. For instance, using the
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6-31G(d) basis set, the β(B3LYP)/β(CCSD(T)) ratio amounts to 0.648 and 0.714
for the substituted polyenes with N = 4 and 6 (NMe2-(CH=CH)N-NO2) but to
0.999 and 1.372 for their polyyne analogs (NMe2-(C≡C)N-NO2), respectively [36].
Then, going toward even larger oligomers, the unphysical delocalization inherent to
conventional (LDA, GGA, meta-GGA, and global hybrids) XC functionals gives
rise to overestimations of the hyperpolarizabilities by more than one order of
magnitude. This can be corrected by enforcing an asymptotically correct
exchange-correlation potential, i.e., 100% of Hartree–Fock exchange. Still, as
shown by early works [50], global hybrids with 100% HF exchange merely
reproduce the β values calculated at the Hartree–Fock level. On the other hand,
range-separated or long-range corrected (LC) hybrids, where the percentage of HF
exchange varies with the inter-electronic distance, bring an improvement. This is
evidenced by the β results of Kamiya et al. [48] on α,ω-nitro, amino-polyenes,
where the LC-BOP results are larger than the HF ones, though smaller than the
MP2 values. A further refinement of the XC functional consists in adjusting the
range-separated parameter (µ) such that Koopmans’ theorem is obeyed as closely as
possible [51]. It is found that the optimal µ values are smaller than those recom-
mended as standard values (0.30, 0.33 or 0.47 bohr−1) and that they increase as a
function of the size of the π-conjugated segment. So, in the case of (E)-N,
N-dimethyl-4-(4-nitrostyryl)aniline derivatives containing from N = 1 to 4 CH=CH
units between the phenyl rings, the LC-PBE and LC-PBE0 functionals with the
standard µ = 0.30 value underestimate the MP2 β values for N = 3–4 by 18% and
27%, whereas using the optimal µ value, the corresponding functionals overestimate
β by 15–24% and 12–21%, respectively [38]. For these systems, using the optimal µ
value does not represent a clear improvement, whereas these optimally tuned
range-separated hybrids perform clearly better than the conventional ones for
N = 1–2. The complexity of selecting an appropriate XC functional has been
further evidenced in a recent work due to Isborn and co-workers [39], recom-
mending a larger fraction of exact exchange when computing β than for computing
excitation energies. Thus, it is not clear whether exchange hybrid functionals could
be further optimized to qualitatively and quantitatively reproduce MP2–or CCSD
(T)–β values of increasingly large push-pull π-conjugated systems or, in other
words, whether non-local exchange is sufficient in the absence of non-local cor-
relation. Indeed, double hybrids, which include a given percentage of MP2 corre-
lation, can provide for medium-size push-pull π-conjugated systems β values of at
least similar quality as the global hybrids. Therefore, combining the same optimally
tuned range-separated strategy for both HF exchange and MP2 correlation might
lead to a functional for accurate prediction of β. Note however that the inclusion of
MP2 correlation should be accompanied with an improvement over MP2 because
the contrary would simply substantiate the use of MP2 to approximate CCSD(T).

Finally, the selection of an appropriate XC functional can also be addressed in
the case of NLO switches (Scheme 6.2), molecules characterized by their ability to
alternate between two or more chemical forms displaying contrasts in one of their
NLO properties (here, the second harmonic intensity) [52]. In this case, besides the
absolute values, their contrast is also of interest. Scheme 6.2 gives the structure of a
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selection of NLO switches that have recently been studied [53–56] as well as the
targeted contrast. The reported calculations were carried out using the 6-311+G(d)
basis set. The same geometries were used for the whole set of β calculations. Some
of these calculations were already reported in Refs. [52, 57]. These correspond to
static βHRS values obtained in gas phase, except for compounds 6 where solvent
(ethanol) effects were accounted for using the IEFPCM scheme. The results are
shown in Fig. 6.6. Again, there are large variations of β amplitudes among the
different methods. Considering that the MP2 method provides reference values to

Scheme 6.2 Second-order NLO switches; 1–3 merocyanine–spiropyran with different combina-
tions of substituents [1: R1=NO2, R2=OMe, R3=Me, X=S, R4=R5=H; 2: R1=NO2, R2=NMe2,
R3=NH2, X=NMe, R4=H, R5=NO2; 3: R1=NO2, R2=NMe2, R3=NH2, X=NMe, R4=H,
R5=NO2] [53]; 4 neutral and protonated forms of a 4,5-dicyanoimidazole derivative [54]; 5
dihydroazulene (DHA)-vinylheptafulvene (VHF) [55]; 6 tautomeric equilibrium of the N-
(2-hydroxynaphtylidene) aniline [56]
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assess the XC functionals, the trend that the BLYP XC functional overestimates the
static βHRS values of compounds 2–6 is confirmed (though for compound 4 the
agreement is better) and is related to the lack of HF exchange. Then, adding a small
percentage of HF exchange (B3LYP and M06) improves the results for compounds
2 and 4, whereas large overestimations are still observed for 3, 5, and 6. Moving
from M06 to M06-2X leads to a further improvement for a third compound (3).
Then, including long-range Hartree–Fock exchange (LC-BLYP and ωB97X) gives
suitable results for compounds 2-6. All methods underestimate βHRS of compound 1
in its merocyanine form, and in all cases, the HF method underestimates βHRS, from
60% (1) to 37% (5).

Turning now to the contrasts, the BLYP, B3LYP, and M06 XC functionals can
strongly underestimate or overestimate the βHRS contrasts. A clear improvement is

Fig. 6.6 Comparisons
between HF, MP2, and DFT
with different XC functionals
to evaluate the static βHRS of
molecular switches.
(top) βHRS of chromophores
1–6 in one of their forms
(merocyanine form for 1–3;
base form for 4, DHA form
for 5, and enol form for 6) and
(bottom) βHRS contrasts. The
“*0.2” and “*0.5” labels on
the x-axis mean that the
corresponding βHRS or βHRS
contrast values have been
multiplied by the
corresponding factor, for a
question of readability
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achieved when using the M06-2X, LC-BLYP, and ωB97x functionals, at least for
compounds 2–4, but a similar performance is achieved at the HF level. None of the
methods is suitable to describe the βHRS contrasts of compounds 5 and 6, high-
lighting the difficulty in selecting a priori an XC functional to assess a broad variety
of chromophores having second-order NLO responses.
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Chapter 7
Embedding Methods in Quantum Chemistry

Albrecht Goez and Johannes Neugebauer

Abstract An overview over different embedding schemes for electronic-structure

calculations is given, with the main focus on methods used for molecular systems.

The in-principle exact subsystem DFT formalism is used as a reference point to

classify the different approaches according to their components of the exact embed-

ding potential. Special attention is paid to recently proposed ideas from the field of

density-based embedding and density matrix reconstruction approaches.

Keywords Embedding methods ⋅ Subsystem methods ⋅ Fragmentation methods

7.1 Introduction

“Embedding” as a general term encompasses all methods where at some point in a

calculation, the effect of an environment on a certain part of the total system is evalu-

ated. The terms “embedding methods” and “fragment-based methods” are therefore

closely related, since a division of the total system is unavoidable in order to formu-

late an embedding theory. A fragment-based method without embedding is theoreti-

cally possible, but would be restricted to the treatment of non-interacting fragments

(note that we regard many-body expansions as a form of effective embedding in

this context). There are two main motivations for embedding methods, which are

(i) reduction of the computational cost and (ii) improved interpretability of the total

system in terms of fragments and their interactions.

The first motivation can be understood by considering the scaling behavior of

typical quantum-chemical methods with the system size. Even Kohn–Sham density

functional theory (DFT) methods, which are among the most cost-effective ab initio

methods, formally scale at least with O(N3). Approaches based on wave function

theory (WFT) often lead to scaling of even higher order, such as Hartree–Fock (HF)

with O(N4), second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) with O(N5),
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or Coupled Cluster with single/double excitations as well as perturbative triple exci-

tations (CCSD(T), often referred to as the “gold standard” of quantum chemistry),

which even has a formal scaling behavior of O(N7). It is clear that the overall compu-

tational cost could be strongly reduced by splitting the total system into small parts

to be evaluated sequentially or in parallel.

The second aspect is especially important from a chemist’s perspective. In many

cases, individual building blocks of a large system (e.g., functional groups, small

molecules, cofactors in a protein) will have similar (though not identical) properties

both in a complex and on their own. In fact, this is the way of thinking chemists

usually apply to most problems. Quantum-chemical models, however, generally treat

the system as a whole without any such classification. It is then much harder or even

impossible to define and evaluate interaction terms between different components of

the system. Fragment-based methods often have a decisive advantage in this respect.

This is also the reason why it can be worthwhile to apply an approach which is more
expensive than a supermolecular calculation in some cases.

The present chapter attempts to give an overview over the current state of embed-

ding methods in quantum chemistry. However, the sheer number of individual

approaches has become so vast that no single article can cover everything. Therefore,

this review focuses especially on actively developed methods from the field of mole-

cular quantum chemistry, whereas other approaches—though they might be histori-

cally significant—are omitted or treated in less detail. For a much broader overview,

the reader is referred to a collection of reviews published in the recent Chemical

Reviews issue “Calculations on Large Systems” [1], in particular Refs. [2–7], and to

further reviews on density-based embedding formalisms [8–11].

This chapter is structured as follows. In Sect. 7.2, some preliminary concepts will

be introduced, which are important for several of the methods described later. In

addition, our classification of the presented methods will be detailed. In order to be

able to relate the wealth of existing approaches, the in-principle exact subsystem

DFT formalism will be treated in Sect. 7.3. The embedding potential arising from

this theory has many interesting features, which can be used to compare the different

approaches with respect to the incorporated interactions. The body of this chapter

consists of Sects. 7.4–7.6, where a number of important embedding schemes are

reviewed in three different classes. Finally, a short summary is presented in Sect. 7.7.

7.2 General Embedding Strategies

The interest in theoretical fragmentation or embedding methods has increased greatly

over the past decades. This results in a situation where not only the number of

approaches described in the literature is vast, but even the number of different clas-

sification schemes grows continually. A famous early attempt was made by Li et al.

[12], who distinguished between density-based and energy-based methods. In the

former case, a total density (matrix) of the system is assembled first, from which any

supermolecular properties are obtained in a second step. In contrast, energy-based
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methods directly evaluate the total energy of the system from fragment contribu-

tions in a linear fashion. Molecular properties can then be determined by taking

derivatives of the energy with respect to appropriate quantities. This classification

was generalized by Gordon et al. in the framework of a comprehensive review [13].

Here, the energy-based group is renamed “one-step” group and extends the definition

to quantities other than the energy, which can be determined directly from individ-

ual fragment contributions. For instance, the extension of the Molecular Fractiona-

tion with Conjugate Caps (MFCC) method (see Sect. 7.5.1) to dipole moments and

the electrostatic potential [14] now falls into this category, since the total property

is constructed in a strictly additive fashion from the fragment contributions. The

other class of methods is accordingly termed “two-step” methods and contains all

approaches where a supermolecular quantity (usually the density or density matrix)

is constructed from fragment contributions and used to nonlinearly determine prop-

erties in a second step.

A different approach to classifying fragment-based methods focuses on the geo-

metric nature of the employed fragments. Suárez et al. [15] presented an intuitive

distinction between different energy-based methods, depending on whether overlap-

ping or disjoint fragments are constructed. Mayhall and Raghavachari [16] applied

the terms “top-down methods” for the former and “bottom-up methods” for the latter.

To avoid double counting in top-down methods, derivative subsystems correspond-

ing to the overlapping sections are formed according to the inclusion–exclusion prin-
ciple (IEP) of set theory, which can be symbolically cast as

|A1 ∪ A2 ∪⋯ ∪ ANF | =
NF
∑

K
AK −

NF
∑

K<L
|AK ∩ AL| +

NF
∑

K<L<M
|AK ∩ AL ∩ AM| +⋯

+ (−1)NF−1|AK ∩⋯ ∩ ANF | ,

(7.1)

where AK is one of NF
fragments, AK ∪ AL represents the union of fragments AK and

AL, and AK ∩ AL is their intersection. Thus, overlaps of even order are subtracted,

whereas overlaps of odd order enter with a positive sign. Properties of the total sys-

tem (especially the energy) can be approximated by combining the fragment contri-

butions in the same way.

In contrast, a straightforward many-body expansion (MBE) is applied in bottom-

up methods, where no overlap exists between the individual fragments. The energy

can be determined as

EMBE =
NF
∑

K
EK +

NF
∑

K<L
𝛥EKL +

NF
∑

K<L<M
𝛥EKLM +⋯ (7.2)

with

𝛥EKL = EKL − (EK + EL) (7.3)

𝛥EKLM = EKLM − (𝛥EKL + 𝛥EKM + 𝛥ELM) − (EK + EL + EM) . (7.4)
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Here,EK is the energy of subsystemK,EKL is the energy of a dimer formed fromK
and L, and so on. While the accuracy of an MBE method is determined primarily by

the order to which the expansion is carried out, the most important factor influencing

the results of IEP-based approaches is the size and type of the fragments [16].

If fragments are connected by covalent bonds, many approaches apply capping

groups to saturate free valences (“dangling bonds”) left over after the original divi-

sion of the system. It should be noted that the definition of “overlap” between frag-

ments can be ambiguous in this situation. Many authors apply it based only on the

original fragmentation; i.e., before capping groups are applied. This means that even

though the fragments that are subjected to calculations might actually possess some

spatial overlap, this is only counted if it consists of atoms originally present in the

supermolecule. This is the reason why for instance the MFCC method is regarded

as based on overlapping fragments (capping groups consist of the adjacent amino

acids, saturated with additional hydrogen atoms), whereas the Kernel Energy Method

(KEM, see Sect. 7.5.4) employs disjoint fragments (capped only with hydrogen

atoms). The boundary between the two classes is blurred further if intermediate

capping groups are applied (such as small amino acid termini in some variants of

MFCC). The Fragment Molecular Orbital (FMO) method (see Sect. 7.5.2) is one of

the few examples which can be clearly classified as employing disjoint fragments,

since no capping atoms are used.

Two further classification schemes were presented by Richard and Herbert [17]

and Akimov and Prezhdo [2], who both chose not to establish definitive categories,

but rather define a number of attributes to determine for any given method. In this

contribution, we thus divide the method space into three empirical categories: (i)

QM/MM and related multilevel approaches, (ii) schemes based on an MBE, and (iii)

quantum-chemical Divide-and-Conquer (DC) methods. The first class comprises

methods where a certain part of the total system is treated with a more approxi-

mate description, often based on physical considerations. The second class contains

all many-body expansion methods, regardless of the exact description of the inter-

actions (e.g., supplemented by long-range Coulomb interactions or not). Methods of

the third class are based on the general DC idea and often can be shown to be in prin-

ciple exact. As for all classifications, there will be methods that defy categorization

under the present scheme. An example is the extension of density-based embed-

ding to the embedding of a WFT description in a DFT environment, which could

be attributed to categories (i) or (iii). The fact that we file it into the latter merely

reflects the development history. Likewise, Frozen Density Embedding (FDE) itself

can be classified either as a QM/QM scheme, where the interaction term is evaluated

with orbital-free DFT,
1

or as a DC method where the total orbital space is divided

among the subsystems.

1
This holds especially if the environmental density is obtained from model considerations instead

of separate fragment calculations.
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7.3 Exact Embedding Potential

In this section, the in-principle exact subsystem DFT framework [18–20] will be

described. The embedding potential that arises from such a treatment has many inter-

esting features that can be used to classify other embedding frameworks. The present

approach is somewhat similar to the one taken by Gomes and Jacob in their review

on excited-state embedding methods [9].

The central idea of subsystem DFT is to partition the electron density of the total

system, 𝜌
tot

, into several additive fragment contributions 𝜌K ,

𝜌
tot (r⃗ ) =

NF
∑

K
𝜌K(r⃗ ) . (7.5)

Here, NF
is the total number of fragments, and r⃗ denotes a spatial coordinate. Note

that in contrast to the Divide-and-Conquer approach (see Sect. 7.6.1), a fixed number

of electrons are contained in each subsystem. All fragment densities can be expressed

in terms of the Kohn–Sham (KS) formalism as a sum of subsystem orbital contribu-

tions,

𝜌K(r⃗ ) =
Norb
K∑

i

|
|𝜓K,i(r⃗ )||

2
, (7.6)

where Norb
K is the number of orbitals {𝜓K,i} centered on subsystem K. In accordance

with the regular KS formalism, the energy of an individual, non-interacting subsys-

tem is simply given by

Eiso
K [𝜌K] = Ts[{𝜓K,i}] + ∫ vextK (r⃗ )𝜌K(r⃗ )dr⃗ +∬

𝜌K(r⃗ )𝜌K(r⃗ ′)
|r⃗ − r⃗ ′|

dr⃗dr⃗ ′ + Exc[𝜌K]

(7.7)

with Ts
being the kinetic energy of the electrons in the fictitious reference system

and

vextK (r⃗ ) = −
Nnuc
K∑

I

ZI
|r⃗ − R⃗I|

(7.8)

representing the external potential due to the Nnuc
K nuclei with charge ZI and posi-

tion R⃗I in the current fragment. The second term in Eq. (7.7) thus describes the

electrostatic electron–nuclei interaction, while the third and fourth terms contain

the Coulomb and exchange–correlation (XC) interactions, respectively, between the

electrons within the isolated subsystem. For non-interacting subsystems, the total

energy would simply be the sum of all the isolated contributions,
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Etot,non−int [𝜌tot ] =
NF
∑

K
Eiso
K [𝜌K] , (7.9)

but an exact expression for the real (interacting) case can be obtained in the form

EsDFT[𝜌tot ] =
NF
∑

K

[

Eiso
K [𝜌K] +

Eemb,elstat
K

⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

NF
∑

L≠K

(

∫ vextL (r⃗ )𝜌K(r⃗ )dr⃗ +
1
2 ∬

𝜌L(r⃗ )𝜌K(r⃗ ′)
|r⃗ − r⃗ ′|

dr⃗dr⃗ ′
)]

+ Exc[𝜌tot ] −
NF
∑

K
Exc[𝜌K] + Ts[𝜌tot ] −

NF
∑

K
Ts[𝜌K]

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

Eemb,nad
K

.

(7.10)

Although this expression seems complicated, it boils down to a sum of the electro-

static interaction energies between all possible combinations of fragments, Eemb,elstat
K ,

as well as the consideration of kinetic and XC effects through Eemb,nad
K . The contri-

butions inherent to each fragment are already contained in Eiso
K . The second line of

Eq. (7.10) has a more complicated form, since the described effects are of nonad-

ditive nature. Thus, a formally exact nonadditive term is introduced in the form of

Eemb,nad
K .

While the above expression gives the energy of fixed interacting subsystem den-

sities, the energy (and total density) of the ground state can be determined by min-

imizing this energy with respect to the KS orbitals of the individual subsystems.

This leads to one set of Kohn–Sham Equations with Constrained Electron Density
(KSCED) [21] per fragment, which can be cast in the form

[

−∇⃗ 2

2
+ veffK [𝜌K](r⃗ ) + vemb

K [𝜌K , 𝜌tot ](r⃗ )
]

𝜓
KSCED
K,i (r⃗ ) = 𝜀K,i𝜓

KSCED
K,i (r⃗ ) , (7.11)

yielding optimal fragment KS orbitals 𝜓
KSCED
K,i and orbital energies 𝜀K,i. Here, ∇⃗ is

the Nabla operator and veffK is the effective potential of the isolated fragment, which

depends on the fragment density 𝜌K and has the same form as in a usual KS-DFT

calculation. In addition, however, the embedding potential vemb
K is contained in the

Hamiltonian and incorporates the effect which the other fragments exert on K. This

embedding potential has the form

vemb
K [𝜌K , 𝜌tot ](r⃗ ) =

( NF
∑

L,L≠K
vextL (r⃗ )

)

+ vCoul[𝜌tot − 𝜌K](r⃗ )

+ vkin,nad[𝜌K , 𝜌tot ](r⃗ ) + vxc,nad[𝜌K , 𝜌tot ](r⃗ ) .

(7.12)
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The embedding potential can be related to certain physical effects by turning to

intermolecular perturbation theory (see Ref. [22] for an instructive review). The first

term in Eq. (7.12) represents a sum of the individual nuclear potentials of all frag-

ments except K. The second term contains an analogous electronic potential. Physi-

cally speaking, these two contributions can be clearly identified with the first-order

electrostatic interaction, i.e., the electrostatic potential (ESP) of the environmental

subsystems acting on the active fragment. The second line of Eq. (7.12) again con-

tains nonadditive contributions which can be expressed as

vkin,nad[𝜌K , 𝜌tot ](r⃗ ) =
𝛿Ts[𝜌]
𝛿𝜌(r⃗ )

|
|
|
|𝜌=𝜌tot

− 𝛿Ts[𝜌]
𝛿𝜌(r⃗ )

|
|
|
|𝜌=𝜌K

(7.13)

and

vxc,nad[𝜌K , 𝜌tot ](r⃗ ) =
𝛿Exc[𝜌]
𝛿𝜌(r⃗ )

|
|
|
|𝜌=𝜌tot

− 𝛿Exc[𝜌]
𝛿𝜌(r⃗ )

|
|
|
|𝜌=𝜌K

. (7.14)

The nonadditive XC component of the embedding potential is responsible for

short-range exchange–correlation effects and can thus be related to higher-order

intermolecular interactions such as dispersion. Finally, the nonadditive kinetic poten-

tial takes care of non-orthogonality effects between the different fragments and thus

incorporates the Pauli repulsion. It should be stressed that the mathematical form

of the embedding potential is exact and will lead to the supermolecular KS solu-

tion for the limiting case of exact nonadditive functionals. Furthermore, if an exact

expression for Exc
were known, the physically exact solution would be reached.

The total embedding potential of course depends on the densities of all subsys-

tems. Therefore, the KSCEDs have to be either solved simultaneously or in an itera-

tive fashion [20] (see Sect. 7.6.3) to guarantee that the mutual interactions between

all fragments are treated consistently. Physically speaking, this corresponds to an

incorporation of inductive effects.

Partition DFT (PDFT) [23, 24] can be considered an alternative formulation to

subsystem DFT, which is also in principle exact. The real system of interacting frag-

ments is formally replaced by a system of non-interacting fragments, which are cou-

pled by a common “partition potential” that acts as a constraint to ensure normal-

ization to the total number of electrons in the system. In contrast to subsystem DFT,

the number of electrons per subsystem is not fixed, but used as a variational parame-

ter to minimize the total energy. In close relation to PDFT, Huang et al. introduced

an embedding theory [25] where active fragment and environment are required to

share a common embedding potential, thus avoiding the general non-uniqueness of

the density partitioning (see Ref. [10] for details on this problem).
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7.4 QM/MM and Related Approaches

In this section, a variety of multilevel approaches will be presented, where a certain

part of the total system is described with a more accurate method than its surround-

ings. In particular, Continuum Solvent Models (CSMs), QM/MM approaches, and

methods based on effective potentials will be discussed.

7.4.1 Continuum Solvent Models

One of the oldest strategies to embed a system of interest in an environment is rep-

resented by implicit models. The general idea of these approaches is to represent

the surroundings (usually a solvent) by a uniform description, often in the form of

a featureless continuum. Naturally, any atomistic details about the environment are

forfeited in such a representation. Specific interactions such as hydrogen bonds, 𝜋-

stacking, or salt bridges should therefore be treated by including the participating

molecules in the active system.

By far the most common class of implicit solvent models is of the Apparent Sur-
face Charge (ASC) type. In this family of methods, a cavity is created around the sys-

tem of interest (solute), which is then discretized and furnished with point charges

located on the individual segments. The electrostatic potential due to the solvent

continuum is then simply given by

𝜙
ASC(r⃗ ) =

∑

𝜇

q
𝜇

|r⃗ − s⃗
𝜇
|
, (7.15)

where q
𝜇

and s⃗
𝜇

are the magnitude and position, respectively, of point charge 𝜇.

The differences between the various ASC methods lie in the way how these ASC

magnitudes are determined (see below).

A crucial feature of all ASC methods is the construction of the cavity. The major-

ity of algorithms is based on either the solvent-accessible surface (SAS) or the

solvent-excluded surface (SES), which were pioneered by Connolly [26, 27]. In both

cases, a preliminary surface is created by interlocking atom-centered spheres accord-

ing to the individual van der Waals radii. The actual cavity is then generated by

rolling a “solvent ball” of certain radius over this object and tracing either its surface

(SES) or its center (SAS).

The ASC approach itself can only represent the electrostatic component of the

embedding potential. However, several methods have been combined with empirical

treatments to account for dispersion, and a cavitation term is also frequently included

to obtain realistic free energies (see, e.g., Ref. [28]).

The polarizable continuum model (PCM) is the oldest ASC method. Its original

formulation (nowadays known as D-PCM [29]) has long been superseded by the

more recent integral equation formalism (IEF) [30]. In the latter, the electrostatic
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problem is reformulated in terms of Green’s functions, which allows to derive an

expression for the ASC without resorting to an evaluation of the normal component

of the field on the cavity surface. The solution requires only the knowledge of the

molecular ESP, which considerably simplifies the procedure (for details, the reader is

referred to the original publication [30]). Besides making the evaluation cheaper, the

IEF reformulation contains an inherent correction to the problem of outlying charge,

i.e., the fact that part of the solute electron density will always be located outside of

the cavity.

An additional variant is the so-called C-PCM method [31], which borrows the

assumption of a perfectly conducting dielectric from the COSMO approach (see

below). Apart from the choice of the exact screening factor, the two methods can be

considered equivalent. It should be noted that the IEF-PCM contains both D-PCM

and C-PCM as special cases. A recent review focusing specifically on the PCM fam-

ily of methods is available [32].

In 1993, Klamt and Schüürmann presented the Conductor-Like Screening Model

(COSMO) as an alternative ASC method [33]. The crucial difference between the

original PCM and COSMO is the assumption that the solvent can be represented

as a perfect conductor (infinite permittivity). This leads to a much simpler bound-

ary condition which requires the total potential to vanish at the cavity surface. The

corresponding surface charge distribution can be determined for a given molecular

potential (due to the nuclei and electrons inside the cavity) from the equation

𝐀q⃗ = −(𝐁Z⃗ + C⃗ ) , (7.16)

where

A
𝜇𝜈

=
⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

|r⃗
𝜇
− r⃗

𝜈
|−1 for 𝜇 ≠ 𝜈

1.07
√

4𝜋
F
𝜇

for 𝜇 = 𝜈
(7.17)

BA𝜇 = |r⃗
𝜇
− R⃗A|

−1
(7.18)

C
𝜇
= ∫V

V
𝜇
(r⃗ )𝜌(r⃗ )dr⃗ . (7.19)

Here, q⃗ is the vector of surface charge magnitudes, while Z⃗ contains the nuclear

charges. The matrices 𝐀 and 𝐁 hold inverse charge–charge and charge–nuclei dis-

tances, respectively. For the special case of the diagonal elements of 𝐀, a “self-

interaction” within the surface segment with area F
𝜇

is described, which has been

derived in the original article [33]. Finally, the vector C⃗ represents the interaction

between the electron density of the system and each surface charge. Equation (7.16)

can be solved directly by matrix inversion, but is more commonly subjected to an iter-

ative procedure. To correct for the assumption of a perfect conductor, the obtained

charges are scaled with a permittivity-dependent function which has the form
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f (𝜀) = 𝜀 − 1
𝜀 + g

, (7.20)

where 𝜀 is the (real) permittivity and a value of 0.5 has been suggested for the factor

g by the original authors, while others set it to zero in accordance with Gauss’ law

[34].

The COSMO approach was soon combined with a statistical thermodynamics

treatment to yield the Conductor-Like Screening Model for Real Solvents (COSMO-

RS) [35], which determines solution properties on a more physical basis by evaluat-

ing the chemical potential of each species in terms of interacting surface segments.

By first carrying out a regular COSMO calculation for all participating components

(solute and solvent alike), a consistent description is achieved. Both COSMO and

COSMO-RS are discussed and compared in a recent review [36]. An algorithm simi-

lar to COSMO-RS was presented by Lin and Sandler and termed COSMO-SAC [37].

An extension of the COSMO scheme to electronically excited states was presented

by Klamt a few years after the original publication of the method [38]. A recent

modification of COSMO-RS allows the calculation of response properties also in

the framework of this more sophisticated approach [39]. In addition, the problem

of missing correlation between different surface segments was first addressed by

the COSMO-RS-DARE approach [40], which was specifically intended for dimer-

ization reactions, and later refined to yield the COSMO-RSC method [41]. One

notable recent advancement was the development of the domain decomposition

COSMO (ddCOSMO) algorithm [42–44], which represents an intrinsically linear-

scaling COSMO variant based on a Schwarz decomposition. Significant speedups at

almost no loss of accuracy have been reported in combination with different semi-

empirical and quantum-chemical methods [45]. In addition, a variant of the COSMO

scheme specifically adapted to subsystem electronic-structure approaches has been

published under the name “Local COSMO” (LoCOSMO) [46].

The Surface Volume and Polarization for Electrostatics (SVPE) method [47] was

specifically designed to remedy the problem of outlying charge. As such, it requires a

treatment not only of the cavity surface (surface polarization), but also of the adjacent

continuum (volume polarization). In order to avoid the costly integration procedures

resulting from this process, the related Surface and Simulation of Volume Polariza-

tion for Electrostatics (SS(V)PE) approach [48, 49] was developed. Here, an addi-

tional surface charge density distribution is introduced to account for the required

boundary conditions. It has later been shown that the SS(V)PE method is equivalent

to the isotropic formulation of IEF-PCM [50].

One of the best-known non-ASC continuum models is the SMx family of

approaches by Cramer and Truhlar [51–53], where x denotes the version (currently

12). These methods are based on a Generalized Born (GB) treatment; i.e., instead

of solving a non-homogeneous Poisson equation, the solute is modeled as a collec-

tion of monopoles residing on the atomic positions, which are assigned certain radii.

The atomic charges are usually obtained from a suitable population analysis scheme,

although a density-based scheme called SMD has been introduced recently [54]. The

crucial part of setting up a GB model is the determination of suitable Coulomb radii
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for the individual solute monopoles. Since the original publication [51], a plethora

of parameterizations and methodological extensions have been presented, which cul-

minated in the two most recent formulations SM8 [55] and SM12 [53].

7.4.2 QM/MM Approaches

The idea of combining an active region of a system described by quantum-chemical

methods with an environmental representation in terms of a force field dates back

to the seminal papers by Warshel, Karplus, and Levitt [56, 57] and was eventually

awarded the 2013 Nobel Prize in chemistry. Since the original formulation, an over-

whelming plethora of different extensions, variants, and improvements have been

developed in groups all over the world. A systematic review of the QM/MM method

is clearly out of the scope of this work, which is why only the very basics and a small

selection of relatively recent developments will be detailed. The reader is referred to

several excellent reviews for more details on this topic [7, 58–60].

A central distinction between different QM/MM methods can be made in terms

of whether they utilize a subtractive or an additive scheme. For the former, the total

energy is expressed as

EQM∕MM = EQM(core) + EMM(core + env) − EMM(core) , (7.21)

where “core” and “env” represent the region of interest and the environment, respec-

tively, whileEQM
andEMM

denote the energy obtained with a QM or MM description

in the respective region. In order to carry out a subtractive calculation, the energy

of the core region thus has to be determined with both methods, in addition to an

MM energy evaluation for the whole system. A clear benefit of this approach is the

avoidance of a complicated coupling term between QM and MM regions. However,

it relies on the assumption that the energy change of the core upon embedding in

the environment is transferable between the different descriptions. Furthermore, the

subtractive approach requires MM parameters for the core region, which can be prob-

lematic if nonstandard moieties are to be modeled. A prime example of this class of

methods is the IMOMM scheme [61] and its better known successor, the ONIOM

approach [62, 63], which will be discussed below.

In additive QM/MM schemes, the total energy is instead simply expressed as

EQM∕MM = EQM(core) + EMM(env) + EQM−MM
, (7.22)

where the energies in the core and environmental regions are evaluated exclusively

by either a QM or an MM description, with the additional coupling term EQM−MM

describing the interactions between them. While the bonded terms across the bound-

ary and the non-electrostatic contribution to the non-bonded energy are almost

always described by force field terms [58], the electrostatic coupling is usually eval-

uated following one of three different schemes [64]:
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1. Mechanical embedding. In this case, a classical representation of the core charge

distribution is created and coupled electrostatically to the environmental force

field charges. Only an improved total energy is obtained, while the core den-

sity/wave function stays the same.

2. Electrostatic embedding. Here, the environmental charge distribution is incorpo-

rated as an embedding potential in the QM Hamiltonian, thus directly altering the

core density/wave function.

3. Polarizable embedding. Through the use of a polarizable description of the envi-

ronment, a mutual polarization between QM and MM regions is modeled. While

this approach best represents the underlying physics, the evaluation of environ-

mental polarization can of course make it more costly than the other embedding

schemes.

A major hurdle in all additive approaches is the modeling of a smooth boundary

between the different regions of the system. This is especially problematic if cuts

occur through covalent bonds, as is often the case in biological molecules. Many

different solutions have been proposed, a comprehensive review of which can be

found in Ref. [58].

The Integrated Molecular Orbital and Molecular Mechanics (IMOMM) method

[61] is a prototypical example of a subtractive QM/MM scheme. The total energy

is calculated based on Eq. (7.21), such that the energy of the QM core (“model sys-

tem”) has to be determined both with a QM method of choice and with MM. In addi-

tion, the total system (“real system”) has to be subjected to an MM calculation. The

subtraction of the MM energy of the model system eliminates any double counting.

However, the latter requires the existence of force field parameters for the compounds

in this region. While the bonded parameters play only a minor role (since they are

mostly canceled by the subtraction), it is important to employ a good parametrization

for long-range interactions [65].

A logical extension was soon presented in the form of the Integrated Molec-

ular Orbital and Molecular Orbital (IMOMO) method [66], where two different

QM methods are combined, with the less expensive method taking the role of the

MM in IMOMM. Finally, a generalization of both schemes was reported under the

name “Our Own n-Layered Integrated Molecular Orbital and Molecular Mechanics”

(ONIOM) [62, 63]. Here, a general formulation for a system divided into n layers

was given, each of which are overlapping and described by different theoretical meth-

ods. The general notation of all derived methods is ONIOMn(M1:M2:. . . :Mn), where

M1. . .Mn denote the methods used for the different layers. For the most typical case

of three layers (i.e., a partitioning of the system into model, intermediate, and real

system), the energy expression

EONIOM3 =Ehigh(model) + Emedium(intermediate) − Emedium(model)
+ Elow(real) − Elow(intermediate)

(7.23)

is obtained, such that again no contribution is overcounted.
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In the original formulation, the interaction between the two parts of the system

was described purely in terms of an MM approach, corresponding to mechanical

embedding. The partial charges for the model system have to be either taken from a

force field (if available) or computed on the fly from the QM results [67]. By includ-

ing environmental MM point charges in all calculations for the model system, a situ-

ation corresponding to electrostatic embedding can be brought about [65]. Recently,

a further extension to ONIOM calculations with polarizable embedding has also

been reported [68]. If all layers are described with various QM methods, a total den-

sity can be obtained from ONIOM calculations in the same spirit as the total energy

[69], although it should be noted that patches of negative density can occur due to

the subtraction.

If covalent bonds run through layer boundaries, this can be taken care of by

including link atoms, similar to additive QM/MM calculations [69]. Expressions for

the ONIOM gradient and other derivatives with and without link atoms have been

derived [69]. Furthermore, the ONIOM scheme was combined with the implicit sol-

vent model PCM [70] as well as with an adaptive atomistic description of a sol-

vent shell [71]. In addition, there are ONIOM approaches with other fragmenta-

tion schemes applied to parts of the system, leading to methods such as the Multi-

centered QM:QM approach [72] and Generalized ONIOM [73]. A comprehensive

review concerning the history, current developments, and applications of different

ONIOM methods can be found in Ref. [5].

The Quantum-regions Interconnected by Local Descriptions (QUILD) method

[74] was developed by Swart and Bickelhaupt as a generalized framework for mul-

tilevel QM/QM or QM/MM calculations. Although somewhat similar to ONIOM,

the different regions can be defined in any desired way, including several overlap-

ping parts. In this way, different interactions can be treated by different methods. For

instance, a calculation for a short DNA strand was reported in the original article,

where the 𝜋-stacking interactions are calculated with a different density functional

than the intramolecular interactions and hydrogen bonding effects.

As mentioned above, the full mutual polarization between QM and MM regions

can be described by using a polarizable force field for the classical part (polarizable

embedding, according to Bakowies and Thiel [64]). Interestingly, this approach was

already suggested by Warshel and Levitt in one of the first QM/MM articles in the

literature [57] and further developed by Luzhkov and Warshel [75, 76]. Thompson

and Schenter later presented a more consistent formulation, where the MM region is

polarized by the proper QM density instead of derived classical point charges [77,

78]. This framework has since then been referred to as QM/MMpol. The approach

was rederived by Curutchet et al. and applied to the description of excitation energy

transfer [79]. Furthermore, it was combined with the PCM approach [80], and gra-

dients have been derived for both ground [68, 78] and excited states [81].
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7.4.3 Effective Fragment Potential

The effective fragment potential (EFP) method [82–84] is an approach where cer-

tain molecules (e.g., of a solvent) are represented by embedding potentials which

are approximated on the basis of distinct physical effects. Moreover, it is a focused

approach in QM/MM style, where a central molecule of interest treated with a

quantum-chemical method is embedded in an approximate description of the envi-

ronment.
2

Since the environmental representation is fully polarizable, EFP is often

referred to as a QM-derived polarizable force field.

The original model (nowadays referred to as EFP1) [82, 83] was designed specifi-

cally for embedding a system of interest in water. Each solvent molecule (“fragment”)

is represented by an effective potential, which is derived from ab initio calculations.

It is important to note that EFP is a rigid-body method, which means that the frag-

ment potentials for different solvent molecules are usually chosen to be identical

(except for their positions in space).

In EFP1, the total energy of the supersystem is obtained in the form

EEFP1 =
⟨

𝛹
|
|
|
ĤQM + V̂Coul + V̂ ind + V̂ rep||

|
𝛹

⟩

+ ECoul + Eind + Erep
, (7.24)

where 𝛹 is the wave function of the central molecule and ĤQM
represents its unper-

turbed Hamiltonian, which is modified by three different potentials stemming from

the environment. V̂Coul
describes the static Coulomb embedding due to the fragment

potentials, whereas V̂ ind
and V̂ rep

model induction and exchange repulsion effects,

respectively. In terms of intermolecular perturbation theory, these are second-order

effects. The additional terms ECoul
, Eind

, and Erep
represent the respective interac-

tions among the environmental fragments.

The Coulomb contribution is evaluated by placing multipoles (up to octupoles) on

specific points within the solvent molecules. While all multipoles directly affect the

molecular wave function (through V̂Coul
), the evaluation of ECoul

neglects octupole

couplings except for monopole–octupole terms (all lower-order terms are coupled to

each other). Since the multipole expansion is only valid for large fragment distances

[85], damping terms are added to account for short-range charge penetration.

In order to model mutual polarization, the solvent fragments are furnished with

anisotropic polarizability tensors at certain locations, which create induced di-

poles. These interact with the mentioned (static) multipole moments and with other

induced dipoles (Eind
), as well as with the quantum region (V̂ ind

). The polar-

ization contribution is evaluated self-consistently by first iteratively converging the

environmental induced dipoles for a frozen density of the QM system, whereafter

the wave function or density of the latter is updated and the cycle is repeated until no

significant changes occur anymore. The EFP1 exchange repulsion term is described

by a highly parametrized form obtained through fitting of several dimer geometries

2
It is also possible to describe a system on equal footing by treating all constituents as effective

fragment potentials.
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for the solvent at hand. By placing Gaussians (for solute–solvent interactions) or sin-

gle exponentials (for solvent–solvent interactions) on the fragment atoms and centers

of mass, a convenient description is obtained, albeit at the price of a rather involved

fitting process, which can be considered one of the major drawbacks of the EFP1

method.

In 2001, Gordon and co-workers presented the EFP2 method [84], which

addresses several problems of the original formulation. Most importantly, the repul-

sion term is split into exchange and charge transfer, and a dispersion term is newly

introduced. All terms are evaluated on the basis of the actual structure at hand instead

of a cumbersome parametrization process. The Coulomb and induction terms are

determined similarly to EFP1, although much attention was paid to the construction

of improved damping functions [85–87]. The exchange repulsion term is now evalu-

ated on the fly, based on overlap and kinetic energy integrals of Localized Molecular

Orbitals (LMOs) centered on the individual fragments (the LMOs and correspond-

ing Fock matrices are determined in a preparation run before the actual calcula-

tion). Dispersion is included by modeling the interaction between induced dipoles

in a typical R−6
form. The dispersion coefficients are also determined on the fly by

numerical integration over a certain set of distributed polarizability points [88]. The

dispersion term is corrected for charge penetration as well. Finally, charge transfer is

treated in a pairwise additive fashion on the basis of interactions between occupied

valence orbitals and unoccupied orbitals on different fragments [89, 90], which are

also determined before the actual run.

This leads to the favorable situation that no involved parametrization process is

required to apply the EFP2 method for a specific solvent. Although several quantities

are indeed computed beforehand, this is done solely on the basis of a single isolated

molecule of the requested solvent. Furthermore, this process has been automatized

in the MAKEFP routine implemented in GAMESS [91, 92]. Analytical gradients for

both EFP1 [83, 84] and EFP2 [93, 94] are available, and several studies on EFP MD

simulations have been published [95, 96]. EFP1 has been coupled to numerous QM

methods (for a summary, see Ref. [13]), whereas a general interface for EFP2 is still

under active development [97–99]. An extension to fragments bound covalently to

the QM region has been reported [100, 101], and the EFP approach has been coupled

to the Fragment Molecular Orbital (FMO) method in the framework of the EFMO

[102] and the subsequent FIEFMO scheme [103].

Using a similar approach as in the EFP model, Olsen et al. developed the Polariz-

able Embedding (PE) method in 2010 [104] (not to be confused with the identically

named QM/MM type from Ref. [64]). PE can be regarded as a special QM/MM

variant, with the particular aim of obtaining various response properties of the QM

system under the self-consistent influence of a structured environment. The energy

of the QM core under the influence of the environment is given as

EPE = EQM + Ees + Eind + ELJ
, (7.25)

where EQM
is the energy of the isolated QM core, Ees

and Eind
give the electrostatic

and induction contributions, respectively, and ELJ
covers all other interactions in the
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form of a classical (density-independent) Lennard-Jones potential. The electrostatic

and induction contributions are evaluated as in the EFP method, by placing multi-

poles (up to octupoles) and anisotropic dipole–dipole polarizability tensors on cer-

tain sites of the environment (usually atomic positions and possibly bond midpoints)

and self-consistently determining the respective contributions in every SCF step. The

multipoles and polarizability tensors are obtained from the LoProp approach [105].

By truncating the multipole expansion at certain orders and applying isotropic or

anisotropic polarizabilities, a systematic variety of QM-based embedding potentials

for use in the response calculations can be constructed. The salient feature of the PE

scheme is the fully self-consistent treatment of many-body environmental response

up to arbitrary order (first- and second-order expressions are given in the original

article [104], and a third-order form was derived later [106]), allowing for the deter-

mination of a wealth of response properties (e.g., vertical excitation energies, static

and dynamic (hyper)polarizabilities, and nuclear shielding constants).

The PE formalism was originally derived for HF and DFT, but has since been

extended to more sophisticated methods such as Coupled Cluster [107, 108], Multi-

Configuration Self-Consistent Field (MCSCF) [109], or Density Matrix Renormal-

ization Group (DMRG) [110] approaches. Gradients have been derived recently

[111], and a short review is available [112]. In the framework of the Polarizable Den-

sity Embedding (PDE) extension [113], the environment is further partitioned into

two regions, with the solvent multipoles replaced by exact densities in the “inner”

environment. However, the induction term is still evaluated in the basis of distrib-

uted polarizability tensors in both environmental regions. In addition, a short-range

non-electrostatic repulsion term is considered in terms of orbital contributions.

7.5 Many-Body and Inclusion–Exclusion-Based Methods

In this section, some approaches based on an MBE will be discussed. A common

feature of all these methods is the fact that the interactions between certain fragment

combinations are described in a fully quantum-mechanical fashion (by carrying out

calculations for fragment oligomers or using overlapping fragments), whereas oth-

ers are neglected or treated in a more approximate manner (in particular long-range

electrostatics).

7.5.1 Molecular Fractionation with Conjugate Caps

The Molecular Fractionation with Conjugate Caps (MFCC) method [114] was one

of the earliest subsystem approaches based on overlapping subsystems. In contrast

to later, more general schemes, the MFCC method was specifically intended for the

description of proteins. In particular, the original scheme only aimed at reproduc-

ing protein–ligand interaction energies, but it was soon realized that an application

to other quantities, such as dipole moments or electrostatic potentials, is also possi-

ble [14].
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The general idea of the MFCC algorithm is to split a protein into its constituent

amino acid residues (or possibly small combinations thereof) by cutting through pep-

tide bonds. The resulting fragments of course feature dangling bonds, which is why

they are patched with certain capping groups. In the original MFCC, these are chosen

to be whole residues adjacent to the current fragment. In order to saturate any remain-

ing dangling bonds (to further residues past the ones used for capping), hydrogen

atoms are attached. It should be noted that the MFCC approach uses rigid structures

for all calculations, such that both cap and non-cap atoms have the same position as

in the original structure (except for the additional hydrogens which are not present

in the actual protein).

Assuming a protein P with the sequence

P = A1 − A2 −⋯ − ANAA , (7.26)

where AK are the NAA
constituent amino acids, typical capped fragments are formed

as CK−1∗ − AK − CK
, where CK∗

and CK
represent capping groups on different ends

of residue AK . The total binding energy VMFCC
to a ligand L can then be calculated

in the MFCC framework by evaluating the expression

VMFCC(P − L) =
NF
∑

K
V(L − CK−1∗ − AK − CK) −

NC
∑

M
V(L − CM∗ − CM) . (7.27)

The first sum runs over all combinations of capped protein subsystems with

the ligand. Clearly, this includes artificial interactions between the ligand and the

attached cap atoms. This is corrected for by the second sum, which contains binding

energies of the ligand with pairs of capping groups, called “concaps” by the authors.

These are small closed-shell species formed by fusing adjacent capping groups.

As mentioned above, quantities other than the binding energy can be obtained in

completely analogous fashion [14]. As an important example, the total density of a

protein can be expressed simply as

𝜌
MFCC(P) =

NF
∑

K
𝜌(L − CK−1∗ − AK − CK) −

NC
∑

M
𝜌(L − CM∗ − CM) , (7.28)

which also allows to obtain total energies by numerical integration [115], although

it must be mentioned that the total kinetic energy of the electrons is approximated by

simply combining the individual fragment contributions in MFCC style. The MFCC

approach was put on a more general basis by Chen et al., who reformulated it in terms

of density matrices [116]. In the regular MFCC spirit, each element of the total den-

sity matrix is constructed as a sum over all corresponding elements obtained for the

fragments, with the cap contributions being subtracted. Naturally, many contribu-

tions vanish since most atoms are present only in a few fragments. Special care has

to be taken with regard to the capping atoms not present in the supermolecule. The
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respective matrix elements can either be neglected (MFCC-SDM) or accounted for

by employing ghost atoms (MFCC-GDM). While the former strategy is cheaper, it

does not conserve the total number of electrons.

Even though not explicitly stated by the authors, the MFCC scheme works based

on the IEP. From an embedding point of view, the choice of the capping groups

as parts of the preceding/succeeding sequence is very important, since it represents

the only influence of neighboring fragments onto each other.
3

This is also why we

classify MFCC as an IEP-based approach, rather than a DC scheme. However, the

fragment overlaps are created solely along the protein sequence. The original scheme

thus lacks a number of effects, most importantly the following:

1. Treatment of disulfide bridges

2. Interactions between residues which are spatially close, but far from each other

in the sequence

3. Long-range Coulomb interactions between remote parts of the protein

4. Mutual polarization among different fragments

All of these were addressed in different ways over the last decade. First of all,

Chen et al. demonstrated that proteins with disulfide bonds can be treated essentially

in the same way as regular ones, although different capping groups should be used

(usually S-CH3, yielding dimethyl disulfide as the concap) [119]. Non-bonded inter-

actions between spatially close residues are incorporated in a straightforward MBE

spirit in the Energy-Corrected MFCC (EC-MFCC) approach [120]. This is achieved

by additionally constructing pairs of such residues (according to a user-specified cut-

off radius) and determining a second-order energy correction according to Eq. (7.3).

In contrast to bonded pairs, both fragments are only capped with hydrogens instead

of the usual larger caps. Since proper quantum-chemical calculations are carried out

for the dimers, all types of interaction are included, albeit only at the two-body level.

No improved density was computed in this way (although theoretically possible), but

EC-MFCC geometry optimizations are still enabled by corresponding energy gradi-

ent expressions. In the so-called MFCC-DM-PIC (Pairwise Interaction Correction)

scheme [121], however, a similar correction is applied to the MFCC-DM formalism,

which allows to obtain an improved density matrix for the total system.

Long-range Coulomb interactions were first treated in the context of the Elec-

trostatic Field-Adapted MFCC (EFA-MFCC) approach by Jiang and co-workers

[122]. In this method, the Coulomb interaction with charged groups in the system is

included by determining the electronic structure of the individual capped fragments

and concaps under the influence of point charges. These are placed on certain charge

centers, such as the nitrogen atom of the ammonium group. However, only actually

cationic or anionic groups are considered, whereas interactions with polar groups are

still treated as in the original MFCC scheme. In the Generalized MFCC (GMFCC)

scheme [123], an approach similar to EC-MFCC is pursued. In particular, quantum-

chemical interaction energies between pairs of spatially close residues are calculated

3
It should be noted that later methods based on the MFCC approach often employ an additional

embedding potential, thus allowing for smaller capping groups (see, e.g., Refs. [117, 118]).
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and added to the total energy. In addition, however, the interaction between distant

pairs is evaluated in MM style by applying Coulomb’s law to suitable partial charges

as well as a Lennard-Jones potential with corresponding parameters from a force

field. Again, only a correction to the total energy is obtained in this way. Some years

later, Wang et al. presented the Electrostatically Embedded GMFCC (EE-GMFCC)

scheme [124], where a direct Coulomb interaction is now included already on the

level of the individual fragment calculations as in the EFA-MFCC scheme, but with

atomistic point charges. In this way, the supermolecular density also includes polar-

ization due to the presence of non-neighboring fragments. In addition, both the reg-

ular MFCC approach and the EE-GMFCC scheme have been combined with the

C-PCM solvent model [125, 126] and the latter has been applied to geometry opti-

mizations and the determination of vibrational frequencies [127] as well as ab initio

MD simulations [128].

Finally, it should be noted that even with full electrostatic embedding, the mutual

polarization among the fragments is not necessarily taken into account. Ji and

co-workers addressed this problem by introducing so-called Polarized Protein-

Specific Charges (PPCs) in EE-GMFCC calculations [129], which are determined

self-consistently. However, only the Coulomb interaction is recovered in this way,

whereas non-classical contributions are missing. An additional problem concerns the

subtraction procedure present in all MFCC variants. When a total density is sought

for, it is well possible that unphysical areas of negative density occur. Both of these

problems are solved in the framework of the 3-FDE approach, which will be dis-

cussed in Sect. 7.6.3.

The Generalized Energy-Based Fragmentation (GEBF) formalism was presented

by Li et al. in 2007 [12] and is closely related to the MFCC approach. Unlike MFCC,

it is not specifically intended for the description of proteins, but of extended systems

in general. In the GEBF scheme, the supersystem is partitioned in a general, albeit

more complicated way. A detailed description (including an instructive example) can

be found in the original article, but the most important points are as follows:

∙ First, the total structure is split into “fragments,” which can be as small as individ-

ual functional groups or as large as small molecules (e.g., amino acid residues).

∙ Subsequently, overlapping “primitive subsystems” are constructed for each frag-

ment by including all nearby fragments which are either covalently bound to the

current fragment or have a hydrogen bond to it (alternatively, a distance criterion

𝜁1 can be used). Any remaining dangling bonds are capped with hydrogen atoms.

∙ Primitive subsystems which are identical to or completely contained in any other

primitive subsystem are eliminated.

∙ Possible overcounting of interactions is avoided by using the IEP to construct

“derivative subsystems” from all parts which are contained in more than one of

the remaining primitive subsystems (i.e., overlap between primitive subsystems).

This process is started from the largest possible fragments and repeated for ever

smaller fragments until overcounting is eliminated.
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The GEBF energy expression has the simple form

E =
NF
∑

K
CKEK , (7.29)

whereEK are the energies of primitive or derivative subsystems andCK are the corre-

sponding summation coefficients. While primitive subsystems have a positive coef-

ficient (usually +1), derivative subsystems enter with a negative coefficient to cancel

the respective overcounting. The magnitude of the negative coefficient depends on

the number of times the current interaction would otherwise be overcounted. Note

that the GEBF fragmentation would reduce to the MFCC one in case of a linear pro-

tein chain, where each primitive subsystem includes a single amino acid capped by

its two neighboring residues (and additional hydrogens).

In addition to the general approach outlined above, two-body interactions between

residues which are further apart than the primary cutoff radius 𝜁1, but less than a

larger radius 𝜁2 are included in the same manner as in the EC-MFCC approach.

Furthermore, a point charge background is used to represent the remainder of the

total system already in each subsystem calculation, just like in the later proposed

EE-GMFCC approach.

Geometry optimizations and the calculation of vibrational frequencies in the

GEBF framework are possible through analytical derivatives [130], and the frag-

mentation procedure has later been improved and completely automatized by Hua

et al. [131, 132]. Use of GEBF as the QM method in a QM/MM scheme has been

reported under the name “Fragmentation QM/MM” [133]. Very recently, an exten-

sion to periodic boundary conditions was reported [134], and a review on the GEBF

method is available [135].

7.5.2 Fragment Molecular Orbital Method

The Fragment Molecular Orbital (FMO) approach was first established by Kitaura

et al. in 1999 [136], based on their earlier Pair Interaction Molecular Orbital (PIMO)

method [137]. It can be regarded as a truncated MBE, where the electrostatic interac-

tions between different fragments are taken into account self-consistently up to the

full nth-order expression, while all other interactions are treated on a much lower

order (usually two- or three-body expansion).

The FMO approach is based on disjoint fragments, without resorting to the use

of capping groups. If covalent bonds have to be split, this is done in a heterolytic

fashion, i.e., assigning both electrons of a bond to one of the fragments. The atom

which obtains the bonding electrons is referred to as bond-attached atom (BAA),

whereas the other binding partner is termed bond-detached atom (BDA). An impor-

tant point concerns the proper division of basis functions among the fragments. To

ensure that the BDA does not generate density contributions in the bonding region,
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the corresponding hybrid orbital is projected out either by a suitable projection oper-

ator [138] or Fock matrix transformation [139]. Conversely, certain orbitals of the

BDA are included in the BAA-containing fragment to describe the detached bond.

The choice of fragmentation is in general left to the user, although reasonable

defaults have been supplied for standard situations, such as the division of proteins

[140, 141]. The workflow of an FMO calculation then proceeds as follows:

1. The electronic structures of all isolated fragments are determined.

2. An ESP contribution due to each of the fragments is extracted from the results.

3. Additional monomer calculations are set up, which include the ESP stemming

from all other fragments in their Hamiltonian. Since every such calculation pro-

duces a new fragment ESP, the monomers are iterated to self-consistency.

4. Pairs of monomers are combined to dimers, which are subjected to similar calcu-

lations. However, the background field is fixed and not updated anymore (single

calculation per dimer)

5. If required, higher-order combinations (trimers, tetramers, etc.) can be con-

structed and treated in the same way as the dimers.

The FMO total energy is then determined based on the calculated energies accord-

ing to Eqs. 7.3 and 7.4 or corresponding higher-order expansions (currently, expan-

sions up to third [142] and fourth orders [143] have been tested). Since the ESP for

the monomer calculations is iterated until convergence, the electrostatic interaction

is treated to the full order, while the non-electrostatic contributions are of course

only contained up to the chosen order. The physical justification for this approach is

the relatively short range of the latter. The incorporation of the Coulomb field into

the QM calculations ensures proper coupling of the different kinds of interactions.

There are many different ways to treat the environmental ESP. Originally, the

exact ESP was used by evaluating two-electron contributions for the electronic part.

Since this was deemed too time-consuming, it was proposed to use either Mulliken

populations or derived partial charges to approximate the ESP [144, 145]. In addi-

tion, different approximations can be used based on the inter-fragment distance,

although this requires a slight reformulation of the energy expression to account for

dimers where the constituents are treated on an unequal footing [144, 146]. For far-

separated monomers, dimer calculations can even be forfeited and replaced solely

by the electrostatic interaction [144]. In principle, an orbital-based exchange term

could be included in the embedding potential for the individual fragments. How-

ever, this is discouraged on the grounds of imbalancing an otherwise favorable error

compensation [147].

In order to obtain a supermolecular density and derived properties, several vari-

ants of the FMO method are available. For instance, in the FMO-MO approach [148],

a supermolecular density is calculated from an MBE and used to construct a total

Fock matrix, from which supermolecular orbitals can be derived. The FMO/F and

FMO/FX variants proposed by Fedorov and Kitaura accomplish this without calcu-

lating the total density, directly from fragment Fock matrices [147].

Following the initial implementation for HF wave functions, many important

classes of QM methods have been interfaced with the FMO scheme, e.g., DFT [149],
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MP2 [150], Coupled Cluster [151], and MCSCF [152]. Recently, a combination

with the semiempirical Density Functional Tight Binding (DFTB) method was also

reported [153, 154]. In addition, a multilayer formalism in QM/QM style was pre-

sented [140], and based on nearly [155] or fully analytical gradients [156], several

applications to geometry optimizations [157] and MD simulations [158, 159] have

been reported. Furthermore, a combination with the PCM approach [160], an exten-

sion to periodic boundary conditions [161], and several excited-state treatments were

published [162, 163]. For more information, the reader is referred to several exhaus-

tive reviews [13, 164, 165] and a book about the method [141].

The FMO scheme has been combined with the EFP approach in two ways. Nagata

et al. employed FMO as the QM method in an EFP1 calculation and gave a detailed

description of the interactions between the two regions [166]. Steinmann et al. pre-

sented the Effective Fragment Molecular Orbital (EFMO) method [102], where the

self-consistency cycle for the molecular ESP is avoided by applying the EFP polariz-

ability model, and long-range electrostatics are described by a multipole expansion,

just like in the EFP scheme. In its successor, the Fully Integrated EFMO (FIEFMO)

method [103], exchange repulsion, dispersion, and charge transfer are also included

in EFP style instead of merely through low-order many-body terms.

There are several methods which are related to the FMO approach. The Fast Elec-

tron Correlation (FEC) method by Hirata et al. employs the same functional prin-

ciple, but approximates the electrostatic interaction solely by dipole–dipole terms

[167] or even by atom-centered point charges [168]. The Electrostatically Embedded

Many-Body (EE-MB) scheme [169] is also very similar to FMO, but uses a constant

charge background (thus avoiding iterative optimization). In the Hybrid Many-Body

Interaction (HMBI) scheme [170], higher-order terms are approximated by a polar-

izable force field with a special focus on applications for periodic systems. In partic-

ular, a non-periodic method for short-range interactions (e.g., within a unit cell) can

be combined with a periodic treatment of all long-range interactions.

7.5.3 Molecular Tailoring Approach

After the initial proposal of the Molecular Tailoring Approach (MTA) in 1994 [171],

development lay silent for almost a decade until a much improved version and an

automatic fragmentation scheme were presented by Babu et al. [172]. Similar to

DC schemes (see Sect. 7.6.1), the total density matrix of the system is constructed

(“tailored”) from fragment contributions in the original approach. For each element

of the total density matrix, one of many overlapping fragments is identified where

the two corresponding atoms (or single atom in case of intraatomic elements) are

embedded in the best representation of their molecular environment (as defined in

the following). In the original implementation [172], this is evaluated by counting

the minimum number of bonds to be traced until the fragment edge is encountered. A

refined version was reported under the name Cardinality-Guided MTA (CG-MTA) in

2006 [173]. The sophisticated automatic fragmentation algorithm will be detailed in
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the following. The central quantity is the “R-goodness” parameter Rg, which is used

on several levels. The atomic R-goodness RK
g (A) of atom A in a certain fragment

K is defined as the maximum radius of a sphere centered on that atom, such that

the sphere only includes other atoms belonging to K. In this way, RK
g (A) describes

“how embedded” an atom is in a given fragment. Each atom will be represented

by the fragment in which it has the largest R-goodness. The general R-goodness of

atom A, Rg(A), is then simply determined as the maximum of all obtained values

for that atom, i.e., the value obtained for the representing fragment. Finally, the total

R-goodness of a given fragmentation scheme, Rg, is defined as the minimum of all

atomic values, giving the minimum radius of the embedding molecular environment

around each atom.

The fragmentation algorithm requires two parameters, a minimum R-goodness

Rmin
g and a maximum fragment size in terms of atoms per fragment. First, certain

moieties which should not be fragmented, such as aromatic rings, are identified. A

large set of overlapping fragments is then created by centering a sphere of radius

Rmin
g on each heavy atom in the system. This ensures that every such atom will have

at least an R-goodness of Rmin
g in its parent fragment. A complicated set of rules is

used to merge adjacent fragments, depending on their overlap. The given maximum

fragment size determines the end of the merging process. Any dangling bonds are

then capped with hydrogen atoms. The electronic structure now has to be determined

for the resulting subsystems as well as for additional fragments created from the over-

lap between the basic subsystems. Instead of constructing the total density matrix as

in the original approach, the energy of the system can be evaluated directly, based

on the IEP (see Eq. (7.1)). Here, all overlaps of even order (e.g., between two or four

fragments) are subtracted, whereas all odd-order terms (e.g., ternary intersections)

are subtracted. One of the major benefits of the refined version is its treatment of

bonded and non-bonded effects on the same footing, since the atom-centered spheres

are bond-independent. The set-theoretical evaluation can be extended to other prop-

erties [174]. It should be noted that without any additional embedding components,

the total interaction is only described through the molecular overlap between the

fragments.

Gradients and other derivatives have been derived for the CG-MTA [173], and

the method has been combined with several quantum-chemical methods [175, 176].

In addition, it was noticed that the MTA error in the correlation energy (as opposed

to the HF energy) is approximately independent of the basis set. Thus, a “grafting

correction” was introduced, where this error is determined with a smaller basis set

and used to correct the MTA correlation energy in a calculation with a large basis

set [177]. This concept was soon extended to the estimation of the total error at the

level of the small basis set [178], and a variant which utilizes different fragment sizes

to completely avoid supermolecular calculations was also reported [179]. Recently,

CCSD(T) was employed in the context of grafting corrections [180].

In regular (CG-)MTA, each fragment is only embedded within directly overlap-

ping fragments. Although the embedding potential has the correct quantum-chemical

form, it usually does not represent the full environment, but merely a comparatively
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small region, which can lead to problems for charged or very polar systems. Ganesh

et al. already suggested to create additional fragments by combining charged moi-

eties and include them in the MTA expansion [173]. In order to account for all long-

range Coulomb effects, the Electrostatically Embedded MTA (EE-MTA) approach

[181] was conceived by the Truhlar group. Here, all quantum-chemical calculations

are performed in an electrostatic field created by point charges representing the rest

of the system (as in FMO or EE-GMFCC), which was found to clearly improve the

description of polar and charged systems. The overcounting of Coulomb interactions

is taken care of by a suitable energy expression. Furthermore, the use of a tuned flu-

orine atom was put forward in this work as an alternative to regular hydrogen caps.

Many details about the MTA, especially concerning the current implementation, can

be found in a recent book chapter [182], and a review is available as well [174].

7.5.4 Kernel Energy Method

The Kernel Energy Method (KEM) was first reported by Huang, Massa, and Karle

in 2005 [183] and specifically aims at the description of biological entities. The total

system is decomposed into fragments (“kernels”), which are capped with hydrogen

atoms and subjected to isolated calculations. Subsequently, pairs of these kernels

are formed and additional calculations are performed. The total energy is simply

obtained as

EKEM =
NF−1∑

K

(NF−m∑

K=1

NF−m∑

L=K+m
EKL

)

− (NF − 2)
NF
∑

K=1
EK , (7.30)

which has been shown to be equivalent to the regular two-body expansion in Eq. (7.3)

[15]. The effect of the cap atoms is expected to cancel due to inclusion in both single

and double kernels. In principle, all double kernels can be included in the calcula-

tion, although this might be very expensive for large systems. In the original publi-

cation, the double kernels were therefore restricted to bonded pairs. In applications

to DNA, the important hydrogen bonds between base pairs were added by including

the corresponding double kernels [184]. Straightforward extension to higher orders

is possible, and tests including up to fourth-order terms have been reported [185]. In

2010, a generalized scheme based on earlier work by Deev and Collins [186, 187]

was introduced, where only those combinations of kernels are taken into account

which are connected in the molecular graph [188].

From an embedding point of view, the interaction between different kernels is

taken into account only at the N-body level (where N is the order of the expan-

sion), and no additional terms are added. The KEM can thus be likened to the

FMO approach without inclusion of the environmental ESP in the quantum-chemical

calculations. To our knowledge, no particular automatic fragmentation algorithm

has been reported for the KEM. However, for the treatment of graphene flakes,
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a “fissioning” process was proposed in order to cut through aromatic bonds [189]. In

this approach, an aromatic bond is cut along the bond instead of across it, yielding

two single bonds which are capped with hydrogen atoms.

The original tests were based on HF/STO-3G results, but the method was soon

shown to be applicable in combination with a variety of methods and basis sets

[190]. Gradients have not yet been derived, although a derivation according to the

MBE should be straightforward. Recently, the KEM was used to determine Atoms-

in-Molecules (AIM) charges for a collection of large molecules [191].

7.5.4.1 Other Methods

Independent of each other, the Generalized Many-Body Expansion (GMBE) by

Richard and Herbert [17] and the Many-Overlapping-Body Expansion (MOBE) by

Mayhall and Raghavachari [16] were put forward in 2012. Both approaches attempt

to unify methods based on the IEP (overlapping fragments) with those based on an

MBE (non-overlapping fragments) in a common framework. The resulting energy

expressions are very similar, although not quite identical. Furthermore, a somewhat

different fragmentation scheme is used, although this is not an essential ingredient

of either method [3]. A detailed comparison of the two schemes was carried out later

by Richard and Herbert [192], who confirmed that the two schemes are not exactly

equivalent, although very similar numerical results are obtained for many cases.

The Systematic Molecular Fragmentation (SMF) algorithm by Deev and Collins

[186] is very similar to the original MFCC approach, where whole neighboring

residues were used as caps. The SMF scheme is also based on creating overlapping

fragments and combining their individual energies or properties according to the

IEP. However, it is formulated in a more general way and employs functional groups

as the smallest non-breakable units (as opposed to amino acid residues). A hierarchy

of fragmentation schemes can be generated by specifying a desired “fragmentation

level,” which corresponds to the number of overlapping groups between adjacent

fragments (and thus to the fragment size). By increasing the fragmentation level,

the supermolecular result is systematically approached. Non-bonded interactions are

treated by including additional two- or three-body correction terms. To avoid exces-

sive calculations for far-separated fragments, long-range electrostatic interactions

have also been modeled by a multipole expansion [187] or effective fragment poten-

tials [193]. The fragmentation scheme has been refined in the Systematic Molecular

Fragmentation by Annihilation (SMFA) approach [194], among other new features

allowing for automatic ring fragmentation. The SMF and SMFA methods have been

reviewed and compared to the Combined Fragmentation Method [195] in a recent

article [196].

After reviewing and comparing several existing fragmentation methods, Suárez

et al. presented the Fragment Energy Method (FEM) in Ref. [15], which can be

regarded as a generalization of the MFCC scheme and a special case of the SMF

approach. The Multilevel Fragment-Based Approach (MFBA) [197] works in a sim-

ilar way, but different theoretical methods are used to determine fragment interac-
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tions based on a distance criterion. Gradients have been derived, and the method

has been deemed especially suitable for fragment-based geometry optimizations.

The same strategy was pursued by Mayhall and Raghavachari with their very gen-

eral Molecules-in-Molecules (MIM) scheme [198]. The original formulation com-

bines a GEBF-like fragmentation scheme with the multilevel treatment of ONIOM

approaches. However, instead of treating a central fragment of interest with a more

sophisticated model than its surroundings, one or more cutoff criteria are intro-

duced to determine interaction terms in different ways. While many existing ideas

were incorporated in the MIM approach, these have been combined to a conglom-

erate of remarkable generality, which can treat a variety of different situations (e.g.,

overlapping/non-overlapping fragments, different fragmentation schemes, one or

several different theoretical treatments) within a common framework. Gradients for

the MIM approach are available [199], and it has recently been applied to the calcu-

lation of vibrational, circular dichroism and Raman spectra [200–202].

7.6 Quantum-Chemical Divide-and-Conquer Methods

In this section, several methods originating from a mathematical decomposition of

the supermolecular solution are presented. All approaches are at least related to the

DC scheme, although the nature of the embedding can be very different. A major

distinction from the methods presented so far is the fact that hardly any embedding

components are included based on empirical considerations (except for those aris-

ing naturally, such as the Coulomb contribution of the subsystem DFT embedding

potential).

7.6.1 Divide and Conquer

The Divide-and-Conquer (DC) method was originally formulated by Yang in terms

of DFT [203]. Very similar to subsystem DFT (see Sect. 7.3), the additivity of the

electron density is exploited to partition the total density into fragment contributions.

To this end, a positive partition function pK(r⃗ ) for each subsystem is introduced

under the requirement that

NF
∑

K
pK(r⃗ ) = 1 ∀ r⃗ , (7.31)

i.e., the values of the individual subsystem partition functions must add up to unity

at each particular point in space. A subsystem density 𝜌
K(r⃗ ) can then be expressed

in terms of the total density 𝜌(r⃗ ) as

𝜌
K(r⃗ ) = pK(r⃗ )𝜌(r⃗ ) (7.32)
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and it thus follows that

𝜌(r⃗ ) =
NF
∑

K
𝜌
K(r⃗ ) . (7.33)

Clearly, the value of the partition functions will be large within and close to their

corresponding subsystem, while it will be small far away from it. An example for

a smooth partition function was given in the original article in terms of spherical

atomic densities [203]. The crucial point of the DC formalism is to express the indi-

vidual subsystem densities through localized subsystem orbitals instead of supersys-

tem functions. This is accomplished by rewriting these densities as

𝜌
K(r⃗ ) = 2pK(r⃗ )

Norb
∑

m
f
𝛽

(
𝜀F − 𝜀

K
m
) |
|
|
𝜓

K
m (r⃗ )

|
|
|

2
, (7.34)

where f
𝛽
(x) = [1 + exp(−𝛽x)]−1 is a smooth distribution function of width 𝛽, 𝜀F is the

Fermi energy, and 𝜓
K
m are local eigenfunctions of a subsystem Hamiltonian obtained

through projection of the total KS Hamiltonian on a basis set unique to subsystem

K (thus, 𝜓
K
m are localized on the latter). The Fermi energy can be obtained from the

normalization condition to the total number of electrons Nel
,

Nel = 2
∑

K

∑

m
f
𝛽

(
𝜀F − 𝜀

K
m
) ⟨

𝜓
K
m
|
|
|
pK(r⃗ )||

|
𝜓

K
m

⟩

. (7.35)

It should be noted that only the total number of electrons is fixed, but not the

subsystem values. The density-based DC strategy can be summarized as follows:

First, a local basis set has to be chosen for each subsystem. For instance, a straight-

forward choice would be the basis functions centered on a certain subset of nuclei.

Furthermore, a form for the partition functions must be selected. Subsequently, the

total Hamiltonian has to be projected on the local basis sets, generating a set of

subsystem eigenfunctions (orbitals) and eigenvalues (orbital energies). The Fermi

energy can then be determined from Eq. (7.35), which allows to determine subsys-

tem densities from Eq. (7.34) and thus a total density. This process must be iterated

to self-consistency (until identical Fermi energies for the individual subsystems are

obtained), since the total Hamiltonian depends on all fragment densities and thus

couples them. For a more detailed derivation, the reader is referred to the original

article [203] as well as an excellent review [2].

In order to avoid the evaluation of three-dimensional integrals over the partition

functions and to generalize the DC approach to wave function methods, Yang and

Lee soon introduced a reformulation where the total density matrix is partitioned

instead of the spatial electron density distribution [204]. The density matrix 𝐃 is

defined as (for simplicity, we consider a single-determinant closed-shell case here)
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Dij = 2
Norb
∑

m
CimCjm , (7.36)

where Cim and Cjm are the coefficients for atomic orbitals i and j in the LCAO expan-

sion for occupied molecular orbital m. The spatial partition functions of the original

scheme are replaced by corresponding partition matrices 𝐏K
with the requirement

that ∑

K
PK
ij = 1 , (7.37)

such that the subsystem contributions for each matrix element of 𝐏 add up to 1. The

original proposal for the form of the partition matrix was simply

PK
ij =

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

1 if i ∈ K and j ∈ K
0.5 if i ∈ K and j ∉ K
0 if i ∉ K and j ∉ K

, (7.38)

which guarantees the above normalization condition. All further expressions corre-

spond directly to the density-based formulation. In particular, the subsystem density

matrix contribution is given as

DK
ij = 2PK

ij

∑

m
f
𝛽

(
𝜀F − 𝜀

K
m
)
CK
imC

K
jm (7.39)

and the total density matrix can be obtained by simply summing over all subsystem

contributions.

As mentioned above, a simple and chemically intuitive choice for the local basis

sets would consist of the functions centered on a certain subset of nuclei. In order

to improve the description, basis functions of adjacent nuclei can be included in the

subsystem description, leading to the concept of “buffer regions” [205]. In its sim-

plest form, all basis functions located within a certain cutoff distance of the current

fragment are added to the subsystem basis. Buffer regions are central to the embed-

ding aspect of DC techniques, since it is through this overlap in terms of basis func-

tions that the individual subsystem Hamiltonians are coupled. The subsystems are

usually defined by “core regions,” which are mutually exclusive, and buffer regions,

which are allowed to overlap with the core and/or buffer regions of adjacent frag-

ments. In particular, the core of one fragment could play the role of buffer region for

another fragment [2]. Several advanced partition matrix prescriptions utilizing mul-

tiple buffer regions have been put forward by Dixon and Merz [206, 207], where the

density matrix elements corresponding to combinations of buffer functions are set

to zero. This allows to improve the SCF results for a fragment, while ensuring that

its density matrix contributions exclusively stem from the primary functions of that

fragment. Lee et al. demonstrated that upon growing the total system but maintain-

ing the size of the subsystems and their buffer regions, linear scaling can be achieved

[208].
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Some related methods, which can be regarded as non-self-consistent DC vari-

ants, were proposed by the Mezey group. In the Molecular Electron Density Lego

Approach (MEDLA) [209], total densities are obtained by simply combining den-

sities from a fragment library in an additive fashion. The fragment densities are

obtained by carrying out calculations for small analogous molecules (e.g., CH4 for

an sp3 carbon) and extracting a partial density by considering only certain density

matrix contributions according to Eq. (7.38). The Adjustable Local Density Assem-

bler Method (ALDA) [210, 211] used the same strategy, but instead of fragment

densities on a grid, only the fragment density matrices are stored and evaluated on

the fly, which also allows for small geometric modifications. Finally, the Adjustable

Density Matrix Assembler (ADMA) approach [210, 211] is used to directly con-

struct a supermolecular density matrix from subsystem matrices, as in other DC

schemes. This approach has also been combined with a classical treatment of long-

range electrostatics [212].

As mentioned above, the density matrix formalism allows to apply the DC strat-

egy to a variety of electronic-structure methods. For instance, a combination with

semiempirical methods was explored [206, 207] and Li et al. carried out first tests

for correlated methods [213]. Subsequently, interfaces to HF/hybrid DFT [214],

MP2 [215, 216], and Coupled Cluster [217, 218] approaches have been reported.

Kobayashi et al. exploited the multilevel nature of the buffer region concept by using

differently sized buffer regions (and thus basis functions) for the HF and correlation

part of post-HF calculations [217, 219]. Song and co-workers separately optimized

the exchange contributions for different fragments based on CCSD(T) calculations in

a DC framework [220]. Guidon et al. introduced the idea of evaluating HF exchange

in a smaller basis through introduction of an auxiliary density matrix, which is then

corrected by a suitable density functional [221]. Recent progress on the DC family

of methods includes the extension to time-dependent calculations [222, 223], a GPU

implementation [224], and several developments with respect to AIMD simulations

[225, 226]. Furthermore, Fornace and co-workers presented the Embedded Mean-

Field Theory (EMFT) approach [227], which is also based on a division of the total

density matrix into blocks, facilitating the representation of different parts of the sys-

tem using different theoretical approaches. Unfortunately, no comprehensive review

on DC methods seems to be available, but many useful details can be found in two

perspectives [228, 229] and in Ref. [2].

7.6.2 Density Matrix Embedding Theory

Density Matrix Embedding Theory (DMET) is a very recent approach proposed by

Knizia and Chan [230, 231] to treat strong embedding effects, such as between two

fragments linked by a covalent bond. It is related to the earlier Dynamical Mean-

Field Theory (DMFT), which employs the many-body Green’s function as the cen-

tral object (reviews on DMFT can be found, e.g., in Refs. [11, 232, 233]). One

notable recent advancement in the context of Green’s function embedding was the
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Self-Energy Embedding Theory (SEET) presented by the Zgid group [234–236]. In

contrast to both of these methods, DMET employs the density matrix as the parti-

tioned object.

The central idea of DMET is to represent the total wave function of a system by

a Schmidt decomposition into a linear combination of states of an embedded open

quantum system (fragment) F and states of the environment (bath) B, i.e.,

|𝛹⟩ =
Nfs
∑

i
𝜆i|Fi⟩|Bi⟩ , (7.40)

where 𝜆i is a coefficient, |𝛹⟩ is the total wave function, and |Fi⟩ and |Bi⟩ are states

local to fragment or environment, respectively. It can be shown [230, 231] that the

number of effective bath statesNbs
required to recover the exact solution as described

above is at most the same as the number of fragment states Nfs
.

This approach yields the exact wave function, but already requires it for the deter-

mination of effective bath states. In practice, solutions for individual fragments are

therefore determined with a sophisticated correlation method, while the bath states

are approximated by a cheap supermolecular solution (e.g., a single Slater determi-

nant). An “embedding basis” of effective bath states that interact with the fragment

and its embedding Hamiltonian is determined by several projection procedures onto

the fragment states. This yields Nfs
interacting (“entangled”) bath states and a num-

ber of non-interacting (“pure”) bath states. Only the former need to be taken into

account to express the effect of the bath on the active fragment, while the latter

merely form a multiplicative “core determinant.”

In order to ensure consistency between the different electronic-structure meth-

ods, the density matrix difference between the (correlated) fragment solutions and

the (mean-field) supersystem solution should be minimal. This is achieved by intro-

ducing additional embedding operators uK for all fragments, which are added to the

fragment Hamiltonians as well as to the supersystem Hamiltonian. As summarized

in Ref. [231], the whole DMET self-consistency procedure thus takes the following

form:

1. Determine the (mean-field) supersystem solution.

2. Construct an embedding basis and a fragment Hamiltonian for each fragment by

projection and solve its electronic structure with a correlated method.

3. Construct embedding operators for each fragment to minimize the difference

between the low- and high-level density matrices.

4. Repeat above steps with the embedding operators added to each Hamiltonian

(except the fragment’s own) until self-consistent operators are obtained.

DMET has been applied to physical model systems such as a 2D Hubbard model

[230, 237] as well as to first chemical problems like molecular chains and rings [231,

238], solids [239], and even a chemical reaction [238]. A short review including a

comparison between density-based embedding, DMFT, and DMET is available [11].
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An interesting variant was recently published under the name “Bootstrap Embed-

ding” [240]. The motivation was to improve the slow convergence of the DMET solu-

tion with respect to the fragment size, which was shown to depend on the volume-

to-surface ratio. In contrast to regular DMET, the system is partitioned in multiple

ways, such that each atom is close to the fragment boundary in some partitionings

and buried deeper within the fragment in others. Instead of trying to match the envi-

ronment density matrix of the mean-field description to the one obtained from a

correlated description of the fragment (which is bound to fail due to the restriction

to a single Slater determinant), the “edge” region of one fragment is matched to the

“core” region of a corresponding fragment from a different partitioning scheme. In

this way, the total density matrix is improved systematically. Since wave functions

of the same type (e.g., Full Configuration Interaction (FCI) in the original article)

are matched to each other, the condition can be fulfilled exactly, which decreases the

influence of the nature of the bath. In addition, the choice of partitioning scheme

clearly becomes less important, since multiple different types are constructed and

made consistent with each other. Bootstrap Embedding has only been applied to lat-

tice models so far, but could theoretically be extended to molecular systems, even

though a division in terms of atomic orbitals might not be straightforward [240].

7.6.3 Frozen Density Embedding

Frozen Density Embedding (FDE) [21] is one particularly interesting variant of sub-

system DFT, which has been introduced in Sect. 7.3. FDE can be regarded as the

special case of solving the KSCEDs for a single (“active”) subsystem while keeping

all environmental densities frozen. The active density is thus relaxed in the embed-

ding potential generated by the frozen density. On the one hand, FDE could thus be

used as a focused approach, with the environmental density obtained from a different

method or from model considerations (see, e.g., Ref. [241]). On the other hand, the

subsystem DFT solution can be recovered by successively interchanging the roles of

active and frozen density (or densities) and running additional calculations. When

this process is carried out until self-consistency is reached, an iterative (but equiv-

alent) solution to the subsystem DFT problem is obtained. In the literature, these

relaxation cycles are often referred to as “Freeze-and-Thaw” (FT) cycles [20]. Phys-

ically speaking, the FT cycles introduce the inductive component of the intermole-

cular interaction between the subsystems (see Ref. [22]), although this interpreta-

tion formally has to be taken with a grain of salt (see the discussions in, e.g., Refs.

[242, 243]).

Certain approximations are usually made in practical FDE calculations. The first

is to introduce approximate forms for the XC potential (fragment contributions as

well as nonadditive correction) and the nonadditive kinetic energy. This approach is

necessitated by the fact that exact expressions are not known. Since the total den-

sity is available in each step of an FDE calculation, all common density-dependent

forms can be used to evaluate the XC contributions (e.g., the Local Density Approxi-
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mation (LDA) or functionals derived from the Generalized Gradient Approximation

(GGA)). Hybrid functionals, however, cannot be used directly, since the evaluation

of their orbital-dependent contribution would require orbitals for the supersystem

[244–246]. Optimized Effective Potential (OEP) methods [247] could offer a solu-

tion here.

For the same reason, it is difficult to obtain a suitable form for the nonadditive

kinetic energy. Purely density-dependent forms can be employed for this contribu-

tion as well, but this is a much more severe approximation, as it is known that den-

sity functionals for the kinetic energy, such as the Thomas–Fermi functional [248,

249], only work for limiting cases. However, since in practice the nonadditive kinetic

term is often relatively small, they can still be viable in many situations. In partic-

ular, for weakly bound complexes, good results have been obtained [20, 250, 251]

with the PW91k functional [252], whereas the interactions between covalently con-

nected subsystems are described qualitatively wrong [253, 254]. In these cases, a

better description could be obtained by potential reconstruction approaches [253,

255, 256], although these require a preliminary supermolecular calculation. A com-

prehensive discussion of different approaches for constructing nonadditive kinetic

potentials can be found in Refs. [6, 10].

It has been shown that the kinetic energy contribution vanishes if the subsys-

tems’ orbitals are orthogonal to each other [257, 258], although this is not a strict

requirement to recover the exact KS solution [259]. If such an orthogonalization is

desired, it can be carried out by employing the projection technique introduced by

Manby et al. [260]. In this approach, localized orbitals are determined for different

fragments, which allows to use a simple projection operator to orthogonalize envi-

ronmental fragment orbitals, eliminating the nonadditive kinetic energy. Since a full

calculation of the supersystem is required to obtain localized orbitals, the approach

is mainly suitable for WFT-in-DFT embedding (see below). An alternative is the use

of additional Lagrangian multipliers to enforce intersubsystem orbital orthogonality

[257].

A further simplification is to employ different subsystem basis sets for the indi-

vidual fragment calculations. Clearly, this reduces the computational effort tremen-

dously, since most matrix operations during the solution of the SCF problem scale

with the number of basis functions. However, one important consequence is that

charge transfer between fragments becomes impossible by construction (which might

be desired in some situations [261]). It should be noted that the approximation of a

subsystem basis set is by no means a requirement for FDE calculations, but merely

facilitates calculations for large molecules.

Early applications of the FDE method were especially concerned with the descrip-

tion of hydrogen-bonded and van der Waals complexes, as summarized in Ref. [262].

Soon, attention turned to molecular properties and spectra. An extension to time-

dependent DFT (TDDFT) was published by Casida and Wesołowski in 2003 [263],

and several studies concerning solvent/environment-induced shifts were reported

[264, 265]. An extension to NMR shifts was presented by Jacob and Visscher [266].

In 2007, Neugebauer rederived the FDE-TDDFT approach and extended it to cou-

pled excitations, delocalized over different subsystems [267]. Such a scheme is par-
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ticularly suitable for the treatment of coupled chromophores, e.g., in photosynthetic

light-harvesting complexes, where the subsystem picture enables a natural approach

to the investigation of excitonic interactions. Several subsequent studies applied this

approach for the determination of spectral properties of natural light-harvesting pro-

teins (see Refs. [268, 269] for reviews of earlier work, Refs. [270–274] for method-

ological extensions and Refs. [275, 276] for more recent applications). Much effort

has also been dedicated to the application of FDE for the investigation of spin den-

sities and charge transfer processes [261, 277–279].

Already in 1998, the purely density-based FDE formalism was extended to the

embedding of WFT methods in a DFT environment [280, 281]. In such a formalism,

the same working equations as outlined in Sect. 7.3 can be used by determining the

density of an embedded system with a WFT method and letting it enter the energy

expression. In addition, the embedding potential is added to the Hamiltonian for the

embedded system. The WFT-in-DFT formalism was later refined to produce self-

consistent densities for all subsystems [282] and has been extended to excited states

[283, 284]. Recently, thorough rederivations of the excited-state formalism for state-

specific approaches [285] and response theory treatments [286] have been presented,

and a corresponding implementation for coupled excitations was reported [287]. In

WFT-in-DFT embedding, the bottleneck is often the high-level calculation of the

embedded cluster. Thus, more sophisticated methods for estimating the nonadditive

kinetic energy can be used, which require a calculation of the full system on the basis

of DFT. This was first exploited by Roncero et al. [255] and later used by the Miller

group to construct an accurate WFT-in-DFT embedding scheme [288].

Proteins can be considered a unique challenge for FDE, since they comprise

extremely large, covalently connected units (necessitating cuts through covalent

bonds), while routinely being too large even for a cheap DFT calculation (prevent-

ing the use of exact embedding schemes). An interesting variant of FDE specifically

adapted for the treatment of proteins was therefore devised by Jacob and Visscher

[117], based on earlier work by Casida and Wesołowski [263]. In the so-called Three-

Partition FDE (3-FDE) method, the fragmentation scheme of the MFCC method

(see Sect. 7.5.1) is combined with the embedding potential of FDE. Fragments are

thus constructed by cutting certain peptide bonds and applying small capping groups

to saturate remaining free valences. Since the fully quantum-chemical embedding

potential is applied to represent the environment of each fragment, the caps can be

chosen much smaller than originally intended by the MFCC developers and usually

consist of neutral or methylated amino acid termini [117, 289]. An important feature

of the 3-FDE method is the application of an additional cap potential, which forces

the density in the region of the cap atoms to be identical to the one obtained for

the concaps. This guarantees that upon subtraction of the latter, no negative density

patches are obtained. The 3-FDE method has been tested on some small example

systems [117, 289] and was used to obtain a fully quantum-chemical density of the

Fenna–Matthews–Olson complex of green sulfur bacteria, which consists of more

than 6,500 atoms [276]. Subsequently, a robust protocol to construct fully converged

3-FDE protein densities was presented [290], and a comprehensive benchmark was

published [291].
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Analytical gradients for regular FDE were first implemented by Wesołowski [292]

and have been used for geometry optimizations [293] as well as MD simulations

[294, 295]. Recently, a detailed derivation and new implementation in the Amster-

dam Density Functional (ADF) program were reported [296]. In addition, approxi-

mate analytical gradients for WFT-in-DFT embedding are available [297].

Recent developments include a variant of the COSMO scheme especially suited

to subsystem calculations [46], the embedding of DMRG [298] and ADC(2) [299]

wave functions in a DFT environment, and the derivation of excited-state gradients

[300]. Many more details about the different flavors of FDE can be found in several

extensive reviews [6, 9, 10, 268, 269].

7.7 Summary and Conclusions

In the present chapter, we have attempted to give an overview over different classes

of embedding methods, focusing especially on actively developed approaches, many

of which have been put forward only recently. Three major classes of methods have

been identified, which are (i) QM/MM and related approaches (Sect. 7.4), which in

general require the identification of a chemically interesting part of the total system,

(ii) methods based on an MBE or the IEP (Sect. 7.5), where a truncated expansion is

usually supplemented by physically motivated embedding components, and (iii) DC-

like approaches (Sect. 7.6), most of which are potentially able to recover the exact

solution from fragment calculations. Clearly, this division is somewhat arbitrary, as

the boundaries between different classes have been blurred over the last decades

through the adaptation and combination of different ideas.

Especially, the approaches from the first two categories have been compared to

an exact embedding potential, which emerges from the subsystem DFT approach

(see Sect. 7.3). In many cases, distinct physical effects can be identified as particular

terms of the interaction expressions, whereas this is more difficult for the approaches

presented in Sect. 7.6. Therefore, the benefits of the first two classes of methods

lie in their practical and often computationally cheap form, whereas the DC-like

approaches are much more deeply rooted in formally exact theories.

Contributions from all these classes of methods will most certainly continue to

be highly relevant in the field of large-scale calculations, where many systems only

become accessible through fragment-based approaches, as well as with respect to

the investigation of molecular interactions, where embedding facilitates interpreta-

tion and leads to chemical insight. The many recent developments presented in this

chapter bear testimony to the continued interest in such approaches and their impor-

tance in both chemistry and physics.
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Chapter 8
Calculation of Vibrational Spectra
of Large Molecules from Their Fragments

Shigeki Yamamoto and Petr Bouř

Abstract Vibrational spectroscopies proved extremely useful to study a broad
range of molecules, including their structures and interactions. Additional structural
sensitivity is provided by polarized techniques measuring different absorption or
scattering of left- and right circularly polarized light. The vibrational optical activity
(VOA) methods include Raman optical activity (ROA) and vibrational circular
dichroism (VCD). Interpretation of the spectra, however, is largely dependent on
time-consuming quantum-chemical simulations limited by molecular size. To be
able to handle at a reasonable precision large molecules, such as biologically rel-
evant systems, we developed a simplified method of transfer of vibrational atomic
properties from smaller fragments to the system of interest. The method found
many successful applications in the past, including spectra of proteins and nucleic
acids, and appears useful also in connection with the multi-level computational
techniques in the foreseeable future. In this chapter, we discuss the theoretical
whereabouts of the transfer method and its related computational algorithms and
describe typical applications to large molecules.
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8.1 Fragment Methodology

8.1.1 Introduction

In the last decades, vibrational spectroscopy has continued to find new applications
in basic and applied fields of chemistry, biology, and molecular physics. In addition
to classical Raman scattering and infrared absorption (IR), new optical technologies
gave rise to Raman optical activity (ROA), vibrational circular dichroism (VCD),
THz-time domain (THz-TD), and multi-photon vibrational spectroscopy. However,
interpretation of the spectra is not straightforward. Quite often, empirical assign-
ment of spectral bands proved to be wrong, e.g., in ROA spectra of proteins and
low-frequency vibrational spectra of condensed matter. Therefore, much more
reliable quantum mechanical simulations are desirable, allowing one to interpret
experimental observations more deeply and to model molecular properties in a
more consistent way.

Typically, simulated spectra are compared to the experimental ones. Owing to
the developments in the theory, software algorithms, their implementations, and
hardware, it is nowadays possible to calculate fairly reliably vibrational spectra of
small and medium molecules within a reasonable time. In general, problems start
with bigger and flexible molecules, where accurate calculation is difficult because
of high calculation cost in terms of processor time and computer memory.

Yet one has to acknowledge that some “direct” spectral simulations of large
molecules already appeared, such as the ROA and Raman spectra of a β-domain of
metallothionein composed of 31 amino acids. They have been calculated by using a
density functional theory (DFT) aided by massively parallelized processors, the
BP86/TZVP level of theory with the resolution of the identity density-fitting
technique [1]. Still, many much larger proteins exist in nature or better precision in
computation might be needed, not currently achievable by the parallelized CPU
approach. Even small but flexible or solvated molecular systems, such as sugars and
oligopeptides, require extensive calculations due to the need to consider many
conformers and/or clusters of solvent and the solute [2–8]. In this context, we
consider the fragment methodology as a useful tool to drastically cut down the
computational demands and provide quantum-chemical solution with an accuracy
acceptable for the purpose of vibrational spectroscopies, even though it may be one
day replaced by more rigorous approaches.

One has to note that some similar fragment-like computational methodologies
have been proposed by other researchers, e.g., the fragment molecular orbital
method, [9] although they most often partition the electronic energy, not vibrational
spectral properties, such as the force field.
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8.1.2 Cartesian Coordinate-Based Transfer of Atomic
Property Tensors

The transferability concept has been omnipresent in the history of vibrational
spectroscopy. Force constants, atomic polarizabilities, etc., are supposed to be
similar in similar chemical groups in different molecules. The Cartesian coordinate
tensor transfer (CCT) [10] is thus only one of possible ways to overcome the
difficulties of the spectral calculations of big molecules. Its advantage lies in the
suitability to computer automatic or semi-automatic implementation, as the tensors
are usually calculated in the Cartesian coordinates, and the transfer reduces to a
rotation, eventually with a correction for origin dependence of electromagnetic
tensors. The CCT method can be combined with any level of the electronic theory,
although DFT calculations dominate so far, having been applied to VCD, IR, [11–
14] and Raman spectra [4, 15–18].

In practical terms, an original “big” molecular system is cut into smaller frag-
ments, which are made chemically feasible, e.g., missing bounds are capped by
methyl groups (Fig. 8.1). Then their property tensors (force field, Raman, IR, ROA,
and VCD intensity tensors) are calculated at the desired level of theory and
transferred to the original molecule. Because the tensors comprise derivatives with
respect to atomic coordinates, the transfer can proceed atom by atom for the first
derivatives, or by atom pairs for the second derivatives, etc. Then, vibrational
frequencies and intensities for the original molecule can be generated in the usual
way.

Of course, in order to faithfully model properties of atoms in the original
molecules, the fragments should be enough large to eliminate the “end effects.” On
the other hand, the fragment size is limited by available computer sources and

Fig. 8.1 Example of the
fragmentation of a cyclic
peptide (valinomycin), used
in a CCT calculation of
vibrational spectra. The
fragments contain four amino
acids; two of them always
overlapped with those in the
neighboring fragments.
Reproduced with permission
from Springer [37]
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calculation time. As an example, at this moment fragments with up to ∼100 atoms
give a reasonable balance between accuracy and computational cost, e.g., if the
spectral calculations were done at the CAM-B3LYP/6-31++G** level with 4
parallelized processors for one fragment. The effects of fragment size and the size of
their “overlapped” regions have been discussed in papers [15, 17, 19, 20].

A large overlap of the fragments eliminates the end effects, i.e., leads to more
accurate simulations. Tensors for atoms in the overlapped regions thus may be
taken from more fragments. They can be, for example, calculated as a weighted
average, according to the position of the involved atoms with respect to the frag-
ment mass center [10]. Typically, after a geometry optimization, terminal regions of
the fragments deviate from the original structure more than the central part, which is
just another reason to promote central parts of the fragments in the transfer.

The geometry optimization of the fragments is a tricky process. Ideally, we need
to optimize the geometry completely, so that the atoms stay at their equilibrium
positions. At the same time, we would like to keep fragment geometries similar to
the original structure. The solution is obviously a partial optimization. This can be
done with different means, for example, we can fix the torsional angles and similar
coordinates not much involved in the vibrations of interest. A much more secure
and in a final effect simpler method is the partial optimization in vibrational normal
mode coordinates [21, 22]. Vibrational frequencies are directly addressed as the
optimization criteria. For any type of optimization, one should be aware that if the
fragment geometry significantly deviates from the original structure, the simulated
spectra may be wrong.

Applying CCT to a particular class of compounds, e.g., peptides and proteins
composed of a limited number of amino acids, it is possible to make a database of
the fragments usable for molecules with similar structure [4, 15, 17]. This is also
useful for coupling CCT with molecular dynamics. ROA spectra of a sugar aqueous
solution [6] were calculated in this way, i.e., averaging over 10,000 conformers
using a pre-calculated fragment database. For such systems, taking into account the
flexibility of the molecule and its interactions with the solvent is crucial for reliable
results.

8.1.3 Geometry Optimization in Vibrational Normal Mode
Coordinates

The partial geometry optimization in the normal modes is a quite general method;
within CCT it is applied to systems where we more or less know the molecular
structure. For example, proteins often retain the (X-ray determined) crystal geom-
etry also in solutions. A full structural optimization by energy minimization may
often destroy it, because of the approximations used in the theoretical model. The
situation is even worse for the fragments, where stabilizing contacts are lacking. As
an another example, we may want to conserve the instantaneous cluster geometry
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obtained as an MD snapshot, such as fragments of DNA base pairs or water
complexes [21]. Then, the partial optimization in normal mode coordinates can
ensure minimal structural deviations while improving the geometry enough for the
purpose of vibrational spectroscopy [21, 22].

The normal mode optimization (NMO) usually follows the following steps [21].

1. Estimation of the Hessian (second derivatives of the energy with respect to
nuclear coordinates) so that initial vibrational normal mode coordinates
(“S-matrix”) can be defined. This may be done on a lower level of theory than in
the other steps.

2. Calculation of the Cartesian gradient of energy.
3. Update of the Hessian and obtaining new S-matrix based on previous step.
4. Transformation of the Cartesian to normal mode gradient. If the gradient is small

enough, stop the optimization.
5. Within the harmonic approximation, estimate the coordinate displacements for

each normal mode (Fig. 8.2).
6. Transform the normal mode displacements to new Cartesian coordinates.
7. Go to step 2.

We implemented the normal mode optimization in a Fortran program QGRAD,
which deals with energies, gradients, and second derivatives, such as those from
output of the Gaussian program. QGRAD takes care about Cartesian–normal mode
transformations, diagonalization of the force filed, coordinate update, etc.

Fully relaxed NMO produces the lowest-energy geometry, and its performance
is roughly comparable to Cartesian coordinate-based optimization, i.e., it is rela-
tively slow if compared to internal coordinate-based algorithms. But in a con-
strained NMO some vibrational frequencies can be fixed, e.g., from 300i
(imaginary, often treated as negative in computer codes) to 300 cm−1. In this way,
the low-frequency vibrational modes defining the global structure (conformation,
secondary/tertiary structure) are fixed. At the same time, vibrational modes
important in most vibrational spectra are fully relaxed, which is the prerequisite for
computation of the spectra within the harmonic approximation. The lower limit
(300i cm−1) is introduced to relax very inconvenient geometry arrangements, on the
“top” of a potential hill. An important advantage also is that the constrained NMO
method avoids guessing which coordinates should be frozen; unlike for internal

Fig. 8.2 Normal mode
optimization. At each point i,
a quadratic energy surface is
assumed so the next point
i + 1 can be estimated as its
minimum. Reproduced with
permission from the
American Institute of Physics
[21]
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coordinate-based algorithms, for example, we do not have to define thousands of
torsional angles in a protein to be fixed but can use the same criterion (such as 300i–
300 cm−1) as for a small molecule. Similarly, in solvent–solute clusters definition
of the internal coordinates would be very problematic.

Example of behavior of three optimization algorithms is given in Fig. 8.3, for a
water cluster [21]. The NMO method exhibits some unwanted oscillation of energy
but is clearly the most stable to lead the lowest-energy geometry.

8.2 Peptides and Proteins

8.2.1 Proteins

We can exemplify application of the CCT procedure on calculations of Raman and
ROA spectra of bovine insulin. The protein contains 51 amino acids and has
molecular weight of ∼5800 [5]. Although the measurement was performed for
water solutions, the spectral calculation was based on the X-ray structure. Never-
theless, the calculations did reproduce the main features of the experimental spectra
(Fig. 8.4, top and bottom) and could be extended to MD snapshots by CCT
(Fig. 8.4, middle spectra).

Fig. 8.3 Convergence of
three types of constrained
optimizations of a water
cluster consisting of 10 water
molecules. The constraints
were fixed normal modes
below 100 cm−1 in the
normal mode method, fixed
all torsion angles in the
redundant internal coordinate
method, and fixed torsion and
bond angles in an
user-defined internal
coordinate method.
Reproduced with permission
from the American Institute of
Physics [21]
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The computations enabled an approximate decomposition of peak intensities to
contributions from molecular parts. This clarified that the amide I ROA couplet
at ∼1700 cm−1 comes from amide groups with only a slight coupling with motions
of the α-carbon. Another interesting observation was that while for smaller mole-
cules there are approximately equal contributions of the electric dipole (α), quad-
rupole (A), and magnetic dipole (Gʹ) polarizabilities to ROA intensity, in the protein
α dominates. By other words, local chirality contributions become less important in
the protein and the long-range order induces a new type electric dipole-based
chirality.

ROA and Raman spectra can reflect not only the equilibrium structure but also
the structural fluctuations and conformer equilibria in solution phase. This was clear
after averaging of ROA and Raman spectra of 10,000 MD snapshots of monomer
insulin in water (Fig. 8.4, middle). The sharp Raman peaks apparent in the
crystal-based spectrum vanished, in particular in the low-frequency region below
800 cm−1. Similar smoothing effect is observed in the MD-averaged ROA spec-
trum, but here the spectral shapes in the higher frequency region are not conserved,
which is not in favor to agreement with the experiment. This also shows that the
ROA spectrum is more sensitive to protein fluctuation than the Raman, and that
more accurate MD simulation, e.g., with ab initio potentials will be needed for more
accurate results.

For larger globular proteins, it is important to automate the fragmentation pro-
cess as much as possible; a manual definition of the fragments is not realistic
anymore. This succeeded lately when Raman and ROA spectra of five globular
proteins have been calculated at the B3PW91/6-31++G**/CPCM (water) level of
theory, based on protein crystal structures [23]. The proteins consist of over 100
amino acids, bovine α-lactalbumin (M.W. 14178, 123 amino acids), monomer of

Fig. 8.4 Calculated ROA (left) and Raman (right) spectra of bovine insulin based on the X-ray
determined crystal structure (top), 10,000 MD snapshots (middle), and the experiment in water
(bottom). The CCT calculation was based on the B3PW91/6-31++G**/CPCM (water) theory.
Reproduced with permission from the American Chemical Society [5]
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concanavalin A (M.W. 26500, 235 amino acids), human serum albumin (M.W.
66437, 585 amino acids), hen egg-white lysozyme (M.W. 14307, 129 amino acids),
and human lysozyme (M.W. 14700, 130 amino acids). The calculated spectral
patterns were very close the experimental ones, both for Raman and ROA, which
provided precious information about the relation of the spectral patterns to protein
structure, cf. Figure 8.5 for bovine α-lactalbumin. Computations on dominantly
α-helical human serum albumin (46% α-helix) and mostly anti-parallel β-sheet
concanavalin A (46% β-sheet) reproduced the differences observed experimentally
(Fig. 8.6). Even some very tiny spectral differences between hen egg- and human
lysozymes having very similar structure appeared both in experiment and calcu-
lation. Analysis of the calculations showed that ROA spectra of proteins are
dominated by the signal from peptide backbone, whereas Raman spectra can be
roughly approximated by a sum of individual amino acid contributions. The
automatic fragmentation and CCT methods provided an unprecedented precision in
simulated frequencies and intensities of five globular proteins and enabled one to
relate fine spectral patterns to local and higher-order structural features.

At present, it is not clear what we would get by direct DFT computations on the
whole proteins; these are not possible so far. Nevertheless, the results suggest that
the error of the CCT method [24] is not the limiting factor in the simulations, or at

Fig. 8.5 Comparisons of simulated (black) and experimental (red) ROA (top) and Raman
(bottom) spectra of bovine α-lactalbumin. The simulation was based on CCT, the B3PW91/6-31+
+G**/CPCM (water) level of theory, and crystal structure of the protein. Reproduced with
permission from the American Chemical Society [23]
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least that it is comparable with the error of the underlying DFT approximation and
uncertainties stemming from the geometry model including incomplete treatment of
the protein dynamics. Also, one has to bear in mind the limits of the harmonic
approximation; CCT to anharmonic constants can be applied as well [25] but has
not been extensively explored for molecules of this size yet.

Structure and interactions of protein fibrils are important in relation to protein
amyloids accompanying some neurodegenerative diseases. Layered β-sheet struc-
tures consisting of assembled five-stranded Ala9 peptides were studied using
CCT-based VCD, IR, and Raman spectral simulations, changing the number of
layers, inter-strand and stacking arrangements [26]. CCT method was also applied
to VCD and IR spectra of highly-ordered β-sheet-forming peptide, polyglutamic
acid, in a combination with MD simulations [27]. It was confirmed that not only
backbone amide chromophores but also the side chains (in particular the COOH
groups) can produce distinct VCD spectral pattern.

Fig. 8.6 Comparisons of a β-sheet-dominant protein (concanavalin A) and an α-helix-dominant
protein (human serum albumin). Calculated spectra with CCT-based DFT at B3PW91/6-31+
+G**/CPCM (water) fairly reproduced the specific spectral patterns. Reproduced with permission
from the American Chemical Society [23]
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8.2.2 Conformer Analysis of Peptides

For smaller peptides, the ROA/VCD spectroscopy coupled with computations can
reveal their solution conformation. For example, conformer ratios can be estimated
when the experimental spectra are compared with the simulated ones of all con-
former species [1–3, 15–18, 28–35]. This is quite straightforward, as the measured
spectrum (S) is always a sum of individual conformer subspectra Si,

S= ∑
N

i=1
ciSi

Note that, this may not be the case for NMR, where a fast conformational
exchange often smears the individual signals to an average shift. Typically, we
minimize the integrated square deviation between the experiments and the fit in

some frequency intervals ω1 . . .ω2,
R ω2

ω1
S− ∑N

i=1 ciSi
� �2

dω→min. Such decom-

position is always possible algebraically. In practice, one has to ensure a good
physical meaning, i.e., that the coefficients sum up to one, ∑N

i=1 ci =1, they are all
positive, N is not too large, false hits due to experimental noise are not produced,
etc. Then, at least in some cases, the accuracy of such spectral decomposition is
comparable to the more established NMR analysis [28].

The ROA spectral decomposition has also been demonstrated for conformational
analysis of a cyclic twelve-membered peptide, valinomycin [15]. Valinomycin is an
antibiotic ionophore and can capture selectively the potassium ion. The peptide
makes a cavity for the metal, i.e., changes conformation during the binding.
A spectral decomposition into calculated spectra of four conformers of free vali-
nomycin (Fig. 8.7) revealed dominant backbone structures, which are quickly
dynamically interconverting into each other in organic solvents. In 1, 4-dioxane, the
“asymmetric bracelet” conformer was found to govern, and the “symmetric bra-
celet” was just minor one, while only two peptide-torsional angles were different
from each other by ∼30°. Earlier, NMR experiments could only detect the sym-
metric conformer, but there is no contradiction to the ROA results; NMR just

Fig. 8.7 Most probable conformations of an antibiotic peptide, valinomycin. Reproduced with
permission from Springer [37]
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cannot distinguish the fast conformational equilibria. Typical reported relaxation
times ranged from 20 to 2 ns; the slowest rate constant corresponds to few μs [36].
In methanol, ROA analysis combined with MD simulations mostly predicted the
“propeller” conformer, with a fast bending motion of the side chains.

The ROA analysis based on the calculations can capture the side chain con-
formations as well. The potassium valinomycin complex can generate 6579 distinct
conformers due to the rotation of the 9 isopropyl groups [17]. Two most stable
conformers in methanol were determined by the combination of the ROA spectral
decompositions and the energy calculations. The second stable conformer possesses
only one torsional angle different from the most stable one. This high sensitivity of
ROA would come from the relatively long-range interaction mediated by the ROA
polarizability derivatives, as also observed in the other case [16]. The couplings of
vibrations in neighboring residue strongly influence ROA intensities.

Yet further improvements of the accuracy of ROA experiment and calculations
are desirable, enabling more reliable conformer analyses. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no other analytical method as powerful as ROA in providing
conformer populations in very fast structural equilibria.

8.3 Nucleic Acid

The CCT methodology has been applied to the simulation of IR and VCD spectra
of large nucleic acid as well [12, 13, 38–40]. Experimental VCD and IR spectra of a
model double-stranded DNA helix, poly(rA)-poly(rU) complex were computed
using (rA)8-(rU)8 as a model (Fig. 8.8) [40]. Both the VCD/IR intensities stemming
from the nucleobases, in the wavenumber region higher than 1500 cm−1, and those
from the sugar-phosphate parts, within 1070–1120 cm−1, were reasonably well
reproduced. Similarly, model helical RNA poly(rA) structures, triple-stranded
DNA, and poly(rU)-poly(rA)-poly(rU) complex were also simulated with shorter
model molecules and good agreements with the experimental spectra brought about
better understanding of the link between the structure and the spectra and behavior
of these important molecules.

Another native conformation of DNA, four-stranded DNA (quadruplex), was
characterized by the CCT-based spectroscopic analysis, too [38]. Although vibra-
tional spectroscopic methods have been used to investigate nucleic acid structure,
association of particular spectral features with quadruplex structure was rather
speculative. This could be done more reliably for experimental spectra of model
quadruplex systems, d(G)8 and deoxyguanosine-5’-monophosphate (5’-dGMP).
They were compared to the calculated spectra and unambiguously assigned to the
quadruplex DNA structure (Fig. 8.9). The VCD spectral pattern in a region from
1500 to 1700 cm−1 is especially sensitive to the DNA backbone structural motif.
The calculated pattern for the quadruplex very well agreed with the experiment and
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other conformers gave much worse agreement. It was concluded that the MD
simulations provided realistic geometries and conformer-averaged spectra for
multiple snapshots of thermally moving DNA molecules.

8.4 Crystals

8.4.1 Polymorphism of Small Molecular Crystal

Identification of polymorphism in molecular crystals is important for pharmaceu-
tical industry, because the crystal state of many drugs affects physical and bio-
logical properties, such as the speed of dissolution in human body. Raman
spectroscopy can be useful to monitor the polymorphism which was demonstrated
for crystal forms of methacrylamide, Piracetam, and 2-thiobarbituric acid [41]. The
case of methacrylamide is shown in Fig. 8.10. Spectra of both crystal forms could
be well reproduced by the theory; the type of polymorphism could thus be deter-
mined by comparing the experiments and the simulations. The CCT method had to
consider all important intermolecular interaction and the crystal symmetry, which
was achieved by a careful selection of molecular fragments.

Fig. 8.8 CCT-based VCD (top) and IR (lower–middle) spectra of the double-stranded octamer
(rA)8-(rU)8 with the experimental spectra of poly(rA)-poly(rU). Reproduced with permission from
the American Chemical Society [40]
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8.4.2 Low-Frequency Vibrational Spectra of Crystalline
Polymers

Polymeric materials continue to govern material industry for the second century.
Vibrational spectra often provide useful information about intermolecular forces
related to polymer stability, flexibility, biodegradability, etc. But simulations of the
low-frequency polymer bands are difficult because of the size of the systems and the
need to accurately account for the intermolecular interactions. On the other hand,
low-frequency vibrations become experimentally easily accessible owing to the
Raman technology development, such as availability of narrow filters enabling to
detect light very close (∼10 cm−1) to the excitation laser line.

Also here, the CCT method has been applied. Low-frequency vibrational spectra
of crystalline polyesters, poly-(R)-3-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) [42] and polyglycolide
(PGA, to be published) were simulated and compared to the experiment. The
calculations were based on the crystal structure. Unlike for the peptides and pro-
teins, the NMO frequency limit had to be set rather low, to 20 or 40 cm−1. This
produced a reasonable agreement between the calculations and experiments, both

Fig. 8.9 IR (left) and VCD (right) spectra of d(G)8 in experiment (bottom) and CCT-based
simulations of single-strand (top), duplex (upper–middle), quadruplex (lower–middle). The
calculated spectra were MD-averaged and the lowest-energy conformers are shown for each
model. Reproduced with permission from the American Chemical Society [38]
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for the Raman and FIR (THz-TD) spectra, in terms of spectral shapes, frequencies,
intensities, and polarization directions.

For example, the low-frequency bands (below ∼300 cm−1) were shown to be
delocalized and affected by intermolecular interactions between the polymer chains.
To include the intermolecular interactions, special “intermolecular” fragments were
created including atoms from two neighboring chains, which resulted to a good
agreement with the observed Raman and FIR spectra (Fig. 8.11).

Fig. 8.10 Calculated (top, plane wave) and experimental (bottom, NIR) Raman spectra of the two
methacrylamide crystal forms. Reproduced with permission from the American Chemical Society
[41]

Fig. 8.11 Calculated (red lines) and experimental (black lines) Raman and FIR spectra of
crystalline PHB. Weak inter-chain H-bond interactions responsible for the 82 cm−1 band are
indicated at the right. Reproduced with permission from the American Chemical Society [42]
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In the PHB polymer, the Raman-active band at 79 cm−1 was assigned to an
intermolecular vibrational mode of the out-of-plane C = O + CH3 vibration.
Polarization of a corresponding FIR band at ∼82 cm−1, observed as perpendicular
to the helical direction of PHB, was reproduced as well, but only when the inter-
molecular fragments were included. This shows that this polarized band originates
from the intermolecular interactions.

8.5 Conclusions

We have shown that the fragment methodology represents a relatively simple
means to extend precise ab initio computation of vibrational molecular properties to
fairly large molecules. The “CCT” algorithm has already found many successful
applications in simulations of vibrational spectra of peptides, proteins, DNA, and
crystalline polymers. Currently, such systems are not accessible by more conven-
tional computational procedures, even with massively parallelized codes. An
important advantage of the CCT approach is its flexibility and the possibility to
combine computational methods, such as molecular dynamics and density func-
tional theory. The technique can also be used to study flexible and polar molecules.
Typically, it reduces computational time required during averaging of many con-
formers or solvent-solute clusters. We see potential of the CCT method also for the
future, when improved algorithms provide more accurate simulated spectra, for
example via combination of CCT with path integral or ab initio molecular
dynamics, inclusion of anharmonic force field corrections, calculations accelerated
by parallelization, or usage of more precise electronic theories.
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Chapter 9
Describing Molecules in Motion by Quantum
Many-Body Methods

Ove Christiansen

Abstract For a complete quantum description of molecular systems, it is necessary

to solve Schrödinger equations for both electrons and nuclei. In this chapter, focus is

given to approximate methods for solving the nuclear Schrödinger equation. Simi-

larities and dissimilarities compared to the practice employed for the electronic case

will be noted. A many-body view on potential energy surfaces will be used to moti-

vate a many-body view on the general problem of solving the nuclear Schrödinger

equation. A second quantization multimode formalism will be outlined and used

to formulate many-body wave functions for nuclear motion. The vibrational self-

consistent field (VSCF) method is introduced. Full vibrational configuration inter-

action (FVCI) is introduced as the reference, before primary attention is given to

vibrational coupled cluster (VCC) theory. VCC theory is furthermore analysed from

a tensor decomposition perspective and with a perspective to scaling with system

size.

Keywords Molecules in motion ⋅ Anharmonic molecular vibrations ⋅ Vibrational

coupled cluster ⋅ Many-body methods ⋅ Potential energy surfaces ⋅ Second

quantization ⋅ Tensors

9.1 Introducing

Predicting the behaviour of molecules on the basis of quantum mechanics requires

a quantum treatment of both the electrons and the atomic nuclei. In the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation, we can can consider the electronic and the nuclear

problem as two separate, but coupled problems. Through the years a number of com-

putational tools have been developed for solving the electronic Schrödinger equation.

Among the most successful of these methods are many-body methods such as per-

turbation theory and coupled cluster theory, and they are now text book methods

[1, 2]. Today coupled cluster calculations are in many contexts the golden standard.
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In this chapter, we consider many-body methods for the nuclear Schrödinger equa-

tion. For solving the nuclear Schrödinger equation the application of many-body

methods has been considerable less common, and for nuclear motion variational

treatments using a linear expansion in a basis is prevailing. Nevertheless, there is still

key advantages of a many-body approach. In the next chapter, I will highlight some

general differences between electronic structure theory and vibrational structure the-

ory. Thereafter, I will introduce hierarchies of approximations for the Hamiltonian

that can be denoted many-body like and subsequently discuss construction of wave

functions in second quantization, including, in particular, vibrational self-consistent

field (VSCF), vibrational configuration interaction (VCI) and vibrational coupled

cluster (VCC) methods. I will also present a chapter with a tensor perspective on the

VCC wave function.

9.2 Electronic and Nuclear Schrödinger Equations

Consider a molecular system described by quantum mechanics in the non-relativistic

time-independent Schrödinger picture

(Te + Tn + Vee + Vnn + Ven)𝛹tot(𝐫,𝐑) = E𝛹tot(𝐫,𝐑) (9.1)

Here 𝐫 and 𝐑 symbolize, respectively, electronic and nuclear coordinates. We invoke

from the outset the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The electronic Schrödinger

equation for a set of clamped nuclei determines the energy Eel(𝐑) as a function of

nuclear coordinates

(Te + Vee + Vnn + Ven)𝛹el(𝐫;𝐑) = Eel(𝐑)𝛹el(𝐫;𝐑) (9.2)

This electronic energy appears as the potential in the nuclear Schrödinger equation,

i.e. with V = Eel(𝐑), we write

(Tn + V)𝛹n(𝐑) = En𝛹n(𝐑) (9.3)

where En is the total energy. In general, nuclear motion covers both translation, rota-

tion and vibration.

Consider the vibrational motion of a nonlinear molecule with N atoms, lead-

ing to M = 3N − 6 vibrational degrees of freedom denoted modes, separating out

translational and rotational motion. The internal relative nuclear motion is thereby

described by a set of M coordinates denoted q1, q2,… , qM . While electronic struc-

ture theory deals with indistinguishable electrons where each is described by a set

of cartesian coordinates as well as a spin coordinate, the internal motion of mole-

cules is described by a set of distinguishable degrees of freedom. The particular set

of coordinates may be a set of normal coordinates (a rectilinear coordinate set) or

general curvilinear coordinates, such as bond lengths, angles and dihedrals.
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The immediate consequence of this is that in the electronic case the kinetic energy

operator is simple (using atomic units throughout),

Te =
∑

i

1
2
∇2

i (9.4)

In contrast, already in normal coordinates the exact kinetic operator is more involved

in the exact Watson [3] form for rovibrational motion (separating out translation)

T = −1
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∑
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(9.5)

Here J
𝛼

is the total and 𝜋
𝛽

the vibrational angular momenta, respectively, 𝜇
𝛼𝛽

is

the inverse of the effective moment of inertia. Considering a non-rotating molecule

through putting J = 0, we observed there are still some terms with the 𝜇 tensor left.

These terms are often neglected for larger molecules as the inverse of the moment of

inertia will decrease their importance. With their neglect a simple kinetic operator

is obtained for the vibrational motion (separating out rotation)

T = −1
2
∑

k

𝜕
2

𝜕Q2
k

(9.6)

Neglecting the additional Watsonian terms can be a significant approximation for

small molecules and/or vibrations with light atoms. The remaining coupling in the

Watson in Eq. (9.5) derives from the interaction between rotation and vibration and

the fact that the rotational set of coordinates is not a rectilinear set of coordinates.

In more general curvilinear coordinates the vibrational kinetic energy operator is

even more complicated. Thus, unlike electronic structure theory the kinetic energy

operator may generally bring coupling between the different degrees of freedom in

the quantum treatment of nuclear motion.

The primary cause of couplings between the modes is the potential. In the case of

the electronic Schrödinger equation, the electron–electron interaction is of Coulomb

type and thus of two-body nature. In contrast, the vibrational structure potential is

the Born-Oppenheimer potential which formally couples all degrees of freedom. The

Coulomb potential is known exactly and before any calculation and is similar for all

molecules. In other words, the potential is universally defined. The potential of the

nuclear Schrödinger equation will not be known exactly, and it is unique for each

different molecule.

The above points show clearly the different outsets for electronic and nuclear the-

ories. Since the spaces and the Hamiltonians are fundamentally different our method

of solution will also differ. Nevertheless, we shall discuss how one can recover in cer-

tain ways a many-body view on describing coupling in many mode systems that is

somewhat similar to many-body theory for electrons.
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In passing I note that though the relevance of time-dependent electronic the-

ory is becoming more and more clear, the overwhelming majority of quantum

chemical studies up to this day are based on time-independent quantum theory,

and some of the extensions to time-dependent theory are furthermore restricted to

special cases, such as periodic perturbations. For nuclear motion, time-dependent

approaches are generally a much more equal part of the bigger field of describing

nuclear motion. For example, a general method like the multi-configurational time-

dependent Hartree (MCTDH) has shown great applicability for both time-dependent

and time-independent phenomena. However, in this chapter we shall stay with a time-

independent description.

9.3 Many-Body Expansion of the Hamiltonian

The potential is decisive for accuracy and efficiency. We have already established

that the potential originates from solving the electronic Schrödinger equation. The

electronic Schrödinger equation cannot be solved exactly for non-trivial systems,

and the first primary cause for concern is thus the accuracy of the electronic struc-

ture methodology used in a concrete case. This is the subject of electronic structure

theory and will not be pursued further here. However, we shall consider other deci-

sive factors such as how to deal with the dimensionality of the potential. How can

we represent the PES in many dimensions? And how can we obtain the effect of the

PES from calculating only a restricted set of points on the PES?

One classical way of obtaining a PES is through Taylor expansion. Thus, follow-

ing geometry optimization and subsequent harmonic analysis, higher (than second)

order derivatives are calculated up to a maximum order. The third (cubic) and fourth

(quartic) order potential terms describe the lowest order anharmonicity. Their cal-

culation and use have perfect meaning in a perturbation theoretical sense, using the

normal coordinate harmonic oscillator as the zeroth order description. However, in

a broader perspective Taylor expanded potentials are problematic. First of all, the

radius of convergence is likely small and for larger distortions from the reference

structure, the PES can be quite unphysical. It is for example common that the Taylor

expanded PES have “variational holes”. That is, at some distortions from the refer-

ence, the PES becomes unphysically of lower energy than at the reference structure.

Applying a Taylor expanded PES in a variational calculation is obviously risky.

There are, however, also some attractive features of the Taylor representation. One

attractive feature is that the corresponding Hamiltonian becomes a sum over products

(at least if either the simple kinetic energy operator is used or the inverse moment

of inertia in the kinetic energy terms is treated in a similar Taylor expansion). Thus,

the Hamiltonian contains a sum of qnii q
nj
j q

nk
k ⋯ terms with prefactors. A general sum

over product Hamiltonian can be written as a sum over T product terms
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Ĥ =
T∑

t=1
ct

M∏

m=1
ĥm,t (9.7)

giving a similar simple product structure for integrals over direct product basis func-

tions. This is in turn decisive for efficient wave function calculations, since this means

that each term is separable into a product over the involved modes. This feature is

in fact so important that even if we do not pursue it directly by Taylor expansion, it

is often desirable to fit the potential to the sum-over-product-form of Eq. (9.7). In

other words, for the PES we can make a fit of energies calculated on a grid to the

particular set of fit functions we choose. Here, we may use polynomials for fitting,

but it is important to distinguish the fitting case from the polynomial obtained as

Taylor expansion.

The above considerations, however, does not solve the problem of dimensionality.

We will now introduce a particular type of many-body expansion of the potential. The

basic idea of restricted mode–mode coupling has been pursued under different names

such as n-mode representation [4], many-body expansion [5], mode-coupling expan-

sion, cut-HDMR (High Dimensional Model Representation) [6], cluster expansion

[7] and others [8–11]. As such it has been an integrated part of much recent research.

The outcome is that the full PES is obtained as a sum of many lower-dimensional

functions. Let a vector of mode indices be called a mode combination (MC), and

𝐦n is such a vector of n indices m1,m2,… ,mn. Consider an expansion point and

a set of coordinates defined to be all zero for the expansion point. Assume that

V(0, 0, 0, 0…0) = 0, noting that an additional constant term can easily be added

after our treatment. We can now write the PES in terms of the particular MCs that

are relevant for the representation of the potential:

V ≈
∑

𝐦∈𝐌𝐂𝐑{𝐕}
V̄𝐦

, (9.8)

Here MCR is a mode combination range—the set of MCs included in the potential.

Equation (9.8) is the basis for introducing approximations. IA sequence of approxi-

mate potentials providing a more and more accurate description of the full coupling

by including more and more mode couplings. The potentials V̄𝐦n are incremental

potentials, defined such that they give zero if any coordinates in the set given by 𝐦n
are zero

V̄𝐦n (… , qi = 0,… .) = 0. (9.9)

For the two-mode example

V̄m1m2 = Vm1m2 − Vm1 − Vm2 (9.10)

where

Vm1 = V(0,… , 0, qm1
, 0,… , 0) (9.11)
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Vm1m2 = V(0,… , 0, qm1
, 0,… , 0, qm2

, 0,… , 0) (9.12)

etc. A two-mode representation of the PES can be written as

V (2) =
∑

m1

V̄m1 +
∑

m1<m2

V̄m1m2 =
∑

m1<m2

Vm1m2 − (M − 2)
∑

m1

Vm1 (9.13)

The mode number indices mi run from mode 1 to mode M and mi ≠ mj. In the two-

mode case, the PES of a three atomic system consists of three two-mode sub-PES

and three one-mode sub-PES. Thus, the expression in Eq. (9.8) is an approximation

to the full PES. Instead of computing the full PES, it is represented in terms of a

number of sub-PES where each of these is restricted to a limited set of modes. This

provides a much more realistic path to accurately representing the PES. Consider for

example a grid-based approach for PES construction, where potential energy values

are calculated on an appropriate set of points each called a single point (SP). For

simplicity we assume that the number of SPs per coordinate is Np and the same for

all coordinates. Including up to n-mode couplings for a molecule withM modes gives

rise to
∑n

i=0

(
M
i

) (
Np

)i
SPs as opposed to the full PES havingNM

p . This is a reduction

from exponential to polynomial computational scaling in M. The leading scaling,(
M
n

) (
Np

)n
is the dominating computational effort. In the sequence of potentials

converging to the full potential

V (1)
,V (2)

,V (3)
,… ,V (M)

(9.14)

where V (n)
include all mode couplings up to and including n-mode couplings, it

is typically only realistic to consider low-order methods, say n = 2, 3, 4. Still, we

have obtained a converging sequence of potentials. We also see clearly the additional

complexity compared to the electronic case with its universally defined two-body

Coulomb potential.

The n-mode PES approach defined above has been used and tuned by many

researchers in different contexts with respect to obtaining accurate potentials with

as few SPs as possible. By fitting to a basis of functions, the sub-PES can be brought

into a sum-over-product form. Thus, the total Hamiltonian can be numerically repre-

sented in an n-mode expanded sum-over-product form. This is highly convenient for

the subsequent calculation and use of the matrix element of the Hamiltonian for the

vibrational wave function calculation. Finally, one should be aware of the fact that

the PES construction and the wave function calculation are not quite independent.

A given wave function spans over a particular region of configuration space, and

it is important the potential is fairly accurate in this region. On the other hand, the

more involved the PES really is, or its representation, the more involved the vibra-

tional structure calculation will be. An adaptive density guided approach (ADGA)

has been developed, where the PES is calculated in accordance with the convergence

of the combined wave function and PES calculation [12].
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The restricted mode-coupling representation of the potential discussed above is

in a certain sense a many-body expansion. Such expansions can be generalized and

applied to the PES in other ways [13]. In particular, the many-body view is in agree-

ment with the so-called incremental method for calculating electronic energies. In

the incremental method, the full system is considered as composed of fragments.

In practice some kind of cutting and capping of the full system into subsystems is

required which will not be further discussed here. The idea is now that the electronic

energy of the system can be calculated in a many-body expansion similar as above.

Let A,B denote fragments. Then the energy of each SP can be written as

Eel =
∑

A
EA +

∑

A>B
(EAB − EA − EB) +⋯ (9.15)

i.e. the energy is obtained as a sum over energies calculated for different fragments

and different fragment combinations. This form of the energy evaluation can now be

combined with potential expansion, such that each SP in the calculation of the many

small sub-PES are expanded as in Eq. (9.15). This means that we have progressed

from a full dimensional PES calculated from full dimensional SPs to a PES given in

terms of sums of lower-dimensional sub-PESs calculated from energies obtained as

sums of lower-dimensional SPs. We denote such approaches as double incremental,

as it is in a certain sense simply the simultaneous application of the same idea in two

different directions.

The efficiency of the double incremental idea can be strongly boosted by using

coordinates with a well-defined locality, meaning that a given coordinate is known to

move only a limited set of atoms relative to each other. To understand this, note that

standard normal coordinates will be formally delocalized over the full systems. This

means, that in the calculation of every sub-PES the displacement of the coordinates

will mean that there are slight variations in all fragment combinations. This means

that all fragments must be recalculated. On the other hand, if we consider a sub-PES

for coordinates that a completely localized to atoms within a few fragments, then the

calculation of this sub-PES requires only calculations for the fragment combinations

that actually change.

It has been shown how an algorithm for flexible adaptation of local coordinates of

nuclei (FALCON) [14] can be used to provide a set of coordinates with a well-defined

locality. Following the above considerations, the double incremental approach with

FALCON coordinates (denoted DIF) is computationally much more efficient than the

double incremental approach in normal coordinates (denoted DIN). Using the partic-

ular structure of FALCON coordinates, the efficiency can be even further improved

by applying DIF with auxiliary coordinate transformations (DIFACT). With the

DIFACT approach one can achieve linear scaling of the total accumulated cost of

the SP calculations [13]. This should be contrasted to the original mode-coupling

expansion case where the accumulated cost of the SP calculations would scale as

Mnmax × Ns
where N is the number of orbitals of the systems and s is the character-

istic scaling of the applied quantum chemical method, i.e. s = 7 for CCSD(T).
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The ideas in the double incremental expansion approach are likely extendable to

other local coordinates than FALCON coordinates, such as various sets of internal

coordinates. It does require a molecule of some size for the fragmentation procedure

to make chemical sense. However, the potentially huge reductions in computational

effort in the construction of the PES is highly encouraging for future applications to

larger systems.

9.4 Second Quantization

Second quantization formulations have proven very productive in many contexts of

many-body theory, for example for the electronic structure of molecules. The com-

mutation or anti-commutation relations of the fundamental creation and annihilation

operators brings to live the symmetry or antisymmetry requirements of the wave

function with respect to particle permutation. The interest in developing many-body

methods for nuclear motion lead to the development of SQ formulations for systems

with distinguishable degrees of freedom [15, 16] and will be briefly summarized.

Assume that for mode m we have a complete basis {𝜙m
pm (qm)} indexed by pm =

0, 1,… ,Nm − 1. Here Nm
is the number of one-mode basis functions for mode m.

We may generate basis functions in the M-mode space as products of the one-mode

basis functions

𝛷𝐬(q1, q2,… , qM) =
M∏

m=1
𝜙
m
sm(qm) (9.16)

The one-mode functions shall be denoted modals while their M-mode product states

are denoted Hartree products. We consider the system as composed ofM distinguish-

able degrees of freedom, and accordingly we do not consider any symmetrization

In setting up second quantization we describe the system in terms of occupation-

number vectors (ONVs) where there per construction is a one-to-one correspon-

dence between second quantization ONVs and first quantization Hartree products.

The ONVs are of the form

|𝐤⟩ = |||{k
1
0, k

1
1,… , k1N1−1},… , {km0 , k

m
1 ,… , kmNm−1},… , {kM0 , k

M
1 ,… , kMNM−1}

⟩

(9.17)

The integer kmpm is the occupation number for modal pm of mode m.

The vacuum state is the state with only zero occupation |vac⟩ = |0, 0,… , 0⟩ and

is normalized as well, i.e. ⟨vac|vac⟩ = 1. Similar to the overlap between two Hartree

products for an orthonormal basis, the ONV inner product for an orthonormal basis

is

⟨𝐤|𝐥⟩ =
M∏

m=1

Nm∏

pm=1
𝛿kmpm l

m
pm

= 𝛿𝐤𝐥 (9.18)
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while for a general vector |𝐜⟩ = ∑
𝐤 c𝐤|𝐤⟩ the inner product is defined as,

⟨𝐜|𝐝⟩ =
∑

𝐤𝐥
⟨𝐤|c∗𝐤d𝐥|𝐥⟩ =

∑

𝐤𝐥
c∗𝐤d𝐥𝛿𝐤𝐥 =

∑

𝐤
c∗𝐤d𝐤 (9.19)

In the ONV space creation and annihilation operators can be introduced with

commutator relations,

[am†pm , a
m′†
qm′

] = [ampm , a
m′

qm′
] = 0, (9.20)

[ampm , a
m′†
qm′

] = 𝛿mm′𝛿pmqm′ . (9.21)

The action of am†pm is to create a vibration in mode m, level pm while amqm annihilates a

vibration in level qm of mode m. In particular, an annihilation operator acting on the

vacuum state gives zero

ampm |vac⟩ = 0 (9.22)

The physically relevant subspace of all |𝐤⟩ that correspond to the set of M-mode

Hartree products are those where only one kmim is equal to 1 for each mode m and all

the others are 0.

Defining some further terminology is useful: 𝐦 denotes a set of modes combined

in a mode combination (MC). A MC may include from 1 to M modes, and we shall

occasionally use a subscript to indicated the dimensionality.

The creation and annihilation operators can in turn be used to construct all SQ

states and operators such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between all

matrix elements and thereby all measurable quantities between calculations done in

first and second quantization. The one-mode shift operators Em
pmqm that moves occu-

pation in mode m from modal qm to pm is highly useful in this regard. They are

defined as

Em
pmqm = am†pm a

m
qm . (9.23)

The general Hartree Product above can now be expressed as

|𝛷𝐬⟩ =
M∏

m=1
am†sm |vac⟩. (9.24)

We may pick out a reference state described by an M-dimensional vector

𝐢 =
(
i1, i2,… , iM

)

|𝛷𝐢⟩ =
M∏

m=1
am†im |vac⟩. (9.25)

We can now generate other Hartree products in the M-mode space by applying exci-

tation operators,
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𝜏
𝐦
𝜇𝐦 =

∏

m∈𝐦
am†am a

m
im (9.26)

to this reference state. In doing so we “excite” all modes in the MC 𝐦 from the

occupied modals im to the virtual modals am. The nomenclature of using indices i, j
to denote occupied modals and a, b, to denote modals unoccupied (virtual) in the

reference product function is standard. The index 𝜇 is a compound index including

the necessary information on the specific modals involved. Examples of one and

two-mode excitation operators are,

𝜏
m1
am1 = am1†

am1 a
m1
im1 = Em1

am1 im1 (9.27)

𝜏
𝐦2
𝜇
𝐦2 = 𝜏

m1m2
am1am2 = am1†

am1 a
m2†
am2 a

m1
im1a

m2
im2 = Em1

am1 im1E
m2
am2 im2 (9.28)

Note here that the 𝐢 vector is often implied, meaning that it is only relevant to keep

track of the unoccupied indices.

The commutator relations can be used to show that all excitation operators com-

mute,

[𝜏𝐦
𝜇𝐦 , 𝜏

𝐦′

𝜈𝐦′ ] = 0 (9.29)

which is of great practical importance. The Hermitian adjoint of the excitation oper-

ator 𝜏
m1
am1 is a de-excitation operator

𝜏
m1†
am1 = am1†

im1 a
m1
am1 (9.30)

From the killer condition for the annihilation operator working on the vacuum state,

we have corresponding killer conditions for the excitation operators

(𝜏𝐦
𝜈𝐦
)†|𝛷𝐢⟩ = 0 = ⟨𝛷𝐢|𝜏𝐦𝜈𝐦 (9.31)

Note that 𝜏
𝐦
𝜇𝐦 and (𝜏𝐦′

𝜈𝐦′ )† do not generally commute. The excited states are orthogonal

to the reference ket |𝛷𝐢⟩ and the set of states {|𝛷𝐢⟩, 𝜏𝜇|𝛷𝐢⟩} thus forms a basis for

the full M-mode space when all possible 𝜇 are included.

9.5 Vibrational Self-consistent-field Theory
and the Mode–Mode Correlation Problem

The vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) approach [17, 18] is a mean-field theory

applied to the anharmonic vibrational problem. We seek to variationally optimize the

energy

E𝐢 = ⟨𝛷𝐢|Ĥ|𝛷𝐢⟩ (9.32)
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under variation of orthonormal one-mode functions𝜙
m
im (qm) for a given Hartree Prod-

uct state. The reference index vector 𝐢 specifies which reference occupation is used

for each mode as in the previously introduced notation.

The variational conditions with orthonormality constraints leads to the self-

consistent-field equations

F̂m,𝐢
𝜙
m
im (qm) = 𝜀

m
im𝜙

m
im (qm) (9.33)

where the mean-field operator F̂m,𝐢
𝜙
m
im (qm) for mode m is obtained as the average of

the Hamiltonian over all the other degrees of freedom (here given in first quantiza-

tion)

F̂m,𝐢 = ⟨
M∏

m′=1,≠m
𝜙
m′

im′
(qm′ )|Ĥ|

M∏

m′′=1,≠m
𝜙
m′′

im′′
(qm′′ )⟩ (9.34)

After solving the coupled VSCF equations (Eq. (9.33)) self-consistently resulting in

VSCF optimized modals (in analogy to Hartree-Fock orbitals for electrons). The total

energy is obtained from Eq. (9.32) using the converged VSCF modals. In analogy to

the electronic case, we thus have a well-defined mean-field state with a well-defined

energy. This energy is based on an averaged interaction between modes as clearly

seen from the averaging in Eq. (9.34). The VSCF approach thus immediately defines

a correlation problem. VSCF can be implemented to give a fast and efficient evalu-

ation of anharmonic wave functions, see Ref. [19], but will not be further discussed

here. Instead we will focus on methods that goes beyond VSCF, and thereby explic-

itly includemany-body effects.

The basic ansatz for proceeding beyond the single Hartree Product wave function

is vibrational configuration interaction (VCI). The VCI wave function can be written

as

|VCI⟩ = (1 + C)|Φ𝐢⟩ = |Φ𝐢⟩ +
∑

𝜇

C
𝜇
𝜏
𝜇
|Φ𝐢⟩ (9.35)

using intermediate normalization 1 = ⟨𝛷𝐢|VCI⟩. The intermediate normalization is

convenient for later comparisons, but is not essential for the theory, and normally

standard unit norm normalization is used. The 𝐢 index vector is, as mention earlier,

implied for all V excitation operators (𝜏
𝜇
) and the related VCI parameters (C

𝜇
) and

is not explicitly included in the notation here and in the following. The VSCF state

is used for reference here, but it is trivial to use any other Hartree Product state.

We may write the operator generating the VCI wave function in more detail as

C = C1 + C2 + C3 +⋯CM =
M∑

j=1

∑

𝜇j

c
𝜇j
𝜏
𝜇j

(9.36)

where the extra j index denotes the excitation level.
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In the case where we use all configurations possible we have a NM
dimensional

space, and a similar number of free parameters to determine, assuming there are

N modals for each of the M degrees of freedom. Approximate VCI wave functions

are introduced by limiting the space considered. This can be done in many ways.

Here, we shall limit ourself to discuss the hierarchy in which we limit the summa-

tion over excitation levels in Eq. (9.36) to a maximum level n. The VCI wave func-

tion corresponding to this truncation is denoted VCI[n]. In the limit of no truncation

we obtain the Full VCI solution, FVCI = VCI[M]. The linear variational approach

implicit to VCI (using VSCF modals or another set of one-mode functions) has been

the traditional approach to addressing the solution of the M-mode system [20–22].

When convergence close enough to FVCI can be obtained this is obviously fully

satisfactory. The problem comes only from the increased size of the space needed

for increasing systems size, which requires special treatments to be required. While

treating large spaces in such linear expansions are becoming possible [23], we will

here switch to the another parameterization and later show this has interesting prop-

erties for increasing system size.

9.6 Vibrational Coupled Cluster

The vibrational coupled cluster ansatz is given in terms of an exponential operator

working on the reference wave function |𝛷𝐢⟩

|VCC⟩ = exp(T)|𝛷𝐢⟩, (9.37)

Here T is the so-called cluster operator which we in general write as

T =
∑

𝜇

t
𝜇
𝜏
𝜇
. (9.38)

The t
𝜇

parameters are the cluster amplitudes and the free parameters of the methods,

while 𝜏
𝜇

are the corresponding excitation operators. All are indexed by 𝜇—a com-

pound index giving all necessary information to specify the excitation. As for the

VCI case the cluster operator can be written as

T = T1 + T2 + T3 +⋯TM =
M∑

j=1

∑

𝜇j

t
𝜇j
𝜏
𝜇j

(9.39)

The one- and two-mode excitations can be written out as

T1 =
∑

𝜇1

t
𝜇1
𝜏
𝜇1

=
M∑

m1

∑

am1
tm1
am1 𝜏

m1
am1 , (9.40)
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T2 =
∑

𝜇2

t
𝜇2
𝜏
𝜇2

=
M∑

m1<m2

∑

am1

∑

am2
tm1m2
am1am2 𝜏

m1m2
am1am2 . (9.41)

We may also write the cluster operator in terms of MC notation as

T =
∑

𝐦∈MCR[T]

∑

𝜇𝐦

t𝐦
𝜇𝐦𝜏

𝐦
𝜇𝐦 (9.42)

where 𝐦 is simply one of the allowed MCs. The definition of a VCC cluster operator

requires thus in general a definition of the set of different MCs allowed in the cluster

operator. This set (a mode combination range, MCR) is denoted MCR[T] in Eq.

(9.42).

Introducing now the VCC ansatz into the Schrödinger equation and premultiply-

ing with exp(−T), we obtain

exp(−T)Ĥ exp(T)|𝛷𝐢⟩ = E|𝛷𝐢⟩ (9.43)

Projecting onto the reference state and the excited Hartree Products, we obtain

respectively the VCC energy

EVCC = ⟨𝛷𝐢| exp(−T)Ĥ exp(T)|𝛷𝐢⟩ = ⟨𝛷𝐢|Ĥ exp(T)|𝛷𝐢⟩. (9.44)

and the VCC amplitude equations

e𝐦
𝜇𝐦 = ⟨𝜇𝐦| exp(−T)Ĥ exp(T)|𝛷𝐢⟩ = 0. (9.45)

Solving first the VCC amplitude equations in Eq. (9.45) we can calculate the energy

as in Eq. (9.44).

Truncating the cluster operator at the excitation level n, we obtain a hierarchy of

VCC methods, VCC[1], VCC[2], VCC[3], VCC[4], etc. In the limit of no truncation,

we obtain the Full VCI solution, FVCC = FVCI.

The requirements for a VCC calculation is that a Hamiltonian is available in some

suitable set of coordinates together with an appropriate choice of basis set such that

the necessary integrals of the Hamiltonian are available. In the sum-over-product

form this means that when the Hamiltonian expansion coefficients ct and the one-

mode integrals of the hm,t operators are available (see Eq. (9.7)), we can first do

a VSCF calculation defining the VCC reference state. Then we have to select the

set of states to excite to. This is typically done by selecting the MCR, e.g. in the

hierarchical sense of one-, two- and higher mode couplings up to a given maximum

coupling level. This then defines the VCC calculation for the given reference state.

The nonlinear equations are determined by some iterative methods. From a par-

ticular guess for the solution vector 𝐭 containing all the amplitudes, one evaluates the

similarly sized error vector defined by Eq. (9.45). If this error vector is not below a

given threshold in size an improved guess for the 𝐭 is made and the process contin-
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ued. Different methods of quasi-Newton nature. Sufficient here is to state that this

procedure usually works relatively smoothly as long as the reference is a reason-

able description of the final state. The computational most challenging part is the

evaluation of the error vector. The error vector can be very complicated for high-

level couplings in the Hamiltonian and high-level excitations included. For example

VCC[3] with a three-mode Hamiltonian already contains thousands of terms [24]. In

the current preferred approach, all these terms are automatically derived in details,

analysed for computational efficiency and finally evaluated by the programme.

In principle, the above procedure is applicable to both ground and excited states.

Excited states are, however, often immersed in a dense manifold of states. Solving the

nonlinear VCC equations for each state in a state by state fashion can be technically

difficult with respect to convergence and raises a number of theoretical concerns such

as the potential lack of orthogonality between states. For that purpose, it is in most

cases preferable to use response theory to access excited states or alternatively use

the attractive option of directly calculating the spectrum. We shall here avoid at all

entering into the long details of response theory. All our considerations, however,

also apply to response theory calculations of excited states and spectra.

The above VCC theory is the one we have developed and the one we shall fur-

ther investigate here. Our approach is based on the described SQ and applies to any

basis and thereby any reference state, including the VSCF reference state. We note

that there exist other exponential CC-like parameterizations of the vibrational wave

function. The other approaches have been denoted bosonic CC and are by construc-

tion based on a harmonic oscillator like ground state [25, 26].

Let us now investigate further the wave function itself. The wave function for the

case of an untruncated cluster expansion can be expanded as

|VCC⟩ = |𝛷𝐢⟩ + T1|𝛷𝐢⟩ + (T2 +
1
2
T2
1 )|𝛷𝐢⟩ + (T3 + T1T2 +

1
6
T3
1 )|𝛷𝐢⟩

+ (T4 + T1T3 +
1
2
T2
2 +

1
2
T2
1T2 +

1
24

T4
1 )|𝛷𝐢⟩… . (9.46)

The linear VCI and nonlinear VCC parameterization are two alternative ways of

parameterizing the exact wave functions in the untruncated limit. For an exact wave

functions they are therefore related through

C1 = T1

C2 = (T2 +
1
2
T2
1 )

C3 = (T3 + T1T2 +
1
6
T3
1 )

C4 = (T4 + T1T3 +
1
2
T2
2 +

1
2
T2
1T2 +

1
24

T4
1 ) (9.47)

and so on. It is easy to turn this around and obtain
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T1 = C1

T2 = C2 − (1
2
T2
1 )

T3 = C3 − (T1T2 +
1
6
T3
1 )

T4 = C4 − (T1T3 +
1
2
T2
2 +

1
2
T2
1T2 +

1
24

T4
1 ) (9.48)

and so on. We may thus transform between the linear VCI and the exponential VCC

formats. This means that if we have a set of excitations in the straight linear picture,

we can decompose them into a cluster representation. If such expansions has mean-

ing it is expected that the amplitudes in the cluster representation decay faster with

increasing excitation level, as compared to the linear parameterization. Thus higher-

mode excitations are expected to be dominated by products of lower excitations.

9.7 A Tensor Perspective on VCC

A quantity with d indices can be denoted a tensor, of order d. Hence, a vector is a first

order tensor, a matrix is a second order tensor, a 3-way array is an third order tensor,

etc. It is natural to represent tensors in terms of their d-way arrays. However, if there

are N possible values for each index for each dimension there in total Nd
numbers

are required to specify the full tensor. This exponential increase in the data with

increasing number of dimensions is often referred to as the curse of dimensionality.

To address this, we seek in tensor decomposition to numerically represent the same

tensor in terms of simple quantities. That is generally, in stead of one full d-way

arrays we seek to represent the tensor in terms of a set of arrays of lower dimensions

and/or smaller set of index values. For a general overview and descriptions of tensors

and tensor decomposition we refer to the literature, see for example Ref. [27]. We

will proceed by focusing specifically on the simplest variant of tensor decomposition

(CP, see below) as well as on relating the idea to VCC theory.

The most obvious tensor decomposition is CANDECOMP/PARAFAC or canon-

ical polyadic decomposition, abbreviated as CP decomposition. Here a tensor is rep-

resented as a sum of vector outer products with ⊗ denoting a tensor outer product

X ≈
R∑

r
𝐚(1)r ⊗ 𝐚(2)r ⊗⋯⊗ 𝐚(d)r (9.49)

whereR of Eq. (9.49) is the rank. The rank together with the 𝐚(n)r vectors which can be

collected as column vectors in d 𝐀(n)
factor matrices specifies decomposition. Note

that the CP format is often represented with a weight factor 𝜆r for each term but

this prefactor is here (as in many other places) absorbed into the columns of one (or

more) of the factor matrices. The smallest number of vector outer products that are

needed to reproduce the tensor exactly is the tensor rank in a similar fashion to the
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rank of a matrix. The CP decomposition shares in this sense some similarity to the

singular value decomposition of matrices. Unfortunately there is no general simple

way to determine the rank of a tensor, and it becomes a numerical exercise to seek

CP “fits” that reproduce the tensor to high enough accuracy.

9.7.1 Vibrational Coupled Cluster as a Tensor Decomposition

As is perhaps clear from the two preceding sections, a CC formatted wave function

is in a certain sense a decomposition format for the FVCI wave function. We can

view the equations representing the VCI excitation in terms of the VCC excitations

as a kind of tensor decomposition. In other words, we can consider

Tn = f 1(Cn,T1,… ,Tn−1) = f 2(C1,C2,… .,Cn) (9.50)

Similar equations holds at the mode excitation level, where only the excitations for

a given MC, 𝐦, is considered. The cluster excitation operator is written in the form

T𝐦 =
∑

𝜇𝐦

t𝐦
𝜇𝐦𝜏

𝐦
𝜇𝐦 (9.51)

and similarly for the VCI excitations. Based upon the MC, 𝐦 we construct the set

of MCRs, SMCR[𝐦], where the union of all MCs in each MCR is identical to the

original MC, 𝐦. Summing over these MCR[s] we have

C𝐦 =
∑

MCR[s]∈SMCR[𝐦]

∏

𝐦k∈MCR[s]
T𝐦k (9.52)

Here the sum is over all partitions of the set 𝐦 meaning a sum over all ways the set

𝐦 can be obtained as union of disjoint subsets. Thus a set of MCR where the union

of all the non-overlapping sets in each gives the original 𝐦.

We may interpret Eq. (9.52) for the operators to be a tensor decomposition of the

VCI correlation amplitudes

c𝐦 =
∑

MCR[s]∈SMCR[𝐦]
⊗𝐦k∈MCR[s]T𝐦k (9.53)

In terms of the amplitudes, we have the following set of equations in low order

cm1
a1

= tm1
a1

cm1m2
a1a2

= tm1m2
a1a2

+ tm1
a1
tm2
a2

cm1m2m3
a1a2a3

= tm1m2m3
a1a2a3

+ tm1
a1
tm2m3
a2a3

+ tm2
a2
tm1m3
a1a3

+ tm3
a3
tm1m2
a1a2

+ tm1
a1
tm2
a2
tm3
a3

= tm1m2m3
a1a2a3

+ (1 + P12 + P13)tm1
a1
tm2m3
a2a3

+ tm1
a1
tm2
a2
tm3
a3

(9.54)
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etc., where Pijfij = fji. Thus, recasting the FVCI wave function as a FVCC wave func-

tion corresponds implicitly to a decomposition of the correlation amplitudes. Either

set of correlation amplitudes provide adequate descriptions and are permissible as

departure of approximations.

An approximate VCC is not actually obtained as a decomposition of VCI parame-

ters. Rather, approximations are introduced by restricting the excitation level/rank of

the decomposition quantities as described in the above VCC sections. Thus, we for-

mally still have a set of FVCI correlation amplitudes. But we proceed from express-

ing

cn = Fn(t1,… , tn) (9.55)

to

cn = Fapp

n (t1,… tnmax ) (9.56)

The cluster amplitudes are not found by “fitting of tensors” but from equations for the

immersed approximation of the VCC ansatz into a projected Schrödinger equation.

Still, the general decomposition perspective is enlightening and a potential source

for new approximations.

9.7.2 Decomposed Correlation Amplitudes with CP

For the VCC wave function we may consider the full set of amplitudes as one vector,

but we can also consider it as a number of sub-vectors, one vector for each MC.

Each of these vectors are in turn a vectorization of a n-th order tensor, where n is

the number of elements of the particular MC. Thus the whole set of VCC or VCI

correlation amplitudes can be considered as a stack of tensors.

We may now proceed by applying decomposition to the correlation amplitudes

(on top of the inherent recasting of the VCC wave function). For example, the VCC

three-mode excitations for the MC (m0,m1,m2) can be represented in CP format as

tm0,m1,m2
a0,a1,a2

≈
Rm0 ,m1 ,m2∑

r=1
t(m0,m1,m2),0
r,a0

t(m0,m1,m2),1
r,a1

t(m0,m1,m2),2
r,a2

(9.57)

Each different MC has a different set of one-mode factor matrices, or the other way

around, each factor matrix is unique to each MC, and mode for this MC. It is deci-

sive that the rank R𝐦
is unique to the MC 𝐦. This is a trivial but key aspect of the

approach, therein that the rank can be adjusted to the importance of each MC. Thus,

it has been confirmed in numerical studies that in adaptive iterative algorithms we

can solve the equations in a manner such that each individual MC achieve each their

own individual rank. The advantage of this is that specific couplings are very differ-

ent and have different strength. This is advantageous because by allowing the rank

to be flexible this opens for handling large systems with very many MCs, where the
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major fraction will have low rank including often zero rank, while only a smaller

fraction of particularly important MCs will have a large rank.

We note in passing that our approach is one of following the mode-coupling

expansion suggested from the potential, and the hierarchical approach to VCI and

VCC we have taken. A different approach is to go back to the full wave function

ansatz and directly decompose the FVCI wave function. Such approaches have been

undertaken by other groups in various contexts. The drawback of this is that the

FVCI tensor is huge. Our hierarchial approach involves much smaller tensors (for

truncated VCC) but many of them. Furthermore, there are fundamental differences

in performing the decompositions for VCC and VCI.

9.8 Seperability and VCC and VCI Compared

To put tensor decomposition for VCI and VCC in perspective, we will here con-

sider the separability and scalability of energies and wave functions. This is directly

related to concepts such as size-extensivity and size-consistency of electronic struc-

ture theory and to the property of extensivity of thermodynamics.

Consider the case where we combine the two non-interacting subsystems A and

B into a super-system AB described by the Hamiltonian

HAB = HA + HB (9.58)

The two fragments each satisfies their own Schrödinger equation HA|A⟩ = EA|A⟩,
HB|B⟩ = EB|B⟩. Using the SQ formalism the wave functions can be written in the

form

|A⟩ = WA|vac⟩, (9.59)

where WA is a wave operator

WA =
∑

𝐬
C𝐬

M∏

m=1
a†sm (9.60)

The exact wave function for the compound system is required to satisfy the

Schrödinger equation

HAB|AB⟩ = EAB|AB⟩. (9.61)

With the SQ formulation it is simple and rigorous to write up the exact wave function

for the compound system in the multiplicatively separable form

|AB⟩ = WAB|vac⟩ = WAWB|vac⟩ (9.62)
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Related to the product separable wave function, the exact energy is additively sepa-

rable

EAB = EA + EB. (9.63)

For N non-interacting subsystems each with energy E1 the total energy of the N-mer

is NE1, in complete analogy to the extensivity of properties in thermodynamics. The

behaviour with increasing number of degrees of freedom is an important aspect of

an approximate theory. Approximate wave functions can be classified according to

whether the wave function is manifestly separable as a product and energy additively

separable. This has for long been known to be an important aspect for electronic

structure theory. It is also important for vibrational wave functions.

Above we considered that the Hamiltonian was additively separable, indicating

that it can be separated into a part which only affects A and a part that only affects B.

Actually, such a separability depends on the coordinates. Consider now the simple

harmonic limit. If A and B were identical, they would have identical harmonic fre-

quencies in separate harmonic analyses. We could use localized modes (i.e. modes

either solely moving atoms in A or solely atoms in B) and have clearly a separable

Hamiltonian, total energy and wave function. If we consider normal modes with the

same frequencies in the case of two identical non-interacting subsystems combined

into one system mixing the degenerate modes in an orthogonal transformation will

produce new modes with the same frequencies but now delocalized over both A and

B. Clearly, we still have an exact normal coordinate harmonic oscillator descrip-

tion, and as such the wave function and energy are in fact separable. It is, however,

somewhat more obscured what goes on. One can then either choose to formulate the

concepts to clarify the scalability in such general coordinate cases or else stick to

the case of analysing for additively separable Hamiltonians above. We will follow

the latter approach, as (i) it is simpler; (ii) it is the separability with distance we are

interested in, and it is counterproductive to choose a coupled representation when

an uncoupled one can be chosen; (iii), in continuation of the last point we prefer for

real molecules also to have localized coordinates as far as possible (meaning unless

their couplings become too large). We believe this is quite typical for the molecular

case where we strive for low-coupling local coordinates. The case of solids may be

different. Carrying out a similar analysis for solids using delocalized coordinates is

possible [28], however, may to lead to considerations that are less relevant for isolated

molecules where we would imagine vibrational coordinates to be somewhat local-

ized. Our perspective here is that even with local coordinates the size-extensivity

issue is non-trivial and important and there is in fact an important interplay between

size-extensivity and tensor decomposition.

The VSCF wave function is trivially multiplicatively separable since the VSCF

wave operator is a direct product of creation operators. Consider that we initiate the

VSCF procedure with the direct product of the solution for VSCF calculations on

A and B separately. In the averaging for obtaining the VSCF mean field for a mode

localized to system A, we have that the averaging of HB we simply obtain EVSCF
B .
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Accordingly, the VSCF mean-field operator for each subsystem is changed only by

a constant factor, which leads to the same optimized VSCF modals. Thus, with

WVSCF
A =

MA∏

m∈A
am†im (9.64)

and similarly for B, we find that the compound wave operator is multiplicatively

separable as the exact wave operator,

WVSCF
AB = WVSCF

A WVSCF
B (9.65)

while the energy evaluated as an expectation value is additively separable

EVSCF
AB = ⟨AB|HAB|AB⟩

= ⟨vac|∕WVSCF
A )†HAWVSCF

A (WVSCF
B )†WVSCF

B |vac⟩
+ ⟨vac|∕WVSCF

B )†HBWVSCF
B (WVSCF

A )†WVSCF
A |vac⟩

= EVSCF
A + EVSCF

B (9.66)

Here commutativity of creation and annihilations operators have been used for

modals and modes referring to different subsystems.

Consider now a VCC calculation using the VSCF reference state with its correct

separability. For a similar super-system as discussed above it is easy to show that the

cluster operator (for both exact and truncated VCC treatments)

TAB = TA + TB (9.67)

is a solution to the super-system VCC equations, where TA and TB are cluster opera-

tors for the subsystems. This means that WVCC
A = exp(TA)WVSCF

A generates the VCC

wave functions for subsystem A and correspondingly for B. Accordingly, the VCC

wave function is multiplicatively separable

|VCCAB⟩ = exp(TAB)|VSCFAB⟩
= exp(TA) exp(TB)WVSCF

A WVSCF
B |vac⟩

= WVCC
A WVCC

B |vac⟩ (9.68)

where we have used that the cluster excitation operators commute. Similarly,

EAB = ⟨VSCFAB|HA + HB|VCCAB⟩
= EVCC

A + EVCC
B (9.69)

As a direct consequence of the exponential parameterization and the commutativ-

ity of the excitation operators the VCC wave function is multiplicatively
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separable while the energy is additively separable in accord with the exact case for

both exact and truncated wave functions. We see that the separability of VCC derives

from including products of TA and TB that, as we have seen before, are necessary

for correct separability. Such products will be missing in truncated VCI, where the

product excitations will be partly or completely outside the space included in an

approximate VCI.That is a two-mode times two-mode excitations will be outside the

space of VCI[3]. This is an advantage of the exponential VCC parametrization over

the linear VCI parametrization for the same excitation space and the same Hamil-

tonian. VCI will not give the correct separability of the energy and wave function.

This means that as we increase the number of non-interacting systems the VCI solu-

tion for a given excitation level decays in completeness and accuracy. Or in other

words, increasing the size of the system we can in VCC theory expect a fairly con-

stant accuracy with a constant excitation level, while in VCI constant high accuracy

would require increasing the excitation space.

All though the above considerations are simplified as they are derived for non-

interacting systems, we believe they are good models for real molecular systems

which will only be more complicated. For larger molecular system in fairly local

coordinates we can envision significant mode-coupling terms between “close” modes

in the Hamiltonian while couplings between distant modes are small. The above

considerations give reasons to believe that VCC methods can handle this and obtain

fairly constant accuracy with increasing size of the system.

Furthermore we may relate this discussion to the tensor decomposition analy-

sis. Consider now the case where we perform a VCC[n] calculation and choose to

dynamically decompose the amplitudes to lowest rank needed for each MC. With the

VCC format, we thus obtain that the cluster amplitudes belonging to subsystem A

and subsystem B are significant and have some non-zero rank. In the uncoupled limit,

we should actually have TAB = 0 thus it can be represented with rank zero. On the

other hand, we cannot expect VCI amplitudes to give rank zero even for uncoupled

systems, and this difference between VCC and VCI has been numerically confirmed

[29, 30]. For example, four-mode excitations CAB,4 will include contributions from

for example TA,2TB,2 which will not be represented as rank zero, even if TAB,4 has in

fact zero rank. Thus, if two particular cluster operators with ranks RA and RB are mul-

tiplied, this will lead to rank RA × RB in the corresponding VCI representation. This

means in other words, that the wave function separability of VCC is important from

a tensor decomposition perspective. The expected decay of amplitudes for couplings

between distant localized modes will be an important aspect of the ability to apply

VCC to larger systems in the future. It can be exploited both by the tensor analy-

sis above as well as by a careful selection of the excitation space. Rather than the

standard inclusion of excitations solely according to the number of modes involved,

we may with reference to Eq. (9.42) choose which MCs are included or excluded

by an automatic numerical screening [31]. In such a screening, unimportant distant

couplings will be screened away from the outset. Both the automatic screening and

the use of tensor decomposition in VCC is still in its infancy. While the promise of

tensor decomposition has been illustrated, the practical use of the CP format is dif-
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ficult, both due to inherent mathematical limitations of the CP format, as well as the

dynamical recompression to the CP format in the context of the very complex VCC

equations.

9.9 Conclusions

The ability to solve the nuclear Schrödinger equation is important for high accuracy

calculations of spectroscopy and dynamics. Many-body methods in general and cou-

pled cluster methods in particular have proven highly successful in solving solving

Shcrödinger equations. In this chapter, I have discussed many-body expansions in the

context of calculating potential energy surfaces, as well as coupled cluster methods

for solving the anharmonic vibrational Schrödinger equation. It has been emphasized

that these methods have attractive features in relation to scalability with system size.

Here scalability refers both to maintaining a realistic low computational effort as

the size of the system increases, as well as maintaining a sufficiently high accuracy.

Although further work is needed for unfolding their full potential, these many-body

methods are expected to be decisive for pushing the boundaries for computational

methods in spectroscopy and dynamics in the coming years.
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Chapter 10
Relativistic Time-Dependent Density
Functional Theory for Molecular
Properties

Muneaki Kamiya and Takahito Nakajima

Abstract In this review article, we introduce the two-component relativistic
time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) with spin–orbit interactions to
calculate linear response properties and excitation energies. The approach is
implemented in the NTChem program. Our implementation is based on a non-
collinear exchange–correlation potential presented by Wang et al. In addition,
various DFT functionals including the range-separated hybrid functionals have
been derived and implemented with the aid of a newly developed computerized
symbolic algebra system. The two-component relativistic TDDFT with spin–orbit
interactions was successfully applied to the calculation of the frequency-dependent
polarizabilities of SnH4 and PbH4 molecules containing heavy atoms and the
excitation spectra of a HI molecule.

Keywords Relativistic time-dependent density functional theory ⋅ Spin–orbit
couplings ⋅ Frequency-dependent polarizabilities ⋅ Automatic functional
implementation ⋅ NTChem

10.1 Introduction

There is now a growing interest in obtaining electric and other response properties
from first-principles theory for organic, inorganic, and organometallic compounds
containing heavy elements. The inclusion of relativity is crucial for a proper
description of photochemistry for systems those containing heavy elements. In
particular, it is known that the spin–orbit couplings affect excited-state characters,
relaxation dynamics, and radiative and nonradiative decay pathways, as well as
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lifetimes and reactivity [1] due to the changes induced in the splitting of the orbitals
and thus potentially also in the pole structure of a molecule [2, 3].

Time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) [4–6] has become one of
the most widely used methodologies for computing linear response properties since
satisfactory accuracy can often be achieved at an acceptable computational cost.
The efficient treatment of electron correlation by DFT is particularly important in
calculations involving heavy atoms, since electronic correlation effects can be even
more important than relativistic effects. There are several ways to calculate the
excitation energy from the calculation of the linear response by TDDFT. The first is
to calculate the location of the poles and the residues of the frequency-dependent
polarizability through eigenvalue-type problems and is widely used in many
implementations [7–9]. The other is to obtain the excitation energy by directly
plotting the dynamic polarizability as a function of the frequency and analyzing the
polar structure of the linear response [10, 11]. Since this approach can calculate the
absorbing properties in the frequency window of interest, it can potentially be
applied to excited states of large molecules with an enormous number of excita-
tions. However, the implementation of this approach is still limited because it is
necessary to compute the response of complex numbers.

Until now, in most of the TDDFT linear response calculations for heavy-element
systems, only the scalar relativistic effect was taken into account while the spin–
orbit effect on the excitation energies is not negligible. Scalar relativistic calcula-
tions of the first- and second-order hyperpolarizabilities using the Douglas–Kroll–
Hess transformed one-component Hamiltonian [12–14], as well as using
effective-core potentials [15, 16], have been reported by Norman et al. [17]. At the
all-electron level, there exist four-component relativistic implementations of
response theory at Hartree–Fock and Kohn–Sham levels of theory for linear [18]
and quadratic response functions [19].

However, in most of these implementations, the treatment of noncollinear spin
density terms, which is important due to the spin–orbit interaction, is ignored. In
recent years, calculations using noncollinear kernels have been performed in
excitation energy calculation by pole/residue calculation [20–23], but most are a
Tamm–Dancoff approximation [24], and the full linear response calculations have
hardly been performed [25].

In this review, the two-component relativistic linear-response TDDFT for
molecular properties is derived and implemented on the NTChem program suite
[26]. Our implementation is based on a noncollinear exchange–correlation potential
presented by Wang et al. [20, 22]. In addition, since it is difficult to manually
implement the latest complicated exchange–correlation functional, the computer-
ized symbolic algebra system is developed and used for those complicated
implementation in NTChem. The automatic code generator performs differentia-
tions using the SymPy library [27], which is an open-source symbolic mathematics
library for the Python programming language.
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10.2 Theory

10.2.1 Polarizability

In the presence of a time-dependent external electric field, the molecular polar-
ization is expressed as a perturbation expansion where the coefficients define the
molecular properties known as polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities. The elec-
tric polarizability provides a measure of the distortion of an atomic or molecular
charge distribution by an external field and is therefore an important property.
Higher-order dynamic electric polarizabilities are extremely important in nonlinear
optical materials research.

The expansion of the following frequency-dependent dipole moment to the third
order introduces the linear polarizability α −ω;ωð Þ, the first-order hyperpolariz-
ability β −ωσ;ω1,ω2ð Þ, and the second-order hyperpolarizability
γ −ωσ;ω1,ω2,ω3ð Þ:

μα tð Þ= μ0α + ∑
ω
∑
β
ααβ −ω;ωð ÞEω

β e
− iωt

+
1
2

∑
ω1,ω2

∑
β, γ

βαβγ −ωσ ;ω1,ω2ð ÞEω1
β Eω2

γ e− i ω1 +ω2ð Þt

+
1
3!

∑
ω1,ω2,ω3

∑
β, γ, δ

γαβγδ −ωσ;ω1,ω2,ω3ð ÞEω1
β Eω2

γ Eω3
δ e− i ω1 +ω2 +ω3ð Þt,

ð10:1Þ

where μ0α is the permanent electric dipole moment along the molecular axis α, Eω

are the Fourier components of the perturbing fields, and the sums are performed
over both positive and negative frequency (ω) components.

The real part of the linear polarizability αR is connected to the refractive index,
and the imaginary part αI describes the absorption of light quanta. The linear
absorption cross section equals

σ ωð Þ= 4πω
c

ᾱI −ω;ωð Þ, ð10:2Þ

where c is the speed of light and the isotropic average of the polarizability has been
introduced:

ᾱ=
1
3

∑
i= x, y, z

αii. ð10:3Þ

From the standard time-dependent perturbation theory, we obtain a
sum-over-states (SOS) expression for the linear polarizability involving the mani-
fold of excited states of the unperturbed system:
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ααβ −ω:ωð Þ= 1
ℏ
∑
n

⟨0jμα nj ⟩⟨njμβ 0j ⟩

ω0n −ω
+

⟨0jμβ nj ⟩⟨njμα 0j ⟩

ω0n +ω

� �
, ð10:4Þ

where μα is the electric dipole moment operator along the molecular axis α,
ℏω0n =En −E0 are the electronic excitation energies, and the sums are performed
over the manifold of states of the unperturbed system nj ⟩ð Þ excluding the ground
state 0j ⟩ð Þ.

Such a formula is applicable only in the nonresonant region, since when photon
energies are in the proximity of the excitation energies of the system a perturbation
analysis is no longer valid. Thus, in the near-resonance case, two alternative
strategies have been used: either turning to a few-states model or the inclusion of
phenomenological damping terms in the SOS expressions.

The damping terms in the latter approach represent the finite lifetime of the
excited states and correspond to line broadening in the absorption spectra. Having
introduced damping terms, the SOS expression for the linear polarizability can be
written as

ααβ −ω:ωð Þ= 1
ℏ
∑
n

⟨0jμα nj ⟩⟨njμβ 0j ⟩

ω0n −ω− iγ
+

⟨0jμβ nj ⟩⟨njμα 0j ⟩

ω0n +ω+ iγ

� �
, ð10:5Þ

where damping factor γ is defined using common lifetime τ of the excited states as

γ =
1
2τ

. ð10:6Þ

It is immediately seen that in the nonresonant region, the imaginary part of α
depends linearly on γ and that it equals zero in the static limit ω=0ð Þ regardless of
γ. Furthermore, by using the identity

lim
γ→ 0

Im
A

B− iγ

� �� �
=Aπδ Bð Þ, ð10:7Þ

we see by comparing with Eqs. (10.2), (10.3), and (10.7) that

lim
γ→ 0

σ ωð Þ= 4π2ω
3ℏc

∑
n

δ ω0n −ωð Þ ∑
i= x, y, z

⟨0jμi nj ⟩j j2
" #

, ð10:8Þ

and it is clear that the regular oscillator strengths are related to the infinite lifetime
approximation of the absorption as described by the imaginary part of the linear
polarizability.
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10.2.2 Time-Dependent Kohn–Sham Theory

We assume that a molecule is initially in a stationary state, the electronic structure
of which is suitably described by time-independent Kohn–Sham (KS) density
functional theory.

In the density matrix formalism, the KS Hamiltonian and density matrices satisfy
the time-independent KS equation:

∑
q

F 0ð Þ
pq D

0ð Þ
qr −D 0ð Þ

pq F
0ð Þ
qr

� �
=0, ð10:9Þ

and the idempotency condition (corresponding to the orthonormality condition of
orbitals):

∑
q
D 0ð Þ

pq D
0ð Þ
qr =D 0ð Þ

pr , ð10:10Þ

where F and D are the KS Hamiltonian and density matrices, respectively, repre-
sented by Kohn–Sham orbitals for the unperturbed ground state ϕp

� 	
, and p, q,

r are spin-orbital indexes.
In two-component generalized KS equations, KS orbitals may be complex and

have two spin components:

ϕp =
ϕα
p

ϕβ
p

 !
, ð10:11Þ

where ϕα
p and ϕβ

p are spatial orbitals which are expanded in a linear combination of

atomic orbitals χμ
� 	

,

ϕω
p = ∑

μ
χμC

ω
μp ω= α, βð Þ, ð10:12Þ

where λ, μ, ν, υ, etc. are used for atomic-orbital indexes.
The KS Hamiltonian and density matrices for the ground state are simply

F 0ð Þ
pq = εpδpq, ð10:13Þ

D 0ð Þ
ij = δij, ð10:14Þ

D 0ð Þ
ia =D 0ð Þ

ai =D 0ð Þ
ab =0, ð10:15Þ

where εp is the pth spin-orbital energy, and we use i, j, k, l, m, n, etc., for occupied
orbitals, a, b, c, d, e, f, etc., for virtual orbitals, and p, q, r, s, and t for general
orbitals throughout this chapter.
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We then apply an oscillatory perturbation, which can be described as a single
Fourier component:

g 1ð Þ
pq =

1
2

h 1ð Þ
pq e

− iωt + h 1ð Þ*
qp eiωt

� �
, ð10:16Þ

where the matrix h represents a one-electron operator describing the details of the
perturbation.

The response in the density matrix D to this applied perturbation consists of the
first-order (linear) and higher-order terms:

Dpq =D 0ð Þ
pq +D 1ð Þ

pq +D 2ð Þ
pq +D 3ð Þ

pq + . . . , ð10:17Þ

with

D 1ð Þ
pq =

1
2

d 1ð Þ
pq e

− iωt + d 1ð Þ*
pq eiωt

� �
. ð10:18Þ

The first-order change in the KS Hamiltonian matrix arises from two sources: the
direct change in the one-electron part described by Eq. (10.16) and the indirect
change induced by the first- and higher-order responses in the density matrix, i.e.,

Fpq =F 0ð Þ
pq + g 1ð Þ

pq + ∑
r, s

∂Fpq

∂Drs
D 1ð Þ

rs + . . . , ð10:19Þ

with

∂Fpq

∂Drs
= pqjsrð Þ− cx prjsqð Þ− clrx prjsqð Þlr + f xcpq, sr, ð10:20Þ

where the prefactor cx is the mixing ratio of Hartree–Fock (HF) exchange in the
hybrid functional and clrx is the mixing ratio of long-range exchange in the
range-separated hybrid functional. The regular two-electron integrals and
long-range two-electron integrals are defined in the Mulliken notation as

pqjsrð Þ=
Z Z

ϕ*
p r1ð Þϕq r1ð Þ 1

r12
ϕ*
s r2ð Þϕr r2ð Þdr1dr2, ð10:21Þ

and

pqjsrð Þlr =
Z Z

ϕ*
p r1ð Þϕq r1ð Þ erf μr12ð Þ

r12
ϕ*
s r2ð Þϕr r2ð Þdr1dr2, ð10:22Þ

where r12 = r1 − r2j j for coordinate vectors of electrons, r1 and r2, and μ is an
adapted parameter determining the ratio of short- and long-range parts of electron
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repulsion operator 1 ̸r12. The response of the exchange–correlation potential term,
also called the exchange–correlation kernel, is given as:

f xcpq, rs =
Z Z

ϕ*
p r1ð Þϕq r2ð Þ δExc

δρ r1ð Þδρ r2ð Þϕ
*
r r2ð Þϕs r2ð Þdr1dr2. ð10:23Þ

We substitute the time-dependent KS and density matrices into the following
time-dependent KS equation:

1
i
∑
q

FpqDqr −DpqFqr

 �

=
∂Dpr

∂t
. ð10:24Þ

Collecting the terms that are linear in the perturbation with the time dependence,
we obtain

∑
q
F 0ð Þ
pq d

1ð Þ
qr − ∑

q
d 1ð Þ
pq F

0ð Þ
qr + ∑

q
h 1ð Þ
pq D

0ð Þ
qr + ∑

q, s, t

∂Fpq

∂Dst

� 
d 1ð Þ
st D

0ð Þ
qr

− ∑
q
D 0ð Þ

pq h
1ð Þ
qr − ∑

q, s, t
D 0ð Þ

pq
∂Fqr

∂Dst

� 
d 1ð Þ
st =ωd 1ð Þ

pr .
ð10:25Þ

The terms multiplied by the eiωt factor lead to the conjugate complex of the
above equation.

Because the KS (or HF) equation and energy are invariant to rotations among
just occupied orbitals or among just virtual orbitals, we only need to consider the

occupied virtual block of d, i.e., d 1ð Þ
ai

n o
and d 1ð Þ

ia

n o
. Substituting Eqs. (10.13)–

(10.15) into Eq. (10.25), we arrive at a pair of equations:

εa − εið Þd 1ð Þ
ai + h 1ð Þ

ai + ∑
b, j

∂Fai

∂Dbj

� 
xbj + ∑

b, j

∂Fai

∂Djb

� 
ybj =ωd 1ð Þ

ai , ð10:26Þ

εi − εað Þd 1ð Þ
ia − h 1ð Þ

ia − ∑
b, j

∂Fia

∂Dbj

� 
xbj − ∑

b, j

∂Fia

∂Djb

� 
ybj =ωd 1ð Þ

ia , ð10:27Þ

where xai = d 1ð Þ
ai and yai = d 1ð Þ

ia . These may be cast into a compact matrix linear
equation:

A B
B* A*

� 
x
y

� 
−ω

1 0
0 − 1

� 
x
y

� 
= − h

h†*

� 
, ð10:28Þ
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with

Aai, bj = δijδab εa − εið Þ+ aijjbð Þ− cx abjjið Þ− clrx abjjið Þlr + f xcai, jb

Bai, bj = aijbjð Þ− cx ajjbið Þ− clrx ajjbið Þlr + f xcai, bj,
ð10:29Þ

where 1 and 0 are unit matrix and zero matrix, respectively. Equation (10.28) can
be solved for x and y by standard iterative techniques that use trial vectors and that
work with just atomic-orbital-based integrals [28, 29]. Once the equation is solved,
the frequency-dependent polarizability is readily evaluated by [30]:

αα −ω;ωð Þ= −Tr h 1ð ÞDα ωð Þ
h i

= − ∑
a, i

h 1ð Þ
ai x

α
ai + h 1ð Þ

ia yαia
n o

, ð10:30Þ

if h is a dipole moment matrix.
The poles of the frequency-dependent polarizability correspond to electronic

excitations, occurring with an infinitesimal perturbation, i.e., h=0. Substituting this
into Eq. (10.28) leads to a nonsymmetric matrix eigenvalue problem:

A B
B* A*

� 
x
y

� 
=ω

1 0
0 − 1

� 
x
y

� 
, ð10:31Þ

which can be solved for electronic excitation energies ω and corresponding x and y
vectors of TDHF or RPA by standard techniques using Davidson’s trial vector
algorithm [31] (as adapted to a nonsymmetric problem [32]) in an
atomic-orbital-based scheme [33].

In a phenomenological way, relaxation effects may be introduced into
Eq. (10.24) as follows [10, 34]:

1
i
∑
q

FpqDqr −DpqFqr

 �

− γpr Dpr −D 0ð Þ
pr

� �
=

∂Dpr

∂t
, ð10:32Þ

where the damping terms γpq correspond to the rate at which density matrix element

Dpq relaxes to its equilibrium value of D 0ð Þ
pq . Applying the common lifetime

broadening factor γ for all excited states, Eq. (10.25) becomes

∑
q
F 0ð Þ
pq d

1ð Þ
qr − ∑

q
d 1ð Þ
pq F

0ð Þ
qr + ∑

q
h 1ð Þ
pq D

0ð Þ
qr + ∑

q, s, t

∂Fpq

∂Dst

� 
d 1ð Þ
st D

0ð Þ
qr

− ∑
q
D 0ð Þ

pq h
1ð Þ
qr − ∑

q, s, t
D 0ð Þ

pq
∂Fqr

∂Dst

� 
d 1ð Þ
st = ω+ iγð Þd 1ð Þ

pr .
ð10:33Þ

Since the difference between Eq. (10.25) and Eq. (10.33) is only in those fre-
quency ω and ω+ iγ, substituting ω to ω+ iγ in Eq. (10.28), we obtained the
first-order damped-response equation:
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A B
B* A*

� 
x
y

� 
− ω+ iγð Þ 1 0

0 − 1

� 
x
y

� 
= − h

h†*

� 
. ð10:34Þ

In the spin–orbit case, Eq. (10.34) can easily be solved since many of the
intermediate quantities that are computed are already complex to begin with.

10.2.3 Noncollinear Formulation for Exchange–
Correlation Kernel

In relativistic density functional calculations for open-shell systems with spin–orbit
couplings, the spin is no longer a good quantum number and a noncollinear for-
mulation for the exchange–correlation potential and exchange–correlation kernels
are often used [35–42]. In relativistic TDDFT, this noncollinear formula is
important, since the excited state can be an open-shell electronic state by excitation
even in the closed–shell system even in the ground state.

In the nonrelativistic calculation, spin electron densities ρα and ρβ can be written
as ρα =1 ̸2 ρ+ sð Þ and ρβ =1 ̸2 ρ− sð Þ, using the total electron density ρ, the dif-
ference electron density s. Similarly, we can define two new quantities:

ρ+ =
1
2

ρ+ sð Þ

ρ− =
1
2

ρ− sð Þ,
ð10:35Þ

where the difference electron density s is defined as the spin density (magnetization)
vector m= mx,my,mz


 �
by

s=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

x +m2
y +m2

z

q
. ð10:36Þ

Here, Eq. (10.35) represents the local eigenvalues of spin density. In terms of
two-component spinors, ϕ, ρ, and m are defined as:

ρ rð Þ= ∑
i
ϕ†i rð Þϕ rð Þ, ð10:37Þ

m rð Þ= ∑
i
ϕ†i rð Þσϕ rð Þ, ð10:38Þ

where σ are the Pauli spin matrix vector. It should be noted that in the generalized
case, the spin density vector can change its modulus and direction at every point in
space, but one would like to use only its modulus to evaluate the exchange–
correlation energy.
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The expression of the exchange–correlation energy is extended in a consistent
way as

Exc =
Z

drE ̂xc ρ+ , ρ− , γ + + , γ − − , γ + −ð Þ, ð10:39Þ

with

γij =∇ρi ⋅ ∇ρj i, j= + , −ð Þ, ð10:40Þ

where E ̂xc is general exchange-correlation functional.
The exchange–correlation potential and kernel can be obtained by a proper

functional derivative of Eq. (10.39). In LDA case, those are expressed as

Z
dr

δE ̂xc
δρ

ϕ*
pϕq =

1
2

Z
drϕ*

pϕq
∂Ex̂c

∂ρ+
+

∂E ̂xc
∂ρ−

� 

+
1
2

Z
dr

∂E ̂xc
∂ρ+

−
∂E ̂xc
∂ρ−

� 
1
s

∑
i= x, y, z

mi ϕ*
pσiϕq

� �
,

ð10:41Þ

and

Z
dτϕ*

pϕq
δ2E ̂xc
δρδρ′

ϕ*
rϕs =

1
4

Z
dr

∂
2E ̂xc
∂ρ2+

+
∂
2E ̂xc
∂ρ2−

+2
∂
2E ̂xc

∂ρ+ ∂ρ−

� 
ϕ*
pϕq

� �
ϕ*
rϕs


 �

+
1
2

Z
dr

∂E ̂xc
∂ρ+

−
∂E ̂xc
∂ρ−

� 
1
s

∑
i= x, y, z

mi ϕ*
pσiϕq

� �

+
1
4

Z
dr

∂
2E ̂xc
∂ρ2+

−
∂
2E ̂xc
∂ρ2−

� 
1
s

× ϕ*
pϕq

� �
∑

i= x, y, z
mi ϕ

*
rσiϕs


 �
+ ∑

i= x, y, z
mi ϕ*

pσiϕq

� �
ϕ*
rϕs


 �" #

+
1
4

Z
dr

∂
2E ̂xc
∂ρ2+

+
∂
2E ̂xc
∂ρ2−

− 2
∂
2E ̂xc

∂ρ+ ∂ρ−

� 
1
s

× ∑
i= x, y, z

mi ϕ*
pσiϕq

� � 1
s

∑
i= x, y, z

mi ϕ
*
rσiϕs


 �

−
1
2

Z
dr

∂E ̂xc
∂ρ+

−
∂E ̂xc
∂ρ−

� 
1
s3

∑
i= x, y, z

mi ϕ*
pσiϕq

� �
∑

i= x, y, z
mi ϕ

*
rσiϕs


 �

+
1
2

Z
dr

∂E ̂xc
∂ρ+

−
∂E ̂xc
∂ρ−

� 
1
s

∑
i= x, y, z

ϕ*
pσiϕq

� �
ϕ*
rσiϕs


 �
.

ð10:42Þ
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Note that all the derivatives are taken at the ground-state density and spin
densities. Equation (10.42) can be further simplified in some special cases. For
closed-shell systems, we will have the following additional conditions with s→ 0
[20]:

δE ̂xc
δs

→ 0, ð10:43Þ

δ2E ̂xc
δρδs

→ 0, ð10:44Þ

1
s
δEx̂c

δs
→

δ2E ̂xc
δs2

. ð10:45Þ

Equation (10.42) is then simplified to

Z
dτϕ*

pϕq
δ2E ̂xc
δρδρ′

ϕ*
rϕs =

1
4

Z
dr

∂
2E ̂xc
∂ρ2+

+
∂
2Ex̂c

∂ρ2−
+2

∂
2E ̂xc

∂ρ+ ∂ρ−

� 
ϕ*
pϕq

� �
ϕ*
rϕs


 �

+
1
4

Z
dr

∂
2E ̂xc
∂ρ2+

+
∂
2Ex̂c

∂ρ2−
− 2

∂
2E ̂xc

∂ρ+ ∂ρ−

� 
∑

i= x, y, z
ϕ*
pσiϕq

� �
ϕ*
rσiϕs


 �
.

ð10:46Þ

From Eq. (10.46), it is shown that in the nonrelativistic limit with the molecular
spinors of either spin α or spin β, if p and q have the same spin and s and t have the
same spin, the first term of Eq. (10.46) is exactly the same as the corresponding
term in nonrelativistic TDDFT calculations.

When p and q have different spins and s and t have different spins, these
transitions correspond to spin-flip excitations, and it has already been shown that
for closed-shell systems, spin-flip transitions will result in singlet–triplet excitations
and the excitation energies calculated from the second term of Eq. (10.46) are the
same as those from ordinary TDDFT for singlet–triplet transitions. From this
argument, we can see that the TDDFT formulation based on a noncollinear
exchange–correlation potential has the correct nonrelativistic limit and can recover
the threefold degeneracy of triplet excitations correctly.
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10.3 Implementation

10.3.1 Trial Vector Algorithm

In the present implementation of TDHF and TDDFT, the explicit formation of an
enormous number of the two-electron integrals in Eq. (29) is avoided by invoking a
trial vector algorithm, which is based on the idea of projecting the full matrices onto
ones of greatly reduced dimensions. The generalization of this algorithm to a
non-Hermitian eigenvalue equation has been considered by Hirao and Nakatsuji
[32] and for the particular form of Eq. (10.31) by Olsen, Jensen, and Jørgensen
[33], who also propose efficient algorithm for linear equation of Eq. (10.28) using
trial vectors in the same paper. It should be remembered that A and B matrices are
complex matrices and hence we cannot reduce Eq. (10.31) to a Hermitian eigen-
value equation of half the dimension as has usually been done in the implemen-
tations in the nonrelativistic program [7–9, 43]. In NTChem, the KAIN algorithm
[44] for linear equation and Olsen’s algorithm [33, 45] for non-Hermitian eigen-
value equation are implemented.

The key steps in these trial vector algorithms are to calculate matrix–trial vector
products. By projecting the A and B matrices in Eq. (10.28) onto a subspace
spanned by a set of trial vectors

x 1ð Þ
y 1ð Þ

 !
,

x 2ð Þ
y 2ð Þ

 !
, . . . ,

x pð Þ
y pð Þ

 !( )
, ð10:47Þ

the matrix–trial vector products are written as:

x ̄ pð Þ
ai = ∑

b, j
Aai, bjx

pð Þ
bj +Bai, bjy

pð Þ
bj

� �
,

y ̄ pð Þ
ai = ∑

b, j
B*
ai, bjx

pð Þ
bj +A*

ai, bjy
pð Þ
bj

� �
.

ð10:48Þ

Using the AO representation of the A and B matrices, Eq. (10.48) is written as:

x ̄ pð Þ
ai = ∑

ω,ω′

∑
μ, ν

Cω*
μa C

ω′

νi G D pð Þ
h iωω′

μν

y ̄ pð Þ
ai = ∑

ω,ω′

∑
μ, ν

Cω*
μa C

ω′

νi G D pð Þ
h iωω′*

μν

 !*

,

ð10:49Þ
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where the trial density matrices D pð Þ and trial Fock matrices G are defined as:

D pð Þωω′

λκ = ∑
b, j

Cω
λbx

pð Þ
bj C

ω*
κj + ∑

b, j
Cω
λjy

pð Þ
bj C

ω′ *

κb , ð10:50Þ

G D pð Þ
h iωω′

μν
= μνjλκð ÞD pð Þωω′

λκ + f xcμν, λκD
pð Þωω′

λκ

− δωω′ cx μκjλνð Þ− clrx μκjλνð Þlr
h i

D pð Þωω′

λκ , ð10:51Þ

and

G D pð Þ
h iωω′

μν
f xcμν, λκ =

Z Z
χμ r1ð Þχν r2ð Þ δ2Exc

δρ r1ð Þδρ r2ð Þ χλ r2ð Þχκ r2ð Þdr1dr2. ð10:52Þ

In two-component TDDFT equations, the one-electron trial density matrix will
present a nonvanishing αβ block coupling the two spin components:

D pð Þ = D pð Þαα D pð Þαβ

D pð Þβα D pð Þββ

� 
. ð10:53Þ

Therefore, the evaluation of these matrix–trial vector products can be carried out
in the direct AO-based algorithm. Since the time-consuming calculation of G for
two trial vectors is only one time, the cost is not so different from the CIS or
Tamm–Dancoff approximation using one trial vector.

The contribution to the matrix–trial vector product from the noncollinear
exchange–correlation kernel (10.46) can be calculated as:

∑
ωω′

f xcμν, λκD
pð Þωω′

λκ =
Z

dr
δ2Exc

δρ2
ρ pð Þ χμχν

 �

+ ∑
i= x, y, z

Z
dr

δ2Exc

δm2 m pð Þ
i χμσiχν

 �

,

ð10:54Þ

where trial total electron density and trial spin density vector are defined by analogy
of total electron density and spin density vector as:

ρ pð Þ
0 = ∑

μν
D pð Þ0

μν ϕμϕν, ð10:55Þ

m pð Þ
i = ∑

μν
D pð Þi

μν ϕμϕν i= x, y, zð Þ, ð10:56Þ
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and corresponding density matrices are obtained by:

D pð Þ0
μν =D pð Þαα

μν +D pð Þββ
μν , ð10:57Þ

D pð Þx
μν =D pð Þβα

μν +D pð Þαβ
μν , ð10:58Þ

D pð Þy
μν = − i D pð Þβα

μν −D pð Þαβ
μν

n o
, ð10:59Þ

D pð Þz
μν =D pð Þαα

μν −D pð Þββ
μν . ð10:60Þ

Here, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (10.54) is a term derived from
singlet excitation and derived in GGA as

Z
dr

δ2Exc

δρ2
χμχν

 �

=
1
4

Z
dr χμχν

 �

ρ pð Þ
0

∂
2Exc

∂ρα∂ρα
+2

∂
2Exc

∂ρα∂ρβ
+

∂
2Exc

∂ρβ∂ρβ

( )

+
1
4

Z
dr χμχν

 �

∇ρα ⋅ ∇ρ
pð Þ
0

� �

×
2 ∂

2Exc
∂γαα∂ρα

+2 ∂
2Exc

∂γαα∂ρβ
+2 ∂

2Exc
∂γββ∂ρα

+2 ∂
2Exc

∂γββ∂ρβ

+2 ∂
2Exc

∂γαβ∂ρα
+2 ∂

2Exc
∂γαβ∂ρβ

8<
:

9=
;

+
1
4

Z
dr ∇ χμχν


 �
⋅ ∇ρα


 �
ρ pð Þ
0

×
2 ∂

2Exc
∂γαα∂ρα

+2 ∂
2Exc

∂γαα∂ρβ
+2 ∂

2Exc
∂γββ∂ρα

+2 ∂
2Exc

∂γββ∂ρβ

+2 ∂
2Exc

∂γαβ∂ρα
+2 ∂

2Exc
∂γαβ∂ρβ

8<
:

9=
;

+
1
4

Z
dr ∇ χμχν


 �
⋅ ∇ρα


 �
∇ρα ⋅ ∇ρ

pð Þ
0

� �

×
4 ∂

2Exc
∂γαα∂γαα

+8 ∂
2Exc

∂γαα∂γββ
+8 ∂

2Exc
∂γαα∂γαβ

+4 ∂
2Exc

∂γββ∂γββ

+8 ∂
2Exc

∂γββ∂γαβ
+4 ∂

2Exc
∂γαβ∂γαβ

8<
:

9=
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+
1
4

Z
dr ∇ χμχν


 �
⋅ ∇ρ pð Þ

0

� �
2
∂Exc

∂γαα
+2

∂Exc

∂γββ
+2

∂Exc

∂γαβ

( )

ð10:61Þ
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Similarly, the second term of Eq. (10.54) is the triplet-excitation term and
written as:

Z
dr

δ2Exc

δm2 m pð Þ
i χμσiχν

 �

=
1
4

Z
dr χμχν

 �

m pð Þ
i

∂
2Exc

∂ρα∂ρα
+

∂
2Exc

∂ρβ∂ρβ
− 2

∂
2Exc

∂ρα∂ρβ

( )

+
1
4

Z
dr χμχν

 �

∇ρα ⋅ ∇m
pð Þ
i

� �

× 2
∂
2Exc

∂γαα∂ρα
2

∂
2Exc

∂γββ∂ρβ
− 2

∂
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∂γαα∂ρβ
− 2

∂
2Exc
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( )

+
1
4

Z
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⋅ ∇ρα


 �
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∂
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∂
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∂
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∂
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+
1
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Z
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 �
⋅ ∇ρα


 �
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� �

× 4
∂
2Exc
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∂
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Z
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� �
2
∂Exc

∂γαα
+2

∂Exc
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− 2

∂Exc
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( )

ð10:62Þ

In NTChem, these matrix elements of the noncollinear exchange–correlation
kernel and functional derivatives of exchange–correlation functional for the LDA,
GGA, and meta-GGA functionals have been derived and implemented into efficient
computer codes with the aid of a newly developed computerized symbolic algebra
system.

10.3.2 Automatic Implementation

Increasing complexity of quantum chemistry methods, most of the modern
exchange–correlation functionals have rather complicated forms and manual
implementation of these algebraic formulas into a computer program is often
impractical. In particular, the problem is more serious in implementing the nth order
properties, which require the same order derivatives of the exchange–correlation
functionals because of the nonlinear dependencies on density matrices.

Alternatively, several automatic implementations have been attempted using
symbolic differentiation techniques [46, 47] or automatic differentiation techniques
[48]. In NTChem, such implementation was achieved with the aid of a newly
developed computerized symbolic algebra system. The automatic code generator
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performs differentiations using the SymPy library, which is an open-source sym-
bolic mathematics library for the Python programming language.

The procedure for implementation of the exchange–correlation functional using
our automatic implementation program is shown below.

The first thing to do is to write out the definition formula in the original paper in
the input file. In this input file, the functional is described in multiple lines using the
predefined input/output variable and the intermediate variable defined by the author,
whereas in many programs those are defined with only one line. Figure 10.1 shows
the input file of spin-polarized form of PBE exchange functional [49], which is
defined as:

sσ =
∇γσσj j
ρ4 ̸3
σ

cs, ð10:63Þ

Ex = ∑
σ = α, β

Cxρ
4
3
σ 1+ κ−

κ

1+ μs2σ
κ

 !
, ð10:64Þ

where κ, μ, and cs are constants independent of electron density. Here, the
right-hand side of each line is written in the SymPy format, which is similar to
Fortran’s grammar, and variables are defined in order from above in the same way
as in ordinary programs. As predefined input and output variables, “Exc” indicates
the exchange-correlation energy of output and “rhoa” and “gma” are the input the
alpha-spin density ρα and its gradient γαα =∇ρα ⋅ ∇ρα, respectively (accordingly
“rhob” and “gmb” denote the beta-spin quantities). In this way, those definitions
can be described in the input file just like implementing into code. Importantly, at
this stage, the SymPy library itself merely interprets the variables and does not
optimize or deform the expressions at all, so it is possible to use the traditional
programming techniques in some extent, such as avoiding zero-division and
omitting digits.

After reading the input file, the autogeneration program checks the dependency
on the input variables for each line. Based on the input variable dependency, the
autogeneration program performs differentiation for each expression up to the
desired rank. If there is a derivative of the intermediate variable that becomes zero,
those terms are searched and erased in all expressions. In case of closed-shell
system, duplicate calculations are erased by replacing the electron density of beta
spin with alpha spin. Figure 10.2 shows the result of differentiation of the input of
Fig. 10.1 for conversion to a closed-shell system. Here, “d1Exd1” indicates the first

sa=gma**(1/2)/(rhoa**(4/3))*Cs
sb=gmb**(1/2)/(rhob**(4/3))*Cs
gxa=1+kappa-kappa/(1+mu*sa**2/kappa)
gxb=1+kappa-kappa/(1+mu*sb**2/kappa)
Exa=Cx * rhoa**(4/3) * gxa
Exb=Cx * rhob**(4/3) * gxb
Ex=Exa + Exb

Fig. 10.1 Input equations of
PBE exchange functional
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derivative of the input variables of “Ex”. At this point, we have not yet done the
optimization that SymPy provides yet, so we still can find many common terms
generated by chain rules.

Next is the optimization of the whole expression. This is particularly important
for rather long functional expressions to reduce the number of floating-point
operations by extracting common subexpressions and if nonoptimized compilers
are evoked afterward. In order not to destroy the formula of the input at the input
stage much here, we developed a new optimization program that considers only
“break down” and “common term” instead of using SymPy’s advanced optimiza-
tion. Figure 10.3 shows the result of optimizing the equations in Fig. 10.2. Despite
only being optimized by extremely simple rules, the mathematical expressions
generated are sufficiently optimal expressions.

The expressions are finally translated into Fortran routines with the addition of
the proper skeleton common to all functionals. A conditional branch statement can
also be added to this skeleton program. This capability enables us to treat classes of
functionals that have stability issues, including meta-GGA and range-separated
hybrid functionals, in NTChem.

sa = Cs*sqrt(gma)/rhoa**(4/3)
gxa = kappa - kappa/(1 + mu*sa**2/kappa) + 1
Exa = Cx*gxa*rhoa**(4/3)
Ex = 2*Exa
d1sad1 = -4*Cs*sqrt(gma)/(3*rhoa**(7/3))
d1gxad1 = 2*d1sad1*mu*sa/(1 + mu*sa**2/kappa)**2
d1Exad1 = Cx*d1gxad1*rhoa**(4/3) + 4*Cx*gxa*rhoa**(1/3)/3
d1Exd1 = d1Exad1
d1Exd2 = d1Exad1
d1sad3 = Cs/(2*sqrt(gma)*rhoa**(4/3))
d1gxad3 = 2*d1sad3*mu*sa/(1 + mu*sa**2/kappa)**2
d1Exad3 = Cx*d1gxad3*rhoa**(4/3)
d1Exd3 = d1Exad3
d1Exd4 = d1Exad3

Fig. 10.2 Output equations
of first derivative of PBE
exchange functional derived
by autogeneration program

v0 = sqrt(gma)
v2 = rhoa**(1/3)
v1 = rhoa*v2
v3 = Cs/v1
sa = v0*v3
x4 = (kappa + mu*sa**2)/kappa
gxa = kappa - kappa/x4 + 1
v4 = Cx*v1
Ex = 2*gxa*v4
v5 = 2*mu*sa/x4**2
d1Exad1 = -4*Cs*v0*v4*v5/(3*rhoa*v1) + 4*Cx*gxa*v2/3
d1Exd1 = d1Exad1
d1Exd2 = d1Exad1
d1Exad3 = v3*v4*v5/(2*v0)
d1Exd3 = d1Exad3
d1Exd4 = d1Exad3

Fig. 10.3 Working equations
of the first derivative of PBE
exchange functional derived
and optimized by
autogeneration program
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10.4 Applications

10.4.1 Dynamic Polarizabilities of SnH4 and PbH4

As a first application, dynamic polarizabilities of SnH4 and PbH4 molecules were
calculated by two-component TDDFT for linear response, in which noncollinear
magnetism was considered for all response calculations. These calculations were
performed with various exchange–correlation functional functions, where SVWN
[50, 51] as LDA functional, BLYP [52, 53] as pure GGA functional, B3LYP [54]
as hybrid type functional, LC-BLYP [55] as range-separated functional, and
CAM-B3LYP [56] as range-separated hybrid function were used.

To compare relativistic effects, we used nonrelativistic Hamiltonian, spin-free
Hamiltonian, and full relativistic Hamiltonian including spin–orbit interaction.
Those Hamiltonians are obtained from spin-free and spin-dependent parts of the
third- and first-order Douglas–Kroll Hamiltonians, respectively. The screened
nucleus spin–orbit approximation was adopted for the spin-dependent part. Pol-DK
basis set [57] was used for relativistic calculation, and Pol basis set [58] was used
for nonrelativistic calculation. The molecular structures were Td symmetry, and the
bond lengths r(Sn–H) and r(Pb–H) were 1.7108 Å and 1.742 Å, respectively [59].

Figures 10.4 and 10.5 show the dynamic polarizabilities of SnH4 and PbH4,
respectively, by TDDFT, CCSD-LR, and TDHF with spin-free DK3 Hamiltonian.
In both systems, LDA and BLYP overestimate the dynamical polarizability, the
extent of which increases as the frequency increases. By adding long-range Har-
tree–Fock exchange, the overestimation is greatly improved in the results of the
hybrid functional and the range-separated functional, which are in good agreement
with the CCSD-LR results. However, in PbH4, the correction in the hybrid func-
tional B3LYP is not sufficient, and at a large frequency, the polarizability is
overestimated. The importance of long-range exchange interaction with such
frequency-dependent dynamical polarizability and its dispersion has been
discussed.

In Figs. 10.6 and 10.7, dynamical polarizabilities of SnH4 and PbH4 with the
Hamiltonian of various relativistic approximation levels obtained by RHF and
LC-BLYP methods are shown. The scalar relativistic effect by DK3 increases the
polarizability, and its magnitude is greater for Pb, a heavier element. The effect of
electronic correlation is larger than the relativistic effect in the polarizability cal-
culation in the comparison between RHF and LC-BLYP. From the comparison
between LC-BLYP and RHF, it is shown that the contribution of the electron
correlation to the polarizability is equal to or greater than those of the relativistic
effect. Furthermore, by comparing the results with or without the spin–orbit
interaction, it is found that the spin–orbit effect also increases the polarizability at
low frequencies far from the poles, but its magnitude is small and less than 1%.
However, as seen in 0.22 a.u. in Fig. 10.7, in the vicinity of the poles, the orbitals of
Pb are split by spin–orbit interaction, so that a large influence of spin–orbit inter-
action on polarizability is observed.
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10.4.2 Excitation Spectra of HI

For the next test, complex dynamic polarizabilities, that is, excitation energies of HI
molecule, were calculated by the damped-response calculation. Those obtained peaks
were compared with excitation energy obtained from pole/residue calculation. In the
pole/residue calculation, we obtained 50 roots from the bottom. The damping factor
in Eq. (10.6) is set to 0.004 a.u. in the all damped-response calculations. LC-ωPBE
[60–62], which is a range-separated functional, was used as the exchange–correlation
functional. The Ext-Pol basis set and Ext-Pol-DK basis [63] set were used in non-
relativistic and relativistic calculation, respectively. The relativistic Hamiltonians are
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Fig. 10.4 Dynamical
polarizabilities of SnH4 by
TDDFT, CCSD-LR, and
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obtained from spin-free and spin-dependent parts of the third- [64] and first-order [14]
Douglas–Kroll Hamiltonians, respectively. The screened nucleus spin–orbit
approximation [65] was adopted for the spin-dependent part.

The calculated dynamical polarizabilities with or without damping and transition
dipoles obtained by pole/residue calculation are shown in Figs. 10.8, 10.9, and
10.10. From Figs. 10.8 and 10.9, the divergence of the dynamic polarizabilities at
the poles shown in Fig. 10.9 is suppressed in Fig. 10.8 by introducing the effect of
the relaxation of the excitation, but instead the imaginary polarizabilities appear.
The position and the relative size of the imaginary polarizability are in good
agreement with the square of the magnitude of the transition dipole by the
pole/residue calculation. Here, Fig. 10.10 shows the peak of the pole/residue
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the Hamiltonian of various
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calculation is only up to 0.35 a.u. because the 50 roots obtained by the pole/residue
calculation failed to cover the whole frequency range of 0.0 a.u. to 0.4 a.u. On the
other hand, the imaginary polarizability obtained by the damped-response theory
can be calculated with sufficient precision for all the regions of interest within
similar calculation time. In the peak consisting of many excitations like the second
big peak around 0.33 a.u., since the respective states are averaged by the damping
factor at the calculated imaginary polarizabilities, it is difficult to analyze the
characteristics of those excited states.

Figures 10.11 and 10.12 show the results of nonrelativistic and the result
including scalar and so relativistic effect. As shown in Figs. 10.8 and 10.11, the real
and imaginary polarizabilities are slightly shifted by the scalar relativistic effect, but
the peak shape itself does not change much. Also, because the distribution of
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electron density changes due to the relativistic effect, absorption around 0.21 a.u.
can be seen. However, from Figs. 10.8 and 10.12, the spin–orbit interaction greatly
changes the shape of the spectrum, which can be understood from the splitting of
atomic orbitals of I atom because of the large spin–orbit interaction of the I atom.
From these results, we can say that the spin–orbit interaction is extremely important
near the pole of the dynamical polarizabilities and excitation energies compared
with other relativistic terms.

10.5 Conclusion

In this review article, the two-component relativistic linear-response TDDFT for
molecular properties is derived and implemented into NTChem program suite.
Applying an empirical damping for the electronic excited states has shown that
response suitable for simulating dispersion curves can be calculated. The damping
avoids singularities in the calculated real part of the polarizability around the res-
onance frequencies. Further, the damping technique yields both the real and
imaginary parts of dipole polarizability with the latter being directly related to the
radiation absorption of the system. Such an approach makes it possible to calculate
absorption properties within a selected frequency window. This feature could
potentially make this direct response route an alternative to common TDDFT pole-/
residue-based excitation spectra calculations in the case of large molecules having a
large number of excitations within and below a frequency window of interest.

Our implementation is based on a noncollinear exchange–correlation potential
presented by Wang et al. In addition, since it is difficult to manually implement the
latest complicated functional, the computerized symbolic algebra system is devel-
oped and used for those complicated implementation in NTChem. The automatic
code generator performs differentiations using the SymPy library, which is an
open-source symbolic mathematics library for the Python programming language.

By using the present approach, calculations of the frequency-dependent polar-
izabilities of SnH4 and PbH4 molecules containing heavy atoms were carried out. In
the calculation of the dispersion of the polarizability, it is found that the relativistic
effect and the electronic correlation effect are about the same, while the spin–orbit
interaction is not so large. The two-component TDDFT was also applied to the
excitation spectra of HI molecule. The calculated spectra from the imaginary part of
damped dynamical polarizabilities are in excellent agreement with those obtained
using poles/residues TDDFT. It is found that the spin–orbit interaction is extremely
important in the dynamical polarizabilities near the pole and excitation energies.
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Chapter 11
Warming Up Density Functional Theory

Justin C. Smith, Francisca Sagredo and Kieron Burke

Abstract Density functional theory (DFT) has become the most popular approach

to electronic structure across disciplines, especially in material and chemical sci-

ences. In 2016, at least 30,000 papers used DFT to make useful predictions or

give insight into an enormous diversity of scientific problems, ranging from bat-

tery development to solar cell efficiency and far beyond. The success of this field

has been driven by usefully accurate approximations based on known exact condi-

tions and careful testing and validation. In the last decade, applications of DFT in a

new area, warm dense matter, have exploded. DFT is revolutionizing simulations of

warm dense matter including applications in controlled fusion, planetary interiors,

and other areas of high energy density physics. Over the past decade or so, molecu-

lar dynamics calculations driven by modern density functional theory have played a

crucial role in bringing chemical realism to these applications, often (but not always)

in excellent agreement with experiment. This chapter summarizes recent work from

our group on density functional theory at nonzero temperatures, which we call ther-

mal DFT. We explain the relevance of this work in the context of warm dense matter,

and the importance of quantum chemistry to this regime. We illustrate many basic

concepts on a simple model system, the asymmetric Hubbard dimer.
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11.1 Introduction

Warm Dense Matter: The study of warm dense matter (WDM) is a rapidly grow-

ing multidisciplinary field that spans many branches of physics, including astro-

physics, geophysics, and attosecond physics [1–11]. Classical (or semiclassical)

plasma physics is accurate for sufficiently high temperatures and sufficiently dif-

fuse matter [12]. The name WDM implies too cool and too dense for such methods

to be accurate, and this regime has often been referred to as the malfunction junc-

tion, because of its difficulty [2]. Many excellent schemes have been developed over

the decades within plasma physics for dealing with the variety of equilibrium and

non-equilibrium phenomena accessed by both people and nature under the relevant

conditions [13]. These include DFT at the Thomas-Fermi level (for very high temper-

atures) and use of the local density approximation (LDA) within Kohn-Sham (KS)

DFT at cold to moderate temperatures (at very high temperatures, sums over unoccu-

pied orbitals fail to converge). The LDA can include thermal XC corrections based

on those of the uniform gas, for which simple parametrizations have long existed

[14, 15].

Electronic Structure Theory: On the other hand, condensed matter physicists,

quantum chemists, and computational materials scientists have an enormously well-

developed suite of methods for performing electronic structure calculations at tem-

peratures at which the electrons are essentially in their ground state (GS), say, 10,000

K or less [16]. The starting point of many (but not all) such calculations is the KS

method of DFT for treating the electrons [17]. Almost all such calculations are within

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, and ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) is

a standard technique, in which KS-DFT is used for the electronic structure, while

Newton’s equations are solved for the ions [18].

DFT in WDM: In the last decade or so, standard methods from the electronic

structure of materials have had an enormous impact in warm dense matter, where

AIMD is often called QMD, quantum molecular dynamics [11]. Typically a stan-

dard code such as VASP is run to perform MD [8]. In WDM, the temperatures are a

noticeable fraction of the Fermi energy, and thus the generalization of DFT to ther-

mal systems must be used. Such simulations are computationally demanding but

they have the crucial feature of including realistic chemical structure, which is dif-

ficult to include with any other method while remaining computationally feasible.

Moreover, they are in principle exact [17, 19], if the exact temperature-dependent

exchange-correlation free energy could be used because of Mermin’s theorem estab-

lishing thermal DFT(thDFT). In practice, some standard ground-state approxima-

tion is usually used. (There are also quantum Monte Carlo calculations which are

typically even more computationally expensive [20–26]. The beauty of the QMD

approach is that it can provide chemically realistic simulations at costs that make

useful applications accessible [27].) There have been many successes, such as sim-

ulation of Hugoniot curves measured by the Z machine [9] or a new phase diagram

for high-density water which resulted in improved predictions for the structure of
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Neptune [1]. Because of these successes, QMD has rapidly become a standard tech-

nique in this field.

Missing Temperature Dependence: However, the reliability and domain of

applicability of QMD calculations are even less well understood than in GS sim-

ulations. At the equilibrium level of calculation, vital for equations of state under

WDM conditions and the calculation of free energy curves, a standard generalized

gradient approximation (GGA) calculation using, e.g., PBE [28], is often (but not

always) deemed sufficient, just as it is for many GS materials properties. Such a cal-

culation ignores thermal exchange-correlation (XC) corrections, i.e., the changes in

XC as the temperature increases, which are related to entropic effects. We believe we

know these well for a uniform gas (although see the recent string of QMC papers [25,

26] and parametrizations [15]), but such corrections will be unbalanced if applied to

a GGA such as PBE. So how big a problem is the neglect of such corrections?

(A little) Beyond Equilibrium: On the other hand, many experimental probes

of WDM extract response functions such as electrical or thermal conductivity [1].

These are always calculated from the equilibrium KS orbitals, albeit at finite temper-

ature. Work on molecular electronics shows that such evaluations suffer both from

inaccuracies in the positions of KS orbitals due to deficiencies in XC approximations,

and also require further XC corrections, even if the exact equilibrium XC functional

was used [29–31].

11.2 Background

Generalities: Everything described within uses atomic units, is non-relativistic, and

does not include external magnetic fields. Unless otherwise noted, all results are for

the electronic contributions within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. While all

results are stated for density functionals, in practice, they are always generalized to

spin-density functionals in the usual way. In Table 11.1, we provide a summary of

frequently used acronyms.

Table 11.1 Acronyms frequently used in this chapter

Acronym Meaning Acronym Meaning

GGA Generalized Gradient

Approx.

RPA Random Phase

Approx.

GS ground-state TDDFT Time-dependent DFT

HXC Hartree XC thDFT thermal DFT

KS Kohn-Sham unif uniform gas

LDA Local Density Approx. XC exchange-correlation

PBE Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerhof

ZTA Zero-Temperature

Approx.

QMC quantum Monte Carlo
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11.2.1 Ground-State DFT

Hohenberg–Kohn Functional: Just over 50 years ago, in 1964, Hohenberg and

Kohn wrote down the foundations of modern DFT [32]. They start with the many-

body Hamiltonian

̂H = ̂T + ̂Vee + ̂V , (11.1)

where ̂T , ̂Vee, and ̂V are the kinetic, electron-electron, and potential energy operators,

respectively. Assuming a non-degenerate ground state, they proved by reductio ad
absurdum that the external potential v(𝐫) is a unique functional of the density n(𝐫),
and therefore all observables are also density functionals. More directly, Levy defines

the functional

F[n] = min
𝛹→n

⟨𝛹 | ̂T + ̂Vee|𝛹⟩, (11.2)

where 𝛹 is normalized and antisymmetric, and uses it to define the energy functional

Ev[n] = F[n] + ∫ d3r v(𝐫)n(𝐫), (11.3)

whose minimization over normalized non-negative densities with finite kinetic

energy yields the ground-state energy and density [33].

Kohn-Sham Scheme: In 1965, Mermin generalized the Hohenberg–Kohn the-

orems for electrons in the grand canonical potential with fixed nonzero tempera-

ture 𝜏 and chemical potential 𝜇 [19]. Later in 1965, Kohn and Sham created an

exact method to construct the universal functional (see Eq. (11.6)). The Kohn-Sham

scheme imagines a system of N non-interacting electrons that yield the electronic

density of the original interacting N electron system. These fictitious electrons sit in

a new external potential called the KS potential. The KS scheme is written as a set

of equations that must be solved self-consistently:

{
−1
2
∇2 + vS(𝐫)

}
𝜙i(𝐫) = 𝜀i𝜙i(𝐫), n(𝐫) =

N∑

i
|𝜙i(𝐫)|2, (11.4)

vS(𝐫) = v(𝐫) + vH(𝐫) + vXC(𝐫), vXC(𝐫) =
𝛿EXC[n]
𝛿n(𝐫)

, (11.5)

where 𝜙i(𝐫) and 𝜀i are the KS orbitals and energies, vH(𝐫) is the classical Hartree

potential, and vXC(𝐫) is the exchange-correlation potential defined by the unknown

XC energy, EXC, in Eq. (11.5). These must be solved self-consistently since the

Hartree potential and EXC depend explicitly on the density. Lastly, the total energy

can be found via

F[n] = TS[n] + UH[n] + EXC[n] (11.6)

where TS is the kinetic energy of the KS electrons and UH is the Hartree energy.
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In practice, an approximation to EXC must be supplied. There exists a wealth of

approximations for EXC [34]. The simplest, LDA, uses the XC per electron of the

homogeneous electron gas [35]:

ELDA
XC

[n] = ∫ d3r eunif
XC

(n(𝐫)) (11.7)

where eunif
XC

is the XC energy density of a uniform gas with density n(𝐫). We can

imagine going up a ladder by adding in more ingredients (like gradients of the density

[28]) and obeying different or additional conditions to make more complicated and

more accurate functionals [36]. For the exact EXC, these equations have been proven

to converge [37].

11.2.2 Asymmetric Hubbard Dimer and Its Relevance

Throughout this chapter we illustrate results with the simplest interesting model of an

interacting system. This model is the asymmetric Hubbard dimer [38]. The Hubbard

dimer crosses the divide between the weakly and strongly correlated communities.

Previous work has shown that the basic concepts of ground-state KS-DFT apply

to this model and here we demonstrate similar applicability to thermal DFT. The

Hamiltonian is given by

̂H = −t
∑

𝜎

(ĉ†1𝜎 ĉ2𝜎 + H.c.) +
2∑

i=1
(Un̂i↑n̂i↓ + vin̂i) (11.8)

where ĉ†i𝜎(ĉi𝜎) are electron creation (annihilation) operators and n̂i𝜎 = ĉ†i𝜎 ĉi𝜎 are num-

ber operators. t is the strength of electron hopping between sites, U is the ultra-short

range Coulomb repulsion for when both electrons are on the same site, and vi is the

on-site external potential. We choose, without loss of generality, v1 + v2 = 0 then

𝛥v = v2 − v1, and the occupation difference, the analog of density, is 𝛥n = n2 − n1.

In Fig. 11.1 we plot the density 𝛥n versus asymmetry 𝛥v in the Hubbard dimer.

The Hohenberg–Kohn theorem applies to this Hamiltonian and guarantees 𝛥n(𝛥v) is

an invertible function for any value of U. The main physics is a competition between

asymmetry and interaction strength. The weakly correlated regime is U < 𝛥v and

the opposite is strong correlation. Increasing 𝛥v pushes the electrons onto a single

site, thus 𝛥n approaches 2. Likewise, for small 𝛥v or large U the electrons are apart

and 𝛥n tends to 0. This is made most clear by the extreme cases, i.e.,

|𝛥nU=0(𝛥v)| = 2𝛥v∕
√
(2 t)2 + 𝛥v2, |𝛥nU→∞(𝛥v)| → 2𝜃(𝛥v − U), (11.9)
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Fig. 11.1 Difference in on-site occupations as a function of on-site potential difference for U = 1
and 5 in the asymmetric Hubbard dimer. The HK theorem guarantees that each function is invertible.

There is a simple analytic result for U = 0, and for large U, the relation tends toward a (smoothed)

step function, with the step at 𝛥v = U

where 𝜃(x) is the Heaviside step function. The ability to vary U and move continu-

ously from weak to strong correlation in a model that is analytically solvable makes

the Hubbard dimer an excellent illustrator of how KS-DFT works [38].

11.2.3 Ensemble DFT as a Route to Excitation Energies

In this section, we take a quick aside to overview ensemble DFT (eDFT), a close

cousin of thermal DFT.

Excitations in DFT: Although time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) is the standard

method used to determine the excited states of a system [39], there are still many

deficiencies, due to crude approximations to the XC functional as well as being

unable to approximate multiple excitations, charge transfer excitations, conical inter-

sections, and polarizabilities of long-chain polymers; all things that can be important

for photochemistry [40–44]. Ensemble DFT is a time-independent alternative to the

standard TDDFT that can be a useful method for extracting excited states. Naturally,

since eDFT and TDDFT are based on two different fundamental theories, it is pos-

sible to use eDFT on different systems to those of the traditional method and expect

different successes and likewise different failures.

Ensemble Variational Principle: eDFT is based on a variational principle made

up of ensembles of ground and excited states [45]. These ensembles are made of

decreasing weights, with the ground state always having the highest weight.

E𝐰 ≤
M−1∑

k=0
wk⟨𝛹k|

̂H|𝛹k⟩, w0 ≥ w1 ≥ ... ≥ wk ≥ 0 (11.10)
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where all 𝛹k are normalized, antisymmetric, and mutually orthogonal, 𝐰 = (w0,

w1, ...wk), and the sum of all weights is 1. The ensemble-weighted density is

n𝐰(𝐫) =
M−1∑

k=0
wkn𝛹k

(𝐫). (11.11)

Just as in the ground-state case, a one-to-one correspondence from the weighted

density to the potential can be established [46], and applying this to a non-interacting

system of the same weighted density can be used to construct a KS eDFT. From this

KS system, it is in principle possible to extract the exact excited states of the system.

Relation to Thermal DFT: The connection to thermal DFT is natural and

straightforward. Thermal DFT is a special case of eDFT. In thDFT, one chooses

the ensemble to be the grand canonical ensemble with the usual Boltzmann fac-

tors for the weights. However, unlike eDFT, the weights themselves depend on the

eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, including the strength of the interaction. Thus, the

weights in the KS system are different from those of the interacting system. In most

applications of eDFT, the weights are chosen to be the same in both the physical and

non-interacting systems.

History: Ensemble DFT was originally proposed by Gross-Olivera-Kohn in 1988

[46], but, like thermal DFT, there has been slow progress over the last 30 years due

to a lack of useful approximations to the XC functional. Many of these difficulties

arise from the so-called ghost interaction errors that occur in the Hartree energy [47].

More specifically, these ghost interaction errors appear when only using the ground-

state definition of the Hartree energy, which causes unphysical contributions and

must therefore be accounted for by using a more accurate definition of the Hartree

energy for ensembles [48, 49].

Recent Progress: More recently, work has been done to extract the weight depen-

dence of the KS eigenvalues, which are required in order to extract accurate transi-

tion frequencies [48, 49]. It was also found that a large cancellation of the weight-

dependence occurs in the exact ensembles. Further, a new numerical method for

inverting ensemble densities was derived for spherically symmetric systems, and

this method was also tested for cylindrically symmetric systems. This inversion of

densities to extract potentials provides a useful test of eDFT approximations.

Recent work combines linear interpolation with an extrapolation method in eDFT

to extract excited states that are independent of ensemble weights [50]. Also, an exact

analytical expression for the exchange energy was derived, and a generalized adia-

batic connection for ensembles (GACE) was used to connect the ensemble XC func-

tional with the ground-state functional [51]. Finally, a ghost interaction correction

has been developed for range-separated eDFT [52].

A Simple Exercise: Here we show an example of the importance of the weight-

dependence of functionals in eDFT, in a seemingly simple system. We put only one

electron in the Hubbard dimer, so there is no interaction, and its a simple tight-

binding Hamiltonian. We will derive the exact kinetic energy functional, which is an
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example of the non-interacting KS kinetic energy functional. We will also approxi-

mate it, as if we were interested in orbital-free eDFT.

There are only two levels: the ground state and a first-excited state. Thus, we can

make only a bi-ensemble. The ensemble-weighted ground-state density is

𝛥nw = (1 − w)𝛥n0 + w𝛥n1 = (1 − 2w)𝛥n0(x), (11.12)

where 𝛥n0 and 𝛥n1 correspond to the occupational difference of the two sites for the

ground and first-excited states, respectively, and 𝛥n0(x) is half of Eq. (11.9) withU =
0, since we are looking at a single particle in the dimer. This last result is true only

because 𝛥n1 = −𝛥n0 in this simple model. The weight as previously stated is w ≤
0.5. Similarly, the kinetic energy for a single particle in the ground state is known,

and TS,1 = −TS,0, so

Tw
S
= (1 − w)TS,0 + wTS,1 = (1 − 2w)TS,0 = (1 − 2w) −t

√
1 + x2

(11.13)

where x = 𝛥v∕(2 t). Note that kinetic energy is negative in the Hubbard model. Using

Vw = 𝛥v𝛥nw∕2 and adding it to Tw
S

yields the ensemble energy, which is exactly

linear in w, and passes through E0 at w = 0 and (would pass through) E1 at w = 1.

This simple linearity with w is true by construction of the ensemble, when ener-

gies are plotted against w for a fixed potential. But now we show that things get

complicated when we consider them as density functionals. Inverting the relation

between potentials and densities we find

x = 𝛥nw
√
(1 − 2w)2 − (𝛥nw)2

, (11.14)

and inserting this into the kinetic energy yields

Tw
S
[𝛥nw] = −

√
(1 − 2w)2 − (𝛥nw)2∕2. (11.15)

Even in this trivial case, the the w-dependence of the kinetic energy density func-

tional is nonlinear.

Next, we make the most naive approximation, namely to replace Tw
S
[𝛥n] with its

ground-state counterpart. This yields an approximate eDFT theory from which, in

principle, we can estimate the energy of the first-excited state. To do this, we insert

the exact w-dependent density of Eq. (11.12) into the ground-state functional, add

the exact Vw
, and plot the resulting energy. The exact and approximate results are

shown in Fig. 11.2. The approximation is very bad, yielding an energy value that is

too negative by 0.5, using the value at w = 1∕2. But it illustrates the difficulties of

capturing an accurate w-dependence in an ensemble density functional.
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Fig. 11.2 Exact energy curve for a single particle in a Hubbard dimerEexact = Tw
S
[𝛥nw] + Vw

(red),

when x = 1, in units of 2 t. The blue line is the approximate energy when Tw
S

is replaced by its ground

state analog, T0
S
. Notice that w = 0 corresponds to E0, which is 1∕

√
2 in these units

11.2.4 Thermal DFT in a Nutshell

Mermin–Kohn–Sham Equations: In a thermal system, Eqs. (11.4) and (11.5) are

generalized such that the density and XC potential become n𝜏(𝐫) and v𝜏
XC
(𝐫), i.e.,

temperature dependent, and EXC[n] in Eq. (11.5) becomes A𝜏

XC
[n], the exchange-

correlation free energy density functional. The density becomes

n𝜏(𝐫) =
∑

i
fi|𝜙𝜏

i (𝐫)|
2

(11.16)

where the sum is now over all states and fi = (1 + e(𝜀𝜏i −𝜇)∕𝜏)−1, the Fermi occupation

factors. One of the core difficulties in thermal DFT calculations is this sum, since

a huge number of states are required once the temperature is sufficiently high. This

leads to large computational demands and convergence issues. We call these the

Mermin–Kohn–Sham equations.

To extract the total free energy from the MKS equations, we write

A𝜏[n] = A𝜏

S
[n] − UH[n] + A𝜏

XC
[n] − ∫ d3r n(𝐫)v𝜏

XC
[n](𝐫), (11.17)

where the MKS free energy is

A𝜏

S
[n] =

∑

i
𝜀

𝜏

i [n] − 𝜏S𝜏
S
[n], S𝜏

S
[n] = −

∑

i

[
fi log(fi) + (1 − fi) log(1 − fi)

]
,

(11.18)

and SS is the MKS entropy.

Exchange-Correlation Free Energy: Compared to ground-state DFT, relatively

few approximations have been developed for A𝜏

XC
. In active use are two approxima-

tions: thermal LDA (thLDA) and the Zero-Temperature Approximation (ZTA). The

former uses the temperature-dependent XC free energy of the uniform gas instead of
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Fig. 11.3 Effects of temperature on the difference in on-site occupations as a function of on-site

potential difference for U = 1 and 5 in the asymmetric Hubbard dimer (see Sect. 11.3.2) with and

without temperature. Increasing temperature pushes the electrons toward opposite sites and lowers

𝛥n while increasing 𝛥v pushes electrons to the same site and raises 𝛥n

its ground-state analog in Eq. (11.7). The ZTA means simply using any ground-state

XC functional instead of a temperature-dependent one. We denote use of the exact

ground-state XC functional as exact ZTA (EZTA).

In Fig. 11.3, we demonstrate the effects of turning on temperature for the Hubbard

dimer (see Sect. 11.3.2 for more information). Even a small increase in temperature

can have a big impact on a system regardless of the strength of correlation.

11.3 Some Recent Developments in Thermal DFT

The formalism for thermal DFT was originally developed alongside that of ground-

state DFT, but in the intervening decades ground-state DFT (and TDDFT, for that

matter) has received significantly more attention and consequently more develop-

ments [16, 53]. However, In the past couple decades, thermal DFT has seen more

use, and with that much more development in the past ten years. In this section, we

outline some recent developments to thermal DFT from our group.

11.3.1 Exact Conditions and Their Relevance

Zero Temperature: One of the most crucial steps in understanding and developing

functionals beyond LDA is exact conditions. These conditions take many forms with

some common examples being coordinate and interaction scaling conditions [54],

and bounds on the XC energy [55]. There are well over a dozen conditions in ground-

state DFT (a recent meta-GGA functional even uses seventeen [56]!), but the use of

exact conditions is much more nascent in thermal DFT.
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11.3.1.1 Coordinate-Temperature Scaling and the Thermal Connection
Formula

Uniform Coordinate Scaling: The most straightforward application of exact condi-

tions to thermal DFT is by uniform scaling of the density [54]. The very basic con-

ditions that this procedure generates in ground-state DFT are built into almost all

modern approximations. In a sense, this is simply dimensional analysis, but while

keeping the density fixed (which is the tricky bit).

Early work on exact conditions for thermal DFT [57, 58] derived basic conditions

such as the signs of correlation quantities, including the separation into kinetic and

potential contributions, and the adiabatic connection formula at finite temperature.

More conditions come from coordinate scaling of the density, showing that is inti-

mately related to temperature dependence. Examples of a few of these conditions

are

F𝜏

′

S
[n] = 𝜏

𝜏

′F
𝜏

S
[n√

𝜏

′∕𝜏], S𝜏′
S
[n] = S𝜏

S
[n√

𝜏

′∕𝜏], A𝜏

′

X
[n] =

√
𝜏

𝜏

′A
𝜏

X
[n√

𝜏

′∕𝜏], (11.19)

where these have been rewritten in terms of temperature scaling instead of coordinate

scaling. For any of these functionals, this means that, if you know the functional at

any one finite temperature, the functional at all possible temperatures is available via

temperature scaling as long as both temperatures are nonzero.

New Formulas: In recent work, many new formulas relating correlation compo-

nents of the energy to one another were derived [59], such as

K𝜏,𝜆

C
[n] = A𝜏,𝜆

C
[n] − 𝜆

dA𝜏,𝜆

C [n]
d𝜆

, (11.20)

where K𝜏,𝜆

C [n] = T𝜏,𝜆

C [n] − 𝜏S𝜏,𝜆C [n] is the correlation kentropy. 𝜆 is a coupling con-

stant introduced in front of ̂Vee where superscript 𝜆 indicates quantities defined

on 𝜆

̂Vee. There was also a rewriting of the adiabatic connection formula [57,

60], using the relation to scaling mentioned above, yielding the XC free energy at

temperature 𝜏:

A𝜏

XC
[n] = 𝜏

2
lim

𝜏

′′→∞∫
𝜏

′′

𝜏

d𝜏′

𝜏

′2 U𝜏

′

XC
[n√

𝜏

′∕𝜏], n
𝛾

(𝐫) = 𝛾

3 n(𝛾𝐫), (11.21)

where U𝜏

XC
[n] is the purely potential contribution to the XC free energy, and the scal-

ing is the usual coordinate scaling of the density introduced by Levy and Perdew

[54] for the GS problem. Note that this thermal connection formula uses only infor-

mation between the desired temperature and higher ones, allowing approximations

that begin from the high-temperature end instead of the low-temperature end [59].

A second set of formulas gives the many relations among the different correlation

energy components (total, potential, and kentropic). These are very important in
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ground-state DFT [61, 62] for understanding the origins of different physical con-

tributions to the correlation free energy and have guided the construction of many

approximations.

Entropy: Lastly for this section, we look at a new set of exact conditions for the

electronic entropy as a functional of the density [63]. The most important is that the

universal functional can be written solely in terms of a temperature integral over

entropy, such as

F𝜏[n] = F0[n] − ∫
𝜏

0
d𝜏′ S𝜏′ [n], A𝜏

XC
[n] = EXC[n] − ∫

𝜏

0
d𝜏′ S𝜏′

XC
[n], (11.22)

i.e., the universal contribution to the free energy functional is a simple integral over

the electronic entropy, and the second shows that all thermal corrections to the XC

free energy are given by an integral over the XC entropy. These formulas have no

analog in ground-state DFT. They also lead to fundamental inequalities on the vari-

ous thermal derivatives of both interacting and KS quantities. Such conditions have

long been known for the uniform gas [64], but our results are their generalization to

inhomogeneous systems. Analogs are also easily derived from statistical mechanics,

but again, the tricky part is to deduce their behavior as functionals of the density

rather than the external potential. This is why, for example, all derivatives are total

with respect to temperature. The particle number is fixed by the density, so temper-

ature is the sole remaining variable. Our work uses the formalism and methods of

ground-state DFT, generalized to finite temperature, but the same results can also be

extracted in the language of statistical mechanics [65, 66].

Tiny Violations: A minor illustration of the relevance of these conditions is that

we found that a recent parameterization of the thermal XC free energy of the uniform

gas [15] violates one of our conditions for low densities [63]. This violation is slight,

and unlikely to ever influence the results of any thLDA calculation. Nonetheless, it

is always better to build parameterizations that satisfy known conditions, so that the

corresponding approximate calculations are guaranteed to satisfy such conditions

[25, 26].

Zero-Temperature Approximations: This work also showed that any ZTA cal-

culation automatically satisfies most of our conditions, whereas the inclusion of

thermal XC corrections risks violating them for specific systems. For example, all

approximations in Fig. 11.5 (discussed below) are guaranteed to satisfy these con-

ditions. But practical calculations including approximate thermal XC corrections

should be checked for possible violations of exact conditions in the future.

11.3.2 Exact Calculations on a Simple Model System

Importance for Ground-state DFT: A crucial step in all DFT development is the

exact solution of simple systems and the test of approximate functionals against exact

quantities. There are large databases of molecular properties, based either on highly
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reliable and accurate experimental measurements, or on far more accurate quantum

chemical calculations [67–70]. But these databases usually contain at most a few

numbers per system, such as the atomization energy and bond length(s). A substan-

tially more sophisticated test occurs when a highly accurate calculation is performed

such as QMC [71, 72] or DMRG [73], and an inversion of the KS equations [74], so

that essentially exact KS potentials, eigenvalues, orbitals, etc., can all be deduced.

This is a much more powerful test of a DFT approximation, and usually provides

detailed insight into its limitations. The QMC calculations of Umrigar and collabo-

rators [75–77] and their high impact, testify to this fact.

Difficulty of Exact Thermal Calculations: Although almost all practical cal-

culations of WDM are in a condensed phase (with hot ions), almost all high-level

inversions yielding exact KS quantities are for atoms or small molecules. But even

for such systems, it is difficult to imagine accurate inversions at finite temperature,

as only the average particle number is fixed, and all possible particle numbers must

be considered.

Exact Calculations for Hubbard Dimer: Exact calculations are only possible

for this model because the Hilbert space is severely truncated which allows us to

compute all energies analytically (see Fig. 11.4 for complete diagram of the energy

spectrum). However, this means the model is not even a qualitatively realistic rep-

resentation of very high temperatures (though we choose parameters such that the

ceiling of the Hilbert space does not effect results). But we are able to do the inver-

sion exactly, and so extract all the different contributions to X and C as a function of

both 𝜏 and U. These are the first exact inversions of an interacting system at finite

temperature. They show us the structure of the underlying functionals, but cannot

tell us which approximations will be accurate. For example, there is no real analog

of LDA for this system (although BALDA [78] somewhat plays this role).

Paradox: To see why such simplistic calculations are important, consider

Fig. 11.5. The black line shows the exact density difference in the dimer versus tem-

perature for moderate correlation and asymmetry. The blue curve is a Hartree-Fock

calculation, while the red curve adds in the high-density limit of GS correlation.

Finally, EZTA in green uses the exact GS functional (i.e., the best possible ZTA),

which we had already found in Reference [38], in the MKS equations, which there-

fore is the best possible calculation that ignores thermal XC contributions. By con-

struction, this becomes exact in the zero-temperature limit. But, to our surprise, we

found that the relative error in the free energy and density vanishes in the high tem-

perature limit. In fact, as temperature increases, the fractional errors in the energy at

first increase, and then start to lessen.

Resolution of Paradox: How can this counterintuitive result be right? The answer

is very simple. For high temperatures, the XC components of the energy remain

finite (and actually shrink, see Fig. 11.6), while the KS contributions grow, at least

in this simple case. Thus any XC approximation will produce the same effect. This

is why all the approximations merge onto the exact line in Fig. 11.5 for sufficiently

high temperatures. Of course, there can still be a significant absolute error in the free

energy which might have important effects on quantities of interest. But the principle

is clear: EZTA becomes relatively exact in both the low- and high-temperature limits.
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Fig. 11.4 Energy spectrum for the Fock space of the asymmetric Hubbard dimer at various para-

meters ranging from weakly to strongly correlated. The x-axis is labeled by the number of particles.

The dashed lines correspond to the non-interacting (tight-binding) case. The labels in the figures

denote degeneracy. The triplet for N = 2 is always at E = 0 due to symmetry. The top left is sym-

metric and weakly correlated, so the spectral lines are close to the dashed ones. The top right is

symmetric but strongly correlated, and the energies for N = 2 are substantially raised. We also see

pairs of levels pushed together. The Hubbard bands of the infinite chain roughly run between these

levels. In the lower panels, we turn on asymmetry and show the effects on U

Fig. 11.5 Difference in on-site densities as a function of temperature for an asymmetric Hubbard

dimer with U = 2 and site-potential difference 2 (in units where the hopping parameter t = 1∕2).

The approximate calculations are all MKS-DFT-ZTA equilibrium calculations where HF denotes

Hartree-Fock, EC(2) includes the leading correlation correction to HF in powers of the interaction,

while EZTA denotes using the exact ground-state XC functional [38]
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Fig. 11.6 Correlation energy components as a function of temperature. All inequalities proven

in Ref. [57] are satisfied. This figure shows that the naive assumption that A𝜏

C
is bounded by

EC = AC(𝜏 = 0) is not true. Figure 11.1 of Ref. [79] shows that the total free energy increases in

magnitude as temperature increases, making the XC contribution relatively less important. Thus

ZTA (or any reasonably bounded approximation) will yield relatively exact free energies, densities,

and KS orbitals, in the limit of high temperatures. Additionally, Ref. [79] notes that exchange is

temperature independent and has no effect on this analysis

This is also trivially true for the uniform gas, once the (infinite) Hartree energy is

included, and we suspect it to be true for all systems.

Relevance for Response Functions: The increasing accuracy of the density with

temperature has very important implications for calculations of conductivity. This

means that the error in the KS orbitals, used in the construction of KS conductivities,

starts to decrease beyond some temperature. This is true for any GS approximation

for XC (within reason). All these conclusions may explain the tremendous success

so far gotten by ignoring the thermal XC effects, especially for conductivities.

11.3.3 Beyond Equilibrium: Linear Response Thermal
Time-Dependent DFT

Zero Temperature: There are many applications in WDM where the system is per-

turbed away from equilibrium. At zero temperature, the standard approach to such

problems is to apply TDDFT or many-body non-equilibrium Green’s function meth-

ods [80]. TDDFT in particular [81] can handle both strong perturbations, such as

atoms and molecules in intense laser fields, and weak perturbations, where the lin-

ear response formulation yields excitation energies and oscillator strengths [82].

General Case too Difficult: Unfortunately, the situation is very complicated if

the perturbation is strong, as then a non-equilibrium treatment is needed. Theories

in which the temperature is held fixed do not apply. This is the situation for example

in calculations of stopping power [83]. There are many fine attempts to overcome

these difficulties under a variety of practically useful conditions [84], but we have

not seen a way to construct a general DFT treatment of such problems.
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Linear Response: For a finite system (which has to be very carefully defined

in the thermal case), we proved a limited theorem for the linear density response

to a time-dependent external field [85]. This proof allows for (finite numbers of)

degeneracies in the excited states, but not in the equilibrium state. Armed with such

a theorem, all the usual XC response properties, such as the XC kernel, can be defined

at finite temperature. Combined with our thermal connection formula, we have the

finite-temperature generalization of the Gross-Kohn response equation [86]:

𝜒

𝜏(12) = 𝜒

𝜏

S
(12) + ∫ d3d4𝜒𝜏

S
(13)f 𝜏

HXC
(34)𝜒𝜏(42), (11.23)

where 1 denotes the coordinates 𝐫, t, and 2 another pair [87], 𝜒
𝜏(12) is the density–

density response function at temperature 𝜏, 𝜒S its KS counterpart, and f 𝜏
HXC

(12) the

thermal Hartree-XC kernel. This becomes the Random Phase Approximation (RPA)

when fXC = 0. Insertion of this into the thermal connection formula yields an RPA-

type equation for the XC free energy [85]:
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where 𝛾 is defined in Eq. (11.21). If XC contributions to the kernel are neglected,

this becomes the long-known random phase approximation to the XC free energy,

albeit using the KS orbitals. Since random phase approximation calculations have

become standard within the GS materials world [88], there is little additional com-

putational demand in performing them at moderate finite temperatures. Inclusion of

any approximate treatment of the XC kernel yields an entirely novel approach to XC

approximations for equilibrium thermal DFT. In particular, one can consider mak-

ing a uniform approximation in both space and time, and also decide whether or not

to include thermal corrections in an approximate kernel. All such treatments can be

first tested on a uniform gas, for which the XC free energy is accurately known from

QMC calculations [26].

11.4 Recent Applications of DFT in WDM

Planetary Science: The materials of interest in WDM research span the periodic

table. Accurate thermal conductivities for inertial confinement fusion fuel materi-

als such as deuterium and tritium are needed to find the calculated total neutron

yield in fusion science (the simulated mixing between the fuel and coating on iner-

tial confinement fusion capsules is very sensitive to thermal conductivities) [89].

Accurate iron thermal conductivities are used to determine whether the conventional

model for how the Earth’s core developed is valid because heat flux contributes to the

Earth’s geomagnetic field. Differential heating experiments at ALS, LCLS, Omega,

and Titan facilities are all done slightly differently (heating via optical lasers, XFEL,
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X-rays, or proton heating), to fit hydrodynamics models because of their high accu-

racy and because other approaches (SESAME, Purgatorio, and Lee-More) all differ

[90–92]. Our work suggests that ignoring XC thermal corrections nevertheless yields

accurate KS eigenstates and eigenvalues [79] helps explain why conductivities can

be accurate in these calculations.

Much WDM research is motivated by the desire to understand planetary inte-

riors. The Juno mission is measuring Jupiter’s gravitational field extremely accu-

rately, constraining theories of its interior [93], while Kepler has shown that many

notions of planetary formation must be rethought with our new data on extra-solar

planets [94]. But there is limited understanding of whether initial planetary proto-

cores remain stable during accretion or if they dissolve into outer metallic hydro-

gen layers. Recent DFT-MD calculations show that MgO is surprisingly soluble in

hydrogen under these conditions [95]. Similarly, the moon is thought to have formed

in an enormous impact, but such a scenario depends crucially on the equation of

state of MgO under extreme conditions. Recent DFT calculations and Z-machine

experiments have nailed this EOS more accurately than before, and far better than

unreliable extrapolations from more mundane conditions [96].

Alternate Methods: Path integral Monte Carlo is an excellent tool for studying

WDM, has been recently extended beyond small atoms to include water and carbon,

and has recently been shown to match reasonably well with DFT calculations at lower

temperatures [24], validating both. Meanwhile, DFT calculations have predicted new

superionic phases of H2O, under conditions relevant to Uranus and Neptune interiors

[97].

DFT Failure: A less successful application of DFT in WDM is to the liquid insu-

lator to liquid metal transition in dense D2, at about 1000 K and 300 GPa. DFT calcu-

lations with several different functionals yield very different results, none of which

are in satisfactory agreement with experiment. The interpretation also depends on

the accuracy of the conductivity from the DFT calculations. This system remains a

challenge to WDM simulations.

X-ray Thompson Scattering: Some of the most exciting recent experiments have

been from the LINAC at SLAC, allowing X-ray Thompson scattering (XRTS) mea-

surements of shocked materials. These include the first highly resolved measure-

ments of the plasmon spectrum in an ultrafast heated solid [98]. Reference [99] gives

X-ray scattering results from plasmons in dynamically compressed deuterium, from

which one can deduce the ionization state as a function of compression. Ionization

begins at about the pressure that DFT-MD calculations show molecular dissociation.

In a completely different material, X-ray diffraction showed diamond formation on

nanosecond timescales, caused by shock compression to about 200 GPa [100]. This

helps explain why the lonsdaleite crystal structure occurs naturally close to meteor

impacts.

XRTS has been performed on a variety of materials including Be, Li, C, CH

shells, and Al. Most experiments probe the electron dynamic structure factor, which

is decomposed via the somewhat ad-hoc Chihara decomposition into bound, loosely

bound, and free electrons [101]. But by running TDDFT at finite temperatures, one
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directly calculates the densities and can then test the accuracy of Chihara for deter-

mining the ionization state. The results of Ref. [85] are already being used to justify

thTDDFT calculations such as Ref. [101].

11.5 Relation of Thermal DFT to Quantum Chemistry

At first glance, it would appear that warm dense matter has little or nothing to do with

chemistry. In fact, this is not true, it is simply chemistry in an exciting new regime

with which we are relatively unfamiliar.

To see this, we first note that the plasma physicists who usually study WDM

think in terms of average properties of their systems, such as mean densities and

numbers of electrons ionized. They are familiar with density functional methods,

but traditionally only at the level of the LDA. Successes with such an approximation

are often attributed to systems being somehow ‘locally uniform’.

But the success of DFT methods in chemistry can be directly correlated with

the arrival of the GGA and hybrids of it with Hartree-Fock. These approximations

were tested on the G2 data set, and shown to yield much better energetics than

LDA, because the G2 data set had already been carefully constructed and bench-

marked, using both quantum chemical methods and experimental information [102–

104]. This vote of confidence led to their widespread adoption in many branches of

chemistry, and also led to the confidence that GGAs were better than LDA for many

materials problems.

It is the same GGAs, used in MD simulations, that have led to the revolution in

WDM simulations over the past decade or so [105]. The improved accuracy due to

GGAs implies that the details of the electronic structure matter, and that these sys-

tems are in no way locally uniform. In fact, in many cases, there are large evanescent

regions of the HOMO, just as in gas-phase molecules. The KS system is ideal for

computing this, and GGAs and hybrid account for the energetic consequences. So the

very success of DFT-MD for WDM implies that the detailed chemistry is vital, even

if it is happening within simulations of extended systems under high temperature

and pressure.

The recent work in our group is almost entirely focused on bringing GGA-level

XC technology to the WDM field. Being able to distinguish among different compo-

nents of the correlation energy, and switch from one to another, is a crucial part of

the exact conditions that were used to construct GGAs [59]. The adiabatic connec-

tion formula is often invoked in modern DFT research to understand both exact DFT

and approximations, and its recasting as a temperature integral should prove useful

in the search for accurate thermal XC approximations.

On the other hand, ground-state DFT has benefited enormously from testing on

benchmark data [67, 106]. But for thermal effects, even a simple H atom is diffi-

cult, as one must include sums over all possible particle numbers in the partition

function. The asymmetric Hubbard dimer is the simplest imaginable exactly solv-

able model, and can be considered a model for H2 in a minimal basis when we take
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the symmetric limit. While the truncated Hilbert space makes it unrealistic at higher

temperatures, it also makes it practical to solve exactly. Thus our calculations on this

model demonstrate the behavior of correlation at finite temperatures in one simple

case. Unfortunately, due to the lack of a continuum, this cannot be used to check the

performance of LDA or GGA.

Thermodynamics tells us simple relations between entropy and free energy and

other quantities. But it requires very careful reasoning to deduce the corresponding

relations among density functionals, as the density must be held fixed, not the exter-

nal potential. Our relations between entropy and the universal part of the Mermin

functional show this, and subtraction of the corresponding KS contributions yields

crucial relations among correlation contributions. They also yield simple inequalities

that are not automatically satisfied once thermal XC contributions are approximated.

Lastly, the recent proof of TDDFT for finite temperatures within linear response

justifies the extraction of conductivities within the Kubo response formalism from

KS orbitals and energies. It also shows that the random phase approximation, which

is now routinely calculated for inhomogeneous systems in many codes in both quan-

tum chemistry and materials science [107–112], might be an excellent starting point

for more accurate approximations to the XC thermal corrections, using approxima-

tions to the temperature-dependent XC kernel.

Finally, our recent work explains how ignoring thermal XC effects, which is usu-

ally done in practical DFT WDM calculations, might not be as poor an approximation

as it first appears. Calculations on the Hubbard dimer show that XC effects become

relatively less important as the temperature increases. Thus the errors in the self-

consistent density and orbitals caused by any approximation to the XC lessen with

increasing temperature, so that calculations of the KS conductance should be more

accurate as temperature increases (somewhat counterintuitively).

To summarize, the success of modern density functional approximations in WDM

simulations strongly implies the importance of chemical phenomena in such simu-

lations, and the need to accurately approximate the energetics.

11.6 Conclusion

Thermal density functional theory is an increasingly utilized tool for calculations of

hot systems such as warm dense matter. These WDM systems include inertial con-

finement fusion, planetary interiors, and shock experiments. There have been many

recent developments ranging from exact conditions, improved understanding, and

extensions beyond equilibrium with more foreseeable, and exciting, improvements

on the horizon. These steps forward set up the foundation for further future success

of thermal DFT in the years to come.
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Chapter 12
Quantum Chemistry at the High Pressures:
The eXtreme Pressure Polarizable
Continuum Model (XP-PCM)

Roberto Cammi

Abstract In this chapter, we review some recent developments in our XP-PCM

method to introduce the effect of high pressure (p > 1GPa) in the quantum chem-

istry study of molecular properties and processes. After a presentation of the physical

basis and the computational aspects of the XP-PCM model, we give examples of its

recent applications. These applications regard the study and analysis of the elec-

tron distribution, of the equilibrium geometry, and of the vibrational frequencies of

molecular systems under high pressure.

Keywords DFT ⋅ Equilibrium geometry ⋅ Vibrational frequencies ⋅ Pressure

effects ⋅ eXtreme-pressure polarizable continuum model

12.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present a short review of our model in title, aimed to introduce the

effects of high pressure (larger than 1 GPa) in the quantum chemical description of

molecular systems. The issue of high pressure in the quantum mechanical calculation

for atoms and molecules has a long history, which dates back to 1937 [1]. However,

this history testimonies of models which have been restricted, so far, to the study

of very simple systems as atoms or diatomic molecules, remaining excluded by the

impressive developments in the modern computational quantum chemistry.

As denoted by its name, the XP-PCM model is a generalization of the well-known

polarizable continuum model for the study of molecular properties and processes in

solution at standard conditions of pressure and temperature [2, 3]. A first version of

the XP-PCM was presented in 2008 [4]. More developed versions have been pre-

sented for applications to the study of the effect of extreme high pressures on the

equilibrium geometries and vibrational frequencies of molecular systems [5–7]. The

method has recently been extended to study the effect of extreme pressure on the
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electronic excitations of molecular systems [8], and to the study of potential energy

surfaces for chemical reactions at extreme high pressure [9].

In its basic version, the XP-PCM model describes molecular systems (the solute)

in a dense medium at extreme high pressure (p > 1GPa = 105 bar). The medium

is represented as a continuum material distribution having a void molecular cavity

in which the molecular solute is accommodated. The continuum material is char-

acterized in terms of its dielectric permittivity and its averaged electronic charge

distribution, at the given condition of pressure. The molecular solute is described

at the quantum mechanical level, and hence its electron distribution spreads in the

medium outside the void cavity, where it overlaps with the electron distribution of

the medium. Pressure enters through the Pauli repulsive interaction originating by

this overlap, and the effects of the pressure are modeled by shrinking the volume of

the molecular cavity. The shrinking of the cavity increases the amount the electronic

charge density of the molecular solute that lies outside of the cavity boundary, with

a consequent increase of the Pauli repulsion with the solvent.

The present contribution is organized as follows: After a presentation of the essen-

tial of the computational aspects of the XP-PCM model for the study of the mole-

cular systems at extreme pressure (Sect. 12.2), we give examples of its numerical

applications to the studies of the effect of the pressure on the electron distribution

(Sect. 12.3), of the effect of the pressure on the equilibrium geometry (Sect. 12.4),

and of the effect of the pressure on the vibrational frequencies (Sect. 12.5). Finally,

in Sect. 12.6, we draw some provisional concluding remarks on the XP-PCM model.

12.2 The Essential of the XP-PCM Method for Molecules
Under High Pressure

In this section, we summarize the basic XP-PCM equations for the quantum mechan-

ical description of a molecular the solute in a dense medium at extreme high pressure.

The molecular system is described, in the usual clamped nuclei approximation,

by an effective electronic Hamiltonian which may be written as

Ĥ = Ĥo + V̂e(𝛹 ) + V̂r (12.1)

where Ho
the electronic Hamiltonian of the isolated molecule; V̂e(𝛹 ) represents the

solute–solvent electrostatic interaction, giving origin to the solvent reaction field of

the PCM model, and depending on the electronic wave-function |𝛹 > of the mole-

cule [2]; The operator V̂r represents the exchange–repulsion (Pauli) interaction of

the molecular solute with a statistical average distribution of the surrounding mole-

cules of the external medium. According to the theory of intermolecular interaction

[10], the exchange–repulsion contribution originates from the overlap between the

electronic distribution of the molecular solute and a mean electronic distribution

of the solvent (i.e., the external medium). The mean electronic distribution of the

solvent is approximated as a uniform distribution outside of the cavity hosting the
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molecular solute, and with zero density inside the cavity. As a consequence, only

the portion of the electronic distribution of the molecular solute lying outside the

cavity overlaps with the uniform electronic distribution of the solvent, determining

the solute–solvent Pauli repulsion.

The Pauli repulsion operator Vr corresponds to a repulsive step potential barrier

located at the boundary of the cavity hosting the molecular solute [10]
1
:

V̂r = ∫ �̂�(𝐫)V0𝛩(𝐫)d𝐫 (12.2)

�̂�(𝐫) = ∑N
i 𝛿(𝐫 − 𝐫i) is the electron density operator (over the N electrons of the

molecular system), and V0 is the height of a barrier potential 𝛩(𝐫) located at the

boundary of the cavity 𝐂:

𝛩(𝐫) =
{

1 𝐫 ⊆ 𝐂
0 𝐫 ⊈ 𝐂 (12.3)

The potential barrier height V0 is given by

V0(s) =
V0

s3+𝜂
s =

(
Vc

V0
c

)1∕3

(12.4)

where VO is the step barrier at the standard condition of pressure [2], and Vc and

V0
c are, respectively, the actual volume of the cavity and the volume corresponding

to the standard condition of pressure. In Eq. (12.4), 𝜂 is a semi-empirical parameter

that gauges the strength of the solute-solvent Pauli repulsion [13].

The effective electronic Hamiltonian (12.1) implies a quantum mechanical energy

functional, Ge−r, which is defined as:

Ge−r =< 𝛹 |Ĥo + 1
2
V̂e(|𝛹 >) + V̂r|𝛹 > +Ṽnn (12.5)

The energy functional (12.5) has the thermodynamic status of a free energy for the

whole molecule-external medium system, with respect to a reference state given by

the non-interacting electrons and nuclei of the molecular solute and by the unper-

turbed external medium having a preformed cavity to host the solute.
2

The time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the effective Hamiltonian (12.1)

determines the electronic wave-function |𝛹 > of the molecular system [14]:

[Ĥo + V̂e(|𝛹 >) + V̂r]|𝛹 >= E|𝛹 > (12.6)

1
An alternative definition of the operator Vr has been recently given by Chipman and co-workers

in terms of the gradients of the electron density operator [11, 12].

2
The factor 1∕2 in front to the operator V̂e(|𝛹 >) is due to the nonlinear nature of this operator, and

Ṽnn is the nuclei–nuclei interaction contribution in the presence of the external medium.
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The solution of this equation, which can be approached at the available approxi-

mation levels of the Computational Quantum Chemistry (HF/DFT, Couple-Cluster,

. . . ), gives access to the properties of the molecular systems under extreme pres-

sure, at these various levels of theory. Within the XP-PCM model, as for the stan-

dard PCM model, the electronic response properties of the molecular solute can be

expressed as derivatives of the free-energy functional Ge−r with respect to suitable

internal or external perturbations. This connection between the molecular properties

and the free-energy functional Ge−r is a consequence of the form that the Hellmann–

Feynman theorem [15, 16] takes for the PCM model [3, 17].

The free-energy functional Ge−r may also act as the Born–Oppenheimer potential

energy surfaces ruling the nuclear motion of the solute, if a rigid geometry of the

cavity hosting the molecular solute is assumed. This approximation can be used the

case of molecules whose equilibrium geometry do not involve large displacements

of the nuclei under the effect of extreme pressure. This approximation has been used

in all the applications presented in this chapter. In the case of molecular processes

involving large amplitude motions of the nuclei, as in the conformational changes,

or along an intrinsic reaction path, the potential energy surfaces ruling the nuclear

motion is obtained by adding to the electronic free-energy functional Ge−r a free-

energy contribution due to the variation of the cavity geometry within the molecular

process.

The free-energy functional Ge−r may also act as the Born–Oppenheimer poten-

tial energy surfaces ruling the nuclear motion of the solute, if a rigid geometry of the

cavity hosting the molecular solute is assumed. This approximation of a rigid cav-

ity may be used the case of molecules whose equilibrium geometry do not involve

large displacements nuclei under the effect of extreme pressure. This approximation

has been used in the applications presented in this chapter. On the contrary, in the

case of molecular processes involving large amplitude motions of the nuclei, as in

the conformational changes, or along intrinsic reaction paths, the effective potential

energy surfaces ruling the nuclear motion are obtained by adding to the electronic

free-energy functional Ge−r a free-energy contribution due to the variation of the

cavity geometry within the molecular process [9].

In the XP-PCM method, the pressure is not an input parameter, and it is defined in

terms of the dependence of the electronic free-energy functional Ge−r with respect

to the volume of the cavity hosting the molecular solute:

p = −
(
𝜕Ge−r
𝜕Vc

)

(12.7)

where Vc is the volume of the cavity.

The cavity of the molecular solute is defined as the envelope of spheres centered

on the solute atomic nuclei. The radii of these atomic spheres are given by the product

of the corresponding van der Waals radii [18] times a uniform scaling factor, f . To

increase the pressure, the volume of the cavity Vc is decreased by reducing the value
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Fig. 12.1 XP-PCM results for the pressure, p, as a function of the cavity volume, Vc, for the case

of diborane as molecular solute. See Ref. [5] for computational details

of the scaling factor f with respect the reference value f0 = 1.2. Figure 12.1 shows

the pressure as a function of the volume of the cavity for the case of the diborane

molecule [5].

12.3 Effect of the Pressure on the Electron Density
Distribution

Let us consider a molecular solute at a given fixed geometry in a dense phase at

extreme pressure. Under this condition, the effect of the pressure on the molecu-

lar properties reflects the increase of the Pauli repulsion operator, Vr, in the effec-

tive electronic Hamiltonian (12.1). In fact, as we have described previously, XP-

PCM models the effect of the pressure by reducing the volume of the cavity host-

ing the molecular solute, with a corresponding increase of the solute–solvent Pauli

repulsion. The molecular system reacts to this perturbation rearranging its electronic

wave-function, to which corresponds a change of the related electronic properties.

As an example of the effect of the pressure on the electronic properties, we consider

the case of the one-electron density 𝜌(𝐫).
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Fig. 12.2 XP-PCM iso-surfaces of the electron density differential 𝛥𝜌(p) = 𝜌(p) − 𝜌(0) for dib-

orane (top) and Buckminsterfullerene (bottom) under extreme pressure (p = 1.0GPa). Diborane:

blue-violet iso-surfaces correspond to a decrease of electron density 𝛥𝜌 < 0 while aquamarine iso-

surface corresponds to an increase of electron density 𝛥𝜌 > 0; C60: light-green iso-surface corre-

sponds to a decrease of electron density 𝛥𝜌 < 0 while orange iso-surface corresponds to an increase

of electron density 𝛥𝜌 > 0

Figure 12.2 shows the differential of the electron density (𝛥𝜌(p) = 𝜌(p) − 𝜌(0))
induced by the pressure p for diborane [5] and Buckminsterfullerene (C60) [6]. The

effect of the pressure corresponds to a flux of electrons from outer regions of the

molecular systems toward more internal regions. In particular, the increase of the

𝜌(𝐫) is concentrated in the internuclear regions of these molecular systems. The

differential of the electron density 𝛥𝜌(p) can be expressed in terms of the mixing

between the molecular orbital (MO) induced by the pressure. At the first order, we

can write:

𝛥𝜌(p) = 2
occ∑

i
𝜙
0
i 𝜙

(1)
i (12.8)
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where the summation is over the occupied MO, 𝜙
0
i are the unperturbed MO and 𝜙

(1)
i

are the first-order perturbations induced by the one-electron Pauli perturbation vr.3

In an uncoupled MO perturbation scheme,
4
𝜙
(1)
i is given by

𝜙
(1)
i =

vac∑

a
< 𝜙

0
i |vr|𝜙

0
a > ∕(𝜀0i − 𝜀

0
a) (12.9)

where the summation runs over the vacant MO 𝜙
0
a > and (𝜀0i − 𝜀

0
a) are orbital energy

differences.

The Pauli repulsion operator vr is totally symmetric with respect to the symmetry

point group of the molecular system (the pressure acts isotropically), hence reasons

of symmetry restrict the summation over the vacant MO that span the same symmetry

(irreducible representation) of the occupied MO 𝜙
0
i . Therefore, each term of Eq.

(12.8) is totally symmetric, and so the difference of the electron density 𝛥𝜌(p), as

clearly shown in Fig. 12.2.

As we will see in the next Section, the differential of the electron density (𝛥𝜌(p) =
𝜌(p) − 𝜌(0)) plays a significant role in the discussion of the effect of the pressure on

the equilibrium geometry.

12.4 Effect of the Pressure on Equilibrium Geometry

The XP-PCM method can study the evolution of the equilibrium geometry of molec-

ular systems under extreme pressure. The equilibrium geometries are determined by

exploiting very effective optimization processes, thanks to the available analytical

form of the gradients of the electronic energy functional Ge−r [19]. In Fig. 12.3, we

show the evolution of the variations of the bond lengths distances in diborane [5]

and Buckminsterfullerene [6] as functions of the pressure, up to 20 GPa. For these

molecular systems, all the atomic bond lengths are shortened with the increase of

the pressure, with a linear dependence with respect to the pressure.

Is there an explanation of this linear behavior of the bond lengths with pres-

sure? What is the physical origin of this response of the molecular geometry to the

pressure? Both questions find a physically coherent explanation with the XP-PCM

method.

3
Formally, the Pauli repulsion operator for N electrons of Eq. (12.2) may be written as V̂r = v̂r(𝐫)

with v̂r(𝐫) = 𝛿(𝐫 − 𝐫′ i)V0𝛩(𝐫).
4
An uncoupled molecular orbital (MO) perturbation scheme is a perturbation method that evaluates

the effect of the perturbation on the molecular orbital by neglecting the effects that the perturbation

has on the electron–electron repulsion contribution of the Fock operator.
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Fig. 12.3 XP-PCM bond lengths variations in diborane (left panel) and Buckminsterfullerene

(right panel) as functions of the pressure. For diborane, B−H
t
, B−H

b
, B−B denote, respec-

tively boron–hydrogen (terminal), boron–hydrogen (bridge), boron–boron bonds; for fullerene C60,

5,6C–C, 6,6C–C denote, respectively, the 5,6 and 6,6 carbon–carbon bonds. See Refs. [5, 6] for the

computational details

12.4.1 On the Linear Dependence on Pressure of the Bond
Distances

As said in Sect. 12.2, the potential energy function for the nuclei motion of the molec-

ular system under an external pressure is given by the electronic energy Ge−r. Hence,

the equilibrium geometry of the molecules corresponds to a minimum of the poten-

tial energy Ge−r. The potential energy Ge−r, may be formally expanded near the equi-

librium geometry in the gas phase with respect to both the nuclear coordinates 𝐐 and

the pressure p. If we express the nuclear coordinates in terms of the normal vibra-

tional coordinates, 𝐐i, of the isolated molecule, Ge−r(𝐐, p) may be expressed up to

second order as [5, 20]

Ge−r(𝐐, p) = Ge−r(0, p) +
1
2
∑

i
kiQ2

i + p
TS∑

i
𝛤iQi (12.10)

where Ge−r(0, p) denotes the electronic energy at the equilibrium geometry 𝐐 = 0
at the pressure p, Qi and ki = (𝜕2Ge−r∕𝜕2Qi)𝐐=0 are the i-th normal mode and the

corresponding harmonic force constant, and 𝛤i is a pressure coupling defined as:

𝛤i =
(
𝜕
2Ge−r
𝜕p𝜕Qi

)

𝐐=𝟎
=

(
𝜕GQi

e−r
𝜕p

)

𝐐=𝟎

(12.11)

The coupling parameter 𝛤i corresponds to a mixed second derivative of the basic

XP-PCM energy. This coupling parameter has the physical meaning of a molecular
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response function which describes the response to the pressure of the component of

energy gradients along the normal mode coordinates, GQi
e−r =

(
𝜕Ge−r
𝜕Qi

)

𝐐=𝟎
. For sym-

metry reasons (as the pressure is isotropic, the symmetry point group of the molecule

is conserved), the summation of Eq. (12.10) runs only over the totally symmetric

(TS) normal modes of the isolated molecules.

At a given pressure p, the new equilibrium geometry is then determined by the

condition
𝜕Ge−r(𝐐, p)

𝜕Qi
= p𝛤i + kiQ

eq
i = 0 (12.12)

which gives:

Qi(p)eq = −
𝛤i

ki
p i ⊆ TS (12.13)

Equation (12.13) shows that the changes of the equilibrium geometry in the molecule
occur with shifts along the totally symmetric normal coordinate Qi, the shifts linearly
depending on the external pressure p. This conclusion is in agreement with the linear

correlation shown in Fig. 12.2.

It is useful to rewrite Eq. (12.13) in the following form

Qi(p)eq = −
GQi

e−r(p)
ki

i ⊆ TS (12.14)

where GQi
e−r(p) = 𝛤ip is the force induced by the pressure along the normal mode.

This form is similar to the analogous equation developed within the framework of

the Bell theory [21] to study the deformation of a molecular system under an external

mechanical force.
5

We now turn to the explanation of the physical origin of the force GQi
e−r(p) induced

by the pressure on the nuclei of the molecular solute.

12.4.2 On the Origin of Forces Induced by the Pressure
on the Nuclei

The force GQi
e−r(p), of Eq. (12.14), induced by the pressure on the nuclei of the mole-

cular solute is a consequence of the primary effects that the pressure has on the

electronic charge distribution that we have discussed previously in Sect. 12.3.

In Sect. 12.3, we have shown that the pressure induces, via the solute–solvent

Pauli repulsion V0, a difference of electron density, 𝛥𝜌(𝐫; p), which corresponds to

a flux of electrons from the outer regions of the molecular solute to its inner, inter-

5
For reasons of space, we can no further discuss this connection between our XP-PCM theory with

the Bell theory and its extensions.
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Fig. 12.4 Correlation between the XP-PCM analytical gradients of the energy G||
er and the

Hellman–Feynman electrostatic forces in diborane. The upper-script || denotes a component along

the direction of the boron–hydrogen (terminal) direction. All quantities are expressed in the perti-

nent atomic units (a.u) see Ref. [5] for computational details

atomic regions. The consequences of the differential of electron density may be ana-

lyzed by using the force concept based on the Hellmann–Feynman (H–F) electrosta-

tic theorem [15, 16, 22–24]. According to this theorem, the force, GQi
e−r(p), induced

by the pressure on the nuclei of the molecular solute is given by the electric field

𝛥𝐅(p) originated by the differential of electron density, 𝛥𝜌(𝐫; p):

𝛥𝐅(𝐑A) = −ZA ∫ 𝛥𝜌(𝐫; p)
(𝐫 − 𝐑A)

|𝐫 − 𝐑A|
3∕2 d𝐫 = G𝐑A

e−r (12.15)

where ZA is the nuclear charge of A, and 𝛥𝜌(𝐫 ∶ p).
A validation of the electrostatic origin of the force induced by the pressure on

the nuclei is shown in Fig. 12.4, where the H–F electrostatic field of Eq. (12.15) at

the terminal hydrogen atoms of diborane is compared with the corresponding energy

gradient, G𝐑H
e−r, computed by analytical differentiation.

In this subsection, we have shown that the pressure has a direct effect on the elec-

tron density and that throughout this direct effect, pressure induces a further, indirect

effect in molecular solute by changing its equilibrium geometry. This chain of effects

triggered by the pressure does not stop here. In turn, the variation equilibrium geom-

etry may influence, in general, many others molecular properties. In the following

section, we will consider the case of the vibrational frequencies of a molecular solute

under pressure.
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12.5 Effect of the Pressure on the Vibrational Frequencies
of Molecular Systems

The perspective of the theoretical modeling of the effects of the pressure on the vibra-

tional frequencies is of considerable interest per se, as the theoretical results can be

compared with available experimental data, toward a more robust validation of XP-

PCM model. Furthermore, the XP-PCM model opens the way toward an understand-

ing of the effects of the pressure on the vibrational frequencies, understanding that

cannot be obtained by the experimental data alone.

Within the XP-PCM method, the vibrational frequencies (harmonic approxima-

tion) are computed at the equilibrium geometry corresponding to the given pres-

sure (see the previous Sect. 12.4). The harmonic vibrational frequencies are deter-

mined from the Hessian matrix of the second derivatives of the electronic free-energy

functional Ger with respect to the Cartesian coordinates of the nuclei. Here, we are

assuming that during the vibrational displacements of the nuclei around the equi-

librium geometry, the cavity hosting the molecular solute remains fixed. As already

discussed in Sect. 12.2, only under this assumption, the electronic free-energy func-

tional Ge−r acts as potential energy surface for the nuclei of the solute.

Specific physical arguments further motivate the approximation to held fixed cav-

ity during the vibrational motion of the nuclei. Within the XP-PCM model, the vibra-

tional frequencies of the molecules are evaluated taking into account the differences

between the timescale of the vibrational degrees of freedom of the solvated molecule

and the timescale of the various degrees of freedom (translational, rotational, vibra-

tional, and electronic) of the molecules composing the solvent. The basic assumption

is that the translational and rotational degrees of freedom of the solvent molecules

remain fixed during a typical timescale of the vibrations of the molecular solute. On

the other hand, the geometry of the cavity is correlated with the physical space non-

accessible to the solvent molecules by the translational and rotational motion, and

hence the displacements of the nuclei of the molecular solute around its equilibrium

geometry are performed assuming a fixed geometry of the cavity.

12.5.1 On the Curvature and Relaxation Effects
of the Pressure on the Vibrational Frequencies

In Fig. 12.5, we compare the XP-PCM linear coefficients of vibrational frequencies

for Buckminsterfullerene (d𝜈∕dp) [6] with the available experimental counterpart.

The figure collects both the radial and tangential normal modes of Buckminster-

fullerene and shows that the correlation between the theoretical and experimental

data is satisfactory. Similar results have been obtained for other molecular systems

[5, 7].

The XP-PCM model allows to analyze these effects of the pressure on the vibra-

tional frequencies in terms of two different physical mechanisms [5]. The first mech-

anism, called the curvature effect, is determined by the influence of the differential
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Fig. 12.5 XP-PCM study of

the effect of the pressure on

the vibrational frequencies

(harmonic approximation) of

Buckminsterfullerene:

comparison between the

computed linear pressure

coefficients (d𝜈∕dp)XP−PCM
(blue bars) and the available

experimental data (d𝜈∕dp)exp
(green bars). The upper
panel is pertinent to the

normal modes with

displacements of the nuclei

along direction normal to the

molecular surface of C60.

The lower panel is pertinent

to the normal modes with

displacements of the nuclei

along directions tangential to

the molecular surface of

C60. See Ref. [6] for

computational details

electron density induced by the pressure (see Sect. 12.3) on the harmonic force con-

stant, evaluated at the equilibrium geometry in vacuo. This effect is determined as

dki
dp

|
|
|
|cur

=
(
𝜕ki
𝜕p

)

𝐐(0)
(12.16)

and the corresponding curvature effect on the vibrational frequencies is denoted by(
𝜕𝜈(p)
𝜕p

)

cur
.

The second mechanism, called relaxation effect, is related to the influence that the

shift of the equilibrium geometry induced by the pressure 𝐐i(p) has on the harmonic

force constant:
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𝜕ki(p)
𝜕p

|
|
|
|rel

=

( TS∑

j
giij(0)Qi(p)

)

(12.17)

where giij(0) are the vibrational cubic force constants of the isolate molecule.

The corresponding relaxation effect on the vibrational frequencies is denoted by(
𝜕𝜈(p)
𝜕p

)

rel
.

Hence, the total effect of the pressure on the vibrational frequencies is partitioned

as (
𝜕𝜈i(p)
𝜕p

)

𝐐(p)
=
(
𝜕𝜈i(p)
𝜕p

)

cur
+
(
𝜕𝜈i(p)
𝜕p

)

rel
(12.18)

Fig. 12.6 XP-PCM analysis

of the effect of the pressure

on the vibrational pressure

coefficients (d𝜈∕dp)XP−PCM
(harmonic approximation) of

Buckminsterfullerene. Blue
bars correspond to the direct

effect (d𝜈∕dp)cur (Eq. 12.15)

and the green bars to the

indirect contribution

(d𝜈∕dp)rel (Eq. 12.16). The

upper panel is pertinent to

the normal modes with

displacements of the nuclei

along direction normal to the

molecular surface of

Buckminsterfullerene. The

lower panel is pertinent to

the normal modes with

displacements of the nuclei

along directions tangential to

the molecular surface of

Buckminsterfullerene. See

Ref. [6] for computational

details
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The results of this partition into curvature and relaxation contributions are shown

in Fig. 12.6 for the vibrational normal modes of fullerene C60. The different nature

of the effect of the pressure on the radial and tangential vibrational normal modes

of C60 is evident. The effect of the pressure on the frequencies of the radial normal

modes is dominated by the curvature mechanism, due to the effect of the pressure

on the electron density, while the effect of the pressure on the frequencies of the

tangential normal modes is dominated by the relaxation mechanism, due to the shift

of the equilibrium geometry induced by the pressure.

12.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have reviewed some recent developments in our XP-PCM method

to introduce the effect of high pressure (p > 1GPa) in the quantum chemistry study

of molecular properties and processes.

Since a long time, theoretical chemists [25] have been aware that chemistry under

extreme condition of pressure is a field where quantum chemistry should poten-

tially exploit its predictive power to help predicting and understanding molecular

processes. In spite of this awareness, the chemistry under extreme condition of pres-

sure has been so far a territory distant from the frontiers of modern quantum chem-

istry. We hope that the XP-PCM model could help extending these borders, so to

include even this territory within the domain of quantum chemistry.
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Chapter 13
Transition States of Spin-State Crossing
Reactions from Organometallics
to Biomolecular Excited States

Naoki Nakatani, Akira Nakayama and Jun-ya Hasegawa

Abstract Our recent studies on spin-state crossing reactions are summarized. With
a constraint optimization method, a minimum-energy intersystem-crossing point
(MEISCP) was located. With an energy decomposition analysis, important reaction
coordinates for the intersystem-crossing were clarified. The systems investigated
were twofold; one is accelerated triplet-state quenching in metal-free biomolecules
such as a significantly ruffled porphyrin and a carotenoid, and the other is
spin-blocked phenomena in the ligand binding of organometallic complexes.
A common finding in these spin-state crossing reactions is that there is a key
reaction coordinate that leads the system toward a MEISCP, a transition state of
spin-crossing reaction. This coordinate is not necessary related to the primary
reaction coordinate (such as C=C twisting in carotenoid, Fe–O distance in O2

binding, M-H distance in metallocenes) but to the coordinate sensitive to the rel-
ative energy difference between the two spin states (such as bond-length alternation
in carotenoid, porphyrin ring stretching in O2 binding of heme, and cyclopentadi-
enyl (Cp)-M-Cp angle in metallocenes). This knowledge should be useful in the
catalysis design and reaction control.
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13.1 Introduction

Spin-state crossing, or intersystem-crossing (ISC), during chemical reactions is
often very important for non-radiative decay processes in photochemical reactions
and for catalytic reactions of transition metal complexes. As a transition between
different spin states is forbidden in non-relativistic quantum mechanics, a proba-
bility of the ISC is generally small in light elements and light metals. However, ISC
processes are involved as an essential part of the biological reactions although there
is no heavy element. For instance, an excess energy dissipation in photosynthetic
systems utilizes the ISC from triplet to singlet states [1] during a C=C double-bond
twist of a carotenoid molecule. This puzzling issue has long been motivated che-
mists to understand the ISC in the course of the biological reactions. In some
catalytic reactions, spin states of a transition metal complex exhibit completely
different reactivity [2, 3]. The first-row transition metals, such as “ubiquitous” iron
in heme and metalloenzymes, are included in this class of complexes and play
crucial roles for their functions. These biological systems utilize the ISC very well
to perform various chemical reactions under mild condition. Materials and catalysts
consisting of ubiquitous metals or even metal-free ones have received much
attentions in recent chemistry, since they are less expensive, abundant, and envi-
ronmentally friendly. From these backgrounds, it is of considerable importance and
also of interest to understand and control the spin state and to design a new
chemical reaction involving the ISC.

A transition between different spin states is induced by spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) interaction between S and S ± 1 spin states. The transition probability
depends on the SOC value and the energy gap between the two spin states. Since
the important part of the SOC interaction depends on nuclear charge Z due to the
Z/r3 term [4], large SOC values are observed in the heavier element. As we just
mentioned above, because biological systems rarely involve heavy elements such as
lanthanides, the mechanism of the spin-state changing reactions in biological sys-
tems must depend not only on the strength of the SOC, but also reaction coordinates
which can efficiently reduce the energy gap between the different spin states.

Considering multi-dimensional reaction coordinates as a general case, the ISC
occurs on a seam along the intersection between two potential energy surfaces
(PESs) of different spin states. If the two PESs have energy gradient with opposite
sign, the seam becomes the barrier that separates reactant and product states (see
Fig. 13.1). A transition state of the ISC is defined as the minimum-energy point on
this seam. Here, we call this point as minimum-energy ISC point (MEISCP). As we
usually discuss mechanism of chemical reactions in terms of geometries, energies,
and electronic structures of transition states, the mechanism of chemical reactions
via ISC should be discussed using the energy profile including the MEISCP.

Another important feature in the spin-state crossing reactions is that the reac-
tivity of the spin-states is sometimes completely different. If there are two reaction
pathways, the reaction should proceed along the pathway with less activation
energy. This reactivity concept was proposed more than two decades ago [2, 5] and
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called as “two-state reactivity” [2]. One of the examples is the ligand binding to
transition metal complexes [6]. Slow H2 binding and fast CO binding to a tungsten
complex [7] was interpreted as “spin-block” or “spin-change barrier” phenomenon.
Because the potential energy surface for the H2 binding is repulsive in triplet state
and attractive in singlet state, the reaction pathway has a maximum at the spin-state
crossing point. If SOC is taken into account, the seam of crossing generates a ridge
in the ground-state potential energy surface, and the lowest energy point of the
seam corresponds to a transition state of a spin-state crossing reaction. This barrier
has become a subject of structural optimization [8, 9]. Our effort is also moving
toward this direction [10–14].

In this review, we briefly review our theoretical investigations on the reactions
involving the ISC ranging from organometallics to biological systems. In the first
two subsections, we discuss about the metal-free quenching processes from the
triplet excited state to the singlet ground state; a significantly ruffled porphyrin [11]
and a carotenoid spheroidene molecules [12]. In the latter two subsections, we
discuss about the chemical reactions of transition metal complexes involving the
ISC; O2 binding process to a model heme compound [13], and ligand binding
reactions to group 6 metallocenes [14].

13.2 Non-radiative Rapid Decay Mechanism
of a Significantly Ruffled Porphyrin

Porphyrin and its derivatives are widely found in biological systems, such as
photosystem, globin family, cytochrome P450. One of the porphyrins with a sig-
nificantly non-planer structure exhibits unusual optical properties and plays an

Fig. 13.1 Schematic
representation of
minimum-energy
intersystem-crossing point
(MEISCP) in a spin-state
changing reaction
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important role as a good quencher to dissipate excessive electronic energy into
thermal bath [15–17]. Synthetic non-planer porphyrins are also reported to inves-
tigate their quenching mechanism as a model of biological function [18–22].

A significantly ruffled porphyrin, meso-tetra-tert-butylporphyrin (H2T(t-Bu)P),
is one of the synthetic non-planer porphyrins. Of considerable interest is that its
non-radiative decay process via ISC is 200 times faster than that of free-base
porphyrin (H2P) [19]. Since both contain no heavy element, ISC depends on the
potential energy and geometry of the MEISCP. It was shown that the out-of-plane
vibration of porphyrin ring induces the ISC in case of H2P [23, 24]. These results
suggested that the rapid decay process of H2T(t-Bu)P originates from large dis-
tortions on the porphyrin ring induced by sterically crowded substituents.

In our previous study, the relaxation processes of H2T(t-Bu)P from the first
singlet excited state (S1) to the singlet ground state (S0) via the triplet excited states
(T1 and T2) were theoretically studied and compared with that of H2P [11]. Par-
ticularly, a rapid decay mechanism of H2T(t-Bu)P was discussed in relevance to
S1 → T2 crossing and T1 → S0 crossing which are promoted by the distortion of
porphyrin ring.

13.2.1 Geometrical Difference Amongst S0, S1, and T1 States

Comparison between equilibrium geometries of the S0, S1, and T1 states showed
important structural changes in the course of relaxation pathway. First, we com-
pared the optimized structures of H2P and H2T(t-Bu)P in the S0, S1, and T1 at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) level of theory.

The S0 state of H2T(t-Bu)P exhibits significantly ruffled geometry to avoid steric
repulsions between the bulky tert-butyl groups, while that of H2P is in planer
geometry (Fig. 13.2). In case of more crowded substituents, a ruffled porphyrin
might have a saddle-shaped geometry [20]. The result for H2T(t-Bu)P showed that
the saddle-shaped geometry was a transition state which was connected to the stable
ruffled conformations. The bond lengths of H2P and H2T(t-Bu)P in S0, S1, and T1

states were compared in Fig. 13.3a, b, respectively. The optimized structure of the
S1 state is almost the same as that of S0, though that of T1 state showed a
remarkable difference for either H2P or H2T(t-Bu)P.

In H2T(t-Bu)P, the largest difference between the singlet and triplet states arises
from C5–C6 bond and its symmetry counterpart, C15–C16 bond. Particularly in the
T1 state, these bonds are elongated to 1.48 Å, which is a standard C–C single bond
length rather than those of double bond or conjugated bond lengths. As well as the
bond lengths, dihedral angles around these bonds showed similar trend; the C4–
C5–C6–N4 angles were optimized to be 18.5°, 25.5°, and 56.6° for the S0, S1, and
T1 states, respectively, (Fig. 13.3c). Considerable distortion in the T1 state was
clearly illustrated.
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13.2.2 Excitation Energies and the Effect of Distortion

The ring distortion effect on the photo-absorption, fluorescence, and phosphores-
cence energies of H2P and H2T(t-Bu)P were investigated. We adopted DFT
(B3LYP), time-dependent DFT (TD-B3LYP), and unrestricted DFT (UB3LYP)
levels of theories for the S0, S1, and T1 states, respectively. The DFT data were
checked by the spin-component scaled (SCS)-second-order approximated
Coupled-Cluster model with the resolution of identity approximation (RICC2)
method [25].

Our results were reasonably in good agreement with the experimental data for the
photo-absorption (S0 → S1), fluorescence (S1 → S0), phosphorescence (T1 →
S0), and adiabatic excitation energies of S1 and T1. To clarify the origin of a large
bathochromic shifts in H2T(t-Bu)P, (0.21 eV from H2P) we also calculated the
excitation energies ofH2Pwith the ruffled geometry that was taken fromH2T(t-Bu)P;
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Fig. 13.2 a Chemical structures of H2P and H2T(t-Bu)P. b and c Ground-state optimized
structures of H2P and H2T(t-Bu)P, respectively. The green area denotes the dihedral angles C4–
C5–C6–N4 and C14–C15–C16–N2 (see a for atomic indices). d and e The side view of c along
C10–C20 axis and N1–N3 axis, respectively. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (F.-Q.
Bai, N. Nakatani, A. Nakayama, and J. Hasegawa, J. Phys. Chem. A 2014, 118, 4184). Copyright
(2014) American Chemical Society
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keeping the geometry of H2T(t-Bu)P, each of tert-butyl group in H2T(t-Bu)P was
replaced by a hydrogen atom. Interestingly, the calculated photo-absorption energies
of the ruffled H2P (1.96 eV) were very close to those of H2T(t-Bu)P (1.89 eV). The
same results were obtained for the fluorescence, phosphorescence, and adiabatic
excitation energies. Therefore, it is clearly concluded that the large bathochromic shift
in H2T(t-Bu)P mainly comes from the distortion of the porphyrin ring. This result
also agreed with the conclusion from Parusel and co-workers that ruffled or saddled
geometry induces bathochromic shift [26]. In this point, our conclusion is different
from that led by DiMagno and co-workers, in which the bathochromic shift was
ascribed mainly to electronic effect of substituent [27].

As summarizing these results, balance between the ruffling effect and the elec-
tronic effect highly depends on system, and therefore, it is a substantial factor for
designing a good quencher. Besides, the bathochromic shift in the phosphorescence
energy is equivalent to the decrease of the singlet-triplet energy gap. As we discuss
in the following subsection, this is a key to explore the MEISCP and a non-radiative
decay process via ISC.

13.2.3 Non-adiabatic Decay Mechanism

According to Kasha’s rule, any excited states decay to the lowest state in their spin
multiplicity. Therefore, it is worth investigating the decay processes from S1 to T1

and from T1 to S0 both in H2P and H2T(t-Bu)P.
Because the dihedral angles around the C5–C6 and C15–C16 bonds are the most

important structural changes between the S1 and the T1 geometry, they could be
responsible for a reaction coordinate of the decay process from the S1 state to the T1

state. Potential energy curves along the dihedral angle C4–C5–C6–N4 and its
counterpart were performed by SCS-RICC2 single-point calculations on the
structures optimized by B3LYP (for S0) and TD-B3LYP (for excited states) levels
of theories (Fig. 13.4a). It indicated that the S1 state lies very close to the T2 state in
a wide region of the dihedral angle. Although SOC between S1 and T2 is small as
shown in Fig. 13.4b, the ISC could easily occur because the energy levels of these
two states are near-degenerated. A non-radiative decay from S1 state to T2 state
could occur rapidly according to the Landau–Zener formula for the non-adiabatic
transition; a transition is promoted if the relative energy difference is small, and the
slope of the two potential energy surfaces is similar to each other [28].

Now, the remaining issue is another ISC between S0 and T1 states for a relax-
ation process to the ground state. In case of H2P, there are two different MEISCPs
between S0 and T1 obtained from our computations. The first one associated with
the C-H flipping motion at meso-position (S0/T1

meso) was located 2.52 and 1.15 eV
higher in energy from the energy minimum geometry of the S0 state (S0

min) and the
T1 state (T1

min), respectively, (Fig. 13.5a). The second one associated with the Cβ-Cβ
bond stretching of pyrrole ring (S0/T1

Py) was located 3.54 and 2.17 eV higher in
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energy from the S0
min and the T1

min, respectively, (Fig. 13.5a). As a result, the
T1 → S0 crossing occurs by climbing an energy barrier of 1.15 eV (26.5 kcal/mol),
and this is a main bottle-neck for the non-radiative decay process in H2P.

In contrast to H2P, the MEISCP of H2T(t-Bu)P was located very close either in
energy or in geometry to the T1

min (Fig. 13.5b). It is only 0.04 eV (0.9 kcal/mol)
higher in energy and 13.2° larger in the C4–C5–C6–N4 angle. Of another interest is
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Fig. 13.4 Potential energy curves of the singlet and triplet states of H2T(t-Bu)P along the
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Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society
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that the bond-length alternation of the MEISCP structure is very similar to that of
the T1

min structure (Fig. 13.3). This implies that the electronic structure of the
MEISCP is also very similar to that of the T1

min. Because structural features of the
MEISCP resemble with those of the T1

min, the S0 state becomes more unstable than
the T1 state when it approaches to the MEISCP structure, which results in decrease
of the S0–T1 energy gap. Consequently, the MEISCP is easily accessible with
almost no energy barrier from the T1

min and, therefore, it is clearly concluded that
the T1 → S0 crossing occurs much easier in H2T(t-Bu)P than in H2P, which is the
origin of a rapid non-radiative decay process in H2T(t-Bu)P.

13.3 Energy Dissipative Photo-Protective Mechanism
of Carotenoid Spheroidene

Carotenoid is conjugated hydrocarbons with 8 isoprene units and widely found in
biological systems. In photosynthetic systems, carotenoid plays a dual role; one is
as antenna molecule to collect photons (light-harvesting), and the other is as a
quencher to dissipate excessive electronic energy (photo-protection) [29, 30]. In this
subsection, we explain our previous study on the triplet energy dissipation

Fig. 13.5 Potential energy profiles of the singlet and triplet excited states of a H2P and b H2T(t-
Bu)P at the equilibrium and intersystem-crossing points. Calculations were performed at the
B3LYP/6-31 + G** level. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (F.-Q. Bai, N. Nakatani, A.
Nakayama, and J. Hasegawa, J. Phys. Chem. A 2014, 118, 4184). Copyright (2014) American
Chemical Society
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mechanism by carotenoids via ISC in a photo-protection mechanism of photo-
synthetic reaction centers (RCs) [12].

A reverse electron transfer in the reaction center produces a triplet excited state
of the bacteriochlorophylls (BChls) special pair (SP), which can generate a harmful
singlet oxygen [30–32]. Carotenoid spheroidene (SPO) is just next to a BChl in
M-branch of the RC from Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides (see Fig. 13.6). This
compound acts as a photo-protective quencher to protect the RC from a sensitized
formation of a singlet oxygen. The SPO in this bacterial RC only takes a 15,15′-cis
conformation nonetheless there are many possible stereoisomers. A physiological
meaning of this natural selection of the 15,15′-cis-conformer of SPO has long been
discussed both from experimental [33–46] and computational researches [47–56]. It
is still not clear if the cis-conformer has an advantage as a triplet energy quencher
against the trans-conformer. It has not yet been totally solved its mechanism of the
triplet energy dissipation and the role of the 15,15′-cis-conformer.

In the below, our discussion about the triplet energy dissipation mechanism of
15,15′-cis-SPO via ISC is described, which provides an another example of T1–S0
crossing phenomena in bioorganic molecule; non-radiative decay from the T1 state
to the S0 ground state occurs at the middle of the cis to all-trans isomerization of the
C15–C15′ rotation. Similar to the ruffled porphyrin case, the bond-length alterna-
tion of conjugated carbon chain becomes an important reaction coordinate toward
the MEISCP as well as the C15–C15′ rotation.

13.3.1 Stationary Structures of S0 and T1 States

We started with determination of the stationary structures of S0 and T1 states and to
compare with each other. On the basis of the B3LYP/6-311G(d) calculations, both
15,15′-cis-SPO and all-trans-SPO take planar geometry (Fig. 13.7). According to
the triplet Raman spectroscopic studies, it was suggested that the 15,15′-cis-SPO
takes a twisted structure in the RC of Rb. sphaeroides [38, 40]. With these

Fig. 13.6 Reaction center of
the purple bacteria
Rhodobacter (Rb.)
sphaeroides (PDB id 2J8C).
Reproduced from Ref. [12]
with permission from the
PCCP Owner Societies
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experimental facts, it is highly expected that the RC environment in SPO-binding
pocket controls the geometry of the SPO.

A main geometrical difference between the optimized structures of S0 and T1

states arises from the bond alternation in conjugated carbon chain (Fig. 13.8),
particularly in the range from C9 to C15′. Although the C15–C15′ bond possesses a
C=C double bond character in the S0 ground state, it is changed to a C–C single
bond character upon triplet excitation. Similar trends are also found in the C13–C14
and C11–C12 bonds. As described later, the T1 minimum is shallower than the S0
one. Thus, twisting of these bonds more easily occurs in the T1 state, which agreed
with the experimental facts from the triplet Raman spectra [38].

In the S0 ground state, the trans-conformer was computed to be 2.5 kcal/mol
more stable in energy than the cis-conformer. Almost the same situation was found
in the T1 excited state; the trans-conformer was computed to be 3.4 kcal/mol more
stable than the cis-conformer. Thus, the natural selection of the cis-conformer is not
originated from stability of the molecule itself, but from the interaction with the
protein environment.

Fig. 13.7 Structure (optimized) of the truncated a 15,15′-cis-SPO b trans-SPO. Reproduced from
Ref. [12] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies
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13.3.2 C15–C15′ Bond Rotation and the MEISCP Geometry

Non-radiative decay process of carotenoids either from the S1 state via conical
intersection (CI) or from the T1 state via ISC is basically induced by the C15–C15′
twisting from cis–conformation toward all-trans one. Thus, the rotation around the
C15–C15′ bond was adopted for the main reaction coordinate in the triplet energy
dissipation. Figure 13.9 shows potential energy curves (PECs) of the S0 and the T1

states along the torsional angle ϕ(C14–C15–C15′–C14′), in which the other
structural parameters were optimized in the T1 state. The crossing occurs at
ϕ = 77°, which is before reaching the transition state for the cis to all-trans iso-
merization. The PEC in the T1 state is very flat compared with that in the S0 state,
and the crossing point was computed to be 7.8 kcal/mol (32.5 kJ/mol) higher in
energy than the T1 minimum on the 15,15′-cis geometry. This is because the nature
of the C15–C15′ bond is changed to more like a C–C single bond upon the T1

excitation.
Interestingly, the MEISCP is found at the smaller torsional angle ϕ = 58.4°,

indicating that another structural parameter contributes to reduce the S0–T1 energy
gap in addition to the C15–C15′ bond rotation. The MEISCP was computed to be

Fig. 13.8 Conjugated a bond lengths and b bond orders in ground and excited triplet states
obtained at B3LYP/6-311G(d) level. Reproduced from Ref. [12] with permission from the PCCP
Owner Societies
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Fig. 13.9 Potential curves for singlet and triplet states of the 15,15′-cis-SPO. Tri/Tri-Opt and
Sin/Tri-Opt represent the triplet and singlet energies obtained at the triplet-state optimized
structure. Reproduced from Ref. [12] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies

Fig. 13.10 Conjugated C–C bond lengths in singlet, triplet, Singlet-triplet crossing (ϕS-T = 77°),
and MEISC (ϕ = 58.4°) BP86/6-311G(d) optimized structures. Reproduced from Ref. [12] with
permission from the PCCP Owner Societies

6.3 kcal/mol (26.5 kJ/mol) higher in energy than the T1 minimum on the 15,15-cis
geometry, and consequently, 1.5 kcal/mol (6.0 kJ/mol) lower in energy than the
crossing point at ϕ = 77°. Of further interest is that the bond-length alternation is
considerably different in the MEISCP (Fig. 13.10). The magnitude of the alterna-
tion in the MEISCP is much stronger than that of the T1 minimum structure, and
thus, more apart from that of the S0 minimum structure. As a result, the stronger
bond alternation at the MEISCP geometry destabilizes the S0 state more than the T1

state, which helps to reach the crossing point by reducing the S0–T1 energy gap.

13.3.3 Energy Dissipative Photo-Protection Mechanism

Koyama and co-workers suggested that the 15,15′-cis-conformer has an advantage
in the triplet energy dissipation against the all-trans-conformer [34–37]. Their
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speculated mechanism was supported from our computational results. The all-trans-
conformer is more stable in energy than the 15,15′-cis-conformer either in the S0
state or in the T1 state. This implies that the associated energy barrier of cis-to-trans
isomerization is smaller from the 15,15′-cis-conformer than that from the all-trans-
conformer, and thus, the cis-to-trans isomerization occurs more easily than the
trans-to-cis isomerization. The MEISCP is located where the C15–C15′ twisting
angle is around 60°, indicating that the associated energy barrier for the T1 → S0
crossing is rather small than that for the cis-to-trans isomerization. Thus, the triplet
energy dissipation can occur in the 15,15′-cis region. Because the trans-to-cis
isomerization is more difficult in the S0 state than in the T1 state, it is unfavorable if
the triplet energy dissipation process results in the all-trans-conformer in the S0
state. Therefore, one of the reasons for the natural selection of the cis-conformer
would be in the efficient triplet energy dissipation in the 15,15′-cis region.

13.4 Dioxygen Binding Pathway in a Model Heme
Compound

Dioxygen (O2) activation is one of the most important bioinorganic reactions for
utilizing its high oxidation potential, because the ground state is inert triplet spin
state (S = 1). Heme is a general name of iron–porphyrin compounds and is
responsible for the dioxygen transportation and activation processes in various
metalloproteins such as hemoglobin and cytochrome P450. An O2-free form of
heme (deoxyheme) takes the quintet ground state (S = 2). The spin state changes to
the singlet spin state (S = 0) upon the O2 binding [57–59]. Thus, the O2 binding
process involves an ISC.

Based on character of the potential energy surface (PES) for the O2 binding
process, two different mechanisms on the ISC were previously proposed. The first
one is the so-called broad-crossing mechanism [28, 60, 61], in which potential
energies for the singlet, triplet, and quintet spin states of the oxyheme are nearly
degenerated in a wide range of Fe–O2 distance (more than 3 Å) along the reaction
coordinate. According to the Landau–Zener theory, this feature of the PES
enhances the ISC. However, this degeneracy at the dissociation limit contradicts to
the relative stability of the quintet spin state in the deoxyheme.

The second one is that a transition state of the O2 binding process is of the ISC
between the singlet and triplet spin states (T1/S0

ISC). Novoa and co-workers theo-
retically investigated the O2 binding to an iron–porphyrin–imidazole system at the
CASPT2 level of theory [62]. They reported that a van der Waals minimum exists
around the Fe–O2 distance of 2.6 Å in the triplet PES. More important point in their
report was that the T1/S0

ISC takes place around the Fe–O2 distance of 1.9 Å. Our
previous work by the B3LYP calculations also showed that the transition state of
the O2 binding process includes the T1/S0

ISC crossing [63].
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In this section, the result of our study on the O2 binding reaction to a model
heme, Fe(II)–Porphyrin–Imidazole [FePorIm], was reviewed. (Figure 13.11)

13.4.1 Dioxygen Binding Pathway via ISCP and MEISCP

Figure 13.12 shows the PESs for the O2 binding to a model heme compound in the
singlet and triplet spin states at the B97D level of theory. In the long Fe–O2 distance
region (>2.5 Å), the ground state was computed as a triplet spin state (T1) and its
energy minimum was located at the Fe–O2 distance of 2.92 Å. As the Fe–O2

distance further decreases, the energy gap between the singlet and triplet spin states
rapidly decreases to reach the ISC point at the Fe–O2 distance of 1.98 Å along with
the T1 geometry (Fig. 13.12a). The ISC point was obtained 2.3 kcal/mol higher in
energy than the T1 minimum. An energy minimum of the singlet spin state (S0) was
located at the Fe–O2 distance of 1.91 Å, which was 2.1 kcal/mol lower in energy
than the T1 minimum. Interestingly, the Fe–O2 distance and the out-of-displacement
of Fe of the ISC point and the S0 minimum were very similar to each other, despite
the relatively large energy difference (4.4 kcal/mol).

On the other hand, the MEISCP was computed only 1.0 kcal/mol higher in
energy than the T1 minimum (Fig. 13.12b) and was 1.3 kcal/mol lower in energy
than the ISC point. (Figure 13.12a). It was located at the Fe–O2 distance of 2.17 Å,
which was remarkably longer than that of the S0 minimum. From these results, the
MEISCP is stabilized by geometrical parameters other than the Fe–O2 distance and
the out-of-displacement of Fe.

Fe

N

N

NN

O
O

R
d

Fig. 13.11 Computational model of oxyheme, the Fe(O2)PorIm complex. “R” and “d” denote the
Fe–O distance and out-of-displacement of Fe atom. The latter was defined as distance between Fe
and the mass center of four N atoms. Reproduced from Ref. [13] with permission from the PCCP
Owner Societies
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(a) O2

(b) O2 binding pathway via MEISCP

binding pathway via ISPFig. 13.12 Two-dimensional
potential energy curves for O2

binding calculated at the
B97D level.
a Intersystem-crossing
pathway along the Fe–O fixed
coordinate and b that via the
MEISCP. Triangle denotes
that the calculations were
performed with fixed Fe–O
distances. Filled triangles
denote that the structure was
optimized with this triplet
state, while open triangles
denote single-point energy.
Filled circles denote that the
steepest-decent reaction
pathway on the S0 surface
starting with the ISC or
MEISC point, while open
circles denote single-point
calculations. Reproduced
from Ref. [13] with
permission from the PCCP
Owner Societies
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13.4.2 Reaction Coordinates to the MEISCP

In the dissociation limit (deoxyheme), the T1 state was obtained as the ground state
of [FePorIm], and the S0 state was computed to be 9 kcal/mol higher in energy at
the T1 geometry. The S0–T1 energy gap slightly decreased to 8 kcal/mol at the T1

minimum structure of [Fe(O2)PorIm]. This implies that the Fe–O2 distance does not
affect very much to reduce the S0–T1 energy gap, although it stabilizes either the S0
state or the T1 state.

Fig. 13.13 Ninth, eighteenth, and twenty-ninth normal mode at the T1 minimum. Reproduced
from Ref. [13] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies
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Since the T1 minimum structure is initially formed during the O2 binding
reaction to [FePorIm], here we discuss reaction coordinates reaching to the
MEISCP in terms of vibrations at the T1 minimum structure. Figure 13.13 shows
energy changes from T1 minimum to the MEISCP in which the reaction coordinate
is expanded by the normal modes at the T1 minimum structure. The largest com-
ponent in the reaction coordinate is of the 9th normal mode vector which is cor-
responding to the out-of-displacement of Fe atom (Fig. 13.14). Though the 9th
mode gives the most significant change in structure (contraction coefficient is
−0.41), it only reduces 1.0 kcal/mol of the S0–T1 energy gap.

Of considerable interest is that the 29th mode gives the largest contribution to
reduce the S0–T1 energy gap by 3.0 kcal/mol even though its structural change is
small (contraction coefficient is 0.12). The 29th mode is of symmetric shrinking of
the tetrapyrrole units. This is qualitatively understood as changes in the Fe–N
distances; the shorter Fe–N distance strengthens the ligand-field to stabilize the S0
state.

From these results, it is clearly concluded that symmetric shrinking mode is the
most important reaction coordinate to reduce the S0–T1 energy gap, and thus, it
mainly controls the ISC. Even though the Fe–O2 distance and the
out-of-displacement of Fe are also very important changes in geometry during the
O2 binding, they are less effective to reduce the S0–T1 energy gap.

Fig. 13.14 Energy changes of the S0 and T1 states introduced by structural change from the T1

minimum to the MEISCP. Unit is in kcal/mol. The structural change was expressed by a linear
combination of normal mode vector at the T1 minimum. The upper and lower lines denote the
energy levels of the triplet and singlet states at the T1 minimum, respectively. Energy changes of
T1 and S0 states caused by the structural change were represented with red and blue bars,
respectively. Calculations were carried out with the B3LYP functional. Reproduced from Ref. [13]
with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies
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13.5 Spin-Blocking Effect in CO and H2 Binding
Reactions to Group 6 Metallocenes

Chemical reactions via ISC become more and more important in recent inorganic
and organometallic chemistry. Particularly from a viewpoint of rare-metal alter-
natives, catalysts containing paramagnetic metals, such as iron and cobalt, have
received attractive attentions. Therefore, it is of considerable interest and impor-
tance to explore the reaction mechanism via ISC and extract its controlling
parameters for catalyst design.

Group 6 metallocene is an unsaturated 16e metal complex, which takes triplet
spin state in the ground state. Because it only exists as a highly reactive interme-
diate, it easily reacts with various ligands to afford a stable 18e adduct in the singlet
spin state. Therefore, the reaction occurs from the triplet spin state to the singlet
spin state via ISC. Of particular interest is that the H2 binding reaction to molyb-
denocene needs very high H2 partial pressure (200 atm) in contract to the CO
binding reaction (1 atm) [64, 65], although both H2 and CO molecules easily react
with most of 4d and 5d transition metal complexes. Therefore, it is considered that
the difference in the reactivity of molybdenocene arises from a property of the ISC
during reaction.

Pioneering theoretical works on CpCo complex by Poli and Harvey suggested
that the difference in reactivity is due to spin-blocking effect; coupling the
rate-determining step (RDS) with the ISC drastically lowers the reactivity in the H2

binding reaction [6]. However, it was still worth further analyzing geometry and
electronic interactions in this reaction, because it would give us insights into a
general strategy for a catalyst design incorporating ISC. In this section, we show
our previous study on the CO and H2 binding reactions to group 6 metallocenes
(molybdenocene [MoCp2] and tungstenocene [WCp2]). On the basis of our pre-
vious computation on the MEISCP, we explain the geometry and electronic
structure at this particular structure [14]. We also demonstrate how to extract an
important reaction coordinate which controls reactivity of spin-crossing reactions.

13.5.1 The CO Binding Reaction to [MoCp2] and [WCp2]

Either [MoCp2] or [WCp2] takes triplet spin state as the ground state. The CO
binding reaction first occurs in the triplet spin state with almost no activation barrier
to afford a stable bound intermediate followed by the ISC to form a singlet adduct
(Fig. 13.15). The binding energies in the triplet spin state were estimated to be 12.8
and 16.4 kcal/mol for [MoCp2CO] (TCO) and [WCp2CO] (T′CO), respectively,
according to our density functional calculations using M06L functional. Interest-
ingly, the singlet spin state is considerably stabilized upon CO binding, and it was
computed to be almost the same energy level or even slightly more stable than the
triplet spin state, at TCO or T′CO geometry. As a result, the MEISCP was also found
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to be very close both in energy and in geometry to the triplet adduct; we denoted the
MEISCPs of [MoCp2CO] and [WCp2CO] by MCO and M′CO, respectively.
Therefore, it is highly expected that the ISC easily occurs as soon as the triplet
adduct is formed. After ISC occurs, the complex in singlet spin state is stabilized
very much to form a CO bound complex. The overall binding energies to the
singlet adduct were estimated to be 34.1and 40.8 kcal/mol for [MoCp2CO] (SCO)
and [WCp2CO] (S′CO), respectively.

13.5.2 The H2 Binding Reaction to [MoCp2] and [WCp2]

In contract to the CO binding reaction, no bound structure was found in the triplet
spin state in the H2 binding reaction to either [MoCp2] or [WCp2]. The triplet-state
potential energy monotonically increases, when H2 is approaching to the metal
center (Fig. 13.15). As a result, the MEISCP was located to be higher in energy by
10.1 kcal/mol for [MoCp2H2] (MH2) or by 10.6 kcal/mol for [WCp2H2] (M′H2).

(a) CO binding to molybdenocene

(b) H2 binding to molybdenocene

Fig. 13.15 Potential energy
profiles of a CO and b H2

binding reactions to [MoCp2]
in the singlet spin state
(green) and the triplet spin
state (magenta). Reprinted
(adapted) with permission
from (K. Watanabe, N.
Nakatani, A. Nakayama, M.
Higashi, and J. Hasegawa,
Inorg. Chem. 2016, 55, 8082).
Copyright (2016) American
Chemical Society
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After the ISC, H2 is split into two hydrides with concomitant oxidation of the metal
center (known as oxidative addition reaction), to result in a dihydride complex in
the singlet spin state. The overall binding energies to the singlet adduct were
estimated to be 25.9 and 38.3 kcal/mol for [MoCp2(H)2] (SH2) and [WCp2(H)2] (S
′H2). Consequently, the MEISCP is to be a transition state of the H2 binding
reaction, from which the spin-blocking effect considerably slows the rate of the H2

binding reaction.

13.5.3 Geometrical Parameters Controlling the MEISCP

For a catalyst design, it is necessary to extract parameters which control reactivity
and selectivity such as electronic effect and geometrical constraint from sub-
stituents. Because the MEISCP determines the reactivity in the H2 binding reaction,
geometry and electronic structure of the MEISCP are worth investigating. In this
subsection, we discuss on the MEISCP geometry in the H2 binding reaction to
explore important structural parameters to reduce the S0–T1 energy gap.

The minimum-energy path on the H2 binding reaction to [MoCp2] via the
MEISCP obtained by a steepest-decent reaction coordinate calculations is shown in
Fig. 13.16. It is clear that the Mo-H distance and the Cp-Mo-Cp bending
change simultaneously toward the MEISCP. Therefore, not only the Mo-H distance
but also the Cp-Mo-Cp angle can play an important role to reach the
MEISCP. Hence, change in the S0–T1 energy gap was decomposed into those from
each geometrical parameter; (1) opening two Cp rings (2) binding of H2 molecule,
and (3) others to reach the MEISCP as shown in Fig. 13.17. Of considerable
interest is that the opening two Cp rings reduces 78% of the S0–T1 energy gap from

Fig. 13.16 Minimum-energy
paths from [MoCp2] to MH2

in the triplet spin state
(magenta) and from MH2 to
SH2 in the singlet spin state
(green). Potential energies
plotted along the Mo-H
distance and Cp-Mo-Cp
angle. Reprinted (adapted)
with permission from (K.
Watanabe, N. Nakatani, A.
Nakayama, M. Higashi, and
J. Hasegawa, Inorg. Chem.
2016, 55, 8082). Copyright
(2016) American Chemical
Society
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[MoCp2], though the decrease of the Mo-H distance reduces only 15% (Fig. 13.18).
It is clearly concluded that the Cp-Mo-Cp angle is the most important geometrical
parameter to reach the MEISCP. This agrees with previous experimental and the-
oretical studies on ansa-metallocenes in which two Cp rings are tied to fix its
geometry to be the ring-opened form [66–68].

13.6 Conclusion

Chemical reactions involving spin-state crossing are of considerable interest and
importance both in scientific and industrial researches. In this chapter, we presented
a general strategy to theoretically investigate such chemical reactions to explore
atomistic mechanisms and to extract key structural parameters for controlling the
spin-crossing reactions. Our study is based on finding the minimum-energy
intersystem-crossing point (MEISCP) and also on analyzing the reaction coordinate

H
H

H
H

Mo Mo Mo Mo

2.24 Å

161.2° 161.2°

[MoCp2] MH2Cp-Mo-Cp fixed       + Mo-H fixed

Fig. 13.17 Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (K. Watanabe, N. Nakatani, A. Nakayama,
M. Higashi, and J. Hasegawa, Inorg. Chem. 2016, 55, 8082). Copyright (2016) American
Chemical Society

Fig. 13.18 Energy changes in the triplet (magenta) and the singlet (green) spin states along with
the decomposition scheme as defined in Scheme 1. Change in the S–T gap was also shown as a
black line (values in parentheses). Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (K. Watanabe, N.
Nakatani, A. Nakayama, M. Higashi, and J. Hasegawa, Inorg. Chem. 2016, 55, 8082). Copyright
(2016) American Chemical Society
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and electronic structure, which provide significant insights into rational design of
molecules and reactions.

In the first two sections, we discussed metal-free quenching reactions from triplet
excited states to the singlet ground state. A significantly ruffled porphyrin exhibits a
non-radiative rapid decay from triplet spin state induced by a large distortion in
porphyrin ring [11]. Carotenoid spheroidene plays an important role of energy
dissipative photo-protection in photosynthetic reaction centers. Though the
quenching from the triplet state of carotenoid molecule is mainly induced by
twisting a C=C bond, bond-length alternation of the carotenoid skeleton reduces the
activation barrier of the quenching [12].

For the latter two sections, spin-state crossing in organometallic reactions was
investigated. Dioxygen binding in heme complex occurs via spin-state crossing
controlled not only by out-of-plane displacement of iron center, but also by a
symmetric stretching vibration of four pyrroles in the porphyrin ring [13]. Group 6
metallocene is much less active in H2 binding than in CO binding. This phe-
nomenon was ascribed to the spin-blocking effect, which originates from the
bonding nature of the adduct in triplet state. The butterfly motion of two
cyclopentadienyl groups controls the access from the triplet minimum to the
spin-state crossing transition state [14].

In the four cases from the bimolecular excited states to the ligand binding in
organometallics, a salient feature which is commonly observed in the spin-state
crossing reactions is that a key reaction coordinate, which controls the relative
energy between two states, lead the system toward MEISCP, a transition state of
spin-crossing reaction. This coordinate is not necessary related to the primary
reaction coordinate (such as Fe–O in O2 binding) but to the one sensitive to the
relative energy level. This point should be recognized in the catalysis design and
reaction control.
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Chapter 14
Electron Communications and Chemical
Bonds

Roman F. Nalewajski

Abstract Recent developments in Orbital Communication Theory (OCT) of the
chemical bond are summarized. Conditional probabilities defining molecular
information networks are generated using the bond-projected Superposition Prin-
ciple (SP) of quantum mechanics. The communications between atomic orbitals
(AO) are proportional to squares of elements in the Charge-and-Bond-Order
(CBO) matrix, thus being related to Wiberg’s quadratic indices of the chemical
bond-order. Molecular propagation of information exhibits the communication-
noise due to electron delocalization via the system chemical bonds, the entropic
bond-covalency, measured by the channel conditional entropy. Information bond-
ionicity is reflected by the channel mutual information (information flow)
descriptor. The amplitude and probability information systems are distinguished,
with the former being capable of the communication interference. This phase-aspect
is lost in the probabilistic treatment of classical Information Theory (IT). The OCT
perspective identifies the “indirect” chemical bonds in the “cascade” propagation
realized via AO intermediates. These through-bridge “bonds” extend range of
chemical interactions and supplement the “direct” (through-space) bonds realized
by the constructive AO interference or direct communications between them. The
flexible-input extension of OCT provides a continuous description of the fragment
dissociation, giving a fair agreement between chemical expectations, OCT
bond-multiplicities, and Wiberg bond-orders. The occupational orbital decoupling
in OCT is properly represented, when separate communication systems for each
occupied MO are used and their occupation-weighted entropy/information contri-
butions are classified as bonding (positive) or antibonding (negative), in accordance
with the signs of CBO matrix elements reflecting AO phases. These developments
are illustrated in two-orbital model and representative π-electron systems. Resultant
amplitude communications in multiconfiguration theory are explored, AO com-
munications in Valence-Bond (VB) structures of H2 are examined, and intrinsic
nonorthogonality problem of VB description is discussed. The covalent structure
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generates noiseless channel involving solely the offdiagonal (inter-orbital) propa-
gations, while the ionic state corresponds to deterministic channel of the diagonal
(intra-atomic) communications.

Keywords Communication theory of chemical bonds ⋅ Direct/indirect bonds ⋅
Entropic bond multiplicities ⋅ Interference of amplitude communications ⋅
Molecular information channels ⋅ Orbital decoupling

The following tensor notation is adopted throughout this chapter: A denotes a
scalar, A is the row (or column) vector, A represents a square or rectangular matrix,
and the dashed symbol Â stands for the quantum-mechanical operator of the
physical property A. The logarithm of the Shannon-type information measure is
taken to an arbitrary but fixed base. In keeping with the custom in works on IT, the
logarithm taken to base 2, log = log2, corresponds to the information content
measured in bits (binary digits), while selecting log = ln expresses the amount of
information in nats (natural units): 1 nat = 1.44 bits.

14.1 Introduction

The Information Theory (IT) [1–6] plays a unifying role in physics by facilitating
derivation of its basic laws from a common principle of the Extreme Physical
Information (EPI) [7–13]. Successful applications of IT to electronic structure
phenomena have also demonstrated the theory potential in extracting chemical
interpretations from calculated electron distributions, in terms of bonded atoms and
chemical bonds [11–26]. The theory allows one to describe hypothetical stages in a
reconstruction of the electron distribution in chemical processes. The density-based
concepts and techniques of classical IT of Fisher and Shannon [1, 2] have been
successfully used to probe molecular electronic structure, the system chemical
bonds, and reactivity. Displacements in the Shannon entropy and entropy defi-
ciency relative to the promolecular reference constitute effective probes into the
information origins of the chemical bonds [11–13, 25–35]. They provide efficient
tools for an objective definition of bonded atoms [11, 18, 36], detecting the direct
chemical bonds [26, 32–35], and monitoring the promotion/hybridization changes
the Atoms-in-Molecules (AIM) undergo in their molecular environments. The
nonadditive Fisher information in Atomic-Orbital (AO) resolution [8, 11–13, 37]
generates the Contragradience (CG) probe [11–13, 26, 32–35] for locating bonding
regions in molecules, while its analog in the Molecular Orbital (MO) perspective
[37] defines the key concept of the Electron Localization Function (ELF) [38–42].
These gradient information quantities stress the importance of electronic kinetic
energy in an exploration of the chemical bond pattern [33, 43–45].
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Diverse information probes of molecular electron distributions increase our
understanding of the chemical bond from the entropic perspective of IT. The
communication-noise (covalency) and information-flow (ionic) components of
entropic bond multiplicities have been shown to adequately reflect the accepted
chemical intuition [11–14]. These IT descriptors can be generated for both molecule
as a whole and its fragments. The OCT treatment of Diatomics-in-Molecules
(DIM) [13, 14] reproduces the Wiberg [46] bond-orders in diatomic molecules and
closely approximates these quadratic indices in polyatomic molecules. The extra
computational effort of such IT analysis of the molecular bonding patterns is
negligible, compared to the cost of standard SCF LCAO MO calculations of the
molecular electronic structure, since practically all computations in orbital
approximation already determine the CBO and kinetic energy data required in the
CG probe of the bond localization or the OCT exploration of bond multiplicities
and their composition.

There is a wide range of problems in the theory of electronic structure and
chemical reactivity which can be successfully tackled using concepts and tech-
niques of IT. For example, the IT-optimum pieces of electron density in molecular
fragments have been derived from alternative global or local variational principles
of IT [11–13, 18–22, 31, 36]. This approach has been shown to lead to the
“stockholder” fragments of Hirshfeld [47]. It provides an entropic justification of
this popular density-partitioning scheme, generates criteria of molecular similarity,
tackles the Polarization/Promotion (P) and Charge-Transfer (CT) phenomena in
the reorganization of the system constituent atoms, etc. Additional diagnostic
problems in the theory of molecular electronic structure deal with the shell structure
and electron localization in atoms and molecules. The theory allows one to locate
electrons and chemical bonds [11–13, 26, 32–35], offers a thermodynamic-like
perspective on density fluctuations and flows of electrons between constituent
fragments in molecules [18, 23, 48], and formulates a new class of entropic
descriptors of the chemical bond multiplicity and its covalent/ionic composition
[11–14, 19, 49–60].

In molecules, the information content of their electronic states is constantly
scattered between bonded atoms and AO they contribute to the bond system. The
spread of information is affected via the network of chemical bonds. In a sense,
AIM talk to one another. This exchange of information takes the form of either the
direct communication, a “dialog” between the interacting AO, or the indirect
information propagation, a “gossip” spread via AO intermediates. These two
mechanisms give rise to the direct- and indirect-bond components, respectively,
related to the mutual and cascade communications between AO, respectively.
Therefore, the chemical interactions between the specified pair of “terminal” AO
have both the direct (through-space) and indirect (through-bridge) components. The
“order” of the former quickly vanishes with increasing separation between atoms.
The overall bond-order between more distant atomic partners can still assume
appreciable values when some of the remaining atoms form an effective chemical
bridge which links these terminal AIM.
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The chemical bond multiplicities, reflecting the IT bond “orders” in bits, have
been adequately probed using techniques and entropic quantities developed in IT of
communication devices (information systems) [2, 5, 6, 11–14, 19]. This additional
perspective, called the Orbital Communication Theory (OCT) [61–70], increases
our insight and understanding of the information origins of chemical bonds.
In OCT, one introduces the entropic bond multiplicities and determines their IT-
covalent and IT-ionic components. The resultant IT-covalency and IT-ionicity
components have been related to the nonadditive and additive information
descriptors of AO probability-channels [78]. The cascade extension allows one to
identify the indirect mechanism of chemical interactions effected through “bridges”
(orbital intermediates) [71–76], which complements the familiar direct mechanism
realized through “space,” via a constructive interference between orbitals. The
(bond-projected) Superposition Principle (SP) of quantum mechanics [77] has been
used to generate the orbital conditional probabilities determining electron com-
munications in molecules [11–14, 68]. The inter-orbital conditional probabilities it
generates are proportional to the quadratic bond indices formulated in MO theory,
and hence strong communications correspond to strong Wiberg [46] bond-orders.
The IT approach has also revealed new stages in the bond-breaking-bond-forming
mechanisms of elementary chemical reactions [79–81].

In OCT, the direct bond reflects the mutual communications between bonded
atoms, while the bridge bond is realized indirectly, through the cascade commu-
nications involving remaining orbitals/atoms. The latter form effective bridges for
the implicit chemical coupling between more distant atoms. The most efficient
bridges are the real (chemical) bridges of bonded atoms connecting the specified
“terminal” atoms. The bonded status of AIM can be thus felt also at larger sepa-
rations provided there exists a real chemical bridge of the direct bonds connecting
them. This indirect coupling of basis functions in molecular states has been first
conjectured to explain the central bond in small propellanes, lacking the
charge/information accumulation between the bridgehead carbons. This bonding
phenomenon has also prompted the alternative, Valence-Bond (VB) [82] inspired
explanation, through the charge-shift mechanism [83], which attributes such an
indirect “bond” to instantaneous charge fluctuations between distant atoms.

It has already been demonstrated how important the “entropic” tools of IT are for
gaining a better understanding of the “chemistry” behind the calculated molecular
states, e.g., [11–14]. A chemical understanding of the electronic structure of
molecular systems calls for transforming the computational results into statements
in terms of such chemical concepts as bonded atoms, building blocks of molecules,
their collections forming functional groups, and chemical bonds representing AIM
“connectivities.” A collection of the constituent free atoms shifted to their actual
positions in a molecule determines the so-called “promolecule” [47], which con-
stitutes the standard reference for extracting changes in the electron distribution due
to the bond formation, reflected by the density difference (deformation) function
[11]. In Schrödinger’s quantum mechanics, the molecular electronic state is
determined by the system wavefunction, the (complex) amplitude of the particle
probability distribution, which carries its resultant information content. Both the
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electron density or its shape-factor—the probability distribution determined by the
wavefunction modulus—and the system current-distribution related to the gradient
of the wavefunction phase ultimately contribute to the resultant information content
of molecular states. The probability reveals the state classical-information contri-
bution, while distributions of the spatial phase or its gradient (electronic current)
determine the state nonclassical complement in the resultant information measure
[14, 84–93]. Similar generalizations of the entropy-deficiency or information-
distance concepts and molecular information channels have also been established.
In such a combined IT description, the principle of the extreme overall information
content is used to determine the molecular phase-equilibria in molecules [14,
84–93]. This maximum entropy rule has been shown to give rise to the phase-
transformation of molecular electronic states into their equilibrium counterparts.
Thermodynamic analogies have been discussed, and a local phenomenological
description of molecular processes has been introduced [14, 88], in spirit of the
ordinary irreversible thermodynamics [94]. The continuity equation for the state
resultant entropy has been explored [95, 96], and a local temporal aspect of the
promolecule→molecule reconstruction in the system electronic structure has been
addressed [97].

This IT perspective, complementary to the MO description of quantum chem-
istry, brings important new insights and enhances our understanding of the complex
phenomena of the chemical bond and reactivity. It generates new probes for
detecting chemical bonds in molecules, uncovers the entropic and communication
origins of chemical interactions, and explains the direct and indirect sources of their
resultant multiplicities. In the present overview, we emphasize some additional
possibilities of OCT in exploring patterns of chemical bonds, understanding the
orbital-decoupling and communication interference phenomena, and probing the
competition between entropic bond-covalency and bond-ionicity components.

14.2 Amplitude and Probability Channels

For simplicity, we focus on molecular information channels in the electronic state
described by a single Slater determinant, e.g., the ground-state configuration
Ψ0
UHF(N) = det[ψ0] ≡ |ψ1

0, ψ2
0, …, ψN

0 |, where spin-MO (SMO) ψ0(q) =
{φs

0(r) ξs
0(σ)} combine the spatial (MO) components φ0(r) = {φs

0(r)} and spin
functions ξ0(σ) = {ξs

0(σ)} of an electron. In typical Unrestricted Hartree–Fock
(UHF) SCF LCAO MO calculations or the spin-resolved Kohn–Sham (KS) Density
Functional Theory (DFT) an exploration of chemical bonds calls for the
(orthonormal) AO basis set χ = (χ1, χ2, …, χm), which expresses the spatial
(orthonormal) MO components φ = {φs} = χC. The ground-state Ψ0(N) is then
shaped by N-lowest, singly-occupied SMO ψ0 or their spatial (MO) components
φ0 = {φs

0}, the configuration bonding subspace of the occupied MO, φ0 = χC0,
which defines the associated MO-projector
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P̂
0
φ = ∑s φsj ⟩n0s ⟨φsj= φ0

�� ⟩n0⟨φ0
��= χj ⟩C0 C0†⟨χ j≡ χj ⟩γ0⟨χ j; ð14:1Þ

here the diagonal matrix n0 = {ns
0δs,s′} combines the MO occupation numbers in

the ground-state configuration: ns
0 = {1, s ≤ N; 0, s > N}. This projection operator

gives rise to the corresponding (idempotent) Charge-and-Bond-Order (CBO) ma-
trix in AO representation,

γ0 = fγ0i, jg= ⟨χ jP̂0φ χj ⟩= ⟨χ jφ⟩n0⟨φjχ ⟩= ⟨χ jφ0⟩⟨φ0jχ ⟩=C0C0†, ðγ0Þ2 = γ0.
ð14:2Þ

In accordance with the quantum-mechanical SP [77], the joint probability of the
given pair of the input (χi) and output (χj) AO events in the molecular state Ψ0

defined by its bond system φ0 is given by the square of the corresponding amplitude
proportional to the CBO matrix element coupling the two basis functions [11–14]:

Pðχi, χjjΨ0Þ≡P0ði, jÞ= jAðχi, χjjΨ0Þj2 = γ0i, j γ
0
j, i ̸N

= ⟨χijP̂
0
φ χj
�� ⟩⟨χj

��P̂0φ χj
�� ⟩≡ χij ⟩≡ ⟨χijP̂

0
φP̂jP̂

0
φ χij ⟩≡ ⟨χijP̂̃

0

j χij ⟩

=P0ðj, iÞ= ⟨χj
��P̂0φ χij ⟩⟨χij P̂

0
φ χj
�� ⟩≡ ⟨χj

��P̂0φP̂iP̂0φ χj
�� ⟩≡ ⟨χj

��P̂̃0i χj
�� ⟩,

∑j P
0ði, jÞ=N − 1 ∑j γ

0
i, jγ

0
j, i = γ0i, i ̸N =PðijΨ0Þ≡ p0i ; ð14:3Þ

here P̂̃
0

k = P̂
0
φP̂kP̂

0
φ denotes the resultant AO projection within the bond-subspace φ0.

The associated conditional AO probabilities P0(χ ′|χ ), of the output events χ ′ = {χj}
given the input events χ = {χi}, P

0(χ ′|χ ) = {P0(j|i) ≡ P0
i→ j = P0(i, j)/pi

0}, the
squared moduli of the corresponding amplitudes { P0

i→ j ≡ | A0
i→ j|

2}, then read:

P0ðjjiÞ≡P0
i→ j ≡ jA0

i→ jj2 = ðγ0i, iÞ− 1γ0i, jγ
0
j, i ≡N0

i γ
0
i, jγ

0
j, i, ∑j P

0ðjjiÞ=1; ð14:4Þ

here Ni
0 = (γ0i, i)

−1 stands for the normalization constant of the scattering probabil-
ities originating from the specified input χi, P

0(χ ′|i) = {P0(j|i), j = 1, 2, …, m}, the
ith row of P0(χ ′|χ ). They reflect the electron delocalization in the occupied MO
subspace and identify the scattering amplitudes A0(χ ′|χ ) = {A0(j|i) ≡ A0

i→ j} related
to the corresponding elements of the CBO matrix γ0:

A0
i→ j = ðγ0i, iÞ− 1 ̸2γ0i, j ≡ N0

i

� �1 ̸2
γ0i, j ð14:5Þ

In the RHF description of the closed-shell state, each of the N/2 lowest (doubly-
occupied) MO, φo = (φ1, φ2, …, φN/2), accommodates two spin-paired electrons:

Ψ0
RHF(N) = |φ1α, φ1β, …, φN/2α, φN/2β|, so that P̂

0
φ =2 φoj ⟩⟨φoj ≡ 2P̂

o
φ. The CBO

idempotency then implies
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ðP̂0φÞ2 = ½2 φoj ⟩⟨φoj�2 = 4 φoj ⟩⟨φoj=2P̂
o
φ = P̂

0
φ ð14:6Þ

and hence:

γ0 = ⟨χ jP̂0φ χj ⟩=2⟨χ jP̂oφ χj ⟩≡ 2γ0, ðγ0Þ2 = γ0 = fγoi, jg, γ0
� �2

= 4ðγ0Þ2 = 4γ0 = 2γ0.
ð14:7Þ

For such states, the representative conditional probability of the molecular AO
channel reads:

P0ðjjiÞ≡P0
i→ j = jA0

i→ jj2 = ð2γ0i, iÞ− 1γ0i, jγ
0
j, i ≡N0

i γ
0
i, jγ

0
j, i = ðγoi, iÞ− 1γoi, jγ

o
j, i ≡No

i γ
o
i, jγ

o
j, i,

A0ðjjiÞ≡A0
i→ j = N0

i

� �− 1 ̸2
γ0i, j = No

i

� �− 1 ̸2
γoi, j. ð14:8Þ

The classical, probability-channel, is determined by these conditional AO
probabilities P(χ ′|χ ) = {P(j|i) = Pi→ j},

χ −Pðχ ′jχ Þ→ χ ′. ð14:9Þ

It loses the memory of the AO phases in the scattering amplitudes A(χ ′|χ ) =
{Ai→ j}, i.e., phases of { γ0i, j}. These “coherencies” are preserved only in the
associated amplitude channel for the direct electron communications in a molecule,

χj ⟩−Aðχ ′jχ Þ→ χ ′
�� ⟩, ð14:10Þ

which is thus capable of reflecting the quantum-mechanical interference between
such elementary communications.

This observation also applies to a sequential (“product”) arrangements of several
direct channels, called the information “cascades,” for indirect (“bridge”) com-
munications between atomic orbitals in molecules. For example, the single-AO
intermediates χ ′′ in the sequential three-orbital scatterings χ → χ ′′→ χ ′ define the
probability- and amplitude-cascades:

χ − ½Pðχ ′′jχ Þ→ χ ′′ −Pðχ ′jχ ′′Þ�→ χ ′ ≡ χ −P½ðχ ′jχ Þ; χ ′′�→ χ ′,

χj ⟩− ½Aðχ ′′jχ Þ→ χ ′′
�� ⟩−Aðχ ′jχ ′′Þ�→ χ ′

�� ⟩≡ χj ⟩−A½ðχ ′jχ Þ; χ ′′�→ χ ′
�� ⟩. ð14:11Þ

The indirect conditional probabilities between AO events and their amplitudes
are then given by products of the elementary two-orbital communications in each
direct subchannel:

P½ðjjiÞ; k�≡Pi→ j; k =Pi→ kPk→ j, A½ðjjiÞ; k�≡Ai→ j; k =Ai→ kAk→ j. ð14:12Þ
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Therefore, such bridge probabilities and underlying amplitudes can be
straightforwardly derived from the direct scatterings. They satisfy the relevant
bridge-normalizations, expressed by the sum-rules over AO events in the inter-
mediate and final outputs:

∑k ð∑j Pi→ j; kÞ= ∑k Pi→ k =1. ð14:13Þ

This single-cascade development can be straightforwardly generalized to any

bridge-order t. The amplitude AðtÞ
i→ j for the complete t-cascade, consisting of

t consecutive direct channels involving all AO, preserves the direct scattering
probabilities [14, 73],

P½ðχ ′jχ Þ; t− χ �= f AðtÞ
i→ j

��� ���2 = Ai→ j

��� ���2 =Pi→ jg=Pðχ ′jχ Þ, ð14:14Þ

thus satisfying the important consistency requirement of the stationary character of
the molecular channel. The relevant sum-rules for such bridge conditional proba-
bilities read:

∑k ∑l . . .∑m ∑n ∑j Pi→ j; k, l, ...,m, n

h i
= ∑k ∑l . . .∑m ∑n Pi→ n; k, l, ...,m

� �
= ∑k ∑l . . . ∑m Pi→m; k, l, ...

� �
= . . .

= ∑k ∑l Pi→ l; k
� �

= ∑k Pi→ k =1.

ð14:15Þ

For the specified pair of “terminal” AO, say χi ∈ χ and χj ∈ χ ′, one can
similarly examine the indirect scatterings via the molecular bond system in the
incomplete cascades consisting of the remaining (“bridge”) functions χ b = {χk≠ (i,

j)}, with the two terminal AO being then excluded from the set of admissible
intermediate scatterers. The associated bridge-communications give rise to the
indirect (through-bridge) components of the entropic bond multiplicities [71–76],
which complement the familiar direct (through-space) chemical “bond-orders” and
provide a novel IT perspective on chemical interactions between more distant AIM,
alternative to the fluctuational Charge-Shift mechanism [83] in VB theory.

14.3 Entropic Multiplicities of Direct and Bridge-Bonds

We continue with a brief summary of the entropy/information descriptors of a
transmission of the electron-assignment “signals” in such molecular communication
systems. The classical orbital networks propagate the conditional probabilities of
electron assignments to basis functions of SCF LCAO MO calculations. The
probability networks lose memory of the phase-aspect of this information
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propagation, preserved in the amplitude systems, which becomes crucial in the
multi-stage (cascade, bridge) propagations. The underlying conditional probabilities
or the associated amplitudes, for the quantum scattering from the emitting (input)
AO states to alternative monitoring (output) AO states, follow from the
bond-projected SP.

In a classical communication device, the signal emitted from n “inputs” a = (a1,
a2, …, an) of the channel source A is characterized by the input-probability dis-
tribution P(a) ≡ p = (p1, p2, …, pn), which describes the way the channel is
exploited. It is received (monitored) at m alternative “outputs” b = (b1, b2, …, bm)
in the system receiver B. The system communication noise is then generated by the
conditional probabilities of observing specific “outputs” given “inputs”,

PðBjAÞ≡PðbjaÞ= fPðbjjaiÞ=P ai, bj
� �

̸P aið Þ≡PðjjiÞg, ð14:16Þ

where P(a, b) = {P(ai, bj) ≡ P(i, j)} groups probabilities of the joint occurrence of
the specified pair of the input-and-output events. The distribution of the output
signal among the detection events b then reads:

PðbÞ≡ q= ðq1, q2, . . . , qmÞ= pPðbjaÞ. ð14:17Þ

In general, the input and output probabilities are mutually dependent. One thus
decomposes the joint probabilities P(a, b) ≡ P of the joint events (a, b) as products
of the “marginal” probabilities of events in one set, say P(a), and the corresponding
conditional probabilities P(b|a) = {P(j|i)} of outcomes in the other set b, given that
events a have already occurred: P = {P(i, j) = pi P(j|i)}. The Shannon [2] entropy
of the joint distribution P(a, b) can be then expressed as the sum of the average
entropy S(p) = −∑i pi logpi in the marginal probability distribution and the average
conditional entropy S(q|p) in q given p,

S Pð Þ= S pð Þ+ SðqjpÞ= S qð Þ+ SðpjqÞ, ð14:18Þ

SðqjpÞ= − ∑i ∑j P i, jð Þ log P i, jð Þ ̸pi½ �= − ∑i pi ∑j PðjjiÞ log PðjjiÞ≡ S,

measuring the network average communication “noise” and describing the inde-
terministic (delocalization) facet of molecular communications. The channel com-
plementary descriptor, the mutual information I(p: q) in the network output and
input probability distributions,

I p: qð Þ= ∑i ∑j P i, jð Þ log P i, jð Þ ̸ piqj
� �� �

= S pð Þ+ S qð Þ− S Pð Þ= S qð Þ− SðqjpÞ= S pð Þ− SðpjqÞ≡ I,
ð14:19Þ

then reflects its deterministic (localization) aspect. The input probabilities p reflect
the way the channel is used or probed. The conditional entropy S(q|p) measures the
average noise in the A→B transmission, i.e., the residual indeterminacy about the
output signal, when the input signal is known beforehand. The conditional entropy
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S(p|q) reflects a fraction of S(p) = S(p|q) + I(p : q) which has been transformed into
“noise” as a result of the input signal being scattered in the information channel.
Accordingly, S(q|p) reflects the noise part of S(q) = S(q|p) + I(p : q). An obser-
vation of the output signal provides the amount of information given by mutual
information I(p : q), which reflects the channel information flow.

In OCT, the AO molecular channel propagates signals (probabilities or ampli-
tudes) of the electron assignments to basis functions χ = (χ1, χ2, …, χm). The
underlying conditional probabilities of the output AO events, given the input AO
events, P(χ ′|χ ) = {P(χj|χi) ≡ P(j|i) ≡ Pi→ j ≡ A(j|i)2 ≡ (Ai→ j)

2}, or the associated
scattering amplitudes A(χ ′|χ ) = {A(j|i) = Ai→ j} of the emitting (input) states
aj ⟩= χj ⟩= χ ij ⟩f g among the receiving (output) states bj ⟩= χ ′

�� ⟩= χ j
�� ⟩
� �

, have been
discussed in the preceding section. The entropy/information indices of the overall
IT-covalent and IT-ionic components (in bits) of the system chemical bonds rep-
resent the complementary descriptors of the average communication noise and the
amount of information flow in the AO-resolved molecular channel.

One observes that the molecular input signal P(a) ≡ p0 generates the same
distribution in the output of this network,

q0 = p0 P0ðbjaÞ= f∑i p
0
i P

0ðjjiÞ≡ ∑i P
0 i, jð Þ= p0j g= p0, ð14:20Þ

thus identifying p0 and q0 as stationary vectors of AO probabilities in the molecular
ground state. This purely molecular channel is devoid of any reference (history) of
the chemical bond formation and generates the average noise index of the IT bond-
covalency measured by the average conditional entropy of the system AO outputs
given AO inputs: S(q0|p0) ≡ S. The AO channel with the promolecular input signal
P(a0) = p0 = {pi,0}, of AO in the system free constituent atoms, refers to the initial
stage in the bond-formation process. It corresponds to the ground-state occupations
of AO contributed to chemical bonds by the system constituent atoms, before their
mixing into MO. These reference input probabilities give rise to the average
information-flow index of the system IT bond-ionicity, given by the mutual infor-
mation in the channel promolecular inputs and molecular outputs:

I p0: q
0� �

= ∑i ∑j P
0 i, jð Þ log p0i P

0 i, jð Þ ̸ p0i q
0
j pi, 0

	 
h i
= ∑i ∑j P

0 i, jð Þ½− log q0j + log p0i ̸pi, 0
� �

+ logP0ðjjiÞ�= S q0
� �

+ΔSðp0jp0Þ− S≡ I0,

ð14:21Þ

where the entropy deficiency (missing-information) of Kullback and Leibler [3],

ΔSðp0jp0Þ= ∑i p
0
i log p0i ̸pi, 0

� �
, ð14:22Þ

measures the entropic similarity (information distance) between the compared
probability vectors. The common amount of information I(p0 : q0) in the
promolecular and molecular probability distributions reflects the fraction of the
initial information content S(p0) which has not been dissipated as noise in
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the molecular communication system. In particular, for the molecular input p0 and
hence: ΔS(p0|p0) = 0, I(p0: q0) = S(q0) − S ≡ I.

The sum of these bond-multiplicity components, e.g.,

M0 p0; q
0� �

= S+ I0 = S q0
� �

+ΔSðp0jp0Þ≡M0, ð14:23Þ

measures the overall IT bond-multiplicity index relative to the promolecular ref-
erence, of all bonds in the molecular system. For the molecular input, this quantity
preserves the Shannon entropy of the molecular probabilities:

M0 p0; q0
� �

= Sðq0jp0Þ+ I p0 : q0
� �

= S q0
� �

≡M. ð14:24Þ

These IT bond-multiplicity descriptors can be expressed in terms of the additive
and nonadditive components of the Shannon entropy contained in the CBO matrix
γ0:

Stotal γ0
� �

≡N fS P0 a, bð Þ� �
− logNg= − ∑i ∑j γ

0
i, jγ

0
j, i logðγ0i, jγ0j, iÞ≡ Sadd. γ0

� �
+ Snadd. γ0

� �
,

Sadd. γ0
� �

=N ½S p0
� �

− logN�= − ∑i γ
0
i, i log γ

0
i, i,

Snadd. γ0
� �

= Stotal γ0
� �

− Sadd. γ0
� �

=N fS P0 a, bð Þ� �
−M p0; q0

� �g.
ð14:25Þ

The covalent descriptor S(q0|p0) = S is then decomposed into the difference
between the total and additive contributions,

S= − ∑i ∑j P
0 i, jð Þ log P0 i, jð Þ ̸p0i

� �
= S½P0 a, bð Þ�− S p0

� �
=N − 1½− ∑i ∑j γ

0
i, jγ

0
j, i logðγ0i, jγ0j, iÞ+ ∑i γ

0
i, i log γ

0
i, i�

≡N − 1 fStotal γ0� �
− Sadd. γ0

� �g≡N − 1Snadd. γ0
� �

,

ð14:26Þ

which defines the associated nonadditive component Snadd.(γ0), while the molecular
information-flow quantity I(p0: q0) of Eq. (14.19) is determined by the difference
between the additive and nonadditive components:

I p0: q0
� �

= ∑i ∑j P
0 i, jð Þ log P0 i, jð Þ ̸ p0i q

0
j

	 
h i
= S p0
� �

+ S q0
� �

− S½P0 a, bð Þ�
=N − 1½2Sadd. γ0� �

− Stotal γ0
� ��+ logN =N − 1½Sadd. γ0� �

− Snadd. γ0
� ��+ logN.

ð14:27Þ

These two components generate the molecular bond-multiplicity index of
Eq. (14.24) related to the additive contribution alone:

M p0; q0
� �

= Sðq0jp0Þ+ I p0: q0
� �

= S q0
� �

=N − 1Sadd.ðγ0Þ+ logN. ð14:28Þ
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To summarize, in this single-determinant approximation, the additive part of the
Shannon entropy due to molecular communications between AO generates the
overall IT bond-multiplicity index, the nonadditive contribution reflects the channel
covalent (indeterministic) descriptor, while their difference measures the bond ionic
(deterministic) component.

Consider the 2-AO model of the chemical bond A–B, consisting of the
orthonormal basis functions, e.g., the Löwdin Orthogonalized AO (OAO) con-
tributed by atoms A and B: χ = χ ′ = (χA, χB). They give rise to two independent
(spatial) MO combinations φ = (φb, φa),

bonding: φb = χACA, b + χBCB, b ≡ χA Pð Þ1 ̸2 + χB Qð Þ1 ̸2 ≡ χ Cb and

antibonding: φa = χACA, a + χBCB, a ≡ − χA Qð Þ1 ̸2 + χB Pð Þ1 ̸2 ≡ χ Ca,
ð14:29Þ

or in the compact matrix notation

φ= χ CbjCa½ �≡ χ C, C=
ffiffiffi
P

p
−

ffiffiffiffi
Q

pffiffiffiffi
Q

p ffiffiffi
P

p
� 

, ð14:30Þ

which have been also expressed in terms of complementary (conditional) AO
probabilities:

P=PðχAjφbÞ= ðCA, bÞ2 =PðχBjφaÞ= ½CB, a�2 and

Q=1−P=PðχBjφbÞ= ðCB, bÞ2 =PðχAjφaÞ= ½CA, a�2.
ð14:31Þ

We further assume that each atom of the “promolecule” contributes a single
electron to the molecular bond system consisting of N = 2 electrons.

In the model ground-state configuration, when both (spin-paired) electrons
occupy the bonding MO φb, the relevant CBO matrix γ0 reads:

γ0 = 2CbC
†
b =2 P

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PQ

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
QP

p
Q

� 
≡ 2γo. ð14:32Þ

It generates the following conditional probabilities P0(b|a) and their amplitudes
A0(b|a) defining communications between the input a = χ and output b = χ ′ AO
events in the molecular probability-channel of Fig. 14.1:

P0ðχ ′jχ Þ= fP0ðjjiÞg= P Q
P Q

� 
, A0ðχ ′jχ Þ= fA0ðjjiÞg=

ffiffiffi
P

p ffiffiffiffi
Q

pffiffiffi
P

p ffiffiffiffi
Q

p
� 

. ð14:33Þ

In this nonsymmetric binary channel, one adopts the molecular input signal,
p0 = (P, Q), to extract the bond IT-covalency reflected by the conditional entropy S
(q0|p0) = S(P) measuring the channel average communication noise. Adopting the
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promolecular input signal p0 = (½, ½), reflecting that each of the two basis func-
tions has contributed a single electron to form the chemical bond, allows one to
determine the associated index of IT-ionicity I(p0 : q

0) = I0(P), which measures the
information capacity of this model channel.

As shown in Figs. 14.1 and 14.2, these bond components preserve the overall
information multiplicity of this model chemical bond: M0(p0 ; q0) = M0(P) = S
(P) + I0(P) = 1 bit, for all admissible values of the bond-polarization parameter P:
0 ≤ P ≤ 1. As shown in Fig. 14.2, the bond IT-covalency S(P) is determined by
Binary Entropy Function of the complementary conditional probabilities of AO in
MO, H(P) = −P log2P − Q log2Q, reaching the maximum value H(½) = 1 bit for
the symmetric bond P = Q = ½, e.g., the two prototype covalent bonds of
chemistry: the σ bond in H2 or the π-bond in ethylene. It vanishes for the lone-pair
configurations, when P = (0 or 1), H(0) = H(1) = 0, marking the alternative ion-
pair configurations A+B− and A−B+, respectively, relative to the initial AO
occupations N0 = (1, 1) in the assumed covalent promolecular reference. The
complementary descriptor I0(P) = 1 − H(P) of the bond IT-ionicity, which deter-
mines the channel mutual information relative to the promolecular input, is thus
correctly diagnosed to reach the highest value for the two electron-transfer pairs:

Fig. 14.1 Probability-channel in 2-AO model of the chemical bond and its entropic descriptors
(in bits) of bond multiplicity and composition

1

0 10.5 P

I0

S=H 

M0 = S + I0

H(P)

WA,B

Fig. 14.2 Conservation of the overall entropic bond multiplicity M0(P) = 1 bit in the 2-AO
model, combining the conditional entropy (average noise, bond IT-covalency) S(P) = H(P) and
the mutual information (information capacity, bond IT-ionicity) I0(P) = 1 − H(P). In MO theory,
the quadratic bond-order of Wiberg is represented by the (broken-line) parabola WA,B(P) = 4P
(1−P) ≡ 4PQ
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I0(0) = I0(1) = H(½) = 1 bit; it is also predicted to identically vanish for the purely
covalent, symmetric bond, I0(½) = 0. As explicitly shown in Fig. 14.2, these two
components of the chemical bond multiplicity compete with one another, yielding
the conserved overall IT bond index M0(P) = S(P) + I0(P) = 1 bit, which in OCT
marks the full single bond, in the whole range of admissible bond polarizations
P ∈ [0, 1]. This simple model thus properly accounts for the competition between
the bond covalent and ionic components, preserving the single bond-multiplicity
measure of the model chemical bond.

Consider now the quadratic bond-multiplicity indices formulated in the MO
theory [79, 98–105]. For example, for the 2-AO model, the quadratic bond-order of
Wiberg [46] is given by the parabola WA,B(P) = [γA,B(P)]

2 = 4PQ = 4P(1 − P),
which in Fig. 14.2 closely resembles the entropic plot S(P) = H(P). Indeed, a
reference to Eq. (14.4) indicates that strong diatomic Wiberg index implies a strong
communication between the interacting orbitals, and hence also a high
IT-covalency of the direct chemical bond they generate. Similar relation transpires
from the indirect-bonds realized via orbital intermediates, delineating a chain of
chemical bonds defining the bridge α in question [see Eq. (14.12)]. The bridge
resultant conditional probability is then proportional to a product of Wiberg indices
{Wk,l} of each diatomic (k∈X, l∈Y), X≠Y segment of the direct {X—Y} bonds
connecting the two terminal orbitals (i, j) in the orbital bridge i—{(k—l)}—j under
consideration:

Wi, jðαÞ∝ ∏
ðk, lÞ∈ α

Wk, l.

Therefore, strong intermediate bonds {k–l}∈ α again imply strong resultant
communication between terminal orbitals, and hence high resultant entropic
covalency realized via the bridge constituent direct-bond segments. The sum of
contributions due to all relevant chemical bridges {α},

Wi, j bridgesð Þ= ∑
α
Wi, jðαÞ, ð14:34Þ

determines the Wiberg-type bond-order of the overall indirect interactions between
the specified terminal AO, which supplements the direct component Wi,j = γi,j

2 in
the full quadratic measure of bond-multiplicity between the specified terminal
orbitals χi and χj in presence of all remaining basis functions in the given molecular
environment:

W i, jð Þ =Wi, j +Wi, j bridgesð Þ. ð14:35Þ

This indirect mechanism reflects the implicit dependencies between

(nonorthogonal) bond-projections of AO, χ b
�� ⟩≡ P̂

0
φ χj ⟩. In this generalized outlook

on the bond-order concept of chemistry, one thus identifies the bond multiplicity as
a measure of the “dependence” (nonadditivity) between orbitals on different atomic
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centers in the whole bond system of a molecule. On one hand, this dependence
between basis functions can be realized directly, through “space,” by a constructive
interference of orbitals (probability amplitudes) on two atoms, which generally
increases the electron density between them. On the other hand, it can also have an
indirect origin, through the dependence on orbitals originating from the remaining
AIM. In the nonorthogonal bond-projected AO basis χ b, these “geometrical”
dependencies are embodied in the idempotent density matrix of Eq. (14.7):

D0 = fD0
i, j = ⟨ibjjb⟩g=CoCo†, ðD0Þn =D0. ð14:36Þ

Each pair of AO (or AIM) thus exhibits partial through-space and through-
bridge components. The bond-order of the former quickly vanishes with an
increasing inter-atomic separation and when the interacting AO are heavily engaged
in forming chemical bonds with other atoms, while the latter can still assume
appreciable values, when the remaining atoms form an effective bridge of the
neighboring, chemically interacting atoms, which links the specified AO. The
bridging atoms must be mutually bonded to generate a substantial through-bridge
overlap between the bond-projections of interacting AO, so that significant bridges
are in fact limited to real chemical bridges of atoms in the structural formula of a
molecule.

As an illustration, let us summarize the indirect π-bonds between carbon atoms
in benzene ring using MO from the familiar Hückel approximation. For the con-
secutive numbering of carbons in the π-system, the relevant CBO matrix elements
read:

γi, i =1, γi, i+1 = 2 ̸3, γi, i+2 = 0, γi, i+3 = − 1 ̸3.

They generate the following (direct) π-bond multiplicities:

Wi, i+1 = 0.44 orthoð Þ, Wi, i+2 = 0 metað Þ, Wi, i+3 = 0.11 parað Þ.

These through-space bond-orders are complemented by the associated estimates
of the resultant multiplicities of the indirect π-interactions due to all most important
chemical bridges:

Wi, i+1 bridgesð Þ=0.06 orthoð Þ, Wi, i+2 bridgesð Þ=0.30 metað Þ,
Wi, i+3 bridgesð Þ=0.18 parað Þ.

Together these two mechanisms give rise to the following resultant π-
bond-orders:

W parað Þ≅W metað Þ=0.3 <W orthoð Þ=0.5.

The artificial distinction in Wiberg’s scheme of the π-interactions with the
vanishing direct CBO matrix element as nonbonding is thus effectively removed
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when the through-bridge contributions are also taken into account. One observes
the difference in composition of the resultant indices for the cross–ring interactions:
the para interactions exhibit comparable through-space and through-bridge com-
ponents, the meta multiplicities are realized exclusively through bridges, while the
strongest ortho bonds have practically direct, through-space origin.

Of interest also is a comparison of the indirect π-bond-orders in benzene realized
through the ring bridges of increasing length:

Wi, i+2 i+1ð Þ= Wi, i+1ð Þ2 = 0.20, Wi, i+3 i+1, i+2ð Þ= Wi, i+1ð Þ3 = 0.09,

Wi, i+4 i+1, i+2, i+3ð Þ= Wi, i+1ð Þ4 = 0.04, Wi, i+5 i+1, i+2, i+3, i+4ð Þ= Wi, i+1ð Þ5 = 0.02.

Thus, the longer the bridge, the smaller the indirect bond-order it contributes.
The model and HF calculations on linear polyenes and representative polymers [75,
76] indicate that the range of bridge interactions is effectively extended up to the
third-neighbors in the chain, where the direct interactions practically disappear.

The conditional probabilities defining the molecular information channel for
direct communications between AO generate the associated covalency (noise) and
ionicity (information flow) descriptors of the through-space chemical bonds. They
can be also used to derive the corresponding cascade communications and the
associated entropy/information descriptors of the bridge-bonds. This allows one to
generate the IT descriptors of the most important indirect interactions, via chemical
bridges between the specified (terminal) orbitals χi and χj from descriptors of the
associated AO information cascades. The resulting overall indices of such indirect
IT bond multiplicities compare favorably with the bridge-generalized Wiberg-type
bond-orders.

14.4 Orbital Decoupling

There are two challenging MO-decoupling phenomena in the bond-multiplicity
theory, which have to be adequately represented in all bona fide approaches: the
so-called populational-decoupling for the “frozen” shapes of MO, leading to a
steady decrease of the overall bond-multiplicity descriptors accompanying an
increased electron occupation of the antibonding MO, and the shape-decoupling
accompanying the bond-breaking processes, when AO are effectively prohibited
from getting involved in the chemical bond formation (orbital communications),
e.g., due to the symmetry requirements or bond-elongation. The above fixed-input
OCT using the information probability-channels fails to predict a steady decrease in
the resultant bond-order with increasing occupation of the antibonding MO (see
Fig. 14.3) and to properly represent the normalization requirements of the input
signals in the shape-decoupling limit. A satisfactory solution [14, 64] calls for an
ensemble of the separate amplitude (phase-dependent) communication systems, due
to either the specified input events or MO, with a flexible-input signal shaped by the
orbital conditional probabilities.
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Fig. 14.3 Populational decoupling with increasing occupation of antibonding MO in 2-AO
model. Panels a and b summarize the bonding (b) and antibonding (a) MO probability channels,
while Panel c reports the (occupation-weighted) entropic indices, which properly represent the
populational decoupling phenomenon
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Consider first the populational-decoupling problem in the simplest 2-AO model
of the chemical bond in a diatomic molecule M = A—B. For N = 3, the
ground-state corresponds to configuration [M(3)] = [φb

2 φa
1] for which the fixed-

input OCT predicts: S = 0.47, I0 = 0.48 and M0 = 0.95 (bits). Despite a single
occupation of the antibonding MO φa the predicted overall bond multiplicity M0

thus remains almost the same as in the bonding configuration [M(2)]b = [φb
2].

Furthermore, this classical (probabilistic) approach cannot distinguish between
configurations [M(1)]b = [φb

1] and [M(1)]a = [φa
1], or between [M(1)]b and [M(2)]b,

predicting the same bond indices reported in the first part of Fig. 14.3. For [M
(4)]n = [φb

2 φa
2], one similarly predicts S = 0, I0 = M0 = 1 bit, which also con-

tradicts the chemical intuition associated with this nonbonding state.
This failure of classical molecular channels is because the probability connec-

tions loose “memory” about relative phases of AO in MO. It is retained in elements
of both the overall CBO matrix and their MO contributions, which reflect the
associated amplitudes of AO communications, with their signs properly recognizing
a chemical character of the mutual interaction between AO:

bonding positiveð Þ: γa, bðφsÞ>0; nonbonding zeroð Þ: γa, bðφsÞ=0

antibonding negativeð Þ: γa, bðφsÞ<0.
ð14:37Þ

To remedy this problem within the probability-channel, one thus has to examine
separate MO channels {Ps(b|a)}, weight their diatomic IT bond-multiplicities in
accordance with a degree of the MO occupation, and recognize in the corre-
sponding resultant measures the character (sign) of the chemical interaction
between the specified AO. Let us illustrate this procedure for the 2-AO model of the
chemical bond A—B originating from the quantum–mechanical interaction
between two AO: χ = (χA∈A, χB∈B), which define the whole AO basis of the
model. The bond contributions for these two AO are determined by the conditional
entropy Sa,b(φs), mutual information Ia,b(φs), and the overall bond-multiplicity Ma,

b(φs) descriptors of the fragment-renormalized information channel Ps(b|a) for φs,

Sa, bðφsÞ= S½PsðbjaÞ�, Ia, bðφsÞ= S p0s
� �

− Sa, b ðφsÞ,
Ma, bðφsÞ= Sa, bðφsÞ+ Ia, bðφsÞ= S p0s

� �
,

ð14:38Þ

where S(ps
0) stands for the Shannon entropy of the reference input probability ps

0.
Alternatively, the purely molecular estimate of the mutual information descriptor
Is[ps: ps] can be used to index the bond IT-iconicity.

In a larger m > 2 set of AO, the definition of such two-orbital MO indices for the
specified pair (i, j) of AO, {Si,j(φs), Ii,j(φs), Mi,j(φs)} requires an appropriate
probability renormalization. The reference (promolecular) signal is then related to
AO occupations N0 = {Nk

0} in the separated (free) atoms,
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p0s ijð Þ= fp0k ijð Þ=N0
k ̸N0

ij , k ∈ i, jð Þg, N0
ij =N0

i +N0
j ,

while its molecular analog involves the AO populations in φs:

ps ijð Þ= fpk, s ijð Þ=NkðφsÞ ̸NijðφsÞ, k∈ i, jð Þg, NkðφsÞ= γk, kðφsÞ;
NijðφsÞ=NiðφsÞ+NjðφsÞ.

One similarly extracts the appropriate two-orbital channel from the MO
conditional-probability matrix Ps(b|a):

Ps½ðbjaÞ; ij�= fPs½ðljkÞ; ij�=PsðljkÞ ̸Ps ijjkð Þ, k, l∈ i, jð Þg,
Ps ijjkð Þ=Ps ijkð Þ+Ps jjkð Þ.

The bond descriptors for this pair of AO then read:

Si, jðφsÞ= − ∑k, l∈ ij pk, s ijð ÞPs½ðljkÞ; ij� logPs½ðljkÞ; ij�,
Ii, jðφsÞ= ∑k, l∈ ij p

0
k ijð ÞPs½ðljkÞ; ij� logfPs½ðljkÞ; ij� ̸p0k ijð Þg, Mi, jðφsÞ= Si, jðφsÞ+ Ii, jðφsÞ.

In combining such MO contributions into the corresponding resultant bond
indices for the specified pair (i, j) of AO, these increments should be multiplied by
the MO occupation factor fMO = {fs = ns/2}, which recognizes that the full
bonding/antibonding potential of the given MO is realized only when it is fully
occupied, and by MO probability PMO = {Ps = ns/N}. The resultant A—B
descriptors are then obtained by summation of such occupation-weighted bonding
or antibonding contributions from all occupied MO, which determine the bond
system of a molecule:

S i, jð Þ= ∑
s
sign ½γi, jðφsÞ�PsfsSi, jðφsÞ, I i, jð Þ= ∑

s
sign ½γi, jðφsÞ�PsfsIi, jðφsÞ,

M i, jð Þ= ∑
s
sign ½γi, jðφsÞ�PsfsMi, jðφsÞ.

ð14:39Þ

As explicitly shown in the second part (Panel c) of Fig. 14.3, such weighed
resultant indices adequately represent the population-decoupling trends in 2-AO
model for N = 1 ÷ 4 electrons.

Resolving the shape-decoupling problem in classical probability channels calls
for the flexible-input approach. The essence of this proposition lies in a determi-
nation of the entropy/information contributions due to each AO input {χi} in the
molecular channel P(b|a) = {P(j|i), (i, j) ∈ (1, 2, …, m)}. These IT indices
describe partial communications originating from χi, i.e., the molecular subchannel
determined by the ith row of P(b|a), using separate probability distributions tailored
for each AO input. The hitherto single molecular propagation of the molecular input
signal p in the fixed-input approach is now replaced by series of m molecular
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propagations of the separate signals p(i) = {p(k; i)} for each input i = 1, 2, …,
m. This partial propagation generates the associated IT-covalency descriptor,

S ið Þ= − ∑k p k; ið Þ∑j PðjjkÞ logPðjjkÞ≡ ∑k p k; ið Þ S k; ið Þ= S p ið Þ½ �, ð14:40Þ

molecular IT-ionic contribution,

I ið Þ= ∑k p k; ið Þ∑j PðjjkÞ log½PðjjkÞ ̸p k; ið Þ�≡ ∑k p k; ið Þ I k; ið Þ= I p ið Þ½ �,
ð14:41Þ

and the corresponding overall bond-multiplicity index for ith input:

M ið Þ= I ið Þ+ S ið Þ=M p ið Þ½ �. ð14:42Þ

The bond descriptor of a molecule as a whole is then generated as the ensemble
average of all such contributions determined in separate propagations using these
separate input signals, weighted with the molecular AO probabilities p = {pi =
γi,i/N}:

Sav. = ∑i piS ið Þ, Iav. = ∑i piI ið Þ, Mav. = ∑i piM ið Þ= Sav. + Iav. ð14:43Þ

There are some obvious sum-rules to be satisfied by these input-dependent
probabilities. Consider first the fully coupled molecular channel, in which all
orbitals are allowed to interact chemically, thus exhibiting nonvanishing direct
communications with the system remainder. In this case, all molecular inputs have
to be effectively probed to the full extent of the unit condensed probability of the
molecule as a whole:

∑k p k; ið Þ�≡ jp ið Þj=1, i=1, 2, . . . ,m. ð14:44Þ

This normalization requirement identifies a general category of these
input-dependent probabilities as molecular conditional probabilities of two-orbital
events: p(k; i) ≡ P(k|i). Indeed, to make the AO decoupling continuous in this
generalized description, the input probabilities {p(i)} have to reflect the actual
participation of ith AO in chemical bonds (communications) with the remaining
basis functions. One thus selects the input-tailored probabilities as the corre-
sponding rows of the molecular conditional-probability matrix:

p ið Þ=PðbjiÞ= fPðkjiÞg, i=1, 2, . . . ,m. ð14:45Þ

These partial input probabilities generate the following effective information
system for ith input, called the row-subchannel [11],

fPðkjiÞ→ k−PðjjkÞ→ j→PðjjiÞg, ð14:46Þ
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where we have recognized the complete-cascade conservation of the direct scat-
tering probabilities [see Eq. (14.14)]:

∑k PðkjiÞPðjjkÞ=PðjjiÞ. ð14:47Þ

In calculating the “ensemble” average bond components, the product

pi ∑k PðkjiÞPðjjkÞ= piPðjjiÞ≡P i, jð Þ ð14:48Þ

thus represents the joint probability of orbitals χi and χj in the molecule.
Consider the conditional entropy contribution for ith input:

S ið Þ= − ∑k PðkjiÞ ½∑j PðjjkÞ log2 PðjjkÞ�. ð14:49Þ

In the ensemble-average quantity, this entropy covalency has to be weighted by
the actual probability pi of this input in the molecule as a whole [Eq. (14.43)]. It can
be directly verified that such averaging procedure indeed reproduces the molecular
IT-covalency index:

Sav. = ∑i piS ið Þ≡ ∑i Si = − ∑i ∑k ∑j ½piPðkjiÞ�PðjjkÞ log2 PðjjkÞ
= − ∑k ∑j ½∑i P k, ið Þ�PðjjkÞ log2 PðjjkÞ= − ∑k ∑j pkPðjjkÞ log2 PðjjkÞ
= − ∑k ∑j P j, kð Þ log2 PðjjkÞ= S.

ð14:50Þ

A similar averaging of the mutual information (IT-ionic) contributions,

I ið Þ= ∑k P kjið Þ ½∑j PðjjkÞ log2½PðjjkÞ ̸pj�= − S ið Þ− ∑j ½∑k P kjið ÞPðjjkÞ� log2 pj
= − S ið Þ− ∑j P jjið Þ log2 pj,

ð14:51Þ

then gives:

Iav. = ∑i piI ið Þ≡ ∑i Ii = − S− ∑i ∑j piP jjið Þ log2 pj
= − S− ∑j ½∑i P i, jð Þ� log2 pj = − S+ S pð Þ= I.

ð14:52Þ

Therefore, the overall molecular bond index, the mean value of the input AO
contributions

M ið Þ= S ið Þ+ I ið Þ= − ∑j P jjið Þ log2 pj,
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then reproduces the Shannon entropy in molecular AO probabilities:

Mav. = ∑i piM ið Þ≡ ∑i Mi = − ∑j ½∑i P i, jð Þ� log2 pj = − ∑j pj log2pj = S pð Þ.
ð14:53Þ

One also observes that the input-resolved quantities {Si, Ii, Mi} describe the
following resultant channel for ith input [see Eq. (14.46)],

pi → fPðkjiÞ→ k−PðjjkÞ→ j→PðjjiÞg
≡ fP i, kð Þ→ k−PðjjkÞ→ j→P i, jð Þg, ð14:54Þ

with the joint probabilities of AO shaping the effective input signal of this ith row-
subchannel.

14.5 Illustrative Applications

As an illustration, let us first consider the flexible-input generalization [Eq. (14.46)]
of the 2-AO channel, shown in Fig. 14.4. We first observe that the input- and
output-dependent distributions in this model are identical with the molecular dis-
tribution [see Eq. (14.33)]:

pðχAÞ= pðχBÞ= P,Qð Þ= p.

Also reported in the diagram are the partial and average IT descriptors, including
the IT-ionicity contributions relative to the reference probabilities p0 = (½, ½) of
the atomic-promolecule, when two AO contribute a single electron each to form the
chemical bond. The flexible-input generalization of this model channel is seen to
exactly reproduce the overall IT bond-multiplicity and its components reported in
Fig. 14.1.

It follows from the input (conditional) probabilities of Fig. 14.1 that in the limit
of the decoupled lone-pair (nonbonding) MO, φb = χA, for P = 1 and Q = 0, or
φb = χB, when Q = 1 and P = 0, the input probability of the doubly-occupied AO

Fig. 14.4 Flexible-input generalization of the 2-AO channel. The corresponding AO partial and
average entropy/information descriptors (in bits) of the chemical bond are also reported
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becomes 1, while that of the other, empty AO identically vanishes. The unit input
probability of the doubly-occupied AO in the channel input is then deterministically
transmitted to the same AO in the channel output, with the other (unoccupied) AO
not participating in the channel deterministic communication, so that both orbitals
do not contribute to the vanishing resultant IT-covalent index. The average ionic-
ities, relative to atomic-promolecule [χA

1 χB
1 ], Iav. = 1 bit, and relative to coordi-

nation-promolecule [χA
2 ], Iav. = 0, then correctly predict the single bond

multiplicity identifying the molecular lone-pair configuration [φb
2] ≡ [χA

2 ] as
multiplicity of the ion-pair [A−B+], displaced by an electron transfer relative to
atomic-promolecule, and the vanishing multiplicity of the undisplaced configura-
tion relative to the coordination promolecule.

In the limit RAB→∞, the molecule A—B dissociates into atoms [A] = [χA
1 ] and

[B] = [χB
1 ]. Such decoupled AO correspond to the equivalent configurations [φb

1φa
1]

and [χA
1 χB

1 ], both producing identical Slater determinants: |φb, φa| = |χA, χB|. Indeed,
using the orthogonal transformations between χ = (χA, χB) and φ = (φb, φa),

φ= χ C and χ =φ
ffiffiffi
P

p ffiffiffiffi
Q

p
−

ffiffiffiffi
Q

p ffiffiffi
P

p
� 

≡φCT, CTC=CCT = I, ð14:55Þ

one can directly verify that γ[φb
1φa

1] = CCT = I = P(b|a), so that the decoupled AO
inputs become: p(a) = p(a0) = (1, 0) and p(b) = p(b0) = (0, 1), each separately
unity-normalized.

To summarize, while still retaining the essence of the fixed-input approach, the
generalized proposition introduces in OCT the desired input-flexibility, which
generates a continuity in the IT description of the fragment decoupling processes. In
a common framework, the ensemble approach covers both the fully coupled AO in
the molecule as well as the limiting cases of its subsystems being effectively
decoupled in the molecular channel. In the former case, the resultant input signal
corresponds to the unit norm of the probability distribution. In the case of n-
mutually separated fragments, this flexible normalization is automatically increased
to n by the choice of the molecular conditional probabilities as signals for each row-
subchannel. The flexible-input generalization dramatically improves the agreement
between predicted bond descriptors and the accepted chemical intuition [70]. It also
has the conceptual and interpretative advantages, by providing a unifying
description capable of tacking both the coupled and decoupled molecular fragments
in a single theoretical framework. It generates a continuous description of the
fragment dissociation (shape-decoupling) limit, when the separated subsystems
exhibit vanishing mutual communications.

Consider next the N = 3 π-electrons in allyl, with the consecutive numbering of
2pπ = 2pz ≡ z orbitals in the carbon chain. In Hückel’s approximation, this π-
system involves two MO,
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φ1 =
1ffiffiffi
2

p 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðz1 + z3Þ+ z2

� 
doubly occupiedð Þ,

φ2 =
1ffiffiffi
2

p ðz1 − z3Þ singly occupiedð Þ.
ð14:56Þ

They generate the following MO and molecular CBO matrices:

γ1 =
1
2

1
ffiffiffi
2

p
1ffiffiffi

2
p

2
ffiffiffi
2

p
1

ffiffiffi
2

p
1

2
4

3
5, γ2 =

1
2

1 0 − 1
0 0 0
− 1 0 1

2
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3
5,

γ= γ1 + γ2 =
1
2

2
ffiffiffi
2

p
0ffiffiffi

2
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2
ffiffiffi
2

p
0

ffiffiffi
2

p
2

2
4

3
5.

ð14:57Þ

The corresponding molecular and MO probability-channels are shown in
Figs. 14.5 and 14.6, respectively [64]. The latter use the AO-input probabilities
ps = {p(i|s) = γi, iðsÞ ̸ns}. The overall channel predicts roughly 3/2 π-bonds in this
molecular system, including a marginal IT-ionicity contribution, in full accord with
chemical intuition.

There are no obvious combination formulas for grouping the partial MO bond
indices of Fig. 14.6 into their overall analogs of Fig. 14.5. Indeed, the MO channels
are determined by their own CBO structure, and a variety of their nonvanishing
communication connections between AO generally differs from that of the system
as a whole. Moreover, the input probabilities of Fig. 14.6 do not reflect the two MO
channels being a part of the whole molecular channel. The latter requirement is
satisfied only when, in spirit of the MO averaging of Fig. 14.3, the two networks
are parallely coupled into the combined information system, in which the input
probabilities are given by the corresponding products { ps̄ = Ps ps}, with MO
probabilities PMO = {Ps = ns/N} = (2/3, 1/3). In allyl, such a combination rule
gives the following IT descriptors (in bits) of the two MO channels:

S1̄ =P1Sðφ1Þ=1, I 1̄ = −P1 log2 P1 = 0.39 and

S2̄ =P2Sðφ2Þ=1 ̸3, I 2̄ = −P2 log2 P2 = 0.53.

Fig. 14.5 Overall probability channel for π-electrons in allyl and its IT bond indices in bits
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Such molecular inputs generate nonvanishing MO ionicities, which sum up to

I ̄= I 1̄ + I 2̄ = − ∑s Ps log2 Ps = S PMO� �
=0.92.

The overall bond-multiplicity index of Fig. 14.5, M = 1.58 = S(p0), predicting
about 3/2 π-bond multiplicity in allyl, is reconstructed by adding to this ionicity
measure the sum of the bonding (positive) IT-covalency S1̄ in first MO and the
antibonding (negative) contribution ð− S2̄Þ due to the second MO:

S1̄ + ð− S2̄Þ+ I ̄=M.

The MO-weighting procedure of Fig. 14.3, with f1 = 1 and f2 = ½, predicts a
roughly single π-bond in allyl:

M̄ = f1ðS1̄ + I 1̄Þ− f2ðS2̄ + I 2̄Þ≡ f1M̄1 − f2M̄2 = 0.96.

It reflects the fact that only first (bonding) MO φ1 is fully occupied, while the
second (nonbonding) MO φ2 groups practically separated AO on peripheral carbon
atoms.

The delocalized π-bonds in butadiene are determined by two doubly-occupied
canonical MO in Hückel approximation,

φ1 = aðz1 + z4Þ+ bðz2 + z3Þ, φ2 = bðz1 − z4Þ+ aðz2 − z3Þ, 2 a2 + b2
� �

=1;

a=
1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1− 1 ̸

ffiffiffi
5

pq
=0.372, b=

1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1+ 1 ̸

ffiffiffi
5

pq
=0.602,

ð14:58Þ

with PMO = (½, ½) and f MO = (1, 1). The corresponding CBO matrices for these
occupied MO and the whole π-electron system, respectively,

Fig. 14.6 Molecular probability channels for two occupied π-MO in allyl. The corresponding
bond contributions (in bits) for these MO communication systems are also reported
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3
775, ð14:59Þ
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1ffiffiffi
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ffiffiffi
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2 0 − 1
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ffiffiffi
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1 0

0 1
ffiffiffi
5
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− 1 0 2
ffiffiffi
5

p

2
664

3
775, ð14:60Þ

generate AO probability-channels shown in Figs. 14.7 and 14.8. The overall data of
Fig. 14.8 correctly predict the overall double multiplicity of all π-bonds in buta-
diene. In this OCT treatment, they exhibit rather substantial IT-ionicity, which
indicates a high degree of determinism (localization) in the orbital probability
scattering. The bonding and antibonding components in S2 cancel each other, when
one attributes different signs to these AO contributions.

The group ionicity I ̄ = I 1̄ + I 2̄ = S(PMO) = 1, and hence, the overall
MO-average bond multiplicity reads:

S1̄ + ð1
2
S2̄ −

1
2
S2̄Þ+ I ̄=1.925, ð14:61Þ

where S ̄s = Ps S(φs), thus again predicting roughly two bonds in this π-system.

Fig. 14.7 Hückel probability scattering in the occupied π-MO of butadiene for representative
input orbital zi = 2pz, i, and the associated IT bond indices (in bits)
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Three occupied MO in Hückel theory, which determine π-bonds in benzene ring,
PMO = (1/3) 1, where 1 stands for the unit row matrix, read:

φ1 =
1ffiffiffi
6

p ðz1 + z2 + z3 + z4 + z5 + z6Þ,

φ2 =
1
2
ðz1 + z2 − z4 − z5Þ,

φ3 =
1ffiffiffiffiffi
12

p ðz1 − z2 − 2z3 − z4 + z5 + 2z6Þ.

ð14:62Þ

They give rise to the overall CBO matrix elements reflecting the electron pop-
ulation on orbital χi = zi, γi,i = 1, and mutual coupling between AO in relative
ortho-, meta-, and para-positions: γi,i+1 = 2/3, γi,i+2 = 0, γi,i+3 = −1/3. The
resultant scattering of AO probabilities of π-electrons in benzene is summarized in
Fig. 14.9. The predicted overall IT-multiplicity of π-bonds is somewhat lower than
M0 = 3 predicted for the three localized π-bonds in the alternated hexagon structure
of cyclohexatriene. This is because in benzene, the π-bond alternation is prevented

Fig. 14.8 Overall probability channel for π-electrons in butadiene (Hückel theory) and its
bond-multiplicity/composition descriptors in bits
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by stronger σ-bonds, which assume their maximum strength in the regular hexagon
structure [106].

Let us explore the CBO matrices of the benzene occupied MO:

γs = ⟨χ jφs⟩ns⟨φsjχ ⟩=2⟨χ jP̂s χj ⟩, χ = ðz1, z2, . . . , z6Þ, s= 1, 2, 3.

In γ1 = ð1 ̸3Þ 1, where all elements in the square matrix 1 are equal to 1, all
matrix elements are positive (bonding), while a half of them in γ2 and γ3 is neg-
ative, thus representing the antibonding interactions between AO. The nonvanish-
ing elements in γ2 are limited to the subset χ ′ = (z1, z2, z4, z5):

γ2 = 2⟨χ jP̂2 χj ⟩=
1
2

1 1 − 1 − 1
1 1 − 1 − 1

− 1 − 1 1 1
− 1 − 1 1 1

2
664

3
775, ð14:63Þ

while γ3 explores the whole AO basis:

γ3 = 2⟨χ jP̂3 χj ⟩=
1
6

1 − 1 − 2 − 1 1 2
− 1 1 2 1 − 1 − 2
− 2 2 4 2 − 2 − 4
− 1 1 2 1 − 1 − 2
1 − 1 − 2 − 1 1 2
2 − 2 − 4 − 2 2 4

2
6666664

3
7777775
. ð14:64Þ

These partial CBO matrices give rise to the following AO communications and
input probabilities in the associated probability channels of the occupied MO:

Fig. 14.9 Probability scattering in benzene (Hückel theory) for representative input orbital
zi = 2pz, i, and the molecular entropy/information descriptors of the π-electron probability channel
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P1ðbjaÞ= 1
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1, p1 = 1 ̸6ð Þ 1;

P2ðbjaÞ= 1
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1 1 0 1 1 0

1 1 0 1 1 0
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1 1 0 1 1 0
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666666664

3
777777775
, p2 = 1 ̸4 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0ð Þ;

P3ðbjaÞ= 1
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1 1 4 1 1 4

1 1 4 1 1 4

1 1 4 1 1 4
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1 1 4 1 1 4

1 1 4 1 1 4

2
666666664

3
777777775
, p3 = 1 ̸12ð Þ 1, 1, 4, 1, 1, 4ð Þ.

ð14:65Þ

Their entropy/information descriptors read:

Sðφ1Þ=Mðφ1Þ=2.58, Iðφ1Þ=0;

Sðφ2Þ=Mðφ2Þ=2, Iðφ2Þ=0;

Sðφ3Þ=Mðφ3Þ=2.25, Iðφ3Þ=0.

The resultant MO-average iconicity descriptor I ̄ = I 1̄ + I 2̄ + I 3̄ =
S(PMO) = 1.58 and S1̄ = S(φ1)/3 also give rise to roughly 2.5 bits of the IT
bond-multiplicity, with the bonding (positive) and negative (antibonding) contri-
butions in S2̄ and S ̄3 approximately canceling each other.

14.6 Amplitude Communications in Valence-Bond
Structures

In this section, we compare the probability and amplitude-averaging schemes over
configurations [107], using the 2-AO model of the chemical bond A—B as an
illustrative example. The original VB [82] description of the homonuclear bond in
H2, at equilibrium internuclear separation R = 1.40 a.u., uses the overlapping
1s orbitals contributed by both hydrogens, χ = (χB, χA), SA,B = ⟨χAjχB⟩ = 0.75,
and introduces two prototype chemical structures,

Ψcov. 2ð Þ=Nf½A−B +� ½B−A�g, Ψion. 2ð Þ=Nf½A−B+ +� ½A+B− �g,
N =0.566,

ð14:66Þ
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expressed in terms of the four elementary AO products,

covalent: f½A−B = χA 1ð Þ χB 2ð Þ,� ½B−A�= χB 1ð Þ χA 2ð Þg, and

ionic: f½A−B+ = χA 1ð Þ χA 2ð Þ,� ½A+B− �= χB 1ð Þ χB 2ð Þg, ð14:67Þ

which span the model two-electron Hilbert space.
One recalls that this classical description in terms of overlapping AO suffers

from a severe nonorthogonality problem. For the equilibrium internuclear separa-
tion, ⟨ΨionjΨcov⟩ = 0.96, and this hampers a clear chemical interpretation of
independent bond components in quantum chemistry and hinders an interpretation
of the bond information origins and of its covalent/ionic composition in the elec-
tronic ground state:

ΨVB 2ð Þ=0.801Ψcov. 2ð Þ+0.206Ψion. 2ð Þ. ð14:68Þ

One also observes that the VB structures Ψcov.(2) and Ψion.(2) also represent the
reference atomic and ionic dissociation limits, respectively, with the former
attributing electrons to different atoms and the latter locating both electrons on a
single atom. The ionic structure indeed represents an equal participation of the two
admissible ion-pairs, relative to the assumed (atomic) promolecular reference, while
the covalent structure corresponds to the equal participation of the two covalent
(electron-sharing) products.

One way to extract the independent ionic component is to Schmidt-
orthogonalize Ψion. (2) with respect to Ψcov. (2): Φion. (2) = 3.362 Ψion. (2)–
3.428 Ψcov. (2). This gives

ΨVB 2ð Þ=0.998Ψcov. 2ð Þ+0.058Φion. 2ð Þ, ð14:69Þ

and hence predicts the bond (0.058)2 = 0.003 independent ionic character, from
quantum-mechanical SP, i.e., a practically pure covalent chemical bond [108]. This
is in sharp contrast to 32% iconicity predicted in Shull’s Natural Orbital model
[108–110].

The alternative approach uses the symmetric (Löwdin) orthogonalization of AO
basis into the associated orthonormal AO (OAO) set,

χ ̃= χ
1.378 − 0.622
− 0.622 1.378

� 
= ðχÃ, χB̃Þ, ð14:70Þ

which generates the associated orthonormal VB structures:

Φcov. 2ð Þ=2− 1 ̸2½χ ̃Að1Þ χB̃ð2Þ+ χB̃ð1Þ χÃð2Þ�,
Φion. 2ð Þ=2− 1 ̸2½χÃð1Þ χÃð2Þ+ χB̃ð1Þ χB̃ð2Þ�. ð14:71Þ
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At the equilibrium bond-length, these two sets of VB configurations are related
by transformations:

½Φcov.,Φion. =� ½Ψcov.,Ψion.�
2.587 − 2.142

− 2.142 2.587

� 
and

Ψcov.,Ψion. =� ½Φcov.,Φion.� 0.799 0.599

0.599 0.799

� 
,

ð14:72Þ

which allow one to transform Eq. (14.68) into expression in terms of orthogonal
VB structures:

ΨVB 2ð Þ=0.764Φcov. 2ð Þ+0.645Φion. 2ð Þ. ð14:73Þ

For H2, when model probabilities equalize, P = Q = ½, these orthonormal
structures can be expressed in terms of the spatial functions of two (orthonormal)
MO configurations Ψ = {Ψα} of the familiar CID expansion, “bonding,”
Ψb(2) = det[φb

+φb
−], and “antibonding,” Ψa(2) = det[φa

+φa
−],

Φcov ̸ion = ∑α= b, a c
cov ̸ion
α Ψα, ð14:74Þ

determined by the two MO combinations φb = 2−1/2 ðχÃ + χB̃Þ and φa = 2−1/2

ðχB̃ − χÃÞ:

Φcov. 2ð Þ≡ 2− 1 ̸2½Ψb 2ð Þ−Ψa 2ð Þ� and Φion. 2ð Þ≡ 2− 1 ̸2½Ψb 2ð Þ+Ψa 2ð Þ�,
Ψb 2ð Þ≡ 2− 1 ̸2½Φcov. 2ð Þ+Φion. 2ð Þ� and Ψa 2ð Þ≡ 2− 1 ̸2½Φion. 2ð Þ−Φcov. 2ð Þ�.

ð14:75Þ

The two independent “chemical” states of VB theory correspond to equal con-
figuration probabilities {pα

cov/ion = |cα
cov/ion|2},

pion. = pcov. = 1 ̸2, 1 ̸2ð Þ,

but differ in phases of the configuration coefficients {cα
cov/ion}. The associated

expression for the VB ground state then reads:

ΨVB 2ð Þ=0.996Ψb 2ð Þ− 0.084Ψa 2ð Þ. ð14:76Þ

Let us now examine the OCT predictions from two admissible averaging
schemes over configurations [107]. The classical probability-averaging over
configurations,

⟨Pion. ̸cov.ðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ⟩ens. = ∑α= a, b p
ion. ̸cov.
α PðαÞðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ, ð14:77Þ
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generates identical ensemble-average communications in both VB structures,

⟨Pcov.ðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ⟩ens. = ⟨Pion.ðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ⟩ens. = 1 ̸2 ½PðbÞðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ+PðaÞðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ�= 1
2
1, ð14:78Þ

where (see Fig. 14.3a, b):

PðbÞðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ= P Q
P Q

� 
and PðaÞðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ= Q P

Q P

� 
. ð14:79Þ

The ensemble-average channel, 〈P(χ ̃0 χ ̃Þj ⟩ens. = ½ 1, common to both VB
structures, represents in OCT the purely covalent communication system,
〈S(χ 0̃ χ ̃Þj ⟩ens. = 1 bit and 〈I0(χ ̃:χ ̃′Þ⟩ens. = 0, of the complete dissipation of the initial
(input) information into the communication “noise.” It thus reflects the maximum
IT-covalency and minimum IT-ionicity in the 2-AO model of the chemical bond
(see Fig. 14.2).

Therefore, the classical (probability) averaging scheme does not reveal the basic
chemical difference between the two VB structures, which is embodied in phases of
coefficients multiplying the MO configurations in the two VB combinations of
Eq. (14.74). It also wrongly predicts the identical ensemble-average bond-orders
between AO in these two chemical states,

⟨γion. ̸cov.⟩ens. = ∑a= b, a p
ion. ̸cov.
α γðαÞ =1 ̸2ðγ bð Þ + γ að ÞÞ= 1 0

0 1
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≡ I= γ nbð Þ,
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ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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p
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� 
,

ð14:80Þ

which mark the nonbonded (nb) status of AO, for the vanishing chemical bond!
Let us next examine the amplitude-averaging scheme giving rise to the resultant

covalent amplitudes:

⟨Acov.ðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ⟩res. = ∑α= a, b c
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ð14:81Þ

Their squares generate the associated resultant communications between AO in
this covalent state (see Fig. 14.10):

⟨Pcov.ðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ⟩res =
1
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1− 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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. ð14:82Þ
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In the homonuclear case, when P = Q = ½, this resultant channel represents the
deterministic offdiagonal (inter-orbital) communications of Fig. 14.10b, between
different AO [53], which conforms to the electron-sharing intuition behind the
covalent bond component.

For the ionic configuration, one similarly finds the following resultant
amplitudes,

⟨Aion.ðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ⟩res. = ∑α= a, b c
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ð14:83Þ

the squares of which generate the resultant scattering probabilities:

⟨Pion.ðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ⟩res. =
1
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1+ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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. ð14:84Þ

In the homonuclear H2 case, when P = Q = ½, this resultant channel represents
the noiseless diagonal (intra-orbital) communications [53] of Fig. 14.10a.

To summarize, the amplitude-interference scheme in the CID expansion dis-
tinguishes between the chemical characters of both VB structures and gives the
correct prediction of the resultant communications between AO: orbital-mixing in
the covalent state and orbital-localizing in the ionic structure. These two prototype
chemical states separate in the resultant channel the additive (ionic, diagonal)
communications in H2,

χAj ⟩→ χAj ⟩ and χBj ⟩→ χBj ⟩,

from the nonadditive (covalent, offdiagonal) probability propagations:

χAj ⟩→ χBj ⟩ and χBj ⟩→ χAj ⟩.

The two VB structures of the chemical bond in H2 are seen to represent the
independent (noiseless) 2-electron components of the effective OAO-promotion

Fig. 14.10 Diagonal (Panel
a) and offdiagonal (Panel b)
resultant communications,
corresponding to prototype
(orthonormal) ionic and
covalent VB structures,
respectively
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channel, with the IT-covalency (noise) then being generated solely by the CI
coefficients in the molecular ground state [Eq. (14.76)].

This dichotomous distinction of the electron AO communications in two
chemical states of the orthogonal VB (OVB) structures allows one to generate the
resultant AO-promotion amplitudes of the system ground state [see Eq. (14.73)],

⟨AVBðχ ̃′jχ ̃⟩res. = 0.764⟨Acov.ðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ⟩res. + 0.645⟨Aion.ðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ⟩res., ð14:85Þ

which generates the resultant probability-channel shown in Fig. 14.11. It is seen to
generate 2% iconicity of the overall (1 bit) IT bond-multiplicity, thus again
reflecting the bond practically purely covalent character. This result is qualitatively
similar to that obtained from the Schmidt orthogonalization [Eq. (14.69)].

One can also directly verify that the configuration expansion of Eq. (14.76)
generates the same OAO-promotion channel in VB ground state:

⟨AVBðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ⟩res. = 0.996⟨Abðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ⟩res. − 0.084⟨Aaðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ⟩res.,

⟨Abðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ⟩res. =
1ffiffiffi
2

p 1 1

1 1

� 
, ⟨Aaðχ ̃′jχ ̃Þ⟩res. =

1ffiffiffi
2

p 1 − 1

− 1 1

� 
.

ð14:86Þ

14.7 Conclusion

Predictions from OCT are explicitly basis-set-dependent [64, 70], since alternative
choices of these elementary atomic functions ultimately identify different discrete
resolution levels (“events”) of molecular communication systems. The minimum
basis of AO occupied in the separated atoms or the related subset of an extended
basis set transformed to exhibit the maximum resemblance to the minimum basis
has been found to generate the IT interpretation in close agreement with chemical
intuition [70].

The OCT extends our understanding of the complex chemical bond phenomenon
from the complementary IT viewpoint. This perspective on the entropic origins of
chemical bonds is thus very much in spirit of the Eugene Wigner’s observation,
often quoted by Walter Kohn, that the understanding in science requires insights
from several different points of view. Indeed, the IT probes of molecular systems
and chemical reactions generate such an additional perspective on both the genesis

Fig. 14.11 Resultant OAO-promotion channel in VB ground-state and its entropic bond
descriptors (in bits)
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of chemical bonds and the elementary reaction mechanisms. It complements the
familiar MO interpretations of quantum chemistry and ultimately gives rise to a
deeper understanding of these complex phenomena.
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Chapter 15
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
of Vibrational Spectra
of Hydrogen-Bonded Systems

Mateusz Z. Brela, Marek Boczar, Łukasz Boda and Marek J. Wójcik

Abstract In this chapter, we present current studies on molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of hydrogen-bonded systems with emphasis on vibrational
spectra analysis. One of the most informative experimental data are spectroscopic
data (infrared and Raman spectroscopy), which give information important in
diverse fields, e.g. protein folding, drug design, sensors, nanotechnology, separa-
tions, etc. Spectroscopic data are very sensitive on inter- and intramolecular
interactions. The processes of melting, boiling, unfolding and strand separation
involve disruption of molecular interactions, that engage attractive or repulsive
forces between molecules. In this chapter, we focus on calculations of IR spectra of
hydrogen-bonded complexes based on linear response theory, in which the spectral
density is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of the dipole
moment operator involved in the IR transitions. Recently, Born–Oppenheimer
molecular dynamics (BOMD), Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD), path
integral molecular dynamics (PIMD), hybrid molecular dynamics (QM/MM) and
other methods which use trajectories from molecular dynamics have been employed
to simulate IR spectra of hydrogen-bonded systems. Each of these methods has
some advantages and disadvantages which will be discussed in this chapter pre-
senting also recent applications of these methods.

Keywords Molecular dynamics simulations ⋅ BOMD ⋅ CPDM ⋅ Vibrational
spectra ⋅ IR ⋅ Hydrogen-bond

15.1 Introduction

In this review, we would like to introduce the current knowledge about molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations of hydrogen-bonded systems with emphasis on
vibrational spectra. Describing and understanding the interaction inside studied
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systems might give us a lot of knowledge about those phenomena. One of the most
important interactions is hydrogen bonds which play a crucial role in many areas of
physics, chemistry and biology [1–12].

Understanding the quantum dynamics of molecular systems is one of the
important steps for molecular modelling and design, and it is a big challenge for
experiment as well as theory. John Pople in his Nobel lecture [13] has described the
“Features of theoretical models” as prediction: “if the model has been properly
validated according to some such criteria, it may be applied to chemical problems to
which the answer is unknown or in dispute”. That shows the main idea of coop-
eration and margining between experiment and theory. The good example of this
concept is spectroscopy where comparison between the experimental and the cal-
culated spectra give possibility to easily verify new model systems. On the other
side, theory gives possibility to significantly improve interpretation of the experi-
mental results.

One of the most informative experimental data is spectroscopic data [14–22],
especially in the region of infrared and Raman spectroscopy, which gives infor-
mation important in diverse fields, e.g. protein folding, drug design, sensors, nan-
otechnology, separations, etc. Spectroscopic data are very sensitive on inter- and
intramolecular interactions. The processes of melting, boiling, unfolding and strand
separation involve disruption of molecular interactions that involve attractive or
repulsive forces between molecules.

Hydrogen bond is the most important directional intermolecular interaction.
Hydrogen bonding interactions are strong, short‐ranged and highly directional, and
their energies lie between a dipole/dipole attraction and a covalent bond. In the last
50 years, many authors classified hydrogen bonds by many factors [23–25]. The
most common is classifying hydrogen bonds in three classes: strong, moderate and
weak. Unfortunately, this classification is subjective, but on the other hand as
simple as possible. The main factors used for description of hydrogen bonds are as
follows: stretching frequency of X–H vibration as well as geometric parameters
such as distance between donor and acceptor and the H–X⋯Y angle. The properties
of the hydrogen bond, which complicate the theoretical description of
hydrogen-bonded fluids, also give rise to a number of macroscopic physical
properties that are unique to such fluids. Hydrogen bonding is responsible for the
remarkable properties of water, folding of proteins and is commonly exploited in
the self‐assembly of advanced materials.

The modelling of the molecular properties is always focused on the interactions
inside model system which involve hydrogen bonds. The vibrational, especially
infrared spectra of hydrogen-bonded systems have been widely studied in experi-
mental and theoretical works [1–10]. Quantitative reconstruction and interpretation
of the complex spectra of hydrogen-bonded systems require fine modelling and
complete description of the interactions within and between hydrogen bonds and
the molecular environment. Molecular dynamics and electronic structure calcula-
tions of infrared spectra of hydrogen-bonded systems give precise information on
the nature of hydrogen bonds which are useful for understanding the molecular
properties.
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Hydrogen bonding generates striking changes in the infrared spectra of the X–H
(D) stretching bands. These bands are shifted to lower frequencies by an amount
that reflects the strength of hydrogen bond, and their widths and total intensities
increase by an order of magnitude.

The correct and full description of hydrogen bonds by quantum chemistry
methods involves description of the proton dynamics. Taking into account all
quantum effects is very complicated. The hydrogen is the lightest atom which can
easily tunnel. The dynamics of proton motion in hydrogen bonds is determined by a
complex interplay of vibrational interactions [26–30]. These interactions are
responsible for the complicated structure of the infrared (IR) and Raman spectra of
hydrogen‐bonded systems [31–33], and for the dynamics of proton tunnelling [34,
35].

In this chapter, we describe the state of research in molecular dynamics simu-
lations of vibrational spectra of hydrogen-bonded systems. We present a theoretical
quantum‐mechanical model to describe the proton dynamics in the hydrogen‐
bonded systems. The calculations of IR spectra of hydrogen‐bonded complexes are
based on linear response theory, in which the spectral density is the Fourier
transform of the autocorrelation function of the dipole moment operator involved in
the IR transitions [36, 37]. Recently, Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynamics
(BOMD), Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD), path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD), hybrid molecular dynamics (QM/MM) and other methods which
used trajectories from molecular dynamics have been used to simulate IR spectra of
hydrogen‐bonded systems. Each of these methods has some advantages and dis-
advantages which will be discussed later.

In this chapter, we also present the applications of already listed methods. The
molecular dynamics methods are used for studies of the vibrational spectra of many
systems from single molecule to complicated bio-systems. We consider a few kinds
of such applications. The intramolecular hydrogen bonds render pronounced effects
on molecular structure and properties, especially in medicinal chemistry [38]. The
more complicated systems are, for example, dimer structures observed in the gas
phase. Other interactions, such as lattice interactions, present in crystals, influence
crystal structures with hydrogen-bond interactions.

At the end, this chapter is focused on hydrogen bonds in solution which is one of
the most challenging problems. Various interactions are present in solution and
have large influence on considered systems. Physical phenomena, such as diffusion
or dissolution, make also a lot of difficulties for describing hydrogen bonds in
solution. However, there are few recent papers, which make a big progress in
understanding this complicated problem [39–42]. Hydrogen bonds are also vital
interactions in biology, and all previous methods might be useful for studies of the
reactions important in medicine and biology.

The last part of this chapter contains short summary and possible future direction
of applications of the various methods of molecular dynamics. We discuss also the
perspectives of modelling the hydrogen bonds interactions by theoretical methods.
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15.2 Theory Background

The molecular dynamics using potentials, based on independent electronic structure
calculations, is well established as a powerful tool to investigate many-body con-
densed matter, liquids as well as gas-phase systems. The wide and broad description
of molecular dynamics technique was an aim of several monographic and reviews
[43–45]. The main point of adiabatic molecular dynamics is to describe the moves
of nuclei in terms of potential energy surfaces designed by electronic energy. The
Born–Oppenheimer approach gives us possibility to treat the nuclei and electrons
independently. Typically, the nuclei are treated as a classical particles and electrons
as a quantum particles. It should be noticed that taking to account the quantization
of nuclear motion should be done during MD simulation which requires fully
quantum treatment. That is possible by using other approaches, e.g. [46, 47]
quantum wave packet ab initio molecular dynamics (QWAIMD), but it is still
computationally too expensive to be a “standard” treatment.

The calculation of the IR spectra of hydrogen‐bonded complexes by MD cal-
culations is based on linear response theory, in which the spectral density is the
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of the dipole moment operator
involved in the IR transition. Recently, molecular dynamics was performed by
using several approaches which have been used to simulate the IR spectra of
hydrogen‐bonded systems [48, 49]. We will shortly describe few of them as the
most common used in spectroscopy and the most promising. We present the study
of advantages and disadvantages of these methods in terms of simulation vibra-
tional spectra.

15.2.1 Born–Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics

The Born–Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamic approach is based on integration of
the classical equation of motion on ab initio molecular potential surface [50–52].
That approach provides an information about the electronic structure from the first
principles by using quantum chemistry methods, such as Hartree–Fock or density
functional theory (DFT). Ab initio methods may be used to calculate potential
energy surface on the fly. The potential surface calculated by ab initio methods is
vital for systems with high possibility of the breaking and formation of chemical
bonds. Those kinds of systems are definitely hydrogen-bonded structures, espe-
cially with strong hydrogen bonds. It should be stressed that the dynamics of proton
motion in hydrogen bonds is determined by a complex interplay of vibrational
interactions. These interactions are responsible for the complicated structure of the
infrared (IR) and Raman spectra of hydrogen‐bonded systems, and for the dynamics
of proton tunnelling. For many such systems, the ab initio molecular dynamics is a
matter of choice [53, 54].
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The cost of MD calculations is a cost of ab initio calculations multiplied by
number of trajectory steps. The long trajectories are beneficial for spectroscopic
investigations, especially in the low-frequency region that represents slow motions.
It should be pointed out that time step is an important parameter for a MD simu-
lation. The decreasing time step in numerically calculated trajectory leads to the
more accurate simulations. Nevertheless, computational cost increases accordingly
with number of steps. In practice, the limit of the maximum time step is determined
by the vibrational period of the mode with the highest energy.

15.2.2 Car–Parrinello Molecular Dynamics

The Car–Parrinello Molecular Dynamics (CPMD) [55] couples the electronic
degrees of freedom with the classical coordinates system by assigning electrons
fictitious mass. This approximation excludes minimization of the electrons wave
function at every step in the trajectory. CPMD uses fictitious dynamics to keep the
electrons close to the ground state, preventing the need for a costly self-consistent
iterative minimization at each time step. In order to stay in the Born–Oppenheimer
surface, the time step should be comparatively small. In consequence, the com-
putational cost of simulation steps is relatively small. The costly self-consistent
iterative minimization is done only at the first step of the MD simulation.

In practice, for many investigations, the key parameter of a simulation is the
simulation length. Longer trajectories provide better statistics. Kuo et al. [56]
compared the Car–Parrinello and Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynamics simu-
lations using the properties of liquid water as an example. They demonstrated that
the fictitious electronic energy increased even for a relatively small fictitious
electronic mass (µ = 100 au.), which reflected a decrease in ionic temperature. The
decrease in ionic temperature might be particularly noticeable in long trajectories
and is one of the disadvantages of the Car–Parrinello approach.

15.2.3 Path Integral Molecular Dynamics

The Path Integral Molecular Dynamics (PIMD) was developed by Marx and Par-
rinello in 1994 [57, 58]. This new method treated nuclei as quantum particles by the
path integral formulation of quantum statistical mechanics. A combined extended
Lagrangian for both quantum nuclei and electrons defines a dynamical system and
yields molecular dynamics trajectories that can be analysed to obtain quantum
statistical expectation values of time‐independent operators. The nuclei are treated
as quantum particles by mapping each quantum nucleus into classical system
producing an effective Hamiltonian, which is derived from Feynman’s path integral.
The main advantage of this method is low computational cost as compared with
other methods taking into account the quantum effects of nuclei.
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The PIMD is one of the most promising methods for understanding the nuclear
quantum effects in hydrogen-bonded systems. Further, all effects due to quantum
character of nuclei, such as isotope effects, are naturally incorporated into PIMD
approach. Also, the calculations concerning the kinetic isotope effects (KIE) done
using path integral schemes reveal significant improvement of theoretical investi-
gation [59, 60].

15.2.4 The Hybrid Molecular Dynamics

The QM/MM method was introduced by Warshel and Levit in 1976 [61]. The
enormous increase of systems sizes was a trigger to develop the new method that
merges accurate and exact molecular dynamics based on BO approach with the fast
and efficient molecular mechanics. This method is based on selection of two
regions: first, treated by quantum mechanics and second, treated by classic
molecular mechanics. The main advantage of such approach is the possibility of
treatment of chemical reaction in such big systems as proteins and biomolecules.
However, an open question is always the selection of size of QM region. A recent
study [62] shows that there is no advantage to investigate a big QM region. It
should be pointed out that there is small possibility of merging QM and MM
regions. Such merging is done, for example in one of the most popular ONIOM
models [63–65].

The hybrid molecular dynamics is more useful for the chemical process analysis
than for spectroscopic investigation. However, that method is still expanding. The
new QM/MM approaches are developed recently as well as the new investigations
[65]. In last decade, the QM/MM method was successfully applied to understand
the vibrational spectra of biomolecules.

15.2.5 Post-molecular Dynamics Analysis

Post-molecular dynamics analysis is based on the trajectories obtained from MD
simulations and provides information about time dependence of some system
descriptors. The descriptors concern, e.g. electron densities, atomic charges,
interaction energies or nuclei characterization such as proton potentials. The one of
the examples is quantization of nuclear motion by snapshot methodology developed
by Mavri and Stare [66–68]. That methodology is based on the analysis of the
proton potentials (1D, 2D or multidimensional) along ab initio trajectories. In this
method, nuclear quantum effects were studied by assuming the time-independent
formalism, and this technique was successfully applied to understand hydrogen
bond interactions in different phases.

One of the particular analyses is the exploration of changes in electronic
structure during MD simulations. Especially, an approach based on Wannier
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localization function is very popular [69]. The information about distribution of
Wannier centres that represent pairs of electrons (in close shell calculations) or one
electron (in open shell calculations) gives us possibility to discuss changes in
interaction character and its direction along MD. The Wannier localization function
may be used also for the assignment of the dipole moment, which is useful for
crystal structures treated by periodic boundary conditions.

The ab initio MD simulations give us very commanding descriptor that is
electronic energy. Reactivity descriptors based on electronic energy, such as
frontiers orbitals, may be analysed and Energy Decomposition Analysis (EDA,
ETS) performed simulations [70]. That is very powerful method, especially for
characterization of spontaneous processes. This methodology is still pioneering
with wide perspectives.

15.3 Applications

In this section, we present applications of the theoretical model described in Sect. 2
to simulation of the IR spectra of selected hydrogen‐bonded systems.

Hydrogen bonding is an ubiquitous interaction that is important in a diverse
range of applications, including inter and intramolecular interactions, solvation,
self-assembly of macromolecules, crystals and protein folding. However, despite
being discovered more than a century ago, the qualifying features of hydrogen
bonds require refinement and enhancement. As an example, there has been some
new investigation for weak hydrogen bonds between carbonyl methyl groups in
polymer structures [71]. A variety of different experimental and theoretical evi-
dence are considered characteristic for hydrogen bonding. Let us discuss the
selected applications starting from intramolecular interactions through hydrogen
bonds in gas phase, crystals and solution to biologic systems.

15.3.1 Intramolecular Hydrogen Bonds

The intramolecular hydrogen bonds have great role for preference of the structure
with that interactions. The study of the energetics between different conformers is
useful for understanding the stability of different isomers, for example, by taking
into account the spatial orientation and through-space interactions of substituents.
In addition, conformational analysis can be used to predict and explain product
selectivity, mechanisms and rates of reactions [72–74]. The formation of an
intramolecular hydrogen bond is entropically favourable over intermolecular con-
tacts because of the formation of a pseudo-ring.

The formation of intramolecular hydrogen bonds has a very pronounced effect
on molecular structure and properties. Kuhn et al. [38] derive propensities for
intramolecular hydrogen-bond formation of 5–8-membered rings on the basis of
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exhaustive searches in crystal structure databases. A number of motifs are seen in
Fig. 15.1, several of which are clearly underutilised in drug discovery, are analysed
in more detail by comparing small molecule and protein-ligand X-ray structures.
They performed the analysis of topologies and properties of this type of interaction.
They also have provided a useful basis for its more directed and rational use.

The systems with intramolecular hydrogen bonds are very often interesting in
terms of the proton delocalization between donor and acceptor atoms. Those kinds
of proton transfer are very often a trigger of chemical processes such as creation of
zwitterion compounds (a dipolar ion is a neutral molecule with both positive and
negative electrical charges). The most typical example is an amino acid that con-
tains both acidic (carboxylic acid fragment) and basic (amine fragment) centres
[75]. The intramolecular hydrogen bond between those fragments reflects the
zwitterionic nature of that compound. The studies concerning that class of com-
pounds are mostly based on the temperature effects in vibrational spectra.
Increasing or decreasing the temperature is a key of population control of com-
pounds forms.

The investigation of molecular dynamics that includes the quantum effects of
proton, and temperature dependence may give valuable information on vibrational
properties of systems with intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Jezierska and Panek
showed the importance of intramolecular hydrogen bonds in examples of aromatic
Schiff and Mannich bases [76]. Their computational investigations showed that the
Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics is able to describe faithfully the molecular
properties of the studied Schiff and Mannich bases. The application of path integral
molecular dynamics has elucidated the case of the bridged proton of the studied
Schiff base. Taking to the account quantum effects improves significantly the
description of the proton’s position in the intramolecular hydrogen bond and clearly
reflect the possibility of proton transfer. The vibrational properties of the two
compounds were analysed on the basis of Fourier transformation of the autocor-
relation function of both the atomic velocities and dipole moments. These results
gave possibility to elucidate the contribution of bridged proton power spectra to the
all atoms power spectra.

15.3.2 Hydrogen Bonds in Gas Phase

Proton transfer and migration are among the most fundamental processes in
chemistry and biology. In the last few decades, many theoretical and experimental
studies on proton transfer in gas phase along hydrogen bonds have been reported
and analysed. The most popular model structures are carboxylic acids cyclic
dimers. Acetic acid dimer infrared spectrum has been a subject of many theoretical
studies [77–79]. There are also experimental studies using new techniques, for
example, ultrafast femtosecond infrared spectroscopy.

Durlak et al. showed for the first time, the ab initio CPMD results, for acetic acid
and its cyclic dimer [77]. They performed calculation for acetic acid cyclic dimers
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with various deuterium substitution rates. Moreover, they presented results for the
deuterated bridge analogue in order to examine isotopic substitution effects on the
reaction mechanism. The results of these investigations have been compared with
the existing experimental and static calculation data, see Fig. 15.2. That work
shows the superiority of molecular dynamics simulations over static calculations in
terms of Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics method proved to reproduce very well
the infrared spectra of studied systems. It gave good agreement with the experi-
mental data and reproduced well isotope effects. The CPMD IR spectra of monomer
and dimer of acetic acid, especially the complicated band shape of the O–H or O–D
stretching modes were in very good agreement with the experimentally observed
spectra. The authors pointed out the main advantages of using molecular dynamics
for IR spectra simulations. However, they also noted that MD investigation is very
expensive and requires significant hardware. They discussed also the dependence of
results stability on time step and energy cut-off selection.

Mackeparng et al. [80] have presented the isolated gas-phase infrared spectra of
formic acid dimer and its deuterated derivative at room temperature. They obtained
the formic acid dimer spectrum by spectral subtraction of a spectrum of formic acid
vapour recorded at low pressure from that recorded at a higher pressure. The spectra
of formic acid vapour contain features from both formic acid monomer and formic
acid dimer, but at low and high pressures of formic acid, the equilibrium is pushed
towards the monomer and dimer, respectively. A similar approach was used for the
formic-d acid dimer. In that case, authors used classical molecular dynamics
(molecular mechanics with proton transfer, MMPT) simulations for interpretation
the OH region in the experimental spectrum. The combination of experimental and
computational methods allows them to estimate barriers for proton transfer in the
gas-phase systems. At the end, the authors demonstrated that MD simulations at the
semi-empirical DFTB level of theory agree reasonably well for the band positions
but underestimate the width of the OH-stretching band, see Fig. 15.3.

Latajka et al. have presented the results of theoretical studies on the molecular
structure, conformational preferences, topological and vibrational analysis of alli-
cin, Fig. 15.4 [81]. That work reported both types of simulations (static and
dynamic) at the MP2, DFT and CP/PIMD levels. The authors stress the flexible
character of the allicin molecule. They suggest that the weak hydrogen bond in the
allicin may stabilize the structure, with relatively lower energies on the potential
energy surface. However, in the course of the CPMD and PIMD simulations fast
proton transfer (FPT), that includes quantum effects, was not observed in the
hydrogen bond, see Fig. 15.4. The IR spectrum calculated by Car–Parrinello
molecular dynamics was in good agreement with the experimental data.

Many other cyclic dimers have been studied in detail taking into the account
anharmonic nature of hydrogen bonds [82–84] Systematic studies of monomers,
dimers and more complicated systems with the experimental vibrational spectra
reveal what kind of structures are occurring in analysed samples [82–84].
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Fig. 15.1 Selected topologies, Cambridge structural database hit statistics, and crystal structure
examples of intramolecular NH⋯O=C and NH⋯N interactions in six-membered rings. The
topology abbreviation lists the sequence of bond and atom types in the linker connecting
hydrogen-bond acceptor with donor. C3 and C4 are sp2 and sp3 carbon atoms, and a and c denote
acyclic and cyclic bond types, respectively. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [38].
Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society
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15.3.3 Molecular Modelling of Hydrogen Bonding
Interactions in the Crystal Field

The interactions in crystals are in the spotlight from decades. The hydrogen bonds
direction and strength may create crystal phases. One of the best examples is
crystals of water that exist in many phases with different hydrogen bond network
inside. The ab initio molecular dynamics allows us to describe important intra- and
intermolecular interactions. In the first approximation conditions in the crystal
approximate conditions present in the living cell. From that point, the MD simu-
lations of hydrogen bonds in crystal field and analysis the vibrational spectra are
very popular [85–100].

Infrared spectral studies give us information on the role of molecules in the
formation of stars and planets. For example, infrared spectroscopy has shown that
water, vital molecule for life, is present in space, mostly in its crystalline form–ice.
Some crystal forms, such as ice XI, were observed only in Universe [101]. Ice XI is
the structural variant of well-known ice Ih. The discussion about ice XI ferroelectric
properties as an additional factor in planet formation processes is present in liter-
ature from years [102, 103]. Gług et al. performed the Car–Parrinello molecular
dynamics for analysing the infrared spectra of ice Ih and ferroelectric ice XI [100].
The results have shown that librational region exhibits especially large differences
in the simulated spectra of two considered forms of ice, see Fig. 15.5. They clearly
present that theoretical IR spectra of ice forms can be used with success for

Fig. 15.2 The comparison complicated shape spectra of –OH and –OD group in 1 (CD3COOH)2
and 2 (CD3COOD)2, grey shape-experimental, black shape-theoretical spectrum and simulated IR
spectra from CPMD method 3 (CD3COOH)2 ,and 4 (CD3COOD)2. Reprinted (adapted) with
permission from [77]. Copyright (2009) 2009 Elsevier B.V.A
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analysing experimental data obtained by IR telescopes and distinguish the forms of
ice present in the Universe.

The big advantage of using molecular dynamics was also shown on example of
analysis the medium-strong intermolecular hydrogen bonding in the
2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzamide [94]. The authors compared the static calculation of
dimers present in the crystal structure and performed harmonic analysis of the
crystal cell. They did Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation and one- and
two-dimensional quantization of the proton motion in the instantaneous potentials
influenced by the fluctuating environment and compared calculated spectra with the
experimental ATR IR spectra. The analysis of infrared spectra associated with
the O–H and N–H stretching modes was presented. That region is very sensitive to
the strength of hydrogen bonding. It should be pointed out that harmonic fre-
quencies calculated for an isolated dimer in the harmonic approximation gave poor
agreement with the experiment. Inclusion of the crystal field in conjunction with the
harmonic approximation slightly improved the results. Significant improvement
was obtained by Fourier transform in the time course of the dipole moment function
obtained from the Car–Parrinello trajectory. The best agreement with the experi-
ment was obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation for the snapshots of 1D and

Fig. 15.3 Spectra obtained
from MD simulations with
different energy functions.
From top to the bottom:
MD-DFTB (DPT barrier of
7.5 kcal mol1) and its OH
and CH power spectra
(green); MMPT-MP2 (DPT
barrier of 8.2 kcal mol1) and
the OH and CH power spectra
(green) and MMPTB3LYP
(DPT barrier of
5.4 kcal mol1). The
experimentally recorded
spectrum of FAD has been
included for comparison
(bottom). Reprinted (adapted)
with permission from [80].
Copyright (2016) RSC
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2D proton potentials. In that work, authors presented the practical method for the
1D proton potential construction, see Fig. 15.6. The authors have shown also that
the plain elongation of the O–H bond length gave the best agreement with the 2D
treatment.

Fig. 15.4 Structure and atoms labelling of the most stable conformation of allicin (I). Time
evolutions of the bonds (a) angles, (b) and dihedrals, (c) involved in the hydrogen bonds according
to the CPMD calculations at 300 K. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [81]. Copyright
(2015) Elsevier B.V.A

Fig. 15.5 Subsystems ABCD and A’B’C’D’ in crystal structure of ice XI, b three librational
modes of water molecule, c positive directions of wagging and rocking modes of water molecules
for subsystem ABCD. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [100]. Copyright (2015)
Elsevier B.V.A
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Brela et al. presented results of the IR spectra simulation of the oxalic acid
dihydrate crystal ant its isotopically substituted derivatives [104]. That investigation
gave a possibility to take into account together anharmonicity effects and crystal
field interactions. Infrared spectrum calculated by the CPMD method reproduced
reasonably well the high-frequency bands of the experimental spectrum. Also, the
deuterium shifts of vibrational bands were calculated in good accordance with the
experimental data. The structure of the O–H stretching band was reproduced well,
especially after investigation of the snapshot methodology, see Fig. 15.7. Authors
concluded that couplings of similar modes are present in the crystal structure.
That investigation proved that CPMD method is sufficient for analysis of
hydrogen-bonded systems.

Several other IR spectra of crystal structures were reconstructed by ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations such as the imidazole crystal [91], ascorbic acid
[95] and aspirin [99]. These recent CPMD, BOMD and PIMD calculations show
that the ab initio MD methods are adequate for spectroscopic investigations of
complex systems with hydrogen bonds, since it takes into account most of the
mechanisms determining the hydrogen bond dynamics (anharmonicity, couplings
between vibrational modes and intermolecular interactions in crystals). The results
reproduce both the frequencies and intensities of the experimental IR spectra of
crystals reasonably well, which result from the application of dipole moment
dynamics. At the end, it should be stressed that the further improvement is possible
by the quantization of the nuclear motions [94, 95].

Fig. 15.6 Definition of pathways for one-dimensional proton potentials (upper figures). The
lower figures show the corresponding proton potentials with the first two eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions. All three proton potentials were obtained from the same snapshot structure.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [94]. Copyright (2012) ACS
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15.3.4 The Hydrogen Bonds in Solution

The investigation of the hydrogen-bond systems in the liquid phase is one of the
most difficulties tasks [105–111]. Many effects should be taken into account, such
as concentration, molecule mobility and diffusion. In recent years, it has been
shown that ab initio molecular dynamics is a valuable tool for liquid systems. [112–
119] The MD simulations in vibrational spectroscopy gave possibility to analysis
the ionic liquids and process that occurs in solution. We present here selected
applications.

The H-bond interactions of methyl acetate in methanol have been studied using
ab initio molecular dynamics by Pagliai et al. [109]. That work represents an
important development in the capability of molecular dynamics simulations to
explain experimental data obtained by time-resolved spectroscopic methods.
Assignment of vibrational modes and their frequencies during the simulations has
allowed association of different interactions with the solvent to the vibrational
properties. The H-bond effects on the spectroscopic properties of methyl acetate in
methanol have been interpreted by wavelet transform analysis in conjunction with
the structural and dynamic characterization of the solvation cages, see Fig. 15.8.

Eilmes et al. calculated the IR spectrum of the 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis
(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide bulk liquid using ab initio molecular dynamics
(AIMD) simulations by Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of the
dipole moment [120]. The concept at that work is presented in Fig. 15.9.

Fig. 15.7 O–H stretching band contours of oxalic acid dihydrate: Black line contour was
calculated from individual fundamental vibrational transitions as superposition of Gaussian
functions with a half width of 10 cm−1. Grey d functions represent fundamental vibrational
transitions. The red contour represents the spectrum calculated by Fourier transform of the
autocorrelation function of the atoms position obtained from Car-Parrinello trajectory. The bands
were normalized. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [104]. Copyright (2013)
Elsevier B.V.A
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Description of the spectra has been improved by an explicit solvent model was
compared with the gas-phase calculations or an implicit solvent model. The authors
obtained good agreement between computed and experimental spectra. In that
work, it has been demonstrated that the ab initio MD with Fourier transform is
powerful methodology for calculating bulk IR spectra of ionic liquids.

For analysis, the ions–solvent interactions, often the QM/MM simulations have
been performed [121]. The QM region is limited to the first or second solvation
shells, and long range interactions with the distantly solvent molecules are
approximated by the MM part. Payak et al. performed the HF/MM and
B3LYP/MM molecular dynamics simulations for analysis the CH3COO

−
—water

hydrogen bonds in dilute aqueous solution [121]. In that work, the authors
demonstrated that the hydrogen bonds between CH3COO

− oxygens and first-shell
waters are relatively strong compared with the water–water hydrogen bonds in the
bulk [121], see Fig. 15.10. That and other works [120, 122] reveal the QM/MM
method of approximation for close solvent shells in the QM part is truthful.

In that point, it is worth to notice that ab initio molecular dynamics and IR
spectroscopy might be a powerful tool for the study of interface interactions. For

Fig. 15.8 a Evolution of
Fj HB for the molecule with
j = 2 and 58. A molecule
with j = 58 forms a H-bond
in the first part of the
simulation, whereas a
molecule with j = 2 interacts
with MA in the last part of the
simulation, b time evolution
of the maximum of the CdO
stretching band during the
simulation. The dashed lines
represent the average
frequency of the CdO
stretching mode in the
presence (red) or in the
absence (blue) of the H-bond,
c CdO stretching frequency
distribution for MA during the
simulation. The red and blue
bars indicate the frequency
distribution of MA involved
and not involved in H-bond
interaction, respectively. The
frequencies have been
uniformly scaled by a factor
of 1.095. Reprinted (adapted)
with permission from [109].
Copyright (2009) ACS
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example, the study of mineral–water interfaces is of great importance to a variety of
applications including oil and gas extraction, gas subsurface storage, environmental
contaminant treatment and nuclear waste repositories. Understanding the funda-
mental properties of such interfaces is very important. Cygan et al. have presented
such analysis of vibrational spectra of cation-exchanged minerals using power

Fig. 15.9 Graphic abstract of article. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [120]. Copyright
(2016) ACS

Fig. 15.10 Time dependence of the number of first-shell waters at CH3COO-oxygen atoms,
selecting only the first 10 ps of the HF/MM simulation. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from
[121]. Copyright (2009) Elsevier ACS
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spectra from MD simulations [122]. This study provided molecular insights into the
structure, dynamics and interactions of confined water and cations in the interlayer
of clay minerals.

15.3.5 The Hydrogen Bonds as Vital Interactions in Biology

The last application group concerns the biochemical systems. There are many
important groups of biochemical systems with hydrogen bonds in their structures.
The trigger of that field expansion was discovery of the molecular structure of
nucleic acid by Watson and Crick [123]. The hydrogen bonds build up two chains
in the structure of DNA. Other subjects are explanation of drug action, detailed
description of biological reactions and understanding the nature of the proton
mobility. In this section, we would like briefly present the direction when ab initio
molecular dynamics together with vibrational spectroscopy improve analysis and
interpretation of motions in biochemical structures.

The one of the most important processes of life is a replication, which on a
molecular level is realized by DNA base pairing. However, the scheme with four
nucleic bases of DNA does not necessarily represent the only way to achieve
molecular replication. There are alternate pairing schemes and structures and
interactions between the bases that can lead to mutations, for example by proton
transfers that lead to different tautomers. To each of such tautomers, an IR spectrum
may be assigned [124–126]. The study of interactions between individual nucle-
obases and the properties of isolated base pairs at the most fundamental level are
very important [127–129].

Important biochemical compounds are also vitamins. They are natural organic
substances which play key role in human life. There are 13 most essential vitamins,
and they can be classified into two kinds: water-soluble and fat-soluble. One of the
eight water-soluble vitamins is L-ascorbic acid (vitamin C). It should be pointed out
that all of them have important role in enzymatic reactions in human organism. The
pharmacological use of vitamins justified interest in studying properties of
hydrogen-bonded systems present in their structures, such as present in the crystal
of L-ascorbic acid [95]. This system allows us to describe important intermolecular
interactions. In the first approximation conditions in the crystal (see Fig. 15.11)

Fig. 15.11 Ascorbic acid molecules—labelling of atoms and crystal structure of the ascorbic acid.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [95]. Copyright (2015) ACS
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model interactions in the living cell, though periodic boundary approximation is not
equivalent to those present in the cell.

The isotope substitution is used as common techniques for studying the bio-
chemical reactions. The kinetic isotope effects (KIE) analysis is one of the most
essential and sensitive tools for the study of reaction mechanisms. In the isotopic
effects, the nuclear quantum effects are present [130–139]. Other quantum effects,
such as tunnelling have been shown, e.g. for tunnelling in protein SLO-1
(Caenorhabditis elegans) or monoamine oxidase B catalyzing decomposition of
dopamine. Figure 15.12. presents structure of MAO inside residue. For studying
that complex problem, the molecular dynamics was used [135–137].

It should be stressed that molecular dynamics is presently widely used in ana-
lysing the biochemical processes. The NMR spectroscopy is much more popular
than vibrational spectroscopy in this kind of studies. Nevertheless, the deep analysis
of the infrared spectra of proteins may be fruitful, and in that case, the assisted
theoretical analysis is irreplaceable.

Fig. 15.12 Structure of MAO B active site with neutral dopamine. The active site aromatic
tyrosine residues are shown in brown grey, while for FAD prosthetic group and dopamine atom
specific colouring are applied. Atom motion for the flavin N5 atom and the dopamine α-methylene
group was quantized by QCP approach, and those atoms are labelled light green. Reprinted
(adapted) with permission from [140]. Copyright (2016) ACS
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15.4 Summary and Perspectives

This chapter is aimed to shortly introduce the ab initio molecular dynamics tech-
niques as a powerful tool for simulations of vibrational spectra of hydrogen-bonded
systems. The main advantage of molecular dynamics is taking into account the
anharmonicity that plays important role for hydrogen-bonded systems. Despite
enormous development of static approaches, the description of anharmonicity and
coupling between motions is still challenging area of research. The molecular
dynamics simulation gives us possibility to take into account thermal effects by
using thermostat. That has great importance for interpreting spectroscopic data that
are sensitive for temperature changes.

The molecular dynamics simulations give also a choice to include quantization
of motion. The proton transfer reaction is one of the most important in enzymo-
logical and biological reactions. It was shown by Warshel [131], that preorgani-
zation and electrostatic field of neighbourhood have a pivotal role for reactions to
occur. However, a calculation of accurate reaction rate constants requires consid-
eration of many other effects, such as quantization of motion. The state of art
methods based on MD simulations provides precise and truthful results.

After years, the popularity of molecular dynamics for simulation of vibronic
spectra is still increasing. In this chapter, we discussed examples concerning many
kinds of hydrogen-bonding systems present in different environments. All kinds of
hydrogen bond interactions were considered. However, there are still places for new
investigations. The near future will give deeper interpretations based on MD cal-
culations of spectroscopic properties of complex systems such as polymers,
macromolecules, biomolecules or inorganic compounds.

One of the most promising perspectives is interpretation of new spectral region.
The low-frequency motions, overtone region and terahertz frequencies are the
newest areas with many open questions that might be answered by MD simulations
[141, 142]. Those complex problems merge couplings, resonances and quantum
effects that are naturally included in ab initio MD simulations.

At the end, we should stress that spectroscopy is still evolving science. The new
compounds, that are bigger and bigger and more multifaceted and complex, are in
the main interest of infrared, near-IR, far-IR, Raman and terahertz spectroscopies.
We are sure the MD simulations are useful, valuable and tenured tools that help and
strengthen interpretations of vibrational spectra.
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Chapter 16
Nuclear Quantum Effect and H/D Isotope
Effect on Hydrogen-Bonded Systems
with Path Integral Simulation

Kimichi Suzuki, Yukio Kawashima and Masanori Tachikawa

Abstract In the past two decades, ab initio path integral (PI) simulation, in par-
ticular, ab initio path integral molecular dynamics simulation has reached its
maturity and has been widely used to take account of nuclear quantum effects, such
as zero-point vibrational energy and tunneling, in complex many-body systems. In
particular, this method has significantly contributed to provide important insights
into structures and fluctuation of the hydrogen-bonded systems as well as their
isotopomers at finite temperature. In this chapter, we will review the recent
advances in ab initio PI simulation. The development of an efficient algorithm for
ab initio PI simulation and some applications will be featured. The efficient
algorithm for path integral hybrid Monte Carlo method based on the second- and
fourth-order Trotter expansion, which realizes large reduction of computational
effort without loss of accuracy, will be described in detail. The applications
focusing on the hydrogen-bonded systems, protonated and deprotonated water
dimers (H5O2

+ and H3O2
−), F−(H2O)n (n = 1–3) clusters, and hydrogen maleate

anion demonstrate the ability and powerfulness of PI simulation.
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16.1 Introduction

Path integral (PI) simulation, which is a numerically exact method for quantum
many-body systems, allows us to treat the nuclear quantum effect at finite tem-
perature. Feynman’s PI formulation has been presented as mathematically equiv-
alent to the non-relativistic quantum theory of Schrödinger’s or Heisenberg’s
equations [1]. The pioneering success of Fosdick and Jordan, combining PI with
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, which applied PI to nuclear quantum effect, has
opened a new field in molecular simulation [2–4]. Now, PI simulations are essential
for the description of chemical phenomenon, where the nuclear quantum effect
plays an important role, such as the isotope effect on hydrogen-bonded systems
discussed later on. The reader who is interested in the quantum statistics for boson
or fermion by the PI simulations will find detailed description in some reviews [5,
6]. We summarize some important breakthroughs for PI simulation methodology
and its algorithms in this section.

Sprik and co-workers have introduced the staging algorithm to relieve the
sampling problem called “the stiff harmonic force problem” [7]. This problem was
derived from the harmonic spring term in the effective potential. Friesner and Levy
introduced an alternative method, the normal mode transformation method, to
overcome the problem mentioned above [8]. Chandler and Wolynes presented the
relation between quantum and classical statistics, now well known as the “classical
isomorphism” [9]. Their important finding showed that the isomorphism enables us
to perform simulations of the quantum system by P classical systems with harmonic
nearest neighbor interactions, where P refers to number of partitions of the
Boltzmann factor.

From the practical point of view, however, the number of P is limited to small
numbers in simulations, which may lead to significant errors. To efficiently improve
the accuracy with limited number of P, higher order correction (fourth-order Trotter
expansion) algorithms have been proposed [10–12] on the basis of the Trotter
decomposition formulation by Suzuki [13]. A more practical formulation has been
given by Li and Broughton shortly after [14]. It has been shown that fourth-order
Trotter expansion gives better energy convergence than the second-order one with
respect to the Trotter number. Following developments and improvements of PI
simulation techniques, a wide variety of applications emerged such as simulations
of liquid 4He and rare gases, excess electron in alkali halide, water clusters [15].
Some applications and numerical problems of PI simulations at early stage have
been summarized in reviews [15, 16]. It should be noted here that these developed
techniques play a central role in PI simulation up to this day! Most of the effort of
theory development afterward was based on these techniques, and their focus was
on the reduction of computational cost.

In the first half of 1990s, many attempts to efficiently sample the canonical
distributions with PI methods were reported. In most of the early works, MC
simulations have been used for path integration. In principle, molecular dynamics
(MD) method is also applicable for path integration. Parrinello and Rahman
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suggested the idea of PI molecular dynamics (PIMD) simulation, employing MD
instead of MC, to treat the nuclear quantum effect via molecular simulation [17].
The main difference between the two sampling methods is that MD updates the
nuclear configurations of the entire system at each simulation step, while they are
locally updated in MC simulation. However, PIMD simulations have suffered the
non-ergodic problem pointed out by Hall and Berne [18]. Tuckerman and
co-workers have greatly contributed to relieve this problem by combining the
staging coordinates and multiple timescale integration [19]. They also developed a
new algorithm, which is a combination of PI technique and hybrid Monte Carlo
(HMC) methods [19].

The first application of PI technique combined with Car-Parrinello MD (CPMD)
approach (PICPMD) has been presented by Marx and Parrinello in 1994 [20]. The
development and evolution of supercomputers with advanced theoretical methods
enabled the use of MD simulations based on the first-principle calculations. They
have achieved full quantum mechanical treatment of nuclei and electrons by PI
technique and density-functional calculation with plane wave basis sets, respec-
tively. Following the pioneering work of Marx and Parrinello, PICPMD method has
been applied to various molecular systems [21–26]. The basic idea and efficient
algorithm of PI combined with CPMD have been summarized in literatures
[27–29]. PICPMD has been successful and useful; however, difficulties arouse from
the non-trivial selection of pseudo-potentials and exchange-correlation functionals
for density-functional theory calculations [30, 31].

An alternative way to achieve full quantum mechanical treatment of nuclei and
electrons is to apply ab initio molecular orbital (MO) theory to electronic structure
calculation with Born-Oppenheimer MD. A benefit of the use of ab initio potential
is the systematic improvement of the accuracy with the selection of the MO method.
The accuracy of the selected MO method with the chosen basis set is well estab-
lished. Based on this idea, Shiga et al. have developed the ab initio PIMD simu-
lation method [32]. The advantage of ab initio PIMD has been proved in various
works. The combination with electronic structure calculation realized simulation of
properties such as proton NMR chemical shift [33] and absorption spectra [34].
PIMD technique is also a powerful tool to investigate the temperature dependence
of the above properties.

Large number of reports focused on PI simulations employing electronic structure
calculation for hydrogen-bonded systems. More specifically, ionic hydrogen-bonded
systems are one of the most important targets for PI simulations. Experimental works
based on vibrational spectroscopy of small anionic clusters with ionic hydrogen
bonds have found the protons of these hydrogen bonds located in the center of the
hydrogen bonds [35–38]. This differs from typical hydrogen bonds, which have
protons localized near a heavy atom found on both ends. The past works have shown
that ab initio PIMD simulation is a powerful tool to tackle these ionic hydrogen bond
structures, because conventional ab initio calculation fails to provide accurate
description for these ionic hydrogen bonds [23, 39–49].
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In biology, these ionic hydrogen bonds are categorized as the low-barrier
hydrogen bonds (LBHBs). The LBHBs have especially low-barrier heights for
proton transfer, and are short and strong bonds relative to typical hydrogen bonds
[50–54]. It is known that in LBHBs, the hydrogen-bonded proton is located at the
center between donor and acceptor atoms, as seen in ionic hydrogen bonds of small
ion clusters. From recent works, it has been indicated that LBHBs play an important
role in the functionality of biological molecules and enzyme catalysis [55–61].
However, some theoretical works denied the existence of LBHB [62–65], which
leaves the existence of LBHB in biological systems an open question. More
investigation on these hydrogen bonds is necessary to end this debate.

Most of the previous works have focused on the local structure of the hydrogen
bond; however, Tuckerman and Marx have provided us a new insight of the nuclear
quantum effect on hydrogen bonds and proton transfer. They studied the quantum
effect on the intermolecular hydrogen bond of malonaldehyde using
PICPMD simulation. They found that the quantum effect of heavy-atom skeleton
enhances proton tunneling [66]. Their finding shows that nuclear quantum effect on
the hydrogen bonds is not local, but delocalized to the entire molecular system.
Then, a question arises: Does nuclear quantum effect on LBHB is delocalized to the
entire molecule as well? Moreover, does the nuclear quantum effect on the LBHB
influence the other hydrogen bonds or structures or fluctuation of the entire
molecular system? This is critical for simulating biomolecular systems with LBHB,
because hydrogen bonds play an important role in formation of three-dimensional
structure and its functionality. To this end, we will show the nuclear quantum effect
on the LBHB influences the formation of stable structure and the fluctuation of the
molecular systems as well as the microscopic details of the hydrogen-bonded
structure.

In this chapter, we will review some of the important contributions in the field of
PI simulation. Development of new efficient algorithms and applications of PI,
which provide new insights of LBHB, and assist the realization of time-consuming
simulations for LBHB in biomolecules, will be introduced. An efficient algorithm
for PIHMC method based on the second- and fourth-order Trotter expansion will be
described in Sect. 16.2. In Sect. 16.3, we will show the ability and the powerfulness
of PI simulation by applying it to ionized hydrogen-bonded systems: protonated
and deprotonated water dimers (H5O2

+ and H3O2
−), F−(H2O)n (n = 1−3) clusters,

and hydrogen maleate anion.

16.2 Development of a New Efficient Algorithm for PI
Simulation

Despite the remarkable success of PICPMD and ab initio PIMD simulations, further
improvements have been recently attempted to reduce the computational cost [67,
68]. In PICPMD and ab initio PIMD simulations, the main time-consuming bot-
tleneck is the energy and gradient evaluations based on electronic structure
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calculations at each step. To reduce the computational cost, Nakayama and
co-workers have proposed ab initio PIHMC algorithm combined with ab initio PI
and HMC techniques [67]. They have used dual level of ab initio potentials, where
less expensive and target (expensive) potentials are used to generate short trial
trajectories and to finally judge the acceptance of the trial configurations, respec-
tively. This method does not require energy gradient calculation of target ab initio
potential.

We proposed an ab initio PIHMC based on fourth-order Trotter expansion
algorithm to realize accurate simulation with small computational effort [68]. In
ab initio PIMD based on fourth-order Trotter expansion, it is necessary to compute
the Hessian matrix, which requires large computational cost. Our new algorithm
provides the accuracy of fourth-order Trotter expansion without evaluating the
cost-consuming Hessian matrix [40, 69]. In this section, we describe this algorithm
in detail.

16.2.1 A Path Integral Simulation Based on Second-Order
Trotter Expansion

In the conventional PI simulations, the partition function is approximated by the
second-order Trotter expansion of exp½τðA ̂+ B̂Þ� with respect to τ, where A ̂ and B̂
are kinetic and potential operators, respectively. The partition function based on
second-order Trotter expansion is given by

Z2ndðβÞ= ∏
N

i=1

mp
2πℏ2β

� �3P ̸2Z
drð1Þi ⋯ drðPÞi

" #
exp − βV2nd

eff

h i
, ð16:1Þ

where the effective potential V2nd
eff is defined as
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and N and mi are the number of nuclei and mass of the ith nucleus, respectively. The

effective force FðsÞ2nd
i of the sth bead on the ith nucleus is given by

FðsÞ2nd
i =

miP
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i − rðs− 1Þ
i
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−

1
P
∑
P
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� �
. ð16:3Þ

It would be interesting to compare the computational aspects for algorithms of
ab initio PI simulations. The algorithm of ab initio PIMC consists of two steps. The
first one is to generate a trial configuration, and the second step is to judge whether
a trial configuration is accepted or rejected by Eq. (16.2). On the other hand, in the
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case of ab initio PIMD, one needs to evaluate not only the effective potential but
also the effective force for the global update of the entire configuration. In these
algorithms, the evaluation for the potential energy or its derivatives must be carried
out P times at each step. The total computational cost becomes expensive for PI
simulations, since the number of statistical samplings from 50,000 to 100,000 steps
for each bead is required. To reduce the computational efforts, Nakayama and
co-workers have proposed ab initio PIHMC with dual level of potentials [67].
The HMC method has the advantages of MC and MD methods, which allow the
global update of the whole system configuration by MD technique with reasonable
acceptance ratio. The effective force in Eq. (16.3) with the low-level ab initio MO
method is used to generate a trial configuration, while the effective potential in
Eq. (16.2) with high-level potential is used to judge whether a trial configuration is
accepted or rejected. This algorithm might be effective not only for large molecular
systems, but also when analytic gradient with higher level of theory is unavailable
such as CCSD(T)-F12.

16.2.2 A Path Integral Simulation Method Based
on Fourth-Order Trotter Expansion

In general, the fourth-order Trotter expansion with respect to τ not only gives more
accurate calculation results, but also realizes faster convergence with the increasing
number of beads. In the second-order case, the number of beads should be increased
as the temperature T decreases, roughly by the factor of 1/T2. This shows that the
total computation in PI simulation becomes more expensive at lower temperature.
To remedy this problem, several kinds of higher order factorizations [10–12, 70]
have been proposed. Among them, the fourth-order Trotter expansion suggested by
Takahashi and Imada [11, 12] and reformatted by Li and Broughton [14] has been
used in our algorithm. The partition function based on fourth-order Trotter
expansion in PI representation is obtained by the same procedure of second-order
expansion and expressed as

Z4thðβÞ= lim
P→∞

mP

2πℏ2β

� �3P ̸2Z
drð1Þ⋯ drðPÞexp − βV4th

eff

h i
, ð16:4Þ

where the effective potential V4th
eff is given by

V4th
eff =V2nd

eff + ∑
N

i=1
∑
P

s=1

β2ℏ2

24P3mi
∇ðsÞ

i V rðsÞ1 , . . . , rðsÞN

� �h i
. ð16:5Þ

The second term in Eq. (16.5) corresponds to the correction term derived from
the fourth-order expansion. It should be noted that what distinguishes the fourth
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order from the second order is the necessity to evaluate the gradient vector. The
effective force of the sth bead on the ith nucleus is evaluated by

FðsÞ4th
i =FðsÞ2nd

i

−
β2ℏ2

12P3 ∑
N

j=1

1
mj
∇ðsÞ

j V rðsÞ1 , . . . , rðsÞN

� �
⋅ ∇ðsÞ

i ∇ðsÞ
j V rðsÞ1 , . . . , rðsÞN

� �
.

ð16:6Þ

As one can realize, the effective force of the fourth order requires the compu-
tation of the Hessian matrix. We will discuss the details in the next subsection.

We next compare the effective potentials of second- and fourth-order PI simu-
lations, to understand the difference of the computational cost between these two
simulations. Equations (16.2) and (16.5) show that the effective potential
fourth-order expansion has to evaluate both potential energy and gradient vector,
while only potential energy calculation is necessary for second-order expansion.
When fourth-order PI technique combines ab initio MD and HMC methods, one
has to evaluate computationally expensive Hessian matrix at each MD step. Thus,
the application of ab initio PI simulation techniques might be limited to small
systems. However, efficient ab initio PIHMC based on fourth-order expansion has
been proposed by Suzuki et al. [68]. In this approach, the second-order effective
potential in Eq. (16.2) and its force in Eq. (16.3) are used to only generate trial
configurations, to avoid the calculation of Hessian matrix. Then, the fourth-order
effective potential in Eq. (16.5) is used to determine whether the trial configuration
is accepted or rejected. Thus, this scheme keeps fourth-order accuracy without
computing the Hessian matrix.

Our algorithm is summarized as follows:

1. The current positions of all the P beads are stored. Momenta of all the beads are
generated according to Maxwell distributions.

2. The effective force of the second order in Eq. (16.3) is evaluated.
3. The equation of motion is integrated by the Velocity Verlet algorithm with time

step size Δt.
4. The process consisting of steps 2 and 3 is a MD step. This process is repeated

NMD/MC times, where NMD/MC is the number of MD steps in one MC cycle.
5. The trial configuration is accepted or rejected according to the Metropolis cri-

terion in the fourth order using Eq. (16.5). Details are described below.
6. Go back to Step 1. The process consisting of steps 1–5 is a MC cycle. This is

repeated NMC times, where NMC represents the total number of MC cycles.

The acceptance probability Pacc of the Metropolis criterion in Step 5 is as
follows:

Pacc =min½1, expð− βΔH4th
eff Þ�, ð16:7Þ

where ΔH4th
eff is the difference of the effective energy H4th

eff before and after NMD/MC

MD steps which is described as
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H4th
eff = ∑

P

s=1
∑
N

i=1

ðPðsÞ
i Þ2

2μðsÞi

+V4th
eff . ð16:8Þ

Parameters PðsÞ
i and μðsÞi are the momentum conjugate of rðsÞi and its fictitious

mass, respectively.
We next consider the estimator for the fourth-order expansion, which is essential

to obtain expectation values of various physical parameters. The partition function
of the fourth-order Trotter expansion is different from that of the second-order one;
thus, estimators for expectation values for fourth-order Trotter expansion are also
different from those for the second-order one. However, the estimator for the
expectation value of a physical parameter B ̂, which depends on the coordinates, is
obtained by a similar procedure for the second-order case [32]. Following the same
procedure in the case of the second-order expansion, we get the following
expression,

⟨B̂⟩=
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Partial integration of Eq. (16.9) will lead to another well-known estimator given
by

⟨B̂⟩=
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ð16:10Þ

We note that Eq. (16.10) includes the Hessian matrix. We need to avoid cal-
culating the Hessian matrix to realize a computationally efficient algorithm; thus,
we derive the estimators for expectation values of internuclear distance
B̂= rî − rĵ

�� ��� �
starting from Eq. (16.9). The estimator is given by
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As shown in Eq. (16.11), the derivative of the internuclear distance must be
considered.

Next, let us derive the distribution function for fourth-order expansion. To obtain
the distribution function with respect to internuclear distance (f(r)), we insert
B̂= δðr− ri − rj

�� ��Þ in Eq. (16.9), which is expressed as

f ðrÞ= 1
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Equation (16.12) cannot be directly used as a distribution function, since the
derivative of the delta function is included. We therefore describe the delta function
as the limit of Gaussian distribution as follows:

δðr− ri − rj
�� ��Þ= lim

α→∞

ffiffiffi
α

π

r
exp − αðr− ri − rj

�� ��Þ2h i
, ð16:13Þ

where α is a real parameter. Equation (16.12) can be rewritten by inserting
Eq. (16.13) as
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Equation (16.14) can be approximated by employing the Taylor series, and we
finally arrive at the distribution function of the internuclear distance excluding the
Hessian matrix as follows:

f ðrÞ≈ 1
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This approximation is generalized to other distribution functions such as bond or
dihedral angles.

16.2.3 Numerical Calculations of Hydrogen Molecule

We performed numerical calculations of the hydrogen molecular system to
demonstrate the efficiency of our algorithm. Table 16.1 shows the average energy
and bond length of hydrogen molecule by second- and fourth-order PIMD, con-
ventional second order and our fourth PIHMC scheme [68]. It is clearly seen that
our fourth-order PIHMC scheme gives the same average values of fourth-order
PIMD for all P values. This shows that our algorithm maintains the fourth-order
accuracy without evaluating the Hessian matrix elements. Our fourth-order PIHMC
algorithm significantly improves the average values of the second order. For
instance, the average bond length is mostly converged at P = 64 in second-order
PIHMC, while it is converged at P = 16 in our algorithm.

Table 16.1 Convergence of total energy (kcal/mol) and average bond length (angstrom) of H2

molecule at 300 K against the number of classical beads for second- and fourth-order PIMD and
PIHMC simulations

No. of
Beads

PIMD PIHMC
Second Fourth Second Fourth
⟨E⟩ ⟨RHH⟩ ⟨E⟩ ⟨RHH⟩ ⟨E⟩ ⟨RHH⟩ ⟨E⟩ ⟨RHH⟩

1 2.08 0.7468 2.08 0.7468 2.08 0.7463 2.08 0.7463
4 3.79 0.7532 5.55 0.7596 3.69 0.7526 5.62 0.7603
8 5.34 0.7588 6.72 0.7654 5.25 0.7594 7.06 0.7663
16 6.52 0.7645 7.44 0.7687 6.49 0.7649 7.44 0.7683
32 7.20 0.7683 7.67 0.7693 7.43 0.7676 7.67 0.7684
64 7.55 0.7689 7.69 0.7684 7.83 0.7680 7.77 0.7683
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16.3 Applications of PI Simulation: Hydrogen-Bonded
Systems

16.3.1 Protonated and Deprotonated Water Dimers

The protonated and deprotonated water dimers (H5O2
+ and H3O2

−) have received
long-standing attention, and their molecular structures and vibrations have been
focused on experimental and theoretical works [23, 24, 35, 39, 40, 69, 71–100],
since they are the minimum unit of acidic and basic aqueous solutions. From
ab initio MO calculations, it is known that most stable structure of H3O2

− becomes
asymmetric due to the existence of a potential barrier along the proton transfer
coordinate, while that of H5O2

+ has C2 symmetry, where the two H2O molecules
are twisted and the hydrogen-bonded proton (H*) is located at the center of two
oxygen atoms.

Tuckerman and co-workers have carried out the pioneering work of these clusters
including the nuclear quantum effect by PICPMD simulation at ambient temperature
[23]. They found that H* treated as quantum nuclei in H3O2

− is distributed around
the center of two oxygen atoms due to the zero-point vibration with respect to proton
transfer motion, while classical H* is delocalized around the two oxygen atoms on
both ends of the hydrogen bond. Following the work by Tuckerman et al., Tachi-
kawa and Shiga have performed ab initio PIMD simulations for these dimers as well
as the deuterated systems to study the GIE at ambient temperature [75]. They found
two important GIEs. The first GIE is the difference of OO distance: It is longer in
D3O2

− than in H3O2
−. The second GIE is the location of the shared proton/deuteron

in the hydrogen bond: Deuteron (D*) is localized around the two oxygen atoms of
the end of the hydrogen bond, while shared proton (H*) is delocalized between two
oxygen atoms. McCoy and co-workers have also reported the GIE for these systems
using a diffusion Monte Carlo approach (DMC) at 0 K [78]. However, they have
found contrary GIE results to those of PIMD simulation results. We will discuss the
temperature dependence on the GIE of the hydrogen-bonded structures employing
PIMD simulation based on fourth-order expansion in this subsection.

We focus on the hydrogen-bonded structure to investigate the temperature
dependence of GIE for H3O2

− and H5O2
+. The average values of δOH* and OO

distance (ROO) for H3O2
− are shown in Table 16.2, where |δOH*| is defined as the

deviation of H* from the center of ROO. The average values of δOH* and OO
distance gradually enlarge as the temperature rises. It is found that the average OO
distance and |δOH*| become smaller as the isotopomer is heavier at low temperature,
while these orderings reverse for both H3O2

− and H5O2
+ at high temperature. For

example, |δOH*| and ROO of H-species in H3O2
− are the longest among all iso-

topomers at low temperature, while those are the smallest at high temperature. How
can these results be explained? The analysis of distribution function is helpful to
interpret the obtained results. This is important to see both δOH* and ROO coordi-
nates, since these two coordinates strongly correlate with each other. The
two-dimensional distributions with respect to δOH* and ROO coordinates of H3O2

−
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are shown in Fig. 16.1. The distributions for the quantum simulations show single
peak structures. This shows that H*, D*, and T* isotopomers have delocalized
structures (O…X…O). The distribution with respect to δOH* coordinate of H
species is more broadened than that of D- or T-species due to the difference of
zero-point energy. In addition, average OO distance of H-species is the longest
among all species at low temperature, since OO distance is elongated by the
zero-point energy of two OH* stretching motion under the anharmonicity of the
potential. We found the same tendency for H5O2

+ as well.
At high temperature, on the other hand, OO distance and δOH* coordinates are

strongly correlated with each other. It can be seen that the distributions of D- and

Table 16.2 Temperature (K) dependence of the average values of |δOH*| (|δOD*| and |δOT*| for the
corresponding isomers and ROO distance in the quantum (PIMD) and classical simulations. Units
are in Å

Temperature (K) δOH* ROO

H3O2
− D3O2

− T3O2
− H3O2

− D3O2
− T3O2

−

50 0.237 0.219 0.215 2.484 2.479 2.477
100 0.238 0.222 0.215 2.487 2.480 2.478
200 0.247 0.244 0.237 2.492 2.488 2.485
400 0.286 0.297 0.311 2.509 2.508 2.513
600 0.337 0.370 0.380 2.529 2.543 2.551

Fig. 16.1 Two-dimensional distribution of δOH* vs ROO for a quantum H3O2
− at 50 K,

b quantum D3O2
−at 50 K, c quantum T3O2

− at 50 K, d classical H3O2
− at 50 K, e quantum

H3O2
− at 600 K, f quantum D3O2

− at 600 K, g quantum T3O2
− at 600 K, and h classical H3O2

− at
600 K. Reprinted from K. Suzuki, M. Shiga, and M. Tachikawa, J. Chem. Phys. 129, 144310
(2008), with the permission of AIP Publishing
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T-species have two peaks, while that of H-species shows a single peak structure.
This shows that D* and T* isotopomers have localized structures (O–X…H), while
H* is still delocalized between two oxygen atoms. The results of H5O2

+ are similar
to the case of H3O2

−.
We next investigated the potential surface to understand why D* and T* are likely

to be localized on the oxygen atoms at high temperature. Two-dimensional potential
surface with respect to δOH* and ROO coordinates for H3O2

− is shown in Fig. 16.2.
The potential surface clearly shows that the potential barrier height in the center of
two oxygen atoms appears and becomes higher as OO bond distance lengthens.
Thus, D* or T* is likely to be more localized either two oxygen atoms than H* due to
less quantum nature when OO bond distance elongates by thermal activation. The
potential surface of H5O2

+ also shows the same tendency. At this point, the order
relation of average OO bond length at high temperature is explained as the
Ubbelohde effect. This idea is based on the assumption that H/D mediates the
attractive interaction of two oxygen atoms. Chemically, the resonance of O–H…O
and O…H–O is likely to occur, and therefore, the two oxygen atoms are more
attractive by proton rather than deuteron because the delocalization of the proton is
enhanced compared to deuteron or triton. In the case of T3O2

−at high temperature,
the tritiation makes T* more localized to the oxygen atoms on both ends of the
hydrogen bond, then loosens the hydrogen bond, and therefore lengthens the OO
distance. The situation of H5O2

+ at high temperatures is similar, but somewhat
different from that of H3O2

−. The order relation of average values for H3O2
− alters

above 400 K, while that for H5O2
+ does not change. The harmonic frequencies of

OO stretching mode for H3O2
− (323 cm−1 = 464 K), D3O2

− (279 cm−1 = 401 K),
and T3O2

− (245 cm−1 = 343 K) are systematically smaller than those of H5O2
+

Fig. 16.2 Two-dimensional potential energy surface of δOH* vs ROO in H3O2
−. Unit in cm−1
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(628 cm−1 = 898 K), D5O2
+ (593 cm−1 = 847 K), and T5O2

+ (534 cm−1 = 763 K).
Thus, the OO stretching mode in H3O2

− is activated at temperatures lower than that
in H5O2

+. According to the above explanation, the order relation of average values
should reverse for H5O2

+ at higher temperature. However, we could not observe this
clearly since the difference was small at 900 K, and the system becomes unstable
due to (pre-)dissociation of H3O

+ and H2O at temperatures 1200 K or higher.
The temperature dependence of GIE with respect to hydrogen-bonded structure

was observed for H3O2
− and H5O2

+. At low temperature, GIE on the
hydrogen-bonded structure can be seen as the difference of zero-point vibration
under the anharmonicity of the potential. On the other hand, the coupling between
proton transfer and OO stretching modes is the key for GIE at high temperature.

16.3.2 Fluoride Ion-Water Clusters

Fluoride ion-water clusters F−(H2O)n have attracted considerable attention due to
the strong interaction between fluoride ion and water compared to typical hydrogen
bonds [23, 39, 50, 68, 76, 101–111]. Some reports have suggested that the
ion-water interaction energy is over 25 kcal/mol [103, 105, 107–109]. There have
been many experimental and theoretical reports discussing the hydrogen-bonded
structure with respect to the coordination number of water molecules in fluoride
ion-water clusters. Experiments employing IR spectra found that the frequency of
ionic hydrogen-bonded stretching mode blue-shifts as the coordination number of
water molecules increases, and the second solvation shell emerges at the coordi-
nation number of five [102, 103]. From ab initio calculations, their reports have
shown that binding energies of fluoride ion-water clusters are stronger than those of
other halogen ion-water clusters. Consequently, the elongation of distance for OH*
(H* represents hydrogen atoms in fluoride ion-water hydrogen bonds) of F−…H*O
hydrogen bond in water molecule originates from the strong ion-water interaction.
They have also reported that OH* distance becomes shorter as the coordination
number of water molecules increases, while the distance of F−…H*O (between
fluoride and oxygen atoms) elongates. It has been qualitatively shown that the
interaction between fluoride ion and hydrogen-bonded hydrogen weakens as the
coordination number of water molecules increases. In this subsection, we discuss
the dependence of the coordination number of water molecules on the hydrogen
bond structures of fluoride ion-water clusters including the nuclear quantum and
thermal fluctuation effects with the aid of our developed ab initio PIHMC algorithm
based on fourth-order Trotter expansion.

The values of OH* bond length ROH*, F
−
…H* length RFH*, F

−
…O length RFO,

and H*FO angle θH*FO for F−(H2O)n (n = 1−3) are shown in Table 16.3. The
average values in classical and quantum simulations change systematically as the
coordination of number of water molecules increases. The hydrogen bond param-
eters RFH*, RFO, and θH*FO increase, while ROH* decreases. We next compare these
parameters among equilibrium and averages of classical and quantum simulations.
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We found that the average values of the bond distance in the classical simulations
were larger than the values of equilibrium structures due to the thermal fluctuation
effects. However, the dependence of the coordinate number of water molecules on
the average values for quantum simulations showed an interesting behavior. For
parameters ROH* and θH*FO, the equilibrium structure had the smallest values and
the quantum simulation had the largest value for all calculated systems. On the
other hand, the relation for the other two parameters altered with respect to
the coordination number of water molecules. The average value of RFH* and RFO for
the quantum simulation was the smallest for F−(H2O), but the largest for F

−(H2O)3.
The nuclear quantum effects on these parameters seemed to be inconsistent with the
number of water molecules. The origin of this could not be found just by inves-
tigating the hydrogen bond between the fluoride ion and water molecule.

We next studied the nuclear quantum effects on the interaction between the water
molecules to understand the origin of the peculiar behavior found in the ion-water
hydrogen bonds. One-dimensional distributions of OO distance (ROO) between the
water molecules for F−(H2O)3 are shown in Fig. 16.3. The distribution of the
classical simulation is highly delocalized within the range of 3.0 Å to 5.3 Å, while
that in the quantum simulation is observed in the localized range between 2.8 Å and
3.7 Å. This shows that a hydrogen bond forms between the two water molecules in
the quantum simulation. This indicates that water–water hydrogen bond formation
is enhanced by the nuclear quantum effects.

We show some representative snapshots in Fig. 16.4 to illustrate the formation
of the hydrogen bonds. Hydrogen atoms of water, which bind with F–, point toward
the ion in both simulations. On the other hand, other hydrogen atoms do not interact
with other water for classical simulation. In the quantum simulation, however, some
hydrogen atoms point toward an oxygen atom of water, as shown in Fig. 16.4c, d.
Water molecules in classical simulation have negligible interaction with each other
and fluctuate largely, while water molecules with water–water interaction in
quantum simulation develop certain structures.

Table 16.3 Average
structural parameters of
F–(H2O)n (ROH*, RFH*, RFO,
θH*FO) for equilibrium
structure, classical and
quantum simulations. The
units of bond length and
angles are angstroms and
degrees, respectively

Equilibrium Classical Quantum

⟨ROH*⟩ F–(H2O) 1.056 1.063 1.114
F–(H2O)2 1.019 1.022 1.048
F–(H2O)3 1.000 1.005 1.026

⟨RFH*⟩ F–(H2O) 1.414 1.431 1.377
F–(H2O)2 1.529 1.566 1.552
F–(H2O)3 1.632 1.654 1.671

⟨RFO⟩ F–(H2O) 2.469 2.482 2.465
F–(H2O)2 2.544 2.569 2.566
F–(H2O)3 2.613 2.634 2.654

⟨θH*FO⟩ F–(H2O) 1.3 4.2 6.5
F–(H2O)2 2.5 4.8 6.6
F–(H2O)3 5.3 5.2 7.4
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Fig. 16.3 One-dimensional distributions of O…O distance for a F−(H2O)2 and b F−(H2O)3 with
classical (black) and quantum (red) simulations. Reprinted with permission from Y. Kawashima,
K. Suzuki, M. Tachikawa, J. Phys. Chem. A 117, 5205 (2013). Copyright 2013 American
Chemical Society

Fig. 16.4 Snapshot structures of F−(H2O)3 obtained from classical and quantum simulations:
a top view and b side view of snapshot structure from classical simulation, and c top view and
d side view of snapshot structure of the centroids for each atom from quantum simulation.
Reprinted with permission from Y. Kawashima, K. Suzuki, M. Tachikawa, J. Phys. Chem. A 117,
5205 (2013). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society
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The emergence of such nuclear quantum effects on water–water hydrogen bonds
leads to the decrease of nuclear quantum effects on F−-water hydrogen bonds. The
nuclear quantum effects on the different hydrogen bonds, F−-water and water–water
hydrogen bonds, compete against each other. Our results suggest that the compe-
tition of the two different hydrogen bonds is the origin of the inversion of the
relation for RFH* and RFO as the coordination number of water molecules increases
from F−(H2O) to F−(H2O)3. We found that the nuclear quantum effect on hydrogen
bonds influences the stable structure formation.

The competition of nuclear quantum effect on the different kinds of hydrogen
bonds should be indispensable for the quantitative analysis for systems including
different hydrogen bonds such as ion liquid-water systems, or simulating biomo-
lecules functioning in water such as proton relay in bacteriorhodopsin. The nuclear
quantum effect on hydrogen bonds influences the stable structure formation and
thus may influence the function of biomolecules.

16.3.3 Hydrogen Maleate Anion

Hydrogen maleate anion (HM, H(OOC–CH=CH–COO)−) is one of the simplest
symmetric intramolecular hydrogen-bonded systems with symmetric and short
hydrogen bond. The structures of HM are depicted in Fig. 16.5. The hydrogen bond
structure and dynamics of HM have been widely studied by both experimental [37,
112–126] and theoretical [48, 127–141] works. HM continues to receive certain
attention, because it is considered as a simple model for studying low-barrier
hydrogen bonds (LBHB) in biomolecular systems [55–61]. Fillaux et al. found a

Fig. 16.5 Structures of hydrogen maleate anion molecule with atom numbering for a equilibrium
Cs structure, b transition state C2v structure, c representative snapshot with plane symmetric
distorted structure from quantum simulation, d representative snapshot with centrosymmetric
distorted structure from quantum simulation. Reprinted with permission from Y. Kawashima, M.
Tachikawa, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 10, 153 (2014). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society
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unique feature of the structure of HM [120]. They studied the dynamics of potas-
sium HM crystal using inelastic neutron scattering. From the viewpoint that the
crystal of potassium HM is symmetric, they suggested a proton potential function
with three non-equivalent minima along the out-of-plane ring-bending mode [119].
The potential indicates the existence of a stable structure with out-of-plane ring
deformation. However, the three non-equivalent minima have not been confirmed
by other experimental work and further investigation was necessary. No theoretical
work has explored the out-of-plane ring deformation of HM to confront or support
the triple-minima potential surface proposed by Fillaux et al. [119]. We studied HM
employing ab initio PIMD simulations, to investigate Fillaux’s suggestion and to
understand how the nuclear quantum effects influence the fluctuation of the entire
molecular system.

We analyzed the proton transfer coordinate δOH* for understanding the location of
H* in the intramolecular hydrogen bond of HM. The deuterated HM (DM) is studied
as well. The distribution of δOH* found in quantum and classical simulations is
depicted in Fig. 16.6a. The classical simulation shows two peaks with large absolute
δOH* values. The dominant hydrogen-bonded structure found in classical simulation
for both 150 K and 300 K has Cs symmetry (Fig. 16.5a), or H* is localized on one
oxygen atom. The localization of the proton on oxygen atom at both ends of the
hydrogen bond is stronger at 150 K than at 300 K. The distributions of quantum
simulations show one dominant peak at δOH* = 0, which show that H* is located at
the center of two oxygen atoms, or the hydrogen bond has C2v symmetry
(Fig. 16.5b). This clearly shows that the nuclear quantum effects lead to barrier-less
proton transfer. No significant isotope effect is found in δOH* distribution.

We next focused on an additional geometric parameter of the hydrogen bond:
dihedral angle (O3C1C8O10). The dihedral angle is related to the hydrogen bond
fluctuation and is a good index to seek the out-of-plane ring deformation. The
distributions of the dihedral angle are illustrated in Fig. 16.6b. These distributions

Fig. 16.6 Distributions of a δOH*, and b ∠OCCO for classical simulation (blue line), quantum
simulation for DM (green line), and quantum simulation for HM (red line). The solid and dashed
lines represent simulations at 300 K and 150 K, respectively. Reprinted with permission from Y.
Kawashima, M. Tachikawa, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 10, 153 (2014). Copyright 2014 American
Chemical Society
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show large thermal effects: Distributions for simulations at 150 K are localized
compared to those at 300 K. While distributions of quantum simulation for HM
have a sharp peak at the center, distributions of classical simulations are slightly
more broadened. Distributions of DM show broad distribution compared to other
simulations, which indicates that the ring deformation is large. We found large
isotope effect for this dihedral angle.

We constructed a free-energy landscape from two largest modes describing the
fluctuation of the system obtained from principal component analysis to focus on
the out-of-plane ring deformation. We constructed a two-dimensional free-energy
landscape, which mimics the two modes with largest fluctuation. We later denote
these parameters as ∠OCCC1 and ∠OCCC2. Large absolute ∠OCCC1 values cor-
respond to structures shown in Fig. 16.5c, and large absolute ∠OCCC2 values
correspond to structures shown in Fig. 16.5d. The free-energy landscapes are
illustrated in Fig. 16.7. Simulations at 150 K have dense distribution at the center
indicating that the molecular structure is fluctuating near the planar structure, while
the structure is more widely distributed with less area of small free-energy region at
300 K. For quantum simulation of HM, the shape of the distribution differs among
simulations at 150 K and 300 K. For quantum simulation of DM, the difference
between the distribution at 150 K and 300 K is significant. At 150 K, the

Fig. 16.7 Two-dimensional free-energy landscape of ∠OCCC1 and ∠OCCC2 for a classical
simulation at 150 K, b quantum simulation for DM at 150 K, c quantum simulation for HM at
150 K, d classical simulation at 300 K, e quantum simulation for DM at 300 K, f quantum
simulation for HM at 300 K. The unit of free energy (potential of mean force) is kcal/mol.
Reprinted with permission from Y. Kawashima, M. Tachikawa, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 10, 153
(2014). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society
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distribution is described as a single peak at the center with wider distribution in the
∠OCCC2 axis. At 300 K, we found three minima in the ∠OCCC1 axis. This shows
that structures with ring deformation are stable as the planar structure at 300 K for
DM. We succeeded in finding a stable structure with out-of-plane ring deformation
in addition to the planar symmetric structure. We found large isotope effects on the
free-energy landscape.

We also studied the potential energy surface and found that the proton transfer
plays a key role in the stabilization of the structures with out-of-plane ring defor-
mation [49]. We proposed that the “proton transfer-driven” mechanism is the origin
of stabilization for the structure with out-of-plane ring deformation. In this study,
we have shown the capability of PIMD simulation for studying the nuclear quantum
effects on the entire molecule. We found that the nuclear quantum effects influence
the fluctuation of the entire molecule. Large isotope effect was found in the stable
structure of HM.

16.4 Summary

In this review, we have introduced some recent developments of PI simulations.
We developed an efficient algorithm to realize PI simulations of large-scale
molecular systems under various temperatures with the accuracy of the fourth-order
Trotter expansion. We confirmed that our newly developed PIHMC scheme pro-
vides similar accuracy compared to the conventional fourth-order PIMD without
evaluating the Hessian matrix, which requires large amount of computational cost.
We also showed some applications of PI simulation to low-barrier hydrogen-
bonded systems. We first showed the study of the temperature and isotope effects
on hydrogen-bonded structures of H5O2

+ and H3O2
−. GIE of the two systems was

well described. We next investigated the dependence of the coordination number of
water molecules on the hydrogen bond structures of fluoride ion-water clusters. We
found the nuclear quantum effect on the different kind of hydrogen bonds competes
with each other. We finally employed PIMD simulation to hydrogen maleate anion
and found a stable structure with out-of-plane ring deformation. We have shown the
ability and powerfulness of PI simulations to tackle molecular systems in which
nuclear quantum effects play critical roles.
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Chapter 17
Vibrational Linear and Nonlinear
Optical Properties: Theory, Methods,
and Application

Heribert Reis, David Lauvergnat, Josep M. Luis and Robert Zaleśny

Abstract Methods for the calculation of vibrational contributions to nonresonant

and resonant linear and nonlinear optical properties of molecules are reviewed.

Both the Bishop–Kirtman perturbation theory and the finite-field/nuclear relaxation–

curvature approach are treated. Emerging methods using variational approaches

instead of perturbation theory and the methodology required to employ curvilinear

coordinates instead of the more usual normal coordinates are briefly described, too.

Finally, methods using a time-dependent approach are also treated.

Keywords Vibrational (hyper)polarizabilities ⋅ Bishop–Kirtman double perturba-

tion theory ⋅ Finite-field/nuclear relaxation–curvature approach ⋅ Variational vibra-

tional (hyper)polarizabilities ⋅Vibrational effects to one- and two-photon absorption
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17.1 Introduction

This chapter summarizes some of the recent and still ongoing efforts to compute the

vibrational contributions to the linear and nonlinear polarizabilities caused by exter-

nally applied electric fields. It is well recognized by now that these contributions have

to be added to the pure electronic contribution in order to obtain a full description of

the electric field effect on the molecule. Although much progress has been made in

the last few decades, there is still no general treatment available for the full range of

energies covered by nuclear motions in polyatomic molecules. The way to go at the

moment is therefore to choose the appropriate method according to the kind of dom-

inant vibrations exhibited by the molecule under investigation. Some general consid-

erations concerning this point are thus mentioned in Sect. 17.2. Two main approaches

available for actual computations of vibrational contributions to electric properties

are then reviewed. The first and older one rests on perturbation theory and is treated

in Sect. 17.3, while the second one starts from a consideration of the electric field

effect on the position and shape of the molecular potential surface and is summarized

in Sect. 17.4. The connection of this so-called nuclear relaxation/curvature approach

with the perturbational expressions is brought out. In Sect. 17.5, a combination of

the nuclear relaxation/curvature approach with variational methods for the solution

of the vibrational Schrödinger equation is reviewed, which shows the promise of

overcoming many of the restrictions inherent to the perturbational treatment, albeit

at a higher computational cost. Methods based on the vibrational SCF (VSCF) treat-

ment as well as methods employing curvilinear coordinates are treated. The solution

of the vibrational Schrödinger equation in curvilinear coordinates requires special

care, in particular in connection with the application of external electric fields, and

is therefore subject of a separate subsection (Sect. 17.5.3).

Most of the text mentioned above is concerned with nonresonant properties. As

vibrational effects on resonant effects have also been studied and are still under active

investigation, we have included a Subsect. 17.3.3, where several methods available

for the treatment of vibrational effects on two-photon absorption are summarized.

Finally, Sect. 17.6 treats approaches based explicitly on the time domain, instead

of the frequency domain, and thus allow the study of vibrational effects on time-

dependent, periodic, and nonperiodic processes.

The area of nonlinear optics is plagued by a plethora of different conventions used

to define the nonlinear polarizabilities [1, 2]. We follow here the conventions most

often adopted in the modern literature of computational chemistry and define the

Fourier component of the total dipole moment 𝜇i(𝜔𝜎
) of a molecule subject to an

electric field described by F(t) =
∑

n F
𝜔n cos𝜔nt, which may include a static field,

𝜔0 = 0, as:
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𝜇i(𝜔𝜎
) = 𝜇

0
i 𝛿𝜔𝜎

0 +
∑

j
𝛼ij(−𝜔𝜎

;𝜔
𝜎
)F𝜔

𝜎

j +
∑

jk

∑

𝜔1,𝜔2

K
𝜎,1,2

2
𝛽ijk(−𝜔𝜎

;𝜔1, 𝜔2)F
𝜔1
j F𝜔2

k

+
∑

jkl

∑

𝜔1𝜔2𝜔3

K
𝜎,1,2,3

6
𝛾ijkl(−𝜔𝜎

;𝜔1, 𝜔2, 𝜔3)F
𝜔1
j F𝜔2

k F𝜔3
l (17.1)

where
∑

i 𝜔i = 𝜔
𝜎
,K

𝜎,1,2... are numerical factors depending on the number of nonzero

frequencies 𝜔i (see, e.g., [3]).

17.2 How to Choose the Right Approach: Harmonic,
Anharmonic, and Nonharmonic Molecules

The calculation of reliable vibrational (hyper)polarizabilities is not that straightfor-

ward as the calculation of their electronic counterparts, which is essentially a ques-

tion of selecting the right basis set and the appropriate level of theory. Assuming

the Born–Oppenheimer approximation to be valid, one could conceive of a black-

box method for vibrational properties, which would require the calculation of the

potential surfaces of the energy and several properties over all accessible vibra-

tional modes. Currently, this is clearly unfeasible for most molecules with more

than, say, seven to ten atoms. Thus, depending on the form of potential energy sur-

face (PES), as well as the corresponding electric property surfaces, of (usually) the

nuclear motions of lowest frequency, other methods have to be employed. In the

theory of vibrational–rotational spectroscopy, one commonly distinguishes between

quasi-rigid (also called semirigid or rigid) molecules, which are characterized by one

clearly defined equilibrium structure, around which atoms undergo small amplitude

motions at T = 0, and, on the other hand, nonrigid (also called flexible or floppy)

molecules, characterized by one or more large amplitude motions (LAMs), while the

other vibrations are still described by small amplitude motions [4]. Similarly, in the

theory of vibrational optical properties, one may distinguish between (an)harmonic

molecules, for which the relevant potential surfaces can be well approximated by

Taylor series in, for example, rectilinear normal coordinates, and nonharmonic mole-

cules, where this is not possible for one or more vibrational modes. A harmonic

molecule would be a limiting case of the former class of molecules, where it is suf-

ficient to include terms through second order in the Taylor series of the PES, and

through first order for the property surfaces. This leads, within Bishop–Kirtman per-

turbation theory (BKPT), to the so-called double harmonic approximation (DHA),

which is often quite easy to calculate (see Sect. 17.3.1). Methods to compute vibra-

tional (hyper)polarizabilities of (an)harmonic molecules are quite well established

(although not necessarily easy to apply), including, inter alia, BKPT, the compu-

tation of field-induced coordinates (FICs), the Bishop–Hasan–Kirtman approach,

which is based on geometry optimizations in an electric field, or methods based on

the vibrational self-consistent field approach. Some of these methods may also be
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applicable to nonharmonic molecules, if the barriers between the minima visited

during the LAMs remain sufficiently high and tunneling is negligible. Once this is

not the case anymore, however, more sophisticated methods have to be employed,

which usually require the explicit calculation of the different relevant potential sur-

faces along one or several LAMs, as described, for example, in Sect. 17.5.3 below.

These latter methods have just been emerging recently, and we can only provide a

snapshot of the state of the art. Much progress can be anticipated in this area.

As mentioned briefly above, the Born–Oppenheimer approximation (BOA) is

generally assumed to be valid in all of the approaches mentioned in this chapter.

There is no guarantee, however, that this is a valid assumption for all the points

along the path of a LAM (see, e.g., Ref. [5]). To our knowledge, no treatments for

the computation of nonlinear optical effects beyond the BOA have been devised so

far, with the exception of a calculation of the H
+
2 ion and some of its isotopes [6].

17.3 Perturbation Theory

17.3.1 Bishop–Kirtman Perturbation Theory

One of the oldest and still widely applied approaches to compute the vibrational con-

tributions to linear and nonlinear optical properties starts from the nuclear

Schrödinger equation in standard normal coordinates and applies double perturba-
tion theory to take into account both mechanical and electrical anharmonicities.

This approach starts from very general sum-over-states expressions, which were

derived by Orr and Ward [7], applying perturbation theory to compute the effect of an

electric field on a general state |N⟩. Assuming the Born–Oppenheimer approxima-

tion to be valid, the wavefunction factors into an electronic and a nuclear wavefunc-

tion. Separating off the translational motion, and treating the rotational motion by a

classical average, the nuclear wavefunction reduces to a pure vibrational wavefunc-

tion |v⟩. Thus, we can write |N⟩ → |n⟩|v⟩ ≡ |nv⟩, where |n⟩ denotes the electronic

state. Then, the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of the induced dipole moment

in Eq. 17.1 are given by:

𝛼ij(−𝜔𝜎
;𝜔

𝜎
) = 1

ℏ

∑
P−𝜎,𝜎

∞∑

nv

′ ⟨00̌|�̂�i|nv⟩⟨nv|�̂�j|00̌⟩
𝜔nv,00̌ − 𝜔

𝜎

(17.2)

𝛽ijk(−𝜔𝜎
;𝜔1, 𝜔2) =

1
ℏ2

∑
P−𝜎,1,2

∑

nv,pv′

′ ⟨00̌|�̂�i|nv⟩⟨nv| ̂̄𝜇j|pv′⟩⟨pv′|�̂�k|00̌⟩
(𝜔nv,00̌ − 𝜔

𝜎
)(𝜔pv′,00̌ − 𝜔2)

(17.3)
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𝛾ijkl(−𝜔𝜎
;𝜔1, 𝜔2, 𝜔3) =

1
ℏ3

∑
P−𝜎,1,2,3 (17.4)

[
∑

nv,mv′,pv′′

′ ⟨00̌|�̂�i|nv⟩⟨nv| ̂̄𝜇j|mv′⟩⟨mv′| ̂̄𝜇k|pv′′⟩⟨pv′′|�̂�l|00̌⟩
(𝜔nv,00̌ − 𝜔

𝜎
)(𝜔mv′,00̌ − 𝜔2 − 𝜔3)(𝜔pv′′,00̌ − 𝜔3)

−
∑

nv,mv′

′ ⟨00̌|�̂�i|nv⟩⟨nv| ̂̄𝜇j|00̌⟩⟨00̌| ̂̄𝜇k|mv′⟩⟨mv′|�̂�l|00̌⟩
(𝜔nv,00̌ − 𝜔

𝜎
)(𝜔mv′,00̌ − 𝜔3)(𝜔mv′,00̌ + 𝜔2)

]

,

where �̂� is the dipole moment operator, ̂̄𝜇 = �̂� − ⟨0|�̂�|0⟩, 𝜔nv,00̌ = (Env − E00̌)∕ℏ.

The permutation operator P−𝜎,1... creates a sum of all distinguishable permutations

of the quantities in brackets (−𝜔
𝜎
, �̂�i), (𝜔1, �̂�j), .... The sums run over all electronic

states n and their associated vibrational states |v⟩, 0̌ denote the vibrational ground

state, and the prime indicates that the state |nv >= |00̌ > is excluded.

These expressions are valid for nonresonant processes, which means that all fre-

quencies of externally applied fields 𝜔i are far from any molecular resonances. If this

is not the case (e.g., in two-photon absorption), imaginary damping terms need to

be introduced in the denominators containing the frequency terms, which complicate

the general expressions (see Ref. [7] and further below). Replacing the vibronic states

|nv⟩ by electronic states |n⟩ in Eqs. 17.2–17.4, the electronic (hyper)polarizabilities

are obtained.

In BKPT, the additional approximation 𝜔nv,00̌ ≈ 𝜔n,0 for n ≠ 0 is introduced,

under the assumption that the vibrational energy differences are negligible compared

to the electronic ones. At this point, it is natural to separate the resulting terms into

a contribution with all intermediate electronic states n ≠ 0, which is the zero-point
vibrational average (ZPVA). The remainder, terms with at least one intermediate

electronic state n = 0, form the so-called pure vibrational (PV) part. The pure vibra-

tional nonlinear optical properties (NLOP) can be written in terms of square bracket
contributions:

𝛼
pv
ij =

[
𝜇
2
]

(17.5)

𝛽
pv
ijk =

[
𝜇𝛼

]
+
[
𝜇
3
]

(17.6)

𝛾
pv
ijkl =

[
𝜇𝛽

]
+
[
𝛼
2
]
+
[
𝜇
2
𝛼

]
+
[
𝜇
4
]

(17.7)

where for convenience, all frequency arguments and, on the right-hand side of the

equations, Cartesian indices have been suppressed. The quantities 𝜇, 𝛼, and 𝛽 inside

the square brackets indicate the corresponding electronic property expressed as func-

tions of vibrational coordinates. In BKPT, these electronic property functions are

assumed to be static, or frequency-independent. However, the vibrational properties

of Eqs. 17.5–17.7 are still frequency-dependent due to the optical frequency argu-

ments occurring in the denominators of Eqs. 17.2–17.4, which are not part of the

electronic property functions. As an example for the form of the quantities occur-

ring in Eqs. 17.5–17.7, we show here the equation for
[
𝜇
4]

:
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[
𝜇
4
]
= 1

ℏ3

∑
P−𝜎,1,2,3

∑

vv′v′′

′ ⟨0̌|𝜇el
i (Rk)|v⟩⟨v|�̄�

el
j (Rk)|v

′⟩⟨v′|�̄�el
k (Rk)|v

′′⟩⟨v′′|𝜇el
l (Rk)|0̌⟩

(𝜔0v,00̌ − 𝜔
𝜎
)(𝜔0v′,00̌ − 𝜔2 − 𝜔3)(𝜔0v′′,00̌ − 𝜔3)

−
∑

vv′

′ ⟨0̌|𝜇el
i (Rk)|v⟩⟨v|𝜇

el
j (Rk)|0⟩⟨0|𝜇

el
k (Rk)|v

′⟩⟨v′|𝜇el
l (Rk)|0̌⟩

(𝜔0v,00̌ − 𝜔
𝜎
)(𝜔0v′,00̌ − 𝜔3)(𝜔0v′,00̌ + 𝜔2)

, (17.8)

where the electronic dipole moment functions of the electronic ground state𝜇
el
i (Rk) =

⟨0|�̂�i|0⟩ have been introduced.

In addition, one may write the full ZPVA contribution as the electronic part, eval-

uated usually at the optimized geometry, plus a correction due to the average over

the vibrational wavefunction. Thus, for any property P{in}({𝜔}) = 𝛼ij(−𝜔𝜎
;𝜔

𝜎
), 𝛽ijk

(−𝜔
𝜎
;𝜔1, 𝜔2), 𝛾ijkl(−𝜔𝜎

;𝜔1, 𝜔2, 𝜔3) one obtains:

P{in}({𝜔}) = Ppv
{in}

({𝜔};R0) + Pel
{in}

({𝜔};R0) + 𝛥Pzpva
{in}

({𝜔};R0) (17.9)

The frequency dependence of the two vibrational parts is quite different: The ZPVA

contributions behave qualitatively similar to their corresponding electronic proper-

ties, which means they are smooth functions of the frequency in the nonresonant

region, without large differences between different nonlinear processes. The pure

vibrational contributions, on the other hand, behave very differently according to the

nonlinear process under consideration, and there are no smooth connections between

them. For example, for the third harmonic generation process, the pure vibrational

part is essentially zero, while the static third-order contribution may be several order

of magnitudes larger than the pure electronic part.

In order to obtain working expressions for the vibrational NLO properties, a sec-

ond perturbation approach is adopted. The potential of the zero-order Hamiltonian is

taken to be the harmonic part only. Thus, in the usual mass-weighted normal coordi-

nates Qv, with v = 1, ..., 3N − 6(3N − 5) for nonlinear (linear) molecules, the vibra-

tional Schrödinger equation is:

Ĥ𝛷(Qv) =[Ĥ(0) + Ĥ(1) + Ĥ(2) + ...]𝛷(Qv) (17.10)

Ĥ(0) =1
2
∑

v
(p̂2v + 𝜔

2
vQ

2
v)𝛷(Qv), (17.11)

Ĥ(1) =1
6
∑

vv′v′′
Kvv′v′′QvQv′Qv′′ ; Kvv′v′′ =

(
𝜕
3Eel

0 (Rk)
𝜕Qv𝜕Qv′𝜕Qv′′

)

Qi=0

(17.12)

Ĥ(2) = 1
24

∑

vv′v′′v′′′
Kvv′v′′v′′′QvQv′Qv′′Qv′′′ ; Kvv′v′′v′′′ =

(
𝜕
4Eel

0 (Rk)
𝜕Qv𝜕Qv′𝜕Qv′′𝜕Qv′′′

)

Qi=0
(17.13)
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where p̂v = −iℏ 𝜕

𝜕Qv
, 𝜔

2
v =

𝜕
2Eel

0 (Rk)
𝜕Q2

v

|
|
|
|Qv=0

are the harmonic (or quadratic) force con-

stants, while Kvv′v′′ (Kvv′v′′v′′′ ) are cubic (quartic) force constants, which constitute

the first(second)-order mechanical anharmonicity. The 𝜔v ≡ 𝜔0v,00̌ are vibrational

frequencies corresponding to the electronic ground state. In addition, the electronic

dipole moment, polarizability, and first hyperpolarizability are also expanded as Tay-

lor series of Qk, e.g.,

𝜇
el
i (Rk) = 𝜇

el
i (Rk0) +

∑

v

(
𝜕𝜇

el
i

𝜕Qv

)

0

Qv +
1
2
∑

vv′

(
𝜕
2
𝜇
el
i

𝜕Qv𝜕Qv′

)

0

QvQv′ … (17.14)

where
𝜕
2
𝜇
el
i

𝜕Qv𝜕Qv′
and higher terms account for electrical dipole anharmonicities.

With all these approximations, and including all terms containing up to second-

order mechanical and electrical anharmonicities, the pure vibrational (hyper)polari-

zabilities can be finally written in the following form:

𝛼
pv
ij =

[
𝜇
2
](0)

+
[
𝜇
2
](2)

+ … (17.15)

𝛽
pv
ijk =

[
𝜇𝛼

](0)
+
[
𝜇
3
](1)

+
[
𝜇𝛼

](2)
+ …

𝛾
pv
ijkl =

[
𝜇𝛽

](0)
+
[
𝛼
2
](0)

+
[
𝜇
2
𝛼

](1)
+
[
𝜇𝛽

](2)
+
[
𝛼
2
](2)

+
[
𝜇
4
](2)

+ … (17.16)

The superscript in brackets refers to the total level of anharmonicity (mechanical

+ electrical). These may also be written explicitly, which in general would lead to

expressions [ab](n) = [ab](n,0) + [ab](n−1,1) + ...[ab](1,n−1) + [ab](0,n), where the usual

convention is that the first superscript refers to the order of electrical anharmonic-

ity, the second one to the order of mechanical anharmonicity. In terms of matrix

elements, the square bracket

[
𝜇
4
]1,1

, for example, is given by:

[
𝜇
4]1,1 = −1

2
∑

P−𝜎,1,2,3
∑

vv′v′′v′′′
Kvv′v′′

(
𝜕𝜇

el
i ∕𝜕Qv

)
0

(
𝜕𝜇

el
j ∕𝜕Qv′

)

0

(
𝜕
2
𝜇
el
k ∕𝜕Qv′′𝜕Qv′′′

)
0

(
𝜕𝜇

el
l ∕𝜕Qv′′′

)
0

(𝜔2
v − 𝜔2

𝜎
)(𝜔2

v′ − 𝜔
2
1)(𝜔

2
v′′ − (𝜔2 + 𝜔3)2)(𝜔2

v′′′ − 𝜔
2
3)

(17.17)

Detailed expressions of the pure vibrational contributions up to total order of (2) are

given in [8].

The ZPVA correction is defined as the difference between the property averaged

over the zero-point vibration and the electronic property computed at the equilibrium

geometry, see Eq. 17.9, i.e., 𝛥Pzpva(𝜔) = ⟨0|P(𝜔)|0⟩ − Pel(𝜔,R0). Usually, only the

zero vibrational level is considered, although higher levels may also be relevant,

depending on temperature and vibrational spacings. In BKPT, perturbation theory is
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again applied to compute the vibrational matrix elements. Up to the same maximum

order of anharmonicities as considered above for the pure vibrational contributions,

the ZPVA correction can be written as a sum of two terms:

𝛥Pzpva = [P]0,1 + [P]1,0 = −ℏ

4
∑

v

[
∑

v′

Kvv′v′

𝜔v′𝜔
2
v

𝜕Pel

𝜕Qv
− 1

𝜔v

𝜕
2Pel

𝜕Q2
v

]

(17.18)

where the first term is first order in mechanical anharmonicity and the second one is

first order in electrical anharmonicity. The next nonvanishing higher-order terms are

already of third order in total anharmonicity; in fact, all even order terms vanish [9].

Finally, we note here a further useful approximation concerning the frequency

arguments. In BKPT, the frequency differences between the electronic levels are

assumed to be larger than the frequencies of the occurring light waves and much

larger than the frequencies between the vibrational levels of one electronic state,

that is, 𝜔00̌,ev > 𝜔 ≫ 𝜔ev,ev′ . Thus, one may assume the so-called infinite optical fre-
quency approximation (IOFA) in the equations for the vibrational contributions, that

is, perform the limit lim
𝜔i→∞ (i = 1, 2, 3, 𝜎) for quantities occurring in the square

brackets, such as Eq. 17.17. This leads to much simpler expressions, if there is at least

one optical frequency involved in the process considered. For example, for the diago-

nal terms 𝛾iiii in the DHA, the following equations for different third-order processes

hold [10]:

THG: lim
𝜔→∞

𝛾
DHA

iiii (−3𝜔;𝜔,𝜔, 𝜔) = 0 (17.19)

EFISH: lim
𝜔→∞

𝛾
DHA

iiii (−2𝜔;𝜔,𝜔, 0) = 1
4
[𝜇𝛽](0,0)

𝜔=0 (17.20)

Kerr: lim
𝜔→∞

𝛾
DHA

iiii (−𝜔;𝜔, 0, 0) = 1
3
[𝛼2](0,0)

𝜔=0 +
1
2
[𝜇𝛽](0,0)

𝜔=0 +
1
6
[𝜇2

𝛼](0,0)
𝜔=0

(17.21)

IDRI: lim
𝜔→∞

𝛾
DHA

iiii (−𝜔;𝜔,−𝜔,𝜔) = 2
3
[𝛼2](0,0)

𝜔=0 (17.22)

17.3.2 Convergence Behavior

Applications of BKPT beyond the zeroth-order or double harmonic approximation

level require the computation of many high-order derivatives, which may be a very

cumbersome task, especially if the calculation involves numerical derivatives, which

has been nearly invariably the case for the higher-order derivatives (but see below for

recently developed automated differentiation techniques). Thus, it is not an uncom-

mon practice to stop already at the DHA. This is relatively easy to compute, but

obviously does not provide any indication about the magnitude of higher-order terms

and thus about the reliability of the values computed at the DHA.
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The last two decades have seen a significant number of studies devoted to the

assessment of the reliability of the DHA applied to medium-sized organic mole-

cules. Most of these studies, however, remained at the Hartree–Fock (HF) level

of theory. In the few cases where electron correlation effects were included [11,

12], these were found to be as important for the vibrational (hyper)polarizabilities

as for the electronic ones. Thus, conclusions based solely on calculations at the

HF level should be considered with care. Nevertheless, in general, the DHA was

found to be a poor approximation for the vibrational contributions computed at

a higher level of perturbation theory. The contributions at the DHA level were

often found to be of the same order of magnitude as the higher-order contribu-

tions. In some cases, this leads to a spectacular failure of the DHA. For example,

the DHA contribution to 𝛾 of 1,1-diamino–6,6-diphosphinohexa-1,3,5-triene was

computed as [𝜇𝛼](0,0) = 1.55 × 104 au, while the first-order anharmonic contribu-

tion is [𝜇3](1) = −1.41 × 104, leading to a sum of just 0.14 × 104 au. In general, thus,

the convergence of the BKPT at low order is by no means guaranteed, especially

for larger molecules with possibly several low-frequency internal motions. For such

systems, it is usually much more efficient to apply one of the more recent methods

described below.

However, a newly developed method to compute the pure vibrational contribu-

tions in the framework of DFT and using response theory, without the need to use

numerical differentiation [13], should also be noted. This method employs a general

recursive and open-ended scheme to create response functions to different orders,

together with an automatic differentiation approach to generate the corresponding

higher-order exchange–correlation kernels, and has been applied to compute the pure

vibrational contribution to the first hyperpolarizability of retinal and similar mole-

cules [13]. This approach has been extended to the computation of several high-order

derivatives (see, e.g., Ref. [14, 15]), and may, eventually, become a viable alternative

to the methods described in Sect. 17.4, at least in the field of DFT.

17.3.3 Treatments for Two-photon Absorption: BKPT
and Beyond

The treatment in the previous sections is applicable only to nonresonant processes.

As mentioned above, for the treatment of resonant or nearly resonant processes, addi-

tional phenomenological imaginary damping terms 𝛤ve have to be included in the

denominators in Eqs. 17.2–17.4. Then, the electric properties 𝛼–𝛾 acquire an imagi-

nary part, which is associated with absorption processes, e.g., with linear absorption

in the case of 𝛼 and with two-photon absorption (TPA) in the case of 𝛾 . The introduc-

tion of damping terms complicates the equations for 𝛾 considerably, creating eight

terms instead of two in the nonresonant case, but it is reasonable to assume that only

terms which include the resonant or near resonant frequency in the denominator will

contribute significantly.
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For TPA, two photons with the same frequency induce an excitation from the

ground state to an excited state e. TPA is described by the imaginary part of

𝛾ijkl(−𝜔𝜎
;𝜔1, 𝜔2, 𝜔3) with 𝜔1 = −𝜔2 = 𝜔3 = 𝜔

𝜎
≡ 𝜔 and 2𝜔 ≈ 𝜔ve,00̌, where v is

the vibrational state index in the excited state e. Using in addition the assumption

that all damping terms can be neglected except for the transitions |00̌⟩ → |ev′⟩ and

assuming the same broadening for each vibrational state (i.e., 𝛤ev′ ≡ 𝛤 ), a compar-

atively simple equation results for the TPA process [16]:

Im𝛾ijkl(−𝜔;𝜔,−𝜔,𝜔) =
𝛤

2ℏ3

∑
PikPjl

∑

nv,mv′,v′′

′ ⟨00̌|�̂�i|nv⟩⟨nv| ̂̄𝜇k|ev′′⟩⟨ev′′| ̂̄𝜇j|mv′⟩⟨mv′|�̂�l|00̌⟩
((𝜔ev′′,00̌ − 2𝜔)2 + 𝛤 2∕4)(𝜔nv,00̌ − 𝜔)(𝜔mv′,00̌ − 𝜔)

,

(17.23)

where the prime on the summation sign excludes the state |00̌⟩ from the summa-

tions over nv′ and mv′′. Proceeding in the same vein as for the nonresonant case,

we may neglect the vibrational component of all intermediate states not involv-

ing the electronic ground state, and introduce electronic transition dipole functions

𝜇
0e
i (Rk) = ⟨0|�̂�i|e⟩ and transition polarizability functions

𝛼
0e
ik (Rk, 𝜔) =

∑
Pik

1
ℏ

∑

m

′ ⟨0| ̂̄𝜇i|m⟩⟨m| ̂̄𝜇k|e⟩
𝜔0m − 𝜔

, (17.24)

Then, the expression for Im𝛾ijkl(−𝜔;𝜔,−𝜔,𝜔) can be written in a similar “bracket

notation” as the nonresonant cases:

Im𝛾ijkl(−𝜔;𝜔,−𝜔,𝜔) =
{
𝛼
2
}
+
{
𝜇
2
𝛼

}
+
{
𝜇
4
}
. (17.25)

This “curly bracket” notation is similar to the square bracket notation used in

Eqs. 17.5–17.7. However, we use curly brackets to indicate that the terms in the two

set of equations are different. Thus, for example, the term

{
𝜇
4
}

is given by:

{
𝜇
4
}
= 𝛤

2ℏ3

∑
Pik

∑
Pjl

∑

v

∑

v′v′′

′ ⟨0̌0|𝜇00
i (Rk)|v

′0⟩⟨v′0|𝜇e0
k (Rk)|v

e⟩⟨ve|𝜇e0
j (Rk)|v

′′m⟩⟨v′′m|𝜇00
l (Rk)|0̌

0⟩

((𝜔ev,00̌ − 2𝜔)2 + 𝛤 2∕4)(𝜔0v′,00̌ − 𝜔)(𝜔0v′′,00̌ − 𝜔)
,

(17.26)

where the notation vl denotes the v-th vibrational state of the electronic state l, and

𝜇
00
i ≡ 𝜇

el
i in the notation used previously. This expression may be compared with the

corresponding square bracket in Eq. 17.8. For explicit expressions of all terms on the

right-hand side of Eq. 17.25, see Ref. [16]. From this point, there are at least two ways
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forward: either following the usual BKPT treatment and assuming Taylor expansions

in normal coordinates for the transition dipoles and polarizabilities and computing

the arising matrix elements of normal coordinates analytically, as has been worked

out for diatomics in Ref. [16], or computing explicitly the transition polarizabilities

and dipole moments as a function of the displacements Rk and calculating the matrix

elements of the electronic moments over vibrational wavefunctions with the help of

dedicated codes, such as ElVibRot [17]. The latter procedure is clearly more general

than the former, as it does not assume that the molecule is semirigid both in the

electronic ground and in the electronic excited state, but it requires software which

is able to compute matrix elements over vibrational wavefunctions belonging to two

different electronic states, such as required for example for the calculation of Franck–

Condon factors. The first procedure mentioned in the previous paragraph has been

applied to compute the TPA for the CO molecule [16], while work is in progress to

implement the second method.

Finally, we mention some more approximate treatments for vibrational effects on

TPA. These are based on the expansion of the transition polarizability in powers

of normal coordinates (Eq. 17.24), where only linear terms are taken into account.

One specific linear coupling model (LCM) has gained some popularity [18]. In this

model, normal mode displacements between shifted harmonic oscillators are com-

puted using the energy gradient in the electronic excited state. Normal mode dis-

placements determined in such a way introduce some anharmonicity effects in the

region of the vertical transition [18]. The LCM is computationally very efficient, and

it has been used to study the vibrational fine structure of TPA bands of molecules

with several dozens of atoms.

An even more approximate model was proposed by Drobizhev et al. [19], who

used the so-called two-state approximation, which assumes that two states, the

ground and the first dipole-allowed excited state, are sufficient for the major part

of a property described by a sum-over-states expression. With this assumption, Dro-

bizhev et al. reduced the transition polarizability to the dipole moment difference

between electronic ground and excited state, 𝛥𝜇. As in the LCM, only linear terms

with respect to normal coordinates were kept in the subsequent expansion of 𝛥𝜇.

This model was used to compare spectral profiles of one- and two-photon absorp-

tion profiles of a fluorescent protein chromophore.

17.4 Finite-Field Methods: The Nuclear
Relaxation/Curvature Approach

There is an alternative approach to BKPT for deriving the expressions of the vibra-

tional contributions to the nonlinear optical properties. This method is based on con-

sidering the effect of a static electric field on the two contributions to the total energy

of a field-free molecule, i.e., the electronic energy and the zero-point energy (ZPE)

[20, 21]. A static field will change the equilibrium geometry, and thus will lead to a
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different electronic contribution to the NLOP compared to the field-free counterpart.

Taking the latter as the electronic contribution Pel
, the remainder may be called the

nuclear relaxation contribution Pnr
.

An electric field will also change the shape of the potential energy surface, and

thus alter the ZPE. The total contribution of this effect is usually called the curvature
contribution. Separating off the zero-point vibrational average contribution of the

field-free structure as the ZPVA contribution Pzpva
to any property P, the remainder

is then called the curvature−ZPVA contribution Pc−zpva
.

Thus, in the nuclear relaxation/curvature approach, the total value of the NLO

properties is given by:

P = Pel + Pzpva + Pnr + Pc−zpva
(17.27)

In order to obtain expressions for the Pnr
contributions in terms of computable

quantities, one starts from a double power expansion of the potential energy of a

molecule subject to an external electric field V(Qn,Fi) in some vibrational coordi-

nates and electric field components Fi. The theory has first been developed with

normal coordinate Qn as vibrational coordinates, and these will be assumed here,

but see below and Sect. 17.5.3 for different choices. Using the stationarity condition

𝜕V(Qn,Fi)∕𝜕Qn = 0 at a finite (static) field F, an expression for the normal coordi-

nates in the field F as a series in Qn and Fi can be derived, which, when inserted back

into the expression for V(Qn,Fi), allows to identify both the Pel
and Pnr

contribu-

tions as functions of the double power expansion terms, which in turn allows a direct

comparison with the terms occurring in the BKPT expressions (see Sect. 17.4.1).

Analytic expressions for the Pnr
contributions in terms of derivatives of the elec-

tronic energy with respect to normal coordinates and electric field components can

be derived and used in computations, but it is also possible to obtain thePnr
contribu-

tions by computing finite-field derivatives of the electronic energy or dipole moment

at field-dependent equilibrium geometries (see Sect. 17.4.3). This finite field/nuclear
relaxation (FF/NR) approach may be the only feasible method to compute the anhar-

monic terms of Pnr
of larger molecules at correlated levels of theory, where the com-

putation of the corresponding terms of the BKPT approach would be too costly in

terms of computational resources.

If the zero-point energy or, more conveniently, the ZPVA dipole moment, defined

as the first derivative of the ZPE with respect to the electric field, is expanded as a

double power series in normal coordinates Qn and field components Fi, expressions

for the curvature contribution to NLOP (Pc = Pzpva + Pc−zpva
) can be obtained. Anal-

ogously to the Pnr
contributions, the Pc−zpva

contributions can also be obtained using

the FF/NR approach. In this case, finite-field calculations are required to perform the

numerical derivatives of 𝜇
zpva

.

In theory, the Pc−zpva
contributions contain all the higher-order anharmonic terms

not included in the Pnr
contribution. In practice, however, the order of anharmonicity

included in any actual calculation depends on the order of anharmonicity included in

the quantity 𝜇
zpva

, from which the Pc−zpva
contributions are obtained. If 𝜇

zpva
is com-

puted with a variational approach using an “exact” numerical PES, as described in
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Sect. 17.5.3, the obtained Pc−zvpa
includes all high-order anharmonic contributions.

Such a calculation, however, is only feasible for small molecules. On the other hand,

if 𝜇
zpva

is calculated by a perturbational approach of some order n, this order also

determines the order of anharmonicity included in Pc
.

The expressions for the infinite optical frequency approximation ofPnr
andPc−zpva

contributions can also be obtained using the nuclear relaxation/curvature approach.

𝛽
nr(−𝜔;𝜔, 0)

𝜔→∞ (𝛽
zpva(−𝜔;𝜔, 0)

𝜔→∞) and 𝛾
nr(−𝜔;𝜔, 0, 0)

𝜔→∞ (𝛾
zpva(−𝜔;

𝜔, 0, 0)
𝜔→∞), which are the vibrational hyperpolarizabilities corresponding to Pock-

els and Kerr nonlinear effects, can be obtained from the double expansion of 𝛼
el(0, 0)

(𝛼
zpva(0, 0)) with respect to the electric field and normal mode displacements. The

IOFA vibrational contributions of the field-induced second harmonic generation

hyperpolarizabilities 𝛾
nr(−2𝜔;𝜔,𝜔, 0)

𝜔→∞ and 𝛾
zpva(−2𝜔;𝜔,𝜔, 0)

𝜔→∞ are obtained

from the double expansion of 𝛽
el(0; 0, 0) and 𝛽

zpva(0; 0, 0). Again, all these infinite

optical frequency approximation vibrational hyperpolarizabilities can be obtained

using the FF/NR approach.

17.4.1 Connection Between FF and PT Methods

The nuclear relaxation/curvature formulas have a direct correspondence with the

expressions obtained with BKPT [22]. Pnr
contributions contain the lowest-order

terms of each square bracket contribution of perturbation theory Ppv
. The next

higher-order nonvanishing square bracket contributions to Ppv
are given by

[P(c−zpva)](1), which is obtained from first-order perturbation theory contribution

of [𝜇zpva](1). And the higher-order contributions (i.e., [P(c−zpva)](3), [P(c−zpva)](5), ...)

are obtained from [𝜇zpva](3), [𝜇zpva](5), etc. For instance, the Pnr
, [P(c−zpva)](1) and

[P(c−zpva)](3) contributions to the second hyperpolarizability corresponding to the

Kerr process are given by:

𝛾
nr
ijkl(−𝜔;𝜔, 0, 0)𝜔→∞ =

[
𝜇𝛽

](0)

𝜔→∞
+
[
𝛼
2
](0)

𝜔→∞
+
[
𝜇
2
𝛼

](1)

𝜔→∞
(17.28)

𝛾
(c−zpva)(1)
ijkl (−𝜔;𝜔, 0, 0)

𝜔→∞ =
[
𝜇𝛽

](2)

𝜔→∞
+
[
𝛼
2
](2)

𝜔→∞
+
[
𝜇
2
𝛼

](3)

𝜔→∞
(17.29)

𝛾
(c−zpva)(3)
ijkl (−𝜔;𝜔, 0, 0)

𝜔→∞ =
[
𝜇𝛽

](4)

𝜔→∞
+
[
𝛼
2
](4)

𝜔→∞
+
[
𝜇
2
𝛼

](5)

𝜔→∞
(17.30)

17.4.2 Field-Induced Coordinates, FICs

The bottleneck of the evaluation of expressions of the Ppv
, or its equivalents Pnr

and

Pc−zpva
, in the BKPT approach is the computational cost of the electronic energy

and property derivatives. As pointed out above, one way to avoid this problem is

to compute the vibrational hyperpolarizabilities with the FF/NR approach. Another
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possibility to reduce the computational cost of the calculation of Pnr
and Pc−zpva

is to

use the so-called field-induced coordinates (FICs), instead of the usual normal mode

coordinates. While the number of normal coordinates (3N-6) increases linearly with

the size of the molecule, the number of FICs required to determine a component

of a vibrational contribution to any property is quite small, and independent of the

size of the molecule. For example, the calculation of 𝛾
nr
iiii(−𝜔;𝜔, 0, 0) using normal

coordinates requires the determination of (3N-6) first derivatives of 𝜇
el

, 𝛼
el

, and 𝛽
el

,

about (3N − 6)2 force constants, second derivatives of 𝜇
el

and 𝛼
el

, and in the order of

(3N − 6)3 cubic force constants. Using FICs, in contrast, only one single derivative of

each kind is required. This method thus reduces the computational cost for medium

and large molecules by several orders of magnitude.

In the context of the nuclear relaxation approach, the definition of the FICs is quite

straightforward. They are defined as the change of the equilibrium geometry caused

by a static external electric field, which is also the first step in the determination

of Pnr
and Pc−zpva

through an FF/NR calculation. This field-dependent equilibrium

geometry shift can be expanded as a power series in the field, leading to analytic

expressions of the first-order FIC, second-order FIC, etc. It turns out that there are

only three first-order FICs, which depend only on harmonic terms, i.e.,

𝜒
i
1 =

∑

v

(𝜕𝜇el
i ∕𝜕Qv)0

(𝜕2Eel∕𝜕Q2
v)0

Qv ∀i (17.31)

With the three first-order FICs, we can compute 𝛼
nr(0; 0), 𝛽nr(0; 0, 0), lim

𝜔→∞ 𝛽
nr

(−𝜔;𝜔, 0), and lim
𝜔→∞ 𝛾

nr(−2𝜔;𝜔,𝜔, 0). The second-order FICs contain both har-

monic and anharmonic terms. Removing the anharmonic terms, one may define the

harmonic part of the second-order FICs, which together with the 𝜒
i
1 are sufficient to

compute many vibrational contributions such as the Kerr effect, lim
𝜔→∞ 𝛾

nr(−𝜔;
𝜔, 0, 0), and the intensity-dependent refraction index, lim

𝜔→∞ 𝛾
nr(−𝜔;𝜔,−𝜔,𝜔),

and are given by:

𝜒
ij
2,har =

∑

v

(𝜕𝛼el
ij ∕𝜕Qv)0

(𝜕2Eel∕𝜕Q2
v)0

Qv ∀i, j (17.32)

Only for the static 𝛾
nr
ijkl(0; 0, 0, 0), the full anharmonic second-order FICs are required.

As examples, we give below two expressions for vibrational nuclear relaxation

properties in terms of FICs:

lim
𝜔→∞

𝛽
nr
iii (−𝜔;𝜔, 0) =

(
𝜕𝛼

el
ii

𝜕𝜒
i
1

)

0

(
𝜕𝜇

el
i

𝜕𝜒
i
1

)

0

1
𝜔
2
𝜒
i
1

(17.33)

lim
𝜔→∞

𝛾
nr
iiii(−2𝜔;𝜔,𝜔, 0) =

(
𝜕𝛽

el
iii

𝜕𝜒
i
1

)

0

(
𝜕𝜇

el
i

𝜕𝜒
i
1

)

0

1
𝜔
2
𝜒
i
1

(17.34)
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where 𝜔
𝜒
i
1

is the vibrational circular frequency obtained from the diagonal of the

Hessian defined by the FIC 𝜒
i
1. For a full account of all properties in terms of FICs,

we refer to the original literature [23].

As expressed above, the FICs are suitable to compute vibrational electric proper-

ties either in the static limit or in the limit of infinite optical frequencies. However,

general frequency-dependent properties can also by expressed in FICs, if these are

defined in a slightly different manner [24]:

𝜒
i,|𝜔|
1 =

∑

v

(𝜕𝜇el
i ∕𝜕Qv)0

(𝜕2Eel∕𝜕Q2
v)0 − 𝜔2Qv ∀i (17.35)

𝜒
ij,|𝜔|
2,har =

∑

v

(𝜕𝛼el
ij ∕𝜕Qv)0

(𝜕2Eel∕𝜕Q2
v)0 − 𝜔2Qv ∀i, j (17.36)

General expressions for the frequency-dependent hyperpolarizabilities 𝛽
nr(−𝜔

𝜎
;𝜔1,

𝜔2) and 𝛾
nr(−𝜔

𝜎
;𝜔1, 𝜔2, 𝜔3) in terms of these dynamic FICs can be found in [24].

FICs in the calculation of the curvature contribution
As mentioned above, the curvature contributions Pc

can be decomposed into the

ZPVA contributionsPzpva
and the remainderPc−zpva

contributions. The BKPT expres-

sion for the first-order ZPVA correction Pzpva
consists of two terms (see Eq. 17.18).

One of these terms, [P]1,0, contains second derivatives of the property P with respect

to normal coordinates, and does not benefit from using FICs. The other term, how-

ever, may be simplified by employing FICs [25] to:

[P]0,1 = −ℏ

4

(
∑

v

1
𝜔i

𝜕𝜔
2
i

𝜕𝜒P

)
𝜕Pel∕𝜕𝜒P

𝜔2
𝜒P

(17.37)

The kind of FICs 𝜒P depends on the property Pel
: For 𝜇

el
, 𝛼

el
, 𝛽

el
, and 𝛾

el
, the corre-

sponding FICs 𝜒P are 𝜒
i
1, 𝜒

ij
2,har, 𝜒

ijk
3,har, and 𝜒

ijkl
4,har, respectively, where the harmonic

third- and fourth-order FICs are defined in a similar way as the harmonic second-

order FIC in Eq. 17.32.

Although the remaining contributions Pc−zpva
may also be expressed using FICs,

they contain derivatives of rather high order, and it is thus generally easier to evaluate

these properties by the finite-field geometry optimization method described in the

next subsection.

17.4.3 Finite-Field Geometry Optimization Approach

As pointed out in the previous section, the nuclear relaxation contributions can

be calculated from finite-field derivatives of electronic properties computed at the

field-relaxed equilibrium geometries. The change in the electronic property Pel
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(Pel
= 𝜇

el
, 𝛼

el
, 𝛽

el
,…), evaluated at field-relaxed (RF) and field-free (R0) equilibrium

geometry:

(𝛥Pel)RF
= Pel(F,RF) − Pel(0,R0) (17.38)

can be expanded as:

(𝛥𝜇el
i )RF

=ael1 Fj +
1
2
bel1 FjFk +

1
6
gel1 FjFkFl +… (17.39)

(𝛥𝛼el
ij )RF

=bel2 Fk +
1
2
gel2 FkFl +… (17.40)

(𝛥𝛽elijk)RF
=gel3 Fl +… (17.41)

The expansion coefficients (ael1 , bel1 , . . . ) can be directly linked to the electronic and

nuclear relaxation (hyper)polarizabilities [26]:

ael1 =𝛼el
ij (0; 0) + 𝛼

nr
ij (0; 0) (17.42)

bel1 =𝛽elijk(0; 0, 0) + 𝛽
nr
ijk(0; 0, 0) (17.43)

gel1 =𝛾elijkl(0; 0, 0, 0) + 𝛾
nr
ijkl(0; 0, 0, 0) (17.44)

bel2 =𝛽elijk(0; 0, 0) + 𝛽
nr
ijk(−𝜔;𝜔, 0)𝜔→∞ (17.45)

gel2 =𝛾elijkl(0; 0, 0, 0) + 𝛾
nr
ijkl(−𝜔;𝜔, 0, 0)𝜔→∞ (17.46)

gel3 =𝛾elijkl(0; 0, 0, 0) + 𝛾
nr
ijkl(−2𝜔;𝜔,𝜔, 0)𝜔→∞ (17.47)

One of the advantages of the FF-NR method over the traditional BKPT approach is

that field-dependent geometry optimizations can be performed using standard quan-

tum chemistry software, as long as they allow the enforcement of the Eckart condi-

tions during the optimization [27]. This is necessary because a geometry relaxation

in an external electric field may also cause a rotation of the molecule, which needs to

be avoided. Unfortunately, many standard quantum chemistry program packages do

not allow to maintain the Eckart frame during a field-dependent optimization, and

custom implementations may have to be used [27].

The curvature contributions Pc
may also be obtained with the FF geometry opti-

mization method, if in Eq. 17.38 the electronic properties Pel
are replaced by their

ZPVA counterparts Pzpva
[21]. This leads to very similar equations as in Eqs. 17.39–

17.47, where just the superscripts “el” and “nr” are replaced by “zpva” and “c-zpva”,

respectively. As an example, we give here the ZPVA equivalent to Eq. 17.39:

(𝛥𝜇zpva
i )RF

=azpva1 Fj +
1
2
bzpva1 FjFk +

1
6
gzpva1 FjFkFl +… (17.48)

with
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azpva1 ≡ 𝛼
c
ij(0; 0) = 𝛼

zpva
ij (0; 0) + 𝛼

c−zpva
ij (0; 0) (17.49)

bzpva1 ≡ 𝛽
c
ijk(0; 0, 0) = 𝛽

zpva
ijk (0; 0, 0) + 𝛽

c−zpva
ijk (0; 0, 0) (17.50)

gzpva1 ≡ 𝛾
c
ijkl(0; 0, 0, 0) = 𝛾

zpva
ijkl (0; 0, 0, 0) + 𝛾

c−zpva
ijkl (0; 0, 0, 0) (17.51)

The quantities (𝛥𝜇zpva
i )RF

etc. need to be computed by BKPT (with or without using

FICs), or by a variational approach (see next section). Depending on the level of

electronic structure theory and basis set employed, it may be computationally less

expensive to use the field-dependent change of zero-point energies, which is given

by:

(𝛥Ezpe)RF
=Ezpe − 𝜇

zpva
i Fi −

1
2
azpva1 FjFk −

1
6
bzpva1 FjFkFl −

1
24

gzpva1 FjFkFlFm +…
(17.52)

17.5 Variational Methods

17.5.1 Introduction

BKPT may be successfully applied to compute the vibrational (hyper)polarizabilities

of harmonic and anharmonic molecules, in the sense defined in Sect. 17.2. However,

for nonharmonic or highly anharmonic large amplitude motions, BKPT may diverge

or converge very slowly. The convergence of BKPT vibrational contributions can be

evaluated using the following two series [28, 29]:

A: Pel
, [Pzpva](1), [Pzpva](3), ...

B: Pnr
, [P(c−zpva)](1), [P(c−zpva)](3), ...

The two series are convergent, if the terms in each series become increasingly

smaller. However, in general, only the first two terms in each series can be computed.

Thus, if both ratios [Pzpva](1)∕Pel
and [P(c−zpva)](1)∕Pnr

are substantially smaller than

one, then both series may be considered initially convergent and the vibrational con-

tributionPnr + [Pzpva](1) using either BKPT or the finite-field NR/curvature approach

is hopefully a good approximation to the total vibrational NLOPs. If this is not

the case, however, perturbation theory cannot be used and another approach has to

be applied. Thus, for nonharmonic and strongly anharmonic molecules, variational

methods are the obvious alternative to BKPT. For instance, variational methods may

be the only reliable option to calculate the vibrational NLOPs of molecules with

a LAM with a double-minimum PES and a low-energy barrier between the wells

(e.g., CH
−
3 , see Sect. 17.5.3). Other examples for which the BKPT series is divergent

include the dimers of HF and H2O [30].

There are two alternatives to compute the vibrational NLOPs using a variational

approach. The first one is based on applying a variational approach to calculate the
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Pzpva
contribution. Then, the Pc−zpva

contributions are computed from Pzpva
using

the FF methods treated in Sect. 17.4. Any variational method for the computation of

the vibrational energy may be used to calculate the variational NLOP. In the second

alternative, the vibrational (hyper)polarizabilities are computed analytically using

response theory applied to the vibrational Hamiltonian.

17.5.2 Approaches Using Normal Modes

The combination of the FF/NR approach with a variational method to compute the

field-dependent vibrational energies is the most straightforward variational method

to determine the vibrational NLOPs. The Pzpva
and Pc−zpva

contributions obtained

with this approach contain in principle all anharmonic terms not included in Pnr
. In

practice, however, their accuracy depends on the quality of the field-dependent vibra-

tional wavefunction and the PES used. The reliability of the PES is mainly deter-

mined by the level of the electronic structure method employed and the degree of

anharmonicity included in the calculation. The accuracy of the vibrational wavefunc-

tion depends on the vibrational coordinates used and the level of vibrational correla-

tion included. Normal mode coordinates are the coordinates most often applied for

chemical systems with a moderately anharmonic PES, such as H2O, or even HSSH.

On the other hand, for nonharmonic and strongly anharmonic molecules, curvilinear

coordinates may be the better option, and are treated in the next subsection.

The most straightforward variational approach for the treatment of anharmonicity

is the vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) method (for review of the development

and applications of VSCF, see Ref. [31]). In the VSCF, each normal mode vibrates

in the average field generated by all the other modes. The VSCF ground-state vibra-

tional wavefunction is approximated as a direct product of one-mode functions:

𝜓
VSCF

0 (Q1,Q2, ...,QM) =
M∏

n=1
𝜙
0
i (Qi) (17.53)

where M is the number of vibrational modes, Qi are the normal coordinates, 𝜓
VSCF

0
(Q1,Q2, ...,QM) is the molecular vibrational wavefunction, and 𝜙

0
i (Qi) are the one-

mode functions (modals). The optimal modals are obtained by solving the following

Hartree-type equations:

(

−ℏ
2

2
𝜕
2

𝜕Q2
i

+ V0
i (Qi)

)

𝜀
0
i = 𝜀

0
i 𝜙

0
i (Qi) ∀i (17.54)

The one-mode effective potential, i.e.,
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V0
i (Qi) =

⟨ M∏

j≠i
𝜙
0
j (Qj) ||V(Q1,Q2, ...,QM)||

M∏

j≠i
𝜙
0
j (Qj)

⟩

(17.55)

can be computed from the Taylor expansion of the potential energy in the M normal

modes, V(Q1,Q2, ...,QM). The VSCF vibrational energy, EVSCF, and the sum of the

electronic term and the contribution due to the average over the zero-point vibra-

tions to an electric property, Pel + Pzpva
VSCF, are given by the expectation values of the

vibrational Hamiltonian and the Taylor expansion of Pel
in terms of normal modes,

respectively. Then, using the FF method, we can obtain the Pc−zpva
VSCF contributions

from field-dependent Pzpva
VSCF values [32]. Pc−zpva

VSCF is roughly comparable to the sum

P(c−zpva)(1) + P(c−zpva)(3)
of BKPT in the case of weak anharmonicity, such as H2O. In

the case of stronger anharmonic systems, such as HSSH and even HOOH, for which

BKPT clearly diverges, Pc−zpva
VSCF gives a reasonable first approximation. However, the

inclusion of the vibrational correlation is required to obtain accurate vibrational con-

tributions for such strongly anharmonic or nonharmonic systems.

Vibrational correlation corrections, which are due to anharmonic mode–mode

interactions, may be added to the VSCF wavefunction by the vibrational analog of

Møller–Plesset perturbation theory of second order (VMP2), configuration interac-

tion (VCI), or coupled cluster methods (VCC). Any of these approaches can be used

to compute the vibrational NLOPs in the same way as explained above for VSCF.

Judging from the few cases investigated so far, the following conclusions can be

drawn: For weakly anharmonic systems, VMP2 leads to vibrational hyperpolariz-

abilities, which are in good agreement with those obtained from the vibrational full

CI method. For stronger anharmonic or nonharmonic systems, such as HOOH, this

is not the case anymore, and higher correlated methods, such as VCI or VCC, are

required.

The calculation of Pzpva
requires both an expansion of the PES, to compute the

vibrational wavefunction, and an expansion of electric property surfaces, in order to

compute the expectation value of the corresponding property. The order at which the

Taylor expansion can be truncated to obtain accurate values of Pzpva
is much higher

for the PES than for the electric property surfaces. For instance, at least a quartic

PES is required to obtain accurate Pc−zpva
values for water, while a second-order

expansion of 𝜇
el

is already sufficient to obtain a similar accuracy. A dipole surface

expanded to second order would lead to accurate Pc−zpva
values even for the rather

anharmonic molecule HOOH. However, to compute the vibrational wavefunction

of HOOH, it is necessary to employ a very flexible expansion of the PES, which is

easier to achieve if curvilinear coordinates are used.

As mentioned in Sect. 17.2, at least for small molecules, there are often only one

or two modes which are responsible for the nonharmonic or strongly anharmonic

character of the vibrational manifold, which also cause the main contribution to the

values of Pc−zpva
. This is the case, for example, in NH3, where the umbrella mode

together with its couplings to the other modes contributes nearly 100% to the value

of 𝛾
c−zpva(0; 0, 0, 0), as computed at the full VCI level with a quartic PES [28]. Thus,

taking into account only the umbrella mode and its couplings with the other modes
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already leads to quite accurate values for the Pc−zpva
contributions of NH3. For larger

molecules, of course, the number of LAMs may be quite substantial and other criteria

have to be used to reduce the number of motions which need to be taken into account

explicitly.

Response theory provides an interesting analytical alternative for the computa-

tion of frequency-dependent molecular properties. Christiansen et al. derived the

analytical response functions to evaluate the static and dynamic vibrational linear

polarizability, first and second hyperpolarizability at VSCF and VCI levels [33–35].

The vibrational response theory is the variational counterpart to BKPT, but in con-

trast to the latter approach, in vibrational response theory, it is not assumed that

the electronic (hyper)polarizability functions in Eq. 17.14 and analogues are static.

Therefore, for instance, using sum-over-states formalism, the response function for

the pure vibrational linear polarizability is given by:

𝛼
pv
ij (−𝜔𝜎

;𝜔
𝜎
) = 1

ℏ

∑
P−𝜎,𝜎

∞∑

v

′ ⟨0⟨0|�̂�i|0⟩v⟩⟨v⟨0|�̂�j|0⟩0⟩
𝜔v − 𝜔

𝜎

= ⟨⟨⟨�̂�i⟩
el
, ⟨�̂�j⟩

el⟩⟩pv
𝜔
𝜎

(17.56)

where ⟨�̂�i⟩
el = ⟨0|�̂�i|0⟩. Whereas the sum-over-states approach is in general a rather

slowly converging procedure with respect to the number of states included, the linear

response functions can be obtained by solving only three sets of linear equations.

The feasibility of the analytical calculations of 𝛼
pv
ij (−𝜔𝜎

;𝜔
𝜎
) and 𝛽ijk(−𝜔𝜎

;𝜔1, 𝜔2)
was shown with sample calculations for hydrogen fluoride, water, formaldehyde, and

pyrrole molecules.

17.5.3 Approaches Using Curvilinear Coordinates

A molecule with large amplitude motions may have several minima which are sep-

arated by energetically low barriers, so that tunneling becomes important. In that

event, it is often advantageous to set up and solve the Schrödinger equation in curvi-

linear, or internal coordinates. The deformational part of the kinetic energy operator

(KEO) for vanishing total angular momentum (J=0) and the potential energy sur-

faces, which are required for vibrational or vibronic calculations, is independent of

the orientation of the molecular frame. However, in the context of the vibrational lin-

ear and nonlinear optical properties, which involve the application of external fields,

it is essential to apply the Eckart conditions [36], both in the determination of the

field-dependent potential energy surface [27] and in the calculation of the electric

property surfaces [37].

Several programs are currently available which allow to compute the (ro)vibratio-

nal states of floppy molecules, such as TROVE [38], GENIUSH [39], ElVibRot [17,

40], PVSCF [41]. The programs MCTDH [42] and QUANTICS [43] are also able
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to deal with curvilinear coordinates, but the KEO has to be defined explicitly in the

input. These programs share essentially the same structure:

(i) The selection of the kind of curvilinear coordinates is an essential step. The

selection should be done in such a way as to find a well-balanced set of coordi-

nates leading to a compact multidimensional basis, while at the same time avoiding

a KEO, which is too complex to handle efficiently. For a floppy molecule consisting

of N atoms, the 3N − 6 internal coordinates can be split into n active ones, which

are treated explicitly, and m inactive ones (n + m = 3N − 6), which are treated in a

more approximate manner. One may choose, for example, to treat the inactive coor-

dinates in a harmonic approximation, leading to adiabatic separation models [40,

44]. In constrained models [45–49], the inactive coordinates are either held fixed

(rigid constraints) or relaxed at each point of the PES along the active coordinates

(flexible constraints). To derive the KEO [50, 51], T̂ , in a numerical form [39, 46–

49, 52], it is necessary to calculate the values of the Cartesian coordinates, X𝜆

MF, of

the atom 𝜆 as a function of the n internal coordinates, q, in the molecular frame, MF.

The deformation part of the KEO reads [49]:

T̂def = − ℏ
2

2

n,n∑

i,j

1
𝜌(q)

𝜕

𝜕qi
𝜌(q)Gi,j(q) 𝜕

𝜕qj
+ V

extra
(q) (17.57)

d𝜏
def

=𝜌(q)dq1 … dqn (17.58)

where the Gi,j
are the contravariant components of the mass-weighted metric tensor,

G, and 𝜌(q) is a weight function dependent on the choice of the volume element, d𝜏
def

.

Finally, V
extra

(q) is the scalar part of the KEO, which appears if a non-Euclidean

volume element is chosen. It is important to note that Eq. 17.57 can be used even

when a reduced dimensionality model is chosen (n < 3N − 6). For the numerical

approach, the G matrix is obtained by the inversion of the g matrix:

G(q) =[Gi,j] = g(q)−1 (17.59)

g(q) =

[
S(q) C(q)T

C(q) I(q)

]

(17.60)

S(q), C(q) are, respectively, the deformation and Coriolis parts of the metric tensor.

I(q) is the usual inertia tensor. All these matrices can be easily expressed as functions

of the molecular frame Cartesian coordinates, X𝜆

MF, and their derivatives with respect

to the internal coordinates. For instance, Si,j reads:

Si,j =
N∑

𝜆=1
m

𝜆

(
𝜕X𝜆,x

MF

𝜕qi
𝜕X𝜆,x

MF

𝜕qj
+

𝜕X𝜆,y
MF

𝜕qi
𝜕X𝜆,y

MF

𝜕qj
+

𝜕X𝜆,z
MF

𝜕qi
𝜕X𝜆,z

MF

𝜕qj

)

, (17.61)
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where [X𝜆,x
MF,X

𝜆,y
MF,X

𝜆,z
MF] are the three MF components of the atomic Cartesian coor-

dinates, X𝜆

MF, of atom 𝜆 with mass m
𝜆
. A substantial advantage of the numerical

approach is the possibility to deal with complex internal coordinates, thus provid-

ing a large flexibility. In particular, one can apply successive transformations from

the coordinate, q, used for the dynamics up to the Cartesian coordinates in the MF.

Therefore, all kinds of coordinates (Z-matrix coordinates, curvilinear normal modes

[50], coordinates used in the Reaction Path Hamiltonian [53], etc.) may be used,

without requiring a special treatment to set up the Hamiltonian matrix or the action

of the Hamiltonian of a wavefunction.

An additional advantage of the numerical approach is that the transformation

between different molecular frames, for instance, in order to transform into the Eckart

frame [36, 54], is completely transparent. It only requires the rotation of the Carte-

sian coordinates from the non-Eckart frame into the Eckart frame using a rotation

matrix calculated with the help of a well-defined procedure [55, 56].

(ii) In all models, the n active coordinates are treated explicitly, which leads to the

potential energy and property surfaces (such as the dipole moment surface), which

are specific to the molecular system under study.

(iii) The wavefunction can be expanded on an nD-basis and/or on an nD-grid. The

nD-basis functions are usually expressed as products of primitive basis functions,

and each primitive basis set is associated with a coordinate or a group of coordinates

(in the case of spherical harmonics as basis sets, for instance). The grids associated

with the basis sets are usually based on Gauss quadrature schemes.

(iv) The final diagonalization of the Hamiltonian either can be performed directly,

if the number of basis functions is not very large, or can be achieved using iterative

schemes (such as the Lanczos [57, 58] or the Davidson approach [59, 60]), which

avoid building the Hamiltonian matrix explicitly.

Examples
Variational computations of nonlinear optical properties using curvilinear coordi-

nates are still scarce. The umbrella motion in NH3 was investigated in Ref. [61, 62],

and a more general treatment for a slightly asymmetric two-well potential was pub-

lished in Ref. [5]. We restrict ourselves here to the symmetric double well, appropri-

ate, for example, for the umbrella motion in pyramidal AX3 molecules. Generalized

van Vleck perturbation theory was applied to obtain the field-dependent energies,

including tunneling through the barrier. Two quantities, the average E(+)
of the ener-

gies of the two lowest perturbed states a, b and the square of their difference, 𝛥, can

be defined as power series in the field. Exploiting the occurrence of the two equiva-

lent potential wells due to the inversion symmetry, one obtains:

E+(Fz) =E+(0) − 1
2
𝛼
+
zzF

2
z −

1
24

𝛾
+
zzzzF

4
z (17.62)

𝛥(Fz) =
[E(a)(Fz) − E(b)(Fz)]2

4
= C(0) + C(2)

zz F
2
z + C(4)

zzzzF
4
z (17.63)

with
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C(0) =(E−)2 (17.64)

C(2) = − E−
𝛼
−
zz + (𝜇(01)

z )2 (17.65)

C(4) = −
E−

𝛾
−
zzzz

12
+

(𝛼−
zz)

2

2
−

𝜇
(01)
z 𝛽

(01)
zzz

3
(17.66)

Here, P± = 1
2
(P(00) ± P(11)), P = E, 𝜇z, 𝛼zz, 𝛽zzz, 𝛾zzzz, and the superscripts 0, 1 refer

to field-free reference states. The field is supposed to be aligned along the symme-

try axis of the AX3 molecule, here taken to be the z-axis. In that case, the Eckart–

Sayvetz conditions are fulfilled automatically. We mention that 𝛥 is proportional

to the square of the frequency between the two vibrational states, and may thus be

accessible experimentally by vibrational Stark spectroscopy.

For special cases, it is possible to write only linear combinations of the state

energies as usual Taylor series in the field. One of these cases, in Ref. [5] referred

to as the high-field/medium barrier case, requires that the field-induced transition

moment between the two lowest states is large compared to the field-dependent split-

ting E−(Fz). In that event, one may use instead of 𝛥(Fz) ∼ 𝜔
2
ab the quantity

|ℏ𝜔ab(Fz)| = |𝜇(01)
z Fz +

1
6
𝛽
(01)
zzz F3

z | (17.67)

This case is applicable to the inversion of NH3, where the comparatively large barrier

leads to a small tunneling splitting of 0.79 cm
−1

while the same motion in CH
−
3 with

a much lower barrier, and consequently a tunneling splitting about 50 times larger

than that of NH3, requires the more general treatment [5].

Using the treatment in the high-field/medium barrier limit, the umbrella motion

in NH3 was treated in Ref. [61, 62] and compared with the one-well VCI treatment of

the same motion in Ref. [63, 64]. Several nuclear models were used for the coupling

between the active coordinate, i.e., the coordinate describing the inversion motion,

and the rest of the vibrational modes, the inactive coordinates. The NLO proper-

ties were found to be quite sensitive to the different models. Only the more accurate

ones, using the so-called harmonic adiabatic channels, where the active coordinate 𝜏

is treated exactly at several points along the inversion motion, while the other coordi-

nates are approximated by a harmonic potential at each point of 𝜏, provided results,

which were in agreement with the VCI approach [62]. Results obtained at a lower

level of accuracy originally led to erroneous conclusions with respect to the VCI

treatment [61].

Efforts to extend the approach described above to more complicated large ampli-

tude motions, such as the torsion of the methyl group in methanol, are currently

underway.
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17.6 Time-Dependent Approaches to L&NLO Processes

All the methods described up to now in this chapter are defined in the frequency

domain, which is a convenient description for systems subject to continuous peri-

odic electromagnetic radiation, and is obtained from the time domain by a Fourier

transformation. Instead, it is also possible to set up the computation directly in the

time domain. This generally implies a molecular simulation of the molecular system

subject to a time-dependent electric field (see, e.g., Ref. [65] for a real-time calcula-

tion of the electronic NLO contribution). Computations of (non)linear spectra, such

as vibrational sum-frequency generation or one- and two-photon absorption, in the

time domain may be performed more efficiently than in the frequency domain [66].

To illustrate the connection between the two descriptions, we will consider the

one-photon absorption (OPA) process, where the photon energy ℏ𝜔 is comparable

to the energy difference between two electronic states. In Eq. 17.2, we defined the real

part of polarizability (Re[𝛼(𝜔)]). The OPA spectrum corresponds to the imaginary

part of the complex polarizability function. In order to deal with the latter, we closely

follow the route paved in Sect. 17.3. In particular, we adopt the Born–Oppenheimer

approximation and we keep only the first term in the expansion of dipole moment

operator (see Eq. 17.14). The latter step is known as the Franck–Condon approxima-

tion. The final expression for the one-photon absorption cross section is then given

by [67]:

𝜎
FC
OPA(𝜔) =

4𝜋2
𝜔

3c
∑

nv′

∑

i
⟨0|�̂�i|n⟩⟨n|�̂�i|0⟩

⟨v0|v′n⟩⟨v′n|v0⟩
(𝜔nv′ − 𝜔0v − 𝜔 − i𝛤n)

(17.68)

The matrix element 𝜇
0n
i = ⟨0|�̂�i|n⟩ involving electronic wavefunctions |0⟩ and |n⟩

is evaluated at the ground-state geometry; |v0⟩ (|v′n⟩) stands for the initial (final)

vibrational state in the electronic ground (excited) state. 𝛤n is the broadening para-

meter. The transition into the time domain is obtained by a Fourier transformation.

The final result for OPA cross section is:

𝜎
FC
OPA(𝜔) =

4𝜋ℏ𝜔
3c

∑

n
|𝜇0n|2 × Re

∫

∞

0
⟨v0|vn(t)⟩eiℏ(𝜔0v+𝜔)t−gn(t)dt (17.69)

where |vn(t)⟩ is the wavepacket corresponding to the time-dependent nuclear wave-

function of electronic state n. Note that the broadening parameter 𝛤n is now replaced

by a more general lifetime function gn(t). The theory of time-dependent spectroscopy

yields a more physical and detailed description of the lifetime function than the sim-

ple introduction of a broadening parameter 𝛤 as an empirical quantity [67, 68].

The use of Eq. 17.68 for systems with a large density of eigenstates involves

an excessively high computational costs. On the other hand, Eq. 17.69 allows the

efficient determination of converged spectra. This is one of the reasons behind the

increasing popularity of time-dependent approaches in the domain of nonlinear spec-

troscopies probing electronic and vibrational motions. Computer codes are available
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to simulate, e.g., vibrational fine structure of absorption bands in one- and two-

photon absorption spectra [67, 68] or double-resonance sum-frequency generation

spectra [69].

17.7 Conclusions and Outlook

In this chapter, we summarized most of the currently available methods for the calcu-

lation of linear and nonlinear vibrational optical properties. Although much progress

has been made in the last two decades or so, there is still much work to do, as there

is no general procedure available as yet for these properties. Variational methods

based on VSCF are developing fast and show great promise to be able to handle

larger systems, which would be necessary to investigate molecules of interest for

practical applications. However, these methods still have problems with certain large

amplitude motions with low barriers and multiple wells. For such motions, meth-

ods based on curvilinear coordinates and dedicated codes to solve the vibrational

Schrödinger equation numerically will probably be the more adequate solution. How-

ever, these approaches currently require a lot of user intervention and are not yet able

to treat large systems, although this area is also developing fast. There are still other

problems, which have received only scant attention up to now, such as the effect of

rotation–vibration coupling on NLOP, as well as the treatment of systems where rota-

tion and vibration cannot be separated easily, as may happen in certain very weakly

bound complexes.

Despite recent progress [70–72], still rather little is known about another very

important topic, which is the effect of the molecular interactions and, in extension,

of the environment in bulk systems on the vibrational NLOPs and which has not

been treated at all in this review. An approach to treat vibrational NLOPs in periodic

systems is currently being developed by M.Springborg, B. Kirtman, and the group

of R. Dovesi, but there is much more left to be done in this area for other kinds of

bulk systems, such as liquids, glasses. This would also open the way for comparison

of the computed values with experimental results, and which would the also allow

for more realistic assessment of the computational approaches.
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Chapter 18
Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics Study
on Photoisomerization Reactions:
Applications to Azobenzene and Stilbene

Tetsuya Taketsugu and Yu Harabuchi

Abstract Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) approach to examine excited-state
dynamics of ultrafast photoreactions was introduced, and its applications to pho-
toisomerization of azobenzene and stilbene were described. AIMD with a surface
hopping scheme was used to examine photoisomerization mechanism of nπ*-
excited azobenzene. The rotation pathway was shown to be a preferred one com-
pared with the inversion pathway. A small change in the NN stretching frequency
of trans-azobenzene upon nπ* excitation was also reproduced by highly accurate
calculations, which support the rotation pathway. To examine the photoreaction of
ππ*-excited cis-stilbene, SF-TDDFT was used in AIMD simulations. It was shown
that ππ*-excited cis-stilbene propagates primarily toward the twisted structural
region due to dynamical effects, with partial branching to the
4,4-dihydrophenanthrene (DHP) structure. AIMD simulations were also carried out
for ππ*-excited 1,1’-dimethylstilbene, and it was shown that the perpendicular
structure around S1/S0 conical intersections has possibly the long lifetime.

Keywords Excited-state dynamics ⋅ Photoisomerization ⋅ Surface hopping

18.1 Introduction

Photochemistry provides a very broad frontier of quantum chemistry. Last 50 years
a laser technology and spectroscopic experiments have clarified many aspects in
photoreaction mechanism and dynamics. Especially, transient absorption and
emission spectra have provided information of excited-state dynamics of molecules
in detail, and sophisticated experiments have extended our understanding of the
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elementary reaction processes in electronically excited states. Of course, the entire
picture of a photoreaction could not be drawn only from the experiments, and
nowadays quantum chemical approach plays an essential role to understand the
photoreaction mechanism. Owing to advanced ab initio wavefunction theory and
density functional theory (DFT), vertical excitation energies can be evaluated with
high accuracy, and global potential energy surfaces (PESs) in the excited states can
be explored, which clarify the reaction pathways through a couple of excited states.
Azobenzene and stilbene are basic textbook molecules in photochemistry. Both
molecules show cis-trans photoisomerization, which leads to photoswitch functions
in nanotechnology. The first excited state of stilbene is ππ* state, while the first and
second excited states of azobenzene are nπ* and ππ* states, respectively. In stil-
bene, the reaction pathway is restricted to a rotation about the central C = C bond,
while in azobenzene, the rotation and inversion pathways are possible. In this
chapter, our recent theoretical studies on photoisomerization of azobenzene [1, 2]
and stilbene [3, 4] were described.

Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) approach has become a powerful theo-
retical tool to elucidate the ultrafast photoreaction process. AIMD is a classical
trajectory method where atomic positions and velocities are propagated by solving
Newton’s equations of motion based on ab initio energy gradients [5–8]. The target
of AIMD approach has been extended to photochemical reactions where
non-radiative transitions play a significant role [9–11]. In our group, AIMD pro-
gram code for excited-state dynamics was developed and applied to photochemical
reactions in solutions [12–14] and to dissociative recombination reactions with the
surface hopping scheme [15–17] based on a Tully’s surface hopping scheme [18] in
which the electronic wavefunction is expanded in terms of adiabatic eigenfunctions,
and the expansion coefficients were developed by solving time-dependent Schrö-
dinger equation using non-adiabatic coupling terms. Following Tully’s fewest
switches algorithm, the hopping probability between the electronic adiabatic states
is evaluated from the electronic amplitudes and non-adiabatic coupling terms, and
the hopping is invoked by comparing the hopping probability and a random
number. In AIMD approach, all nuclear degrees of freedom are automatically
included, and thus, a small time step is required to describe the fast atomic motions.
If such fast motions are not important in a given reaction, a relatively large time step
could be used by fixing those internal degrees of freedom through dynamics sim-
ulation. For this purpose, the RATTLE algorithm [19] was used in our AIMD
simulation. A general AIMD code was developed in our group, which is named
SPPR [20].

In AIMD simulations, choice of electronic structure theory is a key issue for
reliability of dynamics. For electronically excited states, multi-configurational
character and dynamic correlation effects are important factors. In ab initio wave-
function theory, we should employ multi-configurational-based theories since the
target is not only the Franck–Condon region but also non-adiabatic regions (in-
cluding conical intersection (CI) regions [21–26]) where more than two electronic
states could approach each other. The mostly used multi-configurational wave-
function for multiple states is the state-averaged complete active space
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self-consistent field (SA-CASSCF) method. SA-CASSCF with the appropriate
active space can describe the ground and excited electronic states in balance with
qualitatively accuracy, but quantitative evaluation of the energetics is difficult
because of no dynamic correlation effects included. To include dynamic correlation
effects, one can move to multi-reference perturbation theory [27, 28] or
multi-reference configuration interaction theory. The multi-reference methodology
can reproduce the excited-state PESs with high accuracy, but it requires high
computational costs. The alternative approaches, DFT and time-dependent DFT
(TDDFT), are very attractive methods. The dynamic correlation effects are included
as correlation functional, and thus, they can provide potential energy surfaces
including electron correlation effects, with a relatively low cost. However, the usual
linear response TDDFT calculations have a disadvantage for study of excited-state
reactions [29]; TDDFT provides a discontinuous PES at the crossing point between
the reference ground singlet state (S0) and the first excited singlet state (S1), as the
reference state becomes the excited state after passing an intersystem crossing point.
Furthermore, TDDFT cannot describe doubly excited electronic states. This limi-
tation is serious for describing a process of rotations about double bonds, because the
ground state and the doubly excited state cross each other. To overcome this limi-
tation, the spin-flip (SF)-TDDFT method has been developed so that an open-shell
triplet configuration is employed as the reference state and the ground and excited
states are described as the response state [30–32]. In the SF-TDDFT method, five
types of electronic states are obtained as solutions [33], i.e., the ground state, the
open-shell singlet and triplet states of HOMO-LUMO single excitation, the singlet
excited state of HOMO-LUMO double excitation, and spin-mixed states of singlet,
triplet and quintet. In the recent AIMD simulation with SF-TDDFT [3], the target
state was followed by monitoring orbital coefficients and configuration interaction
coefficients along the trajectory, but such approach sometimes did not work in the
region where the singlet and triplet states approach each other [3]. Very recently, a
new approach, TSF-index method [34], was proposed to trace the target state in S1/S0
minimum energy conical intersection (MECI) search calculations with SF-TDDFT.

In this chapter, we report applications of AIMD methodology to photoisomer-
ization of azobenzene by SA-CASSCF method [1] and to photoisomerization of
stilbene by SF-TDDFT methods [3, 4]. The theoretical results are compared with
available experimental data, and the reaction pathways and dynamics for the
respective photoisomerizations are discussed.

18.2 Photoisomerization of Azobenzene in np* Excitation

18.2.1 Past Experimental and Theoretical Studies

The photoisomerization of azobenzene has attracted a great deal of interests in both
science and industry since this feature leads to its utilization for light-driven
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nano-scaled devices such as optical switches, and a number of experimental studies
have been reported [35–43]. The earlier study on the absorption spectra indicated
that the first and second excited states of both cis- and trans-azobenzene were
attributed to nπ* and ππ* excitations, respectively [35, 37]. Quantum yields of the
isomerizations for cis- and trans-azobenzene were reported to be different between
nπ* and ππ* excitations [35–37]. Rau proposed that the photoisomerization of
trans-azobenzene should follow different pathways in nπ* and ππ* excitations,
through a comparison of the simple azobenzene and the sterically hindered
azobenzenes [38, 39]; nπ* excitation invokes the inversion of the NNC bond angle
within a planar geometry, while ππ* excitation invokes the rotation of two phenyl
rings around the NN bond (Fig. 18.1). There have been a number of transient
absorption experimental studies for ππ* excitation of trans- and cis-azobenzene
[41–43]. Tahara and co-workers [40–42] carried out the time-resolved Raman,
fluorescence and absorption measurements with ππ* excitation of trans-azobenzene
in solution. They clarified that isomerization proceeds in nπ* state after electronic
relaxation, and proposed that the isomierization pathway is the same as that of
direct nπ* excitation. They also found that the NN stretching frequency shows only
a slight decrease in the S1(nπ*) state [40].

There have been also a number of theoretical studies on the photoisomerization
of azobenzene [1, 44–58]. First, Monti et al. [44] showed that in the S1(nπ*) state
there is a large activation barrier along the rotation pathway while there is no barrier
along the inversion pathway at the singly excitation configuration interaction
(CIS) level, indicating that the photoisomerization of trans- and cis-azobenzene is
likely to proceed via the inversion pathway in nπ* excitation. In 1999, CASSCF
method was employed to determine the rotation and inversion pathways between
trans- and cis-azobenzene in the respective S1(nπ*) and S2(ππ*) states, followed by
the multi-reference perturbation theory energy calculations along the CASSCF
reaction pathways; it was concluded that the inversion is probably the preferred
pathway for nπ* excitation while the rotation is the preferred one for ππ* excitation
[45]. Ishikawa et al. [46] examined the two-dimensional PES of the S1(nπ*) state as
a function of the CNNC torsion and NNC bond angles at the multi-reference single
and double excitation configuration interaction (MR-SDCI) level, and proposed that
the rotation pathway is preferred in the S1(nπ*) state based on the location of the S1/
S0 conical intersection along the rotation pathway. After the Ishikawa’s report, all

Fig. 18.1 Scheme of rotation
and inversion mechanism for
cis-trans isomerization of
azobenzene
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theoretical studies indicate that the rotation is the preferred pathway for nπ*
excitation in the gas phase [48, 53].

On-the-fly dynamics simulations were also performed for the photoisomerization
of azobenzene on the basis of semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations with the
surface hopping method [49, 52, 56, 58] and with the multiple spawning method
[51]. Recently AIMD simulations at the CASSCF level [47, 48, 55, 57] and Car–
Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations [54] were also performed for the pho-
toisomerization of azobenzene in nπ* excitation. In next section, we introduced a
surface hopping AIMD simulation at SA-CASSCF level [1].

18.2.2 AIMD Study on Photoisomerization of Azobenzene

Hence, we summarized a work of AIMD simulations for cis-trans photoisomer-
ization of azobenzene in the lowest excited state S1(nπ*) reported by our group in
2009 [1]. In the AIMD simulations, the SA-CASSCF/STO-3G level was employed
where S0, S1(nπ*), S2(nπ*), S3(n2π*2), and S4(ππ*) states were included with equal
weight, and the active space was defined as six electrons in four orbitals (n, n, π,
π*). The RATTLE algorithm was applied to solve Newton’s equations of motion
with geometrical constraint that all CH bond lengths in two phenyl rings were fixed
to the equilibrium distances in the ground state. All electronic structure calculations
were performed by MOLPRO [59]. In total, 200 trajectories have been run starting
from cis-azobenzene over 240 fs, while 100 trajectories have been run starting from
trans-azobenzene over 3 ps. The initial atomic coordinates and velocities were
determined by the canonical sampling (T = 300 K) based on normal modes of
vibration in the ground state. Among 200 trajectories for cis-azobenzene, the iso-
merization to trans-azobenzene occurs in 90 trajectories while the remaining 110
trajectories go back to the region of cis-azobenzene in the ground state, and thus,
the quantum yield for cis to trans photoisomerization is estimated to be 0.45. For
reactive trajectories, the reaction pathway can be classified into three patterns:
(i) clockwise rotation, (ii) counterclockwise rotation, and (iii) counterclockwise (S1)
+clockwise (S0) rotation. In all cases, only the central N–N part shows a drastic
motion within 40 fs, while two phenyl rings do not move so much from the initial
position because of a relatively heavy mass. The rotational direction of the N–N
part is clockwise in the first pathway while it is counterclockwise in the second and
third pathways. After the CNNC dihedral angle dCNNC reaches ∼ 90° or -90°,
surface hopping to S0 occurs and both phenyl rings start to move toward a structure
of trans-azobenzene. In the first and second pathways two phenyl rings keep the
direction of motion after hopping to S0, while in the third pathway they turn its
direction in the ground state. Atomic motions along the AIMD trajectory do not
correspond to the conventional rotation pathway where two phenyl rings rotate
around the central NN bond. In the simple picture of rotation mechanism, a
structural transformation accompanies a movement of two heavy phenyl rings in a
long distance (rotation with a large moment of inertia), while in the pathway
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presented here, the rotation proceeds in two steps, i.e., (1) rotation of the central N–
N part and (2) rotation of two phenyl rings with much shorter distance. Because two
phenyl rings are deviated from the central C–N–N–C plane in cis-azobenzene, the
initial rotation of NN part makes molecular structure close to the S1/S0 MECI point
without a movement of phenyl rings. Then two phenyl rings rotate about the C–N
bond, resulting in the structure of cis or trans form of azobenzene in the S0 state.
The similar reaction mechanism was also reported in dynamics simulations by
Doltsinis et al. [54] and Thiel et al. [56].

In a typical trajectory starting from the S1(nπ*) state, surface hopping to the S0
state occurs at around 40 fs. Before hopping to S0, one NNC bond angle increases
to 140° while the other decreases to 100°, and then they show fluctuations around
the respective positions, indicating that this is not the inversion pathway. On the
other hand, the CNNC dihedral angle immediately increases or decreases, and
reaches to 90° or -90°, where surface hopping occurs. This feature indicates that the
reaction proceeds along the rotation pathway, but as discussed above, this is not a
conventional rotation pathway. It is interesting to note that both NNCC dihedral
angles show twist motions in the direction opposite to change in the CNNC dihedral
angle. The numbers of trajectories assigned to the respective patterns are 13, 64, and
13 for the clockwise rotation, counterclockwise rotation, and counterclockwise (S1)
+clockwise (S0) rotation, respectively, and thus counterclockwise rotation is the
most preferred pathway. We also performed the steepest descent path calculations
from the Franck–Condon cis structure in the S1 state, and found that it is the
counterclockwise rotation pathway.

Here we discuss AIMD trajectories starting from trans-azobenzene. The reaction
rate for trans-azobenzene is much slower than that for cis-azobenzene because it
takes much longer time for trans-azobenzene to deviate from the planar structure.
Thus, trajectories from trans-azobenzene were calculated over 3 ps. As the results,
isomerization to cis-azobenzene occurs in 24 trajectories, while in 62 trajectories,
the molecule goes back to the region of trans-azobenzene in the ground state. The
remaining 14 trajectories continue to stay in the S1 state during the simulation time
of 3 ps. Thus, the quantum yield for trans to cis photoisomerization is estimated as
0.28. Compared to the reaction pathway in cis to trans isomerization, atomic
motions along the trajectory show a conventional rotation pathway where two
phenyl rings rotate around the NN bond. For the reactive trajectory, surface hopping
to S0 occurs at t = 800–900 fs, and then CNNC dihedral angle starts to change
drastically and the molecule transforms from trans to cis structure very quickly
within 50 fs. For the unreactive trajectory, both NNCC dihedral angles show vio-
lent fluctuations but they do not correspond to the rotational motion of phenyl rings.
Both phenyl rings keep their positions, while the central N atoms show a
bicycle-pedal motion.

By fitting variations of S1 population averaged over trajectories to exponential
function, the lifetimes of S1 for cis- and trans-azobenzenes are estimated as 0.06
and 1.86 ps, respectively. These values are in qualitative agreement with the
experimental lifetimes, 0.17 and 2.6 ps, respectively. In this simulation, the
quantum yield for cis to trans photoisomerization was calculated to be 0.45, which
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is almost twice as large as that for trans to cis photoisomerization, 0.28. These
results are in good agreement with the experimental results.

18.2.3 Vibrational Spectroscopy of Trans-Azobenzene
in nπ* State

The excited-state PES exploration and AIMD simulations indicated that the nπ*-
excited azobenzene prefers the rotation pathway. On the other hand, the transient
Raman spectra showed that the NN stretching frequency of trans-azobenzene is
almost unchanged in the S1(nπ*) state, indicating that the NN bond order does not
change during the isomerization process [40]. In order to gain insight to the pho-
toisomerization mechanism of trans-azobenzene, the NN stretching frequency in
the S1 state was investigated by theoretical calculations with several methodology
including DFT, SA-CASSCF, and CASPT2. In SA-CASSCF calculations, the
active space was 14 electrons in 12 orbitals involving two n orbitals and π/π*
orbitals of nitrogens, and four sets of π/π* orbitals of phenyl rings. In CASPT2
calculations, the reference SA-CASSCF wavefunction was determined so that the
active space includes two n orbitals and π/π* orbitals of nitrogens, and the lowest 17
orbitals are treated as frozen orbitals in the perturbation calculations. The rotation
pathway was also calculated as a function of a CNNC torsion angle dCNNC and the
inversion pathway as a function of NNC bond angle aNNC on the S1(nπ*) PES, by
optimizing geometrical parameters other than the respective reaction coordinates.
Then, the NN stretching frequency was calculated along the respective pathways by
applying a projection technique [60] at the CASPT2 level. Sapporo-DZP basis sets
[61] were employed in most calculations, and only anharmonic vibrational calcu-
lations with vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) and correlation-corrected
VSCF (cc-VSCF) methods were carried out with 6-31G*. DFT calculations were
performed by GAMESS [62], while CASPT2 calculations were performed by
MOLPRO program [59].

For the ground state of trans-azobenzene with C2h symmetry, the calculated
geometrical parameters were in good agreements with the experimental values,
while the NN stretching harmonic frequency was overestimated by ca. 80 cm−1

relative to the experimental fundamental frequency at the CASPT2 level. The
cc-VSCF calculations at the B3LYP/6-31G* level showed that the NN stretching
harmonic frequency, 1561 cm−1, was reduced to 1531 cm−1 due to the anhar-
monicity effect. By using this value as the anharmonicity effect, the NN stretching
fundamental frequency in the ground state of trans-azobenzene was estimated to be
1490 cm−1 at the CASPT2 level, which is comparable to the experimental value,
1440 cm−1.

For the S1(nπ*) state, geometry optimization was performed under the C2h

symmetry constraint (referred to as (S1-C2h)min). Normal mode analysis indicated
that (S1-C2h)min has one imaginary frequency mode which corresponds to a torsional
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motion of the central -CNNC- (Au) at DFT(CAM-B3LYP) (20i cm−1) and CASPT2
(49i cm−1) levels, although it has no imaginary frequency mode at the DFT
(B3LYP) and SA-CASSCF levels. Thus, the planar structure of (S1-C2h)min is
unstable with respect to the CNNC torsional motion. The comparison of geomet-
rical parameters between S0 and S1(nπ*) indicates that, by nπ* excitation, the NN
bond length is almost unchanged while the NNC bond angle increases by ca. 14°
and the CN bond length decreases by ca. 0.06 Å. These geometrical changes can be
explained by the nature of molecular orbitals related to nπ* excitation. Figure 18.2
shows natural orbitals relevant to nπ* excitation, i.e., the lone pair n orbital of N
atoms and the NN-π* anti-bonding orbital, at the (S0)min structure determined by the
SA-CASSCF(6,4) calculations. As shown in Fig. 18.2, the n orbital shows
anti-bonding nature for the NN bond, while the π* orbital shows anti-bonding
nature for the NN bond and bonding nature for two CN bonds. Thus, due to nπ*
excitation, CN bonds should be strengthened while NN bond strength is not so
affected. The extension in the NNC bond angle can be explained by the reduction of
a repulsive force between bonding electron pairs (NN and CN bonds) and the lone
pair of N atoms. The similar finding in geometrical changes of trans-azobenzene
due to nπ* excitation was also reported at the semi-empirical OM2/MRCI level
[58].

Fig. 18.2 Natural orbitals corresponding to a lone pair orbital of nitrogen and b NN anti-bonding
π* orbital of trans-azobenzene related to nπ* excitation determined by the SA-CASSCF(6,4)
calculation at (S0)min. Reproduced from Ref. [2], with permission from AIP Publishing
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Due to nπ* excitation, the experimental NN stretching frequency decreases by
12 cm−1, while the calculated frequency increases by 116 cm−1 (TDDFT(B3LYP)),
90 cm−1 (TDDFT(CAM-B3LYP)), 76 cm−1 (CASSCF), and 61 cm−1 (CASPT2).
By the cc-VSCF calculation at the TDDFT(B3LYP)/6-31G* level, the anhar-
monicity effect was estimated to be 29 cm−1 (1679 → 1650 cm−1) in the S1 state,
which is similar to the anharmonic effect in the ground state, and thus change of NN
stretching fundamental frequency upon nπ* excitation should be similar to change
in the harmonic frequency.

Before the appearance of ref [2], there was reported only one theoretical work on
vibrational frequencies of trans-azobenzene in the S1(nπ*) state [50], which
employed state-specific CASSCF calculations to determine minimum energy
structures and harmonic frequencies for the ground and S1(nπ*) states under the C2h

symmetry restriction, with analytical gradient and analytical Hessian matrix, using
the MOLCAS-5.2 program [63]. The calculated frequencies, multiplied by scaling
factor 0.91 to take into account the effect of dynamic correlation and anharmonicity,
were reported as 1440 cm−1 (S0) and 1438 cm−1 (S1), which were in good
agreement with the experimental values. However, our SA-CASSCF frequencies
were totally different from their results, and thus, the same calculations as ref [50]
were performed by the state-specific CASSCF(14,12) and the atomic natural orbital
(ANO) basis sets, using the MOLCAS-6.4 program [63]. Then, the NN stretching
frequencies were calculated to be 1701 cm−1 (S0) and 1771 cm−1 (S1), which are
reduced to 1548 cm−1 and 1612 cm−1, respectively, by scaling factor of 0.91, and
this result is consistent with the CASSCF calculations with Sapporo-DZP basis sets
[2].

The increase in the NN stretching frequency due to nπ* excitation can be
explained by vibrational mixing concept [64]. The nπ* excitation strengthens CN
bonds, leading to an increase of force constants in CN symmetric and
anti-symmetric stretching modes. Then, the interaction between the CN symmetric
stretching mode and the NN stretching mode of total symmetry representation is
invoked, resulting in mixing of these two normal modes. Figure 18.3 shows
mechanism of vibrational mixing of the NN stretching mode and the CN symmetric
stretching mode due to nπ* excitation. As shown here, the NN stretching mode in
the ground state shows almost a pure NN stretching motion while in the S1(nπ*)
state the corresponding mode contains a small contribution from a CN symmetric
stretching motion; similarly, the original CN symmetric stretching mode contains a
small contribution from NN stretching motion with anti-phase. As the result of this
mixing, the frequency of the NN stretching mode increases from 1520 to
1581 cm−1, while the frequency of the CN symmetric stretching mode decreases
from 1235 to 1207 cm−1.

At the CASPT2 level C2h minimum of trans-azobenzene in the S1(nπ*) state has
one imaginary frequency mode of Au which is directly related to a reaction coor-
dinate of the rotation pathway, i.e., a torsion angle dCNNC. Then, starting from
(S1-C2h)min, the rotation pathway was calculated by choosing dCNNC as a reaction
coordinate and optimizing the other geometrical parameters by the CASPT2
method. Along the rotation pathway, vibrational frequencies were calculated with a
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projection technique [64] at the CASPT2 level. The S1 energy shows a gradual
decrease until reaching (S1/S0)CI around dCNNC ∼ 95º. It is interesting to note that
both rNN and rCN are almost unchanged along the rotation pathway. This result
indicates that the NN bond order does not change while proceeding along the
rotation pathway. The NN stretching frequency shows only a small decrease
(∼ 50 cm−1) as dCNNC changes from 180º to 100º; this small decrease is consistent
with an almost constant bond length of the central NN bond.

According to chemical intuition, the rotational motion about the central NN bond
should weaken the NN bond because π-bonding orbital possibly breaks down. The
calculated NN bond lengths and NN stretching frequencies, however, indicate that
the NN bond is not weakened along the rotation pathway. Figure 18.4 shows
natural orbitals in the active space of SA-CASSCF(6,4) wavefunction. The occu-
pation numbers in these orbitals are also constant, (n)2(π)2(n)1(π*)1. Each orbital
almost keeps its shape (i.e., n, π, n, π*) along the rotation pathway against chemical
intuition, and this should be the origin of the unchanged bond order of the central
NN bond during the rotational motion.

The inversion pathway was also calculated as a function of a bond angle aNNC1
where two carbon atoms of CNNC part are distinguished by C1 and C2. Along the
inversion pathway, the S1 energy increases by ca. 0.8 eV at aNNC ∼ 180º, the NN
bond length decreases by 0.03 Å, and the NN stretching frequency increases by ca.
300 cm−1. The increase in the adiabatic energy clearly indicates that trans-azo-
benzene prefers the rotation pathway in nπ* excitation. This finding can explain
why the isomerization occurs through a rotation of the -N = N- fragment rather
than a true torsion along the NN bond [1, 56].

Finally, we summarize significant results from the present calculations based on
CASPT2 geometrical structures, vibrational frequencies, and reaction pathways.
The energy variations along the reaction pathways indicate that the rotation path-
way is preferred to the inversion pathway. Geometrical feature of (S1-C2h)min is

Fig. 18.3 Scheme of the
vibrational mixing between
the NN stretching mode and
the CN symmetric stretching
mode due to nπ* excitation.
Reproduced from Ref. [2],
with permission from AIP
Publishing
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shown to be minimum at the CASSCF level, while it changes to a first-order saddle
point at the CASPT2 level, indicating that the planar structure of trans-azobenzene
is unstable with respect to a torsional motion of the central CNNC dihedral angle.
A shift of the NN stretching frequency due to nπ* excitation is relatively small,
agreeing to the Raman spectra. A small shift in the NN stretching frequency is
explained in terms of natural orbitals related to nπ* excitation and vibrational
mixing between the NN stretching mode and the CN symmetric stretching mode. It
was also shown that the NN stretching frequency shows a small decrease along the
rotation pathway, and thus, the experimentally observed frequency could be
assigned to the molecule under a structural transformation along the rotation
pathway.

18.3 Photoisomerization of Cis-Stilbene in pp* Excitation

18.3.1 Past Experimental and Theoretical Studies

Stilbene (SB) is a basic molecule that shows C = C photoisomerization between cis
and trans forms. The photoisomerization mechanism of cis-SB has been widely
studied both experimentally [65–80] and theoretically [76, 80–89]. Upon ππ*

Fig. 18.4 Set of natural orbitals in the active space of SA-CASSCF(6,4) at a dCNNC = 180º
((S1-C2h)min), b 140º, and c 100º, along the rotation pathway [4]
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excitation, cis-SB can transform to trans-SB or 4,4-dihydrophenanthrene
(DHP) with a time scale of 1.0 ps [66–70, 74, 77–79], and the branching ratio
was reported as cis : trans : DHP = 55 : 35 : 10 as shown in Fig. 18.5 [66–68].
Steady state [75] and femtosecond time-resolved [79] fluorescence study revealed
that there are two decay components with the lifetimes of 0.23 and 1.2 ps. The
initial dynamics of ππ*-excited cis-SB was investigated by femtosecond Raman
spectroscopy [76]. It showed a temporal change of the vibrational spectrum, which
was assigned to the twisting motion of the central C = C bond through quantum
chemical calculations [76].

Theoretical studies elucidated that ππ*-excited cis-SB evolves on the S1(ππ*)
potential energy surface (PES) with the twisting motion of the central C = C bond
[73, 81, 83, 87, 89]. Also, an accessible MECI point of S0 and S1 states (denoted as
S1/S0-MECI) was located near the minimum on the S1-PES, which corresponds to
the C = C bond twisting structure (denoted as twist) [81, 83, 87, 89]. The molecular
motion of the cis-trans photoisomerization has been predicted to be a ‘hula-twist’
motion, in which the central C = C bond rotates out of plane; the CH bonds remain
out of the plane, while the other atoms reorient to remain coplanar [73]. Minezawa
and Gordon investigated the reaction pathways in the relaxation process of ππ*-
excited cis-SB by SF-TDDFT [30–32]. They located geometries of minima and S1/
S0-MECIs for twist ((S1)twist-min and (S1/S0)twist) and DHP ((S1)DHP-min and (S1/
S0)DHP-MECI) regions on the S1-PES, and found that the photocyclization is in
competition with the photoisomerization [89], which was later confirmed by the
more sophisticated multi-reference method [90].

With respect to dynamics study for cis-SB, Berweger employed CIS/6-31G to
generate a three-dimensional constrained PES, and performed dynamics simulations
[82]. Dou et al. [85, 86, 88] performed semi-classical electron-radiation-ion
dynamics simulations on the relaxation process of cis-SB in the S1 state, and
studied three dominant processes, i.e., cis-trans isomerization [86], cis-cis (no
isomerization) [85], and cis-DHP photocyclization [88]. However, there has been
no dynamics study which focused on the branching mechanism.

In 2012, Berndt et al. measured transient absorption spectra of 1,1′-dimethyl-
stilbene (dmSB) in solution [91]. The lifetime of a transient band observed around
600 nm (CIS* band) was 0.2 ps, which is shorter than the corresponding CIS* band

Fig. 18.5 Scheme of
photoisomerization of cis-
stilbene
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of cis-stilbene (0.92 ps). Another transient band, associated with the perpendicular
conformation (denoted as P*), was also observed around 330 nm (P* band). It was
found that the lifetime of the P* band of cis-dmSB is 19 ps in hexane and 2.9 ps in
acetonitrile, which are much longer than the lifetime of the corresponding P* band
of cis-stilbene [77]. They suggested that the longer lifetime of dmSB is attributable
to the structural difference between the minimum and the conical intersection
around P*. However, there has been no report which studied the relaxation process
of dmSB in the S1 state. Both the mechanism of changes in the decay time and the
P* structure have never been revealed.

In the following sections, the relaxation mechanism and dynamics of ππ*-
excited cis-SB and cis-dmSB were discussed by considering cis-trans photoiso-
merization and photocyclization to DHP and dmDHP, respectively. The substituent
effect for the relaxation mechanism is discussed by comparing the excited-state PES
and AIMD results for SB and dmSB. In addition, the origin of CIS* and P* bands
in time-resolved absorption experiments is investigated.

18.3.2 Potential Energy Surface of the ππ* State
of SB and DmSB

For SB [3] and dmSB [4], equilibrium and TS geometries in the ground and ππ*
states, as well as S1/S0-MECI geometries, were optimized at SF-TDDFT
(BHHLYP)/6-31G(d) level. The intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) pathways and
the steepest descent path (meta-IRC) from the Franck–Condon (FC) structure of cis-
form in the ππ* state were determined at the same level. All DFT calculations were
performed with GAMESS [62].

Figure 18.6 shows geometries of cis-form minima in the ground and ππ* states
and S1/S0-MECI for SB and dmSB. Definitions of atom numbering are indicated for
(S0)cis-min. Three minima in the ππ* state, (S1)cis-min, (S1)DHP-min, and (S1)twist-min,
were located for (a) SB and (b) dmSB. In both cases, there is one MECI in a DHP
region ((S1/S0)DHP), while there are two in a twist region (S1/S0)twist-1 and (S1/
S0)twist-2). Geometries of (S1)twist-min, (S1/S0)twist-1, and (S1/S0)twist-2 are all charac-
terized by a twisted pyramidal structure of the central CC bond. However, in the
case of dmSB, the geometry of (S1)twist-min is significantly different from those of
(S1/S0)twist-1 and (S1/S0)twist-2. The dihedral angle dC3C1C2C7 that characterizes a
pyramidalization is 153.3° for (S1)twist-min, while dC3C1C2C7 is 114.0° and 116.3° for
(S1/S0)twist-1 and (S1/S0)twist-2, respectively, indicating that (S1)twist-min shows a
structural change between pyramidal and planar. This can be understood as the
result of the steric hindrance between phenyl group and methyl group, and such a
difference between minimum and MECI geometries was not reported for other
molecules, e.g., ethylene, stylene, stilbene, and stiff-stilbene [29, 89, 90, 92]. It is
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expected that the lifetime of the S1 molecule in the twist region of dmSB should be
longer than that of SB.

Figure 18.7 shows geometries and traces of reaction pathways on a
two-dimensional configurational space in terms of rC5C6 and dC3C1C2C4 for (a) SB
and (b) dmSB [4]. In both SB and dmSB, the meta-IRC pathways from (S1)FC
finally lead to a DHP-like geometry, (S1)DHP-min. In the case of SB, the meta-IRC
from (S1)FC passes through a cis-stilbene-like structure ((S1)cis-min) in the first stage,
and the steepest descent path goes through a very flat region with a large
reaction-path curvature. This result is interesting because previous studies predict
that the reaction pathway leading from the FC region of cis-stilbene to the twisted

Fig. 18.6 Geometries of minima in the S0 and S1 states for a SB and b dmSB; S1/S0-MECI
geometries for c SB and d dmSB. Definitions of atom numbering are indicated for S0-minimum of
SB and dmSB
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structures is preferred [66–68]. It is suggested that branching for the twisted
structure and the DHP structure occurs in this sharply curved region, and that
dynamic effects may be important in determining the branching ratio of the
products.

In the case of dmSB, the meta-IRC paths from the (S1)FC of cis-dmSB approache
(S1)TS1 between (S1)DHP-min and (S1)cis-min, and enters a side of (S1)DHP-min. On the
other hand, in SB case, there is no (S1)cis-min and no (S1)TS1 (a kind of shoulder
region with a very flat nature); the meta-IRC is initially oriented toward a twist
direction, and turns its direction toward (S1)DHP-min. The difference in geometrical
feature of the pathways suggests that, in cis-dmSB case, photocyclization is
enhanced compared with cis-SB. Since (S1/S0)DHP point is located near (S1)DHP-min,
the molecule entering the (S1)DHP-min side would reach the S1/S0-CI region easily,
resulting in a non-radiative transition to the ground state. Since the energy barriers

Fig. 18.7 Plots of reaction
pathways on the S1-PES,
projected on a
two-dimensional
configurational space in terms
of rC5C6 and dC3C1C2C4, for
a SB and b dmSB [4].
Minima in the ground state
are denoted by a black circle,
while minima, TS, and MECI
in the S1(ππ*) state are
denoted by a red circle, a red
triangle, and a red cross
mark, respectively. Meta-IRC
from the FC point is denoted
by a red solid line, while the
IRC is denoted by a blue
dotted line
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for pathways from cis-dmSB to dmDHP or twist-dmSB are very low, the molecule
near (S1)cis-min region can easily enter DHP or twist regions.

The difference in the meta-IRC pathways for cis-dmSB and cis-SB was further
investigated in the previous paper. In both dmSB and SB, rC5C6 decreases gradually
along the meta-IRC paths, and the dihedral angles, dC3C1C2C4, first increase and
then decrease almost simultaneously. The difference is the rate of increase in two
dihedral angles (slow for dmSB and very fast for SB). It was concluded that a
difference in mass of moving fragments, i.e., methyl group (dmSB) and hydrogen
atoms (SB) caused the difference in meta-IRC [4].

18.3.3 Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics (AIMD) Simulations
for SB and DmSB

For SB [3] and dmSB [4], the excited-state dynamics simulations were started upon
excitation to the lowest ππ* singlet state. Each trajectory in the excited state was
terminated if the trajectory reached crossing regions between the ground and the
first excited states, or if the simulation time reached the maximum (1.5 ps for
stilbene and 1.0 ps for dmSB). As discussed in Sect. 18.3.2, there are two types of
S1/S0-decay channel in the ππ* state, i.e., DHP- and twist-sides. The branching
dynamics toward DHP- and twist-sides in the ππ* state of cis-SB and cis-dmSB
were investigated based on the AIMD simulations with SF-TDDFT. 50 and 33
trajectories were calculated for SB and dmSB, respectively. It should be noted that
the terminal points of the respective trajectories are not exactly the same as the S1/
S0-MECI points; the S1/S0-crossing regions are distributed around the S1/S0-MECI
points in configuration space.

In the case of SB, the 50 trajectories are divided into three groups: 13 trajectories
(13/50) lead to the formation of DHP, 35 trajectories (35/50) undergo rotation via
the torsion of the C1 = C2 bond, and two trajectories (2/50) first began torsional
rotation, and then change to DHP. This means that the dynamically important
product is different from the terminal geometry of the meta-IRC from (S1)FC, which
indicates that this photobranching mechanism in the ππ* state of SB is controlled by
dynamics. Experimental quantum yields of the photoreaction cannot be discussed
from the present dynamics simulations in a rigorous way, because the trajectories
branch into three structures, i.e., DHP, cis-stilbene and trans-stilbene, after relaxing
to the ground state. Interestingly, the calculated branching ratio (trans-stilbene :
DHP = 35 : 13) is in good agreement with experimental data (trans-stilbene :
DHP = 35 : 10), indicating that the dynamics simulations qualitatively reproduce
the experimental quantum yield. In the case of dmSB, 33 trajectories are divided
into four groups; trajectories entering the DHP-side and reaching the S1/S0-CI
region (19/33), trajectories entering the DHP-side and moving to the twist-side
(9/33), trajectories entering the twist-side (4/33), trajectories entering the twist-side
and moving to the DHP-side (1/33). According to the rate of the destinations of
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trajectories (DHP : twist ∼ 20 : 13), the photocyclization is favorable in the case of
dmSB, which is opposite in the case of SB.

The difference in the branching ratio for SB and dmSB can be explained by the
difference in reaction pathways [4]. In the case of SB, a dominant change in
geometry along the meta-IRC path from (S1)FC is an increase in torsional angle,
dC3C1C2C4, and thus, the torsional motion about the central CC bond receives a
kinetic energy in the initial stage. Actually most trajectories run toward the
twist-side initially, which results in a large branching ratio of twist-side for cis-SB.
On the other hand, in the case of dmSB, most trajectories from (S1)FC initially run
toward the transition state between (S1)DHP-min and (S1)cis-min. Thus, the trajectories
which enter the DHP-side are dominant for cis-dmSB.

The calculated S1-population decay of cis-SB and cis-dmSB in the ππ* state is
shown in Fig. 18.8. Here, the trajectories reaching S1/S0-crossing regions are
regarded as those hopping to the ground state. The population decay for trajectories
in the DHP-side is indicated by a red line, while the decay for those in the twist-side
is indicated by a blue line. In the case of SB (Fig. 18.8a), 28/50 trajectories reached
the S1/S0-crossing region before 1.0 ps. The population of the ππ* state decreases to
0.44 at 1.0 ps. The time scale of the calculated population decay is in good
agreement with the experimental decay of 1.2 ps [79]. The population decay for the
trajectories leading to the twist-side (35 trajectories) and for the trajectories leading
to DHP-side (13 trajectories) indicated that the lifetime for the DHP-side is rela-
tively longer than that for the twist-side. An evidence from femotosecond
time-resolved fluorescence spectra led to the proposal that the photoreaction process
of cis-stilbene is a two-step mechanism [79]. The observed fluorescence wave-
length, 420 nm [79], nearly coincides with the energy gap between the S0 and S1
states, 3.1 eV, for (S1)cis-min, while the energy difference between the S0 and S1
states in other regions along the IRC is too small to be observed. Thus, the two
decay components in the experimental spectra (0.2 ps and 1.2 ps) were attributed to
the molecular motion around (S1)cis-min toward DHP-side and twist-side, respec-
tively [3]. For the case of SB, most molecules go into the twist region due to the
initial motion in the S1 state, and it takes a relatively long time to enter the DHP
side [3]. In the case of dmSB (Fig. 18.8b), the molecule at the DHP-side has a short
lifetime while the molecule at the twist-side has a relatively long lifetime in the case
of dmSB, which is just opposite to the case of dmSB. In the transient absorption
spectra of cis-dmSB [91], the lifetime of the CIS* band at 600 nm and the P* band
at 330 nm were reported to be 0.2 ps and 19 ps, respectively, in hexane. Based on
the results of AIMD trajectories, the population of the CIS* state should increase
initially and gradually decrease through a movement to the DHP side or the
twist-side which occurred during the initial 0.2 ps. This time span is in very good
agreement with the experimental lifetime of the CIS* band (τ = 0.2 ps) [91]. On
the other hand, most trajectories entering the twist-side stay around (S1)twist-min for a
long time (at least longer than 1 ps) without reaching the S1/S0-CI region. Thus, the
molecule staying at the twist-side should have a long lifetime in the S1 state,
corresponding to the P* band observed in the experiment [91].
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Next we discussed the experimental transient absorption spectra (Fig. 18.9b)
based on AIMD simulations. In the reported time profile of the P* band [91], when
normalized to the maximum amplitude of 1.0, the P* signal increases to ∼ 0.8 in
the first 0.2 ps, exhibits a shoulder feature at 0.2 ∼ 0.3 ps, and increases again to
1.0 within 0.6 ps. Then, it gradually decreases, reflecting the lifetime of the P*
state. It was also shown that the CIS* signal rapidly decays with a lifetime of 0.2 ps
with a distinct shoulder feature observed at 0.2 ∼ 0.3 ps. To understand these
features seen in the time profiles of the CIS* and P* signals, the time variations of
the S1-population for the cis/DHP- and twist-sides in AIMD trajectories are ana-
lyzed. To distinguish the cis/DHP- and twist-sides based on geometrical parameters,
the structures with dC3C1C2C4 ≤ 68.7° (value at (S1)TS2) are regarded as those
located in the cis/DHP-side (red line in Fig. 18.9b), while the structures with
dC3C1C2C4 > 68.7° are regarded as those located in the twist-side (blue line in
Fig. 18.9a). In AIMD simulations, all trajectories initially enter the cis region,
corresponding to appearance of the transient absorption band in the 600-nm region
(CIS* band). The S1-population of the cis/DHP-side decreases with a lifetime of ca.
0.3 ps since some trajectories move out to the twist-side or reach the S1/S0-CI

Fig. 18.8 Decay of S1-
population as a function of
time derived from AIMD
simulations for a SB and
b dmSB [4]. S1-population for
all the trajectories is plotted in
black, while the decays for the
trajectories staying at the
DHP region and for those at
the twist region are plotted in
red and in blue, respectively
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regions within the DHP side (consistent with the experimental lifetime of the CIS*
band, 0.2 ps). The S1-population of the twist-side increases during 0.6 ps due to
moving-in of the trajectories from the cis/DHP-side (in good agreement with the
finite rise time in the P* band). In Fig. 18.9a, there is a shoulder feature in the plots
of both cis/DHP- and twist-sides during 0.2 ∼ 0.3 ps; these shoulders are related to
trajectories which once move in the twist-side and then go back to the cis/
DHP-side. This feature can explain the shoulder in the experimental time profiles of
the CIS* and P* bands in Fig. 18.9b [91].

18.4 Conclusion

Recent progresses in electronic structure theory including ab initio wavefunction
theory and DFT have made it possible to explore global excited-state PES involving
non-adiabatic region quantitatively. This exploration leads to a new frontier in

Fig. 18.9 a Variations of the
S1-population from AIMD
simulations for dmSB [4].
Rate of S1-population in the
cis/DHP-side
(dC3C1C2C4 ≤ 68.7°) is
plotted in red, while that in
twist-side
(dC3C1C2C4 > 68.7°) is plotted
in blue. The plot for twist-side
is normalized so that the
maximum value is equal to 1.
b Decay of the CIS* band (a
red line) and development of
the P* band (a cyan line) for
cis-dmSB (in acetonitrile).
Reprinted from Ref. [91],
Copyright (2017), with
permission from Elsevier
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quantum chemistry. AIMD for photo reaction is possible once energy gradients for
excited-state PES are available, and non-adiabatic transitions can be tractable if one
gets non-adiabatic coupling terms. Dynamics simulations on the basis of accurate
PES can provide a lot of valuable information that cannot be obtained from static
calculations of the PES. Collaborations of AIMD approach and spectroscopic
experiments can provide a detailed picture of photoreaction processes. In this
chapter, we demonstrated the advanced applications of AIMD approach for pho-
toisomerization reactions to elucidate mechanism and dynamics for ultrafast
relaxation processes of nπ*-excited azobenzene and ππ*-excited stilbene.

Photoisomerization mechanism of nπ*-excited azobenzene was investigated by
AIMD simulation with the RATTLE algorithm, based on the SA-CASSCF method.
The photoisomerization from cis to trans proceeds much faster than that from trans
to cis due to non-planarity of cis-form. It was clarified that cis to trans isomerization
occurs via two-step rotation mechanism, accompanying rotations of the central NN
part and two phenyl rings, and this process can be classified into two types, namely,
clockwise and counterclockwise rotation pathways; on the other hand, trans to cis
isomerization occurs via conventional rotation pathway where two phenyl rings
rotate around the NN bond. The quantum yields for cis-trans photoisomerization
were well reproduced. Experimentally, the transient Raman spectra showed that the
NN stretching frequency of trans-azobenzene is almost unchanged in the S1(nπ*)
state, indicating that the NN bond order does not change during the isomerization
process. To examine this mechanism, a multi-reference second-order perturbation
theory was applied to calculate equilibrium structures and vibrational frequencies of
trans-azobenzene in the ground and nπ�-excited states. It was found that the NN
stretching frequency exhibits a slight increase at the minimum energy structure in
the nπ� state, which is explained by the vibrational mixing of the NN stretching
mode with the CN symmetric stretching mode. The NN stretching frequency was
also calculated at several selected structures along the rotation and inversion
pathways in the nπ� state; it was shown that the frequency decreases gradually
along the rotation pathway while it increases by ca. 300 cm−1 along the inversion
pathway. The frequencies and energy variations along the respective pathways
indicate that the rotation pathway is more consistent with the experimental obser-
vation of the NN stretching frequency in nπ� excitation.

The first excited state of stilbene is ππ* state, which is the most important
electronic state to realize the photofunctionality of stilbene-like species. From
theoretical viewpoint, the description of ππ* state requires dynamic correlation
effects in the electronic structure theory, and so SA-CASSCF is not a good choice
for AIMD simulations. Recently, SF-TDDFT method was developed so that
non-adiabatic region of S0 and S1 states can be described. Then, AIMD simulations
with SF-TDDFT were carried out to examine the photoisomerization mechanism of
ππ*-excited cis-stilbene. To follow the target state among nearly degenerate elec-
tronic states during the dynamics simulations, a state tracking method was devel-
oped. It was shown that the meta-IRC from the FC structure of cis-stilbene in the
ππ* state reached the S1-minimum of DHP via a cis-stilbene-like structure on a very
flat region of the S1-PES. However, AIMD simulations showed that more
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trajectories reached CI in the twist region that is located between cis and trans
forms, compared with CI in DHP region, and the branching ratio was very close to
the experiment. The discrepancy between the meta-IRC and AIMD simulations can
be understood from geometrical features of the excited-state PES. It was concluded
that ππ*-excited cis-stilbene propagates primarily toward the twisted structural
region due to dynamic effects, with partial branching to the DHP structural region
via the flat-surface region around (S1)cis-min. AIMD simulations were also carried
out for ππ*-excited cis-dmSB at the SF-TDDFT level to get insights into the
substitution effects on the photoisomerization dynamics of stilbene. For cis-dmSB,
the meta-IRC from the FC structure of cis-dmSB is oriented toward the DHP side,
which is in contrast to the case of SB. The optimized geometries of minima and
MECI suggested that molecules in the DHP region could easily decay to the ground
state. On the other hand, S1/S0-MECI and S1-minimum in the twist region have a
relatively different geometry from each other, which is consistent with the exper-
imental observation of the long lifetime of the perpendicular structure. AIMD
simulations showed that more trajectories enter the well of the DHP side than the
well of the twist-side, and that all of the trajectories going to the DHP-side reached
the S1/S0-CI region with ∼ 0.2 ps on average, while very few trajectories reached
S1/S0-CI even after 1 ps in the twist region.
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Chapter 19
Density Functional Theoretical Studies
on Chemical Enhancement
of Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy
in Electrochemical Interfaces

Ran Pang, De-Yin Wu and Zhong-Qun Tian

Abstract Since the surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) observed in 1974,
40 years past, SERS spectroscopy are applied in several fields of chemistry, phy-
sics, biology, energy source and so on. However, the mechanism of SERS is not
entirely clear. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations could give information
at the molecular level and have been applied in the studies of electrochemical
interfaces. In this paper, by combining DFT calculations and Raman scattering
theory, we presented some results about SERS spectra of interfacial water and
pyridine adsorbed on metal surfaces, including electrochemical adsorption, chem-
ical reactions and photo-driven charge transfer processes. All these information
helps us reveal the physical and chemical nature of SERS signals for studied
molecules in complex electrochemical interfaces.

Keywords Density functional theory ⋅ Electrochemical SERS ⋅ Water ⋅
Pyridine ⋅ Photo-driven charge transfer

19.1 Introduction

Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is an anomalous and special phe-
nomenon observed when Raman spectroscopy was applied to surface science [1–3].
The first SERS spectrum was obtained from an electrochemical system of pyridine
(Py) adsorbed on a rough silver electrode by Fleischmann et al. in 1974 [4]. Then
Jeanmaire and Van Duyne found that the experimentally observed Raman intensity
from an adsorbed Py should be 5–6 orders of magnitude greater than that in pure
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liquid and aqueous solution [5]. Albreacht and Creighton also observed such an
abnormal enhancement effect and proposed that the considerable enhancement was
related to the resonance Raman scattering effect [6]. Because of the enormous
enhancement, SERS spectra have provided rich information to understand the
structures and the physical and chemical properties of adsorption processes and
chemical reactions at interfaces or surfaces. So far the SERS has been developed to
higher detection sensitivity up to the single-molecule level with high spatial reso-
lution and ultrafast temporal resolution [7, 8]. The normal SERS technique is also
extended to tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) [9–13], gap-mode SERS
[14, 15], and shell-isolated nanoparticle-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SHINERS)
[16–18], so that the SERS spectroscopy was applied in several fields of chemistry,
physics, biology, energy source and materials and so on.

The SERS spectroscopy provides vibrational information for understanding
mechanistic and dynamic information on electrochemical interfaces at the molec-
ular level. Meanwhile, the theoretical study of SERS develops with the enrichment
of the experimental data [19–25]. Philpott suggested for the first time that the
Raman signal could be enhanced similar to the resonance Raman scattering effect
due to the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) state in 1975 [26]. In the case, the
surface plasmon state was considered as the intermediate state of Raman scattering
processes. To account for the enhancement of SERS signals, two types of
enhancement mechanisms are considered, the electromagnetic field enhancement
(EM) [27–29] and the chemical enhancement (CE) [30–32]. The former one is
generally considered to have the main contribution to SERS signals from the sur-
face plasmon resonance [23, 24, 33, 34], which depends on the optical property of
the metal substrate and its roughness. In particular, for nanostructured surfaces
considered as SERS substrates the enhancement is also a function of size, shape,
and aggregation states of metal nanoparticles [35, 36]. The CE mechanism is a
chemical effect, which strongly depends on the geometric and electronic structures
of adsorbed molecules, the chemical bonding between molecules and metal sur-
faces, excited states related to the frequency of excitation lines, and chemical
environments of interfaces such as the applied electrode potentials, the solvent
effects, and the property of electrolytes [19, 25, 37–39]. Both chemical and physical
enhancements can be influenced to some extent by changing the applied electrode
potential, i.e., the Fermi level of metals, surface charge density, and dielectric
constants of interfacial electrolyte in an electrochemical SERS (EC-SERS) system.
This makes EC-SERS as one of the most complicated systems in the SERS.

Since the enhancement mechanisms in SERS are influenced by many factors,
there are some difficulties to understand the cooperation effect between the two
mechanisms [40]. Firstly, there are two distinctively different properties of electric
fields, the frequency-dependent electromagnetic field and the static electric field
co-existing in electrochemical systems [41]. The surface charge density of metal
electrodes can be tuned by changing applied potentials to result in a shift in the SPR
frequency [42]. Secondly, the change of applied electrode potentials results in the
change of interaction (or bonding) between metal and adsorbates, the surface ori-
entation of adsorbates and the structure of the double layer, which may cause the
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redistribution of the surface localized optical electric field [22, 37]. Thirdly, the
materials of metal electrodes and solvent molecules are important components in
electrochemical interfaces, which also lead to change the double layer structure and
the optical property of the electrochemical system [43]. Finally, there may exist
some unknown species and uncertain interfacial structures due to the polarization of
applied potentials. This makes it difficult to analyze EC-SERS spectra by a simple
comparison with normal Raman spectra of studied molecules in gas phase, liquid
states, aqueous solution, and solid states.

Quantum chemical calculation plays a unique advantage for investigating the
SERS spectra in electrochemical systems, even through there are many complicate
factors to hinder completely understanding the SERS mechanism and electro-
chemical processes. Theoretical studies provide opportunities to obtain possible
adsorption structures and chemical bonding implicitly in their vibrational spectra, as
well as thermodynamic stability of interfacial structures. By predicting interfacial
structures and corresponding vibrational spectra at different environments, it is very
useful for us to explore the influence of different factors on molecular polarizability,
such as double layer electric field, the chemical bonding in charged electrode
surfaces, and surface adsorption orientation of probing molecules. Combining
theoretical calculations and Raman scattering theory, it could give better assignment
for Raman spectra of adsorption structures, and analyze the change of vibrational
frequency and SERS intensities.

In this chapter, we presents our recent theoretical results of interfacial water and
Py adsorbed on metal electrodes by using density functional theory calculations. To
explore the CE of SERS in electrochemical interfaces, we focus on the change of
vibrational frequency and SERS intensities in electrochemical adsorption, chemical
reactions and photo-driven charge transfer (CT) processes. All these information
helps us to reveal the physical and chemical nature of SERS signals for probing
molecules in complex electrochemical interfaces.

19.2 Theory and Models

Density Functional theory (DFT) is one of the most popular and versatile com-
putational methods of quantum chemistry used in physics, chemistry and material
sciences. In this theory, the properties of a many-electron system can be determined
by using a functional of electron density, which is the spatially dependent electron
density, so that computational cost is relatively low when compared to traditional
ab initio methods with the consideration of the electron correlation effect at different
levels.

The DFT was developed from Hohenberg and Kohn [44] and Kohn and Sham
[45] in 1960s, and shows that the total energy E of an atomic system can be
expressed as a functional of its electron density r, i.e., E = E[r]. Based on the
Kohn-Sham equation (Eq. 19.1), the energy can be further optimized for the
electronic ground state density by using the first-order variations in the density.
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Veff rð Þ=VC rð Þ+ μxc ρ rð Þ½ � ð19:2Þ

is an effective potential. The first term is the Coulombic electrostatic potential, that
is given by

VC rð Þ= − e2 ∑α
Zα

r−Rαj j + e2
ρ r′
� �
r− r′j j dr

′ ð19:3Þ

which can also be calculated using Poisson equation,

∇2VC rð Þ= − 4πe2q rð Þ ð19:4Þ

where q(r) denotes the sum of the electronic charge distribution and the positive
charge at atomic nuclei position Rα. The second term in Eq. (19.2) is the
exchange-correlation potential, which is give by

μxc ρ rð Þ½ �= ∂Exc ρ rð Þ½ �
∂ρ rð Þ ð19:5Þ

Because the exchange-correlation functional energy are not known in the case,
many approximations have been made as follows. Several different methods of
exchange-correlation functionals have been developed for DFT calculations, for
example, the local density approximation (LDA) [46, 47], the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) [48, 49], and hybrid density functional methods [50–52].

The LDA is a very successful and widely used exchange correlation functional
of DFT energies. In the case the exchange correlation energy is considered to only
depend on the local electron density of each volume element,

Exc ρ rð Þ½ �=
Z

φ rð Þεxc ρ rð Þ½ �dr ð19:6Þ

where εxc[ρ(r)] is the exchange correlation energy per electron of a homogenous
electron gas. It can be expressed as an analytic function of electron density under
the exchange correlation potential μxc. In our previous work, we compare the
calculated results from the SVWN functional with others [53], and found the LDA
functional can predict the good geometry but it fails to predict the vibrational
frequency and Raman intensity. This was interpreted due to the defect from
neglecting the non-local electron density.

The GGA functional was developed by Perdew and Wang (PW) from the first
principle [49]. By combining the gradient expansion of the exchange correlation
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holes of a non uniform electron gas with a real space truncation to enforce con-
straints improved by properties of the physical exchange correlation hole.

EGGA
xc ρ rð Þ½ �=

Z
ρ rð Þεxc ρ rð Þ,∇ρ rð Þ½ �dr ð19:7Þ

For example, the GGA was found to generally improve the prediction of the total
energy, ionization energies, electron affinities of atoms, atomization energies of
molecules, vibrational frequencies, and thermodynamic properties. Additionally,
the GGA was thought to improve adsorption structures, adsorption energies, dis-
sociation energies, and activation energy barriers for adsorbates on metal surfaces
[54, 55].

Although the GGA improves the prediction of DFT calculations, ones found the
accurate exchange energy used can further improve the results of GGA calculations.
This is mainly due to the decrease of self-interaction errors of electrons. The rep-
resentation approach is B3LYP, [50–52] a typical hybrid density functional method,
which is widely used in molecular modeling calculations of vibrational spectra and
chemical reactions.

So far the DFT approach has the following applications related to our studies in
surface-enhanced Raman spectra of adsorbates on metal surfaces. DFT calculations
can provide automatic optimization of the atomic geometry on the basis of eval-
uation of atomic forces. On the top of the optimization geometry, fundamental
vibrational frequencies can be calculated from the Hessian matrix, i.e., force con-
stant matrix at the harmonic or anharmonic approximation. Additionally, the
function of DFT was extended to the treatment of excited states, providing the
chance to predict the optical properties and spectral properties, in particular, Raman
intensity with the consideration of the excitation wavelength from the coupled
perturbation Hartree-Fock method.

Over the last decades, we carried out different DFT calculations to explore the
CE in SERS of Py [39, 53, 56–63], water [43, 64–67], thiophenol [68, 69],
p-aminothiophenol [68–71] and p, p’-dimercaptoazobenzene [69–72] on silver,
gold, and copper surfaces of nanostructures. When DFT is applied in EC-SERS
systems, our calculated results clearly showed that the hybrid DFT method can
predict well the structural properties, the binding energies, the vibrational fre-
quencies, and the Raman intensities of probing molecules [53, 62–66].

Metal clusters model was applied to simulate adsorption sites on metal elec-
trodes of bulk and nanoparticles, that generally are considered as complex and
unknown surface structures experimentally. We can assume that probing molecules
prefers to adsorption on some surface sites, such as top, bridge, and hollow sites,
with strongly localized chemical binding between probing molecules and surface
metal atoms. On the basis of Boltzmann distribution, these stable adsorption
structures could give good descriptions for adsorption of probing molecules on
metal electrodes. For probing molecules like Py and water, the Pople’s basis set
6-311 + G** [73] and the Dunning’s basis set Aug-cc-pVTZ [74] were used for
carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms. For metal atoms, the electrons in the
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valence and internal shells were described by the basis set LANL2DZ and the
corresponding relativistic effective core potentials, respectively [75].

In our simulated adsorption structures, different adsorption orientations are
considered by checking characteristic groups, such as electrophilic and nucleophilic
groups in adsorbed molecules. For metal electrodes, surface charges need to take
into account, then different adsorption sites have also been considered by the
analysis of symmetry matching, energy closing, and maximum orbital overlap from
the view of chemical bonding [62, 76].

To simulate SERS spectra of a probing molecule adsorbed metal surfaces,
Fig. 19.1 shows the schematic diagram for calculating the vibrational frequencies
and Raman intensities in electrochemical interfaces. First, we consider the vibra-
tional frequency and assignments of adsorbates at the electronic ground states. On
top of the optimized structures, harmonic force constant matrix and vibrational
frequencies are calculated at the same theoretical level. By using the force constant
matrix of optimized structures, the scaled quantum mechanical force field (SQMF)
procedure is used to do normal mode analysis [77, 78]. This procedure can effec-
tively correct the defect in the theoretical methods, the basis set effect, and the
anharmonic effect so that the present calculation reasonably reproduces experi-
mentally observed frequencies. The scaled factors is dependent on different DFT
methods and investigated systems [79, 80], for example, we used scaled factor of
0.981 for adsorption structures of Py calculated at the B3LYP/6-311 + G**(C, N,
H)/LANL2DZ(Ag, Au, Cu) level [63]. As for interfacial water, two scaling factors of
0.927 for the B3LYP force constants of both O–H stretching coordinates and 0.963
for that of the HOH bending one. Compared to the molecule itself in the gas or liquid
phases, there may exist some frequency shifts presenting the molecule-metal inter-
actions in SERS conditions. For a better assignment of vibrational frequency shifts
of the complexes, we also do normal mode analysis [77, 78].

Fig. 19.1 Schematic diagram of theoretical simulation for EC-SERS [81]. Copyright from the
editorial office of chemical journal of Chinese universities
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Next we obtain the absolute Raman intensity by calculating the differential
Raman scattering cross section (DRSCS) at a given excitation wavelength. It needs
to transform the atomic polarizability derivative tensor (PDX) in the Cartesian
coordinate to the polarizability derivative tensor (PDQ) in the normal coordinate
frame by using the following expression [82].

PDQ =PDXALS ð19:8Þ

where A and Ls denote the transform matrix and the vibrational vector of the normal
coordinate along isolated internal coordinators. Then the absolute Raman intensity
of a given vibrational mode is [83, 84],

IRi =
h

8π2ceνi ⋅
eν0 −eνið Þ4

45 1− exp − hceνi
kBT

� �h iSi ð19:9Þ
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where v ̃0 and v ̃i denote the frequency of the incident light and the vibrational
frequency of the ith mode. The Raman scattering factor Si in Eq. 19.10 is calculated
from the mean polarizability tensor derivative, α′i, and the anisotropic polarizability
derivative, γ′2i , of the ith vibrational mode, as seen in Eqs. 19.11 and 19.12. In this
paper, the Raman intensity presented in simulated Raman spectra is in the DRSCS
with the Lorentzian expansion in a line width of 10 cm−1 at given laser line. The
unit of cm2 sr−1 mole−1 means the effective scattering cross section cm2 per
steradian per molecule.

Here, the polarizability is calculated by using two methods. The first one is the
finite field method to consider the optical polarization effect. By using this method,
ones can calculate the frequency-independent polarizability, that is also named as
static polarizability. In the case, the photonic energy of Raman excitation light is
much smaller than the transition energy of the first singlet excited state of studied
systems. The second method is the coupled perturbation Hartree-Fock method,
which is a frequency-dependent theoretical method to consider the influence of the
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light excitation [85, 86]. This method must be used when the photonic energy
matches or approaches to the transition energy of the excited states of interest. The
property of electronic transitions of low-lying excited states was obtained by using
TD-DFT calculations. Then we obtain the preresonance Raman spectra, in which
the Raman signals can be greatly enhanced.

Besides the influence of the light excitation, the Raman spectra also has changes
in external field environments, such as the salvation effect and the interfacial
electric-field effect [39, 66, 87–89]. In our work, we use two methods to considering
the solvation effect on the structure fluctuation of probing molecules [66]. One is
the explicit model by adding localized water molecules around the probing mole-
cules. In this model, the hydrogen bonding (HB) interaction with surrounding water
plays an important role in shaping the structure of clusters. Another method is using
the polarizable continuum model (PCM) [90] or the solvation model of density
(SMD) [91] models for the implicit solvent calculation of hydrated proton clusters
in aqueous solution. Moreover, we also considered the influence of the external
electric effect on the structure deformation and changes in polarizability tensors
[66, 87].

19.3 SERS of Interfacial Water

Water is the most important solvent and plays vital roles in electrochemistry.
Clarifying the interfacial water at the microscopic level can greatly improve our
fundamental understanding of the electrode/electrolyte interface, which is still an
eternal issue in electrochemistry and surface sciences [92–94]. Vibrational Raman
spectroscopy has been widely used to characterize and analyze the interaction of
water with solute molecules in chemistry and biochemistry [95–99]. In gas phases
or pure liquid water, Raman signals of water O–H stretching modes are stronger
than that of the bending mode [28, 100–102]. However, their relative Raman
intensities can be changed significantly in halide electrolyte aqueous solutions
[103–110], aqueous solutions containing hydrated electrons [111–118], and elec-
trochemical interfaces [93, 119–124].

To understand the enhancement effect of hydrated electrons and halide ions in
the Raman intensity of water molecules in the interface of metal electrode/halide
electrolyte solutions, we investigated the binding interaction and the off-resonance
Raman intensities for the intramolecular modes of water in (H2O)3

−, H2O…X−

(X = F, Cl, Br, I) [65], and adsorbed on negative charged metal clusters M10

(M = Au, Ag, Pt) [43]. Our calculated result proposes that the strong polarization
of the proton acceptor causes a significant enhancement in Raman intensities of the
HOH bending mode in some water molecules as proton donors [65].
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19.3.1 Anionic Water Clusters

As a special anion, hydrated electrons in electrochemical interfaces significantly
enhance Raman intensities of librations and intramolecular modes of affected water
molecules [112–118]. The enhancement factors in Raman intensities reach to
∼2 × 103 fold for the O–H stretch and ∼3 × 105 fold for the HOH bend by a
resonance excitation at 683 nm [116]. Table 19.1 presents the calculated vibrational
frequencies and the corresponding Raman intensities of the water trimer complexes.
The most stable configurations are shown in Fig. 19.2. For neutral (H2O)3, one of
three free O–H bonds adopts an anti configuration. The lower O–H stretching
frequencies are associated with the HB O–H bonds, whereas the higher O–H
stretching frequencies are associated with the free O–H bonds. Both B3LYP and
MP2 methods concluded that the lowest O–H stretching frequency (νs,1b) has the
largest Raman intensity, such as 268.2 Å4/amu for B3LYP and 276.2 Å4/amu for
MP2 with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. For the anion (H2O)3

−, all three free O–H
bonds adopt a cis configuration, maximizing its dipole moment to stabilize the

Table 19.1 Calculated vibrational frequencies (cm−1) and Raman intensities (IR in Å4/amu) of
(H2O)3 and (H2O)3

− [65−67]

Neutral Anion
Mode Freq a IR

a IR
b IR

c Freq a IR
a IR

b IR
c

vb,1 1608.0 1.2 1.1 1.1 1594.0 18125.7 18591.6 20988.4
vb,2 1610.1 1.1 1.1 1.3 1594.0 15867.5 23182.3 21258.0
vb,3 1633.7 1.3 1.2 1.1 1617.2 106774.6 136933.0 214875.8
vd1 3394.7 268.2 266.8 276.2 3375.0 33450.1 47452.4 29132.1
vd2 3457.1 34.0 34.4 27.6 3430.5 23138.9 22913.4 68332.3
vd3 3468.1 34.7 33.9 26.8 3431.2 23799.5 23101.3 55081.3
vf1 3720.7 52.5 51.6 47.8 3549.3 25700.9 25506.8 236198.6

vf2 3724.6 42.1 40.3 44.1 3549.5 25880.0 26122.5 183908.3
vf3 3725.8 99.1 99.8 76.7 3572.2 128495.0 222604.8 70502.4
aScaled vibrational frequencies and Raman intensities are calculated at B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ
bB3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ
cMP2/aug-cc-pVTZ

Fig. 19.2 Optimized geometries of a (H2O)3 b (H2O)3
− at the level of B3LYP/AVTZ. c the

electron density plot of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of (H2O)3
− [65]. Copyright

from the ACS Publications
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excess electron [125]. The electron density distribution of HOMO plotted in
Fig. 19.2c shows that the three free O–H groups are directed toward the excess
electron. This results in the strongest Raman intensity associated with the free O–H
stretching mode. As seen in Table 19.1, although B3LYP predicts that the highest
O–H stretching frequency has the strongest Raman signal, MP2 predicts the
strongest Raman signal comes from two near degenerate modes of the free O–H
stretching vibrations. This discrepancy between two theoretical methods reflects a
different response for the free O–H stretching vibrations to the polarization of the
dipole-bound electron. Nevertheless, both methods conclude that the Raman
intensity ratio between the strongest HOH bending and O–H stretching modes
increases to 0.62 for B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ and 0.91 for MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ, as
compared to 0.01 in the free water molecule.

19.3.2 Water-Halide Anionic Complexes

Halide complexes are commonly used as electrolytes in electrochemical systems.
Figure 19.3 shows equilibrium geometries of water-halide (F−, Cl−, Br−, and I−)
complexes. All these complexes exhibit an asymmetric structure, in agreement with
previous studies [126–132]. For these complexes, the binding energies (BE) in HO–
H…F− is predicted to be 27.1 kcal/mol, which is almost twice larger than the
values of 14.1 kcal/mol for H2O…Cl−, 11.0 kcal/mol for H2O…Br−, and
10.6 kcal/mol for H2O…I−. These calculated values are also in agreement with the
measured disassociation energies of 26.2 kcal/mol for H2O…F− and 14.9 kcal/mol
for H2O…Cl− [127, 130].

Table 19.2 presents scaled vibrational frequencies and Raman intensities of
these four complexes. The results show that the HB O–H stretching frequencies (ν5)
blue shift with increasing sizes of halide ions [127–133]. For example, the scaled
vibrational frequencies of the ν5 mode at the present theoretical level red shifts to
2058.4 (F−), 3175.3 (Cl−), 3288.4 (Br−), and 3367.3 cm−1 (I−), respectively. Their
observed frequencies of the ν5 vibration are ∼1523 (F−), 3130 (Cl−), 3267 (Br−),
and 3295 cm−1 (I−), respectively [127, 130, 134, 135]. The significant difference

1.389
1.0620.960

102.8o
2.155

0.991
0.961

101.7o

[H2O…F]- [H2O…Cl]-

2.375
0.985

0.961 101.6o
2.664

0.981
0.961

101.3o

[H2O…Br]- [H2O…I]-

Fig. 19.3 Optimal structures
of [H2O…X]− (X = F, Cl,
Br, I) [65]. (Copyright from
the ACS Publications.)
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between the experimental and theoretical frequencies in H2O…F− is mainly due to
a large anharmonic effect for the O–H…F− structure [136]. On the other hand, the
free O–H stretching (ν6) frequencies in the four complexes are around 3700 cm−1,
in agreement with the IR spectral peaks observed at 3690 (H2O…F−), 3698(H2O…
Cl−), 3690 (H2O…Br−), and 3710 cm−1 (H2O…I−), respectively [127, 130]. Our
normal mode analysis indicates that the ν5 and ν6 modes almost uncouple each
other. Finally, the HOH…X stretching (ν1) mode has the lowest vibrational fre-
quency among six fundamentals. The trend of changes in the ν1 frequencies is the
same as the experimental observations [127, 130, 137].

The results presented in Table 19.2 show that the Raman intensities of the ν4
HOH bending and ν5 OH stretching vibrations increase in an order of F− <
Cl− < Br− < I−. The enhancement of Raman intensities probably arises from two
effects, the polarization effect and the CT of halide anions [127–132]. However, the
latter effect may be not important and can be excluded due to the decrease in the
amount of negative charge on the water molecule with an increase in the size of
halide anions. From NBO analysis, we obtained the net transferred charges from
halides to water molecules about 0.130e (F−), 0.055e (Cl−), 0.043e (Br−), and
0.041e (I−), respectively. For the polarization effect, it mainly originates from that
the H-bonded proton of the water molecule may polarize the anions, yielding a
larger induced dipole moment at the less polar O–H bond [106]. To quantitatively
estimate the polarization effect, we calculated the isotropic and anisotropic polar-
izability derivatives with respect to the normal coordinates by using Eqs. 19.11 and
19.12, and the results are summarized in Table 19.3. For the ν5 mode, the HB
interaction results in an increase in the anisotropic polarizability derivatives with
the increasing size of halides, i.e., 3.76 (F−), 22.84 (Cl−), 29.76 (Br−), and
29.38 Å4/amu (I−). For this mode, the isotropic polarizability derivatives are around
1 Å2/amu1/2 for X = F, Cl, and Br. It is more than doubled to 2.5 Å2/amu1/2 for
X = I (see Table 19.3). Clearly, it is the anisotropic polarizability derivative that
makes the Raman intensity of the ν5 mode larger for X = Cl, Br, and I than for
X = F, whereas it is the isotropic polarizability derivative that makes the Raman
intensity of this mode larger for X = I than for X = F, Cl, and Br. Hence, by
combining these two polarization effects, we have the calculated Raman intensities

Table 19.2 Calculated vibrational frequencies (ω: cm−1) and Raman intensity (IR: Å
4/amu) of

H2O…X− (X = F, Cl, Br, and I) [65]

H2O…F− H2O…Cl− H2O…Br− H2O…I−

Mode ω IR ω IR ω IR ω IR
v1 392.3 0.2 191.0 0.9 157.8 1.3 124.6 2.9
v2 570.0 2.1 359.0 2.2 314.3 2.0 250.1 26.3
v3 1144.1 4.8 729.2 6.9 658.6 7.9 603.3 104.0
v4 1668.4 1.7 1639.1 3.7 1634.1 5.9 1629.2 47.2
v5 2058.4 0.2 3175.3 222.8 3288.4 271.5 3367.3 477.2
v6 3704.3 87.8 3711.3 69.1 3709.7 70.9 3704.9 61.5
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which follow the trend of IR (0.2, F−) ≪ IR (222.8, Cl−) < IR (271.5, Br−) < IR
(477.2, I−)

The Raman intensity of the bending mode of water strongly depends on the
property of halide anions. As shown in Table 19.2, the bending mode in H2O…I−

exhibits stronger Raman intensity than the others. On the basis of Raman spectra of
alkali halide aqueous solutions, Schultz and Hornig obtained the enhancement
factors about 0.5, 1.9, 7.8, and 10.9 affected from F−, Cl−, Br−, and I−, respectively
[7]. This is in agreement with our present results, such as 1.7, 3.7, 5.9 and 47.2. The
results listed in Table 19.3 indicate that for the HOH bending vibration both
absolute values of the isotropic and anisotropic polarizability derivatives increase
from F− to I−. Our results also indicated that the enhancement in the Raman
intensity of the water bending vibration could be interpreted from the vibrational
coupling between HOH and HOX bending coordinates. The former vibration
borrows the polarizability derivative from the latter one. This plays an important
role in the enhancement of the bonding interaction on the Raman intensity of the
HOH bending mode in the H2O…I− complex.

In summary, the HB interaction can induce significantly the vibrational fre-
quency shifts and the relative Raman intensity changes when water molecules
directly binding to anions. In this case, the large polarizability of proton acceptors
in the hydrogen bond plays an important role.

19.3.3 Water Adsorbed on Noble Metal Cathodes

To gain a deeper insight on water adsorbed on the silver, gold, and platinum
electrodes, DFT calculations combined with metal cluster models were carried out
[43]. Since the experimental potentials were more negative than the potential of
zero charge, the electrode surfaces will carry negative charges. Figure 19.4 depicts
the optimized structures for a water molecule interacting with negatively charged
Ag10, Au10 and a hydrogen covered Pt10 cluster, respectively. The modeling
complexes indicate that the hydrogen bond is formed in the form of O–H…M for

Table 19.3 Isotropic and square anisotropic polarizability derivatives of H2O…X− complexesa

[65]

Species H2O…F− H2O…Cl− H2O…Br− H2O…I−

Mode α′ γ′2 α′ γ′2 α′ γ′2 α′ γ′2

v1 0.03 0.02 0.14 0.00 0.17 0.01 −0.20 0.14
v2 0.10 0.23 0.07 0.28 0.03 0.28 0.34 3.01
v3 0.00 0.68 0.00 0.99 0.00 1.13 0.00 14.84
v4 0.04 0.26 0.10 0.47 0.18 0.64 −0.42 5.67
v5 0.93 3.76 1.18 22.84 1.18 29.76 2.45 29.38
v6 1.17 3.80 1.08 2.39 1.11 2.15 0.91 3.49
aThe units of isotropic and square anisotropic polarizability derivatives are Å2/amu1/2 and Å4/amu
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silver and gold. For water adsorbed on the Pt electrode, the HB interaction is
suggested for water adsorbed on the Pt electrode, i.e., the O–H…H–Pt hydrogen
bond.

To understand the SERS signal of the bending vibration of water molecules, it is
necessary to discuss the influence of the physical and chemical enhancements. In
our previous report, we suggested that an enhancement of the local optical electric
field at an adsorbed water molecule on the surface of the metal cluster from the
penetration of the surface electronic tail into the solution and the high polarizability
of the metal conduction electrons at the more negative potential [138, 139].
However, as mentioned in introduction, the physical enhancement is difficult to
interpret the specific enhancement for the bending vibration. Meanwhile, the effect
couldn’t directly relate to the adsorption configuration of Raman probe molecules at
that time.

Now the results of the DFT calculations presented in Fig. 19.5 show that the water
molecule interacting through its H-end with a negatively charged metal cluster can
result in a larger enhancement in the Raman intensity of the bending vibration than
the stretching one. For a free water molecule, the calculated Raman scattering factor
(RSF) values are 1.0, 101.3, and 26.5 Å4/amu, comparable to the experimental data
[65, 140, 141]. Accordingly, we may estimate the ratio of differential Raman
cross-sections between the bending and symmetric stretching vibrations to be about
0.04 at an excitation line of 632.8 nm. Figure 19.5a shows that the relative Raman
intensity in H2O–Au is very similar to that of water in the gas phase or a pure liquid.
However, charging a negative charge to H2O–Au results in a significant enhance-
ment in the Raman intensity of the bending vibration in [H2O–Au]

−(Fig. 19.5b).
Their RSFs of the bending and stretching vibrations calculated are 3.7 and 235.0 Å4/
amu for H2O–Au, and 130.8 and 454.4 Å4/amu for [H2O–Au]

−. For water inter-
acting with the negatively charged metal clusters, our calculated results also showed
that the bending vibration was significantly enhanced to one or two orders compared
with that of a free water molecule. For the O–H stretching vibrations, the biggest RSF
magnitude is 2932.5 Å4/amu in [Ag10–H2O]

− (Fig. 19.5c), which is about 29 fold of

2.924

102.9O

0.965

102.2 2.257
O

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 19.4 Optimized structures from cluster models of a water molecule adsorbed on negatively
charged metal electrodes, which are mimicked by using Ag10

− , Au10
−, and Pt10H7

−complexes.
a [H2O + Ag10]

−; b [H2O + Au10]
−; c [H2O + H7Pt10]

− [43]. Copyright from the Royal Society
of Chemistry
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the RSF of free water. But it is smaller than ∼590 fold calculated for the bending
vibration. We have estimated the ratios of the DRSCS between the bending and
stretching vibrations to be 0.78, 0.57, and 0.29 for [Ag10–H2O]

−, [Au10–H2O]
−, and

[Pt10H7–H2O]
−, respectively. Increasing the negative charge to −2 for Au10 leads to

the RSF of the bending vibration comparable to the stretching vibration (Fig. 19.5d).
Although it is too large to doubt its reliability, it indicates that the bending vibration
is very sensitive to the surface charge density of the electrode surface in the hydrogen
bond configuration.

The present results proposed the changes of the relative Raman intensities are
closely associated with the HB of the interfacial water molecules to the metal
electrode surfaces. The enhancement in the Raman intensities of the bending
vibrations of the interfacial water molecules can be considered as an indicator that
the water binding to metal atoms through its H-end.

Copyright from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
Besides, we also considered the pH effect and the structure of adsorption of

hydronium on noble metals. It is noted that Raman signals of hydrated proton is
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Fig. 19.5 Theoretical simulation Raman spectra of a H2O–Au; b [H2O–Au]
−; c [H2O–Au10]

−;
and d [H2O–Au10]

2−complexes. The parameters used are 632.8 nm for the excitation wavelength
and 20 cm−1 for the half-width at the half maximum height [43]. Copyright from the Royal
Society of Chemistry
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changing with the concentration ratio of acid and water [66]. Tian et al. proposed
that in acidic solutions water molecules directly adsorbed on electrode surfaces,
whereas the hydronium ion located at least at the second layer [94]. By using DFT,
we calculated a interfacial structures of H3O

+(H2O)6 adsorbed on silver and gold
clusters, H15O7–Ag19 and H15O7–Au19 [64]. The size of hydrated proton selected is
due to the structure of (H2O)6 is considered as the stable interfacial water layer on
gold surfaces [67]. Strikingly, the relative Raman intensity of the bending vibration
of water was significantly enhanced due to the pre-resonance Raman effect related
to the excitation of surface bound electrons.

19.4 SERS of Pyridine on Metal Electrodes

Py is one of the most important probe molecules studied in EC-SERS. The adsorbed
Py on metal surfaces is the model system for the theoretical study of the SERS
mechanism [34, 39, 63, 142]. The adsorption orientation of Py was suggested to be
upright or slightly tilted by the N-end of Py when the surface concentration reaches
to a monolayer. Good quality SERS spectra can easily be observed from coinage
metals (silver, gold, and copper) surfaces [5, 142, 143]. There are five intense peaks
at 624, 1010, 1035, 1218, and 1598 cm−1, which can be assigned to the totally
symmetric a1 modes under a C2V point group, named as asymmetric ring defor-
mation (ν6a, the Wilson notation), ring breathing mode (ν1), symmetric ring trian-
gular deformation (ν12), C–H in-plane bending mode (ν9a), and ring C–C stretching
mode (ν8a), respectively [63]. Compared to the Py in the gas or liquid phases,
however, ν1 and ν12 modes have the most strong normal Raman signals observed in
the spectra [144, 145]. For these modes, the electromagnetic selection rule is not
expected to provide an interpretation on the changes of their relative intensities [19,
24, 25]. It is the CE mechanism that is responsible for the change in relative Raman
intensities in different electrochemical systems. Here we will discuss SERS spectra
of Py from three aspects, i.e., the bonding interactions, vibrational frequency shifts,
and the CE mechanism.

19.4.1 Bonding Interactions

When Py adopts an upright configuration on metal electrode surfaces, it binds to the
electrode surface through the lone-pair orbital of nitrogen that interacts with the
conductance band of the surface metal. Molecular orbital theory reveals that the
strength of the binding interaction depends on the property of the frontier molecular
orbitals and the band structure of electrode materials. Although other adsorption
configurations were also proposed in literature [146, 147], we pay attention on the
lone-pair donation interaction here. Figure 19.6 shows the periodic trends of the
predicted bond energies of Py interacting with monatomic metals, including
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coinage metals and VIIIA transition-metals. For 3d transition metals, the bond
energy increases from iron through cobalt to nickel, and then decreases to the
minimum at copper. This is in good accordance with the bonding mechanism that
the σ donation and the Pauli repulsion in the σ bonding space make a decisive
contribution to the Nitrogen-Metal (N-M) bond energy. To make an efficient σ
bonding, it is vital to reduce the σ-repulsion between the lone pair electrons on N of
Py and the occupied electrons in the σ space of the metal moiety. Taking 3d
transition metals, for example, three mechanisms including the 4s-4p polarization,
the 4s-3dσ hybridization, and the 4s→ 3dσ excitation are the probable contribution
to the bonding between Py and the metals [60, 63, 148–150]. Due to the large
energy difference between 4s and 4p orbitals, the latter two mechanisms are the
leading interactions between 3d metals and Py [63]. Thus, for 3d metals the binding
energy in M-Py follows the order of Fe < Co < Ni.

Unlike the 3d transition metals, the 4d and 5d transition metals exhibit a peri-
odical trend that decreases monotonically from left to right across the periodic table.
The same periodic trend has been observed for metal-halogen interactions [151].
The heat of adsorption follows the orders, Rh > Pd > Ag and Ir > Pt > Au. It was
assumed that chemisorption arises from the interaction between the donor orbitals
of the adsorbate and the vacancies in the metal d band [152, 153], such that the heat
of the chemisorption is proportional to the amount of the metal d vacancy count
[151]. We believe that a similar bonding mechanism is operating when Py binds to
4d and 5d transition metals. As a consequence, a metal surface with more electron
vacancies in its d band will be capable of accepting greater adsorbate charge,
resulting in a stronger and more covalent metal-adsorbate bond. Therefore, the
adsorbate-metal bond is following the order d7 > d8 > d9 > d10. Similarly, the
decrease of the vacancies in the d orbitals can be used to explain the order of the
binding between Py and the 4d and the 5d metals [151–153]. On the basis of natural
bonding orbital (NBO) analysis, the occupations in the 4d and the 5d orbitals are
7.47 for Ru and 6.50 for Os; 8.36 for Rh and 7.82 for Ir; 9.66 for Pd and 9.18 for Pt,
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respectively [60]. These results correlate well with the order of the binding energies
in the same group such that Os > Ru, Ir > Rh and Pt > Pd. The above results show
that the binding energies between Py and metals follow the order that Os > Ir >
Pt > Ru > Rh > Ni > Co > Fe > Pd > Cu > Au > Ag. In absence of the effi-
cient s-dσ hybridization, the interaction is the weakest for the binding between Py
and the coinage metals. Therefore, the occupations in the s and the d orbitals play
an important role in the binding between Py and the metals.

Although the single atomic model can give the reliable order in the binding
energies between Py and metals, it is probably too simple for the coinage metal
surfaces [63]. When considering the binding energies of Py interacting with IB
metal clusters Mn (n = 2–4; M = Ag, Au, Cu), our results showed that the binding
interaction is significantly improved for describing the adsorption of pyridine on
these metal surfaces [62]. Our results show that the binding energy from the metal
cluster increases with respect to the single metal atomic case. This is due to the fact
that these small metal clusters provide a good accepted orbital with the same
symmetry and the matching energy for the lone pair orbital on the nitrogen of the
Py. It is in favor of the chemical binding interaction of pyridine with surface metal
atoms. In previous studies we in detail analyzed the binding interaction according to
the orbital interaction. This is a special important factor to quantitively describe the
adsorption property of Py on silver surfaces. Besides, our results agree well with the
experimental values for Py adsorbed on copper and silver surfaces [154, 155]. This
indicates that a small metal cluster model is probably suitable for a description of
the localized chemical bonding of a Py molecule adsorbed on these metal surfaces.

19.4.2 Vibrational Frequency Shifts

For transition-metal (VIII B elements) surfaces, Tian and co-workers devised a
series of methods of electrochemical treatment of electrode surfaces and chemical
synthesis of nanoparticles to directly record good-quality SERS spectra from pure
transition metals [19, 156, 157]. They have systematically investigated SERS of Py
from transition metal electrodes, such as iron, cobalt, nickel, ruthenium, rhodium,
palladium, and platinum [158–168], and found that Py’s SERS spectra on these
metal surfaces was considerably different from that on the coinage metals. For
example, SERS spectra of Py adsorbed on these transition metal surfaces showed
that the signal of the ν12 vibration was weakened, but the Raman signals of the ν6a,
ν9a, and ν8a modes were enhanced significantly. And the Raman intensity of ν8a at
1596 cm−1 was comparable with that of the ν1 mode.

Through the analysis of bonding interaction, we found Py interacts with these
transition metals much more strongly than the typical SERS substrates because of
more s-dσ hybridization [60, 63]. Here, we present detailed theoretical analysis of
the metal-dependent vibrational frequency shift for Py chemisorbed on the VIIIA
and the IB metals. The frequency shifts of several intense bands in the SERS
spectra are compared with the theoretical results to understand the nature of the
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bonding between Py and metals (Fig. 19.7). Furthermore, we observed a linear
dependence of the vibrational frequency of the ν6a mode on the force constants of
the Py N-metal bond (Fig. 19.8).

Figure 19.7 shows the vibrational frequencies of v1, v6a, v12, v18a, v9a, v8a modes
and the N-M stretching modes varying with the change of metals. As is shown in
Fig. 19.7, the calculated orders of the v1 frequencies are Cu > Ni > Co > Fe,
Rh > Pd > Ag > Ru, and Pt > Ir > Au > Os. Compared with experimental SERS
spectra, our calculations predicted well that the vibrational frequency of the v1
mode was the largest on Cu among 3d metals, and that the vibrational frequency is
the largest on Rh among 4d metals. And the vibrational frequency of the v1 mode
among the coinage metals followed the order of Cu > Au > Ag, in agreement with
the experimental observations [53, 60, 63].

The vibrational frequencies of the N-M stretching modes locate within a range of
80–300 cm−1. Among all complexes, the N-M stretching frequency is the largest
for M = Ir, and the smallest for M = Ag. The periodic trends in the vibrational
frequencies of the N-M stretches are Fe > Co ≈ Ni > Cu for the 3d metals,
Ru > Rh > Pd > Ag for the 4d metals, and Ir > Pt > Os > Au for the 5d metals.
Comparison of the binding energy mentioned above indicates that the order of the
vibrational frequency of the N-M stretch is almost in conformity with that of the
binding energies between Py and metals. We also found the periodic trend of the v6a
mode mimics that of the vN-M mode in the M-Py systems in Fig. 19.7. Although the
Py-M systems are too small to quantitatively describe the corresponding Py/M
chemisorption systems, we anticipate that the finding that v6a and vN-M possess the
same periodic trend still holds true for the Py/M chemisorption systems [53, 60,
63]. Thus we suggest that v6a is a better indicator for the strength of the M-Py
bonding on the surfaces.
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Figure 19.8 illustrates the linear dependence of the calculated v6a frequency on
the force constants of the N-M stretching modes in the different systems of
Py/metals. First, the v6a frequency depends on the N-M force constants in the Py-M
complex with noble metals and transition metals, as shown in Fig. 19.8a. This is in
agreement with the results mentioned above but the force constants vary in a range
of 0.3–3.5 mdyn/Å. Second, the variations of the vibrational frequency on the force
constants of N-M bonds in the size of different metal clusters including Cu, Ag, and
Au, as shown in Fig. 19.8b. The bonding mechanism has been analyzed in our
previous studies in detail [53, 60, 62, 63]. For the three metals, the vibrational
frequency shifts of the v1 and v6a modes depend on the strength of the bonding
between Py and metal clusters. There are good linear relationships of v1 and v6a
frequencies on the N-M force constant. The v6a mode has about two fold of the
slope of the v1 mode, indicating that the former vibrational frequency blue-shifts
more sensitive to the strength of the N-M bond than the latter one. It indicates that
the coupling is stronger between the v6a mode and the N-M stretch than that
between the v1 mode and the N-M stretch [61]. Therefore, these results show the v6a
mode is a good indicator for a measure of the strength of the Py-metal bond.

Finally, we also present the predicted frequencies of v12, v18a, v9a and v8a modes
for Py interacting with metals. The v12 mode corresponds to the symmetric ring
deformation, whose periodic trend is close to those observed for the v6a and the
vN-M modes. The v18a and v8a modes, on the other hand, are made up mainly from
the symmetric stretching coordinates of C–N and C–C bonds. The v9a mode arises
from the C–H in-plane bending motion. The periodic trends of these modes are
more similar to the trend of the v1 mode, although the change of the v8a frequency is
small for the 5d metals (See Fig. 19.7). In summary, our results shows that the
vibrational frequency shift can reflect the binding interaction between Py and dif-
ferent metals as mentioned above.
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19.4.3 Chemical Enhancement

The CE effect depends on the specific mode for adsorbed molecules on electro-
chemical interfaces. This behavior in SERS spectra is closely associated with the
adsorption interaction and the coordinate displacement related to the charge transfer
states in the studied system [161, 169–172]. We first estimate the effect of the CT
on the relative Raman intensity by using the method of Peticolas’ formula [173]. In
this formula, the relative Raman intensity of a given normal mode is proportional to
the square of the displacement ΔQi between the potential energy minima along the
ith normal mode at the excited and ground states. Thus, the strongest Raman band
recorded in the SERS corresponds to the normal mode that has a large displacement
of the potential energy minimum at the CT excited state with respect to the ground
one. In this case, the approximate expressions can be written by [173]

Ii =KΔQ2
i ω

2
i ð19:13Þ

where K is a constant for a given incident exciting frequency and ωi is the fre-
quency of the ith normal mode. Here, K is defined the same as various a1 normal
modes. The relative intensity of each band is referred to the v1 mode, which has
been assigned an intensity of 100, as discussed in the literature [169]. In the present
work, the displacements of the normal modes are calculated through the following
transformation of the differences between the symmetric internal coordinates ΔR of
both the excited state (CT state 1B1) and the ground state (1A1).

ΔQ=L− 1ΔR ð19:14Þ

where L−1 is the inversion of the vibrational normal mode matrix L, obtained by
solving the Wilson’s GF equation for the electronic ground state [174]. The changes
of symmetric internal coordinates are calculated according to the relationships in
references [62, 63]. Table 19.4 lists the calculated displacements of the normal
coordinates and the relative Raman intensities.

Table 19.4 shows that the relative Raman intensities of the v12 mode are sen-
sitive to the interaction between Py and metals. For Py-Cu2, the ratio of intensities
between v12 and v1 modes are all very small for normal Raman intensities and the
CT relative Raman intensities. From Table 19.4, one can obviously see that for
Py-Au2 the ratios slightly increase. The ratio between the DRSCS values for both
modes increases to 0.18 while the CT ratio is 25/100 for both modes. These results
agree well with the experimental SERS spectra [85, 146, 175]. The band intensity
of the v12 mode increases in the relative Raman intensity for Py adsorbed on gold
than that on the Cu metal surfaces.

As for the relative Raman intensity of the both modes for Py on silver. It is
known that the EM enhancement is significant in the silver substrate [25, 176]. But
the EM mechanism should result in almost the same enhancement effect on the both
v12 and v1 modes. Thus, the EM mechanism has a little influence on the spectral
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shapes of both the totally-symmetric modes or does not change their relative Raman
intensities at all. Therefore, the asymmetry of both two bands on silver surfaces
indicates the CT mechanism should be involved. Table 19.4 shows that the CT
enhancement contributes to the Raman intensity of the v12 mode smaller than v1
modes under a resonance-like condition. The result is in a good agreement with the
experimental spectra for Py on silver [85, 177]. A comparison of the normal mode
displacement in Table 19.4 with that in literature implies that it is important for
analysis of the relative Raman intensity to take into account the Py-metal bond in
calculating the displacement of the normal modes between the CT state and the
ground state [169, 178].

The above calculation is on the basis of the assumption that the displacement of
the totally-symmetric mode is very small. For checking the reliability of the above
result, we use the more general displaced harmonic oscillator model to calculate the
relative Raman scattering cross-sections of both modes contributed by the CT
excited state [179]. The Huang–Rhys factors of both modes are calculated in terms
of the normal coordinate displacement listed in Table 19.4. The vibrational
dephasing constants used for the v12 mode and the v1 mode are 2 and 3 cm−1 in the
gas phase, respectively. These values are in agreement with the experimental
linewidths of both Raman bands. The excitation wavelength is 514.5 nm. The
calculated results are shown in Fig. 19.9. When we use a small electronic dephasing
constant, for example, 20 cm−1, ones can see the relative intensities of both modes
dependent on the resonance of the excitation light, (see Fig. 19.9a). However, in the
metal surface there are large electronic dephasing constant in Raman scattering
process. According to the experimental values [180], we use the electronic
dephasing constant of 1880 cm−1 in Fig. 19.9b. This value is the same order as
those that Rubim et al. [181]. and Michaels et al. [182]. have used for Py and
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Fig. 19.9 Effect of the CT excited state on resonance Raman spectra of the pyridine–silver
complex. a The electronic dephasing constant ΓCT = 20 cm−1. The solid line denotes the
excitation energy corresponding to the energy of the 0–0 transition energy plus ħων1; the dot line is
the excitation energy corresponding to the energy of the 0–0 transition energy plus ħων12. b The
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change of the excitation energy [59]. Copyright from the Elsevier
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Rhodamine 6G adsorbed on silver surfaces, respectively. From Fig. 19.9b, we
obtain that the ratio of the integrated intensities of v12 and v1 modes is about 16/100.
It is close to 12/100 in Table 19.4 for the Py-silver system.

From Table 19.4, one can see that the relative Raman intensities of the v8a and
v9a modes are comparable to that of the v1 mode, which agrees with the previous
theoretical and experimental results [146, 169, 175, 178]. In the SERS experiments,
three normal modes of v1, v8a, and v9a correspond to the intense Raman bands. It is
worth to note that the relative Raman intensity of the v6a mode predicted by using
the present method is smaller than the former three modes. This difference can be
understood due to the small displacement of the normal modes in the Py-metal
complexes.

More recently, the TD-DFT method has been used to predict the dependence of
SERS spectra on the incident wavelengths for Py interacting with silver and gold
clusters [34, 39, 183, 184]. It was found that the CT enhancement was about 103 for
a Py-Ag20 complex, where the CT state was ascribed to a transition from a metal
orbital to the 5π* orbital of Py. To yield the strongest enhancement, an UV light at
360 nm was chosen to calculate the SERS spectra of Py-Ag20 [34, 184]. Similarly,
for the Py-Au20 complexes, resonance enhancements at 464 and 429 nm were
estimated for vertical and surface complexes, respectively [183]. We believe that
these incident photonic energies are too high such that interband transitions can be
generally excited in the silver and gold clusters. In fact, the UV-SERS was only
observed on the transition metals instead of the coinage metals so far [168].
Accordingly, we paid our attention on the influence of the charge-transfer mech-
anism on the dependence of the relative intensities of SERS spectra on the longer
incident wavelengths in visible light.

Finally, we also considered the influence from the changing applied electrode
potentials [19, 58, 87, 161]. Our calculated results showed that applied potentials
can tune the Fermi level of metal electrodes so that the relative energy of the
photo-driven charge transfer state can be matched with the photonic energy of
excitation light in SERS measurements. The relative SERS intensities can be sig-
nificantly changed due to the displacement effect of the totally-symmetric vibrations
with applied electrode potentials [87]. This provides a direct evidence to understand
the change of potential dependent SERS intensities observed in Py adsorbed on
silver electrodes [5, 85].

19.5 Conclusion

DFT calculations could give information at the molecular level and plays a unique
advantage for investigating the SERS mechanism and electrochemical processes.
Combining theoretical calculation and Raman scattering theory, it could give better
assignments for Raman spectra of adsorbed molecules, and analyze the change of
vibrational frequency and SERS intensities. All these information reveals the
physical and chemical nature of SERS signals for probing molecules in complex
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electrochemical interfaces. In this paper, we presents theoretical results of interfa-
cial water and Py adsorbed on metal electrodes focusing on the CE mechanism of
SERS. Our calculated results propose that the strong polarization of the proton
acceptor in the hydrogen bond causes a significant enhancement in Raman inten-
sities of the HOH bending mode in some water molecules as proton donors. As for
Py adsorbed on different metal electrodes, the binding interaction and the charge
transfer mechanism play an important role in the chemical enhancement of some
typical modes in Py. The research is helpful to explore chemical adsorptions and
chemical reactions of different probing molecules in electrochemical interfaces.
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Chapter 20
Advances in Anharmonic Methods
and Their Applications to Vibrational
Spectroscopies

Krzysztof B. Beć, Justyna Grabska and Yukihiro Ozaki

Abstract In this chapter, an overview of anharmonic time-independent approaches
and their applications to vibrational spectroscopy will be presented. Attention to
their significance for near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy and studies on complex
molecules in condensed phase will be paid. The benefits that are offered by NIR
studies and particular difficulties that emerge in case of reproduction of NIR spectra
due to the treatment of non-fundamental modes will be highlighted. A short
introduction to available anharmonic methodologies, directly overviewed on the
basis of the most recent reports in the field, will be presented. An exceptional
possibility of elucidation of physicochemical properties, intermolecular interac-
tions, hydrogen bonding, and solvent effects, through investigations of infrared and
near-infrared modes, will be examined. Next, recent achievements allowing for
accurate and efficient reproduction of experimental spectra in the entire NIR region
will be presented. The perspectives for major advances approaching in the field of
NIR spectroscopy due to the recent advances in anharmonic theoretical approaches
will finally be deliberated.

Keywords Anharmonicity ⋅ Vibrational spectroscopy ⋅ IR and NIR
spectroscopy

20.1 Introduction

Vibrational spectroscopy stands as an exceedingly rich source of structural and
physicochemical information on the molecular level. Infrared (IR), near-infrared
(NIR), and Raman spectra are sensitive and very specific, thus being able to provide
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detailed data on molecular structure and intra- and intermolecular interactions [1,
2]. At the same time, the level of details of vibrational spectra seldom makes them
easy to interpret, a fact which is even more notable in case of more complex
molecules. This is why the aid which quantum chemistry can deliver to vibrational
spectroscopy has been widely utilized since almost a century already [3]. In case of
IR and Raman spectroscopy, this symbiosis has reached a truly outstanding level in
the past 20 years or so, with countless results reported there so far. However, the
last few decades have also seen an outstanding rise of NIR spectroscopy in various
fields of applied sciences. It is otherwise a truly fortunate fact that most of the time
the model of quantum harmonic oscillator approximates the vibrational properties
of molecules quite well, considering its simplicity [4]. And although IR and Raman
spectroscopies can undoubtedly gain from moving beyond the double-harmonic
approximation, it is by no means necessary in their case [1, 5]. Obviously, the
specific of NIR spectroscopy makes this entirely different, as it relies on
non-fundamental transitions, thus inevitably requiring an anharmonic approach [6–
8]. Although anharmonicity of molecular vibrations itself has been focused on since
a long time, the connection between theoretical and applied research in the NIR has
never reached a level which has been long known for IR spectroscopy. Investi-
gations of entire NIR spectra based on theoretical studies still remain very rare
compared to the number of similar studies in the spectral region of fundamental
vibrations. However, we believe that in the forthcoming years, one will witness a
remarkable expansion of NIR-related theoretical studies, mirroring the recent pro-
gress that has been achieved in the experimental NIR spectroscopy. The signifi-
cance of the anharmonicity of molecular vibrations extends beyond pure interest of
spectroscopy itself. Anharmonic effects influence, i.e., kinetics of chemical reac-
tions [9–11], mechanisms of intermolecular relaxation of vibrational energy [12],
for example, impacting stimulated Raman scattering effects [13], or have been
evidenced to have a major influence on peptide binding and enzymatic reactions
[14], thus having a major importance for general physical chemistry.

In this chapter, we will introduce the current state of knowledge in the field of
time-independent anharmonic approaches. We will briefly explain the advantages
that stem from utilization of NIR spectroscopy and the particular needs that applied
research in this field has, which can be matched by modern implementations of
anharmonic methods. Next, a selection of the most established anharmonic
approaches will be briefly introduced. These deliberations will be based on key
reports published in the field; both basic and particularly applied research will be
overviewed with special attention paid to the most recent advances. Finally, we will
attempt to foresee the future advances of anharmonic schemes, which we believe
will be growing in importance in the forthcoming years.
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20.2 An Overview of Anharmonic Approaches

20.2.1 Introductory Remarks

We should briefly highlight the essential difference between the formalism standing
behind theoretical IR and NIR spectroscopies. The calculation of IR modes can be
performed within the double-harmonic approximation, in which both the harmonic
frequencies and transition intensities can be obtained with relative ease [15].
Although this model remains very simplistic, it can offer adequate results with
predictable error in most cases, which have led to the establishment of empirical
scaling factors [16]. The determination of the scaling factors has become a major
topic on itself with countless contributions, which have been initiated as early as in
1981 [17]. Scaled harmonic frequencies can, therefore, be accurate enough for
general use in IR spectroscopy, as proved by an enormous number of research
papers published so far. The limitations of the harmonic approximation may be
evident for highly anharmonic modes, i.e., O–H or C–H stretching modes, for
which the shape of vibrational surface deviates significantly from the harmonic
simplification even for the bottom of the potential well [18]. But this again mostly
concerns IR spectroscopy, while NIR spectroscopy may find almost no use from the
harmonic approximation.

It is necessary here to explain the basic reasons for which NIR spectroscopy is
presently growing in importance in various fields of applied sciences [6, 7]. It
primarily benefits from simpler and more reliable construction of spectrometers and
more convenient optical materials, resulting in an overall less-expensive laboratory
equipment, factors which can frequently be deciding in applied studies. Because of
the above reasons, a rapid development of portable spectrometers working in NIR
wavelength region has been witnessed recently, bringing NIR spectroscopy outside
laboratories for on-site measurements. NIR spectroscopy is also better suited for
analysis of water-rich samples and aqueous solutions, which has nontrivial impact
on its utilization in biochemical studies and in the industry. However, even from the
point of view of basic research, NIR spectroscopy offers considerable advantages
[8]. At a glance, it seems that the molecular information carried out in NIR spectra
is somewhat duplicatory to the one obtained from fundamental modes. However,
the NIR spectra-structure correlations [19, 20] differ from the ones established for
IR spectra [1]. For example, the articulation of bands due to vibrations of functional
groups and particularly X–H vibration is notably stronger in NIR spectra [6, 7]. As
mentioned earlier, the anharmonicity of the molecular vibrations itself provides a
major knowledge about the investigated system. Further, the complex mechanisms
of mode coupling can be also explored in search of a deeper understanding of
molecular vibrations and how they are influenced by various factors. Therefore,
many open problems remain in this matter as for now. So far, the inherent com-
plexity of vibrational spectra in the NIR region, which is considerably higher than
in the IR, has been limiting our attempts to answer some of these fascinating
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questions. We believe that the future developments of anharmonic approaches may
play a vital role in the future of vibrational spectroscopy.

20.2.2 Vibrational Self-consistent Field

Vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) introduced in 1968 by Bowman [21] with
further contributions by Carney et al. [22], Cohen et al. [23], and Gerber and Ratner
[24] is a vibrational analogy to Hartree-Fock approach to determination of elec-
tronic structure. Within VSCF approximation, the solution to Schrödinger equation
of N-dimensional system is defined as a Hartree product of one-mode functions

ΨS Qð Þ≈ΦS Q1, . . . ,QMð Þ= ∏M
m=1 ϕ

m
Sm Qmð Þ ð20:1Þ

The one-mode functions or ‘modals,’ ϕm
Sm , by analogy to orbitals from HF approach

for electronic structure [25], are expanded in a primitive basis, i.e., of harmonic
oscillator functions. The minimization problem, therefore, becomes a set of coupled
one-dimensional eigenvalue problems, which is solved self-consistently, giving in
result the optimal modals. However, the analogy with electronic HF method breaks
in one point that is the distinguishability of vibrational modes.

The amount of anharmonicity that is being covered within VSCF for a single
mode is complete, and given a complete modal basis is used [26]. However, the
mode-mode coupling for a given mode is treated by a mean-field approximation of
the potential of other modes [21]. This introduces a substantial error in the systems
with strongly coupled modes. Therefore, the exact anharmonicity stemming from
mode coupling, the off-diagonal anharmonic terms, needs to be captured by
anharmonic many-body approaches that extend beyond VSCF formalism. On the
other hand, the common advantage of VSCF implementations is that no higher
order properties other than Hessian are required, thus making VSCF calculations
easily applicable.

20.2.3 Correlation-Corrected Vibrational Methods

There have been few improvements proposed so far addressing the major short-
coming in VSCF approach, which is an inadequate treatment of mode coupling.
The most straightforward one, although not chronologically earliest one, is the
correlation-corrected VSCF (cc-VSCF; or perturbation-corrected VSCF,
PT2-VSCF), for which a foundation was laid in 1996 by Norris et al. [27]. Aiming
at increasing the accuracy of VSCF calculations, they proposed Møller-Plesset
perturbation theory for correcting the vibrational SCF approach, again in analogy to
the treatment of electronic structure [28]. In the perturbative treatment, the
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perturbation Hamiltonian V′ is introduced as a difference between the full Hamil-
tonian and its part defined within VSCF that is the single-mode SCF

V ′ =H − ∑k hSCF ð20:2Þ

Such formulated Hamiltonian is then used in Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation
formalism. This approach approximates the off-diagonal anharmonicity effectively.

A different approach to a better approximation of the mode–mode interaction has
been proposed in 1975 [29] by Whitehead and Handy, with numerous further
contributions from various groups [30–32]. It is analogous to the configuration
interaction (CI) method in the electronic structure theory. The core of vibrational
configuration interaction (VCI) scheme is the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in
a basis of Hartree products (configurations) of one-mode functions, i.e., VSCF
modals. The VCI wavefunction is defined as

ΨVCI
S Q1, . . . ,QMð Þ= ∑S′

S CS′
S ΦS′ Q1, . . . ,QMð Þ ð20:3Þ

In Eq. (20.3), the K number is the total number of configurations. VCI coefficients
CS′
S are then determined by a variational minimization of the energy. This is done by

diagonalization of the Hamiltonian, and the resulting eigenvectors give VCI coef-
ficients, while the eigenvalues give the corresponding energies. Thus, this approach
determines variationally the best wavefunction within the basis set. If we assume a
complete basis set and a full configuration space, this results in full VCI and exact
energies of all states become available. The major disadvantage of VCI approach is
the exponential scaling, NM, where N denotes the number of basis functions for
each of M nodes. Commonly, the basis set which is being used in VCI calculation
consists of harmonic oscillator functions; eigenfunctions of a ground state VSCF
can be used as well, for forming the configuration space. This gives much faster
convergence, and therefore typically VCI step is being done after the initial VSCF
calculations. Obviously, a full VCI is practically feasible for the smallest molecules
only. A key importance in VCI implementations is held by the ways of reducing the
configuration space. This can be obtained, i.e., by truncating the Eq. (20.3) to
desired excitation level (i.e., VCIS for single excitations, VCISD for doubles, etc.);
other solutions for reducing the computational cost of VCI calculations have been
proposed over time [33].

Vibrational coupled cluster (VCC), proposed by Christiansen et al. [34, 35], is a
different approach to anharmonicity beyond the VSCF mean-field formalism, again
based on direct analogy to the coupled cluster method from the theory of electronic
states. The exponential ansatz for VCC wavefunction is given as

VCCj ⟩= eT Φij ⟩ ð20:4Þ
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where T denotes the cluster operator

T = ∑m∈MCR T½ � T
m ð20:5Þ

and

Tm = ∑μm τμmτμm ð20:6Þ

MCR[T] specifies the MCs within the excitation space, and Tm operator incorpo-
rates the excitation operator along with the corresponding amplitudes. Assuming
that all possible MCs are included within MCR[T], we obtain a full excitation term,
effectively obtaining a wavefunction equivalent to a full VCI wavefunction [26].
The inclusion of a full set of excitations is not feasible in practice, and the cluster
operator is usually truncated. By discarding MCs above certain amount of modes,
forms analogous to electronic CCS, CCSD, CCSDT, etc., can be derived. As
modes, contrary to electrons, are distinguishable, more sophisticated approaches
may be implemented in this case, for example, discarding weakly coupled modes.
So far, VCC approach is on a relatively early stage of development; however, it has
been already demonstrated that it is superior to VCI method at the corresponding
excitation level [26].

There have been other proposals for an extension beyond VSCF level, such as
the vibrational multi-configurational self-consistent field (VMCSCF) approach [36,
37]; these have remained rather of limited popularity so far. Both VCI and VCC
solutions offer a considerable accuracy in reflecting anharmonic effects, provided
that all prerequisites have been fulfilled. Due to exponential scaling, however, the
practical applicability of both is severely limited to simple molecules. Currently, out
of the post-VSCF approaches the PT2-VSCF method is one of the most used in
applied studies, as it does not introduce overwhelming demand for computational
resources.

20.2.4 Vibrational Second-Order Perturbation Theory

The techniques introduced above more or less rely on probing the potential energy
surface, i.e., through a costly grid-based PES evaluation. The key idea behind
vibrational second-order perturbation theory is that the quartic and quadratic force
constants are being derived through one-dimensional numerical differentiation of
the analytical Hessian, by employing displacements of the molecular structure from
equilibrium geometry along normal coordinates. These terms are then used to define
the vibrational Hamiltonian Hvib
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Hvib =H0
vib +H1

vib +H2
vib ð20:7Þ

The zero-order term H0
vib is the harmonic one, the first-order term H1

vib incorporate
cubic components of the potential, and the second-order term H2

vib includes all
higher order components, respectively.

The VPT2 implementations offer significant advantage in computational effi-
ciency; however, the derived vibrational energies and transition moments are typ-
ically very sensitive to the existence of tightly coupled modes, vibrational
resonances in particular. The standard treatment of such cases often leads to erro-
neous results. The straightforward solution is an identification and subsequent
removal of such tightly coupled terms, i.e., in the deperturbed VPT2 (DVPT2)
route. However, this solution also removes a significant portion of anharmonicity
captured in the model. Therefore, an improvement in the form of generalized VPT2
(GVPT2) approach was proposed in 2005 by Barone [38], in which the deperturbed
tightly coupled terms are reintroduced through variational treatment. This way, the
general advantages of VPT2 approach are preserved, while the existence of tightly
coupled modes does not lead to singularity, provided that a well-defined criterion
for near-degeneracies will be assured. Therefore, GVPT2 approach is suitable for
treatment of relatively large molecular systems, for which the probability of tight
coupling naturally increases; this is also augmented by the computational afford-
ability of VPT2 methodology. This gives a wide potential applicability of GVPT2
calculations in the applied spectroscopy.

20.2.5 Other Approaches to Time-Independent Vibrational
Schrödinger Equation

The schemes briefly introduced above are focused on capturing the anharmonicity
within the entire vibrational degree of freedom. Both the diagonal, and off-diagonal
anharmonicity matters there, and advanced and computationally demanding
approaches have been proposed for better description of the latter. However, some
application can see a substantial benefit from an accurate description of the diagonal
anharmonicity of a selected mode. For the studies of higher overtones of modes
with highly anharmonic potential, i.e., X–H stretching modes, a different approach,
in form of solving the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation based on a large
number of grid-based energy evaluations over displacement along a normal coor-
dinate, may give very good results. The approach itself remains fairly straightfor-
ward; however, recently it has been used with good results in the applied NIR
studies [18, 39–43].
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The one-dimensional Schrödinger equation can be formulated as

Hψυ qð Þ= −
ℏ2

2μ
d2

dq2
+V qð Þ

� �
ψυ qð Þ=Eυψυ qð Þ ð20:8Þ

where q, μ, and V(q) denote, respectively, the normal coordinate, the reduced mass,
and the vibrational potential of given molecular oscillator. For solving the
Eq. (20.8), the Numerov approach can be utilized [44, 45] with further improve-
ments [46, 47]; some advances have been noticed recently in this regard [48]. The
route for reducing the cost of resolving the equation has been also reported very
recently by Kuenzer et al. [49].

For calculation of single point energies, even for a relatively large grid,
post-Hartree-Fock schemes can be utilized [40] yielding highly accurate results.
This approach is capable of describing very well the nature of, i.e., N–H or X–H
stretching vibrations, particularly when these are involved in a hydrogen bonding;
the above statement holds, provided an adequate number of energy evaluations is
being involved. It also works well, giving accurate wavenumbers and transition
intensities, corresponding to fundamental and the first overtone but also higher
overtone transitions. Therefore, it finds particular use in NIR studies of hydrogen
bonding in condensed phase, or of subtle effects of interaction with apolar solvent
molecules.

20.3 Applications

20.3.1 Exemplary Applications of VSCF Scheme

Following a fairly straightforward scheme, VSCF, and PT2-VSCF approaches have
been applied in various studies of basic and complex molecules, including bio-
molecules, where the fundamental vibrations were most often focused on [50–59].
The vibrational dynamics of water, and particularly the properties of bulk water and
solvated ions, have always attracted an utmost attention. It should not come as a
surprise that VSCF approach was routinely applied in this field as well. Water
molecule, water dimer, and a solvated Cl anion have been a subject of PT2-VSCF
study of Chaban et al. [50]. They have developed an algorithm utilizing, among
others, the PT2-VSCF scheme. They have concluded that for these simple systems
the vibrational part was determined to have a minor effect on the final accuracy.
They have also stated that PT2-VSCF calculations offer an adequate accuracy for
reproducing both the soft intermolecular and the stiff intramolecular modes in
weakly bound clusters.

Chaban et al. then applied PT2-VSCF method in their investigation of a glycine
molecule in the low-temperature matrix isolation and He droplets [51]. The cal-
culations have been performed at MP2 level, and three low-energy isomers of
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glycine were taken into account. They concluded that anharmonic effects and mode
coupling play a major role in the vibrational properties of glycine. However, the
other very important conclusions have been drawn from the analysis of a reverse
problem: the agreement between VSCF vibrational frequencies and the experi-
mental ones has confirmed that the calculated potential energy surface resembles
well the experimental one. Therefore, this reasoning proved that the ab initio PES
obtained by Chaban et al. [51] has been much superior to the OPLS-AA potential,
which was a state-of-the-art empirical potential at that time. The authors concluded
that the inaccuracy of the empirical potential stems from its inability to describe in
detail the effects of hydrogen bond, which are crucial in the case of one of the
glycine conformers. The molecular and vibrational properties of glycine themselves
have been investigated many times by anharmonic theoretical methods thereafter;
these will be reviewed later in this chapter.

The topic of complexes of water with small biomolecules was further investi-
gated with an aid of VSCF method by Gerber et al. [52]. Again, glycine, glycine–
water complex, and also N-methylacetamide were chosen as the objects of the
study. The anharmonic effects and mode coupling in particular have a significant
impact on the vibrational properties of such kinds of molecular systems. Therefore,
PT2-VSCF scheme was applied there, to take the advantage of its more accurate
description of the off-diagonal anharmonicities. Gerber et al. [52] described
quantitatively the amount of anharmonicity in vibrational modes of the systems
they have investigated. They have found that the anharmonicity can become
extremely large in case of soft modes, i.e., low-frequency partially torsional modes;
in such cases, the anharmonic effects contribute almost equally to the harmonic
effects. It was concluded that harmonic calculations are futile for such modes. On
the other hand, in this study a disadvantage of VSCF approach was also
acknowledged, which is the necessity of an extensive probing of PES for accurate
results of the VSCF procedure. This obviously adds to the increased computational
cost of the perturbative treatment of off-diagonal terms in the PT2-VSCF scheme.
Various approaches for resolving the PES for further VSCF calculations were
considered. As the general aim of Gerber et al. [52] has been complex biomole-
cules, the computational cost of this part is of high importance. In general MP2 or
DFT calculations have offered adequate accuracy, while coupled cluster approaches
were ruled out, due to an extensive cost. However, also empirical, QM/MM and
semiempirical methods were discussed for generating PES of bigger molecular
systems.

The impact of the way in which the PES is being determined has been recog-
nized as significantly important for VSCF treatment of complex molecules. The
opposite demands corresponding to this step have become obvious. From one point,
a decrease in the cost of approximating PES has been deemed necessary for making
VSCF-based computational schemes viable for treating molecular systems with
practical significance to applied spectroscopy. At the same time, the accuracy of
resolved vibrational properties should be considered. As demonstrated by Gre-
gurick et al. in their study of peptides and peptide-water complexes [53], the quality
of a description of the vibrational potential for selected modes has not always been
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perfect, leaving concerns about a viability of simplifications in this matter. The
further developments of the PES approach for subsequent VSCF and VCI calcu-
lations have been also considered by Yagi et al. [54]. In their study based on H2O
and H2CO molecules, also direct VSCF and VCI schemes were compared with
standard ones. While numerous contributions into advancing this field were pro-
posed by Yagi et al. [54], here we would like to stress one of their conclusions. It
has been evidenced that the VSCF based on an exact PES, which includes all
coordinate couplings, has a strong tendency to overestimate the energy. The
workaround for decreasing the computational cost of determining the PES in the
entire VSCF scheme was also discussed. The quartic force field (QFF) and modified
Shepard interpolation (Int-PES) approaches were applied for approximating the
PES. Yagi et al. have concluded that for simplest molecules the QFF solution
allows for a good accuracy; but they have also admitted that this would likely not
hold for more complex molecules with large amplitude vibrations. Moreover, this
simplification results poorly for systems with strongly coupled modes, i.e., OH
symmetric and antisymmetric stretching modes of water molecule. In the following
report, Yagi et al. [55] further explored the viability of QFF approximation, with n-
mode coupling representations of the quartic force field (nMR-QFF). This simpli-
fication only includes the terms up to n number of mode couplings in the QFF.
VSCF calculations with such an approximation of the PES can be done with a much
lesser cost than the ones based on a nMR-PES route, as evidenced basing on results
obtained for formaldehyde, ethylene, methanol, propyne, and benzene [55].

The particular significance of anharmonicity in biological systems, especially the
effects introduced by hydrogen bonding, has resulted in a strong interest in
employing VSCF approach for shedding light at these phenomena. As an example,
VSCF methodology has been employed for studies of peptides in crystalline phase
[56–58] and attempts have been made to extend the applications of VSCF method
for proteins [59]. The topic of advancing VSCF scheme toward viability for the
treatment of biomolecules continues, with recent report by Brauer et al. [60] on the
anharmonic vibrational spectra of α-D-glucose, β-D-glucose, and sucrose.
The VSCF calculations were performed there in a hybrid manner. The harmonic
part of the potential has been obtained on MP2 level, while the anharmonic part was
treated either at Hartree-Fock AHF or semiempirical PM3 level. They have con-
cluded that even the semiempirical approach is suitable for selected modes.

While VSCF method has been broadly adapted for anharmonic calculations of
fundamental transitions, surprisingly the near-infrared modes have been studied less
often. This is understandable, as the standard VSCF approach incorporates
mean-field approximation of the potential does not describe the mode coupling
well. Its perturbative augmented development PT2-VSCF, however, has been used
with success for explanation of overtones and combination modes. Recently, Lutz
et al. [61] have used PT2-VSCF in their applied analytical study of ethanol in
gasoline, in which the anharmonic calculations have provided valuable insight into
the origins of the observed NIR bands. However, not only IR and NIR spectroscopy
have benefited from the advances in the VSCF theory. In the study of Brauer et al.
reviewed above [60], a PT2-VSCF approach has been employed for obtaining the
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theoretical anharmonic Raman spectra of the studied systems (Fig. 20.1). VSCF
scheme has as well been applied for an anharmonic modeling of Raman spectra of
dodecane by Sebek et al. [62]. Good agreement with the experimental spectra,
measured in liquid phase and at room temperature, has been obtained (Fig. 20.2).
The VSCF calculations performed there have been based on a scaled PM3
semiempirical PES.

Fig. 20.1 (Left) Raman spectrum of crystalline sucrose. VSCF-PT2 calculations for the hybrid
HF/MP2 potential are compared with experiment. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [60])

Fig. 20.2 VSCF spectra of a
non-deuterated dodecane
isotopomer calculated with
the improved PM3 method
(red curve) compared to
experiment (black curve).
(Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [62])
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The examples discussed above demonstrate the capabilities of VSCF calcula-
tions in delivering good results for a variety of organic molecules, from very basic
ones to heavy alkanes or biomolecules. On the other hand, VSCF technique has
been also applied for a variety of other systems, including inorganic ones. For
example, Mancera et al. have recently applied VSCF route of calculations for
exploring the vibrations of gold and silver clusters [63]. They have employed VSCF
and VCI methods, and they have also used an efficient way of approximation of the
PES. By using periodic DFT with a plane–wave pseudopotential basis and the
Voter–Chen potential, they have aimed for a reduction of the number of
pair-couplings between modes. The conclusions from their study were that the
anharmonicity of vibrations of Au and Ag clusters is rather small. However, their
report has demonstrated the usefulness of their approach for the treatment of heavy
atom systems.

As it should be stressed from the above overview, nowadays the VSCF scheme
is mainly applied in its perturbatively augmented evolvement, PT2-VSCF (or
cc-VSCF), as it offers a more adequate treatment of mode coupling. The standard
approach was historically used with a success mainly in the studies of the diagonal,
single-mode anharmonicity. However, the general VSCF scheme suffers from a
costly PES sampling, and a huge effort has been made to overcome this difficulty.
This is in fact one of the frontiers of advances in the VSCF scheme presently. The
number of reported applications of VSCF routes in NIR spectroscopy has been so
far limited, and with further developments of the theory, an increase in the future
may be expected.

20.3.2 Exemplary Applications of VCI and VCC Methods

Although VCI approach has been known for a long time, its exponential scaling
prevented its wider use for molecules extending beyond a few atoms until recently,
when the computational power has become more available. Here, we will briefly
discuss a few recent studies which report on the applications of VCI scheme.

In their study on hydroxycarbene and formaldehyde, Koziol et al. [64] have
employed VCI route on relatively high level of theory for electronic structure
CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ, yielding highly accurate results. As the cis- and trans-isomers
of HCOH and HCOD exhibit strong anharmonicity of modes in the region below
4000 cm−1, particularly due to mode coupling, with impact on IR intensities.
Moreover, the existence of non-fundamental transitions in the IR region and the
impact of Fermi resonances on complexity of IR spectra have been discussed
therein. These factors may complicate the explanation of IR bands in the absence of
anharmonic calculations (Fig. 20.3). They have stressed the fact that both VMP2
approach and obviously harmonic approximation in this case VCI route gave very
good agreement, and the accuracy of obtained PES has given not only an insight
into vibrational properties and spectra but also on the isomerization barriers. They
have also compared the quality of results obtained with VSCF, VMP2, and VCI
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calculations, with VCI ones coming clearly superior. The obtained error for VCI
wavenumbers remained lower than 12 cm−1 (1%), while in the case of transition
intensities it held within 2–7%.

A good example of high powerful may be the VCI calculation on a high level of
electronic theory has been demonstrated recently by Oschetzki et al. [65] in their
study of azidoacetylene in gas phase and in low-temperature matrix isolation. It is a
very interesting system as, as they have reported, the IR spectrum is dominated by
anharmonic effects, mainly strong Fermi resonances (Fig. 20.4). The Fermi pair is
the major feature in the vibrational spectrum of azidoacetylene, and fundamental
mode in the same spectral range is reduced to a shoulder at the side of a very strong
combination band. This case is perfect example of the strength of VCI approach,
which is very well suited for treatment of tightly coupled modes, i.e., vibrational
resonances, as VSCF fails at this, both standard route (caused by mean-field
approximation) and perturbatively augmented one (due to denominator term sen-
sitive to strong coupling). However, similar computational approach would be
largely impractical for significantly more complex molecule. For these reasons, a
considerable effort is constantly being made into making VCI implementations
more affordable, i.e., adaptive VCI (A-VCI) [33].

A similar disadvantages limiting practical use of VCI route also hold for VCC
method. It may change in the nearest future, as the VCC method is still considered
to be at the early stage of its development [26]. However, it has been shown already

Fig. 20.3 VCI (top) and harmonic (bottom) IR spectrum for cis-HCOH. (Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [64])
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that it can provide better results than VCI method within the same computational
cost. Recent report on VCC calculation of pyridine has been published by
Godtliebsen and Christiansen [66] (Fig. 20.5). Their study focused on the imple-
mentation of band Lanczos procedure for VCI and the non-hermitian Lanczos
algorithm for VCC. The IR and Raman spectra of pyridine reproduced with the use
of these methods achieved great level of agreement with experimental data. Simi-
larly, also pyridine-metal complexes, with emphasis on reproducing the Raman
spectra, were studied as well.

20.3.3 Exemplary Applications of Vibrational Perturbation
Theory

A variety of improvements over the standard VPT2 scheme was proposed over time
[22, 67–69]; many of them were aimed at overcoming the sensitivity of the per-
turbative approach to near-degeneracies. However, here we would like to focus on
the generalized VPT2 approach (GVPT2), mainly due to its tremendous popularity
that it has gained in recent years. Since its introduction in 2005 [38], a substantial

Fig. 20.4 Comparison of a computed VCI spectrum and gas phase IR measurement (res. 2 cm−1)
for azidoacetylene. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [65[)
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number of papers already reported on applications of GVPT2 route. Its subsequent
implementation in the very popular Gaussian package from version 09 Rev. D.01
available since 2013 should have an effect in further increasing its widespread
usage. The IR and Raman anharmonic spectra of formic acid, including the open
and cyclic dimer, have been successfully reproduced by Barone et al. [70]. As
presented in Fig. 20.6 the contributions of monomer and both dimeric forms into
experimental data obtained in the low-temperature matrix isolation could be
unequivocally identified.

GVPT2 calculations have been also extensively used for the studies of nucle-
obases, along with high-level harmonic calculations. A series of reports has recently
emerged [71–74], which focused on IR and Raman spectra of these systems. Both
monomeric species as well as hydrogen-bonded and stacked dimers were investi-
gated. A reliable determination of stretching frequencies of C=O and N–H vibra-
tions has been emphasized [74]. Similarly, high attention has been paid by Barone
et al. to the conformational isomerism of glycine [75–78], where experimental
vibrational data alone could not provide solid answers in this regard. The experi-
mental data have been only able to deliver solid evidence on Ip conformer of
glycine. This form was, therefore, used as a basis for validation of the theoretical
model [76]. Barone et al. have succeeded in delivering highly accurate data about
glycine, on the structure, rotational constants, conformational enthalpies, and
vibrational levels, with 0.001 Å, 20 MHz, 1 kJ ⋅mol−1 and 10 cm−1, respectively

Fig. 20.5 Pyridine IR spectra calculated from j = 3000 response functions for different
vibrational wave functions. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [66])
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[76]. The anharmonic calculations within GVPT2 formalism allowed to compli-
ment the limited information on structure, thermodynamics, and vibrational spec-
troscopy of glycine that could be derived from the experiment [75–78] (Fig. 20.7).
The above studies have demonstrated the usefulness, robustness, and affordability
of GVPT2 methodology and its capabilities, when paired with the experimental
vibrational spectroscopy, for reflecting the physical chemistry, thermodynamics,
intermolecular interactions, and vibrational properties of the biomolecules
(Fig. 20.8).

The advantages of GVPT2 formalism make it very suitable for the treatment of
various kinds of molecular systems. Yet, it has been applied to simple molecules
and mostly in the region of fundamental vibrations; NIR investigations are still
rather rare. Beć et al. [79] have recently reported very good agreement between
GVPT2 and experimental NIR data of methanol, ethanol, and 1-propanol in diluted
solution [79]. In their study of aliphatic alcohols, GVPT2 proved to be able to
deliver highly accurate results, when employed within SCRF-CPCM solvent model
of carbon tetrachloride at B2PLYP-D/SNST level of theory. Detailed NIR
assignments were carried out (Fig. 20.9), and for example, the contributions into

Fig. 20.6 Computed anharmonic and experimental IR and Raman spectra of formic acid in the
2000–500 cm−1 wavenumber range. For theoretical spectra, single contributions from the FA
monomer (M) and its most stable dimers, cyclic dimer (CD) and open dimer (OD), and the overall
spectra (SUM) obtained as the spectrum of the monomer complemented by the contributions (5–
30%) from the CD and CO dimers are presented. Theoretical spectra line shape of monomer and
dimers has been convoluted with Lorentzian distribution functions with HWHMs of 1 cm−1 and
2 cm−1, respectively. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [70])
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experimental NIR spectra arising from rotational isomers of ethanol and 1-propanol
could be elucidated (Fig. 20.10). A theoretically supported analysis of experimental
data of the series of basic alcohols revealed that NIR spectra carry a rich structural
information about molecular system. This information is frequently difficult to
elucidate and interpret, much more than the corresponding IR data.

Other recent studies using GVPT2 calculations have demonstrated its applica-
bility to highly anharmonic vibrations and hydrogen-bonded systems. Fornaro et al.
[80] have studied the hydrogen-bonding interactions in IR region of uracil, uracil
dimers, and uracil-water system, by GVPT2 calculations performed at different
levels of theory. Full B3LYP-D3, hybrid B3LYP-D3//B2PLYP (anharmonic//har-
monic part), and ONIOM calculations, with different parts of the molecules treated

Fig. 20.7 Best-estimated MI-IR spectra in the (2000–400 cm−1) frequency region, for the main
glycine isotopologue. Simulated theoretical spectra: single contributions from Ip/ttt, IIn/ccc,
IIIp/tct, IVn/gtt, Vn/gct, and VIp/ttc, the sum of the Ip/ttt, IIn/ccc, and IIIp/tct (Ip–IIn–IIIp)
contributions weighted for relative abundances (as computed in this work (T = 410 K), also
assuming the conformational cooling IVn/gtt-Ip/ttt and Vn/gct-IIIp/tct), and the Ip–IIn–IIIp sum
complemented by minor contributions (1%) from the IVn/gtt, Vn/gct, and VIp/tcc (ALL).
Experimental IR spectra recorded in the low-temperature Ar matrix generated using the data of
Table 5 of Ref. [14]. IR spectra line shapes (both theoretical and experimental) have been
convoluted using Lorentzian functions with a half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) of 1 cm−1.
(Reproduced with permission from Ref. [75])
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on different levels of theory, were employed there. Good agreement with experi-
mental IR spectra has been achieved, particularly in deriving the contributions
stemming from non-fundamentals (Fig. 20.8). The study of Fornaro et al. [80] have
demonstrated the ability of accurate prediction of IR patterns of hydrogen-bonded
system by GVPT2 calculations. Their research proved that this approach remains
viable for strongly anharmonic vibrations, including those of hydrogen-bonded
bridge, resulting in the average error of 22 cm−1 for the spectral region relevant to
the bands affected by hydrogen bonding [80].

Beć et al. [81] have investigated the acetic acid in NIR region over wide range
on concentrations (CCl4), with particular interest in the double-hydrogen-bonded
bridge and its influence on NIR spectra. The NIR data of acetic acid, and similarly
other carboxylic acids, are difficult to interpret. By employing GVPT2 calculations,

Fig. 20.8 Anharmonic infrared spectra of the six different hydrogen-bonded uracil dimers
computed with the B3LYP-D3/N07D method, along with the assignment of the NH and CO
stretchings and NH bendings, and the corresponding shifts of the vibrational frequencies with
respect to uracil monomer due to the formation of the hydrogen-bonding interactions (ΔHB).
(Reproduced from Ref. [80] with permission)
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some light could be shed at this phenomenon. The particular stability of cyclic
dimer and the reasons for the prominent increase in the NIR baseline of carboxylic
acids could be proposed, based on the results of theoretical study [81]. The hybrid
approach, with calculation of harmonic part on the higher level of theory, i.e., on
coupled cluster level for acetic acid monomer, was employed there as well.

While the reports on applications of GVPT2 method for basic molecules remain
so far the most frequent ones, which is understandable as the framework itself is
still rather new, by no means it is limited to such systems. The GVPT2 theory has
been already used in studies on complex dielectric function and molar vibrational
polarization of tert-butylmethyl ether in NIR and IR regions [82]. The affordability
of GVPT2 approach enables also calculation of NIR spectra of increasingly more
complex molecules, bringing new possibilities of applications in applied research.
Recently, for example, GVPT2 resolved that NIR spectrum of rosmarinic acid has
been reported in an applied analytical study of rosemary content, which has a
growing phytopharmaceutical significance [83]. The GVPT2 calculations were
performed by Kirchler et al. [83] with the use of DFT-B3LYP/N07D level of theory
for determination of electronic structure. The agreement with the experimental NIR
spectrum that they have obtained (Fig. 20.11) suggests that GVPT2 approach can
succeed in delivering adequate results even for systems exceeding 180 electrons.

The GVPT2 scheme proves to have a capability of treating large molecules,
hydrogen-bonded systems, and molecules in solution phase, all that while

Fig. 20.9 Examination of NIR spectra of low-concentration (0.005 M) methanol by the
calculated NIR spectrum; GVPT2 calculations on CPCM-B2PLYP-D/SNST level of theory were
used here. (Reprinted from Ref. [79] with permission)
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remaining relatively straightforward in use. Therefore, these factors bring a possi-
bility of applying the GVPT2 approach to an immensely large number of different
systems which are in key interest of the experimental NIR spectroscopy. Accurate
reproduction of NIR spectra provides invaluable contribution to experimental
spectroscopy, which so far has frequently been forced to rely on ambiguous
assignments. For the above reasons, we believe that in the nearest future one will

Fig. 20.10 Experimental and calculated NIR spectra of 1-propanol.
CPCM-B2PLYP-D/SNST-based spectra of conformational isomers and final
(Boltzmann-averaged) predicted spectrum presented. Relative intensities of spectra of isomers
are presented in accordance with their Boltzmann abundances (%). (Reprinted from Ref. [79] with
permission)
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witness a rapidly increasing number of applications of GVPT2 methodology,
particularly in the field of applied NIR spectroscopy.

Since the general interest arising from the field of experimental spectroscopy is
biased toward complex molecules, much attention has recently been paid to
decrease the computational cost of VPT2 implementation, without sacrificing too
much of its reliability [70, 71, 78]. The idea behind the reduced dimensionality
VPT2 (RD-VPT2) approach is that most of the modes in a typical molecular system
do not couple, or the coupling is small (Fig. 20.12). Therefore, such terms may be
safely discarded. As the modes that couple usually fulfill a set of rules, i.e., arise
from moieties located in the same part of the molecule and have similar frequencies,
they can be easily located (Fig. 20.12). Only selected modes of interest, i.e., those
that correspond to the experimental bands of high intensity, can be also treated
anharmonically. The reduced dimensionality allows a much improved affordability
of anharmonic treatment, as evidenced for chlorophyll (Fig. 20.13) [78].

Applications of GVPT2 approach to other kinds of vibrational spectroscopies,
i.e., Raman or chiral spectroscopies VCD and ROA, have been also reported
recently (Fig. 20.14) [70, 84–87]. For chiral spectroscopies, the availability of
reliable anharmonic computational scheme is of crucial importance, as the anhar-
monicity affects the observed experimental bandshapes.
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Fig. 20.11 Experimental and theoretical NIR spectrum of rosmarinic acid obtained through fully
anharmonic (GVPT2) DFT-B3LYP/N07D calculation. The experimental spectrum is a SNV
spectrum normalized over 15 independent experimental datasets. The theoretical bandshapes were
obtained with the application of Cauchy-Gauss product function [83]. Reproduced by permission
of The Royal Society of Chemistry
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20.3.4 Miscellaneous Other Examples

NIR spectroscopy provides unique information about anharmonicity of X–H
stretching vibrations. Due to typical pronunciation of bands originating from
nonbonded X–H group [8], it is very well suited for studies of molecular systems in
which both bonded and nonbonded moieties coexist. Moreover, overtones of dif-
ferent order may be investigated based on experimental data, and overall the quality
and richness of structural information gained from NIR spectroscopy of such
systems is considerable. The general anharmonic approaches, such as VSCF, VCI,
or VPT2, not always can offer adequate aid for analysis of such data. Partially
because of the theory, but mainly due to ways of implementation these cannot
provide desired accuracy nor efficiency. Examples of recent applications of this
approach can be pointed out, i.e., in the work of Yabushita group [88–91]. In their

Fig. 20.12 Graphical representation of the absolute value of the cubic force constants Kiij for
isolated glycine. A shade of gray is assigned depending on the value of log10(|Kiij|), from white for
the values lower than 0.1 to black for values above 3. (Reproduced from Ref. [78] with
permission)
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studies of different kinds of X–H stretching vibrations, i.e., C–H stretching [88] and
O–H stretching [89–91], they have focused on investigation of dipole transition
moments. They have been in particular able to successfully reproduce the subtle
dependencies on transition intensities of fundamental and overtone modes. Fur-
thermore, Futami et al. [18, 39–43] have reported a series of studies focused on NIR
modes, in which experimental data have been explained by employing the 1D
Schrödinger time-independent equation, resolved basing on dense grid of energy
evaluations over normal coordinate of selected vibrations.

The vibrational effects of hydrogen bonding in solution have been investigated by
Futami et al. [39]. In their study of pyrrole-pyridine complex they particularly
focused on the fundamental and first overtone transitions of N–H stretching mode. It
has been demonstrated that upon formation of pyrrole-pyridine hydrogen-bonded
complex the intensity of N–H stretching first overtone band diminishes significantly.
To explain this phenomenon observed experimentally, they employed the approach
of solving 1D Schrödinger equation with a dense potential energy surface grid. They
have succeeded in following the changes in the vibrational potential, vibrational
energies, wavefunctions, and transition dipole moment of N–H stretching mode
upon formation of hydrogen bonding between molecules of pyrrole and pyridine
(Fig. 20.15). This is a notably representative example of a highly anharmonic
vibration, which is even further extended upon formation of the hydrogen-bonded
complex. The change in the vibrational potential curve and the overlap of wave-
functions would alone suggest an increase of the relative (nonbonded/bonded)
intensity of the first overtone transition vs. fundamental transition in this case.
However, the experimentally observed phenomenon could be explained by a
prominent decrease of the dipole transition moment of νN–H mode. This can be

Fig. 20.13 Vibrational harmonic and anharmonic spectra of the chlorophyll-a cation in the gas
phase and in tetrahydrofuran solution. (Reproduced from Ref. [78] with permission)
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Fig. 20.14 Fully anharmonic
IR, Raman, VCD, and ROA
spectra of (R)-methyloxirane
compared to their
experimental counterparts
measured in the
low-temperature Ar matrix
(IR, VCD) or gas phase
(Raman, ROA). Vibrational
wavenumbers have been
computed at the ‘cheapCC’/
B3LYP level in conjunction
with B3LYP intensities.
B3LYP computations have
been performed with the
SNSD and aug-cc-pVTZ
(AVTZ) basis sets. All spectra
have been convoluted by
means of Lorentzian
distribution functions with
FWHM of 2 cm−1.
(Reproduced from Ref. [85]
with permission)
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clearly noticed for the complex (Fig. 20.15 b), as opposed to nonbonded pyrrole
molecule (Fig. 20.15 b). Futami et al. [39], therefore, concluded that the dipole
moment function plays the major role in the experimentally observed decrease of
overtone intensity of νN–H mode of pyrrole upon formation of hydrogen-bonded
complex with pyridine. This research was also further continued by investigations of

Fig. 20.15 Vibrational wave functions and dipole moment functions along potential energy
curves of the NH stretching mode of a pyrrole monomer and b pyrrole–pyridine complex
calculated at the DFT//B3LYP/6-311 ++G(3df,3pd) level. Symbols qM0 and qC0 denote units of
the normal coordinates for the NH stretching mode in the monomer and the complex, respectively.
(Reproduced from Ref. [18] with permission)
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other hydrogen-bonded systems, such as methanol-pyridine [43].The conclusion that
can be drawn from these studies is that the diagonal anharmonicity plays a key role
in the NIR spectra of hydrogen-bonded N–H ⋅ ⋅ ⋅N complexes.

Another good example of applying nonstandard approaches is research reported
by Futami et al. on molecule–solvent interaction observed in NIR spectra [18].
Through solving of 1D Schrödinger equation with a dense PES grid, they have
managed to explore solvent dependence of absorption intensities and wavenumbers
of the fundamental and first overtone modes of N–H stretching vibration of pyrrole
molecule. The NIR experimental data collected in the study with the use of different
solvents revealed a distinct and consistent shift of both ν0→ 1NH and ν0→ 2NH
bands of pyrrole. In the theoretical study, it was concluded that dielectric constant ε
of the solvent plays a key role in the changes in NIR spectrum observed experi-
mentally. They have successfully reproduced the observed patterns in their calcu-
lated data, as presented in Table 20.1. With an increasing dielectric constant ε of the
solvent (2.2, 4.8, and 8.9 for respectively: CCl4, CHCl3, and CH2Cl2), the fre-
quency of the ν0→ 1NH and ν0→ 2NH transition decreases. Further, the corre-
sponding absorption intensities increase in this case as well, and the increase itself
is higher for the fundamental transition compared to the first overtone transition.
Moreover, these studies have revealed that the changes in vibrational properties of
pyrrole due to the interaction with solvent are clearly different than these upon
formation of hydrogen-bonded complex with pyridine. For the complex the
intensity of fundamental transition of NH stretching vibration increases, while the
intensity for the first overtone decreases. On the opposite, the changes in transition
intensities for ν0→ 1NH and ν0→ 2NH introduced by the interaction with solvent
both happen in the same direction; both fundamental and first overtone transition
either increase or decrease in the intensity, depending on dielectric constant of the
respectful solvent.

20.4 Summary and Future Perspectives

Fairly straightforward calculation of vibrational frequencies and intensities within
double-harmonic approximation has had its golden age, and countless reports with
calculated harmonic IR modes have been published to date. However, a lack of
description of anharmonicity, which is the real state of molecular vibrations,
remains the major drawback of the harmonic approximation. One of the most
common workaround, allowing at least for a general correction of calculated fun-
damental frequencies, was the introduction of the empirical scaling factors. A rough
idea of how important anharmonic effects truly are is the fact that on the recently
published list [92] of the most cited papers ever in The Journal of Physical
Chemistry the fifth place holds a paper by Scott and Radom [16] on the evaluation
of scaling factors. Obviously, anharmonicity is of great importance for vibrational
spectroscopies. It remains of an absolutely crucial significance to NIR spectroscopy,
which relies on the transitions that exist purely because of the anharmonicity. But
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also the anharmonic nature of intra- and intermolecular vibrations itself provides
rich information on the structure, thermodynamics, and other properties of
molecular system. For these reasons, we believe that the interest of both quantum
chemists and spectroscopists will be turning even more into anharmonic compu-
tational methods.

In this chapter, we briefly introduced the most popular anharmonic approaches.
We have highlighted their advantages and disadvantages and the recent progress
which has been made. The vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) approach often
struggles because of an inadequate description of mode coupling. It has, therefore,
led to an emergence of its perturbatively augmented derivative, PT2-VSCF or
cc-VSCF. The evidence of its successful application to complex molecules has been
reported, although often only selected modes could be reproduced perfectly. Much
further advanced description of the interaction between modes can be offered by
vibrational configuration interaction and vibrational coupled cluster approaches.
These methods have proved to be able to deliver outstanding results, even for
tightly coupled modes, or strong Fermi resonances, in which cases the IR spectrum
appears to be entirely different from its harmonic approximation. However, these
advanced methods are limited by an overwhelming computational cost, and their
applications to complex molecules remain rare. This may change in the future, as
both a considerable effort is being put into making VCI and VCC approaches more
affordable, and the availability of computational power is ever increasing. On this
background, the recent developments in vibrational perturbation theory seem
promising. Particularly, the emergence of generalized VPT2 have allowed for very
efficient, yet reasonably accurate calculation of vibrational spectra. The capability
of GVPT2 scheme to be applied to various molecular systems, including fairly
complex ones, and to reproduce IR, NIR, Raman, VCD, and ROA spectra with a
good accuracy will likely lead to a notable increase of its popularity in the area of
applied spectroscopy. Presently, the field of anharmonic calculations is strongly
evolving, meeting an ever-increasing demand from the experimental vibrational
spectroscopy. We believe that this trend will notably intensify in the forthcoming
years.
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